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2 WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE September, 1924 

TREES—PART ONIE better. In Madison, La Crosse, and majesty of a tree, recite Joye 
. . Oshkosh, Racine, Green Bay, Ki ris a vaste yg On the day following Paul Wry: » : y, Kilmer’s poem and you wast) your 

Revere’s Wide, “Throweh covery Vausau and a dozen other places time; talk about the value 0 trees 

: , ne e YTS trees were planted half a century — in dollars and cents and you will 
Middlesex village and farm’? a . . , tn a ‘ ’ i 

a ; or more ago and forgotten. In win. This has — recently 00 
little group of farmer boys stood a. . cently been 

ee eae cs the early life of these trees earth demonstrated in’ Madison. — After 
on the village green of Lexington mands, We 3 . : . . ae r 

HN ¢ $ ‘ é roads, well enriched and moisture a delay of a year the city © neil 
awaiting the Red Coats. Every jag ahead xt baad; : : . 4 ee 

, aden, furnished rich feeding — has passed an ordinance thi: will 
school hoy knows the story; how, . 1 Te . Eanaks : “Mw 

! Y.. . ah pe grounds. Now paved © streets, not only safeguard the stree: tree 
after the first volley from British — pujdine ‘ 18 Pamiray ‘ . - 
mans these Titrained — firiiée yuilding lots — thrust forward but regulates future planting, 

guns i ANS i almost if not quite to the sidewall What Madison has done other 
soldiers retreated through — the line 3 owed . au : 

‘ ine and crowding, due to too close cities can do. Is it worth while? 
grove back of Lexington common Jjanting 15i —— mn . . ‘i 
to Culp’s TIill, across the road planting, combine to starve the That is one question. Have you 

0 p's a 8 ss the road. trees. Soon the cities of Wiseon- a pride in your home city?” [i 
One hundred and thirty years sin, with one exception, will be not you do not belong there, you 

later 1 stood on Lexington com- — hewailing the loss of their finest are not a good citizen. Tave vou 
mon, looked in vain for the grove trees, The exception is the city really seen the trees of your city 

but found only five trees, none of of Milwaukee. In Milwaukee the at close range? Do you know 
them sound. : street trees are under the super- your own trees? Probably not 

Just recently T received a post vision of a City Forester who em- unless they are diseased. Well 

eard from a friend who is travel- — ploys trained men to spray, prune, go out and take a look at them 
ing through the eastern states, a remove and to plant street trees. closely. Look earefully at all of 
pieture post ecard of the Battle- The actual cost is charged to the the trees in your block and when 
Field of Lexington, including the — property owner and entered on the you have returned from your littl: 

five trees and fwo are dead and a tax roll as are other special taxes. exeursion sit down and_ think it 
third dying. Due to Mr. O. W. Spidel’s super- over, whether or not you are 

The people of Boston have spent vision Milwaukee is noted for its willing to lend your aid in pre- 

hundreds of thousands of dollars beautiful trees, The City of serving the beauty, the wealth, of 

and frantic efforts to save their Trees. your city. The Madison ordi 
street trees, now that it is too late. This has not all happened in a nance, with only minor changes 
The same is true of other eastern day but as the result of years of needed to fit loeal requirements 
cities. The people of these cities patient effort in’ persuading the appears in this number. In the 

eave no particular heed to the City Council to enact an or- next issue something will be said 
trees, the majestic arching elms dinance placing the care of all about roadside, rural, planting. 
had always been there, doubtless trees growing between ‘‘lot line FC. 

always would be there, why worry. and lot line’? in the hands of the 

But as. civilization progressed, Park Board. The lot owner still — oo 

as the cities grew, paved streets has the privilege of paying for the AN ORDINANCE 

became a necessity, the trees de- care of the trees and that is all. ‘ co. 

prived of their feeding grounds At first glance this may seem like ont Ordinance to Repeal Sections 
‘owhy Stanved aiid weakowed, the ; coo f individ = * 59, 60 and 61 of Chapter 15 and 
slowly starved and weakened, then an invasion of inc ividual rights Section 4 of Chapter 20 of the 
came their enemies, caterpillar, but as administered in Milwaukee General Ordinances of the. City of 

seale and moth, like the jackals — the Tree Ordinance has given com- Madison and to create Section 20 to 

attacking the wounded lion —and — plete satisfaction. The — ‘tree 32 inclusive of Chapter 20 of the 
: 5 General Ordinances of the City of 

the trees slowly succumbed. Then, — trimmers are now weleomed Madison, relating to planting, trim- 

when almost too late, the people wherever they work and property — ming, production, regulation and con: 

woke up. Boston is fighting to owners no longer complain of trol of trees and planting of 

save two hundred year old elms their presenee but complain if obnoxious barberry, shrubs: af 
i ! i ee : : The Mayor and Common Council 0 

and losing the fight. It is always their trees do not receive atten- the City ‘of Madison do Ordain as 

so. We accept our blessings, we — tion. follows: 

take for granted all that God and What has been done in Mil- Section 1. Sections 59, 60 and ae 

nature has provided for us with-  waukee can be done in other Wis- Chapter 15, Section 4 of Chaptts he 
aan ee . 3 Fees att ty hg ee 3 of the General Ordinances of the 

out any feeling of responsi-  consin cities. And it is high time — Gity of Madison are hereby revealed: 

bility until these blessings are — it be done. Section 2. There are aducd to 

taken from us. We accept the This is a matter in which all chapter 20 of the General Ordinanee 

living tree and give it no thought sentimental considerations may be oF Phe City: of Madison, thirter.n 
until it begins to die. What is laid aside, may well be ignored Section 20. No person shall fasten 

true of Boston is true of hundreds in order to accomplish the real any horse or any animal io ay 

of other cities. Chieago has no purpose intended. Well kept ornamental or shade tree, ne 

street trees of value except on the street trees add to the value of are ner PUP lie ae any bax 

boulevards. - In Wisconsin — the property, are a civic asset. Talk or case around such tree, nor siall he 

situation, with one exception, is no to a city council about the beauty cause or permit a horse o: other
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animal to stand so that said horse or shall securely fasten such wire or Madison Park & Pleasure Drive As- 
other animal can injure a tree in any wires to a post or other structure so sociation all of the work authorized 
such street or other public place, that they shall not come in contact to be done by said Madison Park & 
under a penalty of not less than five with any tree therein and every such Pleasure Drive Association under this 
dollars nor exceeding twenty dollars person, corporation or association act, said Madison Park & Pleasure 
for each and every offense. . shall, when and if the Park & Drive Association shall have sole 
Section 21. No person, corporation, Pleasure Drive Association determine power and authority to fix the work 

or association shall plant, cut, prune to be necessary in order to prune or of said employees, and to remove at 
or remove any living tree over three cut down any trees growing on a_ pleasure persons appointed for such 
inches in diameter at a point three public highway in the City of Madi- work. They shall also have power 
feet above the ground in a public son, temporarily remove any such and_ authority to purchase all 
highway in the City of Madison, or wires or cut off the electricity with- machinery, tools, and implements and 
cut disturb or interfere in any way in twenty-four hours after service incur such other expenses as they 
with the roots of any such tree, to upon the owner of said wire or wires may deem it necessary for the con- 
the extent of causing serious injury or his or its agents, of a written duct of the work. 
to such tree, in such public highway, notice signed by two officers of the Section 31. The Common Council 
or spray any such trees with any Madison Park & Pleasure Drive As- shall include in its annual budget 
chemicals or insecticides without sociation to remove said wire or wires — such sum as it may deem necessary 
written permit of the Madison Park or cut off said electricity. if any, to mect all expenses of doing 

& Pleasure Drive Association. Section 26. No person, corporation said work during the following fiscal 
(Note: The Madison Park and or association shail prevent, delay or year, excepting so much of the ex- 

Pleasure Drive Association functions interfere with the Madison Park & _ pense of doing said work as is assess- 
ata Park Board.) : Pleasure Drive Association or its able to abutting property, and_ the 
Nothing herein shall be construed employees in the planting, pruning, taxes levied for such purpose shall be 

as preventing the City Engineer or Spraying, or removing of a tree or in addition to all other taxes for park 
Street Superintendent from trimming trees living or dead, in that part of | and boulevard purposes. 

trees so as to prevent interference ny street lying between the tot line The Madison Park & Pleasure 
with street illumination, provided, and the curb or in the center or side Prive Association shall have power to 
however, that before trimming the plots of boulevards on the city, or plant and transplant trees and re- 
trees said City Engineer or Street from removing stone, cement, lumber move trees, living or dead, spray and 
Superintendent’ shall obtain the sug- 0F other substances placed about a otherwise care tor and protect all 
gestion of the Park & Pleasure tree ina highway in said City con- trees on or in that part of the streets, 
Drive Association, and if the trim- trary to the provisions of section 21 avenues and boulevards, over which 
ming suggested by them shall be to Section 30, of chapter 20 of the the Madison Park & Pleasure Drive 
sufficient to accomplish the purpose general code of the City of Madison. Association is given control under 
they shall be trimmed accordingly. Section 27. No person shall here- section 29 hereof. 

Section 22. No shade or ornamental after sell or plant, within the City of When the Madison Park & Pleasure 
tree shall be planted in any of the Madison, the “Berberis vulgaris” Drive Association shall propose the 
public highways of the City of Madi- commonly known as the tall barberry planting or removing of any living 
son until such tree and the place or the Berberis purpurea, commonly shade tree in a section of any street, 
where it is to be planted shall have known as the purple barberry. avenue or boulevard, it shall give two 
first been approved by the Madison Section 28. Any person violating weeks written notice by mail, or 
Park & Pleasure Drive Association, any of the provisions of section 21 to otherwise, to the owner or his agent, 

and a permit granted by said As- 27 inclusive shall, upon conviction, jf known, if any property abutting on 
| sociation therefor, pay a penalty to the City of Madison that section of said street, avenue or 

Section 23. No person shall place of not less than ten dollars nor more  poulevard or if said owner or his 
or maintain upon the ground, in a than twenty-five dollars for each and agent are unknown and there be a 
public highway of the City of Madi- every offense. Each day in which tenant occupying said property, then, 
son, stone, cement, lumber, or other the ordinance is violated shall con- to the tenant thereof, of a time at 

| substance or material which shall stitute a separate offense. which said contemplated work is to 
impede the free passage of water and Section 29. Full power and be considered by them, specifying in 
air to any tree in such highway with- authority over the trees planted or to detail the street, avenue or boulevard, 
out leaving an open space of ground be planted in that part of each and and portion thereof, upon which trees 
outside the trunk of said tree of an every street, the grade of which has are proposed to be planted or removed 
area of not less than sixteen square been established, lying between the and the general nature and character 
feet. Before depositing any material lot line and the curb and in the center of the changes and improvements 
in any highway of the City near the of side plots in all boulevards in said contemplated. After any hearing had 
trees therein, the person so deposit- City is hereby delegated to the Madi- upon such notice, the Madison Park & 
ing said materials shall place such son Park & Pleasure Drive Associa- Pleasure Drive may abandon said 
guards around the trees as shall tion and such Association shall have work or may proceed with it accord- 
affectually prevent injury to them. the right and power to establish rules ing to what they deem to be to the 
ection 24. No person shall break and Tegulatious relating to the ment best interests of the public. 

' injure any tree anted in an ing, maintenance, protection, and care Rags 96 a x 7 
highway in the City of Madison hide of such trees, and it shall be the duty toon ee ane eae cobt of pro. 
shall he pour salt water on any such of said Association to recommend to in e) . 7 . ee eying) pane : 

are ‘ 4 ig, renewing and removal of trees 
public highway in such places as to the Common Council of the City of . . z waph 

he y Pp ‘ : Z between the lot lines and the curb in 
Jure any tree planted or growing Madison the enactment of such or- front of any lot or parcel of land 

therein, dinances as it may deem necessary to . w Pi . 
% ‘i abutting on a_ street, avenue or 

Section 25. No person, corporation, protect said trees. . boulevard shall be chargeable to and or association shall attach any electric Section 30. The Madison Park & accessed upon such lot or parcel of 
gaulatne or any device, for holding of | Pleasure Drive Score On An order jand . 
electric wire, to any tree growing or to carry out the purpose of this act Pe wa e P 
planted upon any public highway of shall have authority to appoint from Section 33. The Madison Park & 
the City of Madison. Every person, its employees such person or persons Pleasure Drive Association shall keep 
Corporation or association having any as it may deem necessary to take strict a of the cost of pro- 
Wire or wires charged with electricity charge of and direct, subject to the  tecting, planting, renewing, removing, ' 
Tuning through a public highway supervision and control of the said (Concluded on page 12)
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STATE FAIR PREMIUMS seedlings of promise that were ex- 58. Best 10 vases of Asters. 10 

“ ibited to capture the special ooms 1n 2 vase, 
A man from New York State f Dike 2 ay " . ! ‘ Deeks 1. Mrs. C, E. Schultz. 
oi : ; prizes offered by seedsmen and 2. G. E. Tehan 

drifted in to the Horticultural Gthers. It was a wonderful show — 5¢ ee 
Building as he was wandering — , cane sa enaen , 59 Best Vase of Asters, any col: r. 
as | nid said that the Ait > and deserves more space but the 1. Miss E. M. Goelzer. 

lowe ‘Sh dias at the Amateur inners require so much space 2. Theo. J. Kurtz. 

ower Show was the most, com- ‘that we will have to let the show 3. Mrs. Harry Berger. 

plete and the best set up of any- jogs with this brief account. 60. Best basket of everlastings, oth 
thing he had ever seen in his Wits flowers and grasses, artistic ar. 

wanderings of fifty thousand miles coe rangement. 

by auto. Conversation developed an J. Mrs. Harry Berger. 
° 5 3 2. Arno Meyer. 

that he knew his stuff, too. As 3° Miss E. M. Goelzer 

f aS ivi ; . it.: RP Te 5 r psy oe s Ss i. M. elzer. 

James Livingstone put it.: °° Put Plants and- cut flowers for 61, Best display of Everlastings in 

on all the dog you ean, and you amateurs premium list offered 142 variety. 

won't do it justice’. It was the premiums ageregating $441.50 in 1. Arno Meyer. 

best amateur show the writer has prizes. Lot numbers and prize ee Airs. Harty Berger. 

ever seen, and he has seen a few in winners follow. OF ie Se Mauser: 

Rea ay ee 1H OARS \ 62. Best 10 spikes perennial  del- 
this country and ac ross the pond. 46 Best and most artistically phinium. , 

In the huge horticultural hall arranged basket of flowers for the 1. Mrs. S. W. Poppe. 
flowers have pushed the vegetables table. 2. Miss Martha Krienitz. 

out of doors, and only a few racks 1. Mrs. W. Delaport. 3. Dawson Bros. 
: emit ld tl 2. Mrs. C. E. Harrington. 63. Best fiv ases: snapdrad 

of apples on the west wall held t le 3. Mrs. Harry Berger. 33. Aloe ae: wases snapdragon, 1 

fort for horticulture. The hall is 47, Best and most artistically ar- i Mise eM. Goelzer. 
about 70 by 150° feet, and the ranged vase of flowers for table. 2° Mrs. Harry Beveek, 

entire east wall is taken by the 1. Mrs. Marie Weck. 3. Mrs. J. W. Overholt. 

huge display of the amateurs 2. Mrs. W. Delaport. ; : 

At that ‘ i ‘mi 1 ownitin r to Gy Mrs, ls Harel ton: * Bent Mise E Me Goslas 
‘ 18h, PERU RULY 8 48. Best and most artistically ar- « Miss J. M. Goelzer. 
only $441.50 were — offered, as ranged bouquet of wild flowers. 2. Mrs. Mane Weel . 
against $1,559.25. for the —pro- 1, Mrs. W. Delaport. . 3. Mrs. Harry Berger. 

fessional growers. If made a riot 2. Mrs. J. W. Overholt. 65. Best 5 vases of French Marigolds, 
of color indeed, for an amateur 3. Mrs. C. E. Harrington. 10 blooms in vase. 

V ets « aula 9 . isple . aye. 15 1. Mrs. C. E, Harrington. 

show differs from a professional 49. Best display of eut flowers, 12 2. Miss E. M. Goelzer. 

one, in that the amateur grows Mrs. E. M. Goelzer. 66. Best 5 vases African Marigolds, 
what ever he likes with no regard 2. Mrs. J. Kurz. 10 blooms in vase. 

for the money return, and he is 50 nes J. W. Overholt i Miss Er. M. Goelzer. 

Z sow ayy ines ‘4 : 50. Herbaceous perennials, 10 kinds. 2. Mrs. Harry Berger. 

Ee EP aid et ateand ps Mien, WW, Hoppe: 3: G. M. Tehan, 
p . : - . 2. Mrs. E. M, Goelzer. 67. Best 4 vases petunias, one color in 
to have around the place. 8. Miss Martha Krienitz. vase. 

Gladiolus predominated and 51. Be display oe pansies. 1. Miss E. M. Goelzer. 

rere i very : oa . Mrs. E. M. Goelzer. 2. Mrs. Harry Berger. 

ee ‘Seuie oe nth \ 2. Mrs. C. Harmueller. 3. Mrs. C, Harmueller. 

bask ats sh ( “er we re most artistic 52. Best Display of Hardy Phlox. 68. Best 5 vases of Zinnias, 10 blooms, 
waskets shown were most arustie, 1. Miss Martha Krienitz. one color in vase. 
and when it eame to the table 2. Mrs. E. M. Goelzer. 1. G. M. Tehan. 
decorations, it was discovered that 3. Mrs. S. W. Poppe. 2. Mrs. Harry Berger. 
the amateurs could give the pro- 58. Best gladiolus, 6 vases, 6 varieties, 3. Miss, E. M. Goelzer. 

fessionals pointers in flower 3 spikes Incench (ase: 69. Best vase of roses. 

harmony. There were 12. table 2 Miss E Be 1. Mrs. Harry Berger. 
A . ? S ss E. M. Goelzer. 6 iss E oelzer 

decorations most of them with 3. L. A. Burmeister, Jr. . 2, Miss E. M. Goelzer 

candles and all of them practical, 54. Best 25 spikes gladiolus. 70. Beet Me er Sélpislossis. aun: 

that is, small enough for actual 1. Dawson Bros. a ae none arrington. 

175 2. Mrs. E. C. Haasch. ot dts Se SB User. 
use. 3. Mrs. W. Delaporte. 3. Mrs. C. H. Harmueller 

_Although there was a goodly 55, Best display of gladiolus, not less 71+ Best vase of cosmos. 

display of the everlastings, the than 100 spikes. 1. Theo. J. Kurtz. _ 

usual display of J. HL. Hauser, of 1. Dawson Bros. . se &, E. Hernpyon. 

Bayeld, Wis., was sadly missed in 2. Miss E. M. Goelzer. a Oo: Mss Marry erect 
this department There were 3. Theo. J. Kurtz. 72. Best vase annual larkspur. 

° pe Se we . 56. Best 30 blooms, dahlias in variety. 1, Mrs. C. E, Harrington. 
really wonderful displays of the 1. Mrs. Harry Berger. 2. Mrs. Harry Berger. y ry q . \ 
cockscomb, however. The ama- 2. Theo. J. Kurtz. 3. Miss. E. M. Goelzer. 

teurs in this section are beginning 7. Bet Gienley of Celoeia in variety. 73. Beat 5 vanes of Dianthus. 

to show some. skill as plant sels els SOCiZer. 1. Mrs. Marie Weck. 
2. Theo. J. Kurtz, 2. Mrs. Alma Reul. 

breeders, and there were several 3. Miss Marie Weck. 3. Miss. EM. Gosldét:
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74. Best vases of Centauria, Corn 82, Best 6 vases cut flowers, $10 cash Professional florists premi i 
: . S ¢ " premium list 

flowers. as Keuse by James Livingstone, Milwaukee. covered 160 premiums with a_ total 

L Meek Hee ; 1. Miss E. M. Goelzer. prize list amounting to $1559.25. 

2. Miss &. M. ve zer. 2. Theo. J. Kurtz. Prize winners in each class: 

3. Mrs. C. E. Harrington. 3. Mrs. C. E. Harri 
. . 3. . C. E. Harrington. 1. Greenh: 1 5 ass ’ 

73. Rest & vases Phlo 4 . Greenhouse plants not less than 

75. F x drummondi, gs sate 25 Ratt 
naa éolok in! vase, 3. Most artistically arranged basket 25 varieties 50 sq. ft. 

1. Mrs, C. E. Harrington. garden flowers, $5 cash given by 1. Aug. F. Kellner Co. 

2) Miss. E. M. Goelzer. pes: William Kroening, Milwau- 2. f Hocker & Sons. 

3. A. C. Hauser, ee. 3. Holton & Hunkel. 

. ‘ ee 1. Mrs. W. Delaporte. 4. Chas. Menger. 

6. ie Mrs, pf poablosa. 2. Miss. E. M. Goelzer. 2. Display of palms to cover 50 feet. 

2. Miss. E. M. Goelzer. 84. Best vase salpiglossis, $2.50 cash 4 Chas. Menger 2] 

3. Mrs. Harry Berger. given by Mrs. Wm. Kroening, 3. AG ve K tn . Cc 

71, Best vase perennial Gaillardia, 10 Milwaukee. 6 Dicdlay IRM, GH WAH ‘ 
blooms. 1. Mrs. C. E. Harrington. a Display Plants: in variety, for 

1. pawsen Bros. 2. Mrs. Marie Weck. e eer to coer lines Co 

3. Mre J gM, eaelzer: 85. Best potted perennial plants, 2. Holton & Hunkel, — 

. 2 * ‘: * Pt $4.50 cash given by Mrs. Wm. 3. C. C. Pollworth Co. 

78, Best vase of sweet peas. Kroening and H. C. Christensen, 4. Chas. Menger. 

4 1. Miss E. M. Goelzer. Oshkosh. 4. Display of ferns in variety, for 

79. Best ase of double sunflowers. a ire Harry: Berger: effect to cover 50 sq. feet. 

. . Mrs. S. W. Poppe. 1. Aug. F. Kellner Co. 

80. Best table decorations for  g¢ Best display pansies. Perennials 2. Holton & Hunkel, ° 

amateurs only, to be changed to $5, choice of anything in 5. Display of Nephrolepsis to cover 

once, four covers, without china catalog of W. A. T eB: an 50 sq. ft. 

or silver. oe tables and first six Wis SE = Bg DOMME MORENO 1, % C. Pollworth Co 

entries only. as 2) Holto , 
‘ ; . 1. Miss E. 2. Holton & Hunkel. 

1. Ms & iipemua len: 8. Beat Note Me Goeleer — 3. Aug. F. Kellner Co. 
2. Mrs. W. e. . Best display of perennials. Per- 5. Disple ias i 
: Ms, te e Harrington: erntals ie $10, choice of catalog 6. Display (of Begonias Hn bloom ‘te 

. Miss Martha Krientz. y W. A. Toole, Baraboo, Wis. 1 Che Menger 

5. Mrs. S. W. Poppe. 1. Martha Krienitz. 2 OH Locker & S 
6. Mrs. J. W. Overholt. 2. Miss. E aizer. 2, (HasLocker @/Song. 

’ ° a Mise. a Le see zer. 7. Display other plants in bloom to 

Plant premium awards were given hi MEBS* OTIS. “WCC: cover 25 sq. ft. 

to the few entrants as follows: 88. Best exhibit Dahlias in variety. 1, Holton & Hunkel. ‘ y, 

38. Specimen palm. Dahlia roots value $6, winners 2. C, C, Pollworth Co. 

: 1. Miss Martha Krienitz. choice, given by Eberhardts Sons, 3. Chas. Menger. 

3. Mrs. S. W. Poppe. Cedarburg, Wis. 8. Best 2 cyclamen in bloom. 

39. Speci fern 1. Mrs. Harry Berger. 1. Holton & Hunkel. 

re re, 8. W. Poppe. 2. Miss E. M. Goelzer. 2. C. C, Pollworth Co. 

40. Specimen Rubber plant. 89. Best Gladiolus in variety. a Specimen Cipou uy 1 

2. Mrs. S. W. Poppe. 1. Dawson Bros. 2) AG aa Kellnor Go 

3. Mrs. C. E. Harrington. 2. Miss E. M. Goelzer. gt ee . 
41. Specimen Begonia. 3. Mrs. Harry Berger. 10. Specrnet Hephrolepst=: 

: eB . Holto i t 

zi ike Marie Week 90. Best display seedling gladiolus. 2. G. C. Pollworth Co. 

3° Mrs. C. E. Harrington Glad bulbs value $3. By F. M. 3. West Allis Floral Co. 

ip Saeeinien Kr hi a ngton. Palmiter & Son, Janesville, Wis. 4. Aug. F. Kellner Co. 

ee 5 ee SW. Poppe 1. Miss E. M. Goelzer. 11. Specimen any other fern. 

43. Specimen Aspidistra. 91. Best single’ spike seedling 2 Hoven pace 
1. Mrs. C. Harmueller, gladiolus bulb, never previously 3. Kell eG mons: 

2. Miss Martha Krienitz shown, by F. M. Palmiter & Son, ae elmer: N= 

3. Mrs. S. W. Poppe. . Janesville. Glad bulbs value $2. 12. Specimen Palm. 

44. Specimen Sansevieria. 1. Miss E. M. Goelzer. 2 one oe ee. 

i pre ie c. Haasch. 92: Beet three spikes. Mrs. H. E. 3, Holton & Hunkel. 

2. M. Krienitz. othin. Glad bulbs value $2, by ‘ ants arrange . 

tne 3. Mrs. S. W. Poppe. eM. Palmiter & Son, Janesville. 1g. Basket of plants arranged for 

. Specimen any other plant. is. 1. E. Welke Co 

1. Mrs. C. E. Harrington. None shown. 2) H. Locker & ‘Sons 

3. Mrs. S. W. : 3. AU ner G 
End Ae not crea list. 98: Beet spike on L. Smith. Glad i nes oon Co. 

ue ulbs value $1.00. . “* . , 

ee 1. Mrs, Marie Weck. 14. Best display carnations not less 

: . than 50 blooms. 

SPECIAL PREMIUMS FOR 94. Bestiepike of Louise and 95. Best 1. C. C. Pollworth Co. 

AMATEURS of Mes. Was. Kent. Palmiter. 15. Best 25 Butterfly roses. 
81. Kest display dahlia blooms, dahlia e shown. 1. Holton & Hunkel. 

roots to value of $10 given by J. 96. Best display blooms & berries 2. C. C. Pollworth Co. 

(. Fitchett, Janesville, Wis. from shrubs, Nursery stock value 16. Best 25 Columbia roses. 

1 Mrs. W. Delaporte. $10 by N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh. 1. C. C. Pollworth Co. 

2. Mrs. Harry Berger. 1. Miss E. M. Goelzer. 2. Holton & Hunkel. 

3. Miss. E. M. Goelzer. 2. Mrs. W. Delaporte. (Concluded on page 12 : pag
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thousand members of the A, eri. 
ean Rose Society all over the 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE world hoe joined in rahe this 
“Annual,’’ whieh is their ex ores. 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG sion of the status of Rose-grewing 
in the United States at this time, 

It is therefore an original volume, 

THE SUMMER MEETING hotel, one lady remarked that her "4 Completely down to date 
~(o RS . husband had found relief from the No greater mistake cout! by 

Mrs. (. FE. StrRonG seats ; es - : made than to presume that the irritation and scrotehing eaused triean. Rose Soviety was. m: 

“Did you get anything out of by cating such acid fruits as =e P Tose oeiety a rath 
the Summer Meeting? I answered — tomatoes, ete., by using a little lime he only of . ose paperts. H does 
this question the other day and water daily. There was great in- vawve! al at ‘some tose experts. but 
wish to answer it briefly on this terest registered by Mrs. Gates mos! of iis MeMbeRs Wre [ismes 

page. T always get something out Secretary of the Oshkosh Society, Pee “ ans 
of the meetings. 1 go there with also by Prof. Vaughn of Madison. Who: lake pean all the time mee 
that expectation. The meeting is ‘Now why wouldn’t it be feasible aati ne better eho to: succeed 

usually a part of my vacation and — to give lime water to chickens and with Men HIVOnItE HOWers i 
IT enjoyed it as sueh. I enjoy keep them from scratching”’ asked Now in the volume in question, 

meeting the many friends in the Mrs. Gates. *‘That’s a great selected out of the vast amass of 
State Society who gather together, idea’? answered the Professor— material which an enormous corre. 

I enjoy meeting new people, there **We will have our experiment spondence brings to. the Editor's 
are always some at every meeting station start work on this im- desk, the whole range of Rose. 
and their experiences are new and — mediately. Think of what it would handling is covered. At the out: 
many times very interesting and mean if we could guarantee to the set even the beginner’ is cared 
helpful. 1 particularly enjoy gardeners that such a simple for, heeause on page 192, © The 
visiting gardens and my only re- remedy would enable them to keep Beginner's Rose Inquiries," in 

gvet was that rain prevented me their neighbors’ chickens from three pages of questions and 

from seeing more of the gardens seratching in their — gardens. answers, tell the facts indepen 

at) Oshkosh. The Roe and Think of the saving in vocabulary dently of catalogue implications. 

Christenson gardens were par- in the energy usually expended in There is the usual survey of the 

ticularly — lovely—they — needed throwing brooms, stones, ete. If it world’s new Roses, of which 105 
days instead of an hour or so for works Oshkosh will be forever @re originally reported — upon. 
real inspection. Even at that IT famous By Gosh.”’ generally — from data obtained 
came away with many new ideas of The trip up the river on the direct — from — the originators 
what can be done with our native lovely little lake was very enjoy- wherever they may he, whether i 
shrubs and wild flowers. Perhaps able—so was the chieken dinner, Australia, or in California, in 
there will be a way found after all Tam sure we could all have said— England or anywhere in America. 
of preserving the wild flowers of ‘‘When we come to the end of 1 There are several major items 
Wisconsin from the hands of the perfect day’’—What more could in the book. Ore, ‘The Ros 

ruthless gatherer. When we we ask from a summer meeting? Catalogue Question,”’ gives con 
gathered in the evening at the What more could be given? Al- ments of members in respect (0 
Nelson home for our corm and ready we are looking forward to — the kind of descriptions believed 
wiener roast T think the spirits of — the one to be held next year—some- to be adapted to truth-telling 
the red men who onee made that where else. , about Roses in catalogues. — The 

place their home hovered closely able article following goes further 

around us and they surely must 7 oo in. this direction. Then * The 

have felt we were kin as we feasted THE AMERICAN ROSE Proof of the Pudding’? gives the 

on the first of the roasting ears in ANNUAT FOR 1926 ‘ answers the members have sent 1 

the flickering lights of the bon- omens ” about the new Roses. Take. fer 
fires. The Editor tells me I may ve- example, the Rose angele Pernt: 

If we haven’t learned some- view this book, for the publishing it is reported upon from Be erly 
thing about the troubles of the of whieh as Editor Tam responsi- Hills, Oakland, and San Francisco. 
raspberry it isn’t the fault of De. ble. To comment on the work California; from Caldwell, Idaho: 
Fracker and Prof. Vaughn for would show that my modesty was from South Bend, Indiana. and 
they explained—and_ their ex- a minus quantity if it was not a from Tlarrisburg, Pennsyly.it 
planations should) be helpful. fact that this ‘Rose Annual’? is This department is likely toe @ 
There are also things to be learned merely of my assembling, and not —™money-saver. . 
that are not on the program; for of my writing. Another notable article 
instance on Wednesday while we More than two hundred Rose “From the Nursery to the 
were having dinner at the Athearn lovers among the nearly five Garden,’? in whieh an_ att mt
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has been made to follow the Rose — its fruit, is identical with that of 2. 
planis from the time they are dug the common Japanese Barberry, ,, 

in the nursery to when they are but when the foliage develops in They pull the petals from the roses, 

shipped to the customer, and to carly spring it takes on a rich Tweak the Pansies pretty noses, 

diseover why they do not always bronze red color, slightly deeper Set the Blue bells chimes aringing. 
do well. Already this article has than that of the red Japanese From the Larkspur spires go 

had an immense influence on the Maple. This coloring is retained Swinging, 

nurserymen and Rose merchants. until fall, and indeed becomes Sip the honey from the flowers, 

There is discussion as to the more intense during the summer Saying “this by right is ours. 
prevention of mildew by soil months, instead of disappearing For we bought it from our friends 
treatment; as to deep planting, as is the case with most red-leaved the Bumble bees.”’ 
with good reasons why it should | plants.—Horriccurure. 
not be done; as to the effeet of 3. 

chemieal substances intended to OO a : 
prevent disease. Florida has been Then sometimes I hear a racket, 
a hard place to have Roses in, but NATIONAL SOCIETIES One wee Fairie gets a packet ‘ 
the symposium on Rose-growinz National Peony. Soeiety—-W. ee pollen from the Tiger lily 

in Florida will make it easy. One" “Christman Minired solis, Minn. 'p et i pr 
of the most delightful articles is neg al . : Phen she streaks up tiny faces 
“What a Dozen Rose Plants Did,’ National Tris Association—R. S. Spots up all their dainty laces— 
and incidentally that dozen. Rose Sturtevant, Wellesly | Farms, “Til you'd never know those fairy 

plants handled by a woman in a _ ATass. . . _tolk at all. . 
little backyard gave her in one National Dahlia Association—Win. Now please dont say you doubt 
season 552 flowers. J. Rathgebor, 198 Norton St., me— 

The book is, as usual, beauti- New Haven, Conn, Hor it is really: true: r 
fully illustrated, and has more -\merican Association of Nursery- I've seen them in my Garden 
pages. than any previous issuc, men—Chas. Sizemore, Louisiana, ‘The moon was shining too, 

heing likewise in a new and more Mo. 
attractive permanent cover. [t is | American Gladiolus Society—John 4. 

ery 1s And dance a minuet 
may be had by sending $3. to that American Rose Society—Robert — "They are so very happy 

ia at West — Grove, Pyle, West Grove, Pa, All else I do forget, / 

“J. Horact: McFartanp American Sweet Pea Soviety—W. They've gone—I greet the coming 
Tn The Flower Grower (. Taylor, 15 Congdon Ave., New- day, : ; 

: port, R. T. And hear the south wind softly say, 

__ _ _ American Tree Association—Chas. ‘The years will bring you happy 
Lathrop Pack, © Washington, hours. For fairies danee among 

A RED-LEAVED BARBERRY D.C. Your FlWE, ae ic 
The new red-leaved. Japanese Gaiden Cup of Amerie ans Canin Be STON Barherty(Berberis. Thunhersii Harold Irving Pratt, 598 Madi- 

atropurpurea about ‘Which various so Ave., New York. — — 

articles have heen written in re- Mag Plone Peston Soe 
ee ise 7 5 of America—Mrs. Elizabeth G. a stats ow fo br puto itm oul Gane, Ths FRUIT GROWERS 
this novelty, which is being intro- Bronx, New York, N.Y. x . . 

iliieod by Henry A. Deer. of Make Your Selections now For 

 Phil-lelphia, has been held up _ a Competition at the Green 
until! the United) States govern- : 
ment could determine whether or GARDEN FAIRIES Bay Convention. 

‘an ntovinined that iit conan By Carrie BLStrong > : eo ae > 
blooe of the common Barberry it There are Fairies in my Garden, Premium List us Given’ on Page 
Migh! prove a host plant to wheat They play there as they will. 15 of this Issue. 
and other grain rusts. Have you ne’er scen the little folk 

Now, however, the new Bar- When all the world was still? . 
herr has been pronounced a true Fitting down the pathways, The Competition Will Be Heavy 
Spor! or mutation of the Japanese A dancing on the grass, . . 

Barberry, and therefore immune Or bowing low before their Queen This: year so Choose 
to rust. Its habit of growth, like As she goes floating past. Carefully.
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Wisconsin Horticulture The apple display was excellent WISCONSIN STATE FAIR 1126 

considering the backward season. Exhibitor’s Horticultural Depar'-nent 
Buplianed Monthly by the Row after vow, and tier upon tier Adams, Mrs. J. A. 1605 23rd Si. Mi. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society = of various varieties made a re- 4, pvatlkees lla. Harm; ‘Haéiord..§ 
119 E. Washington A . ke ‘onlay sak Side SO ee oa a ee oa is. 
Official ‘Organ ae he Society markable display on the west side Basse, Wm. H., Ro 3, Sta D, vi, 

ge of the building. Prof. J. G. Hoe Me Hatry,. HATES Corn F 
FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor Moore of Madison judged the — Brueckner, Leo., Jefterson. Wis. "a 

JAMES S. POTTER, Assistant Editor , sa. WOATE.. # apne. -o — Burmeister, L. A. Jr., 1151-18th S$), Mil. 
Gonttibuting ‘walters —Mra. mas apples, pears, and crabs, and we Waukee, li 

Strong, BE, L. Chambers, Huron H. have never seen a more thorough Cooper, Bre oe Milton Cooper, 1. R. 4, 
Smith, Eugenia C. Gillette. ; i dent “ides in any est Allis, Wis. 

genie, te and competent judge in any com- — pawson ‘Bros., Franksville, Wis. 
Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Pctitive exhibit. Delaporte,, Mrs: Wa 128 Netlonnl ve 

Wisconsin, d- . - ‘ . . AUSEE . je Gh 
captanes: tor mailing clase matter ee The Commercial florists used the Deask, Brother Franeis, Capuchin Mon. 
postage provided for in Section 1103, Act center of the building and made a etary wong. du Lae, Wika ATolint 
of October 3, 1917, authorized July “15, ie ; Paid Bey ee Gardens; WW ; 
1918. tist beautiful display of their wares. [onels Blower Gardens, Waukesha. Wis 

vert ‘ _ 4 a s - Sberhardt Sons, Cedarsburg, Wis 
plication. made known on ap Phe premium winners are listed on Hdlefsen Floral’ Co. 278 ‘Third St, Mil 

tthe Florists Page of this: issue ine Edgar, So, Mi g $ Issue. Fink. Edgar, So. Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society On the east side of the building Bitchett Dahlia, Gardens, Janepyillc. Wis 

Annual membership fee, one dollar, the amateur flower growers show- — Gimbel Bros, Milwaukee. 
which includes fifty cents, subscription 8 Goelzer, Miss B. M.,Oakwood P. 0, \ 
price, to Wisconsin Horticulture. Send ed what may be done in’ home wauke. a et 
one ” le n . : © 4 i 
tary, Madison, Brederic Cranefield, Secre- Gardens. This display was the Grover, Arthur, Galerie Wis. 

Hint be Bonet < Mai es RARER SSGRE BE HIKE _ Grover, Harry, Galesville,” Wis. 
daremlt by, Foatal or Express Money Or. " ally remarkable part of the show Haagen, Paul, BR. 5, Box 73, No, Mil 
wrapped or attached to a card. Personal for those who have varied horti- Haasch, Mrs. EK. C., Wauwatosa, Wis 

thects accented. . ne zs Harmueller, Mrs. Cl, 939-75th Ave., West 
Postage st cultural interests. It is impossible Allis. 

ge stamps not accepted to describe the panorama of Hartinann, Louis Wm., Box 357, West 

OFFICERS color produced by the banks of Harrington, Miss Clara E., R. 5, Bos 

W._A. Toole, President.......,.Baraboo ¢Nhibits from gardens planted by Hauser Ace Re” 3, La Crosse, Wis 
J.B. Leverich, Vice-President....Sparta people who erow flowers for the Hauser, J. 6. R. 3) La Crosse, Wis. 
Frederic Cranefield, Secretary-‘Treas- people who grow flowers for the Hansen cf Te Crosse Wis 

UFer .. sss ecseeetvseseeees, Madison love of them rather than for the qfawks Nursery: Co., Wauwatosa, Wis 
—_ monetary gain. Hearding, J. H.. Delafield Wis. | 

eRe * — = . . olton & Hunkel Co., 471 Milwaukee St 
SEE So aT aD We were also interested to find |, Milwamtee a ood, ail 

ay ot cnceslw wale aa 2 onadel Bros., R. 1, Oakwood, Milwau- 
President, Vice-President and Secretary out that people ask questions when kee, 

pot gherm Ending December, 1928 they have the opportunity. The Johannes, Herbert, 1261 Hopkins St 
. B. Goff...............Sturgeon Ba * ad : Bs Milwaukee. 

M. s. Kellogg PINUS fanesvilte edueational value of a state fair Jones, Pluny W., 603 Harrison St., Blick 
ames Livingstone .........Milwaukee jg > greatest reas for havine River Falls. 
Goon Maen coi Aillwaukee is the greatest reason for having  xautman, Sigmund, R. 2, Sta. D.. Mik 
ik Hor term Ending December, 1927, a fair, and the visitors made use of waukee. 

m * S eee eeceeeeeees ses Baraboo : . tel or A z. a 3 » ea 

W. EL Spreiter 2220/2220)! llOnalaska that opportunity this year. Kellner. ue. Col, 1484 Humboldt Ay 
Wm. Longland ...........Lake Geneva . } . kelly, A. N., Mineral Point, Wis 
; For. Perm Ending December, 1926 It is too bad that we are not ‘Koch Huge Hales Corness, Wis, 

He hp Hauset ga eaiald able to have a much larger build- — Krienitz, Miss | Martha, 7418 Nation 

J.P. Z viwiviory ovaries 2 i Py mae hi hte we ey Ave., est. Allis. 
J.B. Swarts ..............-...Kenosha ing for our exhibits. And it is too Kroseberg, Florist, 183-11th St, Milwau- 

bad that we ean not induee more ae G86 oT Re, 1. BBVOAIE 
<a mortars at ay . 6 Ol. Kueneth, Geo. J, Re 26, Box 125. 

BOARD OF MANAGERS growers of horticultural products — Kurtz, ‘Theo. J." Ro 2, Cedarburg. Wis 
nV. A. Toole J.E.Leverich to bring samples of their wares to [ighenthal, Bo J, Ro 5, Box 610, Wes 

Frederic Cranefield our state fairs. It may not be so Lindley, Frank J., R. 1, Fox Lake, Wis 
———— that everyone may win a prize Locker, H. & Sons, Wauwatosa, Wis 

large enough to pay for the time Menger, Chas., 536-27th St., Milwaukee 
TIT PATA . , ? ending in avhiht Meyer, Arno, Waldo, Wis. THE STATE FAIR find eel of sending in exhibits, Meyer, “Wm! -& Son, Ro 3, Bes 108 

x sut the comparative quality s Waukesha. 
In spite of cool wet weather the —j4 4 i ! “ i e quality should Moyle, John, Union Grove, Wis. 

Ste Mate <itnel i ae up be xc enough to make it interesting. Overholt, Mrs. J. W., 785 65th Ave. 
State Fair was all that a State 1 5 West “Allis. "i 

Fair should be. It showed what, The next step for us is to try to patmiter, BML & Son, 1502 Hishhind 

was going on in Wisconsin in-  8tve the buying public just as paves Janesville, Wis. avillé, Wis 

dustry and agriculture and homes, near the quality of goods as were — Phittips, HH. Re 4, Box 40, Wankel 

We were of course most in- shown as samples of Wisconsin potworth, ©. C. Co, 474 Market St 

. . sibilities it ez a > Milwa pe. 
terested in the horticultural ex- Possibilities. And it can be done. Poppe Mrs. S, W., 2802 McKinley Blvd. 

hibits. The much-too-small Horti- In the apple exhibits there were prwaUnee a io, 20% ‘uBR 
aaa * fF : >reuss, ls Sons Co., 2602 {ibs 

cultural building was filled and very few samples which could not Aven, Milwaukee, 
overflowing with — fruits and have been picked from an honest Bopmuesene ok, Oghicosn onein | 

flowers and vegetables which number one pack. The apple Bluffs P. O.) , + ste, | 
represented the best grown in — season is about here, so let’s see if Reguh, MES a T418.. National, "0 

Wisconsin, There were cighty-two our sales may not be inereased — Roloff, B. L.. Gen, Del., Madison, \Vls 
ys " os Rugowski. J. K. Seed Co,, 922 So. 10th 

exhibitors. through quality packs. St, Manitowoc, Wis.
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at we ow B85, west iMfections the disease spreads to ing shed. The remaining minutes 
Mallis. : . the leaves and fruit. The disease were used in the discussion of 
Sette ea Wwaukeshe, Wise Wile spreads from the eankers on the fruit varieties, raspberry mosaic 
Tehan, G. M., R. 2, Box 191, No. Milk  cld canes by means of the spore and other subjects of interest to 

Gen Eimer, R. 1 Box 109, No. bodies to the young shoots in the — those present. 
Milwaukee, . Spring. Rain or heavy dews By the time the party reached 

rindall, F. B., Waterford, Wis. (ae ‘ , Fr Ries Ry : 
schrocder, Fred, R. 3, La’ Crosse, Wis. carry the spores from the old the Will Nelson place out West of 

Tales Wie cee eebsY eationar Avs cankers down to the new shoots, Oshkosh, where the corn roast and 
West Allis. 157 ‘Phivd St. Milwaukee as far as is) known. Remedy. evening session was held the at- 

Wat allis Floral Con 380 67th Ave, Dormant strength (1-10) Lime- tendance had jumped from about 
West Allis. , 7 sulfur applied just as the leaf seventy-five to a hundred and 

Wolfe ommetss Phy: 2: Ue Crease, Wiss buds start to burst in the Spring — twenty-five. The added fifty had 
Cook, Le GR. 5, Oshkosh, - followed by a summer strength = probably had the experience of 
Herr, Killa,’ 762-66th Ave., West Allis. wa : 7 : re Sheppard, Harry, Cudahy, Wis. (140) application just) about = Mr. and Mrs. Nelson’s hospitality 
a ae ee ee tas itldatezoin, blooming time. Efficient spraying — before, — because . they certainly 

Wis. . will show good results. made a suceess of feeding and en- 
swartz, Glenn, Kenosha, Wis. At the conclusion of Prof, tettaining their guests. After 

Vaughn's talk Dr. Fracker gave everyone had gorged themselves 
the history of Raspberry Mosaie, With Nelson brand roasted corn, 

OSHKOSIL HORTICULTURE deseribing it as the resulting in-  Wieners, buns, cakes, and coffee, 

AND HOSPITALITY fection from a non-filterable virus, and had sought the comfort. of 
This ie divested toward our and showed the nature of the a Dae on at 

members who were unable to make comuee Tesuliing ‘by the Wee vowe verowit . . raised certs in ihe ‘trip t@ Oshkosh’ for the freshly obtained specimens. A rose rowing an duets oe ain 

Annual Summer meeting. We chart was shown giving the num. Varieties quite | ee Me on red 
want them to know what they bee os apparently es tree veiicine and ‘vaterestine and no mnissedd. * plants available in Winnebago san ie in — img ame sn 

On the frst imemnine Wedies- and Outagamie Counties. Dr. ae eee ae ee bie 

day, August 11, the mectine Was Fracker stated that great care i " " w : 1. on ss cae ie 

held on the nveniises of N A should be taken in starting new tena an Wine ° on rose ma) 

Rasmussen’s farm, Although the plantations with as clean | plants 8 \fter the talk on roses Mr 
dy delivered steady drizate as if is possible to obtain—but Nelson sroduced some : ven 

nearly all. morning long the at- thai ib ts useless Conde: out ah a fi lented entertainers who amused 
tending members saw horticulture fected Planting as log as it is of " ine until it was time MCU r , producing salable berries in the gathering until it was time to 
with the aid of the Rasmussen ms i ne ag disperse 
ink fleet. During this tour economic amounts and as long as Tharala® was & HUGH fetes 
Dr. Kracker and Prof. Vaushn plants are not sold) from the day ax far'as the weather was con. 

answered — questions concerning planting. Six or seven years was ead ‘ When the ‘ SAE aveived 
the pathological and entaniolosieal advocated as the length of time a a the dock where i Aavflower 
aspect of the erops seen ond plantation be allowed to stand. ar me ae aA aera Se 7 

: , ’ : 7 was tied, (The Mayflower is not 
various spontaneous lectures by Lunch was served in the Freneh the presidential yacht, we learned) 
various members added greatly to Room of the Athearn Tfotel, the sun decided that he had been 
the interesting trip. When the The afternoon session was held gone lone enough and came out 
rain finally became persistent to in the beautiful gardens on the  \ith all his power, Result—a 

the point of drenching the meet- James Roe estate. Mr. Roe and his \onderful boat trip with con 
lug Was taken indoors, the bunch- son Mr. John Roe have developed — genial companions up through 

ig room of the Rasmussen @ garden, using native plants, Takes Butte des Morte and Win- 
establishment being used as a eon- and horticultural varieties, whieh neconne and the Wolf River 

vention hall. There, with the aid commanded the praise of every and back to Winneeonne where a 

of fresh specimens as examples horticulturist present. It will pay chicken dinner was waiting. The 
Prof. Vaughn told of the extent anyone who visits Oshkosh to in- return trip cinehed the fact that 
Of taspberry anthracnose, a eon- clude a trip to the Roe place in his the Oshkosh Horticultural Society 
trolabie diseasa of raspberries. visit. Chairs were placed in the certainly knows how to entertain 
Anthracnose oeeurs as small open lawn in the middle of the cuests, — 

tankers on the cane of the rasp- garden, and in this fitting sur- * , 
herry, appearing at first on the rounding the session was resumed. ——— 

Young cane as a bluish diseolora- Mr. Cranefield talked on the 
ton and finally developing into a treatment and maltreatment of Not only ask for but also demand 

large canker, Very often this city and rural trees, and opened a — good apples. Try to get Wisconsin 
disease spreads until the whole discussion which lasted until rain grown fruit. Help chase the poor : 
cane is a mass eanker, and in bad forced the meeting into the pack- fruit out of the market place.
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7 Utrecht, Holland; Otto  Parseh, 
y Vienna; Rudolf Florin, Stock. 

THE FLORIST’S PAGE holm; A. W. Hill, Kew, fen, 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany Carl Mez, Konigsberg, Germany. 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. Nils Svedelius, Upsala, Sweden: 

 ssssesesessSsssssssSssssssand a host of noted American 
botanists. 

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL Prianishnikov, Moscow, Russia; Section E. is ecology headed by 
BOTANICAL CONGRESS 0, Arrhenius, Stockholm, Sweden; Jadward Rubel, Gurieh; Switzer. 

The couriers of the florists are J. ce Prague, — Czechos- land. They are concerned with 
the pure scientific men, — the pa iF i ; * Zee the natural associations of plants 
botanists, who are ever interested pain n, < cor. Le "ee naan rs and the influence of environmental 
in things that don’t pay, and are 1 AT 1 Re i Ae ne day , factors. Program men stich as 
ever discovering facts’ that real nel GS 1 tate ang “many —W. Szafer, Krakau, | oland ; Karel 

florists apply and become wealthy. TOES ee Bi WOUANISES: . . Domin, Prague; C. Conzatti, 
Aw international bofanieal eon- Section B. is the bacteriologists Oaxaca, Mexico; Emilio del Villar, 
gress is only held in twenty years. headed by S. Winogradsky, of the Madrid, Spain; J. EF. Skottsherg, 
Cornell University, eur | alia Pasteur Institute, Paris. Many Goteberg, Sweden; Alvar Palm- 
mater, at Ithaca, 'N. Y., is the people have the idea that bacteria gren, Helsinki, Suomi; P. Szyn- 

host, and August 16-23, the dates, ®"@ @ microscopic kind of bug, and kiewiez, Lwow, Poland ; A. Boraa, 
The guests are botanists from the have not | thought of them as Cluj, Roumania ; W m. Il. Brown, 

well-known world, over a thousand plants. The many plant diseases Manilla, A. BE. du Rictz, Upsala, 
of them. render them important to every Sweden; A. G. Tansley, Cam- 

The writer and_ his. assistant, grower of plants. Such men as bridge, Kneland, and several noted 

Albert M. Fuller. lett Milwaukee Hilding Bergstrand, Stockholm; Americans are the preticipants, 

Paesday fap Felix Lohnis, Leipzig, Germany ; Section IF. is forestry with Tor Tuesday evening, Aug. 10th, B.  Issatehenk ?”” Leniiwead oe A f 
driving with plenty of luggage pj en Bein Ps ith, for nitty Jonson, of Stockholm as chairman 

and came by easy stages through vanes tt 1 T o ie a or t * They were discussing the scientific 

Indiana, Ohio, Wheeling, W. Va., ania if: ae ¥ Pies " . id foundation of forestry as ex- 
Pittsburg, Pa. Erie, Pa, by other s ted A ant aia OO gine emplified by forest (experiment 

Chautauqua Lake, N. Y., via Outer notec’ American workers are“ station work. Besides Tor Jonson. 

Hornell and Watkins Glens to °" the program. . the program — included — Orrigo 
Ithaca, arriving on the first or Section C. isthe cytologists Serpiere Aldo_ Pavara, of 
registration day. Our. first visit headed by Georg Tischler, of Kiel, Firenze, Italy; A. K. Cajander, of 

baek to the campus in 21 years Germany and _ the branch — of Helsingfors, Finland; Max Hndres 
found many improvements, but botany in, which the t niversity of — of Munich, Germany ; Arthur F. 
still a familiar stamping ground. Wisconsin excels. This is the  TVischer of Manila; M. E. Pkat- 

The mecting is almost bewilder- study of the cell and the related chenko, of Leningrad, Russia: 

ing in its many ramifications. life faets to be discovered through Sven Petrini, of Stockholm; A 
There wave fourteen sections and such _ study. Their program is Rodger of Dehra Dun, India and 

each scetion having a complete especially strong: with — such — the leading forestry professors ot 

program every day. The contacts speakers as B. Nemec, Prague, America. 
with fellow workers is worth more Czechoslovakia, Alexandre — Guil- Section G. is the plant breeders 
than the excellent programs. Just liermond, Paris; Kathleen B. or genetie section, presided over 

to give our readers a slight idea of Blackburn, Neweastle-upon-Tyne, by Ernst Lehmann of Tubringen. 
the many phases of botany, we will England; Otto Heilborn, Stoek- Germany and whose  seeretary is 
list briefly the divisions of the holm, — Nils Svedelius, Upsale, our Dr. C. EK. Allen, of the Univ 

congress. Sweden; M. Ishikawa, Japan ; M. of Wisconsin. Papers were give! 
The first division is agronomy Nawaschin, Moscow, Tetsu Saka- by Albert Ernst, Zurich, Switzer 

under the ehairman C. A, Zavitz, mura, Japan; our own CE. Jand; Erich von — Tseh: rmak. 
Guelph, Canada Agricultural Ex- Allen, University of Wis. and Vienna; M. J. Sirks, Wageningei 
periment Station, and they are  ™many noted Americans. Holland; N. P. Krenke, Moscow: 

presenting papers upon dry farm- Section D. is morphology, Jiulio Savastano, Aecireale, ftaly: 

ing materials, soil and acids, root histology and palesbotany headed Georg Tischler, Kel, Germaiy: b. 

growth, seed and plant introdue- by Robert Chodat, — Geneva, Malinowski, Skierniewice, Poland: 

tion, water and plants, resistant Switzerland, and has to do with and a large number of America 

strains, and botanical types of plant forms, their evolutionary workers in special insti( ution 

cultivated crops. Such men are status and ancient history in fossil such as Carnegie, Bussey’ ant 
on the program, as N. M. Tulaikoy, remains. Such authorities make various universities. 

of Saratov, Russia, Allesandro their program as S. Nawaschin, The largest stated program for 

Marcello, Venezia, Italy; D. N. Moscow; F. A. F. C. (Went, the congress was section H—
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Horticulture, Fred J. Chittenden, Section J is Pathology of plants, Fabrizio Cortes, of Rome; and 
of the Royal Horticultural HI. M.  Quanjer, Wageningen, workers from the large dwelling 
Society, London, presiding. Our Tolland, chairman. Plant diseases houses in America were con- 
old friend in Wisconsin, Prof. N. was their field, and they considered — tributors to their programs. 
E. Hansen, of South Dakota was proposals to unify the naming of The taxonomists under section 
on the program, as was W. T. plant diseases; to form an inter- LL. interpreted the present practice 
Macoun, of Ottawa, Canada; U.P. national league for the develop- of systematie botany and nomen- 
Hedrick, Geneva, N. Y.; Feliks ment of immaturity in plants, and ¢lature. (. IL. Ostenfeld of 

Kotowski, of Skierniewice, Poland; to co-ordinate research on the Copenhagen, Denmark was the 
Th. Remy, of Bonn, Germany; irrus diseases of the potato. Hf. chairman. The writer attended 

Frank Waugh of Amherst, Mass.; Morstatt of Berlin-Dahlem; Ade most of their sessions. — Con- 

Phillips & Potter, of Durham, N.  Jaezewski, of Leningrad; H. Kel- — tributors to the program were EK. 
IL; E. Li. Overholser of Berkley, bahn, of Hamburg, Ernst Kuster de Wildeman, Brussells, Belgium ; 
Cal; Lucian Daniel, of Rennes, of Giessen, Germany ;D. Atanasoff, T. A. Sprague, Kew, England; L. 

Frances; TE. H. Jones, of U. of of Sophia, Bulgaria, Marie P. Hl. Baily, Ithaca, N. Y., A. 8S. 
Cal.; W. HI. Garner of the U.S. Lohnis of Seheveningen, Holland;  Tliteheoek, Washington, D. C., 

Department of Agriculture; E. C.F. Beauvene, Lyon, France; Z%. John Briquelt, Geneva, Switzer- 

Auchter, College Park, Md.; If. CG. Zweighaumowna, of Skiermievice, land, I. M. Hall, Berkeley, Cal., 
Thompson, of Cornell, Uniy., H.D. Poland; Tl. T. Gussow, of Ottawa, S. Hlichevsky, Poltava, Russia; A. 

looker, Columbia Uniy. and other Canada; KE. Van Slogteren, Lisse W. Till, Kew, England; M. lL. 

Americans. Holland; Otto Appel, Berline Fernald, Warvard; Le Roy 
Section I, is physiology, W. W. Dahlem; KE. J. Butler, Kew, Abrams, Stanford, A. B. Rendle, 

Lepeschin, of Prague, Czecho- London; Et. Toex, Paris, France, London; Aven Nelson, Wyoming; 
slivakia presiding. These are the and our own L. R. Jones of the P. A. Rydberg, New York; Carl 
workers who make the apparatus University of Wis., were speakers. Skottsberg, Sweden; Otto ILeil- 

to determine the life processes of Section K. was the pharma- born, Stockholm, G. Tf. Shull, 

Hants. Their program included — eognosy and pharmaceutical botany Princeton, R.A. Harper, New 
such hotables as A. Ursprung, section, guided by Uenry I, York City and N. TL. Varilov, 
Fribourg, Switzerland; V. Lubi- Rusby of Columbia Univ., that Ueningrad, Russia. 
menko, Leningrad, Russia; 8S. indefatigable discoverer of new Section M., mycology, was the 
Kostytschew of Leningrad; LL. kinds of economie plants. Plants field of all sorts of eryptogamic 
pichaclis of Berhu; J. Stoklasa, of medicinal value were their fungi, headed by KE. J. Butler, 
Tague; oN. A. Maximow of consideration. Heinrich Zourig, Kew, England, noted American 

Leningrad; T. V. Vouk, Zagreb, Basel, Switzerland; W. Brandt, mycologists such as KE. A. Burt, 
Jugo-Stavia ; M. Pipoff, Sophia, Frankfort A. M. Germany; R. St. Louis; C. H. Kauffman, Annu 
Bulgaria, and Lewis Knudson, Wasieky, Vienna; Alexanda Arbor, Mich. ©. L. Shear, of 
ornell with other American Tschirch, Berne Switzerland; Carl Washington, D. C., A. H. R. Buller, 

Workers, Mez,  Komigsberg, Germany; of Winnipeg, Canada, J. C.
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Arthare of Purdue University, J. Cornell, on orchid seed germina- 27. Best 6 vases gladiolus, 6 v: “ieties 
IL, Faull, of Toronto, Can., IE. 8. tion. Prof. Kundson was born 12 of each. TK ‘ 
Jackson, of Purdue. University ; and raised in Milwaukee, a student 2. Badger eran 
B. 0. Dodge of Washington, D.C, at the University of Wis., and 3. J. K. Rugowski Seed ‘0, 
K. ( . Staleman, of Univ. of Minn. now the author upon orchid 28, Best display not less than 100 
and foreign experts from France, vermination. He has grown Dahlia blooms in variety. 

Germany, England, Poland, Russia — orchids to maturity from seed and : itehett Daplia garde:s, 
ee made up the — has. disproved the theory of the 3. Beane Doble fatms. 

af Ms civt oo necessarily symbiotic relation Of 99, Best display not less than 59 
he association of official seed mycorrhiza or orchid) fungus. to Dahlia blooms in variety. 

analysts of North America met — seed germination. His conclusions 1. Fitchett Dahlia gardens, 

also with W. TE. Wright, of and methods have been of utmost 2 Eberhardt Sone. _ 
Poronto, Canada, as president, interest to commercial growers, as. Best eee al a Bari. 

and A. L. Stone of the Univ. of they save expensive — tropical 30. cae HB DERHSS i mg 
Wis., as secretary—Treasurer. collecting trips. He has also 1. Badger Dahlia Farms. 
Their subjects had to do with  sueeeeded in’ growing some 14 2. Eberhardt Sons. 

legislation of seed control, inter- native orchids from seed. 3. J. K, Rugowski Seed Co. 
national seed testing, germination This congress has been the tre: 31. Best floral wreath on easel g, 8 ation, s¢ ass s bee e treat . rame ver 30 
methods, and hereditary values in of a lifetime: and its proceedings no, Jeiiening, frame nob overdl 

seeds. . . . will cover volumes, when issued, 1. Chas. Menger. 
It is only possible in this hut it is the hope of the writer to 2, Gimbel Bros. 

magazine to outline the scope of convey some slight conception of 3. Edlefsen Floral Co. 
the congress and some of its at- its impor fo: sci a; Kroseberg: mg and some of its a its importance to science to our 96 Seti 
fndaits as i Ke forbasine = 32. Most artistically arranged basket 

tendants as in the foregoing. — peaders. of cut flowers shown Wed. A, M. 
While it may seem that many Turon HH. Sairn. 1. Rud, Preuss & Sons Co. 
foreigners have been named, it is 2. Gimbel Bros. 

true that the many phases of ee a 3. Edlefsen Floral Co. 
botany are better covered today ai ao Ee eae oe: . 
in the United States by workers STATE FAIR PREMIUMS 38. Best Gna power Bouquet. 
than those abroad. There are . 2. H. Locker & Sons. 
more workers here than all Europe (Continued from page 5) 3. Chas. Menger. 
combined, and botany is most im- 17. Best 25 red roses 4. Rud. Preuss & Sons Co. 

portant in the United States. "1. G. C. Pollworth Go: 34, Most artistic Tumbler Basket. 

Ithaea is the most seenie country 2. Holton & Hunkel. : Balefsen- 
in the U. S. for botanists and 18. Best 25 Premiers. 3. Lockers. 

many excursions were listed for si - ic Folhworth Go. 35. Three Corsage Bouquets in variety 
the vicinity as well as further 19. Best 35 on th un or ne Thursday morning. 
trips for foreign. visitors. In the ~~" apt eb oon oa moses. 1. Rud. Preuss & Son. 

sighborhood, Enfield Gle V5 3b, Bee ROWE Oe 2. H. Locker & Sons. 
neighborhood, infield) Glen, Wat- 2. Holton & Hunkel. 3. Edlefsen Floral Co. 
kins Glens, Niagara Falls, and the 20. Best 25 Easter Lilies. 4. Gimbel Bros. 

Fruit Belt of Western New York 1. C, C. Pollworth Co. 36. Three Colonials, large, medium 

were visited. A western trip after 2. Holton & meee and small, Wecnesday. 
the congress ‘as. arrange 21. Best 25 other lilies. 1. Gimbel Bros. 

im ol ao a an Inge d to 1. Holton & Hunkel. 2. Rud. Preuss & Sons. 
Yellowstone Park; a trip to 2. C. C. Pollworth Co. 3. H. Locker & Sons. 
eastern Canada, and a trip to the 3. H. Locker & Son. 4. Edlefsen Floral Co. 
Geneva Agricultural Experiment 22. Best 12 chrysanthemums. 37. Dining room table decoration for 
Station. A largely attended, trip 1. C. C. Pollworth Co. 4 days 4 covers, change once. 

was to the Junius, N. Y. bog and — 23. Best display, Asters, not less than e Gimbel Bros. 
‘ars shor ony cs Tart: 100 blooms in variety. 2. as. Menger. M arsh. Short trips to experi 1. J. K. Rugowski Seed Co, 3. Rud. Preuss & Sons (0. 

mental gardens on the university Manitowoc, Wis. 4, E, Welke. 
evounds, orchards, vegetable 94. Best vase of A stats 12 any one 5. Edlefsen Co. 
gardens and floriculture plots were color. , _ 
taken. The Foresters — visited 1. J. K. Hugowaski Seed Co. 

several projects including a special Manitowoc, Wis. 3 TREES 
auto tour through the Adirondacks. 2° Best. Herbaceous perennials, not . ; 
Special exhibits of all kinds were ee Eberhardt Sons, (Continued from page”) 
arranged at university buildings. 2) Donels Flower Gardens trimmi i aring for 
Tecas : : Be rimmi raying and caring 

Visiting women had a complete 3. W. A. Toole. trees se one aye hn ot or pareel of 

schedule of entertainment from 26. Best display of not less than 100 land abutting on any street, avenue 

Aue. 15 to Aug. 23. gladiolus blooms in variety. or boulevard and it shall be the i 

On » of the & teresti hibits 1. J. K. Rugowski Seed Co. of said Association prior (0 bes 
e ne. interesung €Xxhipits 2. Badger Dahlia Farm. tenth day of November in each yea 

was that of Lewis Kundson, of 3. F. M. Palmiter & Sons. to make a report to the City .\udite
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WHEN SILOULD AN APPLE apples to wilt so that a tendency 
BE PICKED? to wilt quickly, is not a conclusive 

AN INVITATION sien of immaturity whe icke 
Mrs, Toole and I would be de- The answer is, when it will sell” a ak onemiaeity ale paket 
shite have any member o : . . , fees Hamas fs ixtens sts he ade 

he. Wisconsin State” Horticul- for the most, when its flavor is in Oregon to determine at what 
tural Society call at Garry-nee- most perfectly developed, or when 7 : ‘ : Dule at any time this summer oe aa! a ‘ hy stage of maturity pears would 
and sce the flowers. There is al- it will keep the longest. These are “stand wn’? best fer distant 

ways something of interest 12 | the governing factors, eee Me be a 
miles southwest of Baraboo on Sometimes an early — apple, Sy at is Fie: WEEE Jeo 

rhway 12. A 2 ‘ ave » ‘iter k ys 
“em possibly three quarters mature, nothing has been done in this way 

W. A. TOOLE will sell for more than it will when ne AUDI. ms 

Garry-nee-Dule mature but in selling green apples The exigencies of picking and 

. | at a high price, their undersize sWekin® Will Always Be a factoe ih 
Baraboo, Wisconsin needs to be considered, Me Se ee aay Ee oe . 

It is not so easy to determine oe or euonene ay apples. 
. ae 5 ve have eaten) Delicious when 

J when an apple has reached its : . eo os a ; : they belied their name — and 
of all work done for which assess- highest quality, or its keeping delinquent would have been more 
ments shall have been made as here- oy at their best. hink descriptive 
inbefore has been provided, stating Some growers seem to. think ny . . : 

and certifying the description of that an apple is mature when the Mo the ancient Israelites, no 
lands totes eres Jets and Parcels seeds are black; but as the seeds Oni i Ron Appetng to 

ehoulévard in whieh any such work are sometimes black long before eae ‘ot the j “Bol 1 Daye 1 i 
shall have been done and the amount the apple is full grown the colov ° Te GW: CO GEUSOCI i DU ol 
chargeable to each such piece of of the seeds is not a reliable guide. the real Horticulturists, Heaven 
property and the said City Auditor Size is not a euide because the should have a rose garden and a 
shall, at the time of making his h Oe en fess | eS Snow Apple orchard. 
annual report to the Common Council availabl of apples mn the tree, I iti this | | 

; ands or parcels of and subject available rates, oF ‘ am writing this because [am Ht the lands ox Parcels of and sublect iwailable nitrates leat, ind “Mad? a a ° le 
Te Ise ge ee aaa ae moisture largely determine the Mac mac , ap : ¢ 

in the lots or parcels of land so re- Ses erowers who spoil. their w Ae 

ported to him by the Madison Park & sine . oe, . : i ‘ » ey ° se : ki il ‘ Pleasure Drive Association that the Color is not a satisfactory guide ful snow apples by picking them 
amount chargeable thereto for work because apples will often color two or three weeks too soon. 
done during the preceding year and) when the nitrate supply is— re- When an apple is r because 
such amount shall be levied on said yee hy insufficient moisture, — the ree Wi ti : wl ior want of 
lots or parcels of land, respectively, = . ° ? ne 68 WOE! SULENEU £0 aL 30 
to which the are hargeable and é eTUSE oO COLO when 1 ood and water, we Can Only sigh 4 they “charg and refuse to color | tl food 1 wate S Ih hy 
shall constitute a lien thereon and nitrate supply is large and the but when it is spoiled because of 
sul be collected in like manner a8 weather cloudy. A Wealthy being picked before mature one 
eel to emi Gay are levied ane pieked when quite green and kept — thinks of Gatun—the greatest dan 
The Madison Park & Pleasure Driv. @ @ proper temperature until in the world. 

ing Association shall advance out of mellow will be very juicy and The exact state of maturity for 
{he auntie sek aside for them in the fine grained, and poor flavor but long keeping of any variety will 
work ha elenk money for dome se the juiciness and fine texture will depend largely on temperatures. 
shall be credited to the Madison Park ‘Suit some people. If an apple is kept out of the sun 
& Pleasure Drive Association fund of Apples well matured on the tree after it is picked and put in cold 
wd Gly and shall not, be diverted or will generally rot before they wilt. storage the same day it will keep 
Nothing ‘herein contained shall be Excessive moisture late in the best if fully matured. . 
construed as changing or interfering S¢ason is often a factor on causing The veal enide of maturity is 
Many way with the provisions of the © —— eee eee ee 
ordinances of the City of Madison 

rade Sanne Baer tec of Malcon to the Madisen Park & | Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest 
P i leasure Drive Association.” . e 5 
stttion 30. The provisions of this If we have no dealer in your loeality write your wants 
ordinance shall take effect from and . a8 
ater the passage and publication of and get our prices. Old and new varieties. Try our 

IS ordina S Hy . . hance One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a dollar bill and 
Too | , . receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid 

60 had there is no market for 
lack erass, Catalogue on Request 

Whe jon ’t wane pate GEORGE M. MOSEMAN 
hon ty isn t your neighbor a mem- . _ . . 
: : of the State Horticultural So- Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis. 
ciety?
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shown when an oeeasional sound THE ASTILBES 

apple drops, and it should be kept Astilbes are often confus Be 
a 5 oti stilbes are often confused with 
in mind ia tree Ries Spiraeas, which they greatly re- Largest Growers of 
should be picked three times. “ eee ar 7 5 es 

: . Fi semble, having deeply cut foliage Q lity N 
apples sell for a worth while price,” ashame waniales. + uality iNursery 

the increase in quantity as well as and feathery ee Lad ok top k i h 

quality should more than pay the of long stems. Hey Nave: RECOM Stoc in the 
1 +t é cn seval. pickines . well known to the public in reeent 

it is iat signed a tine crower Years as forcing plants, being Northwest 
a i 5 7 , } ar ors . ns 

not to to consider both the dealer grown mn grout, numbers for the 
and the consumer. Tf you, Mr Kaster trade. Some of the newer Over 200 acres com 

ie ‘or, wae considering "eu hybrids with delicate pink shades 4 

oe od a his vor mid next. Ore unusually attractive. The same prise our’ nursery at 

Ae tow. de wl pie ke spi apples plants look well in the garden, and Waterloo, Wisconsin. 

intl they are prebure and then 2? readily grown in any’ soil, We grow high class 

handle and eave for them so that although they are more at home trees and shrubs in 
. in a somewhat moist location. The lace . 

those who buy them feday will foliage Ga foo oadiSe, HeRNADS TOC large quantities. You 

want SONG MOLE the day after to- the front of a border or for an can depend on McKay 

MIP EEOW: T intimate garden, but in the back- quality and reliability. 
. ground or in partially shaded 

- —= = spots, and particularly on_ the 
‘ Eiieiee Ts ei . — ae a xingam, these plants McKAY NU RSERY 

Sau Claire is still growing. So is are charming, bu ley always 

its Garden Club. They are doing — Jook best when massed. C 0 M P A N Y 
ae there to further horti- The Astilbes grow two or three Fibei Conical Builtting 

SuHUre, are. yOus feet high, and are readily propa- 
a gated by division, It is not easy MADISON, WISCONSIN 

to raise them from seeds unless a Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. 
Just two thines wrong with our greenhouse is available. | The 

system of marketing fruit here in flowers of all varieties are pro- 
Wisconsin. The growers don’t put duced in June and July. They run 
the fruit where Wisconsin people through various shades from wen 

ean get it, and the Wisconsin people white to pale pink, old rose and g., Whe 

don’t ask for it. All of which is salmon pink.—Horticunrure. 2 | CQ? re ea a 
quite nice for the shippers in other Serpe f gee, 5 

states. Ask for Good Apples Wis- —_ ae ane hte 

consin Grown. . a “ones rel cage "piss Hea C. 
The tourist crop was pretty good fo, Aten sje 4 

Se this year. A tour of the stamping ARG Gaga a 
THIS T SAW grounds of that erop would show eae 

. me the effeet on our wild plant life. 

Gravenstein box apples from We understand, though, that they 3 Mr. P anter S 
Yakima, Washington, selling in the — are reading the signs put up by the A q 
City of Sturgeon Bay at 10e each, State Entomologist’s office and the 3 ul pet Gos ei Nurs: 3 
Sunday, September 19th. Conservation Commission, e the best lock you. wan 

sa NORTH STAR QUAL- 
- — ITY and SERVICE, as 

| well as HARDY NORTH- 
. ERN GROWN STOCK, Buy Direct From Grower | | THE SWARTZ NURSERIES pou Gs ibe 

we pack. 
and save 40% on your Growere oF Our ‘PLANTER'S 

| MANUAL’ will give you 3 
Nursery Stock | ShadeandOrnamental || 5$ much valuable informa- 8 

a ti lanti id suc- 
1926 Catalog just out Trees ceasfal qrowing of Tuts: 

ery Stock. Write to-day, 
———— Flowering Shrubs, Perennials, it is free. 

Kelloge’s Nurser Roses, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, _ H 
ee y | Fruit Trees, and Berry Bushes. North Star Nursery Co. 
Box 77 Box A245 

Sancevitic; Wisconsin KENOSHA, - WISCONSIN Pardeeville, Wisconsin 

-_——— a ——— —_______ 2 oom om om om om og
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premiums Offered by The State Horticultural Society for Exhibits 

the Annual Convention, Fruit, Flower, and Vegetable Show cies R. ISS al ? % ’ 190 

to be Held in Green Bay, November 10, 11, 12, 1926 

TROPHIES 

|, best ten bushels McIntosh, The Green Bay Trophy, Silver Cup. 
® pest exhibit apples, one tray each, not less than 6 nor more than 12 varieties 

Silver Cup. Fio.t F102 Fio.3 
3 Best tray Wealthy: Silver Cup. 

i Best 25 trays, Big Five, Five each; Wealthy, Pameuse, McIntosh, Northwest- B B 
orn and Wolf River: The President's Cup. fac His" Uray Melntoslt Silver Peaphs erry boxes 

GAS PREMIOME ni pictial Eioaet 
Ist 2nd 3rd an “liman r 

| Best Bushel Delicious 6006... c cc eee e ee ev eee eee eeees $5.00 $3.00 $2.00 ax Baskets 
io” “ MeIntosh paiva aussreass arawn wexenen SOU 3.00 2.00 . 
oe “ Northwestern sia be em 3 5.00 3.00 2.00 As You Like Them 

’. wy * Fameuse (Snow) . . ms ae peewee eee 5.00 3.00 2.00 

hee My eRIUDy cents Se re. oe 260 eke We manufacture the Ewald 
a OTE REVS Bene ai tet Paawinsse 2h e 00 200 Patent Folding Berry Boxes of 
Vee Bist tee Fee SCG S eres etree tare ONE 3 1 wood veneer that give salisfac- ID18. Best tray any above varieties ........... 0c eee + 2.50 2.00 1.00 tlon.. ‘Berry BON Bnd OrRle Tha 

. “ i RT NN sins aeempipareis eorene vais recsnis rcnstin ate SU ad ae terial in the K. D. in carload lots 
m8 © Tolman swseqaiwseriegegeeaae ccs = 250 OO | TO our specialty. We. constantly 
iA) The Score Card method will be used in judging : fans un srosk AS aniaikt grates alt 
(h) Trophies will be awarded only on high grade exhibits; the judge may, at his strawberries or blucberries. No option withhold award of any trophy or this account order (oo small or too large for 

us to handle. | We can ship. the 
» IRS olding boxes and crates in K. D 
PLOWERS from Milwaukee. Promptness is 

Exhibits must be ready for the judges by 2:00 P.M. November 10, 1926. Se ain to ao out wate well. ne 
large discount for early orders. 

GHRYSANTHMUMS A postal brings our price list. 

(1) best dozen yellow "MUMS" Lo. ..ccee cece cece seers ee ee $6.00 $4.00 Cumberland Fruit Package 
yee white cnet tee t eee eee 6.00 1.00 
Go 8 pink “ . beet eee e sees ees 6.00 4.00 Company 
4) Best double buneh Single Pompoms .... 2 eae we | MUO 2.00 $1.00 ~ 
oe es ee Double ns wicekis, asp, ainvenese aocatie, BAO. 2.00 1.00 Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
(6) For the best exhibit of “Mums”, a Silver Cup engraved with winner's name, 

ote. —_ — —__. 

The exhibits entered in (1) to (5) inclusive may be entered in (6) also and 7 
may inelude as many other colors, varieties, ete. as the exhibitor desires. ‘This 
cup Will be awarded only for a high class exhibit and if it is the opinion of the ee oe 
judges that no worthy exhibit is made, no award will be made. Ae ee 

cau etic lg Re ky 
CARNATIONS ar ke Cll 

Ist 2na CS et 
G) Best fifty carnations, any color . ee 4 sos $6.00 $4.00 rae ey a 

Perera 
ROSES 

Ist 2nd ard pea 
(S) Best twenty-five Columbia .. eee i ecaseiate $5.00 $3.00 eons or tS NEE as 
(yy “ “ “ Premier .. oe eee ee 5.00 3.00 ee 
LC a s Butterfly .... iE ORs RNAI BOS 5.00 3.00 
(1) Best three Cychimen Plants ... y @ vasa gases §=64,00 3.00 
(12) Best specimen Boston Fern .. ab 4 fois Seem 3400 2.00 One of the pretty Corners we 
(3) Best display Greenhouse Plants ..........55 8.00 6.00 $4.00 have helped create. 
(MW) Best display Everlasting (straw flowers) .........5 5.00 3.00 
5) Best Corsage Bouquet 0.0.06... nsec ee beeen eee 4.00 3.00 . . 
(16) Best arranged basket cut flowers-—W. S. H. S. Silver Trophy The circular we will 

be glad to send you 
VEGETA Ets shows some of the lead- 

() Be-t collection, not less than ten entries—W. S. H. 8. Silver Cup ers in Fruits and Orna- 

Ist 2nd 3ra mentals for this cli- 
(2) 6 tlood Turnip Beets ... bocce c cece eeeeeeess $LOO | $0.75 $0.50 : 
() 3 hutabagas .. enc sees vce eevee eee 2. 1.00 115 150 mate in colors. Send 
GQ6Chantenay CAPTOUS oa cerunses con esas camensces owes 1000 215 250 for yours 
(9) 3 Winter Cabbages ... itn ae i cone een  AL00 ott 0 
(5) 3 led Cabbages ......... x wate se eae 1.00 st. aa) 
te hed Onions .....- 06.00 e é ena soeaa 1.00 sth ae 

26 Yelow Danvers Onions 22.0... i elle e lees. 1.00 ‘15 25 
(6 \White Onions ..........0002008 7 oe . . 1.00 15 eT) Trustworthy 
0) largest Onion .... bese nn X(T) 175 250 ‘Trees & Plants 
HDG TESHIDS aco: samrace wm mee oR cara - 1.00 15 250. Pare Toque 
2) 1 Hubbard Squash . 1.0... .0.0 cece ees ean wenn A600 75 -50 
(13) 3 ‘Table Queen Squash .......-. 00600 e eee eee eee eee 1.00 75 250 

(2 3 Meads Celery ....... Sis TROBE IB se 2800 175 150 
Ue) 3 Chinese Cabbage oo... ssccscceesneeeeeee ee3 100 75 “BO 

SUISHY ole. c cree ccc eec cece eect ett treet eter terre ee 10 115 ‘5 
y The Coe, Converse & Edwards 

any Greenhouse Grown Company 
a’ Lunches Radishes ...........eceee eee ee cence eee ees 1,00 615 50 

Ug) § Tomatoes 2.0.2... Loo 115 150 NURSERYMEN 
4) 3 Cucumbers ......- pect e eee t eee eeseeeeeeerrece 1,00 15 50 . . . 

20) 3 Lettuce v2.0... vee e eens dic c eect eeseeee 1,00 15 250 Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
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The Sixty-second Annual Convention 

of the 

STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
Will Be Held In 

November | Oth, 11th and | 2th 

Extensive exhibits of fruit, flowers and vegetables are 
assured. Sturgeon Bay fruit growers ought to fill one hall. 
Florists from Milwaukee and other cities will compete with 
Green Bay flower growers. 

Several valuable trophies are offered for exhibits as well 
as substantial cash premiums. President W. A. Toole 
offers for the first time the ‘President's Cup” to be 
awarded this year to the best exhibit of The Big Five 
apples, Five trays each of Snow, Wealthy, McIntosh, 

North-Western and Wolf River. 

Twenty-five speakers of prominence in the horticultural 
world will be on the program during the seven sessions. 

The cooking demonstration so pupular last year will be 

repeated; also daily demonstrations in arranging flowers, 
hybridizing or “crossing” plants, grafting and budding and 
in packing fruit. 

The entire convention, program, exhibits, demonstrations 
and trade exhibits will be all under one roof and on one 
floor of the Hotel Northland. 

Both amateur and professional growers may profit by 

attending the Convention. 

Members need no invitation but should advise everyone 
that all meetings are open to the public.
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PROGRAM The farm orchard proble a oy 

Annual Convention State Horticultural Society, to be Held at ile r daeping oa ih span! of 
Green Bay Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, November Sak hee solved. Wet Ehé coun 

10th, 11th and 12th, 1926. Hotel Northland agent is the man who is loing 
Program subject to revision. most toward the solution. 

We will have an even half -lozey 
WEDNESDAY FORENOON county agents, Coyner, Brubaker 

10:30 o’clock Smith, Glassco, Sell and Spreiter 
(1) Greetings by Mayor. who will give us their experien 

(2) Introduction of delegates from Minnesota and [Hlinois Societies. and one more, for good measur, 
(3) President’s Address. Mr. BK. V. Ryall of Kenosha county 
(4) Report of Secretary. who will talk about) market gi 

(5) Tow to Know your Trees—R. EH. Roberts. dening. 
The European corn borer ix 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON moving steadily westward. Good 
2:00 o’clock bye roasting ears and many othey 

(1) Demonstration: Arranging Flowers, one-half hour, edibles if the beast gets into W Is 

(2) Fruit in the Home—Mrs. Hayward. waged Dr. PT Be iM racker ‘an 
(3) Varieties of Apples for Wisconsin—IL, W. Ullsperger. guard and sill ‘tell us whats 
(4) Among Wisconsin Orchards—C. L. Kuehner. happening Binehani, J. KE. lev 

= Yo coca f . Cave Storsee— Fred Rand: . Mr. D. i. gham, J. KE. Le 
(9) A Sueeessful Apple Cave Storage—Fred Randau, Towa. crich and H. W. Ullsperger, vill 

WEDNESDAY EVENING talk commercial fruit growing and 
. * — ‘ marketing but amateurs, who sone. 

I lowers for Market Hlustrated Lecture by Huron Hf. Smith, Cura- times complain about the prepor 

tor of Botany, 1 ublie Museum, using 100 natural color photography — deranee of fruit growing topics 
slides. The ‘Thousand Dollar Lecture. please bear in mind that it is the 

THURSDAY FORENOON men who, make fruit growing their 

sole business who are the ones 
(1) The Grand Prize, J. G. Moore. best fitted to tell us amateur 

(2) The Corn Borer—s. B. Kracker, State Entomologist. what to do. 
(3) Crown Gall of the Apple Tree—G. W. WKiett. And there are others. 
(4) Discussion, Shall We Plant Wealthy? There will be two round-table 

discussions, one ‘‘Should we al: 
THURSDAY AFTERNOON vise planting Weelthy 2?" and “ls 

Demonstration, Hybridizing Plants, one-half hour. the Delicious a desirable commer 
. . . cial apple for Wisconsin growers? 

(1) Peonies—A. M. Brand, Minnesota. Mind: if Fhete. is anh ea 
(2) An Amateur’s Experience with the Gladiolus—S, M. Thomas, lom't see. : k for it Ti > ()uostinn 
(3) Cabbage and Other Things—K. V. Ryall. Rae ' a tay a he. au“ ees 
(4) Diseussion. Shall We Plant Delicious? te aS ae yin: f 

re Convention Program, so he 
j as it can be arranged, is printed 

THURSDAY EVENING elsewhere in this number. Not all 
Annual Dinner, followed by illustrated leeture by Huron H. Smith, the speakers listed may appeal. 
“The Field of Botany.’’ but to offset) that, arrangement 

are in the making for at leas 
FRIDAY FORENOON three men well known in the ia 

(1) Horticulture—J. S. Potter. ticultural field and_ it ae 
(2) Sweet Clover in The Orehard—D. I. Bingham. guess that at least two of them ‘ 

(3) How Much Does a Strawberry Cost ?—J. KH. Leverieh. he present. We cannot very Wer 
(4) The Beaver Strawberry—W. I]. Hanchett. put them down until their accel 

. ances have been received. We will 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON vo so far as to say that one is I 

. . | CoA. Bingham of Clevelanc, Ohi. 
Demonstration—Packing Apples, one-half hour. who has a bearing orehird 

(1) The Farmer and The Apple Tree in Rock Co.—R. T. Glassco. twelve hundred aeres and has had 

(2) Culls—J. M. Coyner. some remarkable experiences! 

(3) Fruit Growing by Farmers—R. E. Smith. ringing trees. 
(4) Up North—V. 8. Brubaker. Just when each speaker © ill ap 

(5) What’s The Big Tdea?—G@. A. Sell. pear on the program is of ‘ess ll!
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TREES—PART TWO So much for the past, the pres- The farmer must also be cor sid. 

ROADSIDE TREES ent and future only really interest ered. If the protection afford l to 
us. We have with us in Southern ¢rops by a row of trees more han 

The very first thing the early Wisconsin, at least, hundreds of offsets the damage caused by in. 
settlers in Southern Wisconsin did miles of roadways densely tree vading roots ; if this is true hen 

was to cut down as many trees as_ planted, thousands of miles of im- he is the first to be consid ved, 
their time and strength permitted. proved highways and millions of Anyway the whole subject is wor. 

What a beautiful country this automobiles traveling on them. thy of consideration. ; 

must have been: Immense groves It was jolly enough in the olden .. ie Part Ta Hp nee of road. 
of burr oak, white oak, black and days to jog along in a buggy for le e tress an -voratio ve avill la pub. 
red oak and maple, interspersed miles along shaded roads, but now 3° S¢tviee corporations will be con. 
with openings where fires swept the shade is not important, we sidered. = 
each summer destroying the seed-  yide so fast we are not conscious BC. 
ling trees. Oe be sERUHEE of either sunshine or shade. Usu- SSS 
these were called, afterward named ally we find it necessary to cross . 
for the earliest settlers,“‘Stoner’s’’ a ditch before we can rest in the PLUMS NOT ALWAYS PLUMs 
prairie; ‘‘ Williams’’ or ‘‘Ames’’’ shade of the roadside trees. Eugenia C. Gillette 
prairie. There was but little un- So far no argument has been of- : _ 
derbrush, most often leaves and foyoq foror against roadside plant- “Everybody, from the time | 
twigs that erackled as you walked ing or any suggestions offered, began to contemplate building on 
or sometimes grass; the home of therefore, that my readers be not this: spot, has said, ‘Of course 
quail, grouse, woodcock, and in the discouraged (or disappointed), T YU Il grub out that plum bru he 
openings deer grazed unafraid. — suggest that no further encourage- —and of course I’d do nothing of 

Clear water brooks lined with ment be given to indiscriminate the kind! ‘eq we 
elm and willow harbored, in their planting of roadside trees. There And such a special Joy they 
nooks and curves, wild fowl. If is no good reason for doing so. have been this season, from the 
perchance a bit of marsh fell to Uniform planting on roadsides in- time they displayed their bit of 
the settlers lot, on summer even- tensifies the deadly monotony of Spring s_bridal-veil and filled the 
ings mink and muskrat gamboled conerete roads, Aside from that it earth with _their | unearihly — fra- 
over the haycocks he had labori- introduces formality where infor.  8t@nee, until their branches lay 

ously built, while otter fished near- mality is needed. City streets, along the ground, so overfreighted 

by. . not country roads, eall for precise. Were they with their _burden of 
Roads eame later, laid out usU- jess and uniformity in tree plant- deep red fruit, and again filled the 

ally aot aS reget a a ane . world with as delightful but very 

tion lines, but followed rather the . : ‘ different perfume. 
lina of least resistance. Again the Roadside trees, low branching And x twilight, against the 
settlers, farmers by now, eut down and unpruned, shut out landscape dusky rose of the fading sunset, 

all the trees. Occasionally, a noble VleWws thereby depriving the trav- they were haunted by myriads of 
white oak was saved, but less on ling public of one of its greatest ia dowy brownish ‘gray moths, 
aecount of its beauty than for its delights. How often have You about half an inch of bigness.— 
possibilities as bridge timber. turned into a highway with broad thousands of them, it “seonted, 

These things happened in the fields on either side and back, far dancing in the soft sunset ail 
“40’s’? and ‘50's’’. About 1880 back, a lovely hillside, You caught about them. ‘Grab out?’—noth- 
came the Patrons of Husbandry, Just one glimpse of this hillside, ing! ! 
known as the Grange, urging the for just a moment you saw it and I harvested a half dozen very 

planting of roadside trees, just a net lenge, Hox hmge Bore naples ar good pears from one of my dwart 
general plan to plant trees regard-  ©'MS 8 yp OUP VIEW trees,—and four excellent Wealthy 
less of species to be planted, con- @8@!n you topped the first hill he- apples from another young dwarf. 
tour, or, least of all, any consider- yond. : The quinee that was one g'obi- 
ation of landscape beauty, but just Ifow much better if ninety per Jar bouquet of lovely pink bloom 
an urge to plant trees. cent of these trees were removed and set half a dozen prom sing 

There were wo roads but diet abd converted into firewood. Tlow fruits, blighted throughout. and 

roads in those days and for a gen- "uch better if these trees had been gave up the struggle. 
eration or more most of these road- Planted in groups of three to a Our ‘Dove Chariot’? (Mink 
side trees proved a nuisance in dozen in the beginning with formal shood) showed no ‘‘little erect 
keeping side roads muddy late in TOWS at intervals; how much more — doves with green traces tying ‘hem 

the spring and for days after sum- the landseape would approach in to the chariot”, as Amy Lewells 
mer rains. In wooded areas not so beauty that of the pioneer days. did. Both doves and traces were 
much planting as cutting was done All this, of course, is largely this purple-blue of the blos01ms. 
so that only hazel brush and wild from the standpoint of those who the traces a trifle lighter »iade 

raspberries remained. travel the highways for pleasure. along a portion of their lengt!.””
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HOLLAND BULBS ments in the treatment for nema- and it is thought that the biologi- 
The United: States dn weneral tode infection by the hot water cal forms will not interchange to 
t Mi jigon i a Secale ne method. About three or four weeks — any extent except thru a mutation, 

and Madis nh’ particu as after lifting, according to the stor- Experiments on Narcissus and 
honored by the presence of Dr. E. age treatment, the bulbs are sub- Hyacinth were described to show 
[een canbe jeorend. whe jected to treatment by hot water, the basis for this thought.’’ 

ad been atte e iS ak a ‘ 
Patholowy at the Conciess of Bot: 110-111 degrees F., from 34 to 4 The reason advanced by the 
ae (an COR ll. Dr. Van SI hours. It has been proved that this #, H. B. for the exclusion of Hol- 

anists at Cornell. r. Van Slog- CREATINE t iW tole EKG : 
y ave an informal talk ” eatment not only controls the Jand grown Nareissus bulbs was 

teren gave an informal talk to a r1ematode but also sti lates tl : we 

gathering of interested people in nematode but also stimulates the — the danger to the onion and alfalfa 
a -Heultuval Building: ag 1 growth of the bulb. crops of the Pacifie coast from at- 
the Horticultura uilding at the The species. Tulenclius: dipsuct conn 
Universi f Wisconsi ‘Osto- species, Lyfenchus dipsdcr, tacks by the Narcissus nematode. 
niversity 0 ISconsmn ON VClO- (root-rot nematode or eel-worm) is r ; j ; her first. His subject was the NM atode e IS Dr. Van Slogteren is an eminent 

ver SEB Bi SUNY S * new believed to include several bi- ‘ a ist : ; ei ss £ diseases of bulb stock _ 2 > Severa plant pathologist and we are in- 
treatment of diseases of bulb stock. gioeical forms. the food plant be- : = i 
Dr. Van Sloateren is in charges of ° ORC rms, the food plant be- clined to believe him when he says 

r Van Slogteren Is mn charge OF ing the basis for division, and it is Tavei ; he work in Holland and is an in- g the basis VASION,, 2 11S that the Narcissus nematode is not 
the work In ToMane anc is an m= thought. that the biological forms , Palf ternational authority. i] g ine Z1ce $ the same form that attacks alfalfa. 

Dr. Van Slogteren’s laboratory will not interchange to any great Further; Dr. Van Slogteren ex- 
Sw neetncpiep flew ane “~~ extent except through a mutation oe 

is in the midst of the bulb fields in Experiments on naveissus and hy. pressed the opinion that the con- 

Holland and he has the fullest ¢o-  acinth were deseribed to show the trol methods used in Ifolland were 

operation from the growers; he basis for this thoueht . much more efficient than those 

calls them his ‘‘erities’’. Ile advo- Dr. Van losteray expressed the used by the Federal Horticultural 

ale eT esata in Hs con opinion that the control methods Board in Washington, that the 

trol of diseases rather than ex- used in Holland were much more. HL B. officials do not allow the 
tended and complicated quaran- officient than those used by the shippers to treat the bulbs at point 
fact te ee ene mm United States department in bulb of shipment, at which time they 
: a ® nat trporian ote Aa IS treatment on this side. The United are in the best condition for treat- 
- at aon impor ance ° men States officials do not allow the ment, and the treatment given by 
hod pu eed al as well - ae shippers to treat the bulbs at point the F. H. B. is from one-half to 
anders, formed a large part of his mae : a . 
subject. aeeenge * of shipment, at which time they one hour too short. Again we say, 

Ne redbacaie. Ot . _ are in the best condition for treat- how rare is common sense, even 
. ematodes are, of course, micro- ment, and the treatment in the parer than a day in June. There 
scopic. The infection causes a United States is from one-half: ‘ . 
lisi “ati nee Of , is no proof that the narcissus nem- 
(lisintegration of parts of the bulb, hour to one hour too short : 
light s ] Daves, ¢ ‘ ‘ , . atode attacks onion or other plants 
ight spots on the leaves, and a Dr. Van Slogteren was greatly iW apite of this nareissus bulbs 
subsequent curving of the leaves. appreciated and the care with but, in Spite o Hos Te 
The nematode is not new; indica- whieh he has been making his ex- are exeluded. The I". H. B. does 
tions are that it has been present periments was manifested by his not permit treatment where and 
at least two hundred years. talk and the aceompanying slides when treatment would be effective 

In Holland the bulb fields are and charts. but sets up its own superior (2) 

very carefully inspected for infec- J-S.P. knowledge as against that of men > 

tions. One man walks through the like Dr. Van Slogteren who are de- 
field shading the plants with an ee ee voting their entire time to the 
umbrella, so that there will be a study of this problem. 

ee light and marks the plants HOW RARE IS COMMON Holland’s exports of bulbs are 
which show even the least traces of SENSE! forty per eent to America and 
infection. A second man removes . . sixty per cent to European coun- 

the bulbs. and the soil immediately Two paragraphs in Mr. Potter’s —{yjog European countries do not 
surrounding the bulb. A group of — report of Doctor Van Slogteren’s in wages pa x , 
men foll : sen oy wi «a eed , ee : consider it necessary to set up em- 

ollow who remove the soil discussion of the bulb situation in )), rooosion cauavantines: bat accept 
surrcinding the point of infection. Ifolland which appears in this is- i eal . he i sae 1 f tt . 
the nematode is always near the sue afford food for thought not the bulbs wees Oe a nea 
‘op of the soil, and experiments in only for those who enjoy growing FHL. B. shou ad wake up some 
deptiy Planting are being carried bulbs in the home, but also for the = ™orning and find that American 

on Wich show that it may be pos- Federal Horticultural Board at grown narcissus bulbs are as badly 
sible fo plant under the layer of Washington ‘‘drest in a little brief infected as Holland bulbs or worse 
soil infection. authority.”’ what will their answer be? We 

The Holland station under the “The species is now believed to Wait expeetantly. Some — other en ; . 1 . YE eee 
rection of Dr. Van Slogteren include several forms, the food form of tariff would then need be 
‘as carried on extensive experi- plant being the basis for division. devised.
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aan CSE @'Santthemums on a stem. * vest 

’ on the corner of Folsom and Him. 
THE FLORIST Ss PAGE boldt Ave., we see the plant de. 

Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany partment of Holton & Hunk, , 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. large range of glass that used ty 
Belong to C. B. Whitnall, the crig. 

—— van . ‘ inator of the F. T. D. A little 
MILWAUKEE’S GROWERS whole. Usually the real estate in fyrther along Humboldt Ave.. we 

Flower growing for profit has the city proper becomes 500 valu- find Ben Gregory, at 1339 Hun. 
reached a high state of develop- able to hold for greenhouse pur- poldt, a good natured Seotehman, 
ment around Milwaukee, and the  P0S¢S and they are pushed out tO who specializes in potted plants 

fifty-six growers for this market less valuable land. Let us first Just across the road at 1384 Hun. 
have never been properly intro. "#™e the few Ww ho are retailers but — joldt, we find the rambling estab. 

duced to the rest of the Horticul- Still grow a few in the city, thus Jishment of Aug. F. Kellner, who 
tural Society. We will do it now. acting partly as their own grow- grows a little of everything to help 
Milwaukee is a wonderful place ers. These are, such as ( has. Men- out in his business of interior deco- 

for flower growers, and if you 8" & Son, at 536 27th St.; A.M. pating, and even a couple of city 

would find the best growers in the Dettmann & Son, 1317 Green Bay — lots of perennials. 
world, look along this particular Ave. ; John M. eg Mee Away out on the north side ou 
degree and minute of latitude, and wwatosa _Ave.; K ran te vee of the River road we find Norman A 

you will find the most successful ae hg a tt be \ anean Schmidt, whom all recognizes as a 
ones. North of here it becomes too a wd ae . i. ete th th hound quality grower. At Fox Point, we 
cold and there is not enough sun- Road: Ee tee 1256 Me ia. find the Fox Point Floral Con- 
shine. It takes too much coal to Hew Yee air i A ae TEAL pany noted for the quantities of 
heat the greenhouses to make it sim a7 N ie ae ves J Me seasonable stock they grow. — The 
quite profitable. South of here, ens, ee Ane ee a vee suet farthest away is the huge plant of 
the weather is too changeable. Ri ned Lie = 1493 a . 2 nae the Ifolton & Hunkel Co. at Brown 

When it settles down to be cold, ve. B Lietz, P ne k or ao Con. Deer, with several hundred thou- 
the greenhouse man wants it to *\Y°3 oo at 7 40 Con cand feet of glass, and speeializing 
stay cold. If it gets warm one day cousin ith ; a a rene & on roses. Just half a mile west of 
and cold the next, it weakens the ons) with EUS a 2433 Kellner we find Ernest Praetke, at 
plant to be blown hot one moment N ane and in North Milwaukee: 140 Concordia, known for _ his 

and cold the next. So Milwaukee Willam A. Schmitz, 700 31st Ave. ; primroses and other potted plants 
might be aptly ealled the ‘‘ Flower and the W yi R. Schroeder Floral North of him we find two plants 

City’’. Most of the flowers grown ( o8 2401 Pease St. . close together, in the seetion known 

here are shipped to other cities, as Mhere are a number of really as Sunny Point. They are: the 
far west as Seattle, as far south as oUt of town growers that make Mil- Robert KE. Eschrich Nursery Co. 
New Orleans and as far east as Waukee their market for _ their and the Sunny Point Floral (Co 
New York City. And the quality flowers. These are A. Nissen, ‘They have a fine hit of river bot- 
of our cut flowers is such that it Oconomowoc, Wis.; Chris Oclen- tom soil, and in the spring the) 
commands a premium in most of Schlager, Oconomowoe; Herman are often in the bottom of the 
these markets. Milwaukee roses Staeps, Elm Grove; the Burling- — yiver, too. A mile west of Practke 
look better after they have been ton Floral Co., of Burlington, is Herman Pagenkopf, 1486 17th 
kept three or four days than oth- Wis. ; Albert Loeffler, of Water- St., noted for his bulb stock ; while 

ers do when they are fresh. Mil- town, Wis.; Loeffler and Benke, of — northeast of him a mile is John 
waukee carnations are good enough Watertown, Wis.; Wm. Rayner & — Rosso, on the Green Bay road. 

to take the sweepstakes prizes in Son, Oconomowoe; Otto Sylvester, —joted all over the country for his 
the American Carnation Society Oconomowoc 5, Waukesha Floral fine long stemmed violets. — Siil! 
annual show, and they too, ship (0., Hred Blies, Waukesha, Wis.; further north on the Port Wash: 
well. There are 150 retail flower and Henry Seheblak, Watertown, ington Road is Charley Kitzerow. 

stores in Milwaukee, which is more Wis. with his range of houses. Further 
in proportion to the population For the most part, however, the along the Green Bay Roal & 
than Chieago or New York has, so growers cling to the hoop-skirts of | Hrank Heyden. Where the Gree! 
Milwaukeeans must like flowers. Milwaukee, and are found in the Bay Road intersects the Ham dev 

Now to introduce first, the grow- following locations. As we start Road, you will find Alfre: C 
ers for Milwaukee. Possibly next north along the lake front we will Spinti, who is always experiment 
time, we will introduce the retail- find Gustav A. Pohl, at 1405 Bol- ing with something new, and ‘fte! 
ers. The growers will be found in’ ton St. still in the city limits. hitting the nail on the head. 0» 
the fringes of the city, except ina Gust. has found a few good money- the Cedarburg Road is a whole 
few cases where the city has sur- makers and sticks to them. He is nest of greenhouse establishm nts 
rounded them and swallowed them the only one growing several Tere we find Albin’ Reinh.rdt.
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who grows stuff in a wholesale Cudahy Floral Co. and the Scott COUNTY AGENT IDEAS 
fashion; Fred Manke with his Rose Gardens both cohorts of the “eg oblems th: tr 

range and his brother-in-law, Fred Gust. Rusch Co. are devoted some: problems i vat confront 
Faess, the newest grower in that strictly to roses. Another new firm US here are as follows: 
section; Riebs Bros., who made is that of Hochmeister Bros. who 1. Proper winter storage for the 
such a suecess of sweet peas and claim South Milwaukee as their small grower. 
snapdragons; Wm. C. Manke & address. They grow roses exclu- 2, The problem of educating the 
(‘o., large growers in several lines; sively and for the C. C. Pollworth wOWEE tO DUE i Work a 
and two specialists in carnations, Co. C. KE. Fowle is in the Cudahy vr idable ah le UP a HORE de> 

the Greenwood Carnation Co., and neighborhood on the Old Chicago pendadle 8 ace. 

(runwaldt Brothers. Away south Road, while Herman EK. G. 3. The growing truck competition, 
of them in the city limits is Wm. Schwann is to be found in this which delivers western and 
R. Schroeder, at 2401 Pease St., neighborhood on the Thompson tropical fruit to the small town 
while west a couple of miles we Road. And mind you this is only merchants and even peddles 
find, O. Eggebrecht & Sons, at our growers. They are like a from house to house. 1 really 
1476 39th St. and near them at happy family, and when Mr. believe that the solution of all 
39th and Keefe Ave., Thos. Grieb- Chambers came over to visit them of these problems lies in better 
lerand Sons. Away north of these from the State Entomologists of- cultural methods. 
two we find first A. Brueggemann, — fiee he at onee noticed how differ- 

on the Hopkins Road and further ent they were from the eastern The few growers here who took 
out, Frank Zacharias, on the Brown growers. They had no seerets Care of their Wealthies, are put- 
Deer Road in North Milwaukee. In about pest extermination and_ if ting up much SUDErOE packs than 
the neighborhood of the city limits one found a good way to get rid of Ver, before. They ate having no 
on Lisbon Road we find EK. KF. them, he told all his neighbors. trouble to sell them. They are get- 

Stabelfeldt; on the Burleigh Road, —'That’s the kind of a gang we have. tng £2.00 a bushel for them to pri- 
Gus F, Baermann & Sons on Bur- H. 1.8. vate customers, The furnace 
leigh and) Spring Ave.; Fred heated houses have ereated a stor- 

Schwebke, at the end of Lisbon ee _ age problem. Hor example, in my 

Road, and Joeseph Aumueller, out own case, I would like to buy my 

mene Ron da fae Ave jg MBDAL FORA NEW ROSH them detened tyme, ns Evan 
Now we come te » west side : so ‘ 

and ant me ene eo ne a A Canadian outdoor Rose hay them. I think this problem ean be 

county loop, we find Hugo Locker just won the American Rose Soci- sivas through eta oe we 
& Sons, with their new conserva. ¢ty’s gold medal. This Rose, which (At ANE @ more HUSINESSIKE SYS- 
tory greenhouse and Roscoe God- is known by the name of ** Agnes,”’ tem of selling. . 
frey, with his recently enlarged Was originated at the Canadian | Very frankly, T believe the solu- 
range, Coming farther south we Government Experimental Farm, tion of this problem is not to grow 
find Jacob Koch with his Wauwa- Ottawa, by Dr. William Saunders, the culls, and T may add, 1 believe tosa Floral Co., in that town, and father of Dr. Charles Saunders, the time has arrived when a dis- 

John Dunlop, another Seotehman  ‘“iscoverer of Marquis wheat, which — tinction must be made between the 
further towards Milwaukee. Ar. has won the world’s wheat prize veal apple grower who handles the 
thur Arndt, is another Wauwatosa Since the international wheat com- fruit in a businesslike way, and the 

greenhouse man, at 494 Ludington petition started 15 years ago. The fellow who cripples the industry 
Ave. Near him at 77th and Blue. ‘‘Agnes’’ Rose is a beautiful pale by dumping his inferior fruit on 

mow Road is the Ludington yellow flower with outer petals of the market, for what he ean get 
Farm, of flower growers. Steve 2 delicate creamy salmon hue. ‘The out of it. 
Varen on the Bluemound Road flowers are borne singly and in I think that the careful pro- 
anl Bamekow Ave., is also a great profusion. They are fra-  dueers would do well to put an- 
neighbor of theirs. Farther south grant and bloom early but only other board on the quality fence, 
and vast is the huge range of the once in the season. Because of its and keep out more of the unbusi- 
(© Pollworth Co. Away south extreme earliness, great hardiness, nesslike competition. Am = sorry 

at the south eity limits, Oklahoma and unique and attractive colour — that the state has adopted the 
Ave. and Hawley Road is the this Rose is expected to be very United States Standard Grades, 
range of the Kochanski Bros. popular in Canada and the United for I always thought that even the 

Tl true South-siders are few, States. Wisconsin grades were too low. 

At 177 8th Ave., is the range of The cross which produced the ‘There is nothing to be gained 
Thonas Ploeieniezak. At 418 ‘‘Agnes’’? Rose was made in 1900 about talking through our hats 
Pryor Ave., which is in Bay View, and has been under test at Ottawa about quality. Let’s go after it. 

We find that great bulb grower, ever since, during all of which time Yours truly, 
Joseph Kowalski. Cudahy is the it has never been noticeably in- J. M. Coyner, 
address of several growers. The jured by winter—Horticulture. Jefferson Co. Agric. Agent.
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Wisconsin Horticulture ereased and we found more Wis- had in turn sold the idea te the 
consin apples, but usually of in- _ retailers. 

Published Monthly by the ferior grade and pack and always We discovered that the Snow 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society in competition with Western ap- and the Wolf River are the tw) 

119 E. Washington Avenue. : A athans from Michigan. st known varieties: thé ‘iad Oméini Oreen: oe tne Soclets ples or Jonathans from Michigan best known v arieties 5 that the eis 
soe We also found that in nearly a demand for good Weal:hies 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor every town of any size there is at | where they are known; that Nurth- 
Santa ae ean Assistant ee least one, and some times more, western Greenings are good ap. 

stron, nee ChaRbeie) atdrOn ii fruit stores devoted to Western or ples; and that MeIntosh apples 
Smith, Eugenia C. Gillette. Southern fruit. ‘California Fruit would sell if they weren’t too 

oe ee ae al np? oo ridg ar nt’? ¢ , ise vhe aa ookG Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Store’, ‘‘K lorida Market’’, badly bruised when they arrived 
Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Ac- ‘‘(trowers Market’’, and similar That accounts for the BIG FIVE, 
ceptance for mailing at special rate of ‘i . i <@i ‘ 
postage provided for in Section 1108, Act names seem to attract trade from We classify the results of our 

0! ctober 3, E 5, ap : . marys ne é . é ss - 7 
1918, surmorizee au'y 1% the number of times proprietors jnyestigations in just a few sen. 
pr Chyertising: rates: made! known: on ‘ap tage the names for their stores. It tences. The groceryman has no 

ass quite a shock to see that one faith in the packs in most. local- 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society had been opened in Sturgeon Bay, ities, The groceryman can not 

Annual jmembership fee, one dollar. but the same hae ast people afford to buy inferior fruit. Some 
whicl includes fifty cents, subscription y aris ¢ Ondo styles -etailers take eal ¢ PS SI . price te, Wikdhee Seine een «tO buy Paris and neon ty retailers take local apples simply 
one dollar to Frederic Cranefield, Secre- rather than use the perfectly good — }ecause that is a good way to eol- 

ry, Madison, is. sae rae aces e .. 
a Remit by Postal or Express Money Or- layouts of American firms. lect a bill. Groeerymen think well | 

WESBpedi ie aitienestey weep eene sately Je Oshkosh, at the time that we of our varieties when they know 
checks accepted. were making the investigation, was where they can get packs from 

Postage stamps not accepted the only city in which we were able | whieh they will not lose because of 
OFFICERS to find any quantity of good Wis- secondary rots, bruises, ete. GOOD 

W._A. Toole, President......,,.Baraboo COnsin fruit or very much enthusi- Wisconsin apples are highly prized. 
J, E. Leverich, Vice-President....Sparta asm from the groceries about Retailers have a very hazy idea 
Frederic Cranefield, Secretary-Treas- *. * o 4 7 ; + 7 i urer ...............-++...., Madison handling it. Jefferson County, that somewhere in Wisconsin good 

——_. largely through the work of Mr. apples are grown (We helped to 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Coyner, County Agricultura! clear away the haze). Seeing the 

Ex Officio cent. is beginnine ave a sup. average pack of local fruit alone: President, Vice-President and Secretary Age nt, is beginning to have a suy average pack of local fruit along 
Me Kor Term Ending December, 1928 ply of well graded and packed lo- side shipped in fruit caused the 
M, E aiogg ctrecc Sturgeon Bay cal apple supply. In several same sensation that comes to us 
James Livingstone .........Milwaukee places the grocerymen were too when we see our favorite nephew 
George M. Moseman........Menomonie . : . . » 7 
i‘ For Term Ending December, 1927 disgusted with local fruit to even come in to meet the new neighbors 

W. a, SassihcecccccrcsrssssgBaraboo talk about it without loosing large after he has torn off two-thirds of 
Wm. Longland ...........Lake Geneva rds 7 ieati is ¢ oS ¢ ad ¢ ath in Wor orm inding becemune sous words not meant for publication. his clothes and had a mud bath, 

J, F. Hauser .................. Bayfield In one of the smaller towns in the nearest swamp. Its a hard job 
R. E. Marken...............Gays Mills . . to keep a boy’s clothes clean and 
J.B. Swartz ....00.000..0.. Kenosha Central Wisconsin one of the lead- to Keep a boy's s clean an 
N. A. Rasmussen ............ Oshkosh ing grocerymen had a beautiful Whole and his face washed, and its 

BOARD OF MANAGERS display of Western box fruit in his? A job to keep the oe “ a 
W. A. Toole J.E. Leverich window, and was perfectly willing ore hard clean and well packed. 

Frederic Cranefield to talk. He said that he had been but it’s possible to do both. 
in the grocery business for thirty The people we called on during 
‘ears @ g 1 a is trip seeme ake ereat de- APPLE PARINGS years and that he used to. handle this trip seemed to take grea 

at least four ears of Wisconsin light in jumping on someone be- 

Curiosity concerning the truth fruit each year. But lately he had cause of the fruit situation. Any 
of rumors that it is hard to get been stung so often that he way most of them were able to 
Wisconsin apples in most parts of | wouldn’t buy another ear for any — talk-and cuss-at length. — Before 
Wisconsin led us to investigate. money. This offered the same the end of the trip we began to feel 
And so we started out with several opening that had occurred before like we had been going to sec the 
pounds of poster material and a so we listed the growers in the same play twenty or thirty 1 mes 
note book on a tour of the grocery — state from whom we knew he could a day for a week. 
stores of the eastern and central obtain reliable packs of Wisconsin We feel that the success of the 
parts of Wisconsin. varicties. We are going back there fruit industry depends upon the 

Out of the first sixty-five stores to see if he has obtained any. degree of care given to growing 

we visited only twelve had Wiseon- In most of our metropolitan methods and eare in grading and 
sin apples, but all of them had communities we found that most of packing. We know that a yreat 
apples. The competition came from the wholesalers had been sold on many retailers have lost fait! 
the North-west, Michigan, and Tlli- the proposition that Michigan ap- our pack, very probably due te the 
nois. As we went on the ratio de- ples were good for the citizens and — faet that year after year they are
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burdened with apples from poorly A FRIENDLY GREETING very heartily with that tree owner, 
cared for local small orchards Dear Mr. Cranefield: as 1 do with Mr. Dahlberg. 
which produce fruit which should — ~ 4 ne al ont and P.S. Have had best resulis 

farther fr the tree An extra copy each of June anc r 3 
never get far rom July Wisconsin Horticulture were with seed of perennial phlox by 
than the nearest hog pen. If you ree’d by ifie, I have given them to planting the seed in the fall. The 
can answer the question as to why my neighbor who has such success seeds are slow to germinate but it 

they continue to do it you might ith: voses, “Che cones: have be seemed as if nearly every seed ‘iene the Sphinx toa duel with roses. he copies have been oe is a : . 
challenge the Sphing a : very much enjoyed, not only by must have sprouted and the colors 

Let’s show people. Let’s pack a the rosarian and his family but by 2” fine and blossoms very large. nate 1 terms with 1e rosarian and his family but by Riroe ; a 
better pack, get on good terms wi company Mrs. A. ©. Touuister. 
local buyers, specialize our vari- pany. 

F . aa I have been very busy all sum- 
cties, and chase out as many of ; Se ee _ 

bn as sn, .— mer and in spite of lots of hard 
our invading competitors as  pos- met alee 

: SP work, the weeds have gotten ahead THE GALIUMS sible. JS. P. . . i . 
of me in many a place. But I . — 

pac have had lovely flowers. There is much confusion —be- 
z . 1); 1. 

BITS OF NEWS 1 suppose you know the wild tween the Galiums and the Gyp- 
" ~_ . dicentra ‘Dutchman’s Breeches.’’ sophilas as they grow in the gar- 

Madison markets are blossoming JT have a lovely little bed of it. den. The differences are distinet 

forth with a large quantity of Then [ have a large bed of wild enough when they are pointed out, 
Idaho apples packed in bushel  yiolets. And my clumps of wild but most amateurs mistake ali- 

baskets. A very good pack and asters and gold rod will soon be ums for Gypsophilas when they 
they seem to be selling better be- wonderful. And this year in my _ first see them. 

cause of the inferiority of most of border has appeared a lovely thing Gypsophila is the botanical name 
the local fruit offered for sale. —a swamp milk weed. There is for Baby’s Breath, while the 
They are grabbing some of your no swamp near and I am at a loss Galium has the common name of 
legitimate markets, you growers. to know where the beautiful thing Bedstraw. It is true that the great 
What are you going to do about it? came from, but it has been very hedge Bedstraw (@. mollugo) is 

. Ss . lovely for some six weeks or more. sometimes called Baby’s Breath, 
A Sunday morning visit to My perennial phloxes are beau- but the name belongs more prop- 

some of the orchards around Stur-— tiful now. Some pure white, one — erly to Gypsophila. 
0 ay s re. 5 t . aree white with a fai "ael E ‘ : ” ee showed ie pa Deak large white with a faint tracing of G. verum is the Yellow Bed- 

quay has some extra fine apples pink na edge of each petal, two straw and (. boreale the Northern 
s year. very bright red ones, quite differ- pedstraw. ‘They grow from one to 

Mr. Jones “of thi Depart t a = ciate of red. I ie heen three feet tall, and produce a pro- 
eu dens 0 ie : oe wal paic oe planting a "tei fusion of tiny white or yellow elus- 
neale Uy re ne ai hat, 1€ ee ae a pce mt re let tered flowers. It is said that G. 

Sileving to tn a8 ee ane ter es 7. M. Da i" J a a Lady-— yerum was often used in former 
g to good adyantage. pail hon — I _ pee days for adding fragrance to bed- 

Ralph Tr in. La aster, wh has not on would the value of ding. The plants are well adapted 
nee ’ rw in, 4ancas Py mee trees, . she woul: met permit So for use in rockeries, but are more 
veneer i an oe ee 0 2 : much destruction. x ~ the elec- commonly used to provide flowers 
ha ) tree ning, ine ae ony vard — tricity aa put in one here trees for mixing with bouquets of bolder 

i damage > he arlier re bly ate 3 ; 5 thee ‘emage yy hail earher in were ion nea _ al ©W looms. They produce a_ soft 
SOUS assed = vires ei 4 i j non. Vy bee he waa 1 Sten rem. Creamy effect, very much like that 

'p _ . . My brother was here from Massa- of Baby’s Breath.—Morticulture. 
Wo small window displays in chusetts and he said that wires 

Madison of Wisconsin apple vari- must be insulated in Mass. to pass Ss 
ttes caused quite a bit of com- thru trees. Why ean’t they be 
ment. Signs in the windows in- here? I am often reminded of a In October for many, many 
lieate, the name of the varieties story IT heard once of a man who years we have published notes 
ie another large sign showed the had beautiful trees and took great about bulb growing, — especially 
tadine apple sections of Wiseon- care of them. One day someone foreing bulbs. This year we let 

ie ‘he displays were made by came along and fastened a horse or someone else tell it.‘ Foreing 
this soviety through cooperation of — horses to one of the fine trees and Bulbs Indoors’? from a_ bulletin 
‘wo of the Madison banks. the tree was badly enawed and — issued by the Brooklyn Botanical 

— bark injured. The owner was Garden covers the ground com- 

Apples for Health, Inc., isa new furious and the offender finally pletely. Bulbs for indoors may be 
"ganization for the purpose of said he would pay for the damage planted as late as December first. 
selling apples and promoting their and the owner said ‘‘Pay for it! In facet the later planted bulbs 
le. \ detailed story may be God Almighty couldn’t make it often overtake the ones planted in 
‘ound in another part of this issue. right.’’ TI must say IT sympathize October.
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APPLES FOR HEALTH, INC. ers is directly interested in the pros- their dealers to deduct the am unt 
perity of the fruit grower. Many of when the fruit is sold. One half cent 

A) National Association Formed these industries have voluntarily con- a bushel is so small a fraction 0! the 
to Increase Apple Consumption tributed generous amounts to this amount which this campaign wil! adj 

Se AD] apple publicity campaign. However, to the selling price per bushel o ap. 
Headquarters—10 South LaSalle much additional funds are necessary _ ples that the growers will not fec’ the 

ACUTE Fierce oe to be raised quickly in order to show _ slight investment and there shou'd hy 
St., Chicago, III. decided benefits in better prices this _ no difficulty in demonstrating to ~hen 

year. Any money advanced to his the’ splendid and certain return: 
7MERGENCY }LLETIN fund now by the growers or others pple dealers have already indi. 
EMERGENCY BULLETIN will be deducted from their quota cated their desire to add to this sum 

Prompt Action Necessary to Sell This later. Your advance of these funds a contribution of 50 cents a car «:s an 
Year’s Apple Crop! will help toward the quick success of | evidence of their own interest i). the 

The size and fine quality of this the plan. All contributions to this success of this campaign, for what. 
years crop in all apple growing sec- fund should be sent at once to Mr. ever increases the demand for apples 
tions of the United States emphasize Lawrence H. Whiting, President of is of direct benefit to them. flere 
the need for speedy and concerted the Boulevard Bridge Bank, 400 again, the contribution of 50 cents | 
action of all interests in our great North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, per car is a small investment for big 
industry. who is the treasurer of “Apples for returns. 

Health, Inc.”, or to Mr. Robert W. The Allied Industries, who sell 
This Plan Will Bring You Better Dunn, 10 South LaSalle Street, Chi- supplies to the growers, have, in most | 

Prices cago, our Secretary. Part already pledged themselves to 
ae ae) ers ss fs contribute their proportionate part 

ese enon eee gantetence How the Publicity Fund Is To Be toward the campaign. Talk to your 
Association — if ples For Health Raised ; . dealers, cold storage men, and all oth- 
Inc.,” was or, vanited ‘and incorporated The funds for the publicity cam- ers interested and ask them to coop. 
once® the lan of Illinois pas non- paign—which is to advertise apples erate personally and financially in 

profit oreaniza ion +6 Stimulate the to the nation—is to be raised from this campaign. 

femand for_apples by a nation-wiae {he apples, themaclves, | AI API sttership For AlL—Your Coops 
advertising’ and (publicity ‘campaign, apple dealers or cold storage men tion Needed At Once! 
Aeneeiean Fraite. Men of lowe through whom they market their All persons who are either directly 
business ability and inflUcAGe were fruit to deduct % cent per bushel or indirectly interested in the grow- 
elected té Executive Offices and Board from the proceeds of their apples, and ing, marketing, distribution or sal: 

of Governors Such # earn sien will to remit that amount to the Treas- of apple products are to be enrolled 
convert our sur lus a slat orep into Urer of “Apples For Health, Inc.” as members of “Apples For Health, 

fits. y Surpus apy 1 s (Where the grower sells direct to  Jne.” at a nominal membership fee ot 
DEONES: consumer, local market, ete., he is to $2.00 per year. This goes not take 

» nsicee wien _ ‘ remit direct to the Treasurer.) It is the place of other contributions. The 
Plant Rscelyes) Unanimous and En- important that the need for this ad- $2.00 membership is merely to make 

MSIASHE UPPOr. oo. . vertising fund be fully explained, not all of them individual participants in 
The work of the organization is only at meetings but by personal the work of the organization. 

already under wy or, the fore pas calls. The growers merely authorize We urge upon you strongly to en- 
moving to market for two 

months and no time is to be lost. The ~ = cs = 
conference was marked by a striking : ape ¢ ai 
spirit of harmony and cooperation, - — (Cut off Here and Mail) oo 
and all branches of the industry, rep- MEMBERSHIP COUPON 
resenting all sections of the United Lawrence Whiting, Treasurer 

States, pledged ane ie the ole and Apples For Health, Inc., Boulevard Bridge Bank, Chicago, II. 
campaign 6 Ped by the Weve ana _T enclose $2.00 (money order or check) for One Years Member- 
Means Committee ant dé ted ee the ship in Apples For Health, Inc., the association formed to promote 
conference adop y e greater apple consumption through publicity and advertising. 

It was the first time in the history My Name -..--) ~--------- aoe 
of the industry that all branches were My Address ee 
represented at a single conference ‘ 
and demonstrated such an eager de- Apple Advertising Campaign Coupon 
sire to make the project a success. Lawrence Whiting, Treasurer, 

_It is now important that all the in- Apples For Health, Inc., Boulevard Bridge Bank, Chicago, Ill. 
dividual members gf the oreanizations I hereby authorize my commission dealer (or dealers), namely: 
affected and al e apple growers 

one shippers’ of the! United States (Write on dotted line names of dealers, commission men or others 

terest in the piocees of ‘thts camnaign. to whom you usually sell your apples.) 
Concerted and concentrated action at minima Renan rere nnn - 
once is imperative. sarap eee aan asta ee esa eer maee eee Se ren aretenen ace er 

to deduct one-half cent per bushel of money received by me for a.! 
How You Can Help—Act Now! apples sold for me by dealer during Season 1926-1927. Dealers wil 

The funds needed for the prelimi- send this money direct to Lawrence Whiting, Treasurer, Apples Fv 
nary work, including the establish- Health, Inc., Boulevard Bridge Bank, Chicago, Ill. This money to bv 
ment of the business office of the As- used in the Advertising and Publicity Campaign to be conducted hy 
sociation, are being raised by volun- Apples For Health, Inc., to promote greater apple consumption ar | 
tary sanimibuuions from are larger thus aid the apple industry to increase sales. 
growers and shippers and from the : 
allied industries. Every industry My Name is ----.--- | ---------------------- 
that sells supplies, ete., to the grow- My (AGd868S) 19) eres
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on 
al 

oll 2s many as possible of your : . 

ttt tong inelulinsg your neredntile FOUR BRIEF WORDS Now . 

land ieneng irlends who are, of “Say it with fl 
: LOOK! 

cours’, interested in Apple Prosper- way with flowers!) The I we a . 

ity—s» as to make our SrERNIZAtiOn man who hit upon this happy 1 ‘i this morning’s mail the fol- 

truly 2 broad and national one. phrase is J. 8S. O'Keefe, a Bost 1 owing unsolicited letter was the 

It cannot be repeated too often that florist. The Society of A ston only thing worth mentioning, but 

this is an emergency in the apple Flori 4 Society of American it made up for a lot of 8) ou 

business and demands emergency at- orists, having decided that the quality in the ii AOE ak Uae ot 

tention. Please urge the importance honor of creating this phrase be- Read i he rest of the mail. 

ie action upon all members longs to Mr. O'Keefe, has voted to cul ft on ee Avni AG Sehimudt 

and neighbors and see th is jeep . ie mae : says from the buyer ¢ hi . 

‘verlooked in the campaign te oes press ut him with a gold medal in- standpoint uyer and shipper 

‘comprehensive and complete partic- crusted with a floral design in , 

ipation of the entire apple industry precious stones. 
WARMERS 4 ; 

in your territory. Please send us Mr. O’Keefe’s four words ar thirst Sales Bunce 

names of all whom you believe will one of the best slogans oe The Organized Farmers 

be interested. 
“e a est slogans ever de- Sales Agency 

Don’t wait—Send § oo vised. They compress a meaning 347-349 Broz y 

$2.00 for each oe I neaning 347-349 Broadway 

pers ie be Curalled asa wemtert i2 the briefest form possible with- . " 

iit sae Ryle Bor nthe Enis nage hye Sperone 
Toe east Anblas a Lageenee press that meaning in a manner Wisconsin Horticulturist 7 * 

ine., Boulevard Bridge Bank, Chicago. a persuasive, Madison, Wisconsin 

For 20 years the entire ap wee rere are slogans a ‘ 2 

) i apple in- slogans and slogans; Attention Mr. Frederick Cr . 

ey een eae | necessity and many a one that hits the ear Gentlemen: . Frederick Cranefield. 

: - . ss » firs A aS 
ri 

ice : mT 

time all have pulled together . nue ees ise hit the pocketbook. A slo- ‘eh noteed your editorial in the 

emergenev has resulted in concerted gon that gets popular notice is ean’ add issue regarding apples and 

ee We are depending on your often merely bizarre; it performs eating facts this the following inter- 

in Sie way, support to put this over the first task of any advertisement Naniély,, that. we are ‘buys 

* Sincerely —to attract attention—but it does Wisconsin’ Apples Sid chipphn them 

AppLes For Hearn, INC not go on from there to convinee 4° North Dakota and in turn are 

By Paul C. Stark, Pres and persuade. Mr. O’Keefe’s slo- Baie se Washington apples to 

3 : oa is sith sa Cae . o Wisconsin. see ' . 

We heartily endorse the purpose nial S wersuasive, You ane ae Bre ut like the cows of old, 

for which this oreanizati : a, suasive. ou are be- that always found the gr¢ ca, BT “ 

; is zation is sought to say ‘it?’ wi on: thes oth : grass greener 

fetined and “WERE hate ? g say it’? with flowers— _ the other side of the fence and si 

2 very grower, and the ‘it’? may evidently the apples ; . e 

whether a ear nt s ’ ‘3 may mean almost any Bas apples must come from 

me ia ntif | shipper or not, possible emotion The eee eal “ os in order to be good. 

rl dentified as a member of nig f Soa 18 8 Sometime i s disks 

this organization. A mentee oe moe and ree No wonder you may be able st venous me ie 

, se ag . : ; L caug 1e public eye and vastly Pet while local far a» BU 

voupon is attached to this arti i 5 eye and vastly t while local farmers peddle 

s article inereased the sale of . *  brin is peddle and 

and may be s to nerease sale of flowers in the g poor stock that they had i ae 

and may he sent direetly to the United States, territory, on to the market at an one 

reasurer of the organizat . tant price: bi 

We s 2 OrgaMzauon. By four brief words a Bos ae 

e shall be glad to furnish y . s a Boston On: Saturday lag . 

further anf a o furnish you florist has put money into the cash — the ee urday, lest the farmers on 

ormati Py #5 vahtaee ah y int > cas reen_ markets “é aeli 

fice al any Gen on from this of- register of every florist in the cents for four poate a the poorest 

A country. There are many men far looking Wealthies that you ever laid 

a hetter known in business who can ihe chain stor while at the same time 

point to achieve sx 1 i iain stores were selling the 

DOOR. COUNTY. CILERRIES tant as he anne wills br Beautiful Jonathans at thee Mote 

>49aq Md Tae Ste vords written by 9% 25 cents. Yo ; s 

PASS THE MILLION Mr. O’Keefe of Boston.’’ Y a great deal to See eee has 

MARK And Wiseonsin’e State Hoi. apples pnd. while propaganda will 

StiiweoR Bax—THE cultural is not so far behind with | wif aA y get the Wisconsin house- 

‘e Nae ay ie total value jts “Bie Five’’ | d with i o use Wisconsin apples, this 

vor county’s cherry crop. this aka Gen, vere We may ot will, ‘however, not: be until such. time 

sear reaches $1,750,000, aceording make it a national slogan, but Wis- as propaganda amongst the Wiscon- 

to figures just compiled by ‘lie consin people are already taking it fhe growers has caused them to see 

Door Spies : we up. . 5 necessity of bringing nice fruit 

liter ae Fruit Growers’ 
on the market. 

! 

(ion and the Reynolds Presery a 
With best regar ee 

ng Company. The mark is a Na i . a ale 

recor’ in the history of the fruit Hlinois and Indiana spent their A e SoHMID" 

Industry on the peninsula, the pre- two day Summer meetings by hav- ACS;EF 7 © SCHMIDT: 

vious mark being only $1,149,000 oni an auto tour of orchards. 

tablished in. 1924, dsc tha r ie problems were discussed uae - 

‘Oi ace g . a ars of 2 zs 

ab this year was not (quite as nas m ers or the college faculties 

large is 1924, it e: 2S prominent growers. The ‘ . 

a bin per ceo) fron theaten pale nois tour was confined in oa ‘ Mi a grower wants to make a 

pe rom the standpoint — the tw 7 good reputation with the eons . 

of income ¢ I ie two thousand acre orchards i with the consume! 

o the growers. Pike counter ds in he does not try to force the sale 

: 
of poor fruit.
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GLADIOLUS DISEASES On removing the seales from dis- the cause of the large prope tio, 

(F. L. Drayton, Plant Pathologist, eased corms, the surface is seen to of the loss from the decay of « rns 

Central Experimental Farm, have more or less numerous spots and the premature death of pants 
Ottawa) or lesions. These areas are sunken. On the leaves in July and 

Abstracted from Bulletin 3 of the reddish brown to black, dry and August the disease appears fi st as 
Canadian Gladiolus Society punky, more or less circular with minute brown or purplish } “ow, 

When specialists undertake the definite and slightly elevated mar- discolored areas more or less circu. 

commercial culture of one plant, gi, and varying in size froma pin lar in outline; later the col rol 
usually on limited areas of land, point to halt an inch in diameter. these spots deepens to a relish 
which do not permit of long rota- In mild infections, these lesions brown or black. . In the older spots 

tions with other erops, certain dis- usually oceur in the lower half of a well differentiated centre, light 

eases gradually become established, the corm. : : grey in color with numerous iin. 
with the consequent losses. The In storage the disease is pro- ute black bodies, becomes evident 
gladiolus is no exception to this gressive, and a large proportion of The spots are visible on both sides 
rule. The small and usually seat- the diseased corms become mum- of the leaves. 

tered plantings of the amateur Mmied by spring, especially if the In the fall spots appear on the 
flower grower have not usually suf. temperature is not kept down to corms, which are at. first water 
fered much loss from disease, but forty to forty-five degrees Fahren- soaked and of a reddish brown to 

in the commercial culture a few 
diseases have become of consider- J 
able importance. | 

The symptoms of five diseases ‘in os | 
are herewith described briefly, and ‘ : | 
at the end, general recommenda- , 
tions are made which are applie- 
able to the control of any or all of 

these diseases. In drafting these 
recommendations, care has been 
taken to introduce as little new 
work as possible into the general 
cultural practices, which are al- 
ready overloaded with much tedi- oy ei Mel tis 
ous and expensive hand labor. et Lome Py es 

No spotting is found on the a (ae 
leaves of diseased plants. Plants a : 

which ultimately become diseased (ae ao 
grow quite normally for six to eh 

eight weeks, then the leaves of 

plants in groups in rows turn yel- 
low and later become brown and 
dry. At this stage the stem bends, 
decays at the surface of the soil, Two healthy corms, and three affected with dry rot, coverings removed. 

and numerous minute black dots 
(selerotia) are found on the leaf heit, which temperature gives the brownish black eolor, usually on 
sheaths at and below the ground best results for the storage of the sides and lower half of the 
level. In plants which become dis- corms. corms, but not infrequently on the 
eased late in the season these symp- The fungus causing this disease upper half as well. To see. these 
toms do not progress beyond the — lives over for a number of years in the corm scales usually have to be 
yellowing of the leaves. On re- the soil in which diseased plants removed, but frequently spots 0m 
moval of a diseased plant from the have grown, and also in the dis- the scales are indicative of the 

soil, it is at onee seen that the old eased corms and eormels in stor- presence of a lesion on the corti 
corm is almost completely decayed; age. These when planted become below. Later in the season the 
the new corm is small, its covering a source of infection of the soil spots increase in size, the centre 

seales are dark in color or spotted, and surrounding: plants. becomes sunken, the eolor deepers 
the roots are poorly developed and toa distinet black, and the margit 
more or less decayed; cormel de- Harp Ror becomes more definite. The tissue 
velopment is poor or absent, and This disease also is caused by a becomes hard, in some cases eX 
the large fleshy roots which nor- fungus, which has been named — tremely so, making it difficult te 

mally develop at the base of the Septoria Gladioli Pass. It has cut it with a sharp knife. Fre- 
new corm in healthy plants are been found in Ontario, and in quently the disease advances so fi! 

either poorly developed or absent. New York State is reported to be — that the corm is reduced to a vard
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hrivelled and wrinkled mummy. _ tice, or so severe as to destroy the that the entire leaf is involved. 
fhe lesion does not extend far into scales, and the corm covered with The water soaked, translucent 

the corm, and is cut off from the sunken spots. : . areas later become dry and turn 

healtliy tissue below by a layer of On the corm seales the disease is — brown. The bacteria produce an 

ork cells, so that the lesion can be evident by brown patches or exudate, which forms a viseid film 

hipped out with the finger nail. streaks, later the color becomes over the surface of the leaf or in 

The plants in the field are more black, the seale splits and rows at the form of small droplets, which 
lor less dwarfed, often fail to pro- the pomt of attachment to the when dry become brittle. Wind 

juce bloom, and die prematurely. curm, teaving a ragged margin of blown soil and tiny insects often 
The fungus, as in the case of the texture and color of burned is- become embedded in this exudate, 

ry rot, lives over in the soil and sue. In most cases these spots on so as to sometimes cover the leaf 
in diseased corms. the scales are accompanied by a surface. This exudate is composed 

lesion on the corm betow the spot. of bacteria. 
Neck Ror or Scap The corm lesion 1s a shallow de- 

This disease is caused by the Dressloii aurvounded by a emits BUSARIO Ror 
bacterial organism Bacterium miar- and Somewhat levated nargm. Massey describes this in a paper 
einatum L. MeC. the less ay ai smety a read at Toronto in 1921 as one of 
"Tt probably oecurs to some ex- fat caieh ieee tl hede tesoaiedo the three gladiolus diseases most 
tent wherever gladiolus are grown; ar sunken ECE ; a es10ns do ecommonly met with. The corms 

and while in certain localities it is Net extend deeply a ee a become infected in the field, and 
lot little importance, losses have iis “Coumny, and Bue easy Femoved; the rot advanees in storage. The 

been considerable where conditions  (C2¥1N8 & clean, saucer shaped vav- Jesions on the corms are slightly 

are more favorable for the para- ity Lined by healthy SHE rhe sunken, more or less cireular in 
ite. conm Lesions hav ca coplous gummy outline, have definite margins, and 

The first visible signs of the dis- exudate, which when dy as brithie frequently have definite and con- 
ase are tiny specks of bright red- and. anny dilke parma Thisisube spicuous concentric markings or 

ish brown color, slightly elevated pane ey euee ; 1g Sine ie zones. The color of the lesions 

and usually in considerable mum- gel GE AIX £0 uhe ‘corm, an a ined varies with that of the corms, be- 
bers on the leaves, more especially TESS TOL i 18 aga Sule ng usually brown or dark red. 
nm the basal portion of the leaf one coy ‘i as Teen sceoved Phe sausal fungus is one closely 
sheaths. ‘The spots enlarge, becom- 1S alist Bee: Mes Neer Opser ye: allied to Fusarium oxysporrum 
ing definite lesions with the center °" practieally . all . the. warieles Schl, the cause of dry rot of pota- 
Kunken, dark brown or black, and COMO BLOwl by flor TEs ee toes. 
the margin slightly elevated. The  OPS@nisms causing this disease live . veers car evee ; 
es : : an over from one season to another on RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ‘THE CON- veins of the leaf sheaths are not lisensed corms and in soil in whiul snare CG 2 DiGHASiG 
httacked and stand out promi. ‘“liseased corms and in soil in which _ TROL OF GLADIOLUS DISEASES 

nently in the sunken areas. The diseased plants have grown. 1. Most of the organisms caus- 
spots look like burned places, the Bacrrs Butonr ing gladiolus diseases not only live 
margins resembling chareoal. In PACTERIAL, DLIGIIL over in the soil whieh has borne a 
moist Weather a general decay of This disease is caused by the diseased crop, but will continue to 

the leaf sheaths takes place, and baccerial organism, — Bacterium live there for a number of years, 
the individual spots cannot be gummisudans MeC. It is of lim- even if gladiolus are not replanted 
seen, ited occurrence and is not as seri- in the intervening years. It is ob- 

Infection is most general from — ous as the scab. vious then that these areas must 
the ground level to six or ‘eight Young stock is more susceptible not only be avoided for the future 

inches above. Under certain con- than old. The injury is confined planting of gladiolus for at least 
Klitions the outer leaves show little to the leaves. five years, but every precaution 

Signs of rot, but on pulling the It has not yet been reported in must be taken to prevent the trans- 

leaves apart considerable soft rot- Canada, but has been found in the ference of this soil to clean areas, 

ting way be found beneath. The  middlewestern United States. either by cultivating tools, plowing 

Upper portion of the leaves ulti- Microscopie examination of the machinery, by the feet of men or 
ately heeomes brown and dry and — discolored areas of the leaves animals, or by wind, in the ease of 
in the ease of severe infection the shows quantities of bacteria in the a soil that is liable to drift. 

Whole plant falls over. These — tissues. 2. Corms having lesions should 

‘Mptoms are more pronounced on The spots on the leaves are at under no cireumstances be planted, 

old plants than on young ones. first narrow, horizontal and water beeause this constitutes the most 
The corms from affected plants soaked. Later progress is mostly prominent means of introducing 

ire nar always diseased, but often in a longitudinal direction, so that — the causal organisms into a_ soil 
Khow slefinite lesions on the eorm the spots become more or less regu- which may be free from them. Tn 

ind corm seales. The infection larly formed squares or rectangles. order to make sure that the corms 

may le so slight as to escape no- Adjoining spots often unite, so are free from lesions. it is neces-
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sary to remove the corm scales which is one of great importance, to become ‘excited’? until |--yonj 
completely. This should be done and one which if overlooked will the danger line of more fi eziny 
just before planting, for when done — result in a spread of the disease, weather. , 
sooner the corms become dry and however careful the inspection of We say it is ‘easy’ to vinter 

sometimes valueless. corms and quarantine of diseased Roses and what garden work iJ 
This recommendation is open to — soil may be. much easier than hilline go) 

criticism. It would entail a great 5. When cleaning the corms in around the stems of the plans toa 

deal of work in the case of a large the winter another opportunity is height of 8 or 10 inches, ti keep 
grower, but I most strongly recom- — afforded to eliminate diseased spec- — the wind and sun from them wil 
mend this tedious procedure, espe-  imens. The lesions are usually well iuto the Spring wher it 
cially in the ease of newly pur- — seen in the lower half of the corm, safe to allow them to start. eroy. 
chased or valuable varieties. and if not, discolorations of the ing. 
Where gladiolus culture is carried corm seales with corresponding le- Don't get impatient and wieoyer 
on extensively, the work of peeling — sions below will be seen. The corm — too early. If you do, all your work 
all corms would render it almost — so affeeted should be discarded. will amount to nothing. — Muck 
prohibitive. Field experience, how- 6. The use of various disinfeet-  ‘*winter-killing’’ is due to hasty 
ever, enables me to make further ants for treating diseased corms — removal of cover. ‘ 
suggestions that might assist where — has been tried without success. 1 Climbing Roses can be protecte 
sealing is not practicable. would, however, recommend the use by taking them down from thei 

3. During the growing season, of a five per cent, solution of for- supports, laying them on th 

when cultivation or flower cutting malin(] pint to 9Y2 quarts water), ground: and covering them with 
is being donc, a sharp lookout for 30 minutes in the two follow- soil to a depth of 6 inches or mor 

should be kept for all plants show- | 1" cases : . W hen danger of hard frost is past 
ing the first symptoms of disease, (a) F or soaking healthy corms — tie your climbers up again on thei 
ie, a leaf yellowing or spotting. seleeted from a mixture of healthy supports and they will bloom beau. 
When sueh a plant or groups of © nd diseased ones, . tifully at their natural blooming 

plants is found, they and the sur- (b) Kor soaking: corms of ex time. Always uncover protected 
rounding soil should be immedi- pensive varieties after the lesions Roses on a cloudy day, to avoid 

ately removed with a spade, placed have been cut out with a knife. sun scorch which is another caus: 

in a box or wheelbarrow, kept at of mueh ‘ winter-killing’’. 
the end of the rows, and disposed — If you can get your order it 
of in sueh a way as to preclude all ROS SATISFACTION FOR carly cnough, plant in the Hall and 
possibility of contaminating clean PKOPLE IN) NORTITERN hill earth around the stems of the 
soil. With the exception of an oc- STATES plants immediately after planting 
casional drying of the leaf tips in If, for any reason, you cant 

hot weather, similar to that of Ot- An eastern rose grower sends PLANT your Roses in. the fall, 
tawa, at any rate, should be re- the following which we neither en- get them delivered and bury: thei 

garded as an indication of the — dorse or reject. until Spring. Figure on laying 
presence of disease, and dealt with “Contrary to the general opinion them flat and side by side. While 

aceordingly. Even the first two or of those who really do not know, waiting for delivery, spade a piece 
three frosts in the fall have no Roses of practically every kind, in- of ground about 18 inches deep 

appreciable effect on the leaves. cluding the free blooming Hybrid where the plants are to be buried 
4. At digging time a further Teas (with their great range of then cover it with boards, straw ot 

opportunity is offered to get rid of form and _ colors), can be suecess- anything to prevent freezing until 

diseased plants and their cormels. fully grown and easily wintered as your Roses are delivered. A hole 

Any plants which on being dug. far north as Minnesota and Wis- 3 feet long, 18 inehes wide and 1! 
show any signs of decay on the cousin, The few facts below and — inches deep will be large enough 
stems or discoloration of the corm the certain knowledge that they bury a dozen field-grown, dormant 

seales, should be placed in a sepa-  @"e being grown successfully in Hybrid Tea Roses. 

rate container and suitably dis- these north lands should give con- When the plants arrive, dig é 
posed of. While diseased corms — fidence to anyone who really wants hole (where the ground wis 
may be later distinguished, it is Roses and wants kinds that will — gpaded) 10 inches deep. Lay you! 
impossible, as | have indicated bloom all summer and until hard plants down flat and see that tl 
previously, to separate the respec frost comes. loose earth is well worked betwee! 
tive cormels of healthy and dis- It is not winter cold that kills the roots and packed down, Whe! 

eased plants, although the latter Roses, it is the exposure to the the roots are well covered, wate! 

are capable of carrying the fungus winds and sunshine, especially in copiously to exelude all air pock 
and infecting soil when planted. the late winter or early spring, ets, then after the water he 

The two recommendations last that does the mischief. Plants drained away, fill in and save @ 

given offer an easy way of avoid- must be kept dormant and not be — slight mound on top to shed wate! 

ing this source of contamination, allowed to start growing, or even until sueh a time as the Ro-es art
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CREAM CITY HIGH QUALITY SPRAY PRODUCTS 
BRING BIG PROFITS TO YOU 

Arsenate of Lead Paris Green Corrosive Sublimate 

Calcium Arsenate Copper Sulphate Lime (High Grade) 

Lime Sulphur Bordeaux Mixture Fly Spray 
(Liquid and Dry) (Dry and Paste) (Cattle and Household) 

Write for Prices NOW 

e e 
Cream City Chemical Works 

772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

taken up to be planted on a cloudy 2. Would it do any good to poul- went had four bushels of mongrel 
day in the early Spring. This tice a cankered limb or trunk apples, four baskets filled with rot 

mound will indicate where the now and expect it to revive next and worm holes so that it was diffi- 
Roses are. When through burying / spring? No. , cult, to see the apples. It looked 
the plants, they should be about 6 3. 1f J dig up blighted trees ds towel ik Gould le caav fo: sell 
to 8 inches below the level of the would setting in same holes en- ~ . 0 ™ 
sil. Do not get them too deep. danger new trees? No. apples of good quality and pack, in 

The plants will come out in the 4. Would it do any good to dig "ew clean baskets, to this man at 

Spring as fresh and vigorous as holes now expecting freezing only twenty-five cents more a 
the day they were buried. and thawing to kill blight | bushel than he had paid for the 
When vou plant in the Spring germs in soil? No. junk he had on hand. And then 

he Suen to hill euith avd the 5. Have you ever tried the Haral- we found out that although the 

wots get established and working.” Would it pay to haul black dirt of our apples he couldn't bring 
. ° half a mile to put in hole for himself to buy apples until he had 

— OO _ setting a song tree? . No. rid himself of the junk he had. 
NO 7. How about limestone in a hole We doubt if he ever buys any 

for a cherry tree? No, apples, : . 
A Bayfield County member asks 

a munber of questions : —— - Some of the other stores already 

lds there any fire blight) proof had a supply of good apples from 

variety 2 No. WHY! OF WHY? reliable growers near Baraboo, but 
President Toole decided that it several had the same sort of stoek 

as worth using a few bushels of — that our first prospective customer 

Buy Direct From Grower apples to find out something about had. 

the way things worked in’ his: lo- Therefore we feel that the ero- 

and save 40% on your cal market, and so we went up to cerymen should) wake up to the 

Nursery Stock Banilion and helped grade and fact that people will buy good lo- 
rough face a part of a load of bas- “al apples at a better price the 

1926 Catalog just out kets. We had good Wealthy. Snow, “1! PDEs at a better price Chan 
A aD a ., they will pay for junk. We feel 

Established 1854 and Wolf) River packs. in’ fact : 
much ‘hetter than the average on that the groceryman should dump 

Kellogg’s Nursery most of the markets here in Madi- the junk, or better, not buy it, and 

Rox 77 son, Then we began a tour of the keep his supply free from spoiled 

Janesville, Wisconsin stores. frnit while he is displaying it for 

The first store into which we — sale in his store.
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Ti supecpice. NZ 
$y ! Bi anni m 

Largest Growers of we. of ¢ in THE SWARTZ NURSERIES 
aR SAD A. ON Pitan erga Sl Ai ® Strat sT tas er piace, SM Growers of 

Quality Nursery eee Mees 
Stock in the = NOME TT, alan \¢ Shade andOrnamental 

aineceeey kt) Car 
North Ae ae Gaye Trees 

orthwest Flowering Shrubs, Perennials, 

& Mr. Planter eS Roses, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, 

Over 200 acres com- q q Fruit Trees, and Berry Bushes, 
‘ HEN you buy Nurs- 

prise our nursery at a W ery Stock you want 8 KENOSHA, - WISCONSIN 
Waterloo, Wisconsin. iis Gast 
We grow high class NORTH STAR QUAL- —_____—. —— 

: ITY and SERVICE, as - 
trees and shrubs in well as HARDY NORTH- 
large quantities. You ERN GROWN STOCK, So 

quality and reliability. Our ‘PLANTER'S ar ke 
e MANUAL’ will give you e he a 
a much valuable informa- a a eon <4 
a tion on planting and suc- a 

McKAY (i U RSE RY cessful growing of Nurs- Pe 

ery Stock. Write to-day, set & ae 
C 0 M P A N Y it is free. —— = 

First Central Building North Star Nursery Co. _ Une ore inlccd create.” we 

MADISON, WISCONSIN Bex Ah . . 
; Pardeeville, Wisconsin The circular we will 

Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. be glad to: send you 
SMI OM OO 0 Oo oo oe 2 

shows some of the lead- 
—_ — ers in Fruits and Orna- 

nT mentals for this cli- 
5 mate in colors. Send 

PATENTED AUO.19, 1907 LANDSCAPE SERVICE for yours 
If you are thinking of building 

a rock garden, making a border of 
perennials, or landscaping your 
grounds, write us for suggestions. Trustwor iy )) 

rio.7 Fio2 Filo 3 Please do not feel that an in- [oath Aiognon 
quiry obligates you to buy. . 

Be rry Boxes a. ‘A. root The Coe, Converse & Edwards 
Crates, Bushel Boxes SEE Ee Company 
and Climax Baskets Baraboo, Wisconsin NURSERYMEN 

As You Like Them rs Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 

We manufacture the Ewald a a — a 
Patent Folding Berry Boxes of 

Bogt eee ee ae sete ge 3 
terial in the KD. in carlona lots Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest 
carry In stnek iG-auarl crates all rry in stock 16-quart crates a : ‘ % mae ub ready for'use, either for If we have no dealer in your locality write your wants 
strawberries or blueberries. No : + us 
rile oO small arge fo outer je aml or (oe lanes tor and get our prices. Old and new varieties. Try our 
frm Siifwaukee. Tromptivess ts One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a dollar bill and 

sentia 5 ‘ . :. : ° . 

we alm todo our part weil A receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid. 
large discount for early orders. 
A postal brings our price list. Catalogue on Request 

Cumberland Fruit Package U Smane GEORGE M. MOSEMAN 
Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis.
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TO MY READERS mittee members, the ones who as if my life mattered! ler. 
: sat in judgment on the paper, haps you remember how onc. j 

in one oF ernie davies many have passed away: Toole, 1918, I selfishly used the edito. 
problems and among them how Reigle, L. H. Palmer, Frank rial page to tell you how a Hoy, 
to reach the members, how to Harland, Melcher, Dr. Loope, who was very dear to me, divd: 

send to each and every one of ©0e, Greaves and many, many “He, of whom bereft 
them a message from time to others. Of those who read the I suffer vacant days’ 

time. Bulletins had been pub- first number, hundreds may . 
lished at irregular intervals, but "ead this, for while our mem- Not begging sympathy, for vou 
these were not satisfactory; just bership list changes every day, Joos T told you that: “Hig 
bulletins, information and noth- it is a sey that ieee blood cries not for vengeance 
ing more. fist oho & ee here ore une but for Justice’ and, “in the 

So I pondered until the idea list who were members when Tame of all who have sacrificed 
of WISCONSIN HorticuLTurE first took up my duties as secre- Sons, I ask that you do not fal- 

was born. At the Summer ey twenty -twoiyears ee Tos ter in your determination, }ut. 
meeting at Bayfield the follow- ay we part; you, kind readers, 44, summon greater courage 
ing August a “dummy” was pre- ©2ch to go your way, I to go 4° ‘carry on’.” . 
sented to the executive commit- ™ine. No longer will we meet Those were dark days but w 
tee, heartily approved by them each month to glance thru WIs- did carey on and ‘ ae 1 WE 

and the date of first issue set for Si aaaey sete eer ones per. helped vant the cl ° de 1 « cad 
the following month. From then ‘hance, settle down to read a ‘the Sun ‘hone aw. nee 
until today, 195 issues of WIS- something by “F. C.” or one bet- rey bloomed oe am ie 

CONSIN HORTICULTURE have ap- ‘” informed. throve and. mildew w ie" pues 
peared, twelve a year, at regu- I shall miss you. So many of sant. You asked me what to do 
lar intervals. you whose names and handwrit- veaut thes “thi ai ld 

Intended as a mere “house- ing are familiar but whose faces 00 These last veara h ; on 
organ”, acommon meeting place I have not seen are as close to vreasant ones f ae S the ni 
for people having common in- me as I write today as others T could sense 2 10 af He Wal, 
terests, as well as the official or- whose faces are familiar. It’s thin better ate ine er amak. 
gan of the Society, it slowly no child’s play to edit a paper, 7) 1g = ene mene wake 
changed policy and make up un- but I want you to know that the Bat the tim has c to ey 
til it found for itself a place in doing of it all these years has p70 ty If ou have h q Bay 
horticultural journalism and for been one of my chiefest sources 7 OT y ¢ th ¥ ae One 
years a unique place. There is f pleasure and not a burden. I eas the 5 9 oP cae in 
now only one other like it; Hor- felt that I was talking to you hed in editit ee oth : ave 
TICULTURE—an old established and alt bat ei pneweteds Fee RSE, SAREE GOR: 
journal, which was taken over When a little word or two of ap- . 
hy the horticultural societies of preciation came winging in, my FREDERIC CRANEFIELD. 
Massachusetts, New York and heart was glad. Do you remem- 
Pennsylvania. ber the days when I chased rab- ——— 

The change in the character bits? Nearly every month I got 

of our paper was brought about myself in a rage about rabbits Dye to the fact that the ex- 
by the members themselves. chewing apple trees and you  )yess shipment which included 
Much was asked and little given helped me to protect our trees. the premium book was slow in 
in return. Questions came pour- Do you remember what a deuce gpriving from Green Bay, the 
ing in which, of course made Of a time we had in chasing bum jist of the premium winners at 
good copy, but none, or few of- urserymen from the state and the annual convention will not 
fered anything from their own how fraudulent contracts were  anyear until the December issue, 
experience. After a year or two printed in the paper and a big Which will follow closely on the 
of begging, I saw plainly the nursery in Ohio threatened to pools of this number 
thing to do, put it on a level sue us? And the land sharks in , 
with other horticultural papers, Northern Wisconsin, who want- 
for the members evidently ex- ed to use the Society to sell jack TT 
pected to receive rather than to Pine land at $150.00 an acre, as 
give. So the paper was edited fruit land? Address mail intended for: 
as an incidental part of my du- And you remember how in Frederic Cranefield, to 1934 
ties, departments were estab- 1917 and 1918 we fought the Monroe St., Madison, Wis. All 
lished: The Florists’ page; The Hun with hoe and spade? And, other letters concerning Socicty, 
Women’s Auxiliary page, etc. “now it can be told,” how my to: State Horticultural Socicty, 

Of those who served in the life was threatened more than 119 E. Washington Ave., Madi- 
beginning as officers and com- once by German sympathizers, son, Wis.
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ANNUAL REPORT I shall Bay, later, a view of the stands fo fhe credit of the soci- 
, uture of the society. ety. While Goff’s work deserves 

REDERIC CRANEFIELD, Secretary The history and consequent great credit, his modest and re- 
(Read at Annual Convention, Green activities of horticultural work _ tiring disposition would not per- 

Bay, Nov. 10, 1926) # Wisconsin falls readily into mit him fo, assume the aggres- 
. 7 three periods or epochs. First, sive attitude necessary to put 
eee ks ae cee the period from 1853 to 1865, new life into the organization. 

presenting to you my 22nd and Which measures the life of the That task was reserved for an- 
last Annual Report. This is Wisconsin Fruit Growers Asso- other who was not afraid to 
public announcement of an ciation. This was purely an speak. If, which is highly im- 
;greement entered into with the amateur period and the W. F. probable, memorials should ever 
executive committee nearly two G. A., an amateur’s organiza- be erected to the guiding spirits 
ears ago, Jan. 1925. It was a tion, devoted only to fruit. of horticulture in Wisconsin not 
part of this agreement that I The men who met in White- the least of these should be one 
should be permitted to choose water (no mention is made of to Samuel H. Marshall. 

my successor and I am deeply women) in 1853 were men who He was a Madison banker 
ratified to find that my judg- had hewn farms out of the for- who loved the out doors and 
ment, as exercised in my choice ests and who found little time to having learned that there was a 
bt Mr. J. S. Potter, has been ac- ¢omtemplate beauty. It was as state horticultural society be- 
epted as good. Nothing in my if they said, “we have corn and camea member. After learning 
areer as secretary has given Wheat and potatoes and the flesh the true situation he began to 
ne greater satisfaction. of swine and cattle. Our cel- apply business methods to its re- 
Even did time permit I have lars are stocked with these foods organization. It is doubtful if 

0 desire at this time, or later, but there is lacking the aroma there are half a dozen people 
o enter the field of reminis. Of the apple bins of our father’s here today who knew him, but 
ence, of sentiment, or of rheto- homes.” “The fruit of this land those few will distinctly recall 
ic. Ido not like “swan songs”; 18 Sour and acrid, let us seek that he began telling the world 
he song of the dove of peace More palatable fruit. in general and the officers of the 
eems more appropriate to this In 1865 The State Horticul- society in particular that, as at 
ceasion and more soothing to tural Society was organized and that time constituted, it was no 
y soul. from then to 1900 it was almost more than a_ self-admiration 
It is however your due as it is Wholly an amateur society with group; that it had no definite 

y duty and pleasure to say Nn ever increasing commercial lines of work laid down, that, in 
hat it is with mixed emotions trend, for nurserymen were fact, as conducted the society 
hat I view this change. I am abroad in the land. Aesthetic was neither morally or legally 
lad that in my declining years horticulture found a place entitled to public aid. His sug- 
am soon to be freed of the re- largely thru the quiet but steady gestions were: (1) Expand the 
ponsibilities (not the work) of and persistent efforts of William trial orchard work to cover the 
his office. The other outlook is Toole. The only means of com-_ state; map the fruit regions of 
ot so pleasant to face, parting munication with the outside the state to learn where fruit 
nan official way, with all of you World was thru two conventions could best be grown, whether 
‘ho have earnestly and willingly yearly and the annual report. commercially or for home; give 
elped me bear these responsi- During the latter part of this greater encouragement to orna- 
ilities. : period the society fell rapidly mental horticulture; adopt these 
Another departure in present- into decay. A little group met projects or others but have a 

ng my report has been to assign semi-annually. The appropria- definite policy, educational in 
ne part of it to Mr. Potter who tion from the state was dissi- every particular. In order to 
ill give you a review of the pated without any benefits ac- carry out these policies Marshall 
vork done during the past year cruing to the people at large. urged that a central office be es- 
nd his ideas of the work that About the year 1900 a change tablished with a full time secre- 
ay best be done during the took place due to the efforts of tary upon whom would be 
‘oming year, all for your con- two men, Prof. E. S. Goff and placed the responsibility of exe- 
ideration, I shall attempt are- Samuel H. Marshall working cuting the policies laid down by 
lew of the work of The State Separately, but to one end. the society thru its executive 
orticultural Society and_ its I need not here speak of the committee, who should, thru the 
redecessor, The Wisconsin work of Prof. Goff; it is of rec- newspapers and society publica- 
tut Growers Association, ord in every volume of our pro- tions, supply horticultural infor- 
vhich covers the period 1853 to ceedings; his outstanding work mation to all the people of the 
926. If in this I task your pa- being the establishment of the state rather than to a few; 
lence I want you to believe that trial orchards, which led to the whose business it would be to 
has a direct relation to what greatest single work which advertise the work of the soci-
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ety and increase its member- Our society has been fortu- has suffered no period of infty 
ship. He said, “If we can show _ nate in one other respect. The tion and has known no period of 
that something has been done bickerings and animosities depression. Now while orna. 
the state will increase our ap- which marked the old era’ mental horticulture and th. am. 
propriation.” wholly disappeared and for ateur_ horticulturist recived 

Mr. Marshall left Wisconsin twenty years no word of discord consideration and their  nter. 
nearly twenty years ago, but on appeared and all worked toward _ ests were served it cannot ‘ve de. 

the few occasions since when I @ common end. _ 2 . nied that year by year thc soci. 
have met him it has been my The membership during this ety is becoming more and more 
great pleasure to tell him about period increased from 111 to a a commercialized body and its 
the work that was being done high point of 2,500 in 1916. The _ policies shaped by the commer. 
and to point out to him that this attendance at conventions in- cial interests. Year by year the 
splendid development of the so- creased in like proportion. Men commercial fruit men are de. 
ciety in the intervening years and women attended the conven- manding that more and more of 
was due in a great measure to tions because they were sure of our funds be spent to advance 
his foresight (vision), and con- Meeting there others engaged in their interests. This is not be, 
structive suggestions. Whoshall Similar work. In particular ing done with plain intent to de. 
say that he was not a prophet Were young men attracted in prive the amateur of his rights, 
as well as a builder? numbers, many of whom have’ but unconsciously as it were, 

I have dwelt on this at length ¢me into leadership in society The orchards planted 20 and 

to show that the year 1904, the affairs. . 15 and 10 years ago on advice 
date when Marshall’s policies. It may be remarked in pass- of this society are now in ful] 
went into effect, marked a turn- 12% that our society has been bearing, a real industry has 
ing point in the history of the fortunate in its freedom from been established, one new to our 
society, transforming it from a any political taint. The State state, and- the growers hav 
moribund organization to one Horticultural Society has not, been reaching out for help ty 
ranking second to none of its within the past twenty-two dispose of their crops. 

kind in the United States; for Years at least, been associated It is, however, quite in lin 
the statement that I have made ‘ even a remote manner with with the spirit of the day, for 
many times stands today uncon- 2". political party, group or never in the history of mankind 
tradicted and incapable of refu- faction. I have served as your has industry, business, money 
tation, that in the character, Secretary during the adminis- making, so dominated the world 
quantity and quality of work tration of five governors and If you doubt it look around you 
done for ALL of the people of ten sessions of the legislature It is true not only in the United 
the state no other state horticul- #24 from these men I have, as States but in every country it 
tural society compares with it, TePresentative of this society, the world. It has long com 
This has been accomplished thru had nothing but unfailing cour- trolled government, is_ slowly 
having a definite policy, the exe- tesy and none but has appreci- gaining control over educatiol 

cution of such policy imposed on ated fully the value of the work and even religion is not exempt 
a paid representative, giving his We 4re doing. Our appropria- We fruit growers are therefor 
entire time to the work and ‘ion during that time has been jn step with the rest of th 

most essential of all the united Mmcreased from $4,400.00 to world. 
support of the members as rep- *9000.00 annually. Upon the solution of. thi 
resented by the officers and ex- About 1920 we entered the problem rests the fate of thes 
ecutive committee. As Marshall third and present era. During ciety. In 1920 and for the thre 
pointed out “no organization the preceding era the policy of years following I was optimisfil) 
can accomplish anything by the society attempted to give tic. I used every effort thr 
such methods as we are now equal encouragement to ama- convention programs and publ, 
pursuing.” “The shareholders teur and commercial interests lications to serve both interes! 
of a bank elects a board of di- alike. A vigorous campaign was and for a time it seemed Vy 
rectors, in whom they place con- carried on for the development might succeed, but with eat, 
fidence, to conduct their busi- Of commercial orchards and passing year I have become lef 
ness and they in turn, because largely thru our efforts thou- confident. I do not say that v4} 
they cannot give all their time sands of acres of orchards have cannot keep on under presell 

to the work, appoint an officer to been planted. conditions, but I have grav@iiit 
execute their wishes.” Needless In 1900 a 40 acre apple or- doubts about it. Nor can | fini 
to say the hearty co-operation of chard was the largest in the fault with this situation. I mf, 
all these are essential to a suc- state, while now an orchard of self like the game, advertisiniihy 
cessful conduct of a business. this size is considered small. Wisconsin apples, cherries 4. 
This was the biggest step for- The fruit industry has grownon _ strawberries and creating iy 
ward the society has ever taken. a safe, sound and sane basis. It appetite for the luscious Mcliiih,
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osh is to me fascinating work. Stock Breeders and others. But free hand unhampered by any 
nis is all the more remarkable the interests represented by restrictions imposed by state 
ecaise years ago it was my these societies have numbers control. The semi-commercial 
reatest desire to live only back of them. How many dairy- fruit interests, farmers and 
mong flowers. men in Wisconsin? How many gardeners who grow for local 
Let us face the situation fruit growers? markets, a steadily growing 

quarely: We now have a mem- If the horticultural society is class, could well join with the 
ership of a trifle over eighteen to continue to maintain the high larger growers in an enterprise 
undred. The falling off from Standard it has attained; if itis of this kind. 
ur high mark of twenty-five to be recognized in the future, I want to assure you that 
undred in 1916 has occurred aS in the past twenty-five years, these conclusions have been 
uring the past five years altho aS an educational body devoted formulated only after the most 

here has been no slacking up of in its principles to the dissemi- careful thought and are pre- 
fforts to retain old or secure nation of information that will sented to you without prejudice. 
ew members. I donot say that make this world a better place If upon the ears of some of you 

ll of this defection is due to an in which to live; if its policy in these words fall harshly I beg 
ncreasing activity in the affairs the present and the future is to of you to keep in mind that they 
f the society by commercial be “more light”, more health are my parting words to you 

ruit growers, but after the most and more happiness for all of and to believe, if you will, that 
erious thought I am convinced Us, Which I have always con- the future of the society means 
hat it is the principal factor. ceived and still conceive to be as much to me as it can possibly 
thas been the result of psycho- its function, then we must aim mean to you, for to you it has 
logical reactions on the part of to check in the society this ris- been only an incident, to me for 
mateurs rather than actual- ing tide of commercialism. the past twenty-two years it has 
ties. This is shown plainly by The American Pomological filled my life, and so far as 
he letters that come to my desk. Society is an excellent example capacity for work the best years 
he fear is expressed that the of the commercial influence. For of my life. Lay against me, if 
mateur is to be swallowed over _ seventy-five years the you will, error in judgment, but 
whole. (On the other hand one A. P.S. held a high place in the not a lack of sincerity. If you 
ruit grower who renewed his affections of fruit growers both have interpreted any of my 
embership after a lapse of two amateur and professional. In words as being pessimistic I 

years said he hoped that from the description and naming of ask you rather to consider them 
ow on he would find something new varieties of fruits, in fos- as concern for the future. Re- 
n the paper besides dahlias and tering the love of fruits as well member that “all of this I saw 
lahlias and dahlias. He was of as their usefulness this old but and part of it I was.” 
ourse speaking figuratively.) not decadent society became 
Of the eighteen hundred mem- known as the Supreme Court of —_—_————— 

ers at least sixteen hundred Horticulture. Now nurserymen 5 5 
ave no commercial interests, nd fruit dealers have taken it A county agent in Washing- 
f all of these fall off how long Ver for their own use, commer- ton state reports that one of his 
‘ill the state see fit to appropri- Cialized it to the last degree and people got 72 Ibs. of potatoes 
te $9,000.00 yearly for inter- it has lost its former prestige from one hill from one seed 
sts represented by one hundred nd with it all of its prime use- piece. Some Crop! or else ? ? ? 

two hundred men? Please ‘fulness. Well, you say it. 
eep in mind, fellow-members, In addition to promoting gar- 
ei our society has gained its den. clubs, a line of work now — 
restize and retained or ob- well under way, there should be : et i 
ined its appropriations on the a closer affiliation with such or- , ar ae wil keep Beal key 

lea that it was an educational ganizations as The Friends of 4 # in £ rebate Wer th 
nstitution, and among all the Our Native Landscape, the thet’ reac wred f a Sol i a 
uasi-public organizations in the Izack Walton League, Forestry hy t they wa t OF DOALOES 18 
tate it is the only one enjoying organizations and particularly what they want. 
hat distinction. Will the state, with national societies such as 
repeat, be content to appropri- the National Rose Society, The 

te money to promote the inter- Peony, Gladiolus, Dahlia and Rhubarb is being re-made by 
sts of one hundred or two hun- others national in scope. our plant breeders. New vari- 
i men? It would violate no An alternative is the organiz- eties are being introduced by 
ecedent nor do violence to its ation of a fruit growers society, Penn State College and several 

egular practice if it did so for separate and distinct from the from Canada. High color, low 
€need only to point to the Ex- State Horticultural Society. acidity and productiveness are 
friment Association, Live This would give the growers a the features stressed.
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OO = TT for the NE These the fur. 
’ niture people, through C. Nis. 

THE FLORIST S PAGE & Sons, who loan the fines} ie 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany riod furniture, and the jews lers, 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. through Bunde & Upmeyer (Co 

Po who loan their table servic: and 

MILWAUKEE'S FALL nulees: off pected! euiting oH way LOS renee eae 
FLOWER SHOW other stock. This thus becomes Valued at $8,000. In all ease 

Back in the fall of 1921, the 2 Wisconsin clearing house for the accessories are kept se. ond. 

Milwaukee Florists Club, ‘held St0ck where valuable space is to ary in attraction to the ‘loral 
their last flower show for-their UC 02d tree. After the frst two appointments on ‘the tables 
embers Saly. TH r days, labels are removed and the Three types of furniture and 

m di al by th D bed ace hae stock is mingled with the other — silverware were shown this fall 
lees ets Mil ale ne phic exhibits. Since all of the Wis- Spanish, Italian, and early 
Museum ie nok ‘the publi u eo consin growers and retailers are American. The early American 
their show: twitea i rs i ec_present at the fall show, it isa was especially noteworthy and 
and ‘fall. ‘so they ‘da 18 tine unique opportunity. The gen- the tumblers used at the ban. 

it nes ie isthe t Lath aT ooe eral expense of the show comes quet table were replicas of’ the 

with 20 ‘exhibitors and Nisttors “om, the Milwaukee Florists early American glass, when 
£6 tha Number or 30.000 These Publicity Association to which America did not know how to 

shows gathered impetus until everyone contributes, and the blow glass without bubbles. 
the va iroax was renehed i oth returns in publicity are general The bubbles and decorations of 
spring show of this year of 70 and not specific. At every fall early times were faithfully re. 

exhibitors and 105,235 visitors, S®0W, the market is headed to- produced. 
The actual expense. figure about wards a glut, but this has al- As one entered the beautiful 
438 visitors for every dollar ex- 275 been averted by the show  yotunda of the Museum-Library 
pended. The tenth’ show has Visitors, who want to possess, pyjlding, which is conceded to 
just gone into history with the aoe eee Bt Brenaa market. he the finest bit of architecture 
finish of this fall show, Nov. 4th ae ee obtained in jin the city, a foretaste of the 
to 7th. It has proved to be Mil- the daily papers, since it is @ show was seen, in the tall cen- 
waukee’s most popular exhibi- city activity, and the press al- terpiece with a huge basket of 
tion of any kind, no other busi- “8S Carries many spreads of mums. Trellis with southern 
ness nor show drawing as many pictures and news items. Often-  smilax, decorated the marble 

visitors in a week as the flower times the space alone freely re- pillars, between whose spaces 
show draws in 3 or 4 days time. ceived amounts to as much as tables carried baskets and vases 
Each succeeding show gets a ten times the money directly ex- of large mums and pompons. 

little bit better and continually Pended for staging the show. —_ A Jatticed Moorish window be. 
caters to a higher class of pa- Further interest is engen- tween the main entrance doors, 
trons. Admission is free and dered at each show by conduct- carried a rainbow of colors in 

the burden of the show rests img an essay contest among the pompons. Abundant signs led 
lightly on every grower, whole- 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th grade pu- one to the main show in the 

saler and retailer in this dis- Pils of every one of the 2,100 Museum Annex. Here one 
trict, for each but brings his bit, ¥ades in the city, public, pri- found four rooms filled with 
but the aggregate is impressive. Vate and parochial. Their teach- flowers. The entry room was of 

Since the show is sponsored ¢"S urge and even bring their carnations and pompons. |The 
by the Public Museum, it be- Pupils to compete. Essays upon second room contained large 
comes a city activity, and has What I liked best at the Flower mums and pompon plants with 
become a sort of institution. Show” have already brought in hundreds of blooms. A huge 
Everyone is invited to exhibit, foot high stack of manuscripts Boston fern eight feet in any 
and many wealthy private grow- this year. The prizes this fall direction was a main attraction 

ers contribute, as well as the are 12 fine potted Boston ferns, _ there. 

trade generally. No advertise. @nd are apportioned three to The great hall was the chiei 
ments are shown of any kind in each grade. The newspapers point of interest. A stage at 
the show, but everything is give additional publicity to this one end portrayed a fall woot- 
numbered, and all accessories contest. Milwaukee children and scene with full sized trees 
are returned after the show. A through the years to come will of red oak, white pine, white 
separate room is set aside each be an educated flower-buying and black spruce, balsam, white 
time for advance showing of Public. / cedar, and white birch used. All 
new stock to the trade, and here Two other industries help the about through the scene wert 
signs are permitted along with florists with their accessories the leafless branches of the
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northern holly or winterberry, COLOR IN THE GARDEN BUY APPLES IN QUANTITY 
covered with its bright red fruit. . 
The opposite end of the hall . One sees a great deal written Many housewives are tempted 

staged a fine banquet table and 1” the garden magazines about to btiy apples by the bushel 
furniture of the Spanish type, color arrangements and color when they see tempting wagon- 

showing the choicest center. harmony in the garden. This Joads of them. Fear that they 
pieces of flowers in the costliest |S sometimes rather confusing cannot keep them is the main 
silver bowls. The entire center ‘0 @ new hand at gardening who deterrent in accumulating ¢ 
of the hall contained a huge Wants to do everything just cuficient su ly to k * the 
group of house plants, such as right and has but a hazy idea of J yole fy tee oy hi cep h re 

crotons, pandanus, Kentia What all the talk is about. : le day, yr iasehin CHEN 
palms, polypodiums, sansevioias, If one is possessed with a @PAU A Cay. 
Cleveland cherries, begonias, Very, fine sense of color values fhe Bitte 15 SNE mos) Hecor 
oranges, blooming mum plants, 2nd has a good working knowl. modating fruit for home storage 

pompons, Easter lilies, and cy. &ge of the time of flowering of there is. It can be kept longer 
tlamens. It was the contribu- ll the different kinds of plants with less trouble than any other. 
tion of the Holton & Hunkel Co. 24 their colors, some very fine Wrapping apples is a big ad- 

A similar group near the table lor harmonies may be ar- vantage. Even if the material 
end was contributed by the CG. Tanged. Generally speaking, used is only newspaper it will 

C. Pollworth Co. All about the ™ost of us are not so sensitive be of assistance. Tissue paper 

room were tables of cut flowers, £°. color arrangements and we and oiled paper or waxed paper 

the finest ees, pate mums, eihrabe navdiene vithect won are better still. 
ompons, callas, etc. ripe- a e f . apping the ¢ revents 
a insigne was coger ented rying very much about color ar- ae ee oe ee 

with plants containing between ‘@ngement. In fact, there is a {; The infection is ae 
30 and 40 blooms apiece. Other fascination to most people in a fined t the in iin ‘du 1°, le. 

orchids were found in the arden with a great array of This is th niet onen ua Te ce 

groups. Some fine pots of Clors. st ee The o! “fashion bar. 
maiden hair ferns were exhib- Most flowers have several col- Vinth “ell as achioned ber 

ited, or tones or shades in the one ‘él in the cellar ad to be sorted 

One of the marked features of flower and a mixture of many or tee *° aniet He pe out = 

the show was the exhibition of ‘inds of plants together pro- do st thie te ble in cddition 

more retailer material than ever ‘ces a very harmonious ar- i on mn oe thi Sana a ot hot 
before, and it was noted that '@mgement. Sometimes very bril- ae Potects. Ags Hae cha OF te 

visitors seemed to appreciate liant reds and some shades of DEO ae =) et re as ie wilt in 

this feature more than any Pink do not work well together. andvahet ie a rene wilting 

other. Corsages in profusion Otherwise it is really difficult to pati S of ate ue to the evapo- 

for ihe shoulder and wrist. %¢t a clashing of colors in the A el OF MOIsture:. . 

ankle and knee, bridesmaid’s flower garden. It is always well a aed nachaas OF Woe wall 
bouquets, bridal showers, colon- © Temember that strong con- eee Hing end. siisciie 
ials for a mother with a new trasts of color do not necessarily Veer Ubi pacing ue eerie 
baby, not forgetting the tiny ™ean lack of harmony. able as bruises are the surest 

bouquet for the baby, evoked ple. Gf Starting rok ini amt ap 
many admiring comments. One — A 5 aed AH & 
layout for a new baby had two 5 ‘ apne aipuld be saree Oe 
bootees filled with tiny bouquets, To put the whole thing in [00 eet le eoo’est ave 
and four essentials laid at cardi. Plain English, plant your garden in the house. In apartment 

nal points about the bootees, ®"Y Way you please so far as hoywes the _steresregut i ue 
such as comb, brush, powder lor arrangement is concerned basement offers the best place. 

puff, and mirror, all decorated. @74 the chances are that your In the house, the gellax fe ie 
The table decorations all showed ™ost fussy color enthusiasts will ideal spot, in a dark corner 

Sas aa age be pleased with the result most distant from the furnace. 
that retailers have made prog- Dp e . ; 
ress since ‘previous shows, and In buying apples for home stor- 

the public was quick to notice it. a ee age it is not advisable to select 

A fine basket of zinnias, came . . . the ripest stock. It is better 

infor comment, because the sea-_- Tris varieties of American or- that the apple should be firm 
son was so long passed igin which have stood the test and perhaps a little hard when 

. of time in Europe, according to put away for future use. It 

ee “Wool Gatherer,” are Avalon, will soften to prime condition by 

Buy from reliable nurseries. You Dream Seminole, Quaker Lady the time it is ready for use. 

will find their advertisements in and Lent A. Williamson. Overripe apples are poor keep- 

Wisconsry Horricuurure. —N. Dakota Hort. Bulletin . ers.
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Wisconsin Horticulture fields than he has as a public was the Manitowoc Floral Com- 
servant to the well known fickle pany of Manitowoc, Wis. ‘lhe 

Published Monthly by the public. There is no doubt but De Clere Flower Shop wry 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society what his efforts in furthering thoughtfully presented a v ry 

119 E. Washington Avenue. eneral horticulture in the State attractive basket of flowers to 
OMclal Organ of the Society of Wisconsin and outside of this the convention at the opening 

JAMES S. POTTER, Acting Editor state have been worthy and pasion, This was just one of 
Contributing Editors—Mrs. C E. successful. the exhibitions of good feel:ng 

Sain’ = t* Chembers, “Huron: 3 One of the well known na- held toward the convention by 
a ‘ tional personages in horticul- Green Bay. 

Wisconsin, ‘as ieodnacalnant matter “ae: ture has said “Mr. Cranefield is We are very indebted to Mr, 
peptage provided for in Seaton 1108, ace. one of the most unique figures Fitzgerald, Manager of the |to- 
of October 3, 1917, authorized July 15, jin national horticulture today. tel Northland, and his aides, ind 

Advertising rates made known on ap- Learn to know him; not misun- to Mr. Malia, the Secretary of 
plication. derstand him.” We have. And the Association of Commerce at 
Wi - ‘ 3 although we have not agreed Green Bay. : 

aeonein State Horticultural Society many times, we feel no call to It seems that the policy of 
which includes fifty’ cents, subscription denounce, either publicly or pri- holding the meeting away from 
Pe doter C Ore oplgtticuiture. Send —vately, the man—rather we ad- Madison is very successful. 
BON Wits weatat or iepre ‘ios ey or. Mire a man who will stand alone Next year we will go to a larger 
der. A dollar bill may be sent Safely it if necessary because of his per- city, Milwaukee, and even now 
Chee aorta ed tova.card. Personal’ sonal beliefs, we have the ro pie apa the 

Posta, J.8. P. civic bodies and the Milwaukee 
Fe stamps not mecepted horticulturists will be behind us 

OFFICERS in helping make a success of the 
J, H. Leverich, President... ..- Sparta 1927 convention. 
Tt, ee eee =| THE GREEN BAY CON- 

eoxeweies VENTION —_ 
EXECUTIVE OMMITTEL % am _ _ Bx omer It was unfortunate that more M po AES aoe 

President, Vice-President and Secretary of Our membership could not be 
vb brabaker Deemer ttt aia present at the Annual Conven- AND 
Je RY Sohwartee i *Rhosnn tion this year. Besides the JQWA STATE HORTICUL- 
H. C. Christensen.............Oshkosh numerous entries in the fruit, TURAL CONVENTION 
Goi online Pecereeoon taiy flower and vegetable display we . . 

M.S. Kellogg... .-..---..-. Janesville had the unusual facilities of a The Mid-West Horticultural 
George M. Moseman......//Menomonie large, modern and hospitable Exposition and Iowa State Hor- 
AL Ke asset une December ie tjoo hotel in which to hold our meet-  ticultural Exposition was held 
Win Lokeiana. 200000 /iaigt’ Gawgst ings and have our shows. The at Des Moines, Iowa, on Novem- 

7 rome TEES NSS ogram was very interesting ber 16th to 20th. We were 
BOARD OF MANAGERS judging from the comments of astounded at the response which 

JOE. Leverich oie 2 Telfer several of the members who Iowa has obtained with their 
a were present. Mid-West horticultural show. 

The cooking demonstration, This is put on under the aus- 
ANOTHER CHAPTER the feature which was inaugu- pices of the Iowa State Horti- 

rated last year and continued cultural Society and allied or- 
At the Green Bay Convention this year, was again very suc- ganizations every other year. 

the secretary’s portfolio passed cessful. Mrs. Delaney of the This year was the most suc- 
from the hands of Frederic Wisconsin Public Service Com- cessful exposition that has been 
Cranefield, and we are sure that pany of Green Bay was in held so far both as to exhibits 
the majority of the members charge and made a very inter- and attendance by the public. 
will feel a deep regret that such esting demonstration of what There were ten states represent- 
action was taken. We feel that may be done with fruit in the ed by exhibits: Iowa, Wisconsin, 
the Horticultural Society has kitchen, Missouri, Kansas, Illinois, Colo- 
lost a great mind and an active The floral display this year rado, Minnesota, Michigan, Indi- 
worker. was unusually good. The local anaand Nebraska. Iowa and Ne- 

During the fourteen months florists, Carl Meier and De braska were the only two states 
which we have been associated Clerc’s Flower Shop made some to make a separate state exhilit. 
with Frederic Cranefield we very attractive non-competitive The other states were repre- 
have come to realize that he is exhibits. Holton and Hunkel, sented by individual growers of 
a genius who could have gone wholesale florists of Milwaukee, fruits, flowers and vegetablvs. 
much farther in journalistic were present with exhibits as It was possible to see the exhibit
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of a Denver florist and an Indi- to be working very well in the EVEN IN LATE NOVEMBER 
ana grower side by side. In the State of Iowa. There was un- LT spent ‘Thankesiving aay at our 

immense hall of the Coliseum bounded energy displayed in the summer home * “Tt wented to ee 
the displays were very attract- putting on of this great exposi- the last Of Hy gaKden eatting tick: 
ively arranged and in the booth tion and meeting. It may be oq yy for winter 2 . 
around the side of the main well designated as the Horticul- The ie’ woolx “Mullen. isaves 
auditorium were educational tural classic of the Middle-West. | yokod still as undiscouraged as in 

and commercial exhibits. Four midsummer, though all else visible 
thousand entries were made by was pretty limp and chilly looking 
two hundred and_ seventy-five 7 with: the Gxeéption of ‘One Brave 

exhibitors. MATURE APPLES ST en eee et in amy cdldfhoer 
The premium list included KEEPERS IN COMMON a di me the 4 athe i owe! ayer t of horticultural prod- OR COLD STORAGE garden, that iad hatehec out a 

every Sor Pp blossom in its deep nest of dry 
uct and there was at least one From the results of numerous — leaves. 

entry made in each class. | Wis- investigations it seems fairly eer- I found the trees and grape vines 
consin was represented in the tain that a great many apples well mulehed with straw,—as well 

apple division by A. K. Bassett grown in the eastern section of the as the tulip and double white Nar- 
of Baraboo, who placed well up United States are picked too early — cissus beds — and some of the 

mM the were nearly every to obtain best results in either shrubs and ornamental vines—but 
class in which he entered. . common or cold storage, says the ‘‘Spring Garden Street’? hadn’t a 

One of the features of this United States Department of Ag- wisp to its back, to keep off the 
large show was its educational yiculture. In general, apples for icy winds. 
value. Each morning during the gold storage should not be picked I had done that with my own 
duration of this exposition before they show a decided yellow hands last year, so it wasn’t 
school children were admitted east in the ground color or until thought of this fall, until I eame 
free and under the leadership of they are beginning to loosen on the out to ‘‘take inventory’’. I was 

one of the officials of the show tree. An equally firm fruit of bet- glad I got out! 
were taken on a tour of the ex- {ep color and flavor and with less I was a little afraid the garden 
hibits. During this tour they  tendeney to seald will be obtained would seem desolate in its winter 
were told everything of interest from later pieking than from that aspect, but it was perfectly lovely! 
about the various products  jow generally practiced. In com- This morning I found my cold 
shown. In many of the com- mon storage late picking will give brown garden all pranked out with 
mercial exhibits the children jot only better-flavored fruit but — the liveliest flock of erushed rasp- 
were shown charts telling how also fruit in a firmer condition berry colored vocal blossoms one 
to spray and the mechanics of throughout the storage period. could wish to see. The little bare 
Spraying. Apples soften much faster in trees all rosy and singing, and the 

In the bee-keepers booth a common storage or if packed and big saucers on the sunflower stalks 
daily demonstration of the use held in the orchard than while re- left standing had each a Purple 

of honey and its by-products maining on the trees. For best re- Finch or two,—craning and reach- 
was given, sults in common storage, therefore, ing over the spiked edges to feast 

The meetings of the Horticul- the picking of most varieties should on the seeds that were still holding 
tural Society were held in the be delayed as long as the fruit is to the dises. That was a sight we 
Savery Hotel, each unit having holding on the tree fairly well or wouldn't sce in summer! 
its own separate room. The until there is danger of freezing. There were golden Finches too in 
State Horticultural Society Exceptions should be made of the — their sober winter clo’es,—and an- 
works with and for the Iowa Jonathan when grown under long- tie chickadecs,—a saucy blue jay, 

Bee Keepers Association, the growing season conditions. Late —‘‘in them baseball clo’es of his,”’ 
lowa Fruit Growers Associa- picking of good common storage —waking the eehoes,—and there 
tion, the Iowa Vegetable Grow- varietics results in a firmer and were woodpeckers, — both downy 
ers Association, the Iowa Flor- higher quality of fruit in storage. and hairy, making the bark fly 
ists Association, the Iowa Nurs- Apples for cold storage also from the oak posts, set for sup- 

eryman’s Association and the should be fairly well matured ports for a vine screen. 
Mid-West Peony and Iris Associ- when they are picked, both to ob- And there were Juncoes flitting 
ation, The energetic Mr. R. H. tain highest quality and appear- about with their white ‘“‘sash rib- 
Herrick seems to be secretary ance and to reduce the occurrence bons’? flashing jauntily—and over 

and motive force for all of these of storage scald. The development the fence, in my neighbor’s field, 
Socleties. The plan of having of scald ean be greatly reduced by a covey of Hungarian partridges 
eparate organizations for the the use of oiled paper, but the con- and Pheasants clacking and gleam- 
eople with varied interests and trol will be more effective, partie- ing happy and busy. The garden 
laving it all amalgamated into ularly in barreled apples, if the ‘‘was a lonesome spot’’ even in late 
ne horticultural society seems fruit is well matured when picked. November. Evuaenta C. GILLETTE.
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TREES—PART III stance that has aoe to my at- So it is in this matter, no Joss 
. tention is in Janesville although important than the fate of 1a. 

How To PROTECT THEM the work was done several years — tions, for upon the welfare i nd 
After we have planted our ago. A company has sheared off the happiness of the individual 

trees either in city or country one half of the branches of sev- depends the fate of a nation, 
we must give them gentle care. eral fine maples leaving stubs will an aroused public opinion 
We must supply moisture in four to six feet long. And the compel corporations to resj ect 
abundance, prune and protect people of Janesville stood idly our rights to the enjoymen' of 
from insects and disease, from by. our trees. Whenever a puilic 
the elm scale, tussock motl, cot- In the little village of Cascade utility company enters your 
tony maple scale, san jose scale, the agents of a power company — neighborhood, watch its agents 
and blights of various kinds ly- were about to cut down two and refuse to sign contracts or 
ing in wait to attack. We must twenty-five year old shade trees give permission to cut trees that 
be ready for them. There is al- standing in front of the resi- you care for. While it is true 
ways a remedy but this is not dence of an old couple and that we must have light «and 
the time or place to discuss in threatened to refuse them cur- power, it is also true that high 
detail the enemies of trees. rent if they were interfered power wires may be strung 
Numerous excellent papers on With in any way. In this case through trees without mutilat- 
this subject have been published there was one man, Arno Meyer, ing them and safely by proper 
in Wisconsin Horticulture and Who did not stand idly by be- insulation. Keep in mind that 
our annual reports, and others cause the trees were his father’s neither wires nor the electricity 
will appear from time to time. trees. He put on his fighting that is conveyed by them cver 
The only point we wish to make Clothes, seized his battle axe and killed trees; the trees kill the 
here is that trees require atten- waded in. wires. That’s the reason the 
tion and help like any other A few years ago, possibly at companies want to cut down the 
growing thing. Don’t forget the present time power compa- trees, to save repair bills. So, [ 
your tree immediately after you nies sent out smooth talkers who beg of you, do not stand idly by 
plant it but visit it from time to for a consideration of one dollar and allow power and telephone 
time to see if it needs your help. secured from farmers a con- companies to slaughter your 
The tree will repay you in time tract, running forever, to cut, trees, whether you live in vil- 
with grateful shade and shelter. slash, or remove as they pleased lage, city or country. Combine 

There is an enemy of your @nY and all trees along the way- with | your neighbors, call a 
tree more dangerous than all Side. If they failed to get a con- meeting and request the attend- 
other pests combined, the agents tract they crossed the road ance of representatives of the 
of public service corporations. where the going was easier. offending company. You are not 
They are always abroad in the There are two ways in which enemies of the company and 
land seeking to devour what these corporations may be com- they should not be yours. Do 
ever lies in their path, cocksure _ pelled to respect the rights of in- not compromise, but stand for 
and utterly indifferent to the dividuals,—the law and Public your rights. Tell them that 
rights of individuals. Street Opinion. The law is a weak in- your good will is worth more to 
trees and roadside trees are cut strument at its best but in this them than a few dollars extra 
down by them or recklessly mu- case seems to be explicit. expense in conducting wires 
tilated. And we stand idly by, In another place in this issue away from trees. If that does 
at least we did in the past be- may be found opinions by the not suffice, write or wire us and 

cause we assumed, some of us, attorney general of the state, we will invoke the strong arm ol 
that it was beyond our power to _ letters, ete. These are all worth the Law. . 
prevent this destruction. We reading if you are interested in F.C. 
are learning slowly and not all _ trees. 
oe now stand by as idly as we More powerful than law or THE PROTECTION OF TREES 

id. tradition is public opinion, noth- 
If any one doubts that these ing can withstand it. Not only ALE E NDI . 

things have been done let him may an individual be raised to a enti ae eter erom! Be 
look about his own community. position of influence and power Commission to the Secretary of this 

Not only one tree but often a by public opinion, but conversely society sets forth the attitude of the 
whole row of trees have been may be ostracised and outlawed; Commission in regard to shade frees. 
cut down to make way for tele- not alone individuals, but states zs writer has always found th: 

< A mmission fair and not only is not 
phone, telegraph or power lines. and nations no matter how pow-  disregardful of the rights of the pub- 
Roadside and city trees have erful they may be are brought lic but on the contrary instruct: its 
been sheared off destroying down, their faces in the dust agents and smployes eau Pe 

ij j 7 = fe Tro side trees when possib:¢ thelr beauty and, endangering when they dare to ignore public G's "thas ntefring wth ° . safety of the public. The attention
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of our readers is directed in particu- Highway No. 14, in Rusk County, the _ shall cut down, injure or destroy any 
Jar to the concluding sentence of Mr. Commission took special pains to save tree that may have been or shall be 
Torkelson’s letter. as many shade trees as possible along so planted or set out or which shall 

January 8, 1926. the road. During last winter, or af- have been left on the side of such 
Mr. Frederic Cranefield, Secy., ter the grading operations were highway for shade he shall be liable 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, stopped, a public utility, constructing to treble damages to the owner or 
Madison, Wisconsin. a transmission line along this road, occupant of such adjoining lands.” 
Dear Sir: finding a number of shade trees in Sec. 86.11, Stats., provides: 

You ask for a brief statement of | the way, without consulting any one “Every officer having an charge of 
the policy of this Commission in re- as nearly as can be found out, have q highway who shall cut down de- 
spect to the preservation of trees on cut down all of the shade trees that — stroy or damage any such ‘shade tree 
highways. the Commission had been at such shall forfeit twenty-five dollars, one- 

The Commission considers that the pains to save. This is not an isolated half to the use of the person “prose- 
statue, by authorizing the local instance. There are numerous cases — euyting therefor, unless his act be 
boards to grant permits for the use where public utilities constructing done for the improvement of the high- 
of the public highways by public util- transmission lines, telephone lines, way and may be said to conduce 
ities, contemplates that the highways — ete., along the public highways, pro- — thereto.” . ° 
shall be used for this purpose, sub- ceed to cut and slash. In some cases Sec. 86.16, Stats., authorizes any 
ject, however, to such limitations as — they have the permission of the abut- person fim oF corporation with the 
will insure the preservation of the ting land owner; in others, they do written consent of the town board 
original purpose of the highways, not. and the approval of the state high- 
which is the use of them by public The Commission is, of course, inter- way commission, to donsthuck electri- 
travel, and the preservation of such ested from the public standpoint and cal lines within the limits of any 
natural objects along the road as will desires to preserve the shade trees as highway, but. subsees: (3) and (4) of 
serve either to make the road more much as possible. said section provide: 
useful or more beautiful. We desire your advice with refer-  — “(3) No itee shall bercué, trimmed 

The statue provides that no tree ence to the remedies that we may oy the branches thereof cut or broken 
shall be cut without the consent of the have in such a case, and with refer- jn the construction or maintenance of 
owner, ete., and you are familiar with — ence to the proper procedure to bring any such line without the consent of 
the opinion of the Attorney General about a restoration of the damage to thé owner of the tree.” . 
on the subject of the cutting of trees. such an extent as may be possible, “(4) Any person erecting any tele- 

It has seemed to us that as a prac- and to impose such penalties as may phone telegraph electric light or 
tical proposition it is impossible to be lawful in cases where it is impos- other pole or stringing any telephone 
construct a power transmission line — sible to restore the damage. telegraph alectrie light or other wits 
or a telephone line without some trim- If you can give us any advice in jp violation of the provisions of this 
ming of trees. Theoretically it can be the matter outside of the direct lines section shall forfeit a sum not less 
done, but practically the expense of our inquiry, we will appreciate it than ten nor more than fifty dollars.” 
would in many cases be unreasonable | very much.” In Vol. IX 0. A.G > 311.1 vee 
because it must be recognized that See. 180.22 authorizes corporations  ., ‘a hat the: law Fae 3 ee 
trees can be trimmed to a certain ex- formed under ch, 180 to build and op- hioh i ae ene ay oY oe t a a 
tent without seriously impairing their erate electrical wire lines along pub- leeway’ commission 4 € ane ele 
usefulness or beauty, but the Com- lie highways, but provides (subsec. Brotectute ie Brees 2 ong the pune 
mission is strongly opposed to any 6): “Nothing contained in this sec- eet be and that ve legislature in- 
ruthless cutting and slashing as so tion shall authorize or empower such ee by the acts: _ mn force {and 
many public utilities have indulged telegraph, telephone, electric light, wr fed are ee ae et eck, wall pernere 
in. Our idea has been to proceed on heat or power transmission company added sanction) u at F eS ote 
the theory of live and let live, that or corporation, to in any manner de- 5 ‘blic fad cheula @ a trees isis ‘ e 
it would be possible for public util- stroy, trim or otherwise injure any pu ue ong soeus prevent f Tee . 
ities to construct their lines in such shade or ornamental trees along any struction he hone y : Ose ee ne 
a manner as to avoid any serious in- _ such lines or systems * * * except by ae th ul “Sh 18 wave “a jue Bpses 
terference with trees, and that there- the consent of the owner, and any ® a an & ey oe ent te he aa i 
by the best relations with the public person, or corporation violating any ‘ oe thete ae iecbte it He e 
will be preserved and the interests of | of the provisions of this section shall aon oF the tin app ae oe ft ere siti 
all concerned be advanced to the ut- be liable to the person aggrieved in . a thot the me, ane am ae . ai 
most. extent. We have repeatedly three times the actual damage sus- 107 “4 ad the. doctor gut as nee 
called their attention to the fact that tained besides costs.” ing ae tl e destruction of ne 

if they continue this policy of ruth- Sec. 86.07, Stats., provides: Higlwe ae well ae pee Boy me less destructi a - BEG OO: y caneaegis vides: highway, as well as every person di- 
ess destruction, it may be that pub All trees standing or lying on any rect] tti r assisting in the 

lic opinion will foree hardships upon land over which any highway shall be committing of the wet uhick’ caused 
then. Very truly yours, laid out shall be for the proper use the injury. without the permission of Wisconsin HIGHWAY COMMISSION, of the owner of such land or person the owner of the abu ieee land aud 
Cony By W. Torkelson, otherwise entitled thereto,except such the tats highway ee wienission\ fe 

PY ngineer-Secretary. of them as mney be. Requisite to male liable to a forfeiture of ten to fifty 
OPINIONS OF THE ATTORNEY GEN- the sare land e within one mile of dollars ioe each auch fice under. Ace 

mats ounice, puBMinred TO the same; but no trees reserved for covered on conviction in an. action 
E TGHWAY COMMISSION a et shall be used for brought by the distriet attorney of 

s . e proper county; and at suc 
7 | . August 4, 1925. Sec. 86.08, Stats., provides: company and such persons are also 

Wisconsin Highway Commission “Any person owning or occupying liable under sec. 86.11 for each such 
State Capitol Annex land adjoining any highway may _ act in the sum of five dollars to be 
Madison, Wisconsin plant or set out trees on each side of _ paid into the highway fund, and are 
Gentlemen: said highway contiguous to his land, further liable to the owner of the land 

T quote your request as follows: which trees shall not be set in the abutting on the highway in treble 
Last, year in constructing a Fed- highway more than ten feet from the damages for each such act, under the 

eral Aid Project on State Trunk margin thereof, and if any person _ provisions of secs. 86.08 and 86.11.
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sic oun ae the highysy. comets OUR NATIVE CLIMBING ripened. With me the plants have 
Ss as any power to perm ie in- TINKES iv ] . ivati " = jury to or destruction of shade trees VINES ne ee in sul toi This 

a the public highway; rather, it is William Toole in ‘‘Native Plants Ti put a OULISh. 
charged with the duty of protecting af ‘Wisconsin.’ Published ii _ The wile Balsam App! “ 
them. Certain it is, I think, that since 922 Eehinocystis lobata, is attraetire 
no permission was obtained from the 1922 : : ; . s Bins 5, . in the wild where seen coverit 
state highway commission by the Pretty and graceful are the sivabbery ‘with dens KEKE. # utility company to in any way molest flowers, leaves and vines of the  Si@ubbery with dense masses «f 
the shade trees, the acts referred to owers, leaves and vines of the  giage and topped in season with ; “a an : : age ¢ seas t 
by you were wholly unlawful, and the Mountain Fi Inge, aldbiamia a billowy eloud of white flowe s 
penalties may be enforced as indi- /ringosa. This species has such i - : . 

Ge e 5 which are followed by — grees, 
cated, even though permission had an. established place in the trade fleshy, bladdery fruits, ‘Phoy ave 

aajot ia the owner of the list and is so rarely found wild often “cultivated but do not see 
“ i may add that the company and probably few persons realize that to fit ‘ito such environnreit, 
persons concerned in the acts to which If is a native. I have only found — mppyey chow best i “ . 

zy 2 F i . i s 1ey show best in the wild. 
you refer, if certain facts exist which it wild among the ferns, hemlocks os a . ‘ , 
do not appear in your statement, be and rocks at the Upper Narrows he Wild Morning Glory, Cou- 
prosecuted for the commission. ef 2 of ie Batakoo River. The Ravi sepium, is showy enough 

sec, 4441, Stats, BEONE pinkish-white flowers in drooping to he worthy of pullievation where 

Very truly yours, panicles show in form the relation- it is not already too plentiful. 
_ FRANKLIN E, Bump, ship to Bleeding Heart and Phe white or pink flowers are at- 

‘ae Attorney General. Dutehman’s Breeches. The finely tractive and leaves make a good 

Approved: divided leaves have an odd way of showing, but the undergrownl 
HERMAN L, EEBAW grasping whatever they ean attach fe old ao aan. keep vals, busy 

Attorney General. themselves to in climbing among en ‘ , ism, OW it rn boun’ ‘ 
F shrubbery or to suitable trellises 1e Clematis or Virgin’s Bower 

CapPTION: It is r il- are 4 awn 4 Hi EBOTOS 5 ity company in a ene ual when cultivated. They are we have in two species native to 

transmission line along a public high- biennial and easily grown, They Wisconsin. In using the botanical 

way, to cause shade trees in the high- have a tendency to self sown or aS & common name many people 
way to be injured pr feriroyed, or to yolunteer plants, but it is well to wrongly give the aceent on the 

with the consent of the BWner OE he sow seeds each year to make sure second instead of the first syllable. 
adjoining land, without permission of of a succession, Ou Clematis virginiana is mu h 

the state highway commission; and The Wild Bean or Ground Nut — after the style of the HBuropean 
the company and all persons con- is a twining climber with slender species so long called Virgin's 

penalties pravided by lew toe can he leaves whieh are very bean-like Bower. One species is very worthy 
of injury to such trees: bei in appearance. The — brownish of cultivation for the masses of 

purple flowers are in small, com- white flowers given in July and 
pact clusters and very pleasantly August and also because of the 
fragrant—violet scented. The feathery masses of seeds on the 

When you buy apples this fall underground root stems produce fruiting ; wanes T his spees 1 
ask for Good Apples Wisconsin "wmerous enlargements which are dioeceous, having staminate an: 
Grown, and buy them by the bushel. edible and give one of the common me ae a spemae pias 

If you have children’ apples are Hames to the plant. They are 1hé al ya Are pei aap aa 
an extremely essential part of the found wild in deep, rich soil near they years, ay lige er i” 

household equipment. Tf you don’t —Watercourses, They may be in- ond Bes Te oe ner nace ous te 
have children don’t do without creased either from seeds or the woody. I or any’ reason ut 8 
apples. underground tubers. They are Necessary to cut away the vines 
. _ frequently cultivated and some they are quickly renewed with a 

people try to imagine there is a New growth from the roots. 

resemblance to wistaria. Our earliest flowering Clematis 

CONTRIBUTORS The Wild) Yam, Dioscorea is C._ verticillaris. The flowers 
WANTED villosa, has slender twining stems are reddish purple in color, two to 

and matted thickened rootstalks. three inches across, and appear 

This is your magazine. The leaves are plentiful and early in the spring. The flowers 

If you have anything that heart-shaped, with ribbed veins. are not so numerous as with other 

you feel other people should The flowers on both the staminate species. The seeds have feathery 
peoples and the fruiting plants are tails, but are not so showy as wilh 

know _about horticulture, greenish yellow and not at all the other species. This Clema'!s 
send it in marked “For showy. Their special attraction is found in rich soil in rocky 
Publication.” next to the leaves is the drooping places and is quite rare in Sak 

racemes of three-edged capsules of county. 
THE EpiTors. seed vessels which attract atten- The Cat Briar, Smilax hispi', 

tion before and after they have seems out of place unless in cot
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puny with other wild stuff. The dulcamara, is an introduction have two species which are native. 
bright green leaves, green stems from Kurope and not a native, 4. Sullivanti is the stronger grow- 
and abundant black berries always although often found growing ing of the two. Sometimes the 

attract attention. The prickly wild. It belongs to the same twining, woody vines ascend high 
stems are not for bare hands. It family as the potato and tomato among trees, but — ordinarily 
is desirable in collections. The and the form of the showy blue spread around among shrubs. 
flowers are greenish white and not purple flowers shows the botanical The pale yellow flowers are fairly 
showy. relationship. The pulpy red attractive and the cluster of pulpy 

The Carrion Flower, Smilac berries are showy, but not lasting. red fruits more so. The foliage is 
hirbacea, always attracts attention Our Clumbing Bittersweet or pleasant to view exeept when the 
with its shrubby appearing, erect, Staff Tree, Celastrus scandens, is leaves are sometimes infested with 
herbaceous stems and twisting a strong, woody, twining climber mildew which could be subdued by 
tendrils which do not seem neces- easily grown and persistent in spraying. It is fairly acceptable 
sary for the support of the plant. holding its place when once es- as a porch climber and simpie 
It is mostly found in negleeted tablished. When grown in good — stalks can be trained to a stake 
fence rows or among open shrubs. soil the abundant dark green and the branches pruned to a 

The unpleasantly scented flowers foliage is refreshing in appearance, symmetrical head. Lonicera dioica 
look like balls of greenish white but it is so persistent in reaching is usually found in roeky  situa- 
and are sueeceded by blue berries above and beyond one’s desires tions and is earlier blooming with 
which are often taken home for that it hardly seems suitable for more moderate growth than the 
their ornamental appearanee. porch decoration. It is better preceeding. The flowers — are 
Not specially desirable for culti- suited for arbor shading. Its greenish yellow, but occasionally 
vation. principal attraction is its orange we find a variety with red purple 

The Virginia Creeper or Wild colored seed vessels which on flowers almost crimson. In an old 
Ivy, sometimes called woodbine, opening disclose the searlet pulp edition of Gray’s Manual this 
has long received the botanical covering of the seeds. When yariety is given as L. parviflora 
name of Ampelopsis quinquefolia, dried the elusters of seeds hold variety Douglassi. 
and that name will hold in com- their attractive appearance for a Largest and most spreading of 
mon use for a long time. We are long time and they are much our native vines is the river or 

told that we now should write it sought after in the wild for home frost grape, Vitis vulpina. Its 
Psedera quinquefolia. Probably decoration. The vines fruit most choice of location is not by any 
no one of our native vines is more freely when growing in neglected means confined to river banks or 
freely planted than this is. For a fence rows or over stone piles. near water-courses. It frequently 
porch or arbor sereen it is un- Colleetors should handle the reaches the tops of tall trees 
excelled. In the trade it is offered growth more carefully for the spreading over the branches. The 
the variety A, Engelmanni, which sake of future supplies. fruit is much sought after for 

clings to bricks and stone as readily Moonseed, Menispermum cana- jelly, jam and wine making. 
as to wood. I have found wild dense, receives its common name There is oceasionally distinct 
vines near Devil’s Lake clinging because of the erescent shaped variation in the fruit, encouraging 
to the vertical face of quartzite markings on the sides of the seeds. planting for domestic use. 
rocks. The rich autumn coloring The shining dark green leaves As an arbor covering this grape 
of the leaves is a special attraction. have angular edges giving them vine is very desirable, especially 

The Poison Ivy or Poison Oak, much the form of the leaves of the those having sterile, fragrant 
Rhus toxicodendron, is variable in true ivy, The twining stems are blossoms. The fragrance is often 
form with us. Usually it is found woody, slender and readily ascend very distinct and much enjoyed 
as a low shrub in dense patches, wires, water pipes or porch posts. by many. It would be worth 
but occasionally we have the The old stems die out sometimes while to inerease desirable va- 
climbing form ascending the and often the best effect may be ricties from cuttings to use for 
trinks of tall trees. Our only had in cultivation by cutting the arbor or porch covering. 
reason for making its aequaintanee vines away in early spring, thus The Climbing or Prairie Rose, 

is that we may avoid it, because it eneouraging a luxuriant growth Rosa setigera, is mentioned in 
has a poisonous effect on the skin through the summer. The blue Gray’s Manual of Botany as being 
of many persons, causing very purple fruit is quite showy in the native to Wisconsin. Because of 
painful eruptions and blisters. fall, appearing like clusters of its hardiness, beautiful flowers so 
Some people confuse this with the frost grapes. In cultivation it is freely borne, followed by the 

Virginia Creeper, which is as inelined to appropriate too much bright red berries, it is very 
harmless as the grape. It is only ground space if not checked. worthy of cultivation. Of course, 
necessary to remember that the Tfoneysuckle and Woodbine are there are double forms of climb- 
leaves of the Poison Ivy are three two common names which the ing roses in cultivation which are 

pasted, while those of the Virginia Loniceras are entitled to hold be- more showy, yet our native climb- 
Ciweper are five parted. cause of oldtime custom. ing rose deserves a place in any 

The true Bitter Sweet, Solanum Of the twining Loniceras we moderate collection.
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FORCING BULBS INDOORS eurved bit of broken crock over the ashes and soil put all about and 
- hole, with the concave surface above them. Fill in the rest of tie 

From a Bulletin of The Brooklya down. This prevents the soil from trench with soil or coal ashes. Coal 
. trickling through, but lets air in. ashes form a losser layer than that 

Such Narcissi as the Paper put an inch of drainage material made by soil and so is easier to 
Whites, Poeticus, Von Sion and jn the pot, but less in pans and shovel away in cold weather, 
the Jonquils are the easiest bulbs fats. Broken crocks, turf or sod, Never use wood ashes, because of 
to foree. What the results from ¢hareoal or even stone may be the lye in them. Leave the bulbs 
the use of American grown bulbs ysed for drainage. The soil goes until you wish to take them into 
will be remains to be seen, but next, the house to flower. Allow six 

they are worth experimenting Hyacinths should be potted so weeks for the development of 
with, at least. Hyacinths come that their noses are one-half inch most kinds, but less for Paper 
next in choice. The Romans bloom  pelow the surface of the soil; Tu- Whites and Roman Hyaeinths. 
earlier than the Duteh. If planted Jips, one-quarter inch below the When the pots come out of the 
carly in October they will be ready surface; and the Nareissus group darkness, do not immediately 
by Christmas. above the soil. The upper surface bring them into direct sunshine, 

If Tulips are chosen, order the of soil in a pot should be one inch Let this be gradual, first leaving 
early blooming varieties, for plant below the edge of the pot. This them in a darkened part of a room, 
lice often develop on the slower space is allowed for watering, so and finally when the buds begin to 
growing kinds. The catalogues that soil will not flood over the open, see that they receive the di- 
usually list varieties of Tulips edge of the pot when water is put rect sunlight. Water freely, for it 
which force well. No other kinds on. After this, put a little sand helps the blossom to unfold. 
should be planted indoors. Cro- over the soil, a layer not more than Never let a pot stand where a 
euses do well in the house, espe- an cighth of an inch thick. This draft strikes the plant, or the 
cially when planted in groups. sand bed acts as a drainage area, blossoms will blast before unfold- 

The soil for bulb planting should allowing water to trickle down and ing. 
not be too heavy. Heavy soil away from the bulb. Now place Hyacinths are often forced in 

clings firmly together when moist- the bulbs in their sand beds. — special glasses. Paper White Nar- 
ened, due to clay in it. Light soil Leave just space enough between  cissi are grown readily in pebbles 

falls apart. If the soil seems to be the bulbs so that no two touch. and water. The pebbles are placed 
a heavy one, lighten it with sand, Neither should they touch the sides in the bottom of the glass or 

adding about one-third sand to the of the pot. Cover with soil, press- earthen dish. Upon this layer 
amount required. Sand not only ing it down firmly about the bulbs. place the bulbs and surround them 

lightens soil, but it helps by earry- Now they are ready for the season with pebbles for the purpose of 

ing surplus water off. Free the of rest. steadying them. Water should be 

potting soil from lumps and All potted bulbs except Freesias poured in so that it covers the base 

stones; if necessary, sift it. and Oxalis should be placed in a of each bulb. These dishes of 
Bulbs may be planted in pots, dark, cold place for four to ten bulbs ought to go into a dark 

pans or flats. Pans are low crocks. weeks. Roman Hyacinths may be closet until good root growth has 
Flats are low boxes of about four brought in after a month’s rest. developed. Paper White Narcissi, 

inches in height. The bottom of a Paper Whites require even less Von Sions and the Poeticus may be 

flat ought to have holes in it or time. The object of this resting buried in fibre or sand, but leaving 
spaces for drainage. Many bulbs period is to give time for the roots — the noses of the bulbs sticking out. 
ean be planted in a single flat, just to develop slowly and surely be- Treat these as you would those 

as closely together as possible. fore the plants are brought into planted in pebbles and water, ex- 
When the bulbs are almost ready the light. The pots may be stored cept that the entire mass must he 
to bloom they may be transplanted for this resting period either in- always saturated with water. The 
into separate pots. Bulbs need just doors or outdoors. If they are to Due von Thol tulips, whieh are 

enough space to grow in, without go indoors, select a eold, dark dwarf, may be foreed in pebbles 
touching neighboring bulbs. Sup- place, such as a cool cellar or base- and water and will bloom earlier 
pose the pot to be a five-inch one; ment. The bulbs must be watered than any other kinds. Keep them 
allow two Dutch Hyacinths to such once or twice a week. eool and dark until roots are 

a pot; three Roman ones; two Von If a trench outside is dug, it formed, 
Sion Daffodils ; two Paper White must be at least eighteen inches ——— 
Nareissi ; three Poeticus ; four Jon- deep, and wide enough to take in Good Fruit Sells. 
quils; five Tulips—or four if they the widest receptacles. Place two 
be large ones; six to eight Cro- inches of coal ashes on the bottom — 
euses; and eight to ten Freesias. of the trench. This layer assists If you have anything to scll 

After all the materials are gath- drainage and offers an obstacle in it will be well to try the Adver- 
ered together, proceed with the the path of ascending worms. Now tising section of WISCONSIN 
potting after this fashion. Place a the pots of bulbs are placed on the HORTICULTURE.
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CREAM CITY HIGH QUALITY SPRAY PRODUCTS 

BRING BIG PROFITS TO YOU 

Arsenate of Lead Paris Green Corrosive Sublimate 

Calcium Arsenate Copper Sulphate Lime (High Grade) 

Lime Sulphur Bordeaux Mixture Fly Spray 
(Liquid and Dry) (Dry and Paste) (Cattle and Household) 

Write for Prices NOW 

Cream City Chemical Works 
772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

When You Advertise 
In 

Wisconsin Horticulture 
Your advertisement is seen at least 24,000 times 

each year by people who are interested in buying*horti- 
cultural products and necessities. 

There is a special yearly rate, and your advertising is 
made more attractive by expert make-up and attractive 

printing stock. 

Be sure to write to us for our monthly and yearly 

rates. 

Wisconsin Horticulture 
119 East Washington Avenue 

Madison, - - - Wisconsin
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2 serene 1.) § Largest Growers of | i... H CY, aa ap THE SWARTZ NURSERIES 
: fe a EB rs c f Quality Nursery Mea ag Orn, 

Stock in th , st cintedtoe *h oe ye Shade andOrnamental 

eck i ie Ae a Trees 
i Os ea 

Northwest Flowering Shrubs, Perennial;, 
a Mr. Planter 5 Roses, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, 

Over 200 acres com- q Al Fruit Trees, and Berry Bushes. 
. HEN you buy Nurs- prise our nursery at | 5 Dery stock yon want 2|| KENOSHA, - WISCONSIN 

Waterloo, Wisconsin. the best. 
We grow high class HORE STAR QUAL- = : 

: ITY and SERDICE, as OO — 
trees and shrubs in well as HARDY NORTH. 
large quantities. You ERN GROWN STOCK, i 

i Ne ek 

quality and reliability. Our ‘PLANTER'S i Ce ie i 
2 MANUAL’ will give you 5 oa ciel) 5 ay 
B much valuable informa- a Pee erie 4 
8 tion on planting and suc- a 

McKAY NURSERY cess qrowing of Murs- 
ery Stock. Write to-day, ee ae COMPANY ip -_ = 

First Central Building North Star Nursery Co. One fe oy cee we 

MADISON, WISCONSIN Pecdecwita, Discontin Seah 1 
Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. oe end he 

SOM oO Om oo ooo oe 

- — shows some of the lead- 
TT ers in Fruits and Orna- 

— OO mentals for this cli- 

Buy Direct From Grower mate in colors. Send 
PATENTED AUO.19, 1909 for yours 

and save 40% on your 

Nursery Stock Trustworthy 

1926 Catal just at G2E) yo Catalog just ou D mempens 

Sept Megane 
fags, wee es Established 1854 ? 

B erry B oxes Kellogg’s Nursery The Coe, Converse & Edwards 

Crates, Bushel Boxes Box 77 Company 
and Climax Baskets Janesville, Wisconsin NURSERYMEN 

As You Like Them _ a _ Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin - 

We manufacture the Ewald - a — 7 oo 
Patent Folding Berry Boxes of ne | 

Tees ‘anes! se eta emcees , 
terlal in the KD. In carload lots Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest 
carey In stock: 18-coark seston all z : 5 = 
made up ready for use, either for If we have no dealer in your locality write your,wants 
order coo amaller toe lara ton d get i Old and? ieti Try our 
us to handle, We can ship, the and get our prices. al whew Vane 1eS. ry 
trom’ Biltwaukee.| Promptness ‘s One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a ‘dollar bill and 

a 3 : . . 

we aim to do our part well. A receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid 
large discount for early orders. 
A postal brings our price list. Catalogue on Request 

Cumberland Fruit Package 
Company 8 GEORGE M. MOSEMAN 

Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis. 
a
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ENCOURAGING AND DIS-_ the insect to spread to new lo- ture of the farms is the fact tat 
COURAGING FEATURES alities; first, the moths flying there is much less corn in 1:26 
OF THE EUROPEAN CORN or being carried by the wind than there was in 1925. ‘he 
BORER a ee bt ne sec- mayer of Chatham, Ontario, id. 

a. on Baw Comyenti ond, the transportation of corn dressing a conference on this 
(Read at Green Bay Convention) stalks and other plant material subject in September, stu ‘ed 

By S. B. FRACKER containing the living larvae or fal bid the trade districi of 
say a . ; worms. atham, extending for a racius 

Che ete aren these. The present distribution of ef about twenty miles in ev vy 
ik insec . - direction, there is only al» days in newspaper reports, ag- the insect covers nearly all that , y out 

ricultural articles and journals Part of Canada east of Lake 1/10 as tuch corn grown. as 
and discussions at organization Huron in which corn is grown there was four years ago. 
meetings that it is hard for any- and also, now covers, in general, Doubtless, some of this reduc. 
one not in direct touch with the ll fhe northeast part of the lon has been due tp Door com 
situation to get his bearings on United States east of Kalama- Prices but the corn borer in‘es. 
the subject, z00, Michigan, and north of cen- tation in this district is so heavy 

The corn belt farmers: and tral Ohio and_ northeastern that most of it is due to the fact 

leaders in agriculture are great- Pennsylvania. All the worms Hbat the early planted corn fields 
ly alarmed about the things the infesting corn over this enor-  2Fre destroyed to a large extent corn borer is doing to the corn MOUS, area are direct descend- before it is possible to harvest 

fields of southern Ontario and 2Mts from the few imported into them, 
which it seems to be starting to three locations: Boston, Mass., This is a district in which the 
do in Ohio and Michigan. Unti] Schenectady, New York, and St. corn stalks have always been 
two years ago one could only Thomas, Ontario, about 1915. left standing during the winter, 

guess at the eventual effect on The first discouraging feature giving the borers an excellent 

the corn crop in the United about the situation then is the opportunity to live through and 

States and could only judge as tremendous power of reproduc- develop in large numbers the 

to the effects the insect would tion and the extensive spread. following year. Instead of mod- 
have on vegetable and flower The flight of the moths this past ifying their farm practice and 
growing from the conditions summer, that is during July, destroying the corn stalks, the 

around Boston about 1920. 1926, carried the insect farther farmers are tending to go into 
The European corn borer has west than have any previous Other crops, of which the most 

now been in the United States flights. Instead of coming a important so far are tobacco, 

and Canada for about ten years distance of ten or fifteen miles, tomatoes and alfalfa. 
and it is now possible to look the the usual amount, a series of Before 1926 there has never 
situation in the face and weigh warm nights and winds from been enough damage in Ohio to 
some of the more encouraging the east for a ten-day period have any effect on the total crop 

and also the discouraging fea- carried the moths about fifty production of the state and that 
tures of what is going on. miles west in Michigan and well js true, in general, at the pres- 

You will remember that the into northeastern Indiana where ent time. A few fields near 
European corn borer is a worm _ they had not been known before. Toledo now, however, are show- 
which bores in the stalks of corn The spread southeast into Penn- ing a similar condition to those 
and various other thick stemmed sylvania, where the insect oc- in southern Ontario and several 
weeds, flowers and vegetables; curs now south of Pittsburg and have gone down completely with 
that it spends the winter pro- east almost to Scranton, and in a borer population of twenty to 
tected in such stalks, goes New York, where it is found thirty worms to the corn stalk. 
through a pupal or resting stage down the St. Lawrence River al- In general, however, one could 
in May and emerges as a moth most east as far as the Adiron- drive through northern Ohio all 
in June. These moths each lay dack Mountains, was similar in day without realizing that the 
hundreds of eggs during the lat- extent. This spread was, as al- corn was infested, particularly 
ter part of June and most of ready stated, much greater than as the few heavily infested fields 
July and the new generation of has ever occurred before and, in happen to be on back roads. In 
borers hatches from these moths ll probability, greater than will Ohio a large proportion of the 
in mid-summer and lives occur again in the immediate corn stalks are now being de- 
through the fall and winter. future. stroyed during the fall and svin- 

All the scouting to determine The second discouraging fea- ter, with the result that «ven 
where the moths occur is, there- ture is the continuation of heavy though the spread is extensive. 
fore, done during the latter part damage in Ontario, just east of the total damage is slight and 
of the summer, after the egg- Detroit, Michigan. In driving the number of borers in indi- 
laying has been completed. from the Detroit River east into vidual fields is not great enough 
There are only two chances for Ontario, the most noticeable fea- to be conspicuous.
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In Pennsylvania the state in- it has reached the regions where found at St. Thomas, Ontario, 
vested in an expensive burning Indian corn is grown in quan- there has been a continuous 
machine of the flame-thrower | tity. spread in all directions but the 
type and destroyed all the corn In spite of the present condi- damage at St. Thomas has never 
stalks and thick stemmed weeds tions which have many discour- been as striking and severe as it 
with considerable thoroughness aging features there are, never- is in Essex and Kent Counties. 

‘over two counties. As condi-  theless,developments which can- ‘This indicated that any region 
tions this past season were so not help but prove encouraging, in which the corn stalks are de- 
favorable to the borer, the per- particularly to the members of Stroyed, either by feeding to 
cent of infestation in these two the Wisconsin State Horticul- cattle, a thorough plowing un- 
counties was somewhat greater tural Society. The first of these der or burning, while it may 
this past year than it had been jg the fact that the corn borer is find the European corn borer 
in 1925, in spite of the strenu- not proving as serious a pest on troublesome and expensive, will 

ous clean-up work, but this thick stemmed flowers and to-  10t find it disastrous. 
seems to be due to the fact that matoes as was true at the time A recent development which 
the two counties do not form a of its first introduction into promises to bring excellent re- 
large enough clean-up area with Massachusetts. In 1918, 1919 sults is the interest of the farm 
general infestations in the sur- and 1920 it was causing somuch machinery manufacturers. It is 
rounding districts. The moths trouble on tomatoes, celery and possible for the worms to live 
were probably carried in from jn flower gardens that the plant- through the winter not only in 
both New York and Ohio into ergs began to reduce the size of the stalks but in the stubble. 
this district and, possibly, also their tomato fields and some of _ If the corn is cut late in the fall, 
across Lake Erie from Ontario. them even stated they were con- a Bartienianly high percentage 

. , .« sidering going out of the pro- will be found in the stubble, usu- 
| pict ee duction of these vegetables. ally just above the level of the 

corn borer in Hungary and This condition, I understand, groant it AbeTatoKe, becomes 
neighboring countries have has greatly improved since and te the a e eee ©.corn as close 
taken advantage of the investi- it seems that vegetable growing °° | th Sb aS possible, leay- 
gational work in the United is now going ahead without a 18 the stubble very short. 
States and are renewing their great deal of trouble from this All three of the leading com- 
attempts to reduce losses from source. It is also noted thatthe panies manufacturing corn har- 
the insect by destroying corn heaviest infestation in south- vesting machines: The John 
stalks during the winter. A de- western Ontario is occurring in Deere Plow Company, The In- 
cree, which was issued along a tomato canning region where ternational Harvester Company 
this line in 1917 but which was large tomato crops are grown and The Massey—Harris Com- 
not enforced for several years and where, in the fall, one pany, are now manufacturing 
after the close of the war, owing passes truck after truck loaded — their corn binders in such a way 
to disorganized political condi- with tomatoes being hauled to that the corn can be cut at or 
tions, has been re-enacted, and canneries. In spite of this nota even below the surface of the 
Hungary is trying to protect single borer has yet been found ground and are supplying this 
herself from further losses such in a tomato plant in Ontario. new form to all their dealers in 
as have occurred in the past. This may be due partly to the pe Eetaiey ee In addition 

Jscesp & . , ;. fact that different strains of the to that, each of them has a rela- 

plies Gh merest to note at this over “coming fromdiferent lively inexpensive attachment o 
borer is, apparently, a native of European localities were intro- modification for the binders that 
central and eastern Europe and ‘uced in the Boston and Ontario are already in the field, which 
has. probably, developed on the "eas, but even the form in the the farmers who now own corn 
native plants of that region over neighborhood of Boston is not binders, can secure for twelve 
a period of thousands of years. Proving as injurious on vege- or fifteen dollars a piece. Where 
Cork, however, is a native of tables and flowers as seemed to low cutting is impractical, as in 

Amvrica and has not been plant- be feared at first. rough and rocky fields, a special 
ed in Europe until within the The second encouraging fea- magma ah fesmerioe the 
last few generations. The Euro- ture is the fact that in spite of P ti © pas lit devised by the 
pean corn borer seems to have the heavy losses in southwestern *” exnaoue Harvester Com- 
found the Indian corn of Amer- Ontario, these losses have not P@ny as can be pulled and 
ica particularly to its liking, and occurred where the insect was ally. be ‘ Pine It, liter- 
its enormous fecundity, which first introduced and has been ee eats the stubble into fine 
may have been necessary to pro- present for the longest period S"T¢@S. 
tect it from extinction in the old but where the corn stalks re- Our brief investigations on 
days, has enabled it to become main in the fields over winter. the danger of the immediate in- 
Such, an injurious pest now that Since the corn borer was first troduction of the European corn
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borer into Wisconsin are, also, adopted on account of its enor- mercial prosperity is bound up 
somewhat encouraging. For mous cost and the difficulty of very closely with the success of 
several weeks during the height enforcement, is that of estab- the corn crop and the income of 
of the tourist season weassigned lishing what might be called a those interested in horticulture 
one of the nursery inspectors to barrier zone along the west and _ depends on the prosperity of the 
Milwaukee and asked him to south sides of the infested area. state as a whole. Danger of 
visit all the incoming boats on Under this plan a zone about severe attacks by the Europ: an 
which tourists from Michigan fifty miles wide would be corn borer on horticultural prod. 
were bringing their cars into mapped out and practically all ucts, however, appears to be less 
the state. These cars were rap- the funds which could be se- than was expected when ‘he 
idly gone over to see whether cured from the federal, state, corn borers first became nunier- 
any corn stalks or ears were be- county and town governments’ ous around Boston. 
ing brought in either from the for this purpose would be di- It appears that retarding the 
uninfested parts of Michigan or rected towards seeing thatevery spread of the corn borer «and 
from the infested counties. No corn stalk and, so far as pos- keeping it out of Wisconsin for 
roasting ears or other parts of | sible, every thick stemmed weed as many years as possible is 
the corn plant were discovered, in the entire zone would be de- worth any reasonable cost but 
however, and the employees of stroyed during the winter each that Wisconsin’s corn manage- 
the companies stated that sofar year. This appears perfectly ment methods in the direction of 
as they recalled, material of this feasible but would be difficult to putting the corn stalks in silos 
kind was only very rarely car- finance if all the expense was _ or, feeding them during the win- 
ried by tourists across the lake. borne by various governments, ter, will help us to weather the 
This seems surprising, in view while if left to the individual storm in much better shape than 
of the hundreds of thousands of farmers would be neglected bya the states to the immediate 
ears of corn intercepted on great many, unless punitive south of us. 
quarantine lines by the federal measures were used. It might ee 
officers in Michigan and Ohio add to the farmer’s cost of HELP! 
and it is planned to continue growing corn in the barrier zone . 
this protective service next sea- to an extent that would probably Every few months the editors 
son. make the corn crop unprofitable have implored the readers to 

Iowa, Illinois and Indiana are in the years of low prices and  gend some of their horticultural 
so stirred by the situation that big production elsewhere. experiences to this office so that 
any control measure which of- Eventually, the parasites will they might be published. Sev- 
fers the least hope of being pro- become established in this re- era] did send in material, as a 
tective will receive their sup- gion and will, doubtless, hold matter of fact, but not enough. 
port. The feeling in Iowa may down the numbers of the borers There are a great many people 
be illustrated by the fact that in to a great extent. There is a ata loss what to do when a cer- 
one locality in the central part tendency to place too much con- tain problem arises and very 
of the state it became noised fidence in this type of control probably you have the answer 
about among the neighbors that measure for no matter how tucked away in your mind some 
a certain farmer had received many parasites there are or how place. It would be very easy to 
some seed corn from the in- thoroughly they become estab- sit down with pencil and some 
fested area. This seed corn com- lished, outbreaks of the corn paper and put down that little 
plied with the federal quaran- borer can be anticipated from Jabor saving idea or plant sav- 
tine in having been shelled and time to time in which they will jing idea, or what have you’ 
cleaned but the farmers were so out-number and “get away Remember this is your paper. 
greatly alarmed about the situa- from” the insects attacking : 
tion that they came near taking them. . ; 
matters into their own hands As a result of this general Do not neglect the pruning ot 
and destroying the seed corn, survey of the situation at the your trees. If you do not know 
which indicated how strong the present time, I feel that the how to do it, get in touch with 
feeling was. The matter finally fruit, flower and vegetable grow- Your county agent. It is impos- 
resulted in their inducing the ers of Wisconsin need now feel sible to learn how to prune from 
owner to have a special repre- less concern about the danger to Yeading books. Only the -le- 
sentative come from Ames to go their own lines of work. We ments may be learned in that 
over the corn thoroughly and are, of course, all interested in| way. And since each variety 
hold it on hand for a germina- the prosperity of the state as a and tree presents a different 
tion test until it was ascertained, whole and from that standpoint problem, learn to know your 
positively, that no corn borers all of us have a great deal at trees. 
were present. stake. The dairy industry, a 

One project which is being which is the basis of all of Wis- Don’t forget to renew your 
considered, but may not be consin’s agricultural and com- membership and subscription.
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AMONG WISCONSIN upon the specialist to help the schools this winter and up to 
ORCHARDS county agent in every pombe ‘eal ey uler Seales have 

; ‘ way to carry on the orchard im- een added to the list. As stated 
(Read at Green Bay Convention) foagemen yale in that county before these schools are one day 

CONRAD L. KUEHNER so that it will be well done. This meetings. Both the farmer and 
. is accomplished by demonstra- his wife attend. 

The title of my talk sounds tions in pruning and spraying, We started the meetings at 
rather presumptuous and might personal coaching of spraying about 10 o’clock in the forenoon 
be misconstrued by some. To operators, orchard inspections, and closed them at 3 or 3:30 
avoid this possible chance of assistance with spray ring or- o'clock in the afternoon. At 
misunderstanding I wish to ganization work, help with plan- noon a basket luncheon is served 
state that I had no choice in its ping and execution of county at the place of meeting and it 
selection. It was assigned to orchard tours, apple grading helps much to make the meet- 
me and all I could do about it and marketing conferences with ings comfortable and successful. 
was to submit. I do grant that spray rings, educational fruit Starting the meeting late in the 
the title describes the scope of displays at county fairs, orchard morning allowed the farmer and 
my work fairly well, especially schools, and both general and his wife ample time to do the 
after we add one more word so _ gpecific seasonal information necessary morning chores be- 
it will read “Among Wisconsin service thru the agency of the fore the meeting, while early 
Farm Orchards. circular letters sent out to all closing in the afternoon gave 

It is my privilege and duty to county agents and Smith him plenty opportunity to reach 
come in close contact with many Hughes Teachers of Agricul- home in time for evening chores. 
farm orchards in the state, par- ture. In addition to the activities 
ticularly in those counties in We are satisfied that a lot of already mentioned, about two 
which the farm orchard project good work has been done in all months of my time is given over 
is carried on as a major in the of the counties in which the to farm institute work in differ- 
county agent’s program. Con- work has been carried on, but ent parts of the state. 
tact is made with these farm we also realize that a great deal In closing my remarks, I wish 
orchards in a number of differ- more still remains to be done. to state that I have covered my 
ent ways, principally thru dem- In fact, a staggering lot of work subject rather briefly and with- 
onstrations in spraying and must still be done to bring the out much detail, notwithstand- 
pruning. At these demonstra- farm orchard of this state into ing the fact that the work is tre- 
tions modern approved practices its own. In this connection, it mendously important and_ re- 
of pruning and spraying are may be well to mention briefly ceives my undivided attention 
demonstrated to the farmer and_ the place of the orchard schools and efforts thruout the year. It 
considerable time is devoted to we instituted last winter. is interesting work and fur- 
directed practice. In other One day orchard schools were nishes much encouragement ev- 
words, the farmer is put thru held in Jefferson and Manitowoc — ery time a new convert is made, 
the work under the direction of counties for the express purpose — especially if his formerly worth- 
the county agent and the spe- of giving orchard cooperators, less orchard becomes a source of 
dalist. That this work would mostly spray rings, the opportu- pride, a factor in family health 
not be effective without the full nity to study their particular and happiness, and a farm asset 
|cooperation of the county agent’s problems in detail. Accordingly _ in place of a liability. 
help, interest and support is, of at those one day meetings the So 
course, evident to all of you. county agent and the specialist Did you ever try fried ap- 
The county agent must organize discussed and demonstrated the ples? Jonathans are especially 
his county for the work, arrange most important phases of or- good that way. Cut the apples 
for meetings and demonstra- chard work applying to that in eighths with peeling on, put 
tions and advertise the work. particular community. The sub- in skillet with butter and a lit- 
He must necessarily do the bulk jects considered at most of these tle water, fry until thoroughly 
of the necessary follow-up work schools were as follows: selec- cooked and brown. In the cook- 
after each demonstration to tion, planting, pruning and care ing add sugar to your taste. 
make it as fruitful as possible. of young fruit trees, pruning of Eat them hot. 
He must supply each individual the bearing trees, the spray a 
‘oopcrator with the necessary program, harvesting of fruit, Send for that seed catalog 
Information in the form of bul- disposal of surplus, storage of today. Some of these snow- 
letin:, circular letters and per- home supply and the use of fruit bound winter evenings may be 
sonal advice. In counties in in the home. This work was spent in planning next year’s 
whic: the orchard project is well received. In fact it seemed garden. A garden made froma : 
Carried on cooperatively by the _ to fill along needed want. Each plan is more apt to satisfy than 
Horticulture Department and _ of these counties have already one made on the spur of the mo- 
‘the county agent it devolves again applied for additional ment.
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SUCCESS WITH HOUSE tuations should be avoided as_ attempting to grow them in too 
PLANTS far = possible. If warmth-lov- large a pot. 

: . ing plants are grown in a room It sometimes happens t "0. 

It is well to recognize that which is unheated at night, as potting is necessary Dechg many difficulties have to be often happens, they should be there are too few roots in the 
faced before plants can be protected in some way during pot rather than too many. his 
rown successfully in an ordi- ‘ Pp ye 2 his . : y severe weather. This may be occurs when, through over-wa. 

nary dwelling house, but, by done by removing them to a tering, the earth becomes sour 
giving careful attention to cul- heated room or away from the and, as a consequence, the riots 
tural details these can often be Windows. If this is impossible, are’ unable to maintain them. 

cvercome. The hot, dry atmos- they can be protected by cover- selves in a healthy condition 
phere, the fumes of illuminating ing them at night with paper or Plants in this condition shouli 
gas, insufficient light, and great other non-conducting material. have the soil gently washed 
variation in day and night tem- Bound up with the question of from the roots previous to re- 
perature, all tend to make their temperature is that of ventila- potting them in fresh, sweet 
cultivation a difficult operation. tion. Plants object to impure soil. Use pots large enough to 

However, in spite of these air as much, or more, than hu-  eontain the roots without crowd. 
drawbacks, it is possible to grow man beings; therefore, the room jing them. The new pots should 
a fairly large variety of plants in which they are grown should pe washed clean and allowed to 
in an ordinary house, and one _ be ventilated whenever possible, dry before using. 
need not be limited to the ubi- taking care, however, that cold Proper drainage is very im- 
quitous India-rubber plant. It drafts do not blow directly on portant in order that superflu- 
is among the so-called “foliage” the plants. ous water may be readily car- 

plants that the greatest number There can be no fixed rule as _ ried off, and this is best obtained 
of suitable subjects for the pur- {9 the quantity and frequency of by placing a layer of broken 
pose under consideration are to the application of water to pots or coarse ashes over the 
be found. The Boston Ferns, plants; so much depends upon  hottom of the pot. When repot- 
Dracaena, Pandanus, Aspidis- the humidity of the room in ting into a larger pot. the plant 
tra, and Sanseviera are well Which the plants are growing, should be turned out of the old 
adapted to withstand adverse the nature of the plant, and the pot, placed in position and earth 
conditions. In selecting flower- Capacity of its roots to absorb filled in around it, tamping the 
ing plants, those should be \ater.” Whenever watering is earth down with a piece of lath 
chosen, as far as possible, which done jt should be done thor- or something similar, in order 
make a large part of their Gughly so that the earth is wet that it may come uniformly in 
prow Suber doors. one ail thnough. firm contact with the roots. 
ing bulbs, wich as Hyacinths. No further watering is needed ee must be taken not to pot 

; ‘ae ; i 3 s: sizns jot e plant too deeply: the old 
Tulips, Crocus, and the well- until the earth shows signs of 11 oF earth should be coverel 
known Azaleas. Primroses and drying out, when another appli- with about one-fourth inch of 
Cyclamen will also last a fairly cation should be given. Thor- soil 
long time in good condition. ough watering is most impor- *"™ | . Fete 

. tant, otherwise the earth on the Owing to the lack of facilities 
_, The best aspect for the major- surface of the pot may have the for syringing, plants in dwelling 
ity of plants is in a window fac-  anpnearance of being moist,while houses rapidly become coated 

ing south or southwest, as there ay inch or so below the surface With a layer of dust, and this 
are comparatively few plants jt may be dust dry, greatly to must be removed if they are to 
that will grow satisfactorily the detriment of the plant. No be kept in good health. Those 
without abundance of light. If  Qefinite rule can be laid down as_ Plants having large, leathery 
a well-lighted position is not 49 when plants should be repot- leaves are best dealt with by 
available, one’s choice is almost teq. Tf they are making vigor- Washing, using a soft sponge 
entirely restricted to foliage ous root growth this may be with tepid, soapy water. This 
plants. A bay window on the  qone at almost any time; but, as process is too tedious an oper 

sunny side of a house will pro- 4 general rule, repotting is best tion in the case of Ferns and 
vide almost ideal conditions for done in early spring, just before Plants having small leaves. 
a considerable number of plants, the plants’ begin ’ their new Which should be washed by 

and a delightful effect may be growth. Repotting into a larger spraying them with water from 
obtained by growing themeither pot should be done only when the faucet or garden hose. Ad 
in pots or in boxes constructed the pot is crowded with roots, Vantage should be taken o 
to fit the window. otherwise harm rather than warm gentle rain by placiny’ the 

Temperature is an important good will result; indeed, much Plants out-of-doors, as they at 
factor in the successful cultiva- of the unhealthiness in house £'eatly benefited by this. 
tion of plants, and violent fluc- plants can be traced directly to —Eechaiie-
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HOW MUCH DOES A STRAW- production. We growers are apt savings she had laid aside while 
BERRY COST? to kid ourselves into believing teaching, if she had been in need 

head at Green Bay Convention) we are making a big thing out of a winter coat or new dress 
(Reae ay of Strawberries, while if we that year. 

J. E. LEVERICH would only take pencil and pa- I might say that it was this 
| 5 3 _ per and do a little figuring, tak- little incident that made me sit 

In ae oP eka eae ‘once ing everything into considera- down and do some deep think- 
on the cost o f © PEO evion of tion, we might see it in an ex- ing. I resolved then and there 
Stone er tes in Tes a one & ‘tremely different light. Some to find out, as close as possible, 
commercial sca al diotee there Gf us would find we were getting what it would cost me to pro- 
will eo Hekate and orc small pay for our work. duce an acre of Strawberries, 
with the facts am heh r she The growing and harvesting starting from the time the 

about to ven fy » WAIC mig it of Strawberries is quite parallel ground was plowed until the 
say are ta en rom my he per to the production of Dairy Prod- berries had been loaded on the 
sonal shave tot and the con- iets, in that the wife and kids car. I set five acres of Straw- 
ditions I ave to une te ee will are a great help in the occupa- berries the following spring 
epraanbene ye J ope § ere wl tion. and, wherever possible, kept a 
be some es erences: OF ODUM On, When butter fat goes up toa fairly accurate cost account of 
for it is t ee the apse dis- fair price, some feel we are rak- same. 
cussion that fo ows t eee ing in profits galore, while in Before giving you my esti- 

ot one own person’ ee tie reality we are just beginning to mate based on the results of this 
ences, that wth gr Srellow are ab’e get a little pay for the services cost record, will say: 
to get the other ESO a toed of the rest of the family who are First—I am speaking purely 
ane with, times rot ie e”pec’ the main spoke in the wheel, but from a commercial standpoint. 
ee a Phe oxneri who are seldom considered, [I mean to include everything, 

I ee her wr ° nt eee when considering the cost of but there may be items which I 
ences S other Pee 6 yaa producing the product, and, in have left out. 
gone en ae aye obte ines the case of ourselves—we have Second—There may be condi- 

tren elaeye ce rom been working fourteen hours tions which would, naturally, 
' ey as “of Str vk ee aS "i per day and are being paid for change these figures if applied 

Thi a - 7 vet heard: os eight. to certain individual cases. 

ave myeelf yer, Oa eke The same condition is true of To begin with, it depends on 
a kitd oF a st eee make the Strawberry grower. The the individual who is growing 

ee ane & ores, Se to the veel whole family works during the the Berries, as to how much it 

of eady tae this . er in Strawberry season, but their will cost him, his method of 

thon ordee t I owt eth pay usually is limited to what management, cost of labor, 
would vonsider a fair orice or berries they care to eat, when adaptability of soil to Strawber- 

rate, fi ‘th berri p » Pi considering production costs. ries, etc. The figures I am giv- 

ene 208 Dihese: DEEEICS: This condition was forcibly ing you are based upon my own 
If 1 remember correctly, my brought home to me the first individual case; it may be that 

good friend D. E. Bingham did summer after we were married. yours will run higher, perhaps 
venture to give some facts and My wife, city bred, was anxious ower. I hope you can do better. 
re ae to the seve eacren one to help me harvest the crop of 

Would have to make to carry on Strawberries. It was lots of og " se ACR RS 
a successful orchard and, if I fun for her (the first year), but COST OF GROWING BCReS. OF 
jemmnhier CORRES, it shedied before the season was over, the OF HARVEST 

€ nerves of some prospective fun part of it had changed to «4. , ws ois th 
apple growers beyond repair. hard work and, as it happened “‘7ftin SE TE ee te 
Anyway the secretary reported tg be a season of low prices, her plow the land _....--------$ 12.50 
that planting of new trees fell ideas of easy money to be made Fertilization: 10 loads of 
short for several years after- jin Strawberry growing had been barnyard manure per acre 
wards and yet Bingham didn’t shattered and she begged me to at $1.00 per load ---------- 50.00 
even take up the cost of produc- plow up the whole field. She Or Oops commercial Fer: 
tion as I am going to do. How- pointed out to me how much she larcost) 
ever, I shall not attempt to tell had saved for me by her work Applying same, 3 days @ 
you what is a fair price—that and my not having to hire some- $5.00 per day for man and 
can only be figured over a term one perhaps less efficient in her team __ __------------ 15.00 

of sears. If I did state my place. I dare say that, had she Dise and Springtooth 15 hrs. 

views, I might be considered a _ geen fit to make me come across @ $.60 per hr. ---------- 9.00 
profiteer. in order to collect, she would Harrowing § pues, 15 hrs. a0 

I, for one, do not think enough have been forced to garnishee @'8.50 perthYscece-aae 18 : 
has been said about the cost of the cream check, or draw on the (Continued on page 59)
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with national advertising cam- NEWLY ELECTED | 
Wisconsin orticu ture paigns. The majority of men . 

Published Monthly by the on the Board of Governors are wee wiah (9 present a the 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society men who are growing apples on et oak ted fie eng. the 

118 B. Washington Avenue. a large scale and so we feel that mittec ected. officers: and: com. 
there is no doubt as to the out- Me Lavarteh af Sports 

TT : i 7d. arta, 
JAMES S. POTTER, Acting Editor come of the corporation if the who has served as vice presiclent 3 ete nw, fruit growers themselves back oe Contributing Editors—Mrs. C z . 4 for the past three years is pri 

Strong, E. 1. Chambers, Huron H. jt, We are talking about “Fruits ident for this renYe Mr Tones 
. ” . . ver- 

me posto, a ee aes ee the growers in ich is a well known strawbcrry 
hi fic: i . % 7. . : ee) oh ens ANE as state: wl got hind this rower of Sparta and bas ni ci £ *, . Ss 

postage provided fer In. Section 1103, act. movement. Along with this ji y ome 
of October 3, 1917, authorized July 15, campaign for advertising the he Gh ent fins 

Advertising rates made known on ap- apple should be a campaign 4," c I Telfer of G WE he 
plication. _ within the campaign for the bet- Mr. Telfer ve a. rower ah ee i ; . s f 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society tering of the fruit that Boes on manages quite a large orchard 

Annual membership fee, one dollar. to the market. Such informa- in Brown County near Gree 
which includes fifty cents, subscription tion is available at the present Ba y cen 
nriece to sons re. 7 . 5 . rajties : One dollar to Oftee of Secretary, Madi time. Our state universities are Mr W. A. Toole of Baraboo, son, Wis. maintaining huge experimental c Pama’ Z 0 Remit by Postal or Express Money Or- S 5 late president, is acting sccre- der. A dollar bill may be sent safely if equipments and from _ these tary duri th ti : 
wrapped or attached to a card. Personal goyrces we obtain bulletins on ary during the time a perma- 
ehecks ‘Accepted: ; : nent secretary is being obtained. 

Postage stamps not accepted culture, pruning and packing. The new names which appear 

Our larger’ growers have been on the Board this year are Mr OFFICERS experimenting and sometime we V.E. Brubak ‘k field. wh 

BE dgyerley Prssiaeata a -aeaeane May learn more about the vari- i. 104 only County Agent in 
W. A. Toole, Acting Secretary.Baraboo OUs phases of fruit growing. ? ee 

“ fine matic Tendency, Bart County Bu i ln te 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE owever, tor the Trult growers ee . shih 

Ex Officio to cling to the old habit of quan- Hlomer Gardens at Washburn, 
President, Vice-President and Secretary tity rather than quality produc- Ge 8 2 
V. Bo imubakers we December tihela tion. It is true that a few years ie ie C. Chr eee of eb 
WY sane peeeen wo Stursron Jey ago a man with a large crop “0S ficial eapaciti m t aioe 
H.C. Christensen: gs Usnkosh could come out on the long end th 2 Of Ch ist a a 
Mi Goth cerena sees StuTEeon Bay because of different marketing Hower grower risvenson us 
M.S. Kellogg, -..--+-++++++,danesville conditions but every day we are ; . Geonge at. Moseman./.. Menomonie approaching that point at which Mr. H. W. Ullsperger, the For term ending December, 1927 we “ a other new member of the com- A. K. Maswett. 0.0... iBaraboo it will be the quality of the fruit oie. is th Se OF ‘the 
Wint takin 000000 ciawe’ dence combined with attractive pack PYore & le MAnssce —_ Ing and package which wil sal Door, County, rit, Grover 

BOARD OF MANAGERS the fruit. We are going to have interested in horticulture , 
J. E. Leverich c. J. Telter to realize that day after day we . ~_ 

W. A. Toole are approaching the point of a 

: high shovel ization J che ies. The florist with the better 
tries. We advocate, therefore, fowers makes the best sale: the 

SELLING AND GROWING in order to give greater force to nurseryman with better stock 
. . national advertising that we be- keeps his clientel and reputa- 

In previous issues we have gin to pay greater attention to eo iit OF; ns hav- 
. 7 3 tion; and the fruit growers hav 

mentioned the fact that there is our methods of production. ; . it will sell t : . ing well grown fruit will sell to 
now a corporation whose activ- Sooner or later, we venture to etter advantage 
ities will be confined to the ad- say, the apple industry will ap- . 
vertising of the apple. It is proach the standards now used oo 
well that there be such an or- in citrus fruit production. This Have you started your prun- 
ganization because of the heavy will even apply to the orchard- jing? Are you going to prune’ 
advertising competition coming ists who market their fruit lo- [Every tree needs it. 
from the citrus fruits, the bana- cally. People are going to de- 
na, the raisin and other simi- mand better fruit just as they | 

_ lar industries. There is no are demanding quality in every House plants should no: be 
doubt but what this corporation other commodity which they are allowed to become covered with 
is in good hands. The men at buying on the markets otday. dust. Spray them with water as 
the head of it are acquainted —J. S. P. well as giving water to the riots.
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WHAT IS THE BIG IDEA? pose, the object, we have in view if they belong to a spray ring. 

Address at Green Bay Convention) in growing fruit? Generally we If the owner is not in a ring the 
(Addy y speak of selling it, making it a chances are the orchard was not 

G. A. SELL business, so that may be is the very well taken care of. There 
Reporter’s Transcript hope that stands out moreinour are a lot of culls and these are 

. . . . minds when we are talking not always gotten rid of to the 
| What is the big idea? Thatis about growing fruit; growing it hogs; we find a lot of them in 
| just what I would like to know. to sell as a business proposition; our grocery stores, especially 
| What is the big idea in this fruit making a living or a little better when we want to go and sell 
| growing game? When your sec- {han a living. Another purpose some real nice fruit, the grocer 
_ retary wrote me he said that he that I see is just to grow it to is all stocked up with this cull 
would like real personal opin- eat, like the farmer who just stuff and cannot move it and 
ions on this farm orchard prop- has a small orchard and does won't buy any good ones until 
osition, whether it should be en- not plant to have any to sell but he gets rid of it. The farm or- 
couraged or should not be en- just enough to keep the kids chard proposition is quite a 
couraged ; whether as a state so- growing during the winter and question and because of the culls 
ciety and local societies and some to hang on the Christmas produced it does spoil quite a 
county agents and the rest of tree and, if the work is done portion of the commercial fruit 
the agricultural extension force well enough, to have some to eat growers market. Now the com- 
were justified or had a responsi- along during the winter until mercial grower, being a special- 
bility in encouraging farm or- another crop comes in. ist, certainly ought to be able to 
chards or were justified in work- Perhaps you, as horticultur- grow good fruit; he ought to 
ing against the proposition of ists, appreciate that purpose as have nice clean fruit with no 
increasing any further farm or- well as anybody who makes a apple hash (plenty of fresh 
chards. Now, I would like to living from the soil. You might meat) in them. That ought not 
answer that in this way. I call it growing fruit just for the to be found in the commercial 
would like to ask you horticul- fun of it, for the enjoyment of growers fruit, that is true, yet 
turists who have had more years jit. I wonder how much of that Coyner gave us a report of get- 
experience in this game than I we do. How many of the folks ting fruit from a commercial 
have had, how shall we grow the that set out the numerous farm grower that was not of the very 
fruit that the people of the coun- orchards, many of them too big highest quality. I think, if the 
try demand and, more than that, to be taken care of by the commercial growers want to cut 
that they ought to have that farmer with all his other things down on farm orchards, or want 
they do not get now? I see to do, how many of those folks to have the horticultural society 
three ways of doing it. Shall we set those trees out for the rea- or the extension forces gener- 
grow it for them as specialists, son that they have in mind the ally, at least, work on the idea 
commercial fruit growers only? apples they enjoyed back on of getting these farm orchards 
Is that what we should encour- their home farm in the east or either taken care of or gotten 
age, only large commercial or- in the old country? They like out of the way, those fellows 
chards? Shall we encourage and to gee the nice green trees and must also be sure that they are 
work for growing of fruit as a the golden fruit. So there are living up to their responsibility, 
side line on our general farms, those three propositions. Ithink when they want to claim a large 
on our dairy farms and other what we have in mind when we portion of the fruit market. 
livestock farms? That is, two are talking about growing fruit, Certainly they ought to be care- 
or three or four hundred tree possibly, is the enjoyment of it ful to furnish only the best 
orchards that the fellows have and the eating of it for health’s quality fruit. 
spoken about. Is that the way gake. Now I wonder; some- One suggestion brought out 
that we shall lay our plans to times when I overhear a couple by the incident that Mr. Coyner 
grow the fruit for the next gen- of large fruit growers talking, speaks of, would be that in some 
eration or two, or shall we whether they be from Bayfield way every commercial fruit 
tathe: encourage every single or Door County or from the grower should be made to be- 
tarm« * who wants any fruit to Sparta territory, it sounds al- long to an organization that has 
prow is own? Shallevery farm most as if nobody but the com- very high standards of ethics 
me a little orchard, not larger mercial growers ought to grow for that profession, so that he 
‘han :he family needs for itself, any fruit. There is a degree of can be kept in line on that prop- 
me lanning to have any to justification to that feeling, osition. 
oe There are three ways in perhaps. A lot of these small Now shall we as extension 
: ich we can grow fruit for the orchards on the farms when a_ workers and as a society encour- 
omins generation. good crop year comes around, age the growing of fruit, as a 
Without answering which of grow more fruit than they use side line on our general farms, 

those is the best I would like to at home and they like to make our livestock and our dairy 
ask you this: What is the pur- something out of it, especially farms? Of course we have the
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argument against that that it is I do not know whether it is the CULLS 
not always taken care of, the big idea or not, along that line. Add t Green Bay Conv 
farmer is too busy with his reg- I was wondering on the way up (Address :at/Green Bay: Conventnit) 
ular business and if it is only a here this morning whether it J. M. COYNER | 
side line and it is time to plant would be possible on this prob- Reporter’s Transcript | 
or cultivate corn, or later in the lem of cull fruit to take the ap- - probl ; | 
summer, if the blackbirds come ples—particularly in order to The labor prob em 1s on of | 
in from the marsh and start go- get that apple hash off the mar- the limiting factors in the cull 
ing after the corn, he is going ket that spoils the market and problem and I semen nee bel eve 

to leave the apples and go after the sales for our good fruit— that we should than the Lord 
the blackbirds and he will have whether it would be possible that we have a labor pro! lem 
only windfalls and nothing for through legislation to get some "4 that we have a eu! problem. 
winter use. There are disad- control over that problem. In | Was just reading a biography 
vantages on the growing of fruit the dairy business a man’s milk the, other day of the life of 
as a side line on the general has to be up to a certain quality Ogden Armour, the man who 
farm but where spray rings are or it is not supposed to be made established the Armour & Com- 
organized or good sprayers are use of in the city or to be made Pay packing plant in Chicago, 
employed and supervised so as. into cheese or butter or any and there was an. ees 
to do the work very thoroughly other product. Now it is true which aman, Cane pie his: cllice 
you get good clean fruit and that inspection of dairy farms '° try and interest him in a hog 
where the farmer will take time has not been or probably never Cholera cure. That Wong away 
to get down the pack carefully can be carried on to such an ex- Pack in 1898 when sogs were 
and grade it and leave the culls tent as to absolutely prevent Pringing about 3%4¢ in Chiba 
at home to feed to the pigs (not milk going into use that is unfit &24 cattle were bringing about 
the family) I believe there is for use, but certainly legislation %2-75 @ hundred. Mr. Armouw 
lots of room for encouraging the and efforts toward quality in  ‘isposed of that man in short 
growing of fruit as a side line the production of milk have "der but after he went out 
on the general farm. I think brought about a very great im- Atmour said, 4 peli oe 
there is lots of room to encour- provement in that line and we ow. has something in ea ies 
age farmers to grow fruit where have in many cities regulations Pesides dandruff, but a cure for 
they do not intend to sell it at requiring that no milk be sold in hog cholera is the last vee nk 
all; where they have no notion that city unless it be from tuber- Want just now.” So T say, t and 
of ‘growing it for the market. ulin tested herds, protecting it the Lord for the hog ee al 
The family can use a lot of fruit. from disease. We have various the culls and the fireblight an 
I do not believe it will cut in on other regulations, and in ship. ‘he labor problem. 
the market of the commercial ping the milk into Chicago and This matter just becaine a 
growers very much. If the av- into Milwaukee those things Problem in the last two years. 

erage farmer would have to have to be taken care of in a We started spraying about the 

spend the actual cash to supply reasonably sanitary manner and time Mr. Glassgo’s county start- 
the apples for his family he the bacteria count of that milk ed and we did not know where 
would not buy very many; may- can be only so high or it cannot this thing was going to lead us, 

be very few; maybe none at all. be taken into the city. Now I in fact we sort of took it up as 
Certainly not as many as they wonder if it is any more antag- @ Sort of experimental propos: 
would eat if they had them right onistie or radical or socialistic tion. We are not supposed to 
at home. Of course it costs to apply legislation to keeping experiment, but in the fruit ex- 

them something to grow them this cull fruit off the market. tension man’s judgment we are 

and takes up a certain amount doing it, and somewhat to my 
of land; he has got to put some- surprise it proved to be a vely 
thing into spray outfits, some- Start planning next year’s popular extension project. We 
thing into spray material, some- garden now. Making a plan to have got to the point now w here 

thing into work, but he does not fit your conditions will make a there is a very definite line be 
see the actual cash going out of garden that will give you more & drawn between consuming 

his pocket and with a dozen or pleasure than a hurriedly as- Public, between the man who 
two dozen trees the average sembled collection, keeps his orchard in a business 

farmer can get from 25 to 50 A seed catalogue, some paper, like way (I mean the farmers 
bushels of apples a year on the anda pencil. orchards, for we have no co. 
average. I think he can and will Cold winter evenings with mercial orchards) and th: a 
use that many whereas if he little to do. low who just simply spray> an 
had to pay two dollars a bushel Even the radio will take sec- does nothing else. . 
about all he would use would be ond place. Mr. Kuehner started me! 
three bushels. Make a plan of the garden doing a little demonst) ation 

There is just one other idea, this year. work in taking care of orc! ards,
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so | went out to a farm and come off and i i pr 
found ine pat whose pane is those uctben ua T bee taken mare vo ein ea 

epard. e lives west of Jef- off about a thousand apples. ing the stor. id, i - 

ferson and has about 75 or 80 These apples were pi mS WOME: Carne i ty be de a 
ane Jpey re pom pruned that rain storm, the eo oe poncho cil of me one nt 
fairly well an said, going out none too good condition, and the ca: to $20 i 
into the orchard, “If you are’ results were very gratif in, ee a Gea ee aie 

willing, we will take several of The fruit was _ highl aolomed then Honcliee ui diniee ent 

those Wealthy trees and see and whi ‘ a Su eee? a 
| what happens.” He said, “Wait ping te he Wine ad ten tell n eee whether F should 
‘until I get rid of this load of is a fault, we are not’ stopping "a BEC OOSE 
ee the hay ee =e growing it because they drop. ° 
ve er, one 00 I jus i i aS 
long and a small one, and went stout ae an tee ee et How er 7 Com 7 Ree 
out. 1 said “We are going to are very enthusiastic about ey cost 
eas at business a Sturgeon Bay cherries and my (Continued from page 55) 

E check on wif i r nei rs Plants: 27,500 P $5 

the time it takes to do this. We on ae ee ce ean ner Bans @ Sa" 137.5 
_ want to leave these apples eight Bay cherries and although the Setting Plants @ $1.00 per 
inches apart and where there price would be $2.50 a case they Mi sesesmcnccseuse aor 27.50 

are two, take off one; and where did not object to that at all; the Rolling and Harrowing land 
‘there are three, take off two; price is always secondary to the berore and after planting 
and where there are four, well quality. When they came they vet uds @ $1.00 per acr Be 
use your own judgment.” We were small, badly hail marked Picking Buds @ $1.00 per'acre 9.00 
started out; I was rather dis- and there were some insects in ultivate— 
couraged at first but found we them. I got the name of the man 1 May 
could use both hands when we who shipped them, they came 3 June | 
got onto how to do it. We took from Cherry Heights and I g duly ( UO Bunies BONnr Ss @ 
off 1,200 apples and should have wrote him a letter and ‘told him 1 Sot $-00"per hrs ~~ 40,00 
taken off 4,500, which would the condition of the cherries. I See 
have taken probably half an did not scold him for it but told Hoe 9 times, 204 brs: @ 6.30 

hour longer. As it was, we him the good name of the Stur- Ber Ns cesoecgegeane ee ELe0 
spent one hour. geon Bay cherry was at stake in - ioe oad Gunodipen ton, 
From another tree we took off that neighborhood and I thought s mani Straw, 50 hrs. @ mu 

pe That was a small tree. it was too bad he should send “FS 30 per ie encore 15.00 
iat coe bey ne eens one- out such stuff. He wrote back Taking off Straw 20 hrs. @ 

; en taking one saying he never had and never $.30 per hr. -------------- 6.00 
branch, af the tree we took off would guarantee the quality of ae 
2 ‘ Now,” I said, “I want his fruit. I found out after- Total — Labor, Plants and 
you to mulch those trees heavily wards that he did not sell that Straw! --~~----~--~---~- 5466.20 
and a good lot to each tree; through the association at. all Interest On SaMCccccasces 209? 
strawy manure.” He did soand and Iam going to tell my neigh- Tatereat. jand taxes: on: land, 
the results were remarkable. bors and the housewives and I improvements and, esuin- 
Unfortunately we had a rain think the grocers to be sure and ae TSS a san 
me with a very high wind the buy thru the association. This Total i 
unday before we planned to crate was not marked with the ‘harvest on p of ng five 

pick them which brought the ap- association label but they were acres nn 8539.12 
ples down in pretty bad shape. Sturgeon Bay cherries so far as Expense per acre—$107.82 - 
poe “bat drop "e had five that is concerned. Ww 1 ha , 

‘Is off of one tree and six The matter of culls is lar, Mie are mow ready ta. harvest he 
bi the other, all extra fancy a matter of business ability Pel SoU ceates ee Pieced te 

pe — the man who produces culls, I Strawberries, in fact, I question ny 

_I did some thinning at the should say, is the unbusiness- 8vres, in that it may be too high an 
[ne farm and it took 45 min- like fellow who is going to ‘be will call for B term of years, but we 
ie The tree was much easier relegated to the scrap heap so WEE GATT AG CONES lle Sates) MSY BEES 
fee at and I had better equip- far as his future business is con- 300—16 qt. Crates @ $.30-_--$ 90.00 
138 a Rigle with. I took off cerned. It isa matter of ethics; Drayage 1¢ per crate --...... 3.00 

te i ice-ontt jibes joukse the we have simply got to apply the Picking and pickers’ exp. 48" 
hus ces pm t, “I will Golden Rule to business. wiela Othe. aaqgnenmnagge oom HEROD 
fhe nn -aaat e apples were I am going to close by telling 1B farpen cision packing, ete. 
Gomi walnuts. I pruned a story. A little boy came from yay Bye 600 

ything I thought ought to school and asked what was the aera to ‘car’ @ 3° 9.00
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Miscellaneous expense — nails, along the right channels will France: Prof. D. Bois, professcr de 
hammers, tickets, stamps, “0 help a great deal. culture, Muséum d’Histoire natu. 
carriers _---.------------. 9. + . relle, Paris. 

isnot BO, 4 eatin of crm Gaertn See 
i al * 1g. ors. eichsverbani Put. Gott ears cfamemrerting $000 products —that will naturally chen Gavienbaues, Labeck 

of Berries—$1.00 take care of itself; as I see it, Huncary: Prof. dr. A. Magoesy 
. the problem we have to face is Dietz, University professor. Buada- 

Exp. of producing 1 acre to that of producing a good quality pest. 

time of harvest -----_ ----$107.82 fruit and being able to sell it at N®THERLANDS: Jhr. G. F. ‘Vets, 
Exp. rvesti oa eee K . Pres. Kon. Ned. atsch. v. T::i xp. of harvesting 300.00 a elt ons shove the cost wt Eres, Kou..Ned Maas v. Toinb, 

Making tal cost of _....$407.82 < , . PoLaND: Prof. P. Hoser, Agricul. 
or, on me td a B00 crates, . total oe all strive toward that tural High school. Warszawa. 
ae of producing $1.86 he crate, net end. singe ig _ ae ties 
guring compensation or persona. a eur ie cole cantonale orti- 

supervision. We could also add at INTERNATIONAL COMMIT- sulture, Chatelaine prés Genéve. 
teat 10¢ per crate as commission for TEE FOR HORTICUL- —Horticultural Congress Bulletin, 
marketing. py 

TURAL CONGRESSES 

From the above it would ap- The Royal Netherlands Horti- WINTER PROTECTION 
pear that we growers should cultural and Botanical Society, . ; . 
give more attention to the cost which organized in 1923. the Generally we think of winter 

of production and to the selling First International Horticul. P¥otection of perennials as a 
of our product, and to increas- tural Congress at Amsterdam, Yering against cold, but in re- 
ing our yield instead of increas- has now taken the initiative to #lity_ it is little more than a pre. 
ing our acreage. Weare sureof create an International Commit- vention of excessive alternate 
this overhead, but we are not tee for Horticultural Con. freezing and thawing. Most 

sure of a price for our fruit gresses. The task of this com. Plants that are at all hardy here 
equal to meet it, year in and mittee will be to establish some ‘t@nd_ Wisconsin’s cold quite 
year out. link between the succeeding In- Well, but need care that winter 

I think this Horticultural So- ae Pol diaral On <n surface drainage is 
ciety has a field of work before gresses, that will be held in the ' ; ; 
it in getting more reliable infor- future in various countries, to, Probably snow, when it comes 
mation on the cost of production avoid a synchronism or a_ too in plenty, is the best of all cov- 

f fruit. I feel that th t only Short succession of two horticul- ¢Tings but this is uncertain 
ee de Angee ite tikal SOHSESSSES Bild A. B yo through much of the state. A 
up to us to disseminate informa- [Ural congresses and a Camage fyi) y f eh hag iso 
tion as to suitable varieties and that might be done by other in- mn ipyer 0h mars ay eS ternational g i very good covering material, 
cultural methods, but also as to MALOnS), congresses OW Fer ceawis also ood, reevor whit 
fixed expenses prospective grow- ated sciences a.o. The Austrian {7 "0" 1° ht eae he Brush 
ers will be compelled to face in Horticultural Society (Wien I straw a5 erect than oat ee 
carrying out these practices, Parking 12) has undertaken to 18 @ Very good protection a 
That, if a policy similar to this organize the Second Interna- it is surprising the amount o ig Gavried out. there would be tional Horticultural Congress in protection that even a thin layer 
less poor fruit, disappointed the first week of September, of brush will give. If leaves 

P : Sapp 1927, at Vi are used as a covering, place 
growers and we would all be , enna. . ; brush the plants first 
better off in the end Secretary of the International SMe brush over the plants ils 

. Committee will be Dr. M. J, So the leaves cannot mat too 
Let’s face the facts as to what Sirks at Wagenungen (Hol. Closely and smother the plants. 

we are up against and then if we Jand). The invitations for ap- This applies most especially if 

do get an extra high price, one ointment of a representative, the plants are of a kind that 
year in five, let us conclude that submitted through the courtesy Carry a leafy growth over the 

we have it coming to make up of the Netherlands Government, Winter. 
gor the below pe eee coo have been accepted by the fol- ——— 

year when our crop is ruined by eee Se,  heok Flower growers in eastern s!ates 
frost or drought. We have AUSTRIA: Regierunesrat FR tes make much of Liatris or “BI zing 

fooled ourselves long enough. ““yerger, Direktor der Bundesgarten, Star.’? Such real Liatris sp vial 
We must face conditions that Schonbrunn. ists should visit northern Wi-con- 
are sure to confront us so that Betcium: H. van Orshoven, Direec- sin in July and August where they 
we will be able to face the buy- teur de l’Office horticole. Deptm. could see hundreds of square niles 
ing public and ask for a fair of Agric. Bruxelles. of it. Incidentally we would like 
profit above cost of production ENGLAND: H. V. Taylor, Deputy to know who named this {!)wel 

* : : Contoller of Horticulture. Deptm. : oa we ar 
without their feeling that we of Agriculture and Fisheries, Lon. Blazing Star. Neither is it sta 
are profiteers. A little effort don. shaped nor does it blaze.
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cc -wm ——— expensive immediately after 
harvested, but raise in price un- 

THE FLORIST’S PAGE til at the spring auctions they 

Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany often bring $130 a thousand, be- 
Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. cause of the fearful loss during 

ene The only way to tell 
if the hyacinth is diseased is to 

5 i ines rs, cut the bulb from tip to center, 
EXCERPT FROM STATE cahioure selves, and seen so that bad and leaves may be 

FLORIST MEETING can flivvers are now in conttant conaren s yeloy, ite ae 
De ‘ i h use over there. He heard the is healthy but i ack it wi 

sc aweat of hee eetoen th statement made by them that surely blast. The black spot in 
addressing the society upon they had spent more for our ma- either narcissus or tulip is a 
“Bulbs”. Mr. Pearson’s talk chinery in the past two years sign that the bulb is dead, he 

was rather upon the way bulbs ie ae yee of the oe said. 
raised in Holland than the a ey had exported to us. In planting, Mr. Pearson said 

production of bulbs in this The last five years have been a that he found that ten bulbs in 
country, although he did have wonderful harvest for them, and a 7 inch pot is about right, 12 
a good deal to say upon the lat- they have steadily invested their to 14 in an 8 inch and 4 to 5 in 
ter subject after his talk to pri- Money in the best equipment. a 5 inch pot. Never use fresh 
vate inquirers. Mr. Pearson Their new warehouses are manure or compost, he said, nor 
has been studying cultivation in Siulpne wih ue liteek Amer ni any soil a aa eee ed 

é a Holland for the can machinery Tor he reat- for their growth in the past two 
a eo ates He ex- ment or refrigeration. By spe- years. After planting they 
pressed the fear that the fed- cial heat treatment or the lack should be kept in a cool house 
eral horticultural bulb would of it they retard or advance the and watched frequently or else 
progressively prohibit the im- growth potentialities of narcis- nder 16 inches of soil outside. 
portation of any bulbs, except Sus and hyacinth bulbs. He advised buying late bulbs. 
for propagation purposes. He Mr. Pearson noted the ex- While one should never let them 
expressed a doubt that we would’ treme care with which they freeze until they are thoroughly 
ever be able to duplicate bulb handle their crop, and expressed _ rooted, they should not be placed 
raising here as in Holland. We surprise that American growers under benches, nor near hot 
have no parallel area in this do not have more disappoint- pipes. While they are in their 
country, and opportunities for ments than they do have, be- period of active growth, they 
similar cultural treatment do cause they handle them so care- should be watered freely, he 
not exist here, he said. It is lessly. He advised a limited said. Hyacinths are not a suc- 
the current opinion in the United number of varieties for commer- cess if taken in before January 
States that Holland is a sunken cial raising on a large scale the 15th. They should not be 
country saved only by high here, because of the different found alongside tulips, because 
dykes but the bulb territory is rates of maturity. Watch the they will not stand the same hu- 
all from 4 to 20 feet above wa- temperature at which they go  midity that tulips will. Heat 
ter. Most of the territory is in into storage and do not have il too soon will force foliage at the 

constant state of being brought too drafty, he said. Examine expense of flowers, then, grower 
into cultivation, and it requires the bulbs carefully for damage is to blame. If narcissus is 
a year and a half to two years as soon as you buy them, he taken in too early, the crop. will 

to get ready to raise bulbs. The said. Insurance companies are come hit and miss. By waiting 
land is not only prepared but losing money on insuring per- one will save time, get an earlier 
must he under cultivation for centages of blooms, and Mr. crop and a more uniform pro- 
two years. Typical conditions Pearson thinks that this year duction. The same warehouse 
are found in Michigan in the will be the last that one can buy can not store narcissus and hy- 
Sand Gune country, but water is such insurance.- They are charg- acinths both successfully, so 
lackiny there. The soil or sand ing 414% now and making it buyers should be very careful 
's taken away in Holland until very difficult to establish a claim. not to buy both from the same 
Water is only 15 inches to 18 External appearances are house. 

Inches below the surface. very deceptive in hyacinths, he Mr. Pearson described the 
Mr. Pearson knew the keen- said. Reliable houses use great methods of hyacinth propaga- 

hess of the Hollanders, but was care in storing their een wen in palter pe method by 
Somewhat surprised to see how bulbs, to see that no disease cutting the bu ree ways an 
far they had vidaptad our ma- ones are exported. The worst getting the bulblets inside the 
chinery to their uses in saving hyacinth disease developes in cuts, and the other by hollowing 
labor,” He said that steam shov- the warehouse. Bulbs are least out the bottom of the bulb, and
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allowing the bulblets to grow. worthy of more use: Black IE ee ae 
The latter method yield 4 times Boy, Fancy, Bonaparte, Union, ie i 2 
as many bulblets, but after Flamboyante. ee ae oo dé 
planting them it takes 114 years The hyacinth varieties Mr. PS ii, . 4 
to get export size bulbs. The Pearson recommends are: ail ed 
more rapid way is the first, and Blues: Bismarck, Grand Maitre, ian! 2 
stock can be produced in one Admiral Courbet, King of the Pe 
year this way, he said. Testing Blues. Red and rose: Gari- emanate tt GLEE pa e 
will reveal germination baldi, Gigantea, Gertrude, Lady 
strength, he said, and will not Derby and Cardinal Wiseman. One of the pretty Corners we 
require more than five or six White: L’Innocence, La Grad- have helped create. 
days. Lots should be marked nesse, the especially fine Cor- The circular we will 
with results and stored until regio. be glad to send you 
grown. Mr. Pearson told of a discov- shows some of the lead- 

Mr. Pearson then proceeded’ ery he had made in keeping hy- ers in Fruits and Orna- 
to recommend varieties for dif- acinths and tulips for special oc- mentals for this cli- 
ferent purposes. Single early casions. He has kept them as mate in colors. Send 
flowering tulips for pots only: long as six months, after their for yours 
Colour Cardinal Brilliant Star, season in cold storage, just after 
Vermillion Brilliant, Belle Alli- bringing them into flower. The 
ance. Suitable for cut flowers: proper temperature is 34 de- Trustworthy 
Cramoisi Brilliant. Rose and grees. At forty, they would ares & Plants } 
pink suitable for pots: Cullisan, grow and mature. He said it Se 
Flamingo, Rose Cuissante. Best was possible - treat Darwins to " 
for cut flowers: Cullinan, La eep two or three weeks without 
Reine, Rose La Reine, Flamingo, cold storage. Bunch and cut the The Coe, em & Edwards 
La Matelas, Mme. Frylinck. Yel- stems squarely, then soak in ‘ompany 
lows for pots: Mon Tresor, plenty of water. Then put into NURSERYMEN 
Ophir d’Or. Cut flower, yel- tubs with no water and keep in Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 
lows: King of the Yellows, Gold- the cool for two or three weeks. __ _ 

finch, Pottebakker Yellow, Prim- To keep they must be cut when — is . 
rose Queen. Orange shades — the er nae oe cevoone:. —_ : 7 
pots or cut flowers: Fre yacinths can be placed in cold . ; 
Moore, Prince of Austria, Duch- storage at any stage in their de- Buy Direct Frost Growar 
esse de Parma. Whites for pots velopment. Tulips must be put and save 40% on your 
or cut flowers: Pelican, Mont into storage either before they 

Blanc, White Hawk, Pottebak- have spread their foliage or af- Nursery Stock 
ker White. Carmine rose col- ter the flowers are half devel- 1926 Catalog just out 
ors: Proserpine, Salmon Rose oped. Narcissus may be stored 
and Max Havelaar. Red and at any stage, and the earlier stablished 1854 
yellow combinations: Duc de they are flowered the longer Kellogg’s Nursery 
Berlin and Keizerskroon. Double they may be left in storage. 
flowering early tulip in yellow: Box: 77 
Couronne d’Or, Golden King and Janesville, Wisconsin 
Tearose. White: Boule de Pe 
Neige. Pink: Lord Roseberry. oe - - 
Red: Le Matador, Imperator, There are numerous 

ToS A eee aol back numbers of the An- 

Darwins: William Copeland, nual Report of this society THE SWARTZ NURSERIES 
violet rose in color is the earliest dating back several years. Growers of | 
of all commercial varieties. If you wish to fill out your 
Others recommended are Pyg- set or wish to obtain any Shade andOrnamental 

aati Bede of dieaelens, | certain number let us know Trees 
Mme. Krelage, Ariadn. All are | 20d we will supply it for Flowering Shrubs, Perennials, 
early. Unusual colors are: Dal the cost of the postage. Roses, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, 
Ongaro, Zulu (black), and Order by year. Fruit Trees, and Berry Bushes: 
Whistler which looks like a : SIN 
pansy when opened. Bybloems KENOSHA, - WISCONS 
or bizarres, not well known but — = —
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CREAM CITY HIGH QUALITY SPRAY PRODUCTS 
BRING BIG PROFITS TO YOU 

Arsenate of Lead Paris Green Corrosive Sublimate 

Calcium Arsenate Copper Sulphate Lime (High Grade) 

Lime Sulphur Bordeaux Mixture Fly Spray 
(Liquid and Dry) (Dry and Paste) (Cattle and Household) 

Write for Prices NOW 

Cream City Chemical Works 
772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

Hardy Fruits and Shrubs for the Northwest 

If we have no dealer in your locality write your wants 
and get our prices. Old and ‘new varieties. Try our 
One Dollar Dahlia Collection. Send a'dollar bill and 
receive six tubers of assorted colors, post paid. 

Catalogue on Request 

GEORGE M. MOSEMAN 

Menomonie Nurseries, - Menomonie, Wis. 

In answer to our letter asking for a continuation of advertising from a Wisconsin 

manufacturer of a horticultural necessity we received the following answer: 

“Yes, we surely wish to continue this ad. with the same copy as we feel your pa- 

ver is the best medium we have.” 

This firm is doing a large business and would not throw away good money on un- 

vroductive advertising. 

If you have something to sell to the horticulturists in Wisconsin 

ADVERTISE IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
{19 E. Washington Ave. Madison, Wisconsin 

(Rates on Application)
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| Largest Growers of a of ft ., alt anuacenieon 
° ie sg Sree etait ye Be 

Quality Nursery ieee tg Co 
‘ AG cag Stock in the ge ae lai 

aietice eres} Car | Fio.7 Fra.2 Fi ER ao . Northwest cena aD 
Berry Boxes 

Over 200 acres com- c Mtr. Planter Crates, Bushel Boxes 

prise our nursery at fl we oa buy Nore fj and Climax Baskets 
Waterloo, Wisconsin. 8 ery Stock you want eg . 
We grow high class the best. As You Like Them 

. NORTH STAR QUAL- w ‘ trees and shrubs in ITY and SERDICE, as Patent "Polding. Berry" Boxes “it 
large quantities. You well as HARDY NORTH- wood ase hat give satistacs 

can depend on McKay ton BROWN STOCK. terlal in the I'D. in carioaa Tots 
er e antly 

quality and reliability. we pack. " earry’in stock We-quart erates, all 
m ruse, 0 

Meta LANTER'S strawberries or ‘blueberries. No 
a will give you a order too small or too large for 
€ much valuable informa- a us to handle. We can ship the 

McKAY NURSERY | : Hononplaningandanc: | feamMftwannte! Bouton 
cessju a i » and COMPANY ets gona of Tare SOI as cease 
it is free. . large discount for early orders 

First Central Building . A postal brings our price list 

MADISON, WISCONSIN North Star Nursery Co. |, Cumberland Fruit Package 
’ : Box A245 ompany 

Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. Pardeeville, Wisconsin Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. | 

SCI OOM OM oo Oo oo oo Ss 

REMEMBER HOW WARM IT WAS AT OSHKOSH LAST SUMMER? 

Reliable = 7 i | Patronize 
Advertisers i Advertisers y ai 

Use td \ In 
5 . Mi ~ FT. - . 

Wisconsin enn Wisconsin 
. & ' y Pu) * 

Horticulture) = * py ~«{ sp hie cas Horticulture 
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Warm growing days are coming again. They always do. And now is the time to send for catalogu: 
of seeds, nursery stock and horticultural supplies. The result will be something to talk about at the nes 
Summer Meeting, whether it be held on land or water
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CROWNGALL OF APPLE Our first problem was to gain of the stock and cion. Th» ef 
NURSERY STOCK a clearer understanding of the fects produced appear to } 

G. W. KEITT cause or causes of the over- much like those which folloy 
Gi tc B growths on apple nursery stock girdling. Many of the trees, ¢| 
(Given at Green Bay commonly rejected as crown- pecially those one year oli| 

Convention) galled. To what extent are showed clearly that these fail 
As far back as we have rec- these true bacterial crowngall, ures of union were the results of 

ords, it appears that a large per- and to what extent may they be poor fits in grafting. Examina, 
centage of apple nursery trees due to other causes? One of tions of freshly prepared graft 
propagated by the root grafting our first approaches to this prob- from seven of the nurserie 
method have been affected by lem was to attempt to isolate the from which crowngall rejects 
enlargements, or overgrowths, crowngall bacteria from these had been obtained for the isola. 
most of which commonly develop overgrowths. In the course of tion work showed ample misfit 
at the union of stock and cion. this work, we secured several to account for the abnormalitia 
There has been much difference thousand trees rejected as found. This situation is no 
of opinion as to the cause of crowngalled from 22 nurseries surprising in view of the fact 
these malformations and their in 14 states in two seasons. that in many cases individual 
effect upon the plants. A great Representative trees from all workmen cut and fit as many a 
step toward the understanding these collections were studied. three thousand grafts a day, an 
of plant overgrowths was made _ J shall not burden you with the average of one in about twelve 
when Dr. Erwin F. Smith and _ detail of the method, which was seconds of working time. 
his coworkers in the United carefully worked out and stand- Our next problem was to see 
States Department of Agricul- ardized. As a check on its effi- if we could experimentally pro- 
ture showed that certain galls ciency it was applied to known duce overgrowths of the types 
on many plants, including the bacterial crowngalls throughout found on the rejected nursery 
apple, are caused by bacteria. the period covered by these stud- stock, without the intervention 
In view of the obviously serious jes. In trials on 73 known of the crowngall organism. 1 
nature of these bacterial galls, crowngalls, the crowngall bac- this end grafts of various types 
or crowngalls, the sale of crown- teria were isolated from 70, or of fit and misfit were prepared 
galled nursery stock has been 96 per cent, of the cases. The from carefully disinfected stocks 
prohibited in most states. The bacteria were readily isolated and cions and planted in pots of 
losses involved have become so from undecayed portions of the — sterilized soil in the greenhouse. 
serious as to seem to justify fur- crowngall tissue at various The well-fitted grafts developed 
ther investigations. Accord- stages of gall development, even very little excess callus or over: 
ingly, various groups and indi- jin cases where the galls had growths, whereas the misfits de- 
viduals have cooperated in or- overwintered in the field. Of veloped enlargements of the 
ganizing a research project,' the 407 nursery rejects studied the types found in practice. Cul- 
the aim of which has been to in- same method failed to yield the tures made from these over: 
vestigate certain aspects of the crowngall bacteria in 86 per growths failed to reveul the 
crowngall problem, with special cent of the cases. Approxi- crowngall organism. This 
reference to its bearing upon the mately four per cent yielded the shows, therefore, that enlarge: 
nursery industry. Crowngallof crowngall bacteria. The re- ments of the type dealt with o 
apple nursery stock was made maining 10 per cent yielded or- the rejected stock may be prv- 
the first subject of inquiry, and ganisms which somewhat re- duced incidentally to the graft 
correlated research programs semble the crowngall bacteria, ing process without any relation 
were started at the Iowa State but have not yet been positively to the crowngall bacteria. 4s 
College of Agriculture and Me- identified. These results give further evidence bearing on this 
chanic Arts and the University strong evidence that a large ma- point, malformations similar t0 
of Wisconsin. It is my purpose jority of the malformations those developed on poorly fitted 
to present a brief report of studied were not bacterial grafts were produced almost al 
progress on the studies which crowngall. Our next step, there- will on two-year-old apple tree 
have been conducted at Wiscon- fore, was to seek their cause or by certain types of wounding 
sin by Dr. A. J. Riker and my- causes. Similar enlargements were al 

self. A study of the trees which produced at will in experimentel 

—— ‘oi inl ‘ini failed to yield the crowngall or-  callusing of cuttings shaped like 

istered bye the’ Grop "Proteetlon Insti. ganism alowed that zeit of as te plows silt for win Bea 
ute through a committee consisting of  gvergrowths developed immedi- ese and other experimen’ 
and Me Fe Bagrus, Is supported eoon! ately above places where the which cannot be reporte: hert 

OF Nuraerymens individual nerserymen, downward flow of plant food seem to justify the cond ere 
the lows: State College of Agriculture was interrupted. The mostcom- that a large percentage » re 
oF Wisconsin: in collaboration with the mon cause of this stoppage was root knots on root grafted ap? 
United States Department of Agricul- the failure of union of some part nursery stock are wound ov"
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growths, rather than bacterial have been made in cooperation Wrappers of untreated string, 
crowngall. with several nurseries, and the cloth, or raffia rot after a com- 

To gain further data on the results will be reported when paratively short period in the 
occurrence of bacterial crown- they are available. Further- soil, while waxed string, adhe- 
gall, and wound overgrowths, a more, as has been stated above, _ sive plaster, and ordinary wrap- 
survey? was made of some of the commercially satisfactory con- pers which have been treated 
more important nurseries of the trol of these wound overgrowths with certain antiseptics retain 
North-Central and Northeastern on root grafted apple stock has their strength in the soil through 
United States. The bacteria] been observed in certain nurser- the most critical period for the 
crowngall was found to be ies where special attention has development of wound over- 
widely: distributed in the area been paid to methods of prepar- growths. Care should be taken 
studied, but it occurred on a ing and handling the grafts. to avoid a type of wrapping 
very small percentage of apple While much remains to be done which will persist long enough 
trees in most nurseries. Wound in the development of control to girdle the tree. Further 
overgrowths were generally of measures, the following sugges- studies of the relation of various 
very considerable importance on tions are made on the basis of types of wrapping to suppres- 

grafted apple trees, but of com- What has already been accom- sion of wound overgrowths are 
paratively little consequence on plished. . . in progress. 
budded apple trees. Practical It is important to avoid Callusing in storage should 
control of wound overgrowths matching in which the cion has take place at comparatively low 
was observed in three of the @ greater diameter than the moisture and temperature to 
nurseries surveyed. In each stock. In such cases much of avoid excessive callus forma- 
case special attention had been the cambium of the cion must tion, 
given to the preparation and be placed in a position which Care in cultivation will min- 
handling of the grafts. makes satisfactory union diffi-  jimize injuries which lead to the 

Since wound overgrowths Cult or impossible, and wound evelopment of wound over- 
have been found to constitute a °Vergrowth ordinarily results. growths. 
very large percentage of the _, The fit at the lower tip of the The methods which have just 
malformations found on root (10M 18 very important. Exam- been suggested will be success- 
grafted apple nursery stock, ‘mations of many root grafted fy] only in the event that the 
special attention has been di- 2PPle nursery trees have shown work is properly done. Cases 
rected to a study of their cause that a large majority of the have come to our attention in 
and prevention. The studies Wound overgrowths encountered which nurserymen who sup- 
which have already been re- have developed because of im-  josed that they were taking due 
ported have shown that a large Perfect union at this part of the jyecautions in preparing and 
majority of the wound over- graft. It is very important for handling their grafts failed to 
growths on root grafted apple the cambium of the cut surface control root knot satisfactorily. 
nursery stock develop at the 0f the lower tip of the cion tolie Fxamination of the grafts 
union of cion and stock, chiefly PPOSite that of the cut surface showed enough misfits to ac- 
as a result of imperfect healing of the stock. If the lower tip count for this lack of success. 
of the grafting wounds. On Of the cion is cut short or long, An adequate inspection of the 
both grafted and budded apple the development of wound over- finished grafts is, therefore, an 
stock a smaller percentage of YoWths is stimulated. Misfits evident necessity. 
these non-parasitic overgrowths 1 which the lower tip of the 
develop following mechanical in- 10M is too long are especially se- 
juries, most of which are ordi- 1!0US. . . One of our members writes in 
narily occasioned during culti- Tight wrapping which com- and suggests that each member 
vation. Tt is evident, therefore, Pletely covers the grafting who gets a new member be hon- 
that important opportunities for Wounds facilitates healing and ored by having his name put on 
control of these malformations Contributes to the avoidance of a monthly honor roll to be. pub- 

lie in improving horticultural Wound overgrowths. Even when Jished in the magazine each 
Practices, particularly grafting. the graft is well fitted a cushion month. He also goes ahead and 
Sufficient progress along these 0f callus may at times force the says that all those who do not 
lines has already been made to ower tip of the cion away from get a member be branded in 
enabl: us satisfactorily to con- the stock and lead to the devel- some way or the other. But we 

trol wound overgrowths of opment of a wound overgrowth think that if recognition is given 
piece-root apple grafts under ex- Unless _prevented by the wrap- to the worthy that more will 
perimental conditions. Trials of Per: ,.Tight wrapping may in a strive for the Honor Roll. 
these methods on a larger scale considerable measure check the a 

ee development of wound over- 
‘In sotianoratt . soq growth by mechanical action, Give the garden a_ better 

States Hnpartinent of Merictiture. °* even on poorly fitted grafts. chance—plan it this winter.
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unimproved streets of the tin, 
a new house was built, the «an 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE leveled, grass seed sown, shuhs 
and vines planted, even a tin; 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG annual garden planted. It was 
very attractive to the pass: rby, 
but evidently the outlook was 

5 . . . not satisfactory to the misires 
PLANNING THE GARDEN prota _ long ie ce aa ghias of the home, for as usual next 
At this season of the year the ‘Te¢ out. c forget the ofners to the walk was the rough !ank “4 ° Sten and with pencil, paper and cata- * toarea. «. : cay 

Catalogues are beginning to pile Jooues . of dirt, coarse sod and weeds; gues once more we plan the Sea! Geta ana ce ” 
up on the table or shelves and garden that will surely turn out When the street was paved this 
soon we can indulge in that most : be the garden of 7 ireams, Of Course would be changed —at 
delightful pastime planning the ga ourareams. “present it was just one of the 
perfect garden. For the cata- untidy unsightly spots of the 
logues show the plants and flow- ae Mout heenle emma to 
ers in all colors of the rainbow. . mS S ink 1 was one 0: e things 
All we need to do is draw our FAVORABLE SIGNS that can’t be helped—not Mrs 
plans and use our imagination. At the State Fair, at the Gar- G—. tho, for soon that rough 
Of course we know that the re- den Shows in the Public Mu- bank was gay with Calendula 
ality will fall far short of our seum, and particularly at the and Centaurea (Bachelors But. 
dreams, yet the hours spent in Milwaukee City Garden Com- tons) while thrifty Sweet Wil 
planning are not lost, each year Mission display in the Journal liam plants. gave promise of 
the real garden comes just a Building, we noticed one very more bloom another year. Fven 
little bit nearer to that garden hopeful sign among the exhibit- after the first frosts, that corne: 
of our dreams as we add the ors. There is a growing desire was cheery and bright, nodding 
bird bath, a pool, a stepping to know, “what is wrong with a greeting to the passerby. Let 
stone path, a new grouping of my exhibit.” They are not find- us hope the idea will spread. 

shrubs, perhaps a beginning of ing fault with the judge—they 
a rose garden or rearrange the a ana this futon and 
border so it will show continu- other questions with the idea of 
ous bloom or more harmonious being helped. They are begin- IT HELPED TO SELL FRUIT 
coloring. We need to read the ning to look at these exhibits TO “SAY IT WITH 

catalogues and plan our gardens With a new kind of pride. They FLOWERS” 
in cold stormy weather—else we want to grow flowers and vege- 
would miss much that is beauti- tables that are worthy of a On a trip to Michigan last 
ful, for when the actual garden prize—not win it just because it year I noted a number of fruit 
time comes there will be no time Was the best there, even if the farms belonging to one man who 
for leisurely thought and deci- exhibit was not very good. employed flowers as a novel and 
sions. We would be prone to They are asking questions like beautiful advertisement. On 
grow only those plants that we these, “Am I getting my seeds either side of the entrance gates 
were accustomed to seeing, we from the right sort of seeds- along the road were gorgeous 
would have no time to linger men?” flower beds. Dahlias next the 
longingly and lovingly over “Am I growing them properly, fence, then Zininas, Marigolds. 
those fascinating descriptions of if not tell me what I must do?” Coreopsis, California Poppies 
novelties that sound like fairy “What sort of treatment does and Phlox Drummondi, the ef: 
tales (and sometimes are) and this or that perennial plant fect of this bright coloring} 
thus miss the real pleasure of a need?” against the green of the cherry 
garden—the looking forward to “Can I transplant vegetable trees was most striking an 
something different, something plants? Why did my melon from every passing car canie the 

more beautiful than we have plants die when I transplanted cry—‘‘oh, look, isn’t that gol 
ever grown or seen; and to the them from the boxes?” geous.” If you speak of these 
real gardener “hope springs “Give me a few rules to guide fruit farms to any one wh» has 
eternal.” No matter how many me in arranging flowers in vases driven through the county thet 
times we have been disappointed and for table decoration.” will say—“Oh yes—those are thi 
we are still hopeful that the They are asking the Judges, fruit farms with the lovely roa 
seeds and plants we will try out the Superintendents and others side gardens. We ask for an 
this year will be all they are who grow and know flowers. tell our friends to ask fo: hist]: 
claimed to be—and as we look these and like questions—it’s a fruit in our city markets ant : 
back over the garden—the real very favorable sign for better also buy it when canned. W 
garden—we see many lovely gardens and exhibits. were sure that any one ‘ntergy 
plants and flowers that came On the corner of one of the ested enough to beautify farmyg’
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las t:10se were: ‘wand grow good CABBAGE GROWING bage. You could produce a good 
fruit—and it surely is fine—al- Hollander cabbage and in fact 
wats.” > Mr. RYALL . acres of them, and production 

(Reporter’s Transcript) went up to the early stage. 
SS I had really intended to bring Then they had other troubles. 

along one cabbage man with me i, ie i they, use to 
7 7 a so that we would have some one get barnyard manure for their 

Ov LRHEARD AT A GARDEN  jare that would be somewhat in- fertilizers. The men in  Chi- 
MEETING terested in cabbages. They had ety would ne it am bd cars 

wikanawar: aq , me on yesterday afternoon fol- and it cost about eight dollars to 
ba ae TE eee a pe lowing the flowers and I felt the carload. When Henry Ford 

me had bee 1a edt ft cabbage was not a very fitting got to putting out his little 
en mee oka oT aa Biter follow-up. ~ product this form of fertilizer 
eae There see, , was dis- Commercial cabbage growing (dropped and they had to go to 
ee rid “Of eared Th x ay was originated in a territory be- the commercial fellows and they 

ie ad a talk on Rock G: ne * tween Racine and Kenosha by a ave now using thousands of tons 
New this ag what oh at a man by the name of Jim Bohn of commercial fertilizer in the 

ue “Well vc 5 y us ane in 1880. Mr. Bohn planted a cabbage industry. 
a f th aa ae are the “tew acres of cabbage and dis- Then they had blackleg, but 
te Manes roe fussed posed of them at a fairly good that was taken care of by seed 
ord se roe ‘s in the back price in the local markets. The treatment. 
ie a little tri hwo inn we following year he thought he Later they took up this thing 
vith thé. Gar Bed with nome ould put in a fairly good acre- of onion sets. As the city of 
tocks.” “Oh he adwitres the age of cabbage and the result Chicago expanded it gradually 
rock rd c ce admires the was that he over-crowded the crowded out of production cer- 
1G fe on = right, but 'lad- valet. He got his head to tain lands that were producing 
mt did grumble about those work and hired a refrigerator onions. The people around Ke- 
tae | me Ty, more tan ok car and shipped a carload to nosha found there was a demand 
land a Switzer nd t oO eda. Kansas City. The price was so and entered into the industry, 
. i at st av ene ene ‘good that he continued in the growing quite an acreage. They 
wa fc an every, Ww. ene for cabbage game. It has been a are also growing sugar beets, 
pen van ¢ — bree, thing growing industry until today and trucks are coming up and 
ieaily would l = Sul i rau that small territory in the east- buying the raspberries _ and 
much ‘inie can b epeat an toe ern end of Racine and Kenosha strawberries. That phase is on 
ning such 7 arden tomate n counties produces four per cent the increase. 

lot of mistake first—but now of the cabbages of the United . There are certain disease 
you just come and see it—if you States. . factors that we have got to con- 
don’t start one Tl be very Cabbage growing was not a sider, in this intensive form of 
much mistaken. Why I heard bed of roses. Along about 1895, agriculture. Only this summer 
the other day of one womar who as most of you know, the yellows I found that Rhizoctonia, which 
has a little pool in her little rock developed and it got to such a affects cabbage but also affects 
garden—the water comes tiick. state that in places you could sugar beets, had gotten in. You 
ling down evar! the rocks——and not grow a head of cabbage to can see what will happen to a 
where do you think that water 2m acre and people that wanted piece of land that is rotated to 
comes from—the drain from thé to continue in the cabbage game cabbage, sugar beets and pota- 
ie box, now what do you think had to rent or buy more land toes. There is going to be an 
of that? I tell you roclwardens and use it until it became in- increase in the disease and per- 
are so. duteresting-—they make fected with the disease and then haps some of those crops have 
you think.” y me had to move on. About this got to be dropped and others 
i 2 time the machine planters came used. It has been suggested 

in and it was concluded by a that Kenosha and Racine coun- 
———— good share of the farmers that ties turn more to the market 

the machine planter, dropping gardening. I suppose that 
One of the new ornamental the little cup full of water with would affect any part of the 

shrubs from Asia that has the plant as it was set, was to state that is near a large popu- 
Proven hardy in Wisconsin is blame for the yellows, but no lation. We can see, from re- 
Kolkwitzia. The flower is much matter how they planted them sults in the past, that if there 

like « small Weigelia, to which they found the yellows was there has been enough money offered 
lt is closely related, but it is anyway. This continued until to make it an inducement, peo- 
much more free flowering. The 1911 when Professor Jonescame ple will enter into most any 
fowers are light pink with a on the scene and produced the form of agriculture where it is 
slight yellowish cast. disease-resistant strain of cab- possible for them to do so. Cab-
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bages were profitable, and they THE GRAND PRIZE when he gave that other t rst 
started growing cabbages; onion prize and passed this one vp.” 
sets became profitable, and they J. G. Moore . And that is as far as it ever 
are growing them. Wherever (Reporter’s Transcript) gets. Oh, sometimes it yets 
you have got the money offered As I look over this audience I farther than that, but I am 
for the crop, that is the crop to donot know whether what I was speaking in the main. The ay. 
grow. Whenever there isanin- going to say is going to be in erage person who views an ex. 
ducement for our people to grow order or not. When Mr. Crane- hibit does it primarily from the 
market gardening crops such as field called me up over the tele- standpoint of curiosity and not 
cauliflowers, tomatoes, etc., they phone some little time ago and from the standpoint of educa. 
will be grown. Ithink the price asked me about talking here to- tion. 
that is offered will be the big- day I found myself in about the Now all the wrong attitude is 
gest inducement toward the pro- same position I usually find my- not, I believe, on the part of the 
duction of that crop. There self when I am asked to talk, person who views the exhibit. 
may be troubles enter in as the and that is, I begin to wonder I think frequently some of the 
yellows did, but I am not afraid what I want to talk about and wrong attitude is on the part of 
of those things; if we can find what they want me to talk about. the exhibitor as well, and part 
that the stuff is profitable After a little consideration I of the wrong attitude, as re. 
enough I have no doubt that we called him up and gave him the gards exhibits, may be also 
can overcome those troubles as rather peculiar topic which you charged against the fellow who 
well as other troubles that have see is assigned to me. I will ought to be an exhibitor and is 
been overcome in the past. But confess that that topic is more not. Now it is not so much that 
I am wondering what the cost or less misleading, before I start I want to condemn the person 
of production will be; Iam won- out. The thing which I had in’ who views the exhibit merely as 
dering what the labor cost will mind when I gave that topic was a person who is out for enter- 
be. Around Kenosha we havea to say just a little relative to tainment but I want to talk 
little bit better conditions for what might be called our atti- about these last two cases which 
labor. One farmer paid forty- tude toward the exhibits. It so I brought up; the attitude of the 
five cents an hour for cutting happens that during the fall sea- exhibitor and the attitude of the 
the cabbage in his field. Inas- son quite a little bit of my time fellow who ought to be an ex- 
much as it is located in the is taken up with traveling hibitor and is not; and I am just 
neighborhood of the city that around between various parts of going to refer to those in the or- 
pays the second highest wages the state and judging at county der in which I talk about them. 
in the United States, it is going fairs, and I find this a rather There is nothing that ruffles my 
to make our labor cost high. interesting occupation because feathers, so to speak, so much as 
Who is going to pay those it brings out so many different to be judging at a fair and have 
wages? Will they be paid by things—both ideas which it is somebody come along and get off 
the man who is on the land al- well to conserve; remarks which this, and you hear it at every 
ready or will those farms be sub- are humorous; and, sometimes, fair you go to and sometimes 
divided into small farms for remarks which are not so hu- many times while you are there 
market gardening crops? Shall morous, particularly if they hap- The party will say, “Oh, I have 
we try to encourage it by an ar- pen to apply to the abilities of got better than that at home. 
tificial stimulus on the growing the judge! Now I would be willing to wager 
of these market crops or shall I do not think that there can that in ninety per cent of the 
we let it have a steady, natural be any controversy relative to cases that is not so. I imagine 
growth? TI am going to leave the value of exhibits, providing that in the great majority o! 
that as an open question; I am_ the attitude of the people who cases if that fellow was to bring 
not going to answer my own view the exhibit is right. I am_ in the stuff that he thinks is so 
questions, except this one: I perfectly willing to confess to a good he would find that he did 
have the feeling that the logical belief that the majority of peo- not even get in sight of the 
thing to do is to encourage the ple who view exhibits get very money. He is one of these fel 
natural development of market little out of the exhibits, except lows that tries to impress upon 
gardening in the state and not what might be called momentary the people round about what @ 
try to boost it up to any high pleasure. They see this Wolf good agriculturist he is without 
point all at once. Let the money River apple, and say, “My! presenting any evidence of the 
that is offered be the induce- What a big apple!” That is as fact. Sometimes that goe~ ‘0 
ment. far as it ever gets. Orthey say, far that I cannot even keep my 

“This sample of Ponderosa to- mouth shut; I have to say some: 
mato is fine.” And then they thing; and I said to one of thiose 

Get the catalogues now so that may get off something like this: fellows this year, after he had 
your supplies will come in be- ‘Well, I don’t see what the judge done considerable of that sort 
fore it is too late. could have been thinking about of thing in my presence, “What
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kind of a county fair do you look the real value of the com-  ceives the honor of having pro- 
think you would have if every- petition, the thing which is the duced something which is espe- 
body had the same attitude you real prize for our effort in com- cially good, or because he learns 
do? What kind of exhibits petition, and I think there are that his product is inferior as 
could these fellows put on if ev- two rewards in competitive ex- compared to that of his neighbor 
erybody came here and said hibits which accrue to the ex- cr competitor, and he has the in- 
what good stuff they have got at hibitor which are not evidenced centive to bring his commodity 
home and nobody brought any by anything which is given you up to that same high standard. 
oi it? as a result of your success. The And the other part of that 

The point Iam trying to make first of these comes, of course, grand prize is the benefits which 
is this, that the man who thinks to the man who is the winner, accrue to the community as a 
he has good stuff ought to prove and that is the satisfaction of whole when all of you join to- 
that he has good stuff, so far as having successfully competed gether in making a community 
the county fair or other exhibits with his neighbors or with the enterprise as successful as it is 
goes; but that isn’t the most im- people who are in the same sort possible to make such an enter- 
portant part; that is not the of an enterprise as he is. I dis- prise; and what we need in the 

most serious condemnation of like to see an exhibitor come — state of Wisconsin today among 
the fellow who does not exhibit. around and pat himself on the all classes of producers is a 
The fellow who has good stuff, back because there is no compe- greater interest in exhibits in 
or believes he has, is a slacker tition; I do not believe that a county fairs; not from the per- 
in not trying to make the com- man gets very much satisfaction sonal standpoint but from the 
munity enterprise the most suc- out of a blue ribbon or any other — standpoint of the good which is 
cessful possible. We have come colored ribbon when all the going to accrue to those mem- 
to that day where we believe judge has to do is to walk up bers of the community who are 
that, after all, life is not getting and say, ‘Well, we will give him now producing the kind of com- 

all you can and canning what the first prize because there is modity which makes it possible 
you get; we have come to that no competition.’ I think the for them to compete successfully 
day when we believe there is great value and great satisfac- jin exhibition and which prob- 
something to be had in perform- tion to an exhibitor comes when ably also is of the character 
ing community service and there he has won out over the very which makes it so that they are 
are any number of ways in’ keenest kind of competition, and a detriment to the best interests 
which we can perform commun- it is worth more to him than’ of that commercial enterprise. 
ity service, and one of the ways any prize which is ordinarily In other words, if they are put- 

and the one with which I am _ given for successful competition. ting upon the market a kind of 
concerned this morning, is tak- The other reward which comes commodity which sets a low 
ing part in those enterprises from competition and for which price and which a good producer 
which go for the upbuilding of there is no tangible evidence hag to meet. The grand prize! 
the community, and an exhibit, given, is the educational value That is the spirit, a community 
whether it be the county fair or which the exhibitor gets; and gpirit, a community uplift, and 
the horticultural society or a this is particularly the prize that should be the goal, in my 
canners club or some other club which the unsuccessful exhib- opinion, of our fairs and ex- 
putting on a produce exhibit, is itor receives for his competi- hibits. 
that kind of an enterprise. tion, because it shows him, or 
1 pow I think that is ee all should Bg hey wilh ne high OT 

uve to say about the fellow standard is and he should be in- ote ne inj _ 
who should exhibit and don’t, terested in learning either from Madison fag gomed the for 
but I want to turn now to the a successful competitor or from tated mee Forester. Mr 
real topic which I was to talk other sources, how he may bring Same ‘ c M nail of Lake For 
about, the grand prize, and say his products up to that same Th s Marsne me 
just a word about what my im- high standard; and, after all, © Phi a esition wag ade possi- 
pression should be of the atti- that should be, I think, the bl thr ees the passage of a tree 
tudi of the man who does ex- fundamental basis upon which “di roug Ae Predecie Crane: 
hibit at the present time, or the which our competitive exhibits, O™@inance. * : : 

eye : . <a field was instrumental in getting 
mar: who may exhibit in the fu- both at meetings like this and th ai peters the city 

ture. I am inclined to believe particularly in our county fairs “© cil inance ; 
thai too often we are inclined to and state fairs, should be based. COUNCH- 
emphasize the tangible evidence The grand prize, then, is the ee 
of success in our exhibits; that prize which comes to the man . 
is, the cash prize or whatever who exhibits because of the fact It seems as though it would 

may go as an evidence of our that he is put up beside his be a pleasure to hoe in the hot 
successful competition; and, con- neighbor or his competitor in a sun—now that there isn’t any | 
versely, that too often we over- commercial enterprise and re- sun.
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. . And so it occurred to us that into a thing blindly, half doi ig, 
Wisconsin Horticulture may be their story would be of and not knowing. 

interest to some of our readers. 
Puplished ‘Monthly; bythe In Horticulture where we have 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 4 very specialized work to carry All those who have been al- 

Official Orden at the Society out it is to our benefit to know tending meetings for the ‘ist 
ee that we must not only do certain few years will be relieved to 

JAMES S. POTTER, Acting Editor things but must do them cor- know that ex-President Too e's 
Contributing Editors—Mrs. C 4. rectly. You have seen a great’ Franklin car has at last been 

Suane: Be te Chambers Tluren Il amount of work expended in the — sent to its just reward—the junk 
, _ name of pruning which brought yard! It was a great veh cl: 

Entered at the postoftice at Madison, little or no results because the from which to study nature ‘e- 
ceptance for mailing at special rate or Pruning was done incorrectly. cause it stopped of its own v- 
postage provided for in Section 1103, Act You have also seen a great deal cord every few miles and liked 

Tory ceber $ 181T, guthorized July 19, of money expended for fertile rustic surrounding much bet tor 
jfavertising rates made known on ap- izer—which turned out to be the than those in the immediate vi- 

eee wrong kind of fertilizer for that cinity of a service station. In 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society particular problem. fact it has let us gaze at the 
Annual membership fee, one dollar, Each operation in every hor- beautiful scenery around Bare- 

Bee melides tty cents, subscription ticultural project is a more or boo—with the train we were 
ghe dallar to Offce of Secretary, Madi- less individual problem. It will trying to catch forming part of 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Or- pay to study the factors govern- the far background! 

Wrapped or attached to a’eatd. pereenat iN your problem with as great pa 
checks accepted. a care as a manufacturer gives 

Postage stamps not accepted in running his factory. String beans and swiss chard 
SPEIRS . There are many sources of in- are easy to grow, which is prob- 

Ji Bi Wevesen, President res eros onattn formation in every state from ably the reason most vegetable 
C, J. Telfer, Vice-President. .Green Bay Where you may secure help in gardens have too many of these 
W. Ay Poole, Acting Secretary. Baraboo solving your horticultural prob- kinds. 

—_ lems. The State Horticultural 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTER Society will help, the Depart- SS 

resident, Vice-President and Secretary Ment of Horticulture at the Uni- New Zealand spinach has 
x, Hor, term ending December, 1929 versity will give help, and if you fine flavor and will supply greens 
H.W. Ulisperger....... Sturgeon Bay have a county agricultural agent for a long season. The seed is 
vi Te Senniaticen oe hes near you he will be interested in often slow to sprout and it will 
ar, orgturm ending December, 1928 helping you solve your problem. pay to soak the seed over night 
M.S, Kellowe. 220005" Rinesvitte But be sure that in laying a pefore planting. 
dames, yeingstone, ;~-------ftwaukee problem before any of these 

For term ending December, 1927 agencies you can give as many ———— 
WB Spreiter 00000000 iabtvoage factors that control your prob- The following are good plants 
Win. “Longland:ccc0cs.cTake Geneva Jem as is possible. Certain fo. Wisconsin’ Rocle Gardens, 

== plants need certain kinds of soil These kinds are not hard to 
epee: On MANAGERS in which to thrive, and certain grow and will be good to start 

JOR Fewer roote THY soils need. different treatments, \\ith. Dianthus. deltoides 
so in asking questions about a (maiden pink), Dianthus caexius 

. Ba de ite eel Becbenct (cheddar pink), Campantla 
1 s a rsi i ae hell- IT PAYS TO KNOW HOW tell what kind of soil you are ee ee cee 

At a recent meeting of a State wanking. a . -oject (rock soapwart), Statice lati- 

Horticultural Society a talk was n preparing for a project folia (great sea lavender), Ne- 
given in which it was shown that Plan carefully. Take into con- peta mussini (dwarf catnip). 
although fifty per cent of the sideration everything that A Sedums in variety, Arabis al- 
people did things only fifty per *ect its success and see if they pina (rock wall cress), Alys:um 

5 q may be coped with satisfactor- saxatile (goldentuft), Gy1so- cent of that fifty per cent ob- il g ) pe 
tained results. The reason was 1: phela repens (creeping ba)y’s 
that half the people performed In short the message that was breath). 
their operations blindly, that is, brought to us and which we 
for instance, they cut away wish to hand on is that the suc- . 
branches but they did not prune; cessful grower does and knows What have YOU to adver ise 
or they applied fertilizer but why he does; but that the medi- in WISCONSIN HORTIC''L- 
not correctly so to no avail. ocre grower or the failure goes TURE?
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OW TO KNOW YOUR which are growing too much to you all know that it is the thick 
| TREES be ct , In plies words, growth that puts on buds. 

a cut-and-dried rule for caring Now, the only thing that I 
| R. H. Rosperts for the trees in fertilizing, grow- have to say, really, is This! It 

(Reporter’s Transcript) ing and trimming does not an- seems to be pretty safe to pre- 
. ,  Swer the question properly. If sume that blossom buds and the 

The plant grower, the fruit the kind of growth and fruiting setting of fruit and the facing of 
grower, secures his information depends upon the composition of fruit in general goes along with 
by which he decides upon the the tree, and those practically the amount of growth and foli- 
kind of his transplants, from always go hand in hand, we have age ‘that is produced; ‘0 prac- 
several sources. I want only — another thing and that is this— tically then the question is to 

three, and I will name them the kind of growth which the get to see more closely than we 

probably in their relative com- tree makes becomes the basis have what kind of growth is as- 
partments. First is his own ex- upon which to judge what to do sociated with the big svell-col- 

perience. Second is the experi- with the tree. That is the ored apples Well, state it the 
ence of others—other growers— point. That is, if certain kinds other way. See,” at harvest 
and, probably last. the experi- of growth produce the best fruit time if the treat ‘wloved 4 ) sles 

ence of the experiment stations. our job, then, is to produce that don’t come from about certain 
These experiences, wherever kind of growth rather than to kinds of branches and certain 
gathered, generally crop up as just do certain kinds of fertiliz- amounts of growth ‘and are ‘as 
recommendations or suggestions ing, pruning or cultivating. We sociated with eertain kinds “of 
and quite generally they do not have made use of this proposi- foliage development If that is 
work. When Smith finds that tion. I think it works out in the case, then the grower has a 
he gets his best crops of apples the field. We have made use of definite basis upon which to 
in a certain way, it does not this proposition in pruning and know how to prune and how 
work in Jones’ orchard. Now we say, cut off from the trees much to make the trees grow 
Wwe have in our work at Madison such wood as does not bear good and he does not have to do the 
ah at ue sas hoy aie apples. And we can make out uncertain thing of following 
ther bo om rom nis we of this, more fertilizing. For blindly what Jones or the experi- 
come to decide that the way to example, in the cherries I think ment station or anyone else says 

find out best to know what todo we see that heavy production he should do a 
to the plant, is to cut and try. goes with lots of spur buds and : ‘ 
me pan io ken. ‘is i that wwe think we find that spur buds a 

roduction of a plant—say come from having certai $ . : 
he bushels of apples or the kind of growth in. ee oa In comparative trials at the 

bf apples on a tree—are ver eee wig aca North Dakota Experiment Sta- 
pp. ee—are very our problem, then, is pretty : . . vena; . 

closely related to the kind of much reduced in the cherry, and tion this year corrosive subli- 
growth that the tree makes, and generally the quality of growth mate: proved best for treats tis about the kind of growth that gives lots of spurs also pro- potatoes, followed closely by hot 
hat [ want to talk to you this duces fruit. formaldehyde and still lower, 

orning. Now I brought along some oman sane Uspulin , baud 
A tree takes in materials from colored lantern slides but condi- RES ,G S wectivn this we 78 

he soil and air and, depending tions are not such that we can were very ine ae B i a 
ion the proportions and com- show these, so we will have to aN ae GET 
Inations of those materials, in continue just talking. The kind a 
urn produces different kinds of of growth that we spoke of has 5 
rowth; so that we have in gen- reference to length, diameter, Chrysanthemums which have 
ral the old proposition which I bark colors, foliage colors, wood finished blooming should be 
ave talked over with most of colors and such characters as ested now. Cut off the tops, 
you from time to time—that we that. For instance, you know Put the pots in as cold a place 
ave »lants which grow too lit- that starved trees, starved in ni- @S possible without freezing, 
leto “ruit well and plants which trogen, have yellowish leaves ®@nd reduce water so they run 
tow too much to fruit well. and highly colored bark. You rather dry. They need little 
nbe.ween are varying growth know that trees which are over- light. Along toward spring, re- 
onditions and greatly varying fed give more shade, have pot the best new divisions and 
rodu-tion. If that proposition greener bark, smaller, but bring into light and heat once 

S trie, we have two things. greener leaves, more papery More. . 
he first one is trees which are leaves, than trees which are —N. D. Bulletin. 
lon-pioductive because of too making a moderate growth. In a 
ittle xrowth and which need to this case we generally have in- 
etreated differently in order to termediate bark colors and leaf Every member get a member 
€ made productive from those colors, thicker diameters, and —and then another.
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ous, being almost of a siow 
white color on a gray bick. 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES ground and containing from 100 
. . | ieadt | . to 500 eggs. The insect spends 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist the winter in this egg stage, the 

eggs hatching during the miv(dle 

A SHADE TREE PEST Ray tat r 

There is a pest which has been es & 4 ‘ed 
frequently reported as doing se- SS Pat 3 ae Foil 
rious damage in various sections ¢ Pa eS Je a 
of our state during the past sea- See cat 
son by partially defoliating elm ye, rs em : 
and other shade trees. This oe aR . ‘ 
pest has a bad family history. oe Rae a ae 
It is an insect known as the & >: a 
white-marked Tussock moth. It yh aes he 
belongs to the same family of : * 2 a i 
insects as do the Gypsy and ( Cord a. 4 j 
Brown-tail moths, two of our “ re oa 
most notorious insect enemies f { Sed 
which have been responsible for vy ae PA a 
such tremendous losses in the ey’ 
New England states. The state . : 3 Hi 

of Massachusetts alone has ex- 3 A 
pended over sixteen million dol- ‘ye ant 
lars by known agencies in fight- re 
ing the ravages of these two out- a 
laws. Fortunately neither of ee t a 
these members of the family q : % i 
have ever gotten a foothold in it Pie , 
Wisconsin and every effort is be- ee ee hae mca 
ing spent to prevent such a mis- 
fortune. We have had some 
scares and previous to the re- 
strictions placed in the shipment 
of azaleas into this country, an 
egg mass of the gypsy moth was - ne 
intercepted by a state nursery Sf Y ¢ 
inspector on some of these plants " 4 Bo. 
being shipped into Wisconsin RAS. ae Ce] 
from Belgium. ARS Se ee ba 4 i i 

The white-marked Tussock aS ba “ ™ 
moth has never been given a ba 
chance by its host of parasites to cg * 
become as serious a pest as have 
the two species just mentioned. 
Occasionally they defoliate large : 
numbers of trees but usually ne . : 

they are brought. under control eS meee ae ee a ey 
before another season arrives ‘ ue Ee LEE SSL. ! 
and are seldom able to duplicate I‘ 
their ravages two years in suc- were appearing on the trunks of May when the young cater’ 
cession which might prove to be and limbs of trees. These were pillars begin feeding upon the i 
fatal to many of our shade trees. recognized as the overwintering under side of the leaves, eating 

About the time that the frost egg masses of this white-marked at first only the green portion: 
appeared this fall we began re- tussock moth. The egg masses between the veins and not touch i 
ceiving specimens and inquiries are roughly circular in shape ing the upper epidermis. 4§ 
as to what the large numbers of and about a half inch in diam- the worms increase in size how’ 
conspicuous white egg masses eter. They are very conspicu- ever they become more ambi}
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tious and eat holes entirely —— 
through the leaves. About the fp mis 
time they reach their full anit = oA My wy . oh a3, pA Nd nM 
growth these caterpillars devour RY Re (AC cx, Ly APY 

the whole leaf, hardly leaving Taga? ([ -), me Ba 
even the largest veins. When bs LN” Roy ey ay) 9 eo ee a 

. . Mah Wig tia 7 [\ \z ye oo oe yN | 
quite numerous they migrate eee sei RT| Lf fl LF oe ae aN 
leaving a path of defoliated Fe aS a a a Venu er eg oe femme RS 
trees behind them and may be os ON i BPE + bate eam ACY AERP 

observed crawling about over ta os ZY preyed aa 4 yo ES 
the walks and fences in mad pur- ese. Ga yt AVS 

suit of another happy hunting ee —s = ay 

ground. When full grown the ae ea 

worm is about one and a half . . 
inches long and, being highly Little stories 
colored, is strikingly beautiful : : 

with its four white tussocks of of increased profits = 
hairs on the middle of the first . . . , . r 
four abdominal segments and its Here are just a few stories sent us by users of Sulphate of Ammonia. 

bright red head. Having It’s worth your while to study them. 

nares its full growth the cat- 1214 tons of Grapes— 

erpiliar Spins a gr ayish cocoon I have a 3-acre block of Ives grapes on which I am using about !4 pound 
of silk mixed with hair from its of Sulphate of Ammonia per vine.....-I harvested 12! tons of grapes 
body. The female moth emerg- from the vineyard.’’—Mr. C, D. Powell, Vermillion, O 

oe et the cocoon about two Can’t grow Apples without it— 

weeks later being wingless does “We cannot grow apples successfully without applying some nitrogenous 
not move about very much and fertilizer like Sulphate of Ammonia.’’—Dr. C. A. Bingham, Chardon, 0. 
usually lays her eggs upon the 5 dimes any Beans— 

cocoon from which she emerged. “Sulphate of Ammonia seems ‘yell adapied to ae soils here, especially on 
Although heavily parasitized vine crops, one little experiment showing Sulphate of Ammonia alone to 

by natural enemies control meas- produce 3 times as many snap beans, during dry weather, than no fertilizer 

ures are necessary to prevent de- at all. Also it produced a splendid crop of lima beans in our garden.’’— 
foliation of the trees and to Mr. Harry E. Wood, Trenton, Fla. 

hasten the control. There are Indispensable for Cherries 
several effective means of con- «would not think of trying to grow cherries without the help of 
trol. During the fall and winter nitrogen in the form of Sulphate of Ammonia.’’—John Barr, Traverse City, 

the overwintering egg masses Mich. 
can be either scraped off and Find it necessary for the better Raspberries 

burne . at ‘ : “The growers in the Onekama, Michigan, raspberry district find it neces- 

ae on painted inc with sary to use about two ounces of Sulphate of Ammonia per bush on their 

ude creosote. n La rosse raspberries in order to produce berries of the quality the market de- 

be Boy Scouts and other chil- mands.’'--C. J. Christensen, Onekama, Mich. 
(ren were interested in the pro- wakes 7 * 
ject and rendered the ity great Results prove the availability of nitrogen in 

assistance by collecting and de- ARCADIAN . 
stroying large numbers of these Sulphate of Ammonia 

egg masses. Trees once freed oe 
from these egg masses can be Tue BARRETT COMPANY, AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 

further protected from rein- New York, N. Y. 
festation where the limbs do not Adanta, Georgia Meine. Obie 

interlock with adjoining infested Montgomery, Ala. Berkeley, Cal. 

trees by placing sticky cotton ~~ 7 TT TT ~~ ot 
batting bands around the trunks ! The Barrett Company (address nearest office) (N—I-27) 

luring the crawling stage of the '! Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially | 

taterpillars which appears in to ain ' 
the early part of the summer. y_ imterested ie==----=-"-"--"CWiriie name of crops on line above) ——=—S*~C~S~S~S 
Shade trees being defoliated \ ! 

ar prevented see ane i aad wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects, SCS 
ry by spraying them wi 

TBtsenate of lead used atthe rate |! Name: .--c---cssccsuseceueeuseseneenncuesececeasseuscuecccaaeneneetenremecen | 
fa pound and a half in fifty 1 aaa ' 
Wallons of water. ' FOSS = moo mn mem 

E. L. CHAMBERS. SSS hae oes ee
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SS leaf, and the breathing po ves 
’ are called stomates. Trees t: ke 

THE FLORIST’S PAGE in carbon dioxide, the wi ste | 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany product of our breathing, : nd | 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. use the carbon to manufact ire | 
starch, exhaling the unneres. | 
sary atom of oxygen back i ito 

OUR FRIENDS THE TREES love men have borne for them. the air. This oxygen is  p-es. 
The Washington Elm, Sidney ent in large quantities in a ‘or. 

Trees are the culmination of Lanier’s Oak, the Ogelthorpe est and explains our sense of 
the vegetable world. Eons of Oak, Pringle’s Sycamore, and exhilaration in the woods. So 
Plant life are their ancestors. many others we might name our city trees are helping milk 
Without them life would be speak of the esteem in which Milwaukee healthier. 
cheerless indeed. Few realize they were held. Down in Ath- Because of the smoke, eer. 
just how much they mean to our ens, Georgia, there is a white green trees do not do well in 
daily life. Since we in Milwau- oak that owns itself. The for-  \tilwaukee, but the broad leaved 
kee live by lake Michigan, we mer owner was so fond of the {yrees can survive and it is from 
are accustomed to think that it tree that he gave the tree a deed them we get the most welcome 
plays a large part in our climate to the ground it occupied, in per- shade, just at the time when it 
and rainfall. But scientists have petuity. At the base of the tree jg most appreciated. The best 
made a special study of evapora- stands a marble inscription of {yee for street purposes here is 
tion, and they find that open the deed, which is also recorded variety of the white elm. 
bodies of water do not evaporate in the county records. Strange for the yard, the Norway 
and give to the passing air cur- to say this man thought he had \aple would probably be the 
rents as much moisture as a title to the land, but when he  enoice. Expert advice from the 
field of grass. Nor does a field had the title examined, found ity forestry department is 
of grass give off as much moist- that back in 1847 a man named  ayajlable at all times and this or- 
ure as a field of corn. Nor does Jackson had already given the ganization of some 80 people (in 
a field of corn give off nearly as tree the land that it stood upon pruning season) know your tree 
much water as a forest. Care- in perpetuity, in a recorded problems and are glad to help 
ful records of growing trees deed. So doubtless this tree you. In the neighborhood of 
show that individual trees give will reach a ripe old age, of pos-  \ilwaukee there are growing 
off as much as a barrel of water sibly 900 years. The California 131 qifferent species of trees, 65 
by evaporation in 24 hours. redwood and giant trees are the of them native and 66 of them 
When we multiply this by a for- sole remaining link that connect jntroduced from other localities. 
est of trees, one can readily un- this age to prehistoric times. Why not learn to know these 
derstand why trees have been Some of them are more than trees? Tt is not so difficult as 
termed “The Oceans of the Con- 3500 years old, dating back be- you might imagine. A study like 
tinent”. If we have no forests, fore the birth of Moses. The {nis will soon make you a greater 
we are not the only ones to suf- tourist that drives beneath their fyjend of the trees than before. 
fer. True, the rain and snow lofty tops feels the thrill of age You are welcome to help from 
quickly leaves deforested areas and accounts them among his the Milwaukee Public Muscum. 
and cause floods in our own friends. Perhaps, if enough people want 
state, making life more hazard- Milwaukee loves trees be- jt. the county will start an al- 
ous further down the Mississippi cause it is chiefly a city of 46,etum, where we can become 
and uselessly fertilizing the bed homes. Nothing makes a place jetter acquainted with all kinds 
of the Gulf of Mexico with the seem so permanent as a fine old oF trees, 
fine soil that is carried away. tree. We have wisely adopted 
But the real sufferers are those and are following out a progres- 
western prairie states. Passing sive city forestry program, and 
air currents do not pick up their the fraction of our tax dollar . 
accustomed moisture and there that keeps this work going is Every member of a horticul 

is nothing to drop in the form probably the best investment tural society should be. vitalls 

of rain, when those clouds pass that we ever made. True, we interested ina reforestation pro 
over the prairie states. In this cannot have a great variety of gram, and should aid in evel! 
way, we are helping to make trees, because we must have way to make our waste land 

them deserts. China has long heat in our homes and that come back into its own ayal: 
since cut their forests away, and means smoke and soot. Coal There are acres and acres 

we see the horrible example of smoke has an acid content that land in Wisconsin fit for nothing 
man-made deserts there. makes it it difficult for the tree but timber and we hope our So 

There have been many trees to get its breath as it should. ciety will be a factor in rvfor 
that are notable examples of the The factory of the tree is the esting some of these areas
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VARIETIES OF APPLES i about other varieties? tree yields well, does not blight 
= ‘ ae e would suggest Snow, Tol- badly; but the tree is somewhat 
H.W. VLLSH ERGER man Sweet, N. W. Greening and weak and inclined to break down 
(Read at Green Bay Delicious. under a heavy load. It is a 

Convention) The Snow or Fameuse yields profitable variety. 
Opinions as to what varieties exceptionally well, better than Delicious is next, what about 

of apples to recommend have McIntosh but such diseases as this famous variety, much ad- 
and always will vary consider- blight, scab, etc., and aphis are vertised and exploited. Is it a 
ably. Varieties now suitable always found on Snow apple good variety for Wisconsin? So 
may not satisfy ten years from trees if present in the locality. far the Delicious has not yielded 
now. Market conditions and The trees grow rapidly, the ap- satisfactorily in this State. In 
demands change. A new vari- ples are of excellent quality but our section trees twelve to fif- 

ety not known or developed to- somewhat smaller than other teen years old have not had a 
day may supersede all present varieties due to the fact that the real crop of apples; many of 
varieties, therefore we can only tree bears heavily. The color these apples have been very 
make such recommendations of of the Snow is very attractive. small in size and off color; the 
varieties that give us the largest Good sized Snow apples sell crop has alternated one year 

money returns per tree under readily at remunerative prices. good the next year no crop; the 
present conditions. The Tolman Sweet isin aclass apple matures a little too late 

Varieties should be considered by itself. Many people like it. in Door County to permit proper 
from the standpoint of We have never been able to sup- harvesting. However, the Deli- 

1. Location of orchard. ply or satisfy the insistent de- cious grown here is more juicy 
2. Bearing habit of the tree. © mand for Tolman apples. The and of better quality and flavor 
3. Diseases, blight, scab, ete. tree bears regularly every year. than the Western Delicious but 
4. Color and size of fruit. In my own orchard we have had less attractive in appearance. 
5. Yield. three to four bushels per tree The trade must taste our Deli- 
6. Market conditions. every year for the last fourteen cious before they will buy and 
I believe we will allagree that years. No other variety can considerable advertising must 

the McIntosh Red is our pre- claim sucha record. The apple be done to convince them that 
mier apple in the State of Wis- is of excellent quality, a long, our Delicious is superior in qual- 
consin and can be recommended late keeper, fruit is good size, ity to that far famed Western 
highly without reservations. but yellow in color which de- fruit. 
The tree is a strong, hardy vig- tracts as people are educated to Perhaps we do not know how 
orous grower, not subject to and want a red apple. If the to grow Delicious. We know 
blight; or other diseases. Ap- Tolman were red in color with that heavy pruning and heavy 
ples are borne singly not in all its other favorable points it fertilization not only with ni- 
clusters; the fruit colors well; would be our best seller and trates but with phosphates as 
has good size; yields are very money maker. Some of you well, has materially increased 
satisfactory and the consumer will say the Tolman blights yield, size, color, and maturity. 
always asks for McIntosh after badly. We have had some small Mr. Kurt Stock one of our mem- 
he has eaten one and tasted this twig blight every year it is bers has had some interesting 
wonderful fruit. Other apples never serious and never does results along this line. Time 
may go begging for a market any appreciable damage; the does not permit giving this data. 
but MeIntosh always sells well tree continues to bear apples re- The tree is hardy; does not 
and makes profitable returns. gardless of blight. Scab or blight, grows well and the fruit 
We can register only one com- other diseases are not important is not seriously affected by dis- 
Dlaint against the McIntosh, factors on Tolmans. We recom- eases. The apple is a late 
that is, the skin is tender and mend it highly. keeper and sells at attractive 
stem punctures easily, but the The N. W. Greening which _ prices, in fact we have averaged 
careful orchardist can avoid this we recommend next, supplies higher prices per bushel for De- 
troulle by proper handling. the pie and baking trade. This licious than any other apple we 
The new variety Courtland class of trade uses more apples have sold. If we can overcome 

whicn is a cross between the Mc- than any other. You find apple our difficulties by proper cul- 
Intosh and Ben Davis may elim- pie or baked apples on the res- tural methods I would recom- 
inate this trouble but it may not taurant or hotel menu every day mend Delicious, if we cannot 
Srow so successfully in this re- during the year. This trade overcome them I would place 
sion. If I were to plant 40 wants a large apple uniform in this variety on the questionable 
acres today, one-half of it would size, so that there is very little list. Delicious have also been 
be MeIntosh however condi- loss in coring and peeling, de- planted very extensively in all 
tions change and ten years from mands no color, and is willing to sections of the country and sell- 
today the McIntosh may not be pay good prices for an apple ing competition is going to be 
"econimended at all. that satisfies their demand. The very keen.
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Write for 

Prices NOW 

Arsenate of Lead Calcium Arsenate 
Lime Sulphur Corrosive Sublimate 
(Liquid and Dry) Nicotine Sulphate 
Bordeaux Mixture Dairy Fly Spray 
Paris Green Fly-O-Cide (Cattle and Fly Spray 

Manufactured By 

© ° 
Cream City Chemical Works 

772-776 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

I wish to mention two other color, attractive in appearance, ay 
varieties, Wealthy and Wolf and is in demand by the restau- . Total ‘Total retun 
River. Icannot recommend the rant trade as a baking apple. Variety getuens © tiene. oe 
Wealthy. Why? When covered with plenty of | per tree grad: 

1. The tree blights badly. sugar it is a delicious breakfast {yerntoan o's Segorte MGR ES 
2. It has a habit of bearing fruit. Prices for Wolf River snow q...-.-. 339180 3.58 

heavily one year and the next have not been so attractive to Weatmy o™® P4g137 3S 
year fails to produce entirely. permit us to place it on the list Apples for cider purposes are 

3. Thinning must be followed as one of our standard varieties. not considered. 
to secure good sized fruit, which In the final analysis the cash You will note from the above 
adds to the cost of production. returns per tree or acre are figures that Tolman ranks firs 

_ 4. The tree produces too many what really count in the apple in both yield and return pe! 
small apples which sell only at business. While all the growers tree, McIntosh, second; Snov. 
ruinously low prices. appreciate the fact that an ap- third; N. W. Greening, fourth: 

5. Wealthies grown in North- ple a day will make us and thou- and Wealthy, fifth and_ last 
ern Wisconsin are sold in com- sands of other people more Figuring 55 trees per acre the 
petition with southern Jona- healthy, yet health alone, al- gross returns per acre per yea! 
thans and other later varieties, though valuable, will not buy would be as follows: , 
this ruins the demand for that new automobile, or that Tol Sweet __. $258.00 

Wealthy. new dress your wife wants about Me Tntos h WESEione: & 245.00 
6. Color on Wealthy is not once every year, or send John to Ss vow 191.00 

satisfactory. Some are well the University, therefore, in or- Now Greening... 162.25 
colored others no color what- der to prove my recommenda- Wealthy 120.45 
ever. tions as to financial returns I — 

7. The Wealthy apple must be have selected a typical well cared These figures tell the stor 
sold in the proper season, if held for orchard in Door County and Which would you rather gre" 
later, it will not sell at all. figured out the actual average Tolman and McIntosh 

8. The average price return yield and return per tree cover- Wealthy? I submit the entit 
per bushel for Wealthy and cash _ ing a period of four years, 1923 Matter to you for discussion #4 
return per tree is much lower to 1926 on five varieties, Tol. Stated in the beginning of ths 
than any other variety I have man Sweet, McIntosh, Snow, article local factors, loca! ma" 
mentioned in this article. N. W. Greening and Wealthy, kets and local cultural and di 

In view of these facts we can- the results are as follows: matic conditions radically * 
not recommend it as a commer- fect varieties. Your own jut 
cial variety in Wisconsin. Variety age sf No.of ylela4 y'idper Ment is best on your ow! fru 

Neither can we say much in trees trees ‘years " tree farm but in rendering your d 
favor of the Wolf River although yoymerpreet 1 45) ag3s pe £2 pe cision I hope you will conside 
it has many redeeming features. Snow .....,. 16 400 5896bu. 3:7bu. some of the facts mentioned ! 
The apple is large in size, good Wout" ™ 16 820 geea pn. Xopw: this article.
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SPRAYING it is an easy matter for the ama- It must be remembered that 
teur to get profitable results there is a difference in the time 

The following information is without elaborate preparation, if of appearance of blossoms, in- 
from Bulletin 36, published by a good spray pump is available. sects and disease each year. 
the State Department of Agri- Standard Sprays for various Study , don’t merely glance over, 
culture, and compiled by Dr. purposes: the above tables and fit the 
sg, B. Fracker and Dr. R. E. Chewing insects—Arsenate of knowledge that you obtain to 
Vaughn. lead. the conditions found in your 
Spraying of fruit trees and Sucking insects—(Aphis) Ni- own locality. If you need any 

gardens has now become so cotine sulphate. (Scale) Lime help the State Horticultural So- 
standarized and simplified that sulfur, dust. ciety will give it to you. 

(Reprinted because of numerous requests) 

ORCHARD SPRAY SCHEDULE 

| | Time of Application 

Plant Disease Insect Spray | | | — 

| 
| Ist | 2nd 3rd | 4th | Remarks 

| | fo 
| 9 weeks. 

APPLE Seab Coddling moth | I.ime-sulfur 5 qts., *and Blossoms, buds Petals mostly 10 to 14 | later us- Plow under dead 
Regular curculio arsenate of lead powder showing pink,*but | fallen | days ually a- leaves 
Annual | others 1 Ib.; in 50 gal. water after cluster sepa- later bout Aug. 
Program | rates | 10. 

APPLE Seale insects «rl Lime-sulfur, 1 gal. to each] Before growth | | | Do not use this 
(Special Sprays) Oyster shell or| 8 gal. water, or a miscible] starts | spray unless needed. 

| San Joseare — | oil— | Itis sometimes ef- 
present) | fective against 

| | | hatching aphids al- 
| | | | [so 

| Aphids | Add 15 pint (*/ pint for] As necessary | | 
plant lice) | cherries) 40°% nicotine’ | 

sulfate to each 50 gal. | | | 
\in regular spray program | 
| when necessary | | | 

CHERRY and Shot-hole | Slugs, curculio,| Lime-sulfur_ 5 quarts, ana| Just after the petals! After. | Plow under dead 
PLUM. or leaf- | ete. (For | arsenate of laed powder) fall | 10 days later cherry leaves, 

Regular spot aphids: see 1 Ib, to 50 gal. water | | | picking if 
Annual program | apple) | | necessary 

*In spraying apples (badly seabbing varieties) greater protection against scab may be secured by including one or two additional early lime sulphur spray as 
lows: green-tip” spray when the buds first show green, tips then a “pre-pink” when the first three or four leaves have separated from the fruit buds and at 
about the time the leading bud shows the first trace of pink. ‘This is known as the “pre-pink’’ spray. Additional information will be furnished upon application. 

, Note—Bordeaux mixture may, if desired, be substituted for lime sulphur in any apple scab spray but it may russett the fruit. From one to eight gallons of 
dilute spray material will be used per tree, depending on the size. 

WARNING: NEVER SPRAY IN BLOSSOM 

SMALL FRUIT SCHEDULE 

| | Time of application 
| 

Phot Disease Insect Spray - | — — ts 

| | Ist 2nd | sra | ath | Remarks 
Se ft - ' _— | - mo 

STRAW: SRRY | Leaf-spot Leaf rollers Arsenate of lead powder When leaves ap- After petals fall | | 

| | and slugs | 3 Ibs. in Bordeaux mix- pear if necessary } | 

_ | | | ture | | | 
_ eee en | —| 2 

CURRAN tr : i ate of les ide mech eaves ie Pr | 
GooseE RRS | Currant worms: menate oflead powder | hen Weanes are s necessary | | | 

a ja Sr ee } - 7 . 

| Aphids 10% nicotine sulfate | As necessary | | 
_ | (plant liee) 1-800 | 

HSPBE:cRY | Anthrac- | | Lime-sulfur As leaf buds are About a week be- Two sprayings 
CKBERRY | nose | | opening, lime- | fore the blossoms | necessary if in- 

| | sulfur, 1-10 open, Hime-sulfur | fection is heavy 

Ro | ac
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| We ~ 
ies [4 IATENTED AvA.t Largest Growers of x O ote, ZA le weabanalwae 

: Searls g ety Ray 
Quality Nursery Ih Hh ag 

Stock in the as oe ae ee VY < 
ERE eer cee? i] oe Fio.1 Fio2 Fi Northwest Leama a Ney we 

; Berry Boxes 
Over 200 acres com- q Mr. Planter : Crates, Bushel Boxes 
prise our nursery at f] HEN you buy Nurs- {] and Climax Baskets 
Waterloo, Wisconsin. 5 W : z o ery Stock you want a + 
We grow high class the best. As You Like Them 

< : NORTH STAR QUAL- : 
trees and shrubs in ITY and SERVICE, as Batent Moluine erry Boxes a 
large quantities. You wellas HARDY NORTH- wood veneer that give satisfac- 
can depend on McKa ERN GROWN STOCK, terial iene Rob an carige Tots 

‘ T Sey y goes into every order our specialty. We constantly 
quality and reliability. we pack. carry in stock 16-quart crates all 

Our ‘PLANTER'S slrawbarrion on blueberries: Ny 
a MANUAL’ will give you : order too small or too large for 

McKAY NURSERY | 2 mtettictiorme 3] edatantte avec sn Ms ion on planting and suc- from Milwaukee. Promptness is 
cessful growing of Nurs- essential in handling fruit, and COMPANY geoisl droning of te canential, in, hanating ul, an 
itis free. large discount for early orders 

First Central Building * A postal brings our price list 

MADISON, WISCONSIN North Star Nursery Co. |. Cumberland Fruit Package 
, Box A245 

Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. Pardeoville, Wisconsin Company 
Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis 

8M oom ooo om oo oo 2 | 

as | D oe KINKADE GARDEN TRACTOR 
Buy Direct From Grower Trustworthy and Power Lawnmower a7) 

Trees & Plants A Practical Proven Power Cul ty 
and save 40% on your [ rune ASoanow Hivator for Gardencre,Subure aa catalon 

oes 2 serymen,Fruit Growers,Coun- Si Fit 
Nursery Stock try Estates and Poultrymen. QQRYA GY 

re AMERICAN FARM MACHINE CO. 

| Catalog just out Try the Forest Winter 1085-33rd Ave. S.E. MINNEAPOLIS, MINS 
| . Apple, as good quality as a a 

Established 1854 Delicious. Tree hardy, pro- 

| Kellogg’s Nursery ductive and a good grower. 
| i Has been grown locally in 

Box @7 this section for twenty-five STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
| Janesville, Wisconsin years. We also have a good Beaver’s Hardy 
Po | stock of the Windsor, some- North < : 

times called “Wisconsin ort ‘Gr Wisconsin 
. 7 Baldwin.” Plant these two srower 

varieties and have good i Free ceteloe tells all about ‘te 
j 7 ~ r . , eaver ne superior canniny al A B Coleman & Son winter apples of your own. shipping berry. Champion Exe 

ome Send for our catalog, bearing and other leading var'eties 

Latham Raspberry showing our complete line 
Plants of Fruits and Ornamentals ; Jeff Beaver & Som i, 

. adopted to your needs. Eau Claire Wiscrns 

Mosaic free Reliable agents wanted. TO z 

Breuiieg, Mionehahts 120 acres. There was to have beer a nel] 

an uniap cover on this issue but i! hast 
Strawberry Plants The Coe, Converse & Edwards arrived in time. Next mom! 

. . Company should find the magazine ste 
Aitkin Minnesota Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin for with a clean, bright 2 

shining face.
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A SUCCESSFUL APPLE The state down there has done the temperature between the 
CAVE STORAGE. considerable experimenting; this freezing point and the thawing 

Fred Randau is the second winter they are point and I am able to maintain | 
putting apples in our storage that temperature after the 

(Given at Green Bay.) house, and this past winter it ground freezes. I cannot do 
Leperters) TraNEEript, was found that two varieties that before. This chart will 

I cannot call you fellow mem- will keep better in our storage show you the plan of the build- 
bers, but I can call you either than in any storage they have ing as if you were looking right | 
friends or sympathizers. I do tried. They will break down down from the top of the builil- | 
not believe I can this afternoon after a while in cold storage. In ing. It is 20x30 feet and has a 
give you the justice that you de- ™° other place have they been grade entrance which comes up 
serve because I just got off the able to keep Grimes as late and about three steps and down 
train from a sixteen hours’ ride i” 8 good condition as in our these stairs into the basement. 

and so you know I am not feel- Storage. This is the air shaft arrange. 
ing very peppy. About ten years ago I shipped ment from the upper floor out 

Before I begin on my subject @ hundred barrels of Duchess through the cupola. This tile 
I want to bring to you the greet- apples. They were graded comes down on the outside of tne 
ings of the Iowa society to your especially, put into new barrels building and enters the base- 
convention here and members nd shipped to Chicago. The ment three inches above the 
out in the state, and I want to in- Check came back $26.00 net and floor. It is common field tile. 
vite you people to come down to | had to divide that with the This is a view looking from 
our big mid-west show next /andlord. I said I would never one side, taking a cross-section 
week at Des Moines. I think it Ship any more apples and I view of that building. This 
is one of the biggest horticultur- "ever have, unless it was some shows the tile coming down, 
al meetings in the United States. customer who had moved away three on each side, one on each 
It is not only a convention but a from Ames. Isent to allthecol- end. These windows are cellar 
number of states coming togeth- leges that had bulletins on stor- sash, three in each side of the 
er there for a show and exhibit, ge and took the plans and tried building, these three coming up 
Come down and see if I report to draw a plan from those that I and these three coming down for 
this convention correctly next Could use for storage and wheth- the intake of air. These walls 
week. We are proud of our ¢! I was successful or not I do are 5x8 tile, laid flatwise. The 
state and have wonderful oppor- ot know, but I want to make floor is cement. This floor is 
tunities. I expect you have all some change. However, I have made of 8 inch joists and ship- 
heard that we have the best state had some success and the main lap below that. This is filled 
in the Union because the good thing is in holding an even tem- with shavings and above that is 
side of all the surrounding states perature. In the winter, when  shiplap and then six inch floor- 
borders on us and naturally the outside temperature in our ing boards. Six inches of lum- 
places us the best, and I think locality varies from 20 degrees ber and then the shiplap. The 
that when God started in he below to 80 degrees above, the doors are double boards with tar 
started at Ames and was a little temperature in my storage _ paper between. 

over-enthusiastic and used up house will not vary over about The important things to con- 
his good material before he got four degrees and I have kept it sider, I think, is what kind of a 
very far away. This is, of for weeks at a time between 28 market are you going to cater 
course, a little boosting, but it is and 32; 30 degrees I consider to, Do you intend to ship your 
the only chance I will have to the proper temperature and I apples in carload lots or smaller 
boost Iowa. have gone down and found that Jots, or sell them locally. That | 

I would like to change the sub- Standing at 30 degrees whether will make a difference how or 
ject of my talk and call it home it was warm or cold outside. where you locate the building, or 
storage, because I am not con- Now you may wonder why it how you arrange varieties in 
vineed that the cave storage is manages to keep that even tem- that cellar. Up here you -would 
all I want. I want a combina- perature but it is because half have to build different than I did 
tion storage. The storage that I my basement is frozen and half down there, you have a colder 
am going to tell you about is is not frozen. The frost comes climate. As far as location is 
both under and above ground down about half way on the concerned, it makes a difference 
and therefore I do not call it walls and below that it is not whether you are going to market 
cave storage. I would like to frozen. Now if you stop any those apples at home, while if 
call it a home storage, but I was. circulation in there, then this you are going to ship them hy 
sent up here to tell you people bottom half is trying to thaw the carload it would be just as well 
about my storage because it ap- apples as the upper half is try- to have them out in the orchard, 
pears to prove very successful in ing to freeze them, and by not but it should be arranged con- 
keeping apples. having any circulation it holds veniently to the house and to the
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orchard because there are hun- and get rid of the water, or if down, it would not be warmed 
dreds of trips from both di- you happen to have seepage you by that outside temperature. It 
rections. I do not believe you can get that out. would interfere a little with 

can get it too big, if your pocket Another thing is the ven- your room, but that would be 
book will hold out; I find I am_ tilators. I have eight inlets and more than off-set by not having 
always crowded. two outlets; one on the level that air warmed when it enters. 

Then another important thing with the upstairs floor and an- Lots of nights in the fall we 
is the convenience of entering other about thirty inches above have around 40° to 45” while the 
this building. Ihaveastairway that. Between them I have an _ soil temperature is still 60°. 
going down into the building opening and an electric fan. You should have two rooms. 
which I have to have on account That makes ten different shut- Apples you do not expect to 
of its being partly underground. ters, or you might say eighteen, move for some time you could 
Carrying apples up and down because these tile have an open- put in the room where you do 
stairs is a hard task and when I _ ing at the top and one at the bot- not go in and out. We have that 
built it I arranged for an ele- tom. These ventilators must be to contend with because we have 
vator but found it would not be so you can close them con- about fifty or sixty varieties, 
practical because we were tak- veniently, for they must be which is about fifty too many. 
ing them out and putting them closed when it is cold. but they were put there before [ 
in in small quantities, and I Another thing is to make the wag born and I hate to cut down 
never completed the elevator. building easy to clean. Blue a tree from whose apples you 

Another important thing is to mould will begin to develop in can even squeeze out cider. We 
make it vermin proof. Don’t the spring and if you have not ship dozens of cars and I was 
have any possibility of mice or the building arranged so that planning on improving — this 
rats getting in; after they get in you can get in there and get rid basement by making another 
it is impossible to get them out of the trouble it will be there to yoom the same size one side of 
and one mouse in a basket will start with next fall. The matter this and then, instead of putting 
make you think that the whole of cleaning is very important. the upper story on, just put on 
basket tastes like mice, and the If you have your tile drain and a roof of the shed type, making 
rest of the apples in the cellar your orchard sprayer and your the floor just about level with 
spoiled. There is nothing more hose it is very easily made clean, the wagon box bed and have it 
disagreeable. Make it mice if you don’t have in the way in- open all the way around, with 
proof—it is most important. side the building a lot of frame canvas curtains. That will give 

To have it cold in summer and Work or shelves. me a chance to bring these ap- 
cool in the winter, that is the big This necessity to have that ples in, put them under that 
task, having it cold when it is stairway open by trap door roof, cool them over night and 
warm and have it only cool when comes from top covering the then work there the next day if 
it is cold weather. Certain stairway with tar paper. Itisa it is stormy, while with the pres- 
varieties, like Wealthy and nuisance to have to open that ent plan I have to take them in- 
Grimes Golden must have plenty door but it gives a chance for a_ to that room upstairs and it does 
of humidity, around 85. We lot of warm air to getinand cool not cool off at night. It would 
have very little trouble but air out, so I would try to get in- give a handier place to work, 

| sometimes have to put pans of to the basement first on the out- with lots of light, and if the rain 
water beneath the ventilators. side, instead of going down on happens to come up when your 

Another thing that is import- the inside and also wasting pickers are busy and you do not 
ant is lighting. When I built the space inside. want to put the apples down in 

| building I made these cellar sash Another fault is that I have the basement without having 
out of glass so that I could open the ordinary cupola on top, the them sorted, you have no place 
them and get light. Then short- same as the old fashioned barn to put them down out of the wet 
ly afterward we put in electrie cupolas. That is, the air must With our present arrangement. 
light. That is very important go up and then go down. I As soon as I shut my ventilat- 
because you have to work in would recommend the one now ors in the morning all I have got 
there and you know you cannot being used so that it always has to keep those apples cool is the 
do much with an apple in the an opening away from the wind. coolness that they have absorbed 
dark. My windows are double, The inlet pipes are inside the during the night. I can get this 
aglass and board sash. If I was’ walls. The temperature out of down to 40° during the night but 
building again I would make doors is around 60° and 70° in’ just as soon as I close my ven- 
them both out of boards; boards the fall and the air going down _ tilators it will work back to the 
do not radiate heat and cold as_ is always warmed going down. higher temperature. I am going 
glass does. Tf it entered through the top of — to insulate the walls more in this 
Another important thing is the ground it would be cooling other room and put another floor 

drainage so you can wash it out’ your building as it is going (Continued on page 91)
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| CORN BORER’S RELATION TO 
HORTICULTURE 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES “Of all the kinds of plants attackc | 
the greatest damage is to sweet cor, 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist Flint corn comes next and then dest 
corn, followed by a long series of thick 
stemmed vegetables, flowers and 
weeds. The borers in the New Ens- 

THE RED RASPBERRY MO- characteristic extremely minute {2nd States have been attacking tom: 
SAIC SITUATION IN light and dark areas that are to to growing is proving unprofitable, 

WISCONSIN be found in these mottled leaves, In Ontario, Ohie and, Michigan, corn 
something similar to the effect seems to be preferred, and, so far, 

Bp B, Be hambers of a stained glass church win- {xteni! auch weeds as burdock 
Wisconsin raspberry growers dow. If lightly infected leaves The first paragraph is an excernt 

a few years ago began to notice are held up to the light and from Wisconsin Bulletin 385, by S. B. 
that certain varieties were prof- Shaded, there will be observed Fracker and C. L, Fluke. It gives us 
: ‘ we <gohar ¥ the knowledge that the corn borer is 
itable for a number of years and small places where the normal directly as well as indirectly affect- 
then apparently ran out and be- smooth dark green is breaking ing the horticulturist. In as much as 
came unprofitable. This trouble up and light green portions will there is a new infestation not far 
was partially associated with be seen scattered through them. South, of fhe Wisconsin line in Tlli- 

two diseases known as “Yel The causative agent, although (¢yecsea in horticulture to aid In evers 
lows” and “Puckers”, of which never as yet found, 1S thought to possible way to keep this pest out of 
very little was known since no be an organism which is so — Wisconsin. 
causative organism could be iso- Small that we cannot even see it STATE EXTENDS CORN 
lated from either. In 1923 ex- With a microscope (by any QUARANTINE 
perimental workers in Ohio and known technique), yet the dis- A revised quarantine order prohib- 
New York recognized three sys- ease can be characteristically re- iting the importation anit Whasconsn 

temic virus diseases on raxp- produced in healthy leaves by in- 94,0 aneemy, and, guint 
berries; namely, leaf curl, yel- oculating them with sap de-  fested parts of the United States was 
lows and blue stem, which were rived from infected ones. The announced today by the department 
transmitted from bush to bush term “filterable virus” is often of agriculture at the state capitol. fy 

by plant lice. Leaf curl had applied to these diseases since git hvered. gnfestations. in. Kankakee 
been known in Wisconsin for the causative agent will pass county, Illinois, Berrien county, Mich- 
years under the name of “puck- through a very fine filter when igan, and the state of Connecticut in 
ers”, while the yellows, equally infected leaves are macerated in addition to providing for the destruc- 

as familiar, was by far the most Water and filtered through a Oot eat corn Ane eT ne ee 
wide-spread. The blue stem dis- Very fine clay filter as evidenced jf the federal quarantine which cov- 
ease, which occurs on_ black by the fact that a drop of the ers nearly all the northeastern United 
raspberries, is exceedingly rare filtrate will reproduce the dis- States from Kalamazoo, Michigan, 
in this state ease and Fort Wayne, Indiana, to Massa- 

es ‘ 7 er chusetts and Maine. 
A peculiar obscure mottling Upon finding that there were An inspection certificate from the 

was observed on the foliage of Some plantings of red raspber- United States department 7 agricul: 
. «te ' .. Ties relatively free from the mi ture is also required on all  shelle« 

different varieties of raspber p y . . . mud corn which has been grown or stored 
ries, chiefly upon King and Lat- form of Mosaic pr edominating in the quarantined parts of the four- 
ham by the inspectors for some 0 Latham and Kings, immedi- teen infested states, and any unin- 

i 5 i j ate steps were taken to rogue — spected shelled corn brought into Wis- time. They recognized it as an pS r g ted s br : abnormal condition but did not every visibly infected plant pres- wonsin from these. infested acreas. 1s 

fully realize its importance unti] ent and thus reduce it to a mini- See cane setion or return fo ue 
1924 when investigators estab- Mum. Since it was impossible The order is signed by John 1. 
lished the fact that this too was to be certain that no infected Jones, Jr., commissioner of agricul- 

‘ ; irus dis- Plants were sent out to purchas- ture, and SB. Fracker, state 
an aphid transmitted virus dis P na at 3 show 1 na 4 entomologist. It is dated January 12 h ¥ var ers if infested bushes were al- 
ease and one that was very In- k . d t mnt withi ‘ft and becomes effective January 15. 
jurious to the plantings, espe- !owed to remain within fifteen The commissioner states that the 
cially when grown under ad- OF twenty rods of the patch, extensive spread of the borer to the 
verse winter and moisture con- these too were required rogued. westward this year is a serious threat 

aie During’ the st t es all to the dairy industry of Wisconsi 
ditions. . . uring the past two years a which depends on the corn crop fo 

There are six or seven differ- red raspberry plantings certified its suecess. An appeal is made t» 
ent types of Mosaic recognized were given two inspections, once sermers send dealers, and seedsmen t 

A purchase a corn so ar as possibl: 
on the black, purple and red between June 15 and July 15, feoin poldts west of the Missfasippl 

varieties of raspberries today. and again at least thirty days iver for the next few years in order 
This disease derives its name later. Each and every plant of to run no risk of bringing in a borer 
“Mosaic” from the peculiar and (Continued on page 89) (Continued on page 87)
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HISTORY OF THE have its home in so remote and hundreds, in thousands—aye, in 
REGALE LILY arid a region of the world tens of thousands. Its slender 

The following article, giving the seemed like a joke on Nature’s stems, each from two to four 
4 Se ie ate the egal ils. part. However, there it was feet tall, flexible and tense as 
we Arnold Arboretum, Harvard Um- and my business in life was to — steel, overtop the coarse grasses 
ieentteinan of Octobe, ito we'wi? — effect its transference ta ; ee and scrub and are crowned with 
sun introduced this Lily to America where its beauty would find one to several large, funnel- 
\ Treasure Wrested From For. P*OP& recognition. shaped flowers, each more or 

; bidding Thibet Throughout an indefinite past, less wine colored without, pure 
. generations of the Regale Lily white and lustrous on the tace, 

By E. W. Wilson, V. M. H. nad lived unsung and unseen Clear canary yellow within the 
(Author of “Aristocrats of the Gar- save by the rude peasants of a tube and each stamen filament 
den,” “Lillies of astern Asin,” ete.) rude land, But few white men tipped with a golden anther. 

_How many people know the had passed that way when first A Fairyland 
size of the mule’s hoof? Quite a | made discovery and none had The air in. the ool of the 

number hive felt theatrength ef noted my noyal lady. morning and in the evening is 
a ae leg and ape Senne And what of the Regale Lily’ Jaden with delicious perfume ex- 
ot his teeth, and his asta s Journey in thought with me haled from every blossom. For 
4 oe a ae ae of his for a moment or two, westward, a brief season this Lily trans- 
hook 1s smother matter, 4 until “west” becomes “east,” al- forms a lonely, semi-desert 

ee a oe in oat though we still chase the setting region into a veritable fairyland. 
mathematical EXAClness, but he sun. Across the broad Ameri- Sungpang Ting is a military 

a a mas = a. ata i od can continent, across that wide town situated on the headwaters 
torty mt ine male ee ocean misnamed “Pacific” to of the Min River. It is a very 
ee my prostrate form tie:noot Shanghai, the gate of Far jmportant outpost of Chinese 
a ae Cathay; onward and westward civilization and a trade center of 
a Cs “ Lenten a“ ‘he up the mighty Yangtsze River considerable magnitude. Medi- 
suinctive Burefootediess a a L for 1800 miles, then northward  cines in great variety, including 
pe bom — = ‘ vhage up its tributary, the Min, some the famous rhubarb and musk 
wed Af, watts Sratituds (as these 950 miles to the confines of mys- are brought in by tribesfolk 
Sees one Oy one pasced ver terious Tibet; to that little- from the neighboring mountains 
me and not one even frayed my known hinterland which separ- and bartered to Chinese mer- 
oT sa in the yg ates China proper from the hier- chants. 
ie ‘ f the Chin Tib don be 8 archy of Lhasa; to the wild and Rested and reprovisioned I 
ayaa : ara Saag had mountainous country peopled and my followers sallied forth 
acini Ey ee aC SmI uae mainly by strange tribefolk of and for seven consecutive days 
been brought about by a rock- unknown origin; toa land where —pJunged down the seemingly in- 

slide, a very, Common a Thad Lamaism, Buddhism and Phal-  terminable gorge of the Min 
ae Sold Ee Ties at lism strive for mastery of men’s — River. 
the end ot Macake 1oi0- and hay: souls; to a region where mighty It was frightfully hot and 

ing crossed to Europe, reached ©™pires meet. . traveling was most fatiguing. In 
Peking by way of the Trans-Si- There in narrow, semi-arid many places the narrow track 
berian Railway early:in May. valleys, down which thunder’ was hewn and blasted from solid 
From Peking I traveled by devi- torrents, and encompassed by rock and here and there tunnel- 
ous routes across China to Sung- mountains composed of mud ing had been necessary. In sev- 
pang Ting, in the extreme west- shales and granite whose peaks eral places Chinese characters of 
TOEthwest of China, which was 2re clothed with snow eternal, huge size and carved in the rocks 
reached toward the end of the Regale Lily has its home, In warned those who could inter- 
August Summer the heat is terrific, in pret them of the dangers of the 

ow Winter the cold is intense, and road and urged all not to tarry 
Nature's Joke at all seasons these valleys are in particular places. 

My quest was the Regale Lily subject to sudden and_ violent There was much traffic, large- 
which I had discovered some  windstorms against which neith- ly coolies, but also several mule 
years earlier but had failed to er man nor beast can make head- trains taking up brick tea and 
introduce successfully into way. There in June, by the cotton cloth in particular and 
American gardens. Its beauty wayside, in rock crevices, by the various merchandise in general, 
and richness of fragrance had torrent’s edge and high up on bringing down medicines, hides, 
won my heart and I was deter- the mountainside and precipice deer horns. 
mined that it should grace the this Lily in full bloom greets the The passing of mule trains 
gardens of the Western world. weary wayfarer. was a difficult business, often 

That such a rare jewel should Not in twos and threes, but in (Continued on page 88)
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Wisconsin Horticulture But first we must have the step into a canning factory, a d- 
club. It takes no more than one hydrating plant or into an o1- 

Published Monthly by the or two eager horticulturists to chard of any kind of commonly 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society start a local Horticultural Club. grown deciduous fruit at any 

119 IS. Washington Avenue. The club can function as a gen- stage of the work and compleiv 
OMcis! Organ OF Mie Soulety eral horticultural club or as a the operation or operations then 

Fates eanmiiy keting Bitar specific such as Garden Club, in progress without a ball-up.” 

dentributing. halter Mis. Gs, Eruit Growers Club, Landscape — Mr. Rees joined the experi- 
Sue R ee: Bs te Chambers. Huron Club—or what ever your locality ment station of the Oregon Av- 

, needs and desires. _ ricultural College immediately 

Entered at the postottice at Maaison, Jf your community needs the after graduating from that in- 
Wisconsin, as second-class matter. ac: school houses landscaped; if stitution. He later became the 

Ceo ee ee tami Soutien Lidae Act your town needs parks; if your extension Horticulturist of the 
of Ootober 3, 1947,, auchorized. July’ de, city needs well landscaped boule- Massachusetts Agricultural Col- 

Advertising rates made known on ap- Vards and streets; your Garden lege and after some four or five 
an Club can be the moving spirit. years he transferred to similar 

: . a . If it is fruit growing that is Work at Cornell University | 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society wanted call your club a Fruit where he became particularly ine 

wii inglinod safe cents subscription eee oup nd ae fee terested in the grading and mar- 

Bele Oe fa. at mings one a Neh keting problems of the fru 
“ Kemit by Postal or lsxpress Money Or- » discusse growers of western New York. 
der "A dollar bill may be sent sately if De discussed. . _ Largely as a result of his work 
wrapped or attached’to a card: <Wersonal A man intensely interested in the Western New York Coopera- 

Postage stamps not accepted horticulture made the remark tive Fruit Packing Association 

one day that there is no better was formed and he resigned his 
OnPIGERS thing about which to build com- position with Cornell University 

J. H, Leverich, President........Sparta Munity spirit than horticulture to become one of the managers 
Goantehe Meuibe gen, Gren sy —the fruits and flowers that of this large organization. Mr. 

, , help to make life more interest- Rees is now Horticulturist for 
saincaryy wpa. cacyny ay rns pan ing. | . . the New York Central System 

Be Ons iif you are interested in hav- and is the author of a recent 

president, Vice-President and Secretary 12 & Club in your community a publication of that railroad en- 
_ Bor term ending December, 1929 letter asking for suggestions as jitled “Apple Survey of United 

Me Ri Brabaker wre aw asnbe™ to organization will be gladly re- States = ‘anada,” which is . W._Ulsperger....... Sturgeon Bay | 2 y re States and Canada,” which is 

ii 'G, GhtistengeaLLosheesn Celved and answered from this easily the best source of infor- 
a, Berger, rains DESERET Lay olltee. mation of this nature. While 
M. S. Kellogg.............. Janesville gathering the material for this 

Oo LN Gee meres publication he personally visited 

fe I ee ne eee es raboo NEW A. P. S. HEAD every important commercial ap- 
W. 18. Spreiter..............La Crosse ple producing region of the 
Wm. ‘Longland...21/2)))lbake Geneva Ralph W. Rees of Rochester, United States and Canada. Mr. 

. — New York, was elected president Rees was also the Manager of 
7 Leech OF ANN etter Of the American Pomological So- the American Pomelogical Socie- 

. W. A. Toole ciety at the annual meeting in ty tour through the Pacific 
_ — 4 Grand Rapids. He succeeds Northwest last summer. 

Paul C. Stark, who has held this The names of two new men 
WHAT A GARDEN CLUB honored office during the past appear on the Board of Mana- 

four years and declined this year gers. Dr. C. A. Bingham of 
CAN DO. so that he might devote more of Cleveland, Ohio, and H. PD. 

Every horticulturist is in- his time to Apples for Health, Simpson of Vincinnes, Indiani, 
terested not only in his immedi-  Inc., of which he is president. succeed, R. A. Van Meter of 

ate home surroundings, but also Ralph Rees is one of the best Massachusetts and A. J. Farley 

in the beauty of his home town known in men in American fruit of New Jersey. H. B. Tukey of 
or city. But when something production work and few men Hudson, New York, is the third 

should be done in a town in a_ have more actual production and and “hold over” member of the 

horticultural way it is usually marketing experience than he board. The new men on the 

hard to get started unless there has had. The head of one of the Board of Managers are both 

is some sort of an organization largest and best Departments of fruit growers and men of wide 

to back the movement. That is Horticulture said some ten years acquaintance among commercial 

the place for the Garden Club to ago that “Ralph Rees was the fruit growers of their own and 
function. only man he knew that could neighboring states.
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(Continued from page 85) while these were being bandaged Proud am I to have (iis. 
possibly only at particular to my leg the mule caravan, covered, introduced and chris. 
places when one caravan came passed in the morning, loomed tened the Regale Lily. Did 
to a standstill and allowed the into view. The road was too what? 
other to pass. narrow for them to turn back  « : 1 + ae 

The eighth day I camped and and they dare not stand _ still Se oes me: Noj J didn tn . i : present to our gar. 
for several days was busy ar- since we knew not when the rock dens 
ranging to secure in October, the slide would recommence. There Anybody might have found it 
proper season of the year, some was only one thing to do. I lay ~ but— . } 
six or seven thousand bulbs of across the road and the mules His whisper came to me!” 
the Regale Lily. Plans complet- stepped over my body. (With apologies to Kipling) 
ed we set out for Chengtu Fu, Then it was that I realized the _ ‘ eM ; pans). 
the capital city of Szechuan. size of the mule’s hoof. dianahe  Gopsnentea: 1928 Ny ne 

The hardships of a four ‘The men salvaged my wrecked Phe Peblahing “Company. PAU: 
months’ journey were beginning chair and we started on our “ a 
to tell on me and dysentery ina journey to Chengtu Fu. We 
mild form had troubled me for made it in three days and three JOHN RINDFLEISCH FIN. 
days. Yet it was with a light agonizing days they were for ISHES A FINE NEW 
heart and a satisfied mind that me. FLORIST STORE 

te io ae eon Worth More Than They Cost oa Rey ae 
breaking camp and bound our At Chengtu I was carried to eee : « pr a a avec 
way the house of Dr. W. H. Davidson three story briele building which 

, .. , of the Friends’ Foreign Mission, He as (ot eee for his Eos 
A Hairbreadth Escape and all that could be done was premises were thrown open to 

We were making good prog- done. The leg had become in- the public for the first time this 
ress, my chair leading with per- fected. In spite of every care at week . . 
sonal attendants and man carry- the end of six weeks there were The store: interior is wichly 
ing my large camera immediate- no signs of the bones uniting. finished in green tile and marble 
ly behind, my black spaniel dog The question of amputation was with ample display cases, tables 
wagging his tail ahead of us. pressed, but somehow I never ang a show window for his 

Song was in our hearts when felt this would be necessary. flowers. An iceless refrigerator 
I noticed my dog suddenly cease Other doctors were called in, in- cooling system has been installed 
wagging his tail, cringe and cluding a distinguished French jn a cooling box used for his cut 
rush forward, A small piece of army surgeon named Doctor fowers. In the rear is a com- 
rock hit the path and rebounded Mouillac. Some cutting and modious work room. The build- 
into the river 300 feet below. A Splitting was done and the in- ing is constructed of cream 

rock slide was upon us. I shout- fection stayed. colored Ohio fire clay brick. It 
ed an order and the bearers put The leg is crooked, fifteen-six- is heated by a smokeless boiler 
down the chair. The two front  teenths of an inch short, but is steam heating system. Two six 
bearers ran forward and I sound and has since carried me yoom flats above the store are 
essayed to follow. many thousands of miles. now being completed. A formal 

Just as I cleared the chair The accident notwithstanding, opening of the store will be held 
handles a large boulder crashed I got my Regale Lilies and later in the season, it is an- 
into the body of the chair and brought the bulbs safely to Bos- nounced. 
turned it over and down to the ton. The bulbs were incased in Mr. Rindfleisch came to this 
river it was hurled. I ran—a_ clay, packed in charcoal, shipped country with his parents in 
few yards more and I would be at silk rates and reached Boston 1886. His first establishment 
under the lee of hard rock. But a few days after myself. Plant- was situated on a farm some- 
1 was bowled over, tried to jump ed in a garden in Roslindale, thing over a mile southwest of 
up, found my right leg was use- Massachusetts, they flowered Beloit on the Shirland road. 
less, so crawled forward to the freely in the June following and Here he had 30 cold frames in 
shelter of the cliff. some even ripened seeds. which he raised early lettuce and 

It was only a small slide and From this stock has sprung vegetables for the market. ‘o- 
we had had a_ providential the millions acclimated in Amer- mato plants and geraniums were 
escape. My right leg was ican gardens and other gardens also raised although it was at 
broken in two places below the across the seas in Europe. Each first difficult to find purchasers 
knee and the side of my calf was year it adds to the pleasure of for the geraniums. 
badly lacerated. millions of folk. The price paid Moving to Milwaukee in 1888 

With the legs of my camera has been stated. The Regale he remained there for three 
tripod I improvised splints, and Lily was worth it and more. (Continued on page 90) 

i 
a
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(Continued from page 84) wish eb 

hese plantings was examined 1 fae, waypie, WN, a [OA 
individually. The inspector took | ™ Lie ad A) | | 
but one row at a time and made ja i} Tree GI VA! | | | 
n accurate count of the percent ‘4 Wipe, TH WE, Bo | LAR eB TA 

lof diseased plants, based on the S| | | mn Te ie Ss A ‘| | mma) | | | 
original number planted in each fase 4g |I| ' a de SF la aan | a 
instance, with a mechanical crt | ED) 0] kesh a eared ta! 

Yeounter. If the inspector was hy Lig )p I tse SS TEE eA 
ot immediately followed by the | / | ta Tae Pag 

grower, Who dug out the con- | —— SSE “eat be wR, gE 3 ae ae Gnas! 
lemned plants as found, each ‘shy He +e meal We a m4 LEE | 
plant was marked with white- os “—1- fM Fa { cae ely 
wash, or otherwise designated, = pp Bs of 
nd the planting rechecked be- ra | 
ore the inspector left that vicin- ¢¢ ” 

ity. If, then, these marked That Deeper Green 

plants were not rogued within 2 
48 hours, the planting was What does it mean to yous 

eed SP Se ae ae W 7 HERE foliage shows that deep, rich green, 
he marked plants together with y that is where Arcadian Sulphate of Am- 

every sucker within a radius of monia was applied. . 
hree feet, taking special care to It’s a sure sign of healthy and vigorous plant 
et all of the roots. As an ad- growth 
litional precaution the owner of in ‘Il . her there * 
he patch was advised to mark It’s all the same whether the crop is corn, cotton, 
vith a stake the place where the grain, potatoes, vegetables, orchard or truck crop. 
riginal plant had been removed That deeper green tells the story of a plant, well- 
n order that any roots missed nourished with quick-acting nitrogen. It is the 
luring the roguing might be de- best promise of a rich harvest. 
ected and dug upon sprouting. ; . r : 
Where the plants were crowd- And note this: There is no better carrier of ni- 

bd and the foliage touched an ad- trogen than Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia—254 
oining diseased plant, these per cent ammonia guaranteed. All soluble, all 
re, et sod pox moguing available, it acts quickly and lasts through. Fine 

2 ‘ther. } nae . 
red raspberries were certified and dry easy to apply by hand or machine. 
vithin less than twenty rods of Mail the coupon for our free booklets telling you 
n unrogued Mosaic infected how to use Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia on the 
lanting of raspberries. With crops you are most interested in. 
ut a few exceptions, no plant- . 
ngs were certified where the per Results prove the availability of the nitrogen in 
ent of Mosaic during the first 
nspection exceeded five percent, of ; mi no ational wae ene ARCADIAN Sulphate of Ammonia 
rogue a patch which had more THE BarrRETT CoMPANY, AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 
han five percent at the time of New York, N. Y 
he second inspection. All con- Atlanta, Georgia 7 Medina, Ohio 
emned plants were ordered Montgomery, Ala. Berkeley, Cal. 
ured and when aphids were = =§=j=j_={$—= sss Se ee ee eeueoee son ece 

resent in large numbers the 1 phe Barrett Company (address nearest office) (N-1-27) I 

rower was required either to ' Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate mmonia. m especial | rarry the plants to the bonfire in " tthe shimple paekagesof <Areaaisn Suphate’of Ammonia: 1 am obpeciatly ' 
canvas or to scorch them be- ec an 

ore attempting to move them. ! (Write name of crops on line above ) 

ortunately the plant lice were | I 
Xt remely searce this past sea- | and wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. 1 

on. | ' 
In consideration of the re- ' Namen sos an an ae nn ne se scncncsns an sa nessa ae sane anne ne nanan canna cence ances 

ults of the work of the past two p Addte88 «2-2-2 eens reece scence eee e ete enee ence eccceeeeseeseenneeeceenceteeeeees 
(Continued on page 90) eee eee Le Le LLL LL LLnL NNN LN
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Write for 

Prices NOW 

Arsenate of Lead Calcium Arsenate 
Lime Sulphur Corrosive Sublimate 
(Liquid and Dry) Nicotine Sulphate 
Bordeaux Mixture Dairy Fly Spray 
Paris Green Fly-O-Cide (Cattle and Fly Spray) 

Manufactured By 

° ° 
Cream City Chemical Works 

772-776 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

(Continued from page 89) and King raspberry plants houses 50 feet long and 16 feet 
years, we are of the opinion that would be for the following sea- wide on his farm. Soon he had 
roguing for the control of mild son. As a result of this confer- a good business worked up but 
Mosaic in red raspberries is en- ence, it was apparent that there found the country location a 
tirely practicable. A number of would not be sufficient stock of little difficult for city trade. 
the plantings rogued for two these varieties rogued Mosaic- Looking around for a new lo- 
consecutive years now appear to free to meet the demand and it cation he purchased a_ twelve 
have less than 1% infection. was deemed advisable to release acre tract fronting on Rock Rivy- 
There have been some plantings for sale, for fruiting purposes er at the upper end of Fourth 

which showed a marked increase only, some of the Mosaic-in- street, owned at that time by the 
in the percent of infection this fected plants. A special permit late Deacon Knapp. It was a 
year over last and others that was therefore issued to 34 addi- desolate looking piece of land 
have not shown as much de- tional growers upon the receipt when he acquired it, a good 
crease in percent as hoped. The of their sworn statement that no share of it so low as to be 
explanation of this lies in the sales would be made other than deemed worthless for cultivation 
fact that the work was new to for fruiting and that each and purposes. Mr. Rindfleisch had 
the growers and they failed to every bundle or shipment would vision however, and has develop- 
realize the damage they were do- have attached to it a copy of the ed it into a valuable piece of 
ing by roguing and carrying special certificate issued them, property on which he _ raises 
aphid laden plants about their indicating the presence of Mo- practically everything sold_ in 
patches, and the fact that too saic. Since the supply of plants the downtown store. There are 
many plants were pulled without for the 1926-1927 season is ade- ten greenhouses, each one 20 
preventing the roots from quate, no further such release of feet wide and 100 feet long on 
sprouting. infected plants was necessary. the land at the present time. 

During 1925, 168 acres of Two hundred and seventy- ——— 
raspberries were inspected in eight out of 570 applications for 
Wisconsin in 202 plantings. nursery inspection received by 
Fifty-nine of these were given the inspection office in 1926 in- STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
what was termed a “Double Cer- cluded raspberries. Two hun- Beaver’s Hardy 
tificate”’, indicating that it was dred sixty-five of this number . . : 
believed every visibly Mosaic-in- covered the red varieties but Northern Wisconsin ! 
fected plant had been rogued_ only fifty-three of them could be Grower } 
from the plantings thus covered _ issued certificates and these cov- Free catalog tells all about the t 
after two inspections. A hear- red less than thirty-seven acres. Fee ae eupee corn acer 
ing attended by the growers was P ae ; see held during the fall of 1925, just TT bearing and other leading varieties. 

prior to the time of issuing the (Continued from page 88) Jeff Beaver & Sons 

1926 certificates, to ascertain years. When he returned to Be- Eau Claire Wisconsin 
what the demand for Latham loit in 1891 he built two green-
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(Continued from page 83) any sunlight into that basement. not have any trouble getting rid 
underneath, and the tile floor, I think sunlight is important; I of them. The best time is thirty 
and when I get this room down can get it into mine at any time. days after picking time and not 
to 40° it will stay there, because Another thing is that they have at picking time. Most people 
the soil temperature will not go no package rooms, they have put them on the market at pick- 
down during the day. I will just the basement for apples; ing time while the glut is on and 
have the danger of freezing in everything that is done in out of have trouble getting rid of them. 
cold times, because if I insulate the weather must be done in that One great consideration in 
this floor and the walls I will not room, while I have the room your storage is to build it so you 
get the benefit of the soil tem- above. Icansortthemandrush can keep it cool in the fall and 
perature that I now get from be- them in out of the storm. They keep it from freezing in the win- 
low, so it might be I would not have but one room and have no ter without too much attention 
use this in the winter, but put place to cool them unless it is in the night. If mine wasn’t 
the apples back in the warmer  cione out in the orchard. about right I would hate to leave 
room. They also have trouble with jt to the children and hired man 

This building is 214 feet above their intake. They have mound- to see that the temperature was 
the ground and I have never had ed the dirt up over this cement right. Last night I shut the 
to bank the walls. and their inlets are on top and ventilators and the temperature 

I would like to tell you about the cold air will naturally seek was around thirty and I think it 
a new storage that the college the lomegt Jevels, so He gool ait will stay there until I get back. 

: ig f is around this mound and not a eee 
put up a vege af0 this fall, “ae the top and you cannot get the (Continued from page 87) 
F ow. you mp sae cold air that you could have if Mme. Emile Lemoine, ween that and mine by listing level Lady Alexandra. Dulf, 
its good points and faults. It is they were on a ground level. Lillian Gumm, 
about two times the size of They have the complete base- Souv. de Louis Bigot, 
B puk it is all ‘ built in- ment in the soil except on one . BH Bead 
ran GAG TAT Auten One side where there is four feet of The varieties of irises chosen 
(oa Bide a as ae eg soil. They do not have achance_ to be listed were: 

ventilators, the room. is divided of Cooling that and protecting it ee 
in the center lengthwise. It has from the freezing temperature Georgia, 

three inlets on each side of the in the winter time. The only Ann Page, 
building coming down just about Way is by opening ventilators, Queen Caterina,’ 
the same as my arrangement is nd if the temperature goes up Shes oli-wriznt 

here. They do not have the ven- to 50 or 60 in the day time and Virginia Moore,” 
tilators in the end. The advan- then it goes down at night to Sunee 
tage they have is that their in- twenty below, there has got to Dream: itiiama ge they have is tha eir in . s ch ed Lent A, Williamson, 
lets are on the inside of the wall be a lot of ventilators changed, Sweet Lavender, 
instead of on the outside wall While with mine I can leave Souv. de’ Mme, Gaudl- 
land another of their assets is them open. . white Queen, 
that they have these - other Another trouble they have is Rose Uniaue, 
cupolas and they have slatted that the thing is built out of con- Dominion, 
floors in the basement to keep crete, which radiates the heat Relea lee serthuls: 
hese apples and packages from from the soil much more rapidly Mount Royal, 
he floor so that the air can pass than it does when of tile con: Yellow Tlammer, 
hrough under the apples and go struction. They can cool it at White Teaght, 
back through the shafts in the night and in the day time it will BY. Morrison, 
enter. Another advantage is warm up again; it is impossible Opera, 
coming in on the level ground. to keep the temperature without Palitis Dalmative, 
They dug it back and covered continually changing these ven- Valkyries 
the top about four inches deep _ tilators. Aleazar, 
with soil. One end is open and In closing, I think the most Sur eae 
that has a small lobby about important thing is to have a Archeveque, 
8x16 feet so that there are two storage place; the buyers know Jacquesiana, 
doors to pass through to protect you have a place to hold them Moet 
hem from outside tempera- and do not have to get rid of Rhein Nixe, 

ures, them. We can put these in stor- Pe eo waxes, 
My cellar seems to be cooler age and hold them three or four Afterglow, 

han the one at the college and weeks and bring them out whcn Mrs. Alan Gray, 
he humidity was better. One most of the Duchess are gone. Bluet. ws Beatrice, 

bjection I have to theirs is that Ours come on the market just Leonato, 
here is no possibility of getting after the glut is over and we do Pocahentas.
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Largest Growers of a i, NA PATENTED AUG. 13.1907 

: Grane Cte eee, seal Quality Nursery J oh a aga 

Stock in the cag ep \4 
Regge? aft! Fo. Fro2 Fio 3 

Northwest apa eeee B B 
erry Boxes 

Over 200 acres com- a Mr. Planter a Crates, Bushel Boxes 
prise: our nursery at Q HEN you buy Nurs- l and Climax Baskets 

Waterloo, Wisconsin. 2 WwW ery Stack youwant 5 As Y Like Th 

We grow high class the best. S rou Like em 
: NORTH STAR QUAL- w ‘ . walk pes ane. Suey ie ITY and. SERDICE, as patent Holding ‘erry boxes “ct 

large quantities. You well as HARDY NORTH- wood veneer that give satisfac- 
Be tion. Berry box and crate ma- 

can depend on McKay ERN GROWN STOCK, terial in the K. D. in carload lots 
: Boas goes into every order our specialty. We constantly 

quality and reliability. we pack. carry in stock 16-quart crates ail 

Our “PLANTER'S pate we ae" cae aie op 
MANUAL!’ will give you E order too small or too large for 

e much valuable informa~ a us to handle. We can ship_the 

McKAY NURSERY a tion on planting and suc- a folding loxes and crates in I. D. 
cessful qrowing of Nurs- essential in handling fruit, and 

C 0 M P A N Y ery Stock. Write to-day, we aim to do our part well. A 
it is free. large discount for early orders. 

First Central Building A postal brings our price list. 

North Star Nurser s Cumberland Fruit Package MADISON, WISCONSIN ot lurseny (Ge Company e 
i atdeeville, Wisconsiar 

Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. Par Mey Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. ; 

SO” oom ooo ooo oo cence mij sieiemaioaieatesaeas 

Oo ‘ 

KINKADE GARDEN TRACTOR 
Buy Direct From Grower Trustworthy and Power Lawnmower </-] 

Trees & Plants A Practical Proven Power Cuy_ 09 
and save 40% on your 2 amon Hivator for Gardener Suburi: (ae GY cassior 

Sas serymen Fruit Growers, Coun: (aa gen Fe" 
Nursery Stock try Estates and Poultrymen. CQIYA GD 

« FARM MACHINE CO. 
Catalog just out Try the Forest Winter 1085-S3rd Ave, SN En MINNEAPOLIS: MINN. 

; . Apple, as good quality as ee 
Eetablished 2504 Delicious. Tree hardy, pro- 

Kellogg’s Nursery ductive and a good grower. ZB a 
n Has been grown locally in giZ77ao aa 7 . : 7 SZ eh ox this section for twenty-five SA ZA ZZ 

Janesville, Wisconsin years. We also have a good eS <a._(—[Dm™-ZAz: Z Ss. also have a g ENS 4 AZ 
po : stock of the Windsor, some- eG Wi |) Fav E PLZZ 

times called “Wisconsin [ZX i LAVA 
—_ - ian 2? q |AA Mh Zz Baldwin.” Plant these two GAA iB WAAWAA 

varieties and have good A Sia 
A B Coleman & Son | winter apples of your own. _ 

e me Send for our catalog, BERRY BOXES AND CRATE 

Latham Raspberry sone our Complete pe Hither made up or in the K, D.! 
Plants ode ted ane | ceed as American Quart Berry Bashets, 

Mosaic free acop © your needs. Climax Grape and Peach Bash ets| 
: Reliable agents wanted. Till or Repacking Baskets, Pian 

Premier, Minnehaha Boxes and Veneer Tree Protect ors] 
and Dunlap 120 acres. Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Rerues! 

Strawberry Plants The Coe, Converse & Edwards Write for special prices on Car. loi 
ots. ibera iscounts on 

Aitki: Minnesota Company Early Orders. 
itkin Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPAN| 

Fn SSS SSS SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
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HANDLING TREES DAM- and of the apples, Jonathan lem. A little study before start- 
AGED BY ICE seems to be broken worst. ing, however, will soon reveal 

Dr. M. J. Dor f the Illi Rings or washers can be used at the course of treatment. There 
: By + Win, A201 tof H eo iL the point of union in the center, will need to be some “follow- 

nois Department o orticul- and any number of wires can be up” work with these injured 
ture, who recently spent several run from the center to the dif- trees in the next two or three 
days in southern Illinois study- ferent limbs where the attach- years, to properly shape them, 
ing the situation in reference to Went can be best made with a Incidentally much can be 
fiapie tecaaeddatann the screw eye. learned about pruning now by 

regard to handling and pruning Broken Limbs — The _treat- at ie i wee of oak 
such trees. ment of the broken limbs of the en oreaks mon aie ET ‘o 

The breaks from the sleet are Scaffold is more simple. If the TANS. TD. 
similar to those from the weight limb is nearly broken off, re- OO 
of fruit and can be roughly clas- newal can be made best from 30 OR 40 LEAVES REQUIRED 

sified into three general types— the new growths which will TO MAKE ONE GOOD 
crotch splitting, limb breaks Come with spring growth. This APPLE 
and limb cracking or splitting. iS especially true with peach The leaf area of an apple tree 
The treatment of each type is Where the plan of renewing the jx capable of manufacturing 
somewhat different and can best top is about the same as in de- gumcient food material for a 

be discussed separately. formed trees. In these breaks given number of apples of good 
Crotch Splitting—This type ae ais. ao spring and give and quality. On_ heavily 

of breaking may include either oho . a a Searok limbs, |oaded branches and trees there 
the scaffold limbs or smaller bv ‘aed te. iiiodles a nat can is often less than 20 or 30 leaves 
limbs. In some cases it may 2° fac * Eaters t eh iene per apple, and under these con- 
seem advisable to raise the part SUrtAace. he a Sor. h where ditions the fruit is small and of 
broken to the original position ne i perhaps all of the scaf- poor quality. Although some 
and hold it in place by wire fold pate ane broken the rod orchardists have practiced re- 
cross braces in the smaller limbs 8"0Wths can be summer prune ‘moving a few apples to increase 
and perhaps rods with the older to advansage in onden = oe the leaf area per fruit, until re- 
trees. It must be kept in mind . ated en poseib : ec ihe cently there were no experimen- 
that the brace must be strong te ‘te e Jie ti e will ‘the 1 te tal data available to indicate the 
enough not only to hold the limb the e appeal ant oA stimulate — exact number of leaves required 
up in place but also to support e new growth to advantage. per apple. Thinning has been 
the weight of fruit, even with Split Limbs — This type of more or less of a guessing oper- 
considerable wind. Spikes, or breaking is quite frequent with ation. 
preferably bolts, can be used to both the peach and the apple. M. H. Haller and J. R. Mag- 
hold the break in position at the The opening in the limb may be pegs, horticulturists of the 
crotch. In putting in the cross Considerable and extend up and United States Department of 
braces care should be taken to down for a foot or more. The Agriculture, in a series of tests 
place them at some distance two halves are generally nearly made at the Arlington Farm, 
from the crotch in order to se- edual. The limb is materially pear Washington, found that 
cure greater strength. The Weakened by the split and may different varieties vary in the 
point to be kept in mind in de- break during the summer from relationship between the leaf 
ciding whether to attempt such the weight of fruit. Spikes in area and the size and quality of 
a procedure with a limb is the the smaller limbs, driven the fruit. For the Grimes and 
nature of the injury where the through and clinched, or bolts Ben Davis under the conditions 
limb is broken. If the wood is With the larger limbs, will of the tests at least 30 to 40 
nearly broken, and the bark greatly strengthen the limb. medium-sized leaves per fruit 
badly injured, it will not pay to Prune, in this case, to more up- were necessary to obtain apples 
attempt to save the limb. If right branches, nearer the break of good size and quality, and as 
more than one limb or scaffold and reduce the bearing surface many as 50 for the Delicious. 
branch is broken it is possible, so the fruit load will not break When a smaller number of 
in some trees, to brace one with the limbs down. Allow further Jeaves was present, the fruit 
the others. These raised limbs growth to stiffen the limb. In was not only smaller in size, but 
should be pruned carefully by Some cases renewal can be made was low in dry weight, low in 
small, well distributed cuts 1 4 year or so from a limb se- sugar content, and of poor des- 
which will remove generally lected nearer the trunk. The  gert quality. It was found also 
about one-half of the bearing broken part then can subse- that apples grown with a large 
branches. quently be removed. leaf area ripen slightly earlier 

Young trees have suffered It will be found that each tree than the same variety having 
less from this type of injury, will present a different prob- fewer leaves per fruit.
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These determinations were WILLIAM HANCHETT life, and sent him barefooted, to 
made by ringing or “girdling” = _ _ search the hills of the surround- 
the bark of a twig to isolate the | ing district for berries in sum- 
fruit and leaves from the rest - mer to supply the family table, 
of the tree. Other investiga- : Ps giving him an opportunity to 
tions had shown that ringing : nan make a study of supply and de- 
largely prevented the passing mand — the first principles in 
of nitrogen and carbohydrates y a commercial horticulture — and 
in either direction past the ring, = 9 to study horticulture. So it 
thus making the fruit beyond fy was, that he early began the 
the ring depend only upon the study of family problems and 
leaves with which it was iso- y how to solve them, and at about 
lated. By ringing and thinning fifteen years of age he assumed 
the leaves to a definite number the responsibilities of the farm, 
at varying distances from the ’ then only partially improved. 
fruit it was found also that i He began by improving more 
apples can draw food material land, adding new land to the 
from adjacent leaves and leaves farm acreage and growing the 
at a distance of 2 to 4 feet with aaa usual field crops of the time, 
almost equal facility. when wheat would not pay for 

—U. 8S. D. A. ~ its raising, corn was worth 
twenty cents a bushel, and when 

SS SS twenty-five cents was a big 
. im price for a bushel of potatoes. 

If there is an orchard school he farm was still under mort- 

in your vicinity do not fail to The College of Agriculture of gage, with barely enough cash 
attend. A great many subjects the University of Wisconsin has income to pay the annual inter- 
of importance to growers are cach year selected a few of the est at the rate of 10%, and 
discussed there under skillful men “in agricultural pursuits something had to be done. A 
leaders. whose lives have been devoted change must come for the bet- 
a toward making important steps ter. 

in the advancement of the busi- A vision came to “Bill” one 
DO IT MORE THOROUGHLY. ess of farming and conferring day while burning brush and he 

upon them an honorary degree immediately began planning for 
We heard some interesting in recognition of their services. a future income. If these trees 

data the other day. It was the Among the five men thus hon- would grow on the farm why 
material sent in from various ored during Farmer’s Week was not plant apple trees where he 
spray rings, showing how they William H. Hanchett, Sparta, grubbed the oaks? Why not 
succeeded with their operations Wis., one of the life members of grow a tree that needed no at- 
during the past season. our State Horticultural Society. tention, that would annually 

The rings that followed recom- In response to our request Mr. produce a crop of fruit, some- 
mendations as to spraying and’ F. Kern of Sparta has furnished thing that would sell readily for 
grading had much less loss than the following sketch of Mr. cash, a crop few people ever had 
the rings that neglected one or Hanchett’s life. grown and have a monopoly in 
two sprays. This loss was seen “A man born just prior to the his territory (which was at that 
not only in the number of panic of 1873, on a small farm time very limited)? Having 
bushels sold but also in the in the town of Lafayette, Mon- found a way to secure some 
amount received per bushel for roe County, began a career that apple trees, such as were pic- 
the crop. to most boys even of this time tured in the plate books of some 

Mr. Kuehner of the extension would have seemed to have but unscrupulous nurseryman of 
department of the Department little, if any future. those early days “Bill” made 
of Horticulture in cooperation A farm, covered mostly with his selection and placed his or- 
with the county agricultural timber, with buildings scarcely der with an agent who knew ex- 
agents is doing a great work ona par with farm buildings of actly what was wanted. The 
toward cleaning up and improv-. that period, and a large family trees came and were planted in 
ing the output of the small or- of brothers and sisters depend- the virgin soil, then there was 
chard. If full cooperation is ent with him upon the meagre the lapse of time until they 
given to the Spray Ring move- income of a country blacksmith | should bear fruit and his visions 
ment it will eventually be one of for sustenance, clothing and an _ of ten years previous be fulfilled. 
the major improvements in fruit education, perhaps forced the The trees thrived, were very 
growing. initiative spirit into the system vigorous, splendid specimens, 

Jx,5: Ps of W. H. Hanchett very early in and as fruit pests had not at
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that time learned to exist little this line but had the courage, BAD FOOD MAY MAKE BAD 
difficulty was encountered, and and God gave him the power, to TEMPER 
the hibernals just grew and gather such information as Irritable di siti be 
grew into bearing beautiful would apply to his horticultural t rrita i tl TSPosl lons, . d 
fruit and those hibernals are venture until success and happi- ad 18) re Or appar 
still standing, as vigorous and ness crowned his efforts. ent Ie avo or and ved bs school 
healthy to-day as they were Starting, amid the dark days Food ate “1 st be “Ba Vy Boot 
forty years ago. They have of discouragement, with a +00G InStea hile, eecialigts ai 
borne every year, or at least mortgaged farm, without a cash Seah Dab ig St te Colle ists at 
every alternate year, and even crop, without a market, without rh a Tea a ch 4 eoaid . 
in their old age they furnish the anything but a determination dy yas a vost e l cal : Is 
finest shade imaginable. But and good sound judgment, he & ut vt oS he nie oN SKIN, 
do not get the idea that all of built gradually but permanently x ; and hic ofS righ i 
his trees were hibernals, they a fruit business and with it a fa at, ep 18 oh are bright; 
were not. He had Wealthy, market organization which still bo stan a o og hie a5 Suralght 
Greenings, Talman Sweets, as_ exists as one of the outstanding cand a hi aelin a well- 
well as several varieties of crab marketing organizations of to. Tounded 4 at 1S teeth are 
apples, an assortment that day, and the one after which the pans and white. He is enthu- 
would satisfy the demand of the Puyallup Fruit Growers Union syithou fos and energetic 
most exacting (fifty years ago), was patterned. aa re nervous: 
and his venture proved a good Mr. Hanchett is to-day a lead- ,_ Listlessness, nervousness, and 
one and from this experience ing authority on fruit-growing !vitability ar e apt to be signs of 
sprang a fruit business rarely in his own section of Wisconsin 1™Proper nourishment, or poor 
if ever equalled, until recent and is widely known throughout food. Poor standing in classes 
years at least. the state as one of the most suc- owe pain ma ns and oth 

His next venture was straw- cessful fruit growers in the P ee on ee a Bow 
berries, and many varieties state, and has ever been known lege ee ce iS ardeGs BOW 
were tested out and almost as for his production of high qual- °8S fot noe the « as sure 
many discarded, those varieties ity fruit.” Ra ar pays t € Gah “en 
being retained which proved SSS blades that-stiek out like wines 1, 
most promising for quality, The Worcester County (Mas- show that bone building Foods { 
shipping condition and produc-  gachusetts) Horticultural Socie- have been lacking in the child's J 
tion. Thus he paved the way ty is building a $250,000 Horti- food. Such a child is usually 
for eee ne followed in the cultural Hall. ‘The building will thin and his flesh will be pale fh 

St mit ‘Alert Fyrrz compli, ih ietire and hy, “His eye my tre 
ee atthe tor See eee torium, and a sunken garden. his expression is probably dull. fy 

erate. about the average price Plenty of FRESH FRUITS and fh 
for that time—‘Bill” added IMPORTANT NOTICE VEGETABLES and milk are good }s 
bush fruits of the various kinds All correspondence intended ing Whe against faulty feed- fn 
(mosaic free mind you) until for the secretary of the ing. en nee ore Inglacel in 
the Hanchett Fruit Farm was Wisconsin State Horticul- iar diet 1 quantities in the re a 
one of the greatest in all Wis- rn : : ar diet, the child runs little ris) 

: i tural Society must be so ad of suffering from improper I 
consin and the farm netted more dressed at 119 E. Washine- ish . DEO! 
for fruit in a single year than ton Ave., Madison, Wiscon- mouris mes 'D. News Letters 
the land would sell for im- ain, ‘Any mail addressed —s. LD. News Letters. 

proved. . to the former secretary, 
Mr. Wm. H. Hanchett, with Frederic Cranefield will be re ' 

but a country school education, delivered to him at 1934 ; 
until he could gather enough of Monroe St., Madison, Wis- It takes new ideas to make 
the world’s goods to pay his way consin. Mr. Cranefield in- progress. Contribute some idea 
through a Short Course at the forms me that some of the that has helped you and give fy 
University, with all the handi- society’s mail has been your fellow members the benetit 
caps of a youth in his day, took coming to him, since he has of your experience. t 
the time and had the foresight notified the Post Office to ‘ 
to make his section of Wiscon- deliver all mail having his ee 1 
sin famous as the greatest small name upon it and has asked e 
fruit section in the state at the me to call this matter to Send in a membership for 
time. He keenly realized that your attention. your neighbor when renewing We 
his knowledge was limited along E. L. C. your own. my
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pees him to oun ae 
most efficient spray machine. 

THE UNIVERSITY PAGE These difficulties seem to pre- 

Edited by the University Horticulture Department. cee on taveervill wen be at 

to carry out his spraying prog- 
ress just as it should be done. 

TURNING THE FARM OR- average farm stable manure is However, there is a rescue. It 
CHARD TO PROFIT available and should be used for has been tried out in more than 
Ry: CONRAD TK URIENER orchard fertilization. If it is 20 counties of the state and has 

y not applied in the fall of the been very satisfactory and suc- 

Many farmers have a splen- Year chances are that the work cessful. It is the Wisconsin 

did opportunity to make their is delayed until winter or spring spray ring. The spray ring is 
orchards a more profitable part @nd no application made. The an organization composed of 
of their farm business. Instead Manure should be spread over from 6 to 10 or more neighbor- 
of being satisfied with a shabby the entire distance between the ing farmers who purchase a 
neglected orchard producing ows. The custom of piling the power spray machine with 
mostly scabby wormy fruit Manure around the tree trunks which to spray all of their or- 
which can not be relished by the has little to defend it and often chards. They hire one man, 
family nor sold to advantage, results in serious damage to the usually a member, to operate 
the farmer can manage his or- tree trunks. The manure the machine and spray all of the 
chard so that his home will be should be spread directly over orchards for the ring. It is his 

abundantly supplied with clean, the feeding roots mainly, away duty to spray all of these or- 

sound, wholesome fruit from from the trunk and under the chards just when they should 
September until late spring and spread of the branches. In this be sprayed. He keeps a record 
in addition the surplus will find Place it will also serve as_a_ of the amount of spray material 
a ready market at fair prices. | mulch in summer to hold mois- used in each member’s orchard 

To accomplish these results it ture and as a protective cover- and also the time spent in doing 
becomes necessary that the ing in winter. Where manure each job. This way each farm- 
farmer adopt the orchard prac- iS not available either sodium er’s spray bill is worked out in 
tices in use by successful or- Bitrate or sulphate of ammonia a fair way and settlement is 

phasis “Whey anes Fie puoooh to Ike eae WHEE, ean Te four wore ere Pruning—The trees must be rs en et RES 2 foe 

primed, “Praning is necessary {he siz¢ and. vigor gf the beat; gram used by most spray 1g: 
as a means of reducing the num- a rowi tr ° benefit sprayed four times with a solu- ber of cull fruits in the crop. W& tl oy the lie ti ene f te vf 1 to 114 pounds of lead 
This is accomplished partly by aes y y ae bade ee tH 9 fos a nd He eT ‘of liquid 
removing many of the badly o 5 pounds of one of these arsenate an gallon of liqui 
shaded . commercial nitrate fertilizers lime sulphur mixed in 40 gal- 

aded and crowded branches d th round a i h 
making very little growth. This sere en ranches just before lons of water. The average 
ind of wood can not bear large 7° th i aaa the Just efol, cost per tree for these four 
pples. Most of the large ap- eee aan rond spplication SPrays will’ necessarily vary 

ples grow on strong growing hou fi y a ake la application with the size of the trees and 
ranches which have abundant #Pout five weeks later. the amount of pruning that has 
ecess to light and air. Ordi- Spraying — Spraying is the been done on them. Many of 
arily, bearing trees are apt to most important of all orchard the spray ring orchards show 
ecome dense in the upper parts practices. Without spraying an average cost of from 28 to 
f the tree thus shading all most of the crop most years will 50 cents per tree for 4 sprays. 
ranches below it. This must be unfit for use, and unmarket- Qjq orchards of large trees 

; regulated by opening the top able. Furthermore spraying poorly pruned will cost from 
the tree. Remove upright must be done at the right time 59 cents to over $1.00 per tree 

arts of branches at a place and in a thorough manner with for the four spra: ~ 
where another part of the the right materials if pest con- Y i y nt i in DOaL 
ranch grows to the outside of trol is to be efficient. Of course ,. *OUr County agent Is fn - 
he tree. Attend your county it is true that the average Wis- tion to help any group of farm- 
gent’s pruning demonstrations consin farmer nearly always rs to organize a spray ring and 
nd learn how to prune for bet- finds himself “head over heels’ then give the necessary advice 
er size and color of fruit. in some other farm work just and coaching to get the oper- 
Fertilizing —Trees must be when the orchard should be ator started so he will do the 

erlilized regularly if best re- sprayed. Besides this, his or- work efficiently. 
ulis are to be obtained. Onthe chard is too small to make it Continued on page 106
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A CREED 

’ “Let us get rid of our false 
WOMEN Ss AUXILIARY PAGE estimates, set up all the higher 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG ideals—a quiet home, cultivate 
vines of our own planting; a 
few books full of the inspiration 
of genius; a few friends worthy 

TULIPS AND MEMORIES glowing mass of color and of being loved and able to love 

Two small boys on their way sweetness that would make the in return; a hundred innocent 

home from school, when the tu- *W° mile walk home seem all too pleasures that bring no pain or 

lips were in bloom last spring. short to enjoy them to the full- remorse; a devotion to the right 

stopped to look longingly at the est extent—for she loved to that will never swerve; a simple 

brilliant flowers. There were have them near her—touch religion empty of all bigotry, 

little exclamations of delight their soft petals, revel in their full of trust and hope and love: 
over this and that group of color and sweetness. She even and to such a philosophy the 
color, but their delight culmi- talked to them—told her child- world will give up all the empty 

natedsin a. long drawn O-H—as ish troubles—there would usu- joy it has.”—David Swing. 
they spied two gorgeous red and ally be some when a dozen cou- This could well be called the 

gold double tulips, conspicuous SiS played and fought, as chil- Horticulturist’s Creed. 

against their background of deen, usually do, bul ae oe es 
jan wou a e gone betore sne . 7 “ _ 

dark peony foliage. Then teY reached home—for the flowers THE HALES CORNERS CLUB 
shrubbery—‘“Please give us a told her stories. The Hales Corners Garden 
flower” they begged. “Of course The next morning my two (yp js still growing. This club 
I will,” was my answer, and I red and gold blossoms were jneets regularly once a month; 
started to walk to the nearest %0ne—and for a week two small two members chosen alphabeti- 
group of tulips. “We want boys went to and from school ¢ally read articles on some spe- 
those—those over there’—and 0” another street. Then I met ial gardening subject, or else 
they pointed eagerly to the them near the school house— give items of interest and help; 

great double red and gold blos- *W° unhappy frightened small uring the rest of the meeting, 
soms—the only ones I had of boys; pretending not to notice fardens and garden problems 
that variety. After ‘a moment's their distress I asked them why aye discussed most fervently 
hesitation I said, “No, I don’t they did not come to see the They are not content however, 

want to pick those—these will garden. I told them I could not with the beautifying of their 

do just as well, won’t they?” pick flowers for all, because if 1 94 home grounds—they help 
They thanked me for the bright did there would be none left for their neighbors and friends to 

red tulips I gave them—really others to enjoy—and that some pjan gardens—it is real help too 
were very much _ pleased—but kinds did not blossom again _ their advice has experience to 

they looked longingly at the red that year if picked; but I said pack them and their extra 
and gold flowers they had want- nothing of the two missing plants give a most delightful 

ed me to give them, as they flowers, because I felt as though start to a new garden 

walked slowly down the road I alone were to blame. “Don’t Th Iso t kit ac. 
while I went back to my work, YOU like to see the flowers”, I |; e are ea th a an “ ine 
But I didn’t enjoy it—I didn’t asked again. “Yes’m,” they said vill in ee roteati e rans vat e 
éhioy that worseous spot) of soberly and still unhappily, Y! Pee ye os tet € des ny 

color near the peonies at all— “and we won't pick none—” it d Id land rk mand cot id 
just because a vision of a small there was a pause—"though we bog d fn little fey am ht $ 

girl who loved flowers dearly do like ’em awfully." The next aken he att fa coon hein 

and longed to have unusual ones day the boys stopped again, this Iaido i. Th wees hire bet 
given her, persisted in rising time with a tiny girl—“the ia band oa are Bae ne aor 

before me. How well I could ¢*eePing phlox”—like a “pink Ia ar oa th mee ele wee 
remember her following Aunt cushion” they sang, enchanted— iach ¢ “ Th t bit of Wis ; Lisa or Grandmother up and so I filled their little hands—and SUC be a be pif i Wie 

down the garden paths as they everybody was happy again. a ain ee is fae of this "G: fen, 
cut the flowers they always gave at consin Because 0 1S Garcen 

her to take home—and how her There have been several good — 

heart positively hurt sometimes reports on the Beaver Straw- “Do you think I could grow 

for fear she would not be given berry, a comparatively new but some cotton plants?” Billy 

at least one of some particularly tried variety originated by the asked this question very seri- 

lovely kinds. The relief and joy Beaver Brothers here in Wis- ously the other day, he is very 

when they were added to the consin. much interested in gardens,
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and likes to grow novelties, |j for 33 years, Mr. Barnes found 
something different than the i it necessary in 1920,—due to a 
other boys and girls in the by serious affliction of his eyes—to 
neighborhood. “Of course,” he ’ ore give up his horticultural pur- 

continued, “I know I couldn’t BS ee suits and, selling his fruit inter- 

grow any sort of a crop—but I _ een ests in Waupaca, he moved to 
wondered if I couldn’t get a few ‘ee Friendship, Adams County, 
plants to grow and bear cotton : ay where he engaged in the real 
if I started them real early, just i etd estate and abstract business. 
so I could see what the plants bi Ag} Mr. Barnes was one of the 
really looked like—and I could Vy first life members of the Wis- 
shut my eyes and imagine how consin State Horticultural Soci- 
a whole field would look.” Af- | ety in which he took a great 
ter expressing my belief that he | e deal of interest. He has written 
could raise the plants if he were | a large number of horticultural 
willing to be very painstaking | articles, many of which have ap- 
in his care, and he had gone on , peared in the reports of the so- 
his way to school, happy in the ciety and during the time he was 
thought of this new stunt for most active in the society he 
his garden—this thought was frequently served as their dele- 
uppermost in my mind—Billy | gate to other state societies. 
is not cultivating plants alone— | For six years during the early 
he is cultivating an inner vision Te nineties he was a lecturer on 
that will bring him much hap- A. D. BARNES the Farmer’s Institute Force. 

piness as the years go by. A. D. Barnes, a pioneer in the It was at the institutes he was 
. . given the appellation “Apple 

—— development of horticultural in- ‘Pree Barnes” by which he was 

WISCONSIN STATE FLOR. [rests in Wisconsin, | Passed inown throughout the state. 
AL away at his home in Friendship, 

ISTS ANNU January 31, 1927, at the age of 

Edwin Matthewson, of She- 74. 
boygan, Wis., is to head the Mr. Barnes was born Sep- Only the best advertise in 

Wisconsin and Upper Michigan tember 5, 1852 in a log cabin at Wisconsin Horticulture. Read 

florists for 1927, and A. F. T, Le Roy, Dodge County, Wiscon- their ads. Give them your busi- 
Lauritzen, of Eau Claire, Wis., sin. Early in life he displayed ness and both will benefit. 

is slated for vice-president, or horticultural propensities, 
the next in line. The next or grafting end Beane oun TT 

summer meeting is going to Eau trees, planting, training an x . . . 

Claire and a more capable man trimming them when only 8 to TT ena. hones 
than Mr. Lauritzen, or “Alpha- 10 years old. i copy ° A 

és ‘i ae versity of Wisconsin bulletin 
bet” as we call him familiarly, In 1873, at the age of 21, he that tells of more than 40 ways 

would be hard to find. Two of- went west to Nebraska, home- = . i Ns : ; of serving peas, according to 
ficers were re-elected, Secretary steading on the plains of Fill- W. E. Nicholoy, secretary of the 

Alfred Locker, of Wauwatosa more County where he planted Lire » peared 
: State Canners’ Association. It 

and Treasurer Eugene Oest- the first nursery and orchard in ;."antitled “Peas in the Diet” 

reicher, of Milwaukee. Presi- that part of the state. Rcre : a 
: - % Copies may be obtained by writ: 

dent R. E. Miller, of Racine in After seven years he returned; ‘ 
rhe , : . ing to the State College of Ag. 

retiring becomes a member of to Wisconsin and engaged for a jicuiture at Madison 
the Board of Directors, as Wal- period of time in the nursery a 
ter Hamilton steps out, and the business at the Waupun Nurs- a 

new director elected is James H. ery, canvassing a large part of 
Dale, of Hancock, Mich. The the state. Becoming convinced Washburn people are clamor- 

hold-over director is Henry that Central Wisconsin offered ing for another public park and 

Benz of Racine. a large field for horticultural propose to locate it on Bayfield 
H. H. S. pursuits, he located at Waupaca street near Central Avenue. It 

in 1885 and established the is proposed that the floral de- 
Waupaca Nursery and Fruit sign be an American eagle 

Pruning may be done to best Farms there, planting a large with a band stand and rest room 
advantage right now, as only a_ orchard of apples, cherries and in the body. The park will be 

short period elapses before plums. lined with trees. The city will 

growth will be resumed and the After successfully conducting make an effort to secure the 

healing of the wounds begins. the Waupaca Arctic Nursery grounds.
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Wisconsin Horticulture GREATER OPPORTUNITIES do more than arouse interest, it 
Horticult has al _ should get some definite action. 

Published Monthly by the 1 ed qeurPure -t os 3 Ww a he It has been repeatedly demon- 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society P/4¥€¢ @n important role in the strated by growers of qualiiy 

119 B. Washington Avenue. welfare e our state, Bus ne E products that horticulture oif- 
OfMiciai Organ of the Soclety was realized at an early date 6. great opportunities for 

— that live | stock development those skilled in its art. Let's 
ERNEST L, CHAMBERS, Editor should be the basic form of our h horticultur 
Secretary W. oS. Ho S., Madison, Wis. . ativitiog Be ave more horticulture. 
Associate Editors—S. B. Fracker, Wm. agricultural activities this was 

Kirseh, Mrs. C. KE. Strong, Huron H. assigned the leading part in the 
Smi ‘ ee 

, drama and with a half cen- 
rs roa i x ig sigs 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, tury s coaching has put Wiscon ts 
Wisconsin, as second-class matter. ac. SiN ON the map as the leading 
ceptance for mailin, t ecial t f ir 3 i 1 if 
postage provided for in Section 1103, Act airy state in the union. We 9 
of October 3, 1917, authorized July 15, are just enjoying prosperity / 

Advertising rates made known on ap- and promise for greater market we 
pieation: ee possibilities when along comes | 

; i _ ~~ the European corn borer which 4 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society insists upon playing the part of | 
Annual membershi fee, doll, > Vj i i ¢ ~ 

which includes fifty cents, Subscription the. villain and making a trag: , | 
price to Wisconsin Horticulture. Send edy out of our drama. All eyes 
son, Wier to Offce of Secretary, Madi- are now being focused on the af 

Remit by Postal or Express Mo’ -  -ahaoe « " é ‘ j 
der. A dollar bill may he sent eaten ig Stage and our heart-beats quick- 4 
wrapped or attached toa card. Personal en. We have 110,000 silos in 7 

; Wisconsin that have provided Fee | 
Postage stam - 

8 ps not accepted storage for the raw products ) / 
orricens which have been turned into 4 | 

J. B. Leverich, President........Sparta weekly and monthly milk checks ; 

C, J. Telfer, Vice-President, Green Bay and provided the prosperity we 
BLL. Chambers, Secretary-Treasurer have been enjoying. These silos 

Se must be filled if we expect to 
UTNE ate continue its enjoyment. Al- ) 

; enna though the corn borer is still 
President, Vice-President and Secretary an ah Jred miles fr | y, Hor, term, ending December.” 1929 more than a hundred miles from 

i. aker....:..++.+...Washbur > tinder de IS CauSihe 6 o Fo a H.W. Ullsperger... Sturgeon Bay our border it is causing a com- 
Fe Fey SBR etsciine vases: coors RONGEDS plete change in the methods of SECRETARY 
we pot gterm ending December, 1928, . . handling the corn crop that in 

M.S: Kelloggs 122 itnesyite itself is of grave danger to our Qur readers may be inter- 
Sumee Biv nestone: oa: sas Milwaukee dairy interests. In order to egted in knowing something 
‘ For term ending December, 1927, prevent the borers from over about their new Secretary and 

W. HB. Spreitor....12///1/illia Grosse Wintering in the corn stalks Editor. A clipping from_the 
Wm. ‘Longland?/./'/!//‘Lake Geneva those in charge of the pest’s con- Wisconsin State Journal of Feb- 

——_ trol are requiring that all corn ;uary 9 reads as follows: 
BOARD OF MANAGERS be shredded or put into the silo. 

JOE. Leverich 0G: J Telfer This practice is accumulating a “NAME CHAMBERS SECRETARY 

a a : lot of dairy feed which will na- or HorTICULTURISTS” 
a turrally stimulate dairy produc- 

. tion and consequently build up “Ernest Leslie Chambers, 
IN THIS ISSUE _ouipelaae in, sections not assistant state entomolo- 

formerly active in dairying in ‘ inted 
: : saad gist, has been appointe 

Ice Injury to Trees. the his o; Belk Such problems secretary of the Wisconsin 
The Farm Orchard. as this one have appeared from State Horticultural Society, 

time to time and brought out the executive committee of 
Greater Opportunities. the feeling that there should be . 

more’di ificati . . the society announced to- 

A Horticulture Program Oe Sera eee at oe ABEL da: Mr. Chambers ‘ cultural activities and more em- h ee #8 ‘h th tate d 
Cucumber Mosaic. phasis placed on the building up as been with the state de- 

. of horticultural pursuits but partment of agriculture as 
Facts About Marketing. none has gotten very far so far assistant state entomolo- 

A Horticulturalist Honored. as the necessary appropriations gist for the past five years. 
were concerned. This problem Before coming to Madison 

Tulips and Memories. of the corn borer menace should he was employed by the
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cre peel posse TOO MUCH PRUNING EXPLORERS RETURN FROM 
0 nite ates De- 
partment of Agriculture.” Many orchardists prune too AMTAY. PROVE, IMPOR. 

much, without regard to the real TANT IN AMERICAN 
Many of the readers have need of the tree and there is AGRICULTURE 

come in contact with the new more danger of injuring the tree 
secretary during his services as With too much_ pruning than P. H. Dorsett, Agricultural 
field entomologist and nursery With too little. Trees which are Explorer for the United States 

inspector. Some of the readers carefully selected when the or- Department of Agriculture, re- 
will probably associate the name chard is set out require only the cently returned to the United 
with the “Horticultural Trou- removal of an occasional branch States after two and a half years 
bles” page which was edited by Which may start out in the of searching in China and the 
him during the past five years. wrong place, and the cutting out tropical islands of Sumatra, 

Other Dieta ee eet injured and crossed Java, and Ceylon for plants that 
r Details imbs. may be useful in American agri- 

Born—Seville, Ohio, 1896. If the trees are producing un- culture. With the assistance of 
Attended Ohio State Univer- er-Sized fruits, if the tops con- his son, J. H. Dorsett, he made 

sity, 1914-1918. tain many dead branches, or if thousands of selections of seeds, 
Served in Medical Corp U. §. _ the seasonal growth is short and _ plants, scions, bulbs, tubers, and 

Army, 1918-1919. scant, judicious pruning is cuttings. 
Employed by F.H.B. at Wash- recommended as a means of re- This plant material, after 

ington, 1919-1921. juvenation. This usually con- passing inspection to determine 
Graduated O.8.U., 1921 (B. sists in cutting back many its freedom from insect pests 

Sci.). branches and in entirely remov- 

Assistant State Entomologist, ing others. Prune weak-grow- 
1921-1927. ing ae pee ign: COVER PAGE 

2 Smeneé ree U. growing kinds lightly. Varieties : . . 
of Vee enoe, Science degree U. ‘nich branch freely need little ,. Vista in the Milwaukee Pub- 

, . pruning; those with many un- lic Conservatory at Mitchell 
SEER branched limbs, much pruning. Park. Photo by H. H. Smith. 

Five farmers were honored Prune trees in rich, deep soils © ____ 

iy he college af agr icaltore of pene in poor, shallow soils, and diseases, and after being 
the University o isconsin at a i i i the yoneral convocation” of The cotting back of all the Howton ng iy dete 
Farmer’s and Homemakers’ branches of a tree is practiced the introduction af: ts eal bi : pests, will be 
week when they were awarded regularly only with Peaches and gent to scientific workers of the 
testimonials in recognition of some Piums. This is attributed department, State experiment 
signal services rendered by to the fact that, with these  gtations and other testing gar- 
them to the agriculture of the fruits, the wood of the past sea- dens to determine its adaptabil- 

sae and the nation. They are: son, and therefore the crop, is ity to our conditions of soil and 
zoned Live. Browntown) borne progressively further climate, its possible use for 

Melvin Crestbuah: i it Han. away from the trunk, so that it breeding work, and other quali- 

chett, Sparta, and Jens Jenson, is necessary to head-in these ties. Such testing takes consid- 
Rane’ Take ’an aceount of Mr. fruits by cutting back the erable time, often requiring ten 

W. H. Hanchett’s activities ap- branches! in! order"to keep: “the oF at metioulat peted te woe 
pears elsewhere in this paper. bearing wood near the trunk. b : pa fficlc atl m vt bhi Shed re 

On the other hand, Apples, ?°&? nt cen ay “the. bli 0 
TTS Pears, Cherries and most Plums W@?T@? Bivins 2 U STA ad 

Secretaries of the local asso- are borne on spurs from wood oe Sees 
ciations should report any _ two or more years old and with 
change of officers to phe sean these heading-in is not so desir- 
ecretary as soon as possible to- i i 
gether with a renewal for each area. a Teste on the Benet There is some talk of estab- 
one of their members not yet ment Station grounds at G lishing the new national forest 
taken care of. won & eneva, near Rhinelander following the 

N. Y., indicates that winter approval of the project by Gov. 

re pruning has no special advan- Zimmerman. It will be used to 
If you have any hints that tage over summer pruning, ex- demonstrate the practicability 

might help the other readers to cept that the pressure of other of forestry according to Earl 
|succeed in caring for plants, work is less during the winter W. Tinker, a representative of 
send them in for publication. months. —Horticulture. the United States forest service.
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they had originally been in. 
fected from the cultivated ci- 
cumbers and emphasized the im- HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES b d emphasized the i 

Edited by S. B. Fracker, State Entomologist Bapiaiee oe ONE poration | : 

keep the fields free from such 
host plants in order to prevent 

DESTROYING WILD CUCUM- Under this system all the known their becoming infected with 
BERS AND MILKWEED host plants were removed Mosaic and acting as sources of 

CONTROLS CUCUMBER whether they showed signs of the disease to succeeding crops. 
MOSAIC OR WHITE mosaic themselves or not. The |The results of the work 

PICKLE work was begun at the time cu- shoved se me ae aaethe 
: —— cumbers were planted and the Can be controlled by these meth- 

meni oes Gunes MiSGase £0 inspections were repeated at in- Ods under difficult conditions. 
Its: presence has vas a ‘several tervals of 10 to 15 days during Near Rockland, Wisconsin, the 
munemnee ae Uiiticia to the season. infection was reduced in two 

abandon their eduction e In some cases these weeds years from about 39% to ae 

tirely and inarensing trouble and wild cucumbers were abun- ih ay Madicom mkonw RObY) te 
Phar . . , dant, especially when the fields fo. 

with : Feng rees See one ete occurred near towns, as wild cu- The writers state that if this 
It attacks both the plant as a cumbers are often planted in pln is carefully ere the 

ae : gardens. losses from mosaic in the aver- 
econ he fits veeeiis The authors recommend that age field can be reduced to an 

valueless ‘Such cucumbers’ as ie cucumbers should not be planted amount not of serious impor- 

develop. —_ ae ee oe ve Ae tance. Where fields lie close to- 
Since 1920 the U.S. Depart- he rotation of the crop is ad- gether it is essential that all 

ment of Agriculture has ae visable for the control of other growers cooperate in removing 

studying the control of this dis- eet such as anthracnose the sources of infection about 
ease in Wisconsin and _ Illinois . . . their fields. 
and the results are published in et soul The control of cucumber 
peneranent Bullecis We, tee farm buildings and vegetable oer and the eve ape 

W: ier. * N+ garden as the wild host plants 418° Of Some assistance. Severa 
alker. are more common around the ¢XPeriment stations have shown 
When the control experi- “Tae that th t effective method 

ments were undertaken it was buildings than they are at 7 Sctoor tia: haatleat & known that mosaic was carried greater distances. The eradica- of controlling the beetles is by 

in the seed of the wild cucumber tion of the wild host plants is the use of a dust consisting of 
and as the work progressed it also much more convenient if one part of calcium arsenate in 
was also found that the disease the field is surrounded by other twenty parts of gypsum or land 
over-wintered in the roots of CUltivated crops. plaster. This dust seems to re- 
milkweed, pokeweed, ground In the case of the wild cu- duce the beetle attack more 
cherry and catnip. , cumber, milkweed, ground than when the insecticide is 

Mosaic is transmitted from Cherry and catnip the plants used with lime or any other car- 
the wild cucumber to the culti- Should be dug out if they are vier, 
vated cucurbits by the striped 70% too abundant, but it has 
cucumber beetle and to a lesser een found that if the shoots ee 
extent by the 12-spotted beetle. ®° pulled up as fast as they ap- 
The melon aphis is the most im- Bear the plants will eventually An International Horticul- 

tant dis inati t : a: at 
from other wild host plants, In Illinois the eradication of vious Beene a ila 

In the earlier experiments at- the pokeweed is a problem as ade : at - 1927, coinciding with the cen 
tempts were made to remove all they are difficult to pull and it t f the Horticultural & 
the mosaic host plants, that is {s recommended that they be cut tennary of the Horticultural So- 
all the weeds named, in areas of ff and the cut surface covered ciety of Austria. Amongst the 
one-half to one square mile. It With salt. Fortunately, these subjects to be discussed are; in” 
was later found. however, that Weeds are rare in Wisconsin. ternational regulations for a 

it was apparently equally effec- The fact that the mosaic in- nomenclature of novelties, in- 
tive to confine the eradication to fection on the milkweed and ternational agreements on 
those host plants which oc- wild cherry occurred almost en- granting certificates, interna- 
curred in or within 50 to 75 tirely on land which had grown tional agreement on a uniform 
yards of the cucumber fields. cucumbers before indicated that styling of colors.
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chosen by skipping every other 
THE FLORIST’S PAGE name until four to six are pro- 

3 . vided for the following meeting. 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany Two hours and a half seem all 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. too short, for while the talks 
Jt are supposed to be six to ten 

THAT HORTICULTURE to tomato seeds, and told all furs fous! hey green mean 
PROGRAM aoe he eee bed preparation RUsSIES, tia follows, animated 

Although the Milwaukee © and intensely interesting, it is 

County Horticultural Society spwoligh lath. eon de Onsera difficult to get through. We 
has not become of age yet, it is interest CeIVee grea paye never oe a an oe 

a lusty infant and growing fast. ie eCUUrer, ang, a e members 
It wil be a year old next May. i ae one oe poo are amateurs, hence the meet- 
Outside visitors think the so- }7& Sali ir a ia ation of ings are more like an old-fash- 

ciety has solved the program Tris  Nealin hiefly with th ioned experience meeting. That’s 
bugaboo, and it may be worth German inte c " owt 1 why they interest. The meet- 
while to describe their methods. : . 8 and for Milwa - ing always starts with a nature 
Nic Rasmussen thinks their pro- i, various types for Milwau- poem, gleaned from any source 

. ua ae as ee’s growing. Archie Hill, 117 what d left entirely t 
grams are the “berries” and he Greenfield Place, Wauwatosa AUEVER, and Iekt entirely LO 
ought to know, for he has spe- who won the national prize for te: aiselep uae “Ee “persote SeiOse 
cialized in berries for a quarter garden design, and whowe de- pins arrives for its presenta- 

century. A Mrs. Evans of Ev- sign has been worked out in the yon . 3 
anston, no pun intended, is a New York Botanical Garden The January meeting also 
member ef the national garden Bronx Park, as a perpetual ob. 2S election of officers, and 
club and spends lots of her time ject lesson ‘spoke rout garden "ce the society was only six 
in Washington, D.C. She made desioning Milwaukee and il- months old, the old officers were 

a special trip to our last meet- jystrated his remarks with two 281m elected. They are: Huron 
ing, and said that she thought it qrawings to scale for the aver. 2: Smith, President; Louis R. 
the best she had ever attended. age Milwaukee residence lot Potter, Vice-president; _ Miss 
Where’s so much smoke, must His two plans were for rectan: Martha Krienitz, Sec.—Treas- 

be some fire. gular and circular treatments. U7? The directors are Mrs. 
Perhaps we had better de- Mrs, C. E. Strong, of West Al. ©: 2. Strong, Mrs. F. Harmuel- 

scribe our last program and af- lis, had a place on the program ler, Mr. L. A. Burmeister, Jr., 
terwards tell how we do it. This with a talk on perennials, but M*. John G. Cargell, and Mr. 
program was at 7:30 p. m. offered as a proxy, Mr. N. A. Frank Giloth. Dues at present 

Tuesday, Jan. 25th, in the Trus- Rasmussen, of Oshkosh, Wis. 27° fifty cents a year, but in 
tees Room of the Public Mu- Who chanced to be in the city VieW of the many spring and 
seum. Our meetings are always that day. He made a general SUmmer flower shows that the 
on the fourth Tuesday evening talk on the aims of the State %0ciety expects to hold the com- 
and last from 7:30 until 10 Horticultural Society and urged 178 Year, it was voted that each 
p.m. Any visitors are welcome. affiliation of the local chapter member contribute $1.20 or ten 
All talks were by members. The with the State body. Miss A. cents a meeting as _they pre- 
first number was by Emil Kieck- Beggs, of 2613 Kilbourne Ave., ferred to create a prize list for 

hefer, of 1483—24th street, who gave the nature poem for the the shows. Certain nurserymen 
told of his twelve years experi-  evening,—Lines to a Daffodil. hve indicated their willingness 
ence in growing woods ferns on Following the meeting tanger. ‘9 ive prizes of stock in addi- 
barren spots at his home. His ines were passed with the com- tion to the cash premiums. The 
failures and successes were re- pliments of the president. society has 65 members and 
counted. Supt. Fay Coon, of Programs for this society are ©@ch session sees additions. 
558—49th Ave., is superintend- never lacking, for the members Since the list of members has 
ent of the West Allis schools, do it themselves. If they fee] been run through once for pro- 
and brought along two of his timid about talking, they are grams they now propose to have 
550 gardeners from the high privileged to make it a paper, Symposiums upon certain flow- 
school. They brought all of the but so far none have availed €rs to use one evening for a sep- 
material for demonstrations, themselves of that privilege. arate flower like iris, gladiolus, 
and the girl gave a demonstra- The alphabetical list of mem- Paeony, roses, etc. Definite as- 

tion of how to plant and grow bers is canvassed and each mem- Ssignments will be passed out 
hyacinths, after singing their ber gives the horticultural topic Covering every phase of their 
garden song. The boy gave a_ that most interests him. Speak- Culture, and discussion follow 
demonstration of planting a flat ers for the next meeting are Continued on page 106
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ress has already been made that 
the problem of standardization 

THE MARKET PAGE may be considered as solve. 

: Wisconsin was the first state in 
Edited by State Department of Markets the Union to introduce a com- 

plete program of standardiza- 
tion for fruits, vegetables, hay, 

FACTS ABOUT MARKETING about the most substantial im- bane aie, ey aud oer 
i S$ 

WILLIAM KIRCH Tire relation of the quality products. “eee 
The various activities of the factor to agricultural market- fe peas by the 

Wisconsin Department of Mar- ing is best brought out by a it wt ck 4 an oe hich . 
kets can be said to deal with the comparison of modern practices held or ete ‘the est blish are 
organization of the marketing of buying and selling with those eth ead ° th a rT the ment 
of farm products. This object which prevailed years ago, un- © era aes the Suction 
is being gradually attained by der the so-called self-sufficing ee ear ketl 1m e See ue! wo. 

organizing farmers for the co- economy. In those days farm- nots me S Ord ® lati ete 
operative marketing of their ers were either exclusively sell- oad a0) fORCEr ra until 1 

products, standardizing and in- ing their products in the imme- Pe ee: 8 re ee ae a 
specting these products as to diate locality or directly ex- a inaponten Sections ti ne 
quality, investigating costs of changing them for other prod- s od _producus: mee a the 
distribution, inspecting ware- ucts. The buyer was then al- Pro mice oF th ae awh ong t . 
houses established for facilitat- ways in a position to know by Opinions of those who ate Inti 
ing loans on stored goods, fur- personal inspection the quality ested enough vo ee a hiv 
nishing accurate and rapid mar- of the product which was sold hear nee a ‘ a. Th J 
ket information, making ac- to him, mainly because the sales euitt ed an fea ze ‘th ¢ ~ 
counting installations for co- and exchanges did not involve SU bie a es hihi he ore, 
operative associations and co- large quantities. Since the ad- Vr 7 mes wheal aku hay. 
ordinating the various market- vent of commercial agriculture, on enone a nn hich, 
ing functions which relate to the however, farm products began f can ly fy to an wee f 
transfer of products from pro- to be shipped in large quanti- | De vate tA thei ‘d ae or 
ducer to consumer. ties to distant places. The ae whole value to the industry as 

The complexity of the mar- buyer, at times a thousand miles er os 

keting problem necessarily Way, was unable to know defi- fruits ait tatucie a eh 
makes this work of improve- Nitely the quality of the prod- the readers of the “Wisconsin 
ment slow. It should be remem- ucts that were being shipped. Horticulturist” should be par- 
bered that the present market- He was running a risk and the ticularly interested was started 
ing system developed without ‘Seller was naturally compelled by the Department of Markets 
any planning and that in the to bear part of the risk in the i, 1919 and it has been brought 
course of its haphazard devel- form of a lower price; as time {9 4 degree of efficiency which 
opment business practices were Went on the ultimate seller, ja, yepaid many times the 
established, which in numerous namely, the farmer, had to pay funds appropriated “for that 

instances have lacked uniform- ™ore and more for that element jurpose by the Legislature 
ity, have not been properly co- of risk. It became evident that Standardization involves in- 
ordinated and have resulted in S0me means must be devised <yoction of shipments which is 
a great deal of waste and un- Whereby the party at the other Carried on by the Department 
necessary expense as well as in end would know exactly the of Markets in co-operation with 
duplication of marketing serv- quality of products that were the Bureau of Agricultural Eco- 
ices. This lack of co-ordination being shipped. In other words, pomies of the U. 8. Department 
and uniformity has been espe- Common language had to be of Agriculture. It should be 
cially harmful to farmers. Not devised to enable both parties noted that the work of inspec- 
being organized they were com- 0 the transaction to understand tion js done entirely on a volun- 
pletely at the mercy of the agen- each other. This common lan- tary basis, that is, inspections 
cies which were taking care of guage consists of terms desig- are made only when the depart- 
the marketing end of the agri- nating definite peculiarities re- ment receives requests from 
cultural industry. One of the lating to quality and giving in growers or shippers. 
worst practices was the market- the aggregate a good descrip- The real meaning of this serv- 
ing of products without regard tion of the product. ice will be best appreciated 
to quality and it was in this par- Although the introduction of when certain features peculiar 
ticular field that the Depart- this common language is only to modern business methods are 
ment of Markets has brought of recent origin so much prog- taken into consideration. One
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of these is that modern business SRE 

transactions are founded on ee LO AN Near R, 
confidence. The standardization ~ e~ agi By . 
of farm products promotes this Foe ST AR a Ali Me ee 
confidence inasmuch as the eT SRN Se PE RR Em at ent 
quality of goods ordered is Bn OO lM eo? fled Wy stln , nag AE ae ae 
guaranteed by an official certifi- Co gy Ye Cg | Bea, Ric Tee Nase 
cate. This feeling of confidence ‘ i eS CBS hs ee ees SUE ee a ne A,” 

results in the saving of time oe eg Sen pty MG tera any, 

and ae elimination of a great oi Log ei Byte ek ss ie 
deal of waste. A good illustra- 4 Vie Se , 
tion of this is that under the v 
present system of enforcement 
of grades less cars are rejected 7 more growers 
than before this system was in- 66 ° 99 

troduced. Standardization also swap experiences 
has the great advantage of plac- 
ing the buyer and the seller on Here are a few reports of actual experiences with Arcadian 
an equal footing in that a con- Sulphate of A : Study th 1 
crete and definite statement of P PONS Moy EASM 
quality certified by federal and CO 
state authorities prevents either cRoP GROWER Aradtane | ay” 
party from taking undue ad- per acre per acre 
vantage of the other either by TTT aaah ao OO ON ooomoaoae 
underestimating or overestimat- Sweet Corn D. M. Chalcroft, Beech Grove, Ky. 240 Ibs. 528 doz. 
ing the quality of the product. Apples A.M. Nichter, Elizabeth, Ind. 200 lbs. 80 bu. 

| The most tangible proof of Potatoes H. O. Brandt, Luther, Mich. 150 Ibs. 55 bu. 
the value of standardization lies Tomatoes Roger Sondag, Valmeyer, Ill. 100 lbs. 217 bu. 
in the fact that marketing on Cabbage Lynn Heatley, Midland, Mich. 200 lbs. 12,840 Ibs. 

this basis results in higher Apples A. J. Marble, Omro, Wisc. 200 Ibs. 240 bu. 
prices as is shown by the fact Cherries Donald C. Pharis, Harrisonville, Mo. 325 lbs. 81 bu. 

that during the last few years —_ ::—.:1 

Wisconsin potatoes have been Top-dressing with Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia—25!{ per cent 
quoted higher on the markets of of Ammonia guaranteed—will help all kinds of crops—backward or 
the country than those of Min- bumper. Try Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia for yourself. Will 

nesota, a state where no stand- send you—FREE—enough Arcadian Sulphate to fertilize 25 square 

ardization program exists. feet of soil. Just fill in and mail the coupon. 

Now is a good time to start Results prove the availability of the nitrogen in 

agitation for a garden, vege- 
table, fruit, or general horticul- 
tural club in your locality. ARCADIAN Sulphate of Ammonia 

Five waidiowies for ftowers, THE BaRRETT CoMPANY, AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 

seeds, and trees have just come Atlanta, Georgia Medina, Ohio 
in. Remember when ordering Montgomery, Ala. New York, N. Y. Raleigh, N. C. 
that the advertisers in Wiscon- Memphis, Tenn. Berkeley, Cal. 
sin Horticulture would like to Shreveport, La. Washington, D. C. San Antonio, Tex. 

know that you saw their adver- 
tisement in this magazine. Se ee e”rttr”——™OCP = 

ee | ‘The Barrett Company (address nearest office) (N—3-27) 1 

It takes just a few seed cata- Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially |! 

logues and a little imagination a i ere fore ' 
o make a plan for that perfect rite name of crops on line above.) ' 

garden that all of us have been Fone eee ' 
wanting for so long. And the 1 304 wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. = = = = ~~ ~~ ~~~ SSSsSstSCS~S~S~S«&YS; 

best time to plan itis right now, 1 Name 1 
when we have long evenings and , —_—T 
want to look forward to the , Address .....----.--------+---------0-seeeeecceeneccnenecennnneec con enenconnennecs : 
spring and summer months. eee ee ee ee ee LL Lee eee '
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— FIGHT — 
The Insect Pests That Destroy Your Crops. 

Use The Best Spray Materials. 

Lime Sulphur Corrosive Sublimate . 
Arsenate of Lead Calcium Arsenate 
Bordeaux Mixture Paris Green 
Nicotine Dust and Sulphate Copper Sulphate 
Household and Dairy Fly Spray Fly-O-Cide (Cattle Fly Spray) 

Write for |Prices NOWJ 

Cream City Chemical Works 
766-774 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

HANOVER 1117 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

i le IR 

Continued from page 97 class service at all times and 
MEM - +, you will meet with success. Ad- 

hav “been grown. it i i vertise thru local papers, tele- LATHAM RED RASPBERRY 

necessary to market the surplus. phone and large neat farm PLANTS 

This work is poorly done by the “!8MS.__ . . MOSAIC FREE 
great majority of farmers. To 5. Cider — Good business in We can furnish you with 
market the surplus advantage- good cider. Sound clean apples double inspected and rogued 
ously several things are neces- for cider and clean cider press Mosaic free, Latham Stock, 
sary, they are: and surgoundinye ail bring certified by the Wisconsin 

— you good prices for apples State Department of Agri- 
1. Hand picking of apples— which can not and should not be culture. Write for ae 

Windfalls will not keep in stor-  goiq as eating apples Pp . 
age and they do not look attrac- . DR. J. G. SEIDEL 
tive in the basket. Warrens, - Wisconsin 

2. Careful grading — Apples 
to be sold should be graded so , °, " 3 = 5 ss 
as to be without serious blem- Continued trom pare 108 
ishes, and of uniform size and every talk. No member likes to 
desired amount of red color, in miss one of their sessions, for Young man with experience in orchard work 
the case of red fruit. there is something new to be Hortianleaze, 119. E Washii@ton Ave, Made 

3. Package—Use new, clean Jearned and appreciated at ev- ison, wis. 

containers of the size your cus- ery meeting. Their latest activ- © © _ 
tomer desires. The half bushel ity is to create a purchasing _ ee a 
and peck. market baskets are Committee, who gather up re- 
very desirable roadside market CuinererES EH Rts able ip Pe 
containers, especially for early < L C M : e 
apples and fancy fruit. The hope this will stimulate other STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
bushel basket ranks high. Con- local societies thruout the state 

tainers should be well filled with to “go and do likewise”, for we Beaver’s Hardy 
a uniform grade. The top layer know it works. Northern Wisconsin 
should be rig faced to make the Huron H. SmitH. Grower 
package attractive. Free catalog tells all about the 

4. Advertising — You cannot — Beaver the superior canning and 

expect to sell your surplus even giorion bar Giannis yee 
if it is of high quality, without One way to save labor is to . 
doing some good advertising. put in on the best land. An- Jeff Beaver & Sons 
Let people know what you have, other is to plan your work in Eau Claire Wisconsin 
sell at a fair price, give first advance.
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS AT 24. Aug. Pagenkopf, Milwaukee, Wis. 53. East Side Floral Co., Milwaukee, 

FALL FLOWER SHOW, a vases pompons, vase large ei Wis. Heaket of cut flowers. , 
ums, 54. Currie Bros. i i 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 25. prank Lberteld & Sons, Milwau- Large basket "sf out Homers, Wis 
. ee, Wis. 2 pompon plants. 55. Fisher Floral . i 

We would like to comment 26. Eugene Oestreicher, ‘Milwaukee, Wis. Table ‘ones 
upon every exhibitor’s contribu- Wis. Basket of pompons. 56. Froemming Bros. Milwaukee, 

tion but space forbids, so we ap- 27. Chas. Menger & Son, Milwaukee. Wis. Basket of cut flowers. , 
pend the complete list of exhib- Box primrose and table decora- 57. Baumeartens, Inc., Milwaukee, 
H ; on. is. 
itors, which number the most of 9g ‘4’ Brueggeman, N. Milwaukee, Table. aeket of sul lowers. 
any show by one, or 71 exhib- Wis. 2 vases carnations, 2 vases 58. Hillmans, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis 

itors. The total attendance was: pompons. Basket of cut flowers. 1 ; 
29. Rud, Preuss & Sons, Milwaukee. 59. : i i 

1. Mrs. F.E. Morrow, Spring Green, Table decoration. 8 Fee TL Tae, Pa eed 

Wis. Specimens gladiolus flowers 30, Hugo Locker & Sons, Wauwatosa, vase. , 

and bulbs. Wis. Vase cut rubrums, vase 60. Alma Balfanz, Milwaukee, Wis 
2. Burlington Floral Co., Burling- carnations, vase calendulas, vase Bowl of flowers. , , 

ton, Wis. 2 vases pompons, vase sweet peas, table decoration, bas- 61. Beaver Dam Floral Co., Beaver 
large mums, 2 vases carnations. ket cut flowers. Dam, Wis. 2 vases large mums. 

3. Holton & Hunkel Co., Milwaukee, 31. C. C. Pollworth Co., Milwaukee, 62. Mary J. Skinner, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Wis. Huge group assorted green- Wis. Large display greenhouse Basket cut flowers, and "glass 
house ornamentals and blooming plants, blooming plants, vases of bowl flowers. 

plants. roses and mums. 63. Gimbels Flower Store, Milwaukee, 
4, Sunny Point Floral Co., Milwau- 32. Ernst Praefke, Milwaukee, Wis. Wis. Large mum plant, 1 table 

kee, Wis. 8 vases pompons, 2 cy- 6 potted mum plants. decoration. 
clamen plants. 33. Ludington Floral Co., Milwaukee, 64. John Rost & Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 

5. Riebs Bros. North Milwaukee, Wis. Vase assorted pompons. Basket of cut flowers. 
Wis. 4 vases pompons, 2 vases 34. Fox Point Floral Co., Fox Point, 65. J. M. Euringer, Milwaukee, Wis. 

sweet peas, vase of snapdragons. Wis. 10 vases pompons. Flowers for new baby. 
6. Norman Schmidt, Fox Point, Wis. 35. Cudahy Floral Co., Cudahy, Wis. 66. Mueller’s Flower Shop, Milwau- 

2 vases large mums; 1 vase pom- 5 vases roses, Premier, Red Pre- kee, Wis. Basket of carnations 
pons. ’ mier, Butterfly, Sensation, and and pompons. 

7. Frank Zacharias, N. Milwaukee, Briarcliff. . 67. Wm. Nero & Son, Cedarburg, 
Wis. 4 vases sweet peas, 2 vases 36. Scott Rose Gardens, Cudahy, Wis. Wis. 2 Cleveland cherries, vase 
pompons, vase large mums, vase 4 vases roses: Premier, Templar, of carnations. 

calendulas. " Columbia, and Roselindia. 68. Loeffler & Benke, Watertown, Wis. 

8. Greenwood Carnation Co., N. Mil- 37. Zimmerman _ Floral Co., Milwau- 3 vases pompons, vase large 

waukee. 5 vases pompons, 3 kee, Wis. Basket of cut flowers. ., mums. 

vases carnations, vase gladiolus. 38. John Rosso, Milwaukee, Wis. 6 69. Waukesha Floral Co., Waukesha, 

9. Albin Reinhardt, N. Milwaukee, vases of violets. Wis. Vase large mums. 

Wis. 7 vases pompons, 3 vases 39. F. C. Kaiser, Inc., Milwaukee, 70. Aug. F. Kellner Co., Milwaukee, 

carnations. Wis. Vase assorted carnations, 2  _ Wis. Woodland scene on stage. 

10. A. C. Spinti & Co., Milwaukee, vases pompons. 71. Various pieces from demonstra- 

Wis. 12 begonias, 1 Rubrum lily 40. A. M. Dettmann & Son, Milwau- tion by Preuss, Suzanne, Holtz, 

plant, 1 vase pompons. kee, Wis. Large basket cut flow- Skinner, Gimbels, Baumgartens, 

11. Chas. Kitzerow & Son, Milwau- ers. and Welke. Long basket of 

kee, Wis. 4 pompon plants. Al, Roscoe Godfrey, Wauwatosa, Wis. mums, collection bridesmaid’s bou- 

12. Herman Staeps Co., Elm Grove, 5 vases pompons. quets, collection of corsages, 

Wis. 2 large vases pompons, 1 42. Edlefsen Floral Co., Milwaukee, wrist, shoulder, ankle and knee, 

vase large mums. Wis. Table decoration and cor- colonial for mother and new born 

13. South Milwaukee Rose Gardens. sage bouquet. baby. 

Vase Columbia roses. 43. West Allis Floral Co., West Allis, Huron H. Smiru. 

14. Thos. Griebler & Sons, Inc., Mil- Wis. 5 pots callas, vase assorted 

waukee. 4 vases pompons, 6 be- pompons. — 

_ gonia plants. | 44. Otto Sylvester, Oconomowoc, Wis. What a Garden Club Can Do 

15. O. H. Eggebrecht & Son Co., Mil- 5 vases assorted pompons. may be found in this issue 

waukee. 2 vases pompons. 45. Forest Home Cemetery, Milwau- sae 

16. William Rayner & Son, Oconomo- kee, Wis. Large assorted display, ee 

woe, Wis. 12 Golden Glorie ferns, cypripediums, etc. F . 

mums, 50 Bright Eye pompons. 46. Semler—Leidiger Co., Milwaukee, The best insurance for a good 

17. Gust. Pohl, Milwaukee. Vase Wis. Basket of cut flowers. crop of anything is care in grow- # g g 
Morning Glow carnations. 47. Bell Flower Shop, Milwaukee, ing. 

18. A. H. Arndt, Wauwatosa, Wis. 3 Wis. Table decoration and mum 

yases pompons. 4g plane ‘ee. BN is —————— 
19. Herman Schwann, Cudahy, Wis. . Fred anke, N. Milwaukee, Wis. fo . 

Herman, Sevan y @ tnnen varritious: i Me fees of the Gays Mills 

20. Grunwald Bros., N. Milwaukee, 49. Wm. Manke & Co., N. Milwaukee, rul arm reports a successful 

Wis. 8 vases carnations. Wis. 4 vases large mums. apple season. 

21. Kochanski Bros., Milwaukee, Wis. 50. A. Currie & Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
4 vases sweet peas, vase large a Zable ‘centerpiece ane candles, TS 

mums. 51. Gus Holtz on, Milwaukee, Wis. 7 ej 

22. Garland Flower Shop, Cudahy, Basket of cut flowers. near: ey oe have 

Wis. Basket of roses. 52. Estelle Gumz, Milwaukee, Wis. putting n 2 our sprays 

23. North Side Floral Co., Milwau- Centerpiece and candles’ with have been coming out on the 

kee, Wis. Basket cut flowers. pumpkin bowls. long end of the deal.
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Hi Largest Growers of mw AO {J ' aA iii aussi 
. RRP cape Saba 

Quality Nursery - Beh ty ae sap 
: awe lca ete Stock in the Men det” ee" 

Aparna) Fi0.1 fro2 Northwest | time Oo | 3 agen 
erry Boxes 

Over 200 acres com ‘ Mr. Planter B Crates, Bushel Boxes 
prise our nursery a 8 and Climax Baskets . : HEN 
Waterloo, Wisconsin. e WwW ery occ Nurs: s . 
We grow high class fl the best. f As You Like Them 

‘ H NORTH STAR QUAL- H oe trees and shrubs in H ITU and SERVICE, as H Patent "Folding ‘Berry Boxes ag 
large quantities. You H well as HARDY NORTH- F ood veneer that give satisfac. | 
can depend on McKay H ERN GROWN STOCK, i terial in the K. D. in carload lots © eee H goes into every order H our specialty. We constantly 

uality and rehability. H we pack. 4 earry in stock 16-quart crates ail quality and reliability. i iH ek 16 ra 
4 Our ‘PLANTER’S H made up ready for use, either for 

MANUAL’ will give you rider too small or too “Tare tor 
8 much valuable informa- Us to handle. e can ship the 

McKAY NURSERY ton on planting and suc. folding boxes and eratea tn ke'b 
COMPANY| |  soitarmstus  f | sii a te 

H Sra soc: Mime torday. H large discount for early orders. 
First Central Building H it is free, H A postal brings our price list. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN || North Star Nursery Co. |] Cumberland Fruit Package 

Ni t Ww terl Wi } Pardi a a | Company 
Mrsery: AL WALErIOO, Wis. H ee EOE H Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis 

= ‘ “ 2 0 om om ee oo MO cy cc 

Buy Direct From Grower . - and Power Lawnmower 
yearn @) ieee and save 40% on your ivator for Ga 3, - 

N en Seti. See ireciees ont 
ursery Stoc' ry Entates and Poultrymen. 

Catalog just out Try the Forest Winter — 109s.Sra Aves SVE MINNEAPOLIS: MI. 
Apple, as good quality as ss 

Eutablehed: 1864 Delicious. Tree hardy, pro- 
Kelloge’s Nurser ductive and a good grower. TF =. 

a . ¥ Has been grown locally in zea”) 
Box 77 this section for twenty-five Era a SE SZ 

Janesville, Wisconsin years. We also have a good eA Se ZZ JS 

. stock of the Windsor, some- A qi an E EES] 
times called “Wisconsin EF i ZZ 

_ Baldwin.” Plant these two VAS WAC MA 
| varieties and have good A eS iA ~ 

winter apples of your own. ol 

A. B. Coleman & Son Send for our catalog, | BERRY BOXES AND CR\TES 
Latham Raspberry showing our complete line Hither made up or in the Kk. D. 

Plants of Fruits and Ornamentals American Quart Berry Baskets 

Mosaic free adopted to your needs. Climax Grape and Peach Baskets, 
Reliable agents wanted. Till or Repacking Baskets, Plant 

Premier, Minnehaha Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. 
and Dunlap 120 acres. Circular and Price List Mailed Upon lige 

Write for special prices on Car-loa 
Strawberry Plants The Coe, <oavenee & Edwards Lots. Liberal Discounts on . . ompany Early Orders. 

Aitkin Minnesota Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPAN! 
a —_ Ss SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
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CHATS ABOUT PRUNING Where a young water sprout out tearing the bark loose fron 
By A MEMBER blights it will generally make a the stump, besides the sap of th: 

y canker and where it does the early spring months is neces 
Talks on pruning are much canker should be cut out, disin- sary to heal pruning wound; 

like a certain man’s praise of fected and shellaced. Tree and It is a common practice in prin 
his watch which he claimed was_ bush fruits may have an excess ing to cut the under or sik 
just splendid in every way ex- of small limbs a quarter of an nearest to the tree trunk eve) 
cept that it wouldn’t run. A _ inch in diameter cut with a _ with the back, leaving the crotch 
horticultural meeting without sharp knife if carefully done as_ side to project. After making 4q 
some one asking “When is the to cutting without projecting cut the stump should be trimmed 
best time to prune?” and an_ stump, loosening bark or dam- down on the crotch side ever 
answer “When your knife is aging adjacent spurs or fruit in with the bark leaving the wound 
sharp” would be unusual. The removing the cuttings. smooth with the longitudinal 
idea that pruning as to time is edge of the bark. 
merely a matter of having a tool Winter Pruning Tree pruning other than de. 
that will cut is only a trifle bet- People who advocate winter scribed should be done after 
ter than saying that the proper pruning have forgotten all their severe freezing, when Spring 
time to plant is when you have knowledge of tree life botani- Trains begin and the time sap 
seed. cally speaking. Keep in mind rises, and cuts larger than i 

When is the best time to that every cut in a tree is a Silver quarter should be shel. 
prune? The answer is “What wound to be healed or a dead laced if largest yield and long 
are you going to prune? Is it spot in the tree. One of the life is desired. 
for the purpose of cutting back most important things about The time to cut big limbs is 
to make stronger fruiting pruning seems to have been before they get big—do not cut 
shoots, or thinning for the same overlooked. Wounds are healed off large limbs even though they 
purpose? Is it to clear neglected by the “sap flow” and sap flows are superfluous—the cut will) 
trees of water sprouts, dead lengthwise and not crosswise of make a dead place in the body ! 
limbs or blight? Is it to thicken the trunk and limbs, and a_ Of the tree, besides the shock tof} 
the bearing area or to thin it? wound that reaches a degree of the tree is harmful. If an under 
Is it to head back trees that are dryness excludes sap flow and_ limb is too large to cut off trimf 
growing too tall or raise tops heals slowly or not at all. Win- its branches leaving only enough) IF 
that are carrying too much fruit ter pruning means dry wounds to keep it alive. : 

on or near the ground that jn cold climates with little or no 
never colors?” Aside from these rain and warm dry weather in 

important elements one may any climate will make tree . \ 
well ask another question, “Do aands dry out. Wounds well IMPORTANT NOTICE it 

you intend to use a knife, shears,  shellaced give protection to cuts All correspondence intended ff, 
saw or ax: in a tree. Another important for the secretary of the 

. fact usually overlooked is that . . 
Summer Pruning the stumps of limbs heal slowly Wisconsin State Horticul- ffe 

Strawberries should be cut or not at all. When a stump is tural Society must be so ad- h 
back, chopped out or thinned as_ above the level of the bark there dressed at 119 E. Washing- t 
fast as a surplus of plants are is very little sap flow in it and ton Ave., Madison, Wiscon- h 
grown which will depend upon the longer and larger it is the sin. Any mail addressed 
variety, fertility, and moisture. more certain it is not to heal to the £ ecratary 
Blackberries and blackcap rasp- over. There is still another im- © FOMMCE SeChelanyy ge 
berries should have top bud portant fact that is overlooked Frederic Cranefield will be fx 
pinched out when two and a and that is that only smooth delivered to him at 1931 f 
half to three feet high so that wounds heal readily. Rough Monroe St., Madison, Wis- 
the plant growth will go into surfaced tree wounds do not consin. Mr. Cranefield in- [ 
laterals to increase branches. heal at all. Saw scratches, forms that s of the D 
Where fruit trees have a tend- splintered stumps, loose bark, ms me at some ° el 
ency to make long terminal all keep wounds from healing. society’s mail has been pu 
growth exhibiting a skeleton Saw cuts must be smoothed with coming to him, since he has ff 
like top the end growths most a knife and no loose fragments notified the Post Office to [f° 
evident should be clipped. This left and the bark must remain deliver all mail having his i 
is usually shear pruning and tight to the stump, otherwise name upon it and has asked 
done early in the summer. the dry section of the stump will P . " hes 
Where there is blight in apple arrest healing. me to call this matter to fin 
orchards water sprouts should When the sap is up it is diffi- your attention. f 
be cut as soon as they appear. cult to prune with a saw with- E. L. C. c
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gaged in building up their cir- 
THE FLORIST’S PAGE culation with special offers. Lo- 

. cal seedmen, bulb houses, and 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany garden tool people all had 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. booths. Water pumps, overhead : 

irrigation systems, nursery-men 

CHICAGO FLOWER SHOW From the standpoint of the and fertilizer people were pres- 
florists, it was a wonderful find. ent in force. Landscape gar- 

It may seem a far cry from Any other place would have had deners and architects had 
isconsin flower matters to a to be transformed by the inte- planted gardens, showing “be- 
hicago flower show, but there ior decorator at a great ex- fore and after taking”. 

a connection which will de- pense. Here was a perfect set- The hall of gardens came next 
elop as we tell about their ting ready to move in, using to view on our tour,—gardens 
pring Garden and Flower the Grand Ball room, the Expo- covering 500 square feet, with 
how, which ran from March sition Hall and the Crystal Ball flowers specially forced into 
th to 13th. It was the writer’s Room on the floor above. Ad- bloom for the occasion, plenty 
ood fortune to visit the show jnission was made nominal at of brick work, ornamental rock, 
nm the 8th and 9th of Marchand 509 ents. Before the doors trellises, pergolas and fabri. 
tudy it carefully to see what Opened, premium lists, twelve cated stage settings. Quantities 
e may gain by their example. gardens, and other expense of real grass had been grown to 
erhaps it is best to tell how brought the bill up to $25,000. make beautiful lawns, and 
ere came to be such a show ‘hat means that at least 50,000 among flagstone walks budding 

rst. visitors will have to view the crocus and squills gave a real- 
Chicago in many lines of en- show before it pays expenses. istic touch. We have only space 

eavor has an unquenchable This looked quite possible when to name the gardens, though 
pirit of citizenry that is con- the writer visited the show. each warrants a description. 
tantly seeking expression in The resources of the garden The American Garden was the 
ivic exhibitions. Their motto and flower people of Chicago first one seen, designed and ar- 
I Will” for Chicago, comes lots warrant such a show. Thirty ranged by Vaughan’s Seed 
earer being the truth for them garden clubs scattered all over Store. Plenty of perennials, 
han it does for Milwaukee. the commuting territory of Chi- baby roses, hybrid perpetuals, 
he writer had abundant oppor- cago joined hands with those flowering shrubs such as al- 
nity to witness that trait dur- directly in the florist business. mond, barberry, quince, deutzia, 
g his ten years of residence In Chicago alone there are 26 Chinese Golden Bells, lilacs, 
ere. But the florists have wholesalers and 804 retailers. honeysuckle and bridal wreath, 

ften found that they set their Growers that ship to Chicago and bedding plants and vines, 
eal too high. The Coliseum number nearly a thousand. The flowering bulbs gave one the 
how and the old Broadway Park Commissioners got behind feeling of spring. The Italian 
rmory show were both losing the show also, and Lincoln Park, Garden, of Swain Nelson & 
entures. While they all wanted Garfield Park and Washington Sons, made use of many varie- 
show, they got cold feet when Park greenhouses each fur- ties of evergreens. The English 

hey remembered the deficits. nished a complete garden. The Garden, by Frank Oechslin, had 
t was up to a new Moses to lead exposition hall housed 12 gar- a wonderful show of hyacinths, 
hem out of the wilderness of dens. The Grand Ball room cinerarias, genistas, azaleas, 
action, and he appeared in the carried the exhibits of the grow-  Cibotium ferns, and other foli- 
erson of John A. Servas, the ers and retailers, while the age plants. The Rock Garden, 
xposition manager of the Hotel Crystal Ball room was com- by Lynn, the Rustic Man,. of 
herman. He offered them the pletely filled by the Garden Glenview, was elevated to eye 
fty thousand square feet of Clubs. The commercial exhibits level and appeared to be a moun- 
pace necessary free, depending clung to the outskirts or parlors tain slope with a rivulet of wa- 
pon the floor space he could above the main lobby of the ter ever coursing along banks of 
ell among the trade, and the hotel. heavily blooming primroses and 
ublicity that always accrues to Just a word about these four tiny alpine plants. The Old 
he hotel in such shows. He _ sections, or rather a personally Fashioned Garden was arranged 
ould easily have had a profit of conducted tour of the show. As _ by the South Park Commission- 
1,000 a day from organizations one comes up stairs to the sec- ers, and if you don’t think they 
vho would have arranged ban- ond floor, the trade is first seen. can put up a garden of this kind, 
uets there, but was far-seeing Better Homes and Gardens, The just let me remind you that 
mough to appreciate the adver- Flower Grower, and the book their annual budget is eighteen 
ising value of such a high-class department of the Florists Ex- million dollars. The Tropical 
how. change are found busily en- Garden was the design of our
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old friend, August Koch, of roses, perfect carnations, lilies, enclosing a more entrancing liy. 
Garfield Park Conservatory, azaleas and many varieties of ing picture than the other. The 
and of course there is no private flowers staged in the height of Japs have nothing on us \hep 
grower in the whole of Chicago perfection made this room a de-_ it comes to arranging flov ers, 
territory that has the material light to the senses. One visitor and this was well proven a: the 
to make a tropical garden like remarked that it smelled like a Chicago Show. We are briath. 
he did. The Water Garden was funeral, but her guest took the ing a prayer for the success of 
the offering from the Lincoln better viewpoint and said it the show financially, so they can 
Park Commissioners, and the made her think of the time she do it again. 
many varieties of water plants got married. The show gave Huron H. SMItTit. 
in a pool were fittingly sur- evidences of the work of Ameri- 
rounded by slate walks, statuary can breeders and propagators. 
and fountains from a famous Since the many embargoes on DEAN OF RETAILERS 
artist of Chicago and New York. importation, we have developed OMITTED 
The Rose Garden designed and _ the fact that we can produce as The March is li aa 
arranged by the Wallace Floral good quality as our former ., +" he Museug it af exhib- 
Co., had many high class acces- source people could do. Any 7 abuhe:d Forel a i Flower 
sories including real brick work, one seeing the azalea beds at the ow hepa ana oi eft . Sut 
lattices, and statuary. The show would acknowledge them San ee MS: oe 
Spanish Garden, by Joseph _ to be prime in quality. We have ames F Ox, inc., 0 Lwaukee, 
Michal, represented a mission always depended upon Germany ee 
style house front with ornamen- and France for our lily-of-the- SOUNDS LIKE RABBITS 
tal hardware, iron work and valley pips, but the premium ; 
lamps, and a graveled path winners at this show got their _Recently a newspaper clip- 
made from shining pearl peb- stock from La Crosse, Wiscon- Ping, came to my attention 
bles, of course all planted in sin, where a grower has turned Which reads as follows: 
harmony. The Tulip Garden, his attention to this stock. A NEW TYPE OF THIEF PRUNES 
by Frank Oechslin, was a_ new giant strain of freesia was APPLE TREES 
wealth of breeder tulips seen at much admired, the product of Pewaukee, Wis., March 7.—(AP)— 
this time for the first time in Elder Bros., Indianapolis, Ind. 4,n¢W,type of thief has been disclosel 
Chicago. All named varieties It had better fragrance than yin Redford that he i vohing for vin eatord a e 1s searching for 

and of such new shades and Purity variety and looked like a the person responsible for skilfully 
statures that they instantly at- Purity grown up to four times Pruning off the tops of 250 valuable 
tracted the attention of the vis- the size of flower. A new violet Golden ‘delicious ‘apple trees on the 
itor. We have saved the best attracted much attention, with The work ure one at night and wide 
garden until the last,—the Al- better fragrance and flowers the apparently done for grafting and for 
pine Garden, arranged by Mrs. size of half dollars. It was new slips. Many trees are dying. 
Carl S. Miner, of Glencoe. The named Mr. David Lloyd George. The canes were leased “tron @ Maat 
judges thought so, too, and gave The garden club people in the forbids pruning for grafting pur- 
her first premium. The wealth Crystal ball rooms, gave their Poses. 

of varieties, and the close simu- effort to decorating tea tables It seems strange that any one 
lation to a natural setting prob- and dining tables. The arrange- skilled in the art of grafting 
ably gave her the prize. We ments showed a wide latitude of would be guilty of such an of- 
have about 16 rock garden bugs accessories, from “tea for two” fense as suggested in this clip- 
in Milwaukee and want to an- to a regular family table, and in ping, nor is there any firm in 
nounce right here that it is the great numbers. One of the most Wisconsin leasing this variety 
coming flower garden. Eng- interesting features of the show of apple under such a contract. 
land’s greatest authority on Al- was the series of “shadow We have seen many cases that 
pines, the late Mr. Farrer, says, boxes” put up by the garden sound like this one that were 
“With six stones, two conifers club ladies. In principle, they nothing more than the work of 
and four alpines I would engage were much like the doll-houses a hungry rabbit. 
to make in a yard of ground a we made in our childist days, We would suggest that ‘he 
view that should be beautiful, with a peep-hole to look at the sheriff look around the base of 
satisfying and harmonious”. lovely cut-out furnishings dis- these trees for the twigs and we 

The commercial florists grand played in a covered shoe-box, believe he will find them as well 
ball room, was of course the except here the whole hall was as indications that rabbits hive 
finest show of flowers. People the darkened part, and the in- been feeding. We had a simi'ar 
who are dependent for their dividual flower arrangements in report of seedling elms being 
daily bread upon their success a single bowl were lighted from pruned and the pruning sud- 
with flowers, become able to above. It was like being in a  denly stopped when the gun was 
grow the finest specimens. Huge picture gallery, with each frame _ brought into play.
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Office of Vegetable and Forage 
Diseases of the United States 

THE UNIVERSITY PAGE Department of Agriculture has 
. wo b tinued and enlarged i 

Edited by the University Pathology Department. ane. Cenmrens hag Woche, 

rially advanced by liberal finan- 
7 cial support from the National 

YELLOWS-RESISTANT MID- ES a Kraut Packers’ Association. 
SEASON CABBAGE VARI- Before the work was com- 
ETIES NOW AVAILABLE , : pleted upon the late varieties of 

. ‘ storage and kraut cabbage, it 
By J. C. WALKER A became evident that these types 

Associate Professor of Plant oo | would not meet all legitimate 
Pathology, University of needs. Kraut manufacturers 

Wisconsin and truck growers emphasized 
. . the importance of having resist- 

Wisconsin cabbage growers ant strains of the more impor- 
who sy aga in the aouniees tant mid-season and early vari- 
half of the state and whose eties. Thus in recent years at- 
fields have become infested with nak alia AH tention has been directed pri- 

yellows will from now on have marily toward selections from 
three new mid-season varieties i these types. 
to add to the list of those which In order to meet the some- 

will successfully nenre pis dis- what varied needs for varieties 
ease. The fungus which causes in the mid-season class three 
yellows once introduced into the standard varieties were used as 
soil remains and multiplies in- basie stocks. These were the 
definitely and during the warm All Head Early, a fi 4 y, a flat head 
mid-summer weather attacks — anoye—crig.1) Midseason resistant type; the mid-season strain of 
the ordinary cabbage varieties,  Vayetes gp Yellons, infected soil: Lett Copenhagen Market, and the Kestroyte the plants very Tap- (non-resistant). Teint — all it ead Glory of Enkhuizen, both round 
idly. Where, as in central and from Glory of mnithuisen 72” Select’ d types. This’ work was 
northern Wisconsin, the season mv none OF ee ang By the end of 
is somewhat cooler, the disease heads selected in the autumn are the 1923 season, strains were 
seldom develops and probably set out in the greenhouse and secured from each of these three 
never will become a serious fac- brought to blossom in time to varieties which though not per- 
tor in cabbage production. furnish seed for the next sea- fectly resistant were sufficiently 
Where it does prevail the only son’s sowing. Not only does this so to produce commercially suc- 
means of combatting it is method save one year’s time in cessful crops on very sick soil. 
through the breeding or selec- every generation but it also al- The best heads from each were 
tion of yellows-resistant strains lows one to artificially self each saved and from them “stock 
or varieties. seed plant and cross with other seed lots” were produced in 1924. 
_ When any variety of cabbage plants as desired. In this way These were turned over to the 
is planted on thoroughly sick the original type may be ad- National Kraut Packers’ Asso- 
soil at least a few individuals hered to more successfully, an ciation and in 1925 they were 
survive. These are made the important matter especially planted in the Puget Sound seed 
basis of selection and seed with mid-season and early vari- growing region. They yielded 

grown from them. When the ties. in 1926 seed crops available for 
progenies are grown again on The Wisconsin Experiment distribution in 1927. Since the 
sick soil they usually show a Station developed and intro- resistant strains are now dis- 
large increase in percentage of duced some ten years ago the tinct from the original varieties 
resistant plants while another Yellows-resistant selection of they are given new names under 
gencration or two of selection te shipping gable ispoy ee which they will be known here- 
Vielis a highly resistant strain po ‘Wisconsin Brunswick and 2ftet. The brief descriptions of 
{Seo Fig. I). In the beginning Wisconsin All Seasons, late 'va- these new varieties are as fol- 

Se were selected in the  rieties of the flat type, were first !0WS:— 
umn, stored, and grown to used extensively. The selection All Head Select. — Selected 

Seed the following summer and breeding program started from All Head Early; highly re- 
Wher: the seed plants were cross- in 1910 by the Wisconsin Sta- sistant to yellows; close to All 
Polli:ated by insects. Now the tion and later joined by the Head Early in type and time of
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maturity. Suitable both for through your regular seedsman a 

market and kraut manufacture write to we jena ee A New Strawberry 

(fig. 2). periment Station a adison, 
Wis., for a list of those offering The OSHKOSH 

} ot Aj i them for sale. “The berry without a fault’ 
a b r ge Py) 3, i s 

b LE: The further se oe Plant Oshkosh strawberries 1 
el Fes varieties has been continued oe : 

Bae your garden this spring and 
: ge and they have now reached a enioy the finest berries y 

’ Nk fh point where they are perfectly h Joy s you 
; - a Laer Vcrmicis, fa ave ever grown. Thy 

a Pare De resistant under Wisconsin field bear 4 fine Gop during alone 

Ve ce at conditions. These latest selec- season P 8 along 
) y a tions, however, have still to be . ° — 

ms MS multiplied, first to stock seed —_— 

eh and then increased for general Send for New Catalog of 

use. Their appearance along- Fruit and Shade Trees, 
side of commercial Copenhagen 

| eg a on the trial plots in southeast- Roses, Ornamental Shrubs 

“if Z a / ern Wisconsin is shown in figure and Vines, 
jak s 1 

bell oP . ¢ 
we 7 by 3 Selections from very early Berry Plants, etc. 

F - lis andl varieties such as Jersey Wake- —. 
ai é field, Charleston Wakefield, and be ; 
a Early Copenhagen or Golden Every plant we sell bears a 

Pe ae Acre have been started. Now good crop of satisfaction. 

pare. that the progress with the mid- 
season strains is well advanced RASMUSSEN’S FRUIT FARM 

F more emphasis will be placed on 
the early sorts. It is reasonable AND NURSERIES 

_| to expect that in four or five Oshkosh, - - Wisconsin 
years more these will be per- 
fected and available for general. 

Upper—(Fig. 2) All Head Select use. 

produces a flat head and is two weeks 

Coen hig Marion Market is a F 
resistant Selection “trom” Covenhagen A STORY WITH A MORAL Old Fashioned Hardy Gardens 
Market. 

“If you collect this money,” one pain brings He Sera, 
Globe.—Selected from Glory said the hardware merchant, “I with visions of stately Hollyhocks, 

of Enkhuizen and conforms. will give you a regular job.” fragrant Grass Pinks, and all the 
closely to it in type, except that To the merchant’s astonish- old favorites which supplied 
it has a few more outer leaves ment, the young man returned Grandmatier's! Garden witht Reo 
at maturity. Season same as_ in half an hour with the money. Spring to Fall! 
parent variety. Highly resist- “How did you do it?” he An Old Fashioned Hardy Gar- 
ant to yellows. The 1926 seed gasped. den is like a growing circle of 
crop of this variety is limited “IT told him,” said the young friends, responding unreservedly 
(fig. 3). man, “that if he didn’t pay me to loving care, returning full meas- 

I id tell all his other cred. ure for all it received. Choose 

Marion Market—Selected ., WOW tel al’ his otner crec- your plants as you do your friends, 
from Copenhagen Market; itors that he had paid. one by one, and live in the chevr 
highly resistant to yellows; hot If you have not already done they bring through every passiig 
so early as Golden Acre and 5° Please send in your dollar to ei Frente a 

early strains of Copenhagen cover, your membership and | seattnd"fave Yoon bling 
Market, but matures about even subscription, to the secretary of Hardy Garden, and are ready ‘0 
with All Head Select; color and the Wisconsin State Horticul- share with you the joy of its p+ 

. wa tural Society, 119 E. Washing- session. 
shape of head similar to early ton Ave., Madison For you, our little bookl’, 
Copenhagen Market but plant is ” . “Hardy Plants for the Hore 

larger, somewhat leafier and es Garton |) i wyaiting, A Weiteret 
. post card wi ring 1 Oo you. 

produces a larger head (fig. 4). Every year between 25,000 . 
All Head Select and Marion and 30,000 persons take corre We A TOOLE Market are now listed b eercae - “Garry-nee-Dute” © ho sted by a spondence courses of study from BARABOO - WISCONSIN 

number of seedsmen. If you are the University of Wisconsin Ex- 
unable to secure these seeds tension division. ~
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ARE YOU? 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE Are you ordering seeds and 
plants this spring with the ex- 

EDITED BY MRS. C, E. STRONG pectation of showing flowers or 
vegetables, or both, at some 
show during the summer or fall? 
If not—why not? Don’t you 

THE GARDENER As we sat down on the bench be- know you are missing a great 
side her in the shade, she said— deal of pleasure by not showing 

His canvas is the earth, the ‘Yes, I like it too. When it is some choice fruit, vegetables or 
backyard fence, hoed clean, and the plants and fowers in competition with your 

Brick walls and corners where flowers look so fresh, it gives friends and neighbors. Begin 
red roses grow. pleasure to my eyes.” to plan right now that you will 

His is an art of noble conse- do your share in this work,—if 
es 4 ‘eid col OT there has been no midsummer 

Beneath his fingers, varied col- i 5 garden show in your home town 
ors flow. GARDEN INSTINCT —hbe the one that heads a com- 

Because of him, the black earth Along with the March sun- mittee to urge the benefits of 
blossoms green ; . shine every real gardener is such a show—then do your best 

Because of him, thick ivy hunting a bit of ground so he to make it a success—plan to 
spans the wall. may sow some seeds—there may show also at the county fair— 

An arbor vitae’s branches be just a few in a flower pot or and then at the State Fair. 
thrust between in a cigar box in the sunniest Both you and the community in 

The grass and sky, and poplar window—or the more roomy which you live will be the better 
trees grow tali. hot bed or cold frame. But for this resolution. 

plant seeds, he must. There is 
He lingers in the garden he a joy in seeing them germinate ns 

has made. —growing from a faint green 
His plants are daughters cher- line to sturdy plants, that only If gladiolus bulblets are kept 

ished tenderly ; a gardener understands. One between damp burlaps_ until 
His trees are sons, beneath of these gardeners who lived on they show signs of growth— 
whose stalwart shade the fifth floor of a hotel, and then sown thinly in well wa- 

He rests, alone with nature’s whose “garden” consisted of tered drills, covered lightly with 
harmony. two flower pots with a half ground, and again with burlap, 

He knows the miracle of seed dozen morning glory seeds, said being careful to keep moist un- 
and sod, “I suppose it sounds foolish, til the tiny green spike shows 

And feels in every leaf the put actually I felt like a ‘million above ground, they will make 
breath of God!” dollars’ when those morning blooming size bulbs very rap- 

ANNE CAMPBELL. glories popped out of the_ idly. 
ground”. = 

What a beautiful thought for es 
very gardener to carry with GLEANINGS FROM THE Some day 4 am Peery to have 
im as he works. They are GARDEN BOOK ehicks Vane yo den mak 
rtists—painting pictures with coTexens in. My Sarden— no 

isi he scratching variety—indeed iting colors to gladden and Almost all seeds, and espe- the & y- 
righten their own eyes and cially perennials, will germinate 0t—but plants, properly called 
ives—as well as those who pass more quickly if water that is Sempervivum—House leek. I 
hat way. We can truly feel quite hot is poured over them, think I shall add to them the 
ike the little old lady whose and they are allowed to soak Sedums—as they too grow in 
arden we stopped to admire from twelve to twenty-four ry sunny spots where other 
st Suinmer. Grape vines, red hours. plants do not thrive. 
Spberries and currant bushes oo 
ade & background for orderly he: Pemnté fami 
ows 0" rhubarb, tomato plants The Penstemon family are s . 7 
Town on a trellis, ee car- worthy of closer acquaintance- Don’t leave rubbish heaps 
ots, Seans, onions —thickly ship—I am growing them about the garden or orchard. 
prinkled with Shirley poppies, “mixed”. I need to know each They are neither ornamental nor 
tisp lettuce, and swiss chard, one by name—fine for display beneficial. Burn them now be- 
ordered on three sides with in the garden and for cut fore it is too late, as they harbor 
It fashioned annual flowers. flowers. insect pests and disease spores.
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Wisconsin Horticulture GREEN BAY WINS“BEAUTY Mr. Simonds are to be con, 
PRIZE” gratulated upon this fine show, 

Published Monthly by the . “ ing. 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society geet tie aegis eG Such organizations a- thd 

119 E. Washington Avenue. S i d ‘ f Commerce 1 oie 
OMciai Organ of the Soclety usual are in keeping with the panier at Gnd this a eal 

—_ times and have been putting on fi d extremely ‘titer 

SEE cuss aes § © various beauty contests, One Ring war by deveion oe 
_Associate Editors—S, b. Fracker, Wm. that has recently attracted con- nity spirit and improve the ap, 

Kirsch, Mrs. C. E. Strong, Huron H. siderable attention is the Play- pearanes of thelr towil OE nel h 

ground Beautification Contest. ey 4 ome borhood. The Playground and 

op ated ae hs, pets gs Meaese, This was sponsored jointly bY Ree restion Association of 
ceptance for mailing at special rate of the Playground and Recreation America, 315 Fourth Avenue 

bostage provided for in Section 1103, act Association of America and the New York City, will supply 

tog 7 amos’ 28) Harmon Foundation. The lat- pamphlets and specific informal 
plication, = Tates made known on ap- ter was organized by Mr. Wil- tion to any organization or in, 
Sees TSI Br een caine ne ‘gely dividual desiring it and the see 

i i i ‘ 5 Seas f the State Horticul] 
presser ieterntreiarratied eae cial assistance to communities ural’ Society. will ladly. asi 
which Includes fifty gents, subscriptiori wishing to open play grounds. you in any way that he cai 

r ° s r re. as : one dollar to Oltee of Secretary, Madi, A need was felt for playgrounds along this line. 
S00) Wie Bostal or fi iMioney 6 that were ornamental as well as 
der. A dollar bill may be sent safely it useful and consequently last ee 

wrapped or attached to acard. Personal year the Harmon Foundation 

Postage stamps not accepted oe phtumand aphers i IN THIS ISSUE 

— courage their improvement ee a OFFICERS : . . 5 J, B. Leverich President........sparta along this line. Certain nursery Chats About Pruning. 
eter wee eresident, Green Bay companies agreed and did fur- Yellows-Resistant Cabbage. 

" nish more than sixteen hundred > 
. dollars worth of the finest nurs- Why Be In The Dark? 

BRECUTVE COMMITTED ery stock, trees and shrubs to Green Bay’s Beauty Prize. 

President, Vice-President and Secretary the cause. : : 
For term ending December, 1929 About Christmas time last Play Ground Beautification. 

1 Wo Ulluperger........Sturseou bas year 83 communities received Sounds Like Rabbit: oR eee f : : ounds Like Rabbits. 
ii. G. Christensen. Oshkosh «~Play ground Beautification . 

, poTgterm ending December, 1928 .. prizes varying from $50 to $500 Garden Instinct. 
. B. tesesseesseees Sturgeon Bay 
: 8. I cnt ciescneraned in cash, pl 0 worth of : , 

James Livingeione LT a Wantee nursery , stock vith which to A Chicago Flower Show. . Moseman........Menomonie - 

gy He esaae ntire December Ag carry on the good work another — Codling Moth Control 
Win Lohgland./20000//0iake’deneva C8" Caught In Time 

Te OEE Nee eS P EEE ENENE We are glad to report that the & . 
. ; playground in Joannes Park at Marketing Fruits. 

BOARD OF MANAGERS Green Bay emerged as winner r . eves 
JE, Leverich |) C.J. Telfer of first prize ($500) among the Two Wisconsin Strawberries. 

_ _____——_-—: 15 cities entered in the group 
7 sf: cities having more than 25,- Se 

000 population. Mr. M. G. attend: 
. . Simonds, the superintendent of em fiat TRON BA U.S. 
COVER PAGE the parks of ae city, ae fur- Forest Products laboratory a 

r nished us with an article ap- ‘ : isconsin. 
P ons View pt deen pearing in this issue, telling the University of Wiscon 
a h at first pay how it was done. The picture a aS 

wie: Plever ey aan on the cover page is one view of Have you started your hot bed 
tafe i“ ayground beau- his playground which was noth- and cold frame yet? They «ford 
: tte db aa est Pian ing more than a graded piece of a chance to start vegetables 
ucte' d A R e aoa ground last spring and was im- earlier and gain on the weather 
ea au f Ame On proved by seeding and planting and insects and at the samc time 

i to Or merce to shrubbery and by the con- permit you to harvest an early 
ast fall. struction of a wading pool. The crop when it has its greatest de 

park board of Green Bay and mand.
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J@ pLAYGROUND BEAUTIFI- and many secondary ones. ugliness; the leaves were off of 
: CATION IN GREEN BAY Joannes Park in Green Bay, what few trees there were and 

. Wisconsin, took the first prize blown away. That was the set- 
|B The object of the Playground of $500 among cities of more ting for the fall pictures of 

Beautification Contest of the than 25,000 population; Scott 1925. 
Playground and Recreation As- Field in LaPorte, Ind., among In the spring we finished our 
sociation of America was to ities 8,000 to 25,000; the com- rough grading, planted Chicago 
stimulate interest in the devel- munity recreation park in Still- Parks grass seed mixed with 
opment and improvement of man Valley, Ill., among commu- oats for a cover crop and 
playgrounds. It is universally nities of less than 8,000. Still- planted about fifteen eight inch 
recognized that children get man Valley has 300 residents elms. Then the shrubbery fol- 
much more out of playing ina ‘the population of a medium- lowed with patches of ever- 
beautiful environment: sized city hotel,’ the Associated greens. All of this planting we 
a Press puts it.” had grown in our nurseries 

FRE see ilies - One hundred and eighty nine from lining out stock and con- 
x communities entered 321 play- sequently it was not disturbed 

; ‘ ay grounds in the contest. With very much in the moving. 
b : i | such a number and with such The place which had been ex- 
‘oe Vi a YY cities as New York, Chicago and cavated for our wading pool 
Be Be Vf Pasadena entered in the contest was full of mud and water, and 
Pe WV Age Oe we thought that we would stand on account of frequent rains we 

en @ ‘ is small chance of a prize here in could not get it dried out enough 
) = 4 Green Bay; at any rate the to concrete the bottom before 
T Park Board decided to enter August. But what fun the kids 

‘ . and I thought maybe we might had wallowing around in the 
: = fy, get honorable mention or some- mud. And what motherly scold- 
Se a @| thing if I took a poor enough ings these young mud urchins 

cs photograph to start with. You must have received when they 
me see I always kept in mind that got home. We bordered the pool 

5 it was the amount of improve- and made a little drinking foun- 
ment that was called for. That tain at one end with flat stones, 

required that the first pictures hauled from a quarry near De 
j sent in be very ordinary, and if Pere. Along the north edge of 
1 you should ask the judges I be- the pool and also bordered with 

4 lieve they would say that our flag stones is a spacious sand 
: . pictures had all others beat by box. Beyond this is an expanse 

I have noticed here in Green about ten points for pure home- of lawn for games, which itself 
Bay that they will desert a bar- liness. It was a dull cloudy day _ is bordered on the east and west 
ren school playground to play in with not enough snow on the Sides by stretches of playground 
the shade and beauty of a park ground to cover up its naked (Continued on page 121) 
nearby where they really have ee 
less apparatus, and they enjoy 
and use apparatus much more 
4 peat playgrounds are beauti- 
ul. 

So the contest was a very 
worth while undertaking. The hu, 
playground showing the most : ra + 4 Pe 
improvement in development 5 ey) WTS gaia lite fe EE . 
and beautification during the STM cbse cit. at okie Nam ile Bld eee 
year from Nov. Ist, 1925, to 3 or ei ae ee Ap. Oa a 
Nov. 1st, 1926, was to receive Reged ns al: Sand Pir ON 
the $500 reward. Three classes IC aes LL COM aati : 

of cities were entered; 1st above 
25,000, 2nd from 8,000 to 25,- 
000, and 8rd up to 8,000. Cash 
awards totalling $3,000 were 
offered by the Harmon Founda- e 
tion. According to “Parks and F : 
Recreation” “the Middle West i eee 
Captured all the chief honors — -
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PT Increasing the amount of .2ad 

arsenate in the solution resu'ted 
HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES | in all cases in reducing the in. 

Edited by S. B. Fracker, State Entomologist jury. 
| Apples heavily oversprayed 

________' and then lightly shaken to c:use 
a . vo A . the large drops of spray to -un 

REC ENT STUDIES ON COD- It was found that while the off were injured very much 
LING MOTH CONTROL mist coverage is the type most more than oversprayed ap; les 

. . often recommended in spraying that were not shaken 
Although spraying trees with literature, it proved to be much . = Sm us 

poisons for the control of apple less effective than the other The effectiveness of the 
worms has been carried on for forms. At concentrations of Coarse coverage seemed to be 
50 years, much of the informa- more than 4 pounds of lead ar- due to the fact that the thick 
tion on the subject is still uncer- senate to 100 gallons of water lower edges of spray deposits 
tain and a number ot points of _ a 
primary importance still re- | . 1 
main in the realm of theory. 

There are so many variable 
features in orchards that Ralph i Ps 
H. Smith of the California Ag- eights 
ricultural Experiment Station ncaa ieee 
for several years has been try- “RR en Pay 
ing to get more accurate results es 
by performing experiments in — ee 
the laboratory with freshly 
hatched codling larvae and eT .. Be: 
known amounts of lead arse- AIT IEN [Soares 
nate. His results were pub- OR ia area abate eA a 
lished not long ago in ‘“Hilgar- mre «=| hares See 
dia”, (Vol. 1, No. 17). tatters, eee Vonks Beacon 

Four types of spray cover- | Oe Nees Peas 9 
ages were studied. The first of | ee eee 
these was the ‘mist coverage” 
on the fruit produced by expos- | me iS: 
ing the whole surface of the PEPTIC. ABST 
apple momentarily to a finely We. RSE a | Re er hy Ro 
atomized spray. This resulted Re MRT Oe eee ae ies) 
in a covering of isolated spots Doma rae Werner EN 
none of them exceeding in di- Waris SSN 
ameter the size of the head of a Sets oe Bie Seat 
pin. The second, which Prof. | - aces | 
Smith calls the “overspray cov- | 
erage,” was produced by apply- ' 
ing the finely atomized spray in | | 
such quantity that large drops | 
collected and ran down more or | 
less irregularly over the apple. 

The third type, or “coarse H 
coverage,’’ was produced by ap- | 
plying the spray continuously sa Si 
until the drops that formed on Left: apples with one application of spray. Tight; the same apples atte: a 
the surface of the apple were as second application of spray has been applicd. (Photo from Hilgardia, May 1°26) 

large as would remain in place. the film coverage, that is spray- caused the newly hatched worms 
For the fourth, or “film cov- ing with the use of a spreader, to attempt to bore into the apple 

erage’, a spreader was used gave greater protection than the at such points, whereas the film 
consisting of a mixture of casein others, but that at lesser con- coverage, except in the higlier 
and calcium hydrate in the pro- centrations the coarse and over- concentrations, did not result in 
portion of 25% casein to 759% spray methods were equally the worms securing a fatal dose 
calcium hydrate. good. of poison.
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— FIGHT — 
The Insect Pests That Destroy Your Crops. 

Use The Best Spray Materials. 

Lime Sulphur Corrosive Sublimate 
Arsenate of Lead Calcium Arsenate 
Bordeaux Mixture Paris Green 
Nicotine Dust and Sulphate Copper Sulphate 
Household and Dairy Fly Spray Fly-O-Cide (Cattle Fly Spray) 

Write for Prices NOW 

Cream City Chemical Works 
766-774 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

HANOVER 1117 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

Experiments by E. J. New- CAUGHT IN TIME The other measure was intro- 

omer, of the U. ee Two bills which might have duced by Senator Teasdale at 
pf Agriculture, publis ed in tae affected the fruit growers of the request of Dr. C. W. Muehl- 
Journal of Agricultural Re- Wisconsin without any intent berger, the State Toxicologist. 
search about the same time con- on the part of the authors have Dr. Muehlberger had found that 
firmed Prof. Smith’s results in recently been amended by the poisonous shoe dyes and cos- 
the fact that increasing amounts _ legislature. metics were on the market and 

of lead arsenate gave better con- One was introduced by As- that no department of the state 
trol. ; semblyman Gehrmann and was had any jurisdiction or control 

He found that the addition of directed against hunters and over them. When the bill was 
lime sulfur to acid lead arsenate settlers who distribute poisoned qrafted, however, it authorized 
materially reduced its efficiency med m order a kill ple ae the State Board of Health to 
but this ti aes : similar predatory animals. Un- awe sale « . ‘euss 
7 s rede oe wee oye ane fortunately, it is worded in such provide rules and regulations 

y the use of casein spreader a way as to prohibit the use of 80Verning the sale not only of 
with the combination spray. poisons, gas or dynamite against Poisonous shoe dyes and cosmet- 

In fact, Mr. Newcomer’s re- any “wild animals” and the i¢s but other poisonous or nox- 
sults showed greater value from term “wild animals” is defined ious products.” As the Com- 
the use of a spreader than Prof. jn the statutes to cover any or- missioner of Agriculture is al- 
Smith’s. ganism capable of voluntary ready authorized to control the 
Increasing losses from wormy motion. The bill, therefore, pro- sale of insecticides and fungi- 

fruit, particularly in Colorado, hibited the use of sprays, poi- cides, this would have resulted 
Missouri, Arkansas and the  soned bait for grasshoppers, the jin duplication and divided con- 
Ohio Valley have caused many use of fumigants for bedbugs trol over the subject. The State 
Investigators to renew their and grain weevils and the use Board of Health and Dr. Muehl- 
Study of the codling moth in of dynamite for underground perger have, therefore, sug- 
the hope of getting better re- insects such as white grubs. gested to the Committee on Ed- 
sults. The large proportion of At the request of the State ucdtion and Public Welfare of 
Worm; fruit in some of the best Department of Agriculture and the Senate that the bill be 
orcha d districts at the present the Agricultural Experiment © menete that the el Be 
time, combined with the agita- Station, an amendment was in- amended so that it will not ap- 

tion tu reduce the amount of ar- troduced which exempts poi- ply to insecticides and fungi- 
Senic remaining on the outside sons, gas and dynamite when cides but will leave the latter 
of the fruit when it reaches the employed with reasonable care products under the control of 
market, means that more care- against insect pests and injuri- the Commissioner of Agricul- 
ful ati ention to the apple spray- ous rodents, from the operation ture as they are now. 
Ing program is needed. of the bill.
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the growers and always fiads q 
ready market at our larg: dis. 

THE MARKET PAGE tributing terminals at good 
. - prices because of the fac: that 

Edited by State Department of Markets only the states of Washinton, 

Michigan and Wisconsii: are 
considered commercial red rasp. 

MARKETING OF FRUITS of the fruit shipped to the ter- berry districts. The growers 
AND VEGETABLES minal markets was of a low of. this commodity have accom. 

quality. With the assistance of plished much in the way of 
By WILLIAM KIRSCH Mr. Jones a number of these proper packing and the use of 

Wisconsin Department of organizations are now placing packages that attract special at 

Markets fruit on the terminal markets tention on the terminal markets, 
that cannot be excelled by any 

_ One of the most important ac- other state in the Union. Last Apples 
tivities of the Department of June one of the leading distrib- The number of commercial 
Markets in the line of fruits uting firms in Duluth, Minne- orchards is increasing annually 
and vegetables is the assistance sota, wired one of our shipping in Wisconsin. The largest or- 

given to growers in the market- associations whose harvesting chard of the “Delicious” variety 
ing of their products. This line and marketing was supervised within our state came into bear. 
of work is carried on by Mr. by Mr. Jones, that the car of ing this season and it is inter. 
W. P. Jones who is also in strawberries which they have esting to note the improvement 
charge of the transportation ac- just received from the associa~ jin the quality of the fruit, 
tivities of the department. As tion was the finest quality ever which is the best proof that 
a result of his work a marked received by them on the Duluth more attention is being given to 
improvement has been made in market. Other associations that the orchards by their owners. 
the quality of small fruit mar- have received help from the de- This season Wisconsin _ har- 
keted from Wisconsin. The partment are showing marked vested the highest quality fruit 
number of fruit growers’ asso- improvement in the quality of ever produced within the state 
ciations is increasing annually their fruit. and many of the growers are 
and the members are developing A new line of activity in the packing and marketing a very 
a great deal of interest in all the marketing of strawberries was high quality product with the 
questions relating to an orderly undertaken during the past sea- assistance of the Department of 
merchandising of their prod- gon by a number of our large Markets. The better packs are 

ucts. shipping associations—that of finding ready markets at very 
One of the objects which the cold packing the over-ripe and _ satisfactory prices considering 

department has in view in pros- undergrade fruit in barrels and that Wisconsin is classed as a 
ecuting this work is to make the placing it in cold storage to be ‘Fall Apple” state and that the 
farmers of Wisconsin realize sold later to the soda fountain United States is marketing one 
the importance of diversified trade to be used as crushed of the largest crops ever pro- 
farming and the value of cash fruit. This method of preserv- duced. With more attention 
crops in connection with dairy- ing the over-ripe and under- given to quality, pack and pack- 
ing. In order to develop the grade fruit, which has always age there is no reason why Wis- 
growing of these crops, Mr. been a drag on the terminal consin should not take first place 
Jones is giving a great deal of markets, has done much to keep for quality of fall and winter 
attention to supervising thehar- our markets in a healthy condi- varieties. 
vesting, packing and marketing tion and has contributed to the 
of fruit in order to enable the higher prices obtainable for the Cantaloupe 
growers to obtain satisfactory Fancy stock. At the same time The growing of cantaloupe on 
returns for their efforts. the returns to the growers have a commercial basis is a new in- 

been much better on the lower dustry in Wisconsin. In 1925 
Strawberries grades as a result of cold pack- one of our fruit growing :1ss0- 

When the department was _ ing than by trying to dispose of ciations planted a number, of 
first organized practically all of it as fresh fruit. acres of this fruit. The variety 
the strawberry crop of the state selected is known as the highest 
was marketed by individual Red Raspberries type commercial melon grown 
growers. Today 90% of Wis- The growing of red raspber- and the result was that thi- as- 
consin’s tonnage is marketed ries on a commercial basis is sociation produced a cro}: of 
through growers’ organizations. well established in some sec- very high quality cantaloupe 
When these organizations were tions of Wisconsin. This prod- which found a ready market at 
first placed in operation much uct brings very good returns to a premium over the prices paid
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n the terminal markets. As a = 

result of this over 200 acres of A, ¥: 
his one variety were planted in afte, : i we ~, 
he spring of 1926 by three as- RTE NA Ay fh Ny 
kociations Within scons atc U5 mak \) - .. 

tinder normal conditions this RO aha ie MY ay) 

fmp_ brings the grower very NO IZED os ai OS 
satisfactory returns. A Py, SO Geese Wr Cee Mai Sean, He, ma 
P ANS | j | ce ‘EI Pets eee a Ta Tt 

—_ mh ia ee a ba fo Fee Became!) $NA 
Le " Che NAP When your nursery stock ar- LE ctw ¥ 

rives don’t fail to unpack it at TS 

once and heel it in somewhere ; 

where it is protected from sun No Pounding 

land wind until you are ready to ° _ 

set it out and then remember No Screening 
at you cé 6 it t . 

ore or oa Oe eT on do f l ‘HERE’S no time wasted —when you use 
ive it a good start. Even if the Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. You save 
nurseryman has guaranteed to yourself all the trouble of pounding and screening 
replace stock which does not to get your top-dressing material into proper con- 
grow it is to your advantage to dition. Why? 

make it grow. If it doesn’t you . . . . 
are both out—the nursery man Because Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia comes 
is out the cost of the replace- to you specially kiln-dried—absolutely free from 

ment and you are out a lot of moisture. 
time and labor as well as one Because all lumps and nodules have been taken 
year’s growth of the tree or out. Arcadian runs through your hand like dry 
shrub. sand. Make this test for yourself. 

Because it is instantly ready for use—ready for 
your drill or spreader—ready to be applied by hand. 

(Continued from page 117) In short, fertilizing with Arcadian means just 
apparatus. The planting of one operation—the actual applying to the soil. 

ead cous aneund. “ie a Here you have one reason for the wide use of this 
de and take the curse off of popular ammoniate. As a crop-increaser it is sec- 

the hard lines of the apparatus ond to none. It pays for itself over and over again 
and will not be in the way of the in added farm-profits. We guarantee it to contain 
children as they play and run 2514% Ammonia. 
from one place to another. ‘Thus a aege . . 
lve have our playground pretty Results prove the availability of the nitrogen in 

Well framed with these high . 
structures on the side—and in ARCADIAN Sulphate of Ammonia 
the course of two or three years 
rowth the picture will be little THE Barrett ComMPANy, AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 

short of beautiful. Looking at Atlanta, Georgia New York, N. Y. Medina, Ohio 
it from the north for instance, Montgomery, Ala. Berkeley, Cal. 

there will be the children dance - - ---------------------- He 
ng on the green in colorful ! The Barrett Company (address nearest office) (N—4-27) ¢ 

mee ie te Hhnonah fs ' Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially  ! 
order oliage S| 1 
liding down slides, swinging, interested in... -...--------¢¢e-nnnnnnnpeccannnesnnnncnennnnneneeennnnnnneeeecnnnes 
eter ng, going around. ¢ he 1 (Write name of crops on line above.) ' 

erry-go-round or giant stride |! _......-.---...---p2eecec¢-ne--2-ugeceeeggeceeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee | 
md in the background the | #4 Wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. 1 

erry splashing in the pool | — Name._.....2-2--cccec-ceeeeccceeeeeeeeeeeceeeeeceeeeeeecececeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee I 
with castles of sand being erect- | ' 
don the edge. 1 Addr e08 ----ne-nnannstesaciasnecsssteneseneansqcenaaseenenennnensnetsansaeaaeesee ' 

M. G. Srmonps. Sc a Se SS Sie Se ee Se eS ee ee ee
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eee ee Eee Nursery book, by L. HL Bailey 199) 

Orchard management, by J. 1. Goy. 
ley. 1925. } 

I IBRAR Y PAC +E Plant production, by R.A. Moore ay 
Cc. P. Halligan. ©1919, 

Pt.1 Agronomy 

Pt. 2 Horticulture 
Plums and plum culture, by pq 

: . . Waugh. 1912. ‘ 
WHY BE IN THE DARK? piney ne = f= opportunity Popular fruit growing, by S. 1! Gree, 

7 A o stu e book prior to mak- 1914. . 
__ If you are interested in read- ing aie purchase ae the pub- Practical plant propagation, 1) 4, ¢ 
ing horticultural subjects and lishers Hottes. 1922. 
want to read more or are inter- , Principles of fruit-growing, ho 1. 4 

ested in certain phases of the ———SEESS coer ae 
work and wish to study it fur- . ST enareings he Be Sean 
ther and learn the opinions of ERUITS. AND FRUIT GROWING  pisaietiva-smatt eutt oultiine, by He 
others you are now being given Ay selected reading Tis Sears. ©1925, 2 ected reading list of 
that opportunity. An arrange- books available through The pruning manual, by Le HH. tniley 
ment has been made with the vine Traveling pareee Department ga i ‘i mi 

: * scons free Library C iss Standard cye edi rtic re, by 
Traveling Library Department ere dia weenie a ie. ay ae 
of the. Wisconsin Free Library Compiled by The strawberry, by Samuel Fraser 
Commission by which our read- Jane Morgan 1926. 

Strawberry growing, by S. W. Fletcher, 

ba veo _ io hd ol “The kindly fruits of the earth”. 1917. 
oOoKS on horticu tura! Subjects. Book of Common Prayer—Litany —Text-book of pomology, by J. H. Cour] 

A great deal of time and effort abcidieea, aecteuicur . oo. ley. 1923. 
has been expended by the Li. “ged seriew ural records. 7. geience of fruit growing, by Virgil 

brary Commission to select “y.4 Field and gar ; cae evens t s .4 Field x garden products 2000 a faites ers, by 
these books from their shelves v.5 Horticulture, forestry and flor- : ite tee ee Rowers by 

and list them for your conveni- sculurre 
ence. They are likewise going v8 pense oat Insects which af- To borrow these books by mail, ap- 

ec vemetation 
\ 7 ply to the ‘Traveling Library Depart- 

Iisthine the bear becke west Amerionn annle orchard, by FP. A. ment, Wisconsin Free Library Commis 
s > t s = augh: 9 3. sion, Madison, The loan period is for| 

able. The first installment of Amevican fruits; their propagation, three weeks—with postage — prepaid, 
theiy Selectio . * cultivation, harvesting and distribu-  @hose who live in cities maintaining 

€ e! n appears on this tion, by Samuel Fraser, 1924 bi « . _ ns Be, 29 sa eee ve8. . . publie libraries should apply to their 
page, others will follow cover The apple, by A. 5. Wilkinson. 1915. tgeal Mbrary; others should write di 
ing every important phase in The apple tree, by L. H. Bailey. 1922. eet to the Traveling Library Depart 
horticulture. There is no charge esinner’s guide to fruit growing, by ment. 

: : ue te BAL Waug’ 913 
made for this service. It is just jusnctruits, by FW. Card, 1920, 
a part of the valuable service Commercial apple industry of North ee 
they render to the public. America, by J. C. Folger and Ss. M. 

P Tr 1921 
Read over the list of topics rome ca us £8) Cyclopedia of hardy fruits, by U. P COOPERATIVE MARKETING 

select what you think would in- Hedrick. 1922. : 
terest you most and indicate warf fruit trees, by A. Waugh. “The first farmer was the first 

your preference. To borrow ss xen ; sie: i man, and all historic nobility rests on 
. 7 fruit: grower's guide book, by BE. MH. possession and use land.” 

these books by mail apply to the Ravor Td. F of on svaon 
Traveling Library Department, — rruit-growing, by B. W. Douglas. 1922. 
Wisconsin Free Library Com- Fruit-growing in arid regions, by Co-operation among farmers; the key 

mission, Capitol Annex, Madi- Wendell Paddock and 0. B. Whipple. stone of rural prosperity, by IL b 

. 8 w 2 1910. Coulter. 1911. 

son. The loan period is for jyuit harvesting, storing, and market- Coéperation in agriculture, by G. Il 
three weeks with postage pre- ing, by FA. Waugh. 1912 Powell. 1918. 
paid. Those who live in cities How to make a fruit garden, by S. W.  Codperative marketing, by Herm 

maintaining public libraries ,,hiteher 10h Steen. 1080. : 
: . ow to ake rehards ro fits Sobperative arketing fi prot should apply to their local li- "(2 2! hilt yaar aromas Ceiugraieg marisa 

brary, others should write direct Lessons in commercial fruit growing, Marketing agricultural products, 
to the Traveling Library De- by E. S. Goff. 1902. B. H. Hibbard. 1921. 
partment. Since we anticipate Making ae pay, by M. a. Mange oe ser ay turn prody cts, 

: ains. 1909. . BE. Boyle. 1925. 
a big demand for these books — yteion culture, by James ‘Troop. 1911. | Markets and rural economies, 1. T-4 
you are requested to read and = Modern fruit marketing; a complete Brooks. 1914. 
return them promptly so that treatise covering harvesting, picking, Principles and practices of codp rath” 
others may not be deprived of storing, transporting and selling of marketing, by E. G. Mears. 19% 

x fruit, by B.S. Brown, 1916. Rural credits; land and cobperative, 

ee une If vou ie Modern strawberry growing, by A. EK. M. ‘T. Herrick. 1915. 
plating buying books for your Wilkinson, 1913. Pt. 2 Codperative credit.
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THE MASTODON STRAW- 
BERRY aw C 

The Mastodon everbearing a bY eeds 

strawberry is being widely ad- 5 
yertised this spring. This berry 
was originated in Indiana a few 
years ago and the nursery in- Better Than Ever for 1927 

spectors of that state speak 10 Reasons for Buying 
very highly of it. We have seen 
it growing on a small scale at OLDS’ SEEDS 
yarious points over this state 

and the dea planes jnekes Ist, Backed by Long Experience. This is our “40th | 
per tere some of the members Year” in the seed business. We know seeds. | 

‘ mae SOR : 2nd, Tested Seeds. All our Field Seeds show purity and | who are growing it and learn 2s 3 A 
their opinions of it. germination tests and comply fully with Wisconsin Seed Laws. 

3rd, Freedom from Noxious Weeds. There are no nox- 
ious weeds in our seeds. You can buy them with confidence. 

TWO NEW_ WISCONSIN 4th, Thorough Cleaning. With our new power cleaning 
STRAWBERRIES OF equipment we remove all foreign matter. Do not sow un- 

PROMISE cleaned or poorly cleaned seed. 

‘ - §$th, Home-Grown Seed. Our Red Clover, Alsike and 
. Recently aS have been hear Timothy are nearly all Wisconsin grown. Our best Seed Corn, ing quite a bit about two straw- 1 Barl Wi : H is b 
berries which have been on the Oats and Barley are isconsin grown. dome-grown 1S est. 

market only a short time. They oth, Adapted Varieties. Olds’ varieties of Corn and Grain 
are the Beaver and The Osh- have been bred and developed at the Wisconsin Experiment 
kosh. The Beaver was origi- Station and are recommended by them as best for Wisconsin. 

nated by Jeff Beaver and Sons 7th, Certified Alfalfa. All our Grimm Alfalfa is certified 

of Eau Claire, and has been so by state authorities and sold in sealed bags. Our Common 
well thought of that a large Alfalfa is all carefully selected and is guaranteed as to origin. 

acreage is being planted in the 8th, Large [Assortment. We have here at Madison a 
Sparta vicinity in the hope of complete assortment of all kinds of seeds, including Garden and 

adopting it as a canning berry. Flower Seeds, as well as Field Seeds, Bulbs and Plants. 

It is rapidly gaining favor 9th, A Home Seed House. Why send out of the state for 
wherever it has been tried. your seeds? Buy in Wisconsin, save freights and also get the seeds best 
_After making special selec- adapted. 
tions of individual plants Mr. 10th, High Reputation. Our last argument for using Olds’ 
Beaver succeeded in crossing Seeds is that they are well known for high quality and dependability. 
the Dr. Burrill and the Premier. They have a reputation the country over, especially in our own state. 

From nearly 4600 different 9 i 
seedlings he selected this vari- _ athe Annual Catabon \( Nis) 
ety which is ing sold = Our 1927 catalog contains pages and offers a very large /fi/7 rez. 
der ‘the, i is now being gold pus assortment of Field Seeds, Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds, i fifiis a i] 
said A i i ‘ Seed Potatoes, Bulbs, Plants, Nursery Stock, Poultry A VM 
said to have inherited the good Feeds and Supplies, Fertilizers, Insecticides, Garden } WY) 
qualities of its parent varieties Tools, etc., all at reasonable prices. Ask for a copy. We if 
and in addition is a better can- L. L. OLDS SEED COMPANY Cy) 
hing and shipping berry, having Drawer 6 Madison, Wisconsin ley gree wd = i/ 
‘ fine texture and being very mise Co 
rm 

Tie Oshkosh strawberry was . _ 
originated by Mr. H. C. Christ- out the season, continuing to is of better flavor, somewhat 
enscn, an Oshkosh gardener, bear for a long period because sweeter, and fully as large as 
who like the Beavers has made of the fact that its late blossoms Senator Dunlap. The plant is a 
Strawberry growing a life study. do not blight as is the case with strong vigorous grower, deep 

This strawberry is said to have some other varieties but instead rooted and has bright healthy 
been tested under various condi- produce berries practically as foliage. Like the Dunlap it is 
tions during the past several large as the earlier ones. Those a perfect flowering strawberry 
Years with perfect satisfaction who have grown it claim that and may therefore be success- 
every instance. It is reputed the “fruit is of fine texture, a fully grown when _ planted 
to be a heavy yielder through- dark red color, and is firm. It alone.”
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| Largest Growers of te fe el it ee 
Ca PS RS Pa (a Quality Nursery | ay ERE Cea 

° All Teas cae pees PENI. 
Stock in the aE cas \" 

Northwest penta eee B B 
erry Boxes 

Over 200 acres oa 8 Mr. Planter 8 Crates, Bushel Boxes 
prise our nursery a’ Q wre sae buy NAS. Ul and Climax Baskets 

Waterloo, Wisconsin. 5 ery Stock you want 8 : 
We grow high class the best, As You Like Them 

: NORTH STAR QUAL- : 
trees and shrubs in ITY and SERVICE, as Parent Folding Derry Boxes “st 
large quantities. You well as HARDY NORTH- Wood veneer that give satistac- 

; x and crate ma- 
can depend on McKa ERN GROWN STOCK, terial in the KD. in carload lots ‘P y S oe goes into every order our specialty. We constantly 
quality and reliability. we pack, carry in stock 16-quart crates ail 

‘ 7 ma u F 9 or 

Our ‘PLANTER'S strawberries or blueherries, No 
5 MANUAL a give you : order too small or too large for 
o much valuable informa- a u o handle. e can ship the 

McKAY NURSERY | § rovcwotsningancinc: 8 | FAnMgsteanh tt Srsnotha 
cessful growing of Nurs- essen dling fruit, anc COMPANY ee eerie) ih uanaling Sa, el 
it is free . large discount for early orders. 

First Central Building ” A postal brings our price list. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN North Star Nursery Co. Cumberland Fruit Package 
’ Box A245 Company 

i Pardeeville, Wisconsin Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. ar Wisc Dept: Di Chmberiandl Wis, | 

SOM Oo OM ooo oD oo oo a SS 

Buy Direct From Grower Trustworthy and Power Lawnmower 49 
Trees & Plants A Practical Proven Power Cul- gq f/ 

cay a. . ast. tivator for Gardeners,Suburb- yall 4A 
and save 40% on your Anuncatt Aoganow anites,Truckers, Florists, Nur- (ae ZF catslox 

oF ISERTIEN serymen,Fruit Growers, Coun- (alae Free 
: Nursery Stock try Estates and Poultrymen. CQPgAG@ 

a MERICAN FARM M. Ne 
Gatnloe Just ond A iy the arent yaaa 1085-33rd Ave. ANE A ATINNEAPOLIS: MINS 

e, as good quali s 
: Established: 1524 Delicious, ‘Tree nerd OC 
' Kellogg’s Nursery ductive and a good grower. FZ — 
' 2 . Has been grown locally in a GL aa 
! DOxeTF this section for twenty-five ALE ASE 

Janesville, Wisconsin years. We also have a good eT = AA LG A 
i - 7 stock of the Windsor, some- K& ! 4 P & EZ 

times called “Wisconsin [Ex | AZ A 
~~ TO Baldwin.” Plant th t A | iB EA eset wo BAZ \s NLA 

varieties and have good AF oo i ZF 
LATHAM RED RASPBERRY winter apples of your own. ll 

PLANTS Send for our catalog, BERRY BOXES AND CRATES 

MOSAIC FREE show ing our complete line Either made up or in the K. D. 
: ‘ of Fruits and Ornamentals American Quart Berry Baskets, 

We can furnish you with adopted to your needs. Climax Grape and Peach Baskets 
double inspected and rogued ri ms = “Diant 

: Reliable agents wanted. Till or Repacking Baskets, Plant 
Mosaic free, Latham Stock, Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. 
certified by the Wisconsin 120 acres. Circular and Price Li | ' 
State Department of Agri- ircular an tice List Mailed Upon Reques! 

culture. Write for prices. The Coe, Converse & Edwards Write for special prices on Car-load 
Compan: Lots. Liberal Discounts on 

DR. J. G. SEIDEL y Early Orders. 
Warrens, - Wisconsin Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY 

ll SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
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THE WEST ORCHARDS an T Fo 

By PAuL E. GRANT aks. # | 

The Weston Orchards are CMa: ait 
probably better known outside eS ane - 
of the state than in it, partly due a Se ee ‘ Bg | 
to the fact that we are a little eh Aaa . ee ee oe Oe 
off the beaten tourist trails, but rae a ae 
more likely because practically ek oe Nga es ee 
our entire crop is sold outside os Te ie 5 we oe 
the state. A -— Bete ee a 

The Weston Orchards, com- ae sae pees Hf 
prising some 160 acres of which a or ia A 
120 are in orchard, were planted a 
by the late William J. Starr of 
Eau Claire, on a limestone ridge 
in the southwestern part of 
Dunn county, almost at the in- 0 i 
tersection with Pierce and St. —————— SS 
Croix counties. A glimpse down one of the many rows at the Weston Orchard 

The ridge is covered with a 
very deep, fertile, silt loam soil, When we undertook the hand- tically every Wealthy tree was 
and breaks off abruptly to the ling of the orchard one of the hard hit. The infection was s0 
surrounding valleys which are first things we had to do was to severe that we appealed to the 
from two to three hundred feet get rid of the stumps, then plow College of Agriculture and to Dr, 
in depth and drain into the main and level off the ground so that Fracker, the state entomologist. 
Chippewa River Valley. This one could get around with the Men were sent up to investigate 
assures an excellent air drain- spray rigs and handle the cul- and endeavor to discover and 
age and we have not had any ture as seemed best for this par- eradicate sources of infection. 
frost injury in the past seven ticular locality. Next we had Quite a number of old and dis. 
years, which certainly is a high to remove enough “‘fillers’ so eased crab apple trees were 
average. that sufficient sunlight could found in the locality. These the 

As is so often the case, some reach the permanent trees farmers pretty generally and 
mistakes were made in getting which needed to be pruned and_ willingly removed on the recom- 
the orchard started. The trees opened up properly. mendations of Dr. Fracker’s 
might have been “headed’”’ bet- We got this far, and then office. There were a number of 
ter; were planted too close; the were visited with the most se- crab apples in the Weston 
manager at that time could not vere blight infection that I had Orchards which were likewise 
be induced to do any pruning, seen up to the time. Unfortu- removed. 
and the trees, like Topsy, “just nately it was a “spur” rather In connection with our hand- 
grew.” than “twig” infection, and prac- Jing of the situation, I think I 

made a mistake. It was this— 
ne the infection of the individual 

trees was so evenly distributed 
that it was impractical to re- 
move all the possible hold-over 

. cankers—there would have been 
Bien ‘4 vgt no trees left. Owing to early 

poy vation, neglect the branches were some- 
ota : i what “leggy,” and becaus of 

ae Fl G. r too close planting the trees were 
7 CLE: 1 : ey c too tall and upright. We pro- 

eto EEC | ceert lpr” at : ceeded to “head back” these 
ae a ee ae ie trees, not only to bring them 

aaa * ha atie be down to earth, but hoping to get 
PS ee I arnt some cankers out of the tops 
Rn ase a that: we were afraid might be 

a Reet oe LHS come active the next season. and 
Baa: die si Walia : | because of their location would 

Oe rrr easily permit the bacteria to be 
The Grant Home washed, blown or carried to |ow-
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ler and more valuable parts of Largely because of this, and USE FRUITS IN DIET 

the trees. careful grading, our fruit al- Family physicians every- 

What we should have done, I ways brings a premium on the where recommend the use of 
frmly believe now, would have market. Our customers stay fruits in the diet. They are con- 
pen to leave the trees, infected sold, and in a year like the one sidered friends to health and 
ys ours were, absolutely alone, just passed, with a generally de- foes to disease. They are not 
encouraged sod or weed growth ‘oralized situation, it is rather ny foods, but tonics, condi- 
to check new wood, and delayed gratifying to have more orders nents and cosmetics all in one. 
the eo pet nad the had oa prices than one Foy example: It would be diffi- 
the blight situation better in . cult for one to eat too many 
hand, as the additional cutting Cultural practices vary with apples. Even after the heartiest 
seemed to aggravate the infec- local conditions. Our soil being meal, there is always room for 
tion the following season. We arich silt loam very retentive of another apple. Someone has 
have been constantly on the moisture, the most satisfactory said that plenty of good apples 

a Sroving ikem whenever muleh with, atrole-spplceton. Poa tie sildren, wt Home ers, + and keep the doctor away. 
found, and seem to have the The grass is cut and allowed to » ¥ 
blight pretty well in control lie on the ground—none is re- TT 
now. We are hoping that our moved for hay. 
trees have been sufficiently “in- Everyone who sees our fruit TREE TRIMMING SCHOOL 

paula ec by this time to be for- comments upon its high color HAS LARGE ATTENDANCE 

Niection. rom any more serious and finish. That is one of the Twenty-five Wisconsin coun- 
* . natural advantages this locality ties and the states of Minnesota 

Unfortunately not c= has to offer. We just get it, and and Michigan were represented 
known about controlling fire re thankful. A good deal of it among the line foremen who at- 
blight, oe the cemoval can be lost, however, through tended the tree trimming short 
of active hold-over cankers. too much cultivation or too course at the University of Wis- 
does seem to appear and be most heavy fertilizing consin 
destructive when trees are over : a 
vegetative, being forced by too Another local advantage is This course was_ especially 
much fertilizing, cultivating or proximity to an excellent mar- prepared to meet the needs of 

pruning. ket. We can place a bushel or line foremen of the telephone, 
The older we grow and the box of apples on the Twin City, telegraph and public _ service 

more experience we have— Duluth or Superior markets for Companies, and was designed to 
growing fruit or doing anything 12 cents from the packing house. bring : Bpeai pee Care ean 
ago more are we convinced Contrast this with a freight the tichware ond etvaers athete 

wt Nderation inal things” Sheyahgeaents BaF MOM Ghee companies “caery thei i ° . ° lines. 
Except Spraying! coo . As to our marketing we mere- : F aqeqs 
_ One of the necessities in build- ly endeavor to use common _The Wisconsin Utilities aszo- 
ing any successful business is to sense, First, grow the best ciation, wee ne aae 

i i i ve s one association an e state 

jst . little bit better than the Gualhy seis we know Hows College of Agricilture eooper- 
other fellow, and be sure to grade it carefully and rigidly; ated in organizing and conduct- 
maintain or improve that stand- P&ck it attractively; know our jing the school which is the first 

ard, a ee seen our ave al of its kind ever held in the mid- 
Owi q : actly for what it is; and lastly, dle west. The enrollment for the 

seasnne ond the onmaibiity af be deliver as good or a little better course was limited, the full 
“unusual” occurring we have for than we agreed to. quota being signed up for the 

Several years been practicing a To me there ine be be Just iualenteant iene weeks before 
spray program similar to that two things in the matter o e e course opened. 
outlined in the excellent Re- selling and distribution of fruit Badger counties represented 
search Bulletin of Dr. Keitt and —the producer and the retailer. are: Columbia, Clark, Dane, 
Leon K. Jones on “Studies of the The much abused commission Douglas, Fond du Lac, Green 

Epid2rmology and Control of man or jobber, I have found, as Lake, Jefferson, Monroe, Wau- 
ce Scab.” There pe ime a aes, dar above the pewter paca, Iowa, Sauk, Rock, Dodge, 

aptions purely local in char- run of business men in honesty Barron, Calumet, Manitowoc, 
acter that we practice, but will and square dealing, and he Brown, Winnebago, Oconto, 
not touch upon here because of handles our produce remarkably Walworth, Milwaukee, Eau 
their local application. efficiently on a close margin. Claire, Chippewa and La Crosse.
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WILL TRANSFORM DAIRY volves considerable initial ex- planting great areas to {res 

FARM INTO FOREST pense. Mr. Sawyer however tree seedlings. These plan ings 
PRESERVE does not consider this proposi- so far have been confined miinly 

tion a foolish fancy or hobby to waste lands and_ barrens, 
The Sawyer farm near Osh- put instead a good sound invest- burned and cut over timber 

kosh, which for many years has ment with almost no labor ex- lands, and little attempt has 
been operated on a scientific pense connected with it, and he been made to reforest the richer, 
basis as a general dairy farm, js supported in his theory by more productive soils of the 
will this spring be planted to men in a position to know. He state. Being the only project 
forest trees. The undertaking hopes and fully expects to see of its kind in this section of the 
will require approximately 60,- material results from his under- country and one of the first to be 
000 seedlings and the varieties taking. Every effort will be undertaken on valuable land, the 
to be planted include White made to reinstate in this forest Sawyer proposition will be 
Pine, Spruce, Cedar, Basswood, species of wild life now nearly watched with much interest by 
Black Walnut, Elm, Maple, Eu- extinct in this section of the Forestry Departments, lumber. 
ropean Larch and Birch. country. men and any others who are con- 

N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh Experience has proved that templating reforestation. 
horticulturist and fruit grower, although the removal of forests 
will have charge of the work. and drainage of swamps has TS 

Mr. Rasmussen has spent con- made tilable acres, serious losses Prof. W. G. Brierley, acting 
siderable time visiting refor- have resulted to agriculture in chief, Division of Horticulture, 
ested sections in Wisconsin and general from the resulting of the University of Minnesota, 
also in several neighboring droughts, hot winds, etc. For- in answer to an inquiry from us 
states conferring with the For- ests, swamps, lakes and marshes concerning plum varieties, has 
estry Departments of each as to are absolutely necessary for the the following to say: 
varieties, methods, etc. preservation of moisture, tem- “Our best plums and the ones 

The idea was conceived that pering of winds and general we are recommending most 
if the natural resources could be productiveness of the soil. Itis strongly for Minnesota planting 
restored and valuable timber a known fact that an acre of for- are Radisson, Underwood, Ton- 
grown on waste land from seed- est will set free more moisture ka, Red Wing, Monitor and El 
lings left to shift for them- than will a like area of lake or jiot, To this list we feel that 
selves, much might be accom- stream, and thus man is enabled we can in certain cases. add the 
plished on richer soils with care to do his part by planting trees. Waneta, a South Dakota produe- 
and cultivation for a few sea- With our wonderful forests tion, on account of its hardiness, 
sons. With this idea in mind diminishing with such tremen- and the Mendota for the south 
Mr. Phil H. Sawyer decided to dous rapidity the lumbermen ern part of the state. Of the 
make the experiment which in- are foreseeing disaster and are plum-cherries, we feel that the 

a Zumbra, Nicollet and St. An- 
thony, while not all of the same 

. . high quality, should be planted 
together, or at least two of the 
three, to insure cross pollination 

= — ee ee ieee without which these fruits wil 
og WAAL ARCS SS not set.” 

Ce eo a i a WANTED 

copii tae Seaman oa ; Prospective members for 
rhe. ee, ; si the Wisconsin State Horti- 
ek * ee cultural Society. Send in 
re = ao ae aig ac the names of any of your 

Me ee : friends that you think 
eS : . might be interested in be- 

P i ra Paar coming a member of the s0- 
& Pan ae ee ciety and we will see that 
ae ORs ROD os they are given an oppor- 
£ es. a ae SSL. ri co tunity and that they receive 
DMP Sa EO og ™ a sample copy of ‘“Wisccn- 

sin Horticulture.” 
Evergreens, trees being grown for re-forestation purposcs at the State Nursery in 

Vilas County —_—_—_—
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LANDSCAPE APPRECIA- Ans pena i o a | 
TION 7 - a ae Co F; 6 | 

A few weeks ago Mr. Jens 7 oa She i 

Jensen of Chicago, national ET - ol La | 
president of the Friends of Our = ae Cee La | 
Native Landscape, gave a talk bo’ . 5 , ME | 

in Madison, speaking before the ~~ ae yi nL | 
state legislators at a dinner and als | a ee | 
program given by the Wiscon- : ag F aie§ ‘ | 
sin members of the society. He F " i 
explained the purposes and ac- ls oe i | 
complishments of the society. =a ri | 
Future plans of the organiza- 
tion, he stated, include an at- } 

tempt to enlarge the Superior x | 

National Forest by five or six i | 

million acres and to issue bonds i 
for the work of conservation F 
and beautification. — Lt ee a 

Mr. Jensen is well known to 
landscape gardeners and lovers 

of the out-of-doors throughout Prof. Santyana in comparing with endless themes and forms 
this state. While here he deliv- the Jandscape with the products for study, for spiritual enjoy- 
ered an illustrated lecture at the of the fine arts, like painting, ment, and for a richer and 
University and we were fortu- sculpture, etc., says that the broader life. If the city gave 
nate in being able to secure his Jandscape has no form. This is all that is essential for a higher 
manuscript to pass on to our misleading and incorrect. Take life, there would be no pilgrim- 
readers. It follows: for instance the monadnocks on ages to the country. 
“When Burton Holmes in a the prairies of Wisconsin, or As a boy I had the habit of 

recent lecture at Chicago was Mt. Shasta with its beautiful walking up a small hill on our 
showing some beautiful views snow covered top against the farm, from where I could see a 
of the Grand Canyon, he said, blue heavens, or any other sub- rim of purple on the far hori- 
‘What wonderful compositions ject—a tree, a flower—these zon, and in me grew the desire 
wouldn’t Wagner have written forms are as definite as a paint- to reach and explore this phan- 
if he had seen and felt the ing or a piece of sculpture, and tom land. Often have I won- 
grandeur of this wonderful can- in the varied moods and colors dered how much this yearning 
yon. Whether we are Wagner of their surroundings may that grew in me from year to 
or ordinary folks, the outstand- arouse a deep sense of apprecia- year has added to my vision and 
ing form of beauty and the most tion and understanding. They enriched my life, and as I now 
accessible to all and most cher- have the power of reaching our travel across the prairies in Ili- 
ished by the average man, wo- finer feelings, those feelings nois, rich in the purple of the 
man and child, is the native that set the strings in motion, woodlands along our streams, 
landscape. Whatever race, what- that produce the tender notes of like masterful etchings or wood- 
ever language we speak, our poetry and music or any of the prints, my memories go back to 
hills, our plains, our little brook finer arts, and in this way pass the purple hills of boyhood days, 
and the sweet meadow that on ina definite interpretation to and life is relived once more. 
skirts it, the solitude of the other human beings. The land- Does this not make for a richer 
Woods, and the open sea, become scape unadulterated by manisa life? It certainly reveals a 
a part of our life and will to a_ finer thing than that which man world of beauty, seemingly free 
lesser or greater extent work calls his work. It has something from struggles, from jealousy 
their influence on us. Prof. of a spiritual nature that is be- and hatred. It is a friendly 
Wangh says, ‘While painting yond man’s ability. There is a world, something to love, some- 
and sculpture is available to mystery and a charm about it thing to tie to. 
comparatively few, while music that leads one into a new realm It is long ago now when one 

doe; not appeal to everyone, of untold beauty, full of inspira- of my teachers took the class in- : 
whi'e poetry is a taste of small tion and a freshness and vigor to a nearby woods—our first 
par'y, the landscape is for all. that stimulates you to action. It visit. The forest floor in cer- 
Everyone loves the woods, the is a different world—a world tain sections was covered with 
sea, the mountains, the sunset not of our making, that opens thousands of native pansies, a i 
and the starry heavens.’ visions of depth and grandeur, carpet of exquisite beauty, and
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the first of its kind I had ever On a recent November day we ries in blossom, their deli: te 
seen. From this first contact were coming up over the hills white entwined with the bart: of 
came growth with added knowl- back of Sturgeon Bay. Beyond the canoe birches, we could h say 
edge and a greater appreciation to the north lay a broken land- a spring sonata. You hive 
of life. A new feeling, a new scape, its hill tops covered with heard McDowell’s musical in: +r. 
love for native soil and native birch and beech then in their pretation of the wild rose—.ne 
land was developed, and a bet- soft greys and pinks, and all of the sweetest American cim- 
ter understanding of the world illuminated by the after glow of positions—but a wild rose \-as 
not of our making. Life be- the setting sun. We paused and needed for its inspiration—and 
came more joyful, more pur- thanked God that we had lived do you know that this great 
poseful. Human intellect was the day to see this great paint- American composer left his 
raised to a higher plane from ing of the Master’s Hand. Who wealth for the establishment of 
new thoughts, study and appre- doubts that such an impression the Petersboro colony, where 
ciation. is not of a higher order, and for artists can study in God’s Qut- 

To many, the prairie country the good and betterment of Of-Doors. 
3: monotonous and uninterest: mankind? On a similar occa- We often are told of the thrill 
ing, but to us who have lived ‘Si0n some great American that the mountain flowers adja- 
with it most of our lives it pointed out the beauty of the re- cent to the melting snow give to 
shows great breadth and free- flection of the sunset and said to the visitor; but who has seen 
dom that works upon the imag- ™® What a wonderful thing to the delicate rosy blossoms of the 
ination in many ways. There is be able to see this, and to appre- trailing arbutus against a snow 
a certain fascination and a iate it, and how much more we drift in early May in our own 
drawing power in the purple We humanity that we have woods, and enjoyed its beauty, 
ridges on the crest of a prairie been given this vision.’ Is it its daringness, and its joy over 
wave that only those can under- not in this way that we take freedom won? Follow the trail 
stand who have watched them ‘S°Undings with ourselves and on a beautiful spring morning 
from boyhood up. Few who %¢¢ where we stand? f \ and discover the first violet blos- 

have been born and bred on the _, Those who have seen the tim Soms amongst the grasses. Shy 
prairies are happy amongst the Of the oak forest, festooned with and timid it hides from the 
hills, with the vision shut in, the delicate pink of the crab world. There is no show, no 
and deprived of the beauty and apple blossom, entwined in the pretense, no grandeur, but an 
the expanse of the far distant Silver and rosy buds of the oak, exquisite beauty, so tender, so 
horizon. Its influence on the against the blue sky of May, noble that it produces an imme- 
imagination and the character must have been inspired by diate reaction on the mind. It 
of the prairie man and woman their color composition—a sym- demands a fine sense of color to 

is already evident, whether in Phony of colors, so to speak. It feel and see its beauty. It 
arts, in poetry, in politics, or in iS one of the many instances of makes you halt and think. The 
masters of industry, and one Nature’s great ability in color little friend has a daring spirit. 

can not foretell the growth of composition and living picture It has to fight the battle of ex- 
intellect due to the character making, something so fine that istence as courageously as the 
molding by the prairie Jand- it leaves an impression on the giant oak along side of it. It 
scape. Masters like Louis Sulli- human mind never to be forgot- gives so freely of its beauty and 
van, Frank L. Wright, Walter ten, something that does truly scatters its sweet perfume along 
Griffin, Vatchel Lindsay and inspire for the best and noblest your trail. I love its simplicity, 
Carl Sandburg are all of mid- in human life. Watch the flaky its shyness, and its delicate 
America growth. It has in- blossoms of the Juneberry in a_ beauty, and I wish that its mes- 
spired a distinct type of archi- Snow storm, sweeping with the sage could touch the soul of 
tecture, decorative design, anda Wind as if actually a part of the every human being. Such a 
new form of poetry, and some Snow, revealing the struggles of message makes life worth while. 
foreign artists say that there is life in the most romantic way; It stirs our imagination and 
more freshness and vigor in the tender blossoms in the blast awakens a love for friend and 

the work of our Mid-American of winter’s day enjoying storm foe. It broadens our thought 
novelist than found anywhere as it seems and surviving it as and lifts our minds out of bond- 
else in the western world. In beautiful as ever. Let us call age. 
politics and the industries we this a folk song. The grandeur of the towering 

have such men as Lincoln and Years ago we used to pilgrim- ™ountains, cliffs, the moving 
Henry Ford. Judging from age toa hillin southern Wiscon- ‘dunes, the roaring sea, the bab- 
present day happenings here sin covered with birch trees and bling brook, and the silent riser 
will be the center of intellect a few Juneberries. There was ©ach and all have a message ‘or 
and of power in these United a spiritual note in this grove of US. There is the brilliant sin- 
States. birches, and with the Juneber- (Continued on page 146)
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—————————— er a ————._ splendid group of ecallas was 
near by, one of the finest groups 

THE FLORIST’S PAGE of callas coming from Wm. Ray- 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany ner & Son, of Oconomowoc, Wis. 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. The gem of this room, though, 
, was undoubtedly the magnifi- 

———_ cent plant group of Holton & 
CREAM CITY’S SPRING to the main show in the Museum Hunkel, of Milwaukee and 

FLOWER SHOW Annex. ; Brown Deer. Palms, many foli- 
. Pa Four rooms were used in the age plants, trellises of climbing 

Milwaukee florists and grow- annex, The first room was a Toses, azaleas, genistas, Dar- 
ers are great flower show visit- very large collection of carna- wins, other tulips, blue and yel- ors and learn Soreving every tions, some 80 vases of 25 low crocuses, and many other 
time, as was pigved by the best blooms each. The second room flowering plants, such as Astil- 
flower show they have sthe housed a fine collection of helio- bes, etc., entered into a harmo- 
staged, March 25 to 27, in the trope scented cinerarias and nious whole under the skillful 
Public Museum. While re So many retailers’ flower baskets. hand of Fritz Ernst. We have 
large as the” peat ee The large room, formerly the never seen a better grouping. 
Show or the Nationa hibit. ye" great ball room of the Calumet One of the unique pieces in this 
there were Revere exit whe Club, made most visitors ex- room was a large banquet table 
which they excel ed either. a claim with delight. The stage set with a garden effect decora- 
foundation ? aT Sh eS “lifer. was made into a formal garden, tion by James Fox, Inc. Five 
eee and: Tai t Howe s h wo. with a bulb garden, arborvitae flower trees were made up of 

ate a aah h ower S o et walls, with borders of cinerarias solid sweet peas, in lavender 
coh , ay t ows ther os d and lilacs, an evergreen back- and red, their bases worked out 

ate aes Bhow had on A ground, and a fountain with of California freesia and pan- 

tendance of 105,225. “Ifa great “0ves, against a background  sies. Silver peacocks with can- 
deal of effort is spent by the ex- trellis and pergola with open dies on their fan, and _ silver 
hibitors, an admission charge of white, gates. One of the finest partridges matched the table 

fifty ents is needed and often exhibits was a selected range of service. A very pleasing group 
the aid admissions leave the 36 amaryllis grown by James in this room consisted of genis- 
Aoricts in the hole. The Mil. MacGregor at Forest Home tas, and primroses, the greens 
waukee shows are always free Cemetery. For size, color and furnished with  Sansevieria 
and no direct advertising jg Variety nothing like it was seen Laurentii and Boston ferns, 
done. The Florists Publicity 2¢ either Chicago or Detroit. A shown by C. C. Pollworth Co. 

Association shares the expense 
with the Milwaukee Florists f ie Vans 
Club and the Public Museum. CTT ee ole 
In this way, plenty of free news x” 
space is obtained, pictures and H) i 
reading matter that are worth Hi area I 1 phe 
more than paid ads, and prac- S we Tul UCAS ae RG 
tically obtainable in no other bi ‘- en El ; 
way. Rs Ae RES 

The present show was the ‘ , ee 
most beautiful of any, in treat- i 7 ia ; 
ment of space and quality of ex- ~& ai oa 
hibits. Being in a measure a eae Pe p lia 
city show, the Mitchell Park oe aie 7! —G ae 
Conservatory belonging to the eae i a peer 
Park Board, brought in several r .o e - all 
tru-k loads of their best palms, 4 
foliage and flowering plants, to Rt 
ent.rely fill the beautiful en- - ; , 
trarce rotunda. Several bas- pS ; Ss. . 
ket:, of orchids were used, cine- 5 - 3 ci 
rar'as in a Moorish window for 
Spring color effect, and a new 
plant to Milwaukeeans,—Reh- 

Tiegh bet lente A unique exhibit arranged by agree Poe eS gph Milwaukee, for the Cream City's p
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Many samples i 
Oy Tae 

s of the retailers Violets: Fi 
“ 

art were shown there. The vee by John Rosso, Mil- Best larkspurs: Sunny Point F! 

rose collection was there too Pansies: First by Thos. Griebl Co. : ny Point F! ral 

with some of the newer roses, sons, Milwaukee. - Griebler & Best Orange tree: John C. Rost - 

such as Briarcliff, Roselandia, Mignonette: First by A. C. Spinti Judges 38 oe be 

. 2 , ‘0., Milwaukee; 
es: James Livingstone, Br 

aud Silvey Colitabial shows, Cc Griebler & Sone second by Thos. Deer, Holton @ Hunkel Cor 7 Ma 

aie pone furnished three Ranunculus: First by C. C. Poll- MacGregor; Forest Home Cemet. nye 

pus songs et their best furni- worth (Co>, second By Huge Loeker ius Erdmann, Mitchell Park. ”" 

E -o assist in staging the Anemones: First. b; 
mi : 

A 

jewelry, and table settings of ett Go Hirst pie Hox Point ee re| MILWAUKEE EXHiB. 

le . at 20.) , Wis. RS ; al 

oe pmeyer Co., who used Stocks: First by A. Reinhardt; sec- S AT SPRING FLOWEI. 

as p oe of sterling ard ong by teen Zacharias, N. Mil.; SHOW 

! o enhance the fine floral Tulips: Tint. }, Tocfier & Benke;  Watertuw 

centerpieces. eee eee wackees Sed by Wise Jas oneens “ 
, ilwaukee ; 

2. Su i ( . 

_ The final room was for novel- Baumgarten, Inc. 2nd bY kee, aes capeleeg rae Co., Milwau- 

eat and table settings. The Calendulass citse bv. Axthur J nium, pons; vase: delphi- 

center of this room ‘ odee, Oconomowoc, Wis. . 3. Valley Gard aledoni . 

bed of baby rambler nae 2 ned Ana Nicest Hon by, James MacGrés a ee peas. Ss 

& zi ses . y om 
‘ i . 

ice a pink geranium border. Cineratias: First, by erent Home Wis» Bune tone Milwaukee, 

weet peas were all exhibited cemetery second by Mitchell Park; “0M: 2 of stock, eotey Boe cere 

there too. Ranunculus, delphi- Growing telge: Bh Cudahy, Wis, yo Albin Reinhardt, N.. Milwaukes 

the ap anemones, and most of — brecht Milgaukees Snd by Rickeed nace, vases carnations; 8 stocks: 1 

e spring bulb stock in Lietz,’ Mil : y Richard =” Ri . 

0’ , ilwaukee ; 6. i i 

pans and boxes wer Q ts, Preuss & Sons. Mil ird by Rud. 49 a. Richard Lietz, Milwaukee, Wis. 

there. M s were shown Orchids: First” Mitohe 0 boxes hyacinths ‘and tulips; center- 

Be a tel Geral ie beeen, eae. = Mee Pak PE eek o Nw 
ad saved t : First by Mi _ Erank, Heyde i 

for the last. Th he best room Palms: First by Mitchell Park Con- waukee., 3 tases nS Son, N. Mil 

ee e first day of ogatvatery: 
daffodils Sweet peas; 8 pots 

Ww 
a S 

. 

from 2 p wat Oy a short one Son ‘Gemnoi twee Win, Rayner & we R. W. Buchholz, Wauwatosa 

nearly 15,000 Oe m. and yet Waukesha Floral Go.; A by Bose eee yet Peony Pot strawberry 

15, sitors came in ming Bros., Milwauke “roeme 9. Wm. ; 

ae time. The total attend- Daffodils: 2nd prize by Frank He. woe, Wis, Bee & Son; Osonoma 

ance was 111,951, with 14.911 tery, N, BMilwaukee, oe fal tilde ee 

riday, 26,424 on Saturd est basket Spring cut flo : F 10. Rud. I 

a £ wers: Fred . Rud. Pre’ S : 

and on Sunday 70,616 ¥ Gueermuths Milwaukee; 2nd ‘by kee; Wis, igskeh rarnalien Me vats 

‘ Boston, Store; 8rd by Dettmann’ tulips. ‘Table. ations; 5 pots 

op, Milwaukee. 11. Grunwaldt i 

B : 
a Bros., 5 

PRIZE WINNERS AT MILWAU- 7 basket of blooming: plants: 1st kee, Wis., 3 vases Eda ie, Mibvan, 

KEE SPRING FLOWER SHOW Did Ge apnea Petes: Mibeaukes! wie’ 2G. Spintt Co, N Milwaukee 

. 
st Prefke, Milwaukee; ‘is, 4 vas torit ee 

Rovtilwaukeo By Gust. Rusch Co. fsa by Joseph Bluemel, Wanwa menor 8 ‘eupatorium,, ‘statice, 

ee on Premier, Briarcliff, 7 . 
. W. H. Th 1 . 

Butterfly, Coolid » arcliff, Best carnation 
k ompson Co., Milwau- 

: ' ige and Templar. 
arrangement: 1st ee, 2 boxes Da : 4 

First by Gimbel Bros na) Templar, Bel Flower Shop, Milwaukee; Pl yellow daisy. arwins; 2 pots astilbe,, 

; : 7 lS USS. . Gust. Pohl i 

Firs y 3 B 
< ‘ohl, Milwau ase 

{EE Sun atiwaohe nose Gar. ES, nuaaey, Mor Mlvel GN a ab 
ofens on Silver so lumbia: Best” Corsage B rst. . Mil, Wm. R. Schroeder Floral (o 

ter, Qeonaniowee. vy. Otto Sylves- Kroseberg’s Floste Hurst) by Te thas 4 vases carnations. ; 

ane best Laddie’. best red Best formal garden: Aug. F. Kell. Pts inode Cudahy, Wis. 6 

irs j ny i — ~ 0 

ee on eee white by Grunwaldt Bost tang deeentice: ; Ming Greenwood Carnation Co., N 

First on best pink other than Laddi 1st; Chas Menger oi Hees i a ® vases carnations; 2 of 

by C. C. P. on eddie 2nd; Hugo | & waukee, "18. Her 

Seepndaon Eollworth eos Milwaukee; Best ioe ane oe 3rd. aie Herman Stages Co., Elm Grove, 

5 C. C. Pollworth Co. ese sea B ane Fox, Inc., Milwaulee Wie Surprise. ases carnations—Supreime, 

ae Aa Brueggemann, N. Mil- Bund Con accessories, jewelry, ete.: 19. Norman A. Schmidt, N. Mi 

waukes on; best pink other than Bact le-Upmeyer and C. Niss & Sons, uke, 2 primosés: 5 pots bulbs ur 

Second by Waukesh 
ele Coe of plants: Holten & Hun- 20. Riebs Bros., ‘NL Mi ean 9 

ird by Grunwaldt Bros. on best Best a ; : a 

Third by A. Reinhardt, ‘N. best red, Pint Floral’ Co 2nd by Ro God nie Ree ee ea. 

c s ite. frey, W. ns y R. God-  * ecoration; basket; vase flow: "s. 

Tire iis the Loe Co., on best hardt. suwasotes Sed iby oh. Reins Kea een & Hunkel Co. Mi ur 

Sweet Peas: pies iy Brueg; a Repmannia ungulata: Mitchell won display:20. by\15 fect—i 

mann; second and third t tbs Atk NOnseryatary. 28, 

Bros.) N. Mi by Riebs Best . - Roscoe W. Godfrey, Wau :- 

Milwaukee. wah Ge. of roses: C. C. Poll- fone ee ease snapdragons. aus 

(Continued on page 146)
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NATIVE PLANTS IN THE [ary = 

FLOWER GARDEN é ae Shy 

By W. A. TooLe ee ae 

For years it has been the aim oe oe ae on 

of garden lovers to obtain rare PE a as et i 

plants for flower gardens that Or se Mend ss 

have come from far lands, and Gh le eg 

there will always be a fascina- Cena has 5 3 

tion about something that has ‘ai Pe Paiste re 
come from strange places. The ; eee i cota 

last few years there has been, poe ee eer 
however, a growing interest in OA a es a. eee. 

the possibilities of our own wild ce A AY RS ay 

flowers, due in part to the teak Ry nie * 
that many of them are rapidly 5 a Rr cS 

disappearing from their native ca ; be ‘5 

haunts in the vicinity of the ee : mer Se, 
larger cities or wherever the Be Peta sr 
progress of civilization is crowd- “aa Shae Se * 
ing them out. KS CO citi 

There has been a great deal - 
written and said about the pres- 

ervation of our native plants, fowers are killed out, the chance While many varieties will 
much of which is very true. to make the acquaintance of thrive under average garden cul- 
There is much needless and their beauty is removed farther ture, usually the best results will 
heedless despoiling of our native and farther away from a large be obtained if one will observe 
landscape by those who have part of the population. Be- and provide as nearly natural 
had no thought of the possible Cause of this it is important that conditions as your garden will 

pleasure of those who may fol- parks or refuges be established permit and your pleasure in hav- 
low them, and careless and need- Where the native plant life can ing them in your garden will be 
less destruction of the life of the pe protected and as much native greatly increased because of the 

mer Eee TI BE mln introduced ‘an wilt uy Vat thin wil eae q thrive under the existing condi- Q Ss opportuni- 
gathering the plants or flowers tions. Also where there is a gee Pee plants for 
or vines, no after care is given genuine liking for the shy your garden, when on auto or 
them and they are simply treat- beauty of the flowers of our Yacation trips if you keep your 

ed as garbage as soon as home northern springtime, or if one eyes open. Plants should not be is reached. Many people are So admires the striking colors of Hie from able oF sen-—publie 
constituted that because a thing the later flowering plants of our pistes or Where they are being 

is apparently free they want to open prairies and sandy waste enjoyed. by’ ‘many: people, espe- 

gather in far more than they can places, they may well be intro- cially if the particular variety 
ape ake Mi: ne be- duced into our gardens. is not plentiful. In certain sec- 
distaly touay Salto oe beauty ag With the exception of thecom- tions there are always some 

soon as it is acquired i jg paratively small number of kinds that are very common and 

towards this class that educa. ‘inds that require a positively a few plants will not be missed. 
ae oe . preserving our acid soil, such as the Arbutus, Take up only the number of 

native landscape must be di- ‘he Stemless Lady Slipper, and plants you can actually use. 
rec ed. seep : meniDer of the Bricaces en It is a good idea to always 

. about all our native plants wi ; 4. 8 rowel of small 
tes nother phase of this prob- qo well in any good garden soil. a a pan moet and some 
ths must be recognized. It is Most of our wild plants show a old newspapers when out on an 

ili the natural progress of civ- preference in their natural loca- ayto trip for one never knows 
lzition, the growth of cities tion for certain soil and water when they may find some desir- 
ae clearing and pasturing and shade conditions, but when able plant. We have found that ° 

si Cee ae Se cgay into Adel gardens, most all kinds of the smaller 
wae inuously nar- they will accept widely varying 
Tow down the area where plants conditions without protest pro- DE at oneted ce 
are to be found growing in a_ vided they are not crowded out ly i y ked 
wild condition. As these areas with grass and weeds and ~» '” ® TeWSpaper ane packe i 
are cleared up and the wild stronger growing plants. (Continued on page 141) 

1
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have also been planted north of 
Mellen, through the efforts of the 

BADGER NEWS ‘gon ines 
From Wisconsin Papers NEW COMMISSIONER HAS 

WIDE FARM EXPERIE? “rE 

TT W. A. Duffy, newly appointed sate 
ears . ~ . commissioner of agriculture, has for | JUNEAU COUNTY FOREST Dr. Eames, Ege Harbor, 3.000 trees; years been in close touch with av:ri. 

RANGERS TO PLANT TREES Jenn Boler, Gaviyers Lik HOG irene: culture in Wisconsin, having farmed 

(Special to The Telegram.) Cady Land cumpany, ‘Ege Harbor, for hime tat tear aoa 

NEW LISBON WIS.—Thirty thou- 1,000 trees; Wm. Kinnaird, Sevasto- Aor ering four years as a 
sand pine trees will be planted by pol, 1,500 and the Wisconsin Fruit teacher and six years farming he 

members of the Juneau county jun- Farm, 1,000. was elected to the state legislature 
ior forest rangers this spring. The eo for one term. While a member of 

trees are to be furnished free by  tNgpRUCTS ON GARDEN the law-making body he also attended 
the Wisconsin Conservation commis- AND SHRUBBERY the agricultural course at the Uni- 

sion and will come from the Trout » versity of Wisconsin from which he 
Lake nursery. The junior forest In keeping with the planting and was graduated in 1920. He has since 
rangers have been organized through transplanting season of the year, been engaged in county agent work, 
the rural schools of the county. Be- Julius Quentin of this city, president having been employed for four years 
sides planting trees the rangers will of the Milwaukee County Agricul- in Barron county and for the past 27 
collect pine cones from which they tural Society, gave an interesting months in Rusk county. 
will extract the seeds. The seed will talk and demonstration on straw- 
be planted in nursery beds and from berries, tree planting and shrubbery __ 
these beds the seedlings will be before the Kiwanis Club on Tuesday FLOWER AND PLANT 

transplanted ana the open. Work of evening. Mr. Quentin brought with NAMING CONTEST IS 
the rangers will tend to create a him some actual specimens and dem- 5 2 ORE 
sentiment for protection from for- onstrated some of his work by the BEING STAGED HERE 
est fires in the county. use of a pruning scissors. SHEBOYGAN—A flower and plant 

———— Talking on strawberries, he show- naming, Conest will be conducted at 
. ed the need of a healthy root system, the high school. : 

WAUKESHA: NAMES ITS what kind of plants should be set | A number of plants will be put 
FIRST PARK BOARD out for a new stand of berries and on display, bearing tags that give 

SUPERINTENDENT _ how to plant them, favoring the hill their ngmes gona aa power ng 
. lan with no runners and a big plant times. ese tags wi e left on two 

WAUKESHA—(UP)—Martin C. P ther than the matted row. ee days, and on the closing day of the 
Stuhr has been appointed general With actual i d test, the tags will be removed and superintendent of the city park board), ith actual specimens he showed the Aouers Ye eas ad, Contestants 
a position recently created by the W grape vines should be cut bac! Nore ea, ree one of 2 i each spring and how the roots and will be required to write the names of 
council. He will have complete ¢8¢ pring inf ati 
charge of all work connected with limbs of young trees should be cut the plants and other information 
the city’s park projet back for transplanting, holding that about them on cards that will be fur- 

ve oP BIQIEEH a heavy cutting off of the top is best nished. Suitable prizes will be 
So for the first year, so as to give the awarded the one giving the largest 

50,000 MORE CHERRY roots broken in transplanting a number of correct answers. 
TREES FOR DOOR CO chance to catch up with the limbs. The contest is being conducted un- 

= ° In the matter of pruning he favor- der the direction of E, D, Antoniu, 
STURGEON BAY.—About 50,000 ed the cutting when the plants were recreation director, and prizes are to 

cherry trees will be planted in Door alive and containing sap, as the be furnished by local florists. 

Coun aus ean reports the Door wounds would heal over much quick- — —_ 
ounty Fruit Growers Union whic er and not “check”, as they would 

this week received three carloads of when the wood was dry. He said MAKING THE TOWN 
the stock for distribution and expects flowering shrubs should be cut back MORE BEAUTIFUL 
two more carloads next week. About and excess wood cut out in the sum- (Waushara Argus) 
20,000 trees came in last fall while mer, after they were through bloom- snare igus 
about 30,000 are being received this ing. Waupaca, which has long been not- 
spring. ed for the beauty of its homes «nd 

The planting for 1927 is the larg- gardens, has inaugurated a move this 
est in many years, state the Union ASHLAND, WIS.—The Roy Kelley — spring which is being pushed with en- 
officials. The trees come from nurs- Post of the American Legion here thusiasm by the home owners of -he 
eries in New York state, Kansas and will continue the work of planting city and which promises to mak a 
Towa. elm trees at one hundred foot inter- still greater improvement in “he 

Since the cherry trees are planted vals along highway 13 this year it beauty of that little city. This m ‘e- 
twenty feet apart and in rows twen- was decided recently at a meeting of ment inaugurated is a yard and p:l- 
ty feet apart, there are 108 to the the organization. den contest wherein prizes will be 

acre. With this as a basis, the 50,000 The local Legion is sponsoring a awarded for the most beautiful ya ds 
trees to be planted this spring will move to have the entire length of and gardens and an especial con’ st 
cover approximately 465 acres. With highway 13, comprising more than for children’s gardens is a feature of 
the present acreage of cherries in the 350 miles, planted with elm trees as the move for a more beautiful ton. 
county nearly 5,000, the 1927 plant- a memorial to the Wisconsin men Wautoma has innumerable beaut ‘ul 
ing will bring the average well over who died in service during the World homes but an especial effort in “he 
5,000. war. Trees have already been way of landscaping and planting of 
Among the growers planting large planted for more than 15 miles south shrubbery and flowers would still 11 

increases in acreage this year are of Ashland, and several miles of elms ther improve them.
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—_ GROWING DELPHINIUMS 
FROM SEED 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE . 
There has been much discus- 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG sion and quite a good many in- 
quiries as to the best method of 
growing Delphiniums from seed. 

THE WEST ALLIS HIGH taught in books—nor schools—_ |! do not say this is the best way . 
SCHOOL HOBBY CLUB nor anywhere else but in God’s —Just my way—and as fully 

: . great outdoors. ninety five per cent of the seeds 
This Club has gardens for its At the regular meeting of the germinate it is proof conclusive 

“hobby,” and its members are wast Allis Garden Club ® arious that it is a good way. Soak the 

discussing most earnestly the advertisements were discussed seeds fo 24 hours:in ‘warm wae merits of various plants, bulbs . a ter, drain and pat the seeds 
. : ? > by the members. This has been —"¢ . 

and seeds. They meet in one of . Setar phe ~. softly on a cloth to remove sur- . . : % one of the things this Club has o exneh ave . . : 
the home rooms at the High 3). : a ee plus water, mix with fine sand “a a always been interested in, and ae ? : 
School on Friday afternoons and 4 bso nanal * jy Or soft leaf mold and sow thinly i . many “exceedingly wonderful - . : 
are presided over by a President ante « . TT . in flats or flower pots which i plants and seeds have been giv- oe . A . 
and Secretary whose poise <¢, +s we have been filled with a mixture : en a publicity not desired by the : 
might be envied by older people. advertiser of leaf mold or any good light 

, ‘ “ soil i i a ve ittle AL their last meeting they “The members of the Hales Sol, Mixgt with, very hte 
were desirous of information on (Corners Garden Club voted . ll watered 4 fi 7 ene 

“Growing Flowers for Show” unanimously at their last meet- Seed AS 7 ‘i ht neatie ne 
and called on the writer for a jing joi ¢ joule ec, PAL Gown lightly and then : : ing to join the State Horticul- cover with a mixture of light little talk along these lines. tural Societ id : Or Ag nese ural Society. We surely bid goil and dry sphagnum 8s 
(Such an opportunity is never them Welcome. rubbed fia. Daricen Gath 
missed—for the writer believes Tu e ater deen with 
in early training.) It was an a pot with glase or cover flat or 
attentive audience, and _ their ee wi . ast or Plath Never 
questions showed that they were HALES CORNERS GARDEN Usually se d o become dry. 
interested. Notes were taken Usually seed will germinate in e CLUB AFFILIATES WITH from seven to ten days. Seed and time was asked for between 4 od dere ee 
questions so the answers could STATE SOCIETY that 18 several years old will ger- 
be carefully written down for The members are pooling i guts Tenney, oe this 
future reference. their funds as usual and buying whe Code mane: mee 

These boys and girls gave a seeds and plants in quantity, quite warm. omer 
very creditable show at the thus securing them at a very 
First National Bank last sum- Yeasonable rate. It’s an inspira- _—— 
mer. They are planning a_ tion to visit this Club—the mem- 
larger and better show this year. bers are so enthusiastic. One Attention Please: 

In order to assure the speaker Of the members said, “I just re- snnecthernart spitiny. 
that her talk was appreciated, a ceived a catalog in which were | : ch beg peere ore 
diminutive cheer leader took the listed two hundred varieties of 0°" voll sn 1 ieee aor Hy ven 
floor and led the club in a vote Plants I never even heard of. I senite’ 3 at 1 = = vhs Le pide 
of thanks that could be heard feel as though I would have to loi oo We aI ail b aoe ad 
two blocks away. There has grow a whole lot of new flowers asad Ada, wl M °C. “5 
been a glowing spot in the re- this summer or I’m afraid I Stre i W st Allis vSvTi fee 
gion of our heart ever since. Wwon’t live long enough to grow ~ rong, wes 18, wisconsin. 
Other clubs are being organized them all.” This woman’s gar- ———S——— 
in the grade schools, and a gen- den would be a revelation to 

eral flower and vegetable show those who say “I can’t have a If you have anything to sell 
will be held at the High School garden—I know nothing about and want to sell it real badly 
in September. Who can meas- C@ring for plants.” Neither did try advertising in WISCONSIN 
ure the value to this town in She a few years ago, but when HorricuLTuRE. We lost two ad-  * 
beruty alone because of these they moved to Hales Corners she yertigers this month because - 
Hobby Clubs, saying nothing began to grow flowers. She they were sold out. One of these 
whutever of the lessons they are Particularly enjoys seeing them gold over $200.00 worth of 
learning that will be of untold grow from seed to maturity. plants with two insertions and 
value to them through life; for Sometime I hope she can be per- said “So we think WISCONSIN 
the boy or girl who works in a_ suaded to tell us the story of her HorTICULTURE one of the best ' 
garden learns many lessons not garden. magazines we ever used.”
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HOW MUCH SHALL WE AD- merman, and a committee of 

Wisconsin Horticulture uae soot will publicly train ani a. 3 ‘ good will publicity train son 
This is a question that we i out by Vermont, the first « 

Published: Monthly: by the: often hear discussed and usually having been sent out in her 
Wisconsin State Hortcultaral Society the discussion ends with a gen- 1996 ‘so evidently the Vermont. 

OMmeiai Organ of the Society eral agreement that it pays to 6+ consider this a good form of 
—_ advertise. . advertising. The five exhinit 

{ERNEST L. CHAMBERS, Editor _ On Easter Sunday, an exposi- cars represented an investm:nt 
Serre came Th Miao wm, on train from Florida was of $500,000 and contained i25 

Kirsch, Mrs CB, Strong, ilwon” H parked at the Illinois Central gifrerent. exhibits coming from 
Smith. Depot in Madison for the entire every section of the Green 

—_—___ afternoon and the public invited yy A ae ‘| ' i : é rae ountain State and coverin 
wisconsin, ‘as ‘Stcond-class. imation. Ac: to inspect their exhibits. The every phase of the state’s indus 
Cee provided for in Sedion 4103, act train consisted of four coaches, trial and agricultural products. 
of October 3, 1917, authorized July 13, one of which was equipped for (Among the many agricultural 

iy Siveniaing Sates widas Raswa a. xp. MOVING pictures and six films products were several very at- 
plication: _ _______were being run continuously. tractive looking trays of Deli- 

An entire car was used to ex- cious and Northwestern Green- 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ce the pupsiueia at the ay a ing apples.) The famous Ver- 
Annual membership fee, one dollar, laml, while another containe mont marble, used so extensive- 

fice’ to Wisconsin. Harticuiture. Send the products of Manatee County, y in the building of Wisconsin's 
one dollar to Offce of Secretary, Madi- J. C. Penney-Gwinn Institute Capitol, was a feature exhibit 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Or. and the city of Jacksonville. Vermont’s “maple syrup” was 
seeped Ge artoched mata putely Mt Among the exhibits was quite  ajso well advertised by a carload 
checks accepted. an elaborate display of fruits exhibit. 

Postage stamps not accepted and vegetables, both tropical 

— and sub-tropical. a ee 
2 OFFICERS Among the vegetables which 

J. BE. Leverich, President. sees Sparta included all of our garden pro- . . 

TL. Ehunbers SecreuuryeRicasurer duce were some very fine look- , Wisconsin may not need a 

——— ing) Deipmiph polsinas WAG cee and get them ‘before 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE appene 0 be grown from 73 : 

Ex Officio some of Wisconsin certified seed. the public, but a little more ad- 

President, Vice-President and Secretary The largest seed potato distribu- vertising of our horticultural 

y, Bop erm. ending December, 1929 ters of Florida buy large quan- Products might well be consid- 
H.W. Ullsperger........Sturgeon Bay tities of Wisconsin seed potatoes ered. 

» BF, Swartz.......ceeeceeees Kenosha ° 
H. CG. Christensen. ............Oshkosh annually. Some fine looking to- 

a. Ee'Goffr csssss.ers-Sturgoon Bay Matoes eee Eamets Sa 
ge POOR aay exoreneneens BReSVS §6cinity 6 iami, and we were 

George M. Moseman.......-Menomonie told that 12,000 acres of them IN THIS ISSUE 
AL Ko Basset Te Decempers ye tyoo are being grown for the north- 
Win Sprgiter..++++++:::7.,ba Crosse ern markets during April and The Weston Orchards. 

. we May. Other plants of interest A Forest Preserve. 
were wild orchids, Cassava Minnesota Plums. 

BOARD OF (MANAGERS roots from which tapioca is Landscape Appreciation 
J.B. Tevericn sambers fe" made, cocoanuts, a banana tree Cream City Fl Sh 

oo , with fruit, pineapple plant with vream City Flower Snow. 
—— fruit, an Australian pine tree Native Plants. 

and many other interesting nov- Badger News. 

elties. A School Hobby Club. 

eovnE Pace eee Delphiniums from Seed. 

. On April 25 another exhibit | Shall We Advertise. 
One view of the 120 train visited Madison. This one, McIntosh Popular. 
acres of orchard to be drawn by two locomotives, con- Airplane Dusting. 

seen at the Weston tained five exhibit cars, a club The Market Situation. 
Orchard located in car and eight Pullman cars, and Selected Reading Lists. 
Dunn Count: brought 140 Vermont boosters, Facts for Orchardists y- including Governor and Mrs. Z o 

Weeks, to Madison. The visitors Another Strawberry. 
were greeted by Governor Zim- Dandelion Greens.
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McINTOSH APPLES POPU- care. However, within the past [7 
LAR five years methods of picking, 

fe has OSH. Gaite Senerally packing and handling the McIn- WHAT IS THE STATE 
agreed that if a sufficient quan- een have so improved that at HORTICULTURAL 

tity of any one good variety of eae eee ame vn promy: SOCIETY? 
apples can be obtained in a giv- anti M. ch ePb On the ma nD . . 
en locality so that it can be prop- Now an an or (even ‘tio : The Wisconsin State 
erly graded, attractively packed, ncreasing competition Horticultural Society is 

d offered in large enough between the McIntosh and Bald- purely an educational in- 
and: ee aree win is being felt. The buying geet ga a ec net 
quantities, that there will be no liblic prefers the McIntosh as stitution having as its pur 
trouble in finding a permanent P Ph ec t ve ith he pose the advancement of 

rket. The quality of the Ong as  Loey can web iu with tie every branch of horticul- mack of a given beand must result that the stocks of Bald- 
procuch oF a given brane mus’ wins cannot be placed on the ture throughout the state. 
be kept constant in order that arket as early in the séasoti as This is accomplished 
the buyer can, depend upon it. was formerly th se through publications, indi- 
The big question, in some sec- y Ue: cases. ; 
tions, has been to find that ‘one Fear of the scab disease un- vidual help and conven- jet of aoples thatis adapted doubtedly restricted planting of tions. “Wisconsin Horti- 

wll fll the bill The ace McIntosh at certain times. For culture” is the official or- 

age orchard has too many vari- * period prior to 1920 when the gan of the society. It is a 
ties and not enough of any one infection had gained a foothold 16-page monthly magazine 

kind te ater to the ieee in the orchards, some growers containing each month arti- 
kets which usually are the most ‘Te ay discourazed and cles on fruit, flower, and 
profitable ones. The quality of ‘les t oth ° ae Ne ie vegetable growing and 
these varieties are often excel- (7°CS tO other sorts. hey eee some of the problems in- 
lent and yet, because of insuffi- development. of better spraying volved in the art, written 
cient quantity they are difficult methods the disease has been by Wisconsi Yr wv rs and io dispose of. In New Hanip- fully controlled and is no longer v f ISCO . & es “Wis 
ihize the Melitosh apple is be- feared by the up-to-date grower. professional men for W1s- 

coming ver, opular and this The gradual appreciation of sarisih. pondtions. Every Waelety 8 ses ee lanted ‘these facts has resulted in a person in this state inter- 
asa fall and early winter ‘des. growing confidence in this va- ested in fruits, flowers, 
sert apple. This apple has like- riety. An interesting side-light vegetables, ornamentals 
wise Won a prominent place °” the changing opinion as re- and trees should be a mem- 

among our Wisconsin varieties gards McIntosh may be gained ber. You are cordially in- 
and we believe it worthy of from the proportion planted as vited to join. Any person 
more attention fillers in recent as compared to may become a member of 

A recent publication of the Sian ee Ordinurily, be. this society for the year by 
University of New Hampshire C@USe the hivers are removed a payment of the annual fee 
has the following to say about from 15 to 25 years of age, the f doll lit additi 
this apple: . bearing trees of any variety con- OF One iCOlak. _ oi a@arnon 
“The popularity of the MeIn- Si8t more largely of permanents to “Wisconsin Horticul- 

tosh is due to many factors. It than do the non-bearing. Thus ture” every member re- 
is relatively hardy and bears with Wealthy, for instance, ceives a copy of the Annual 
large regular crops at an early 2bout 30 per cent of the bearing Report which contains all 
age. Its fine dessert quality 2%4 50 per cent of the non-bear- of the papers presented at 
has created an active and grow- iM& trees are fillers. With Mc- thé’ winter and summer 
ing demand in the market, tosh 10 per cent of the bear- “ ti a th . di 
While production of McIntosh i%& and slightly less than 10 per conventions and the aiscus- 
has icreased with great rapid- cent of the non-bearing trees sions — that follow. _ This 
ity in recent years, its popular- 2T@ fillers. This simply indi- alone is worth the price of 
ity with the buying public has Cates that growers who form- the membership since the 
made demand keep pace with erly planted the McIntosh for a very best authorities on the 
Supply . filler ot tres, setting it for a per- various phases of horticul- 

New England growers have MUSED ESE ture are secured for these 

beet conservative, and many meetings. Sample copies 
lave felt that production of even Apples are now among the of “Wisconsin Horticul- 

this fall variety with a limited lists of nationally advertised ture” will be gladly fur- 
Storave period might be over- fruits. Watch for the APPLES ished t 
done. Some at first did not pick FOR HEALTH posters and nished upon request: 
and handle it with sufficient signs.
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PO a ee that the pilot was 
alone in the plane during lust. 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES ing. ‘The hopper would hal 
Edited by S. B. Fracker, State Entomologist Ee tuk ote weraeet ae 

e different amounts, rat zing 
Se 9 : a loz OF 
AIRPLANE DUSTING IN A forested area of six square wou'tound hothenfe eee, cal 

STATE PARK miles, surrounded by the waters  jent, _* 

By S. B. FRACKER and A. A. oe See val ; eee was secured oy a 

GRANOVSKY leys there are steep cliffs and the lower FS ng gone pu 

Last July, the state conserva- ¢Scarpments, some of them over t, airblast from the plane pro 
tion commission used over seven 290 hundred feet in height. Tt ye a eared to the z ritator 
tons of arsenic in Peninsula ‘8 & popular summer resort for Kr the ho aoe © ABT At 
State Park, and killed some C@Mpers, and the hemlock and DORR EE. 
thirty million measuring worms balsam trees constitute the most . The dust was released by pull- 
with the poison. attractive features. __- ing a lever in the cockpit which 

The work was oneof themost The worms feed from the mid- opened a door in the floor of the 
spectacular and, at the same dle of June to early in August. hopper 27” x 7” in size. 

time, efficient insect control a 

projects with which the writers 
have ever been connected. Not 
only was the dust cloud laid 
down by the plane, trip after 
trip, a thrilling sight, but the 
mortality of the insects, which 
had begun to kill the trees, was 
at least as great as could have 
been expected with land ma- 
chines under ideal orchard con- . 
ditions. ie wy? —s —— 

The worms doing the damage __|j 
were larvae of a grayish-buff 
moth known as Ellopia_fiscel- 
laria. A convenient popular 
name is “hemlock spanworm” 
from their principal food plant 
and their manner of looping as 
they crawl. 

In 1925 they killed six million 
board feet of hemlock timber in 
Peninsula Park and_ probably 

ten million more on private an airplane shown in action distributing dust over the hemlock forests in Door count 
property in Door County outside 
the park. They then develop into moths Sixty-three flights were made, 

No damage was discovered in’ which lay eggs in September, each load being 250 pounds, ex- 

Wisconsin outside this one coun- the winter being passed in the cept in the first eight flights, on 
ty but they were injurious in egg stage. It is possible to which 200 to 300 were tried. and 
Michigan and in eastern Canada poison the larvae only during the the last three, when 275 were 
the same year. No previous’ feeding period, and for that rea- carried. 

records of a similar outbreak by son the work was done early in Each round trip, incl: ding 
this species have been pub- July. loading, occupied about fou tee! 
lished, although it has been The plane used was owned minutes, at times as many as five 
known as a forest inhabitant for and operated personally by Les. loads (1,250 Ibs.) being distr- 
half a century, and although a_ W. Smith, Springfield, Ill., and buted over sixty acres of forest 
close relative has destroyed hun- had been adapted for dusting in one hour. 
dreds of acres of Douglas firand immediately before the work Taking the work as a whole 
western hemlock in the Rocky was done. it may be of interest to note that 
mountain states. The hopper occupied the en- the plane flew 252 miles of ac 

Peninsula Park is a rugged, tire compartment for the mech- tive dusting, about 100 miles
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— FIGHT — 
The Insect Pests That Destroy Your Crops. 

Use The Best Spray Materials. 

Lime Sulphur Corrosive Sublimate 
Arsenate of Lead Calcium Arsenate 
Bordeaux Mixture Paris Green 
Nicotine Dust and Sulphate Copper Sulphate 
Household and Dairy Fly Spray Fly-O-Cide (Cattle Fly Spray) 

Write for Prices NOW 

Cream City Chemical Works 
766-774 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

HANOVER 1117 

MILWAUKEE, - - - WISCONSIN 

while turning around after each lacking any electrical attrac- these stations were shaken to de- 
strip, and over 500 miles from tion between the foliage and the termine the infestation before 
and to the loading field. dust particles. dusting. These stations were 

The material employed was in The swirling motion noted so Visited daily three days before, 
the main, Corona calcium arse- often in connection with cotton during, and five days or later 
nate, a total of 14,500 pounds fields is probably due to the in- after dusting. No dead worms 
without dilution with a carrier. teraction of the propeller blast, Were found in a single instance 
In one section, 1,000 pounds of the ground, and the cotton before dusting. The worms con- 
Niagara calcium arsenate was plants. In the case of forest tinued to die for 5 to 8 days, but 
used. work, the ground is not near most of the larvae died between 

The dust distribution could be enough to cause air eddies in 24 and 72 hours after the dust- 
very readily determined on al- this way and there was no ten- 1ng. 
most any deciduous leaves, as dency for the particles to attach Some trouble was experienced 
well as hemlock needles. When to the under side of the leaves. from animals in the woods which 
evenly distributed at twenty It descended in about 20 seconds, often disturbed the pieces of 
pounds to the acre, it could be straight down on calm days, and muslin at night. 
seen at a glance on the leaves of diagonally when there was a In some instances as many as 
such trees as basswood, oak, slight wind. An 8 mile breeze 97, 85, 73, 72, ete., dead larvae 
beech, and maple and such un- did not interfere with the work, fell on the ground per square 
dergrowth as dogwood, wild cur- but 10 miles per hour caused too yard. 
tant, fern and wild strawberry. much drift. Té-dscoatimated that in aolid 

The number of dust particles The best method for the de- hemlock stand the mortality was 
per hemlock needle was of spe- termination of the mortality of 90 to 95%, while in the mixed 
tial interest. Accordingly, an the larvae was found to be the forest not less than 80%. In 
tort was made to determine use of square-yard pieces of mus- only one area which consisted of 
ite distribution of dust on hem- Jin, Many such pieces of cloth young hemlocks over-topped by 
lock foliage. Naturally, it va- were gently placed three days deciduous trees, and another 
a considerably, ranging from before dusting on the ground un- which was dusted just before a 

to as many as 20 per one der hemlock trees of different rain, were the apparent results 
fo - Most of the needles had sizes and in different densities somewhat less than expected, 
Tom one to six particles per of forest to determine the mor- with a mortality about 60%. 

need]... tality before, if any, and after 
It is of interest to note that the dusting. The height of the Cost 

the di st particles did not adhere trees was recorded in order to The contract called for : 
Well ‘o the deciduous foliage. estimate the relative area from t t § 1 00 canes oe Pte 
Upon shaking or even touching which the larvae fell on the mus- ™ent of $4.00 per acre by_ the 
the le: ves many particles fell off lin. Approximately the same Wisconsin Conservation Com- 

the foliage. Evidently there was. size twigs in the vicinity of (Continued on page 141)
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—eEEoEoEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeE—E—E—E—eeee——————— | 6the ermovement: of the: Loui.dany 

crop which is marketed thi jugh 
THE MARKET PAGE April. This season was 0 :e of 

. the earliest on record, starting 
Edited by State Department of Markets before the end of Febr lary, 

about a month earlier thar last 
ear. May is the big s'raw. 

APPLES favorable conditions. It is also bomy month. Production cay | 

The market season for the held advisable that growers tinues rather heavy through 
heaviest commercial apple crop Substitute where it is. possible June and the arrivals in the dis. 
on record is about to close, the more promising varieties for  tributing markets from some of 
Total apple shipments were run- those which have been unprofit- the eastern, north central and 
ning about 3,200 cars in excess ble. . . northwestern states extend in a 
of last season’s movement up to According to this report the small way into early July. 

about April 5th. The output of tee census showed that during Strawberry prices start high, 
western fruit has been just ¢ e previous 15 years there was often at about $3.00 per quart 
about the same as a year ago, 2 Considerable decrease in the for the early winter berries sold 
and the excess is principaly in TUmber_ of apple trees in the jn northern markets. When the 
eastern shipping sections, Vir- United States. The rate of de- perries begin to arrive in great- 
ginia, West Virginia and Penn- ee th Was somewhat less dur- gy quantity the price tends 
sylvania. ane erties vari preceding the  qownward rapidly, reaching 25¢ 

Prices of the present season 49 year neriod. Most cade. and 50¢ by the end of the win- 

were much later reaching the tions have occurred in the scat- ter, Lowest prices appear’ in 
peak. According to reports tered and less productive dis the various, markets: during: the 
from the U. S. Bureau of Agri-  tricts or in orchards located on ain Season of a city’s principal cultural Economics the top of Unfavorable sites and aa region of carlot supply, usually 
$3.75 prevailed in country ship- plantings as have been made in May and June. Then the 
ping sections from February 10 tava heen fOSEIG aH. COMIOREIAl price recovers because of the ar- 

until the last week of March. sections. This tas recutted ing "iva! of Romeprowm herctes: ok 
Western New York prices began gradual increase in commercial good fresh quality. 
to fall in March. For the past production but a. decrease in According to the reports of 
two months New York City ordinary farm production. Ap- the U.S. Department of Agricul- 
dealers have been averaging 10¢ proximately one-fourth of the ture the estimated farm value of 
to 15¢ per barrel less than the {otal number of trees in 1925 Strawberries in early sections 
shipping point level. One of were under bearing age and this last season ranged from 18¢ to 
the reasons for this is that some jg probably not more than 35¢ per quart. The second 

of the big distributing centers, Qnough to maintain the present Catly states showed returns of 
like New York, have received number iat DeAF There are, 15¢ to 19¢ while growers in the 
large quantities of poorly-col- however, man orchards which intermediate group got 12¢ to 
ored or lower grade fruit, which jaye not yet TN eached full bear. 20¢ and the late states 11¢ to 
i renee io dees the mar- ing ” 19¢ a quart. The total commer- 
et. shou e noted that 7 . cial crop of 256,500,000 quarts 
during February and March hee ae yield par pet fae had an estimated farm value of 
New York Baldwins sold con- dency to slimicate unproductive $44,500,000, the highest value 
sistently, higher than a year ago oe hevaa and to oe een vate the in three years. 

at shipping point because of bet- industry in favored locations. So far as the 1927 season is 
ter keeping quality and a more ‘There has also been a marked concerned reports from the U.S. 
active export demand. improvement in cultural condi- Department of Agriculture state 

Notwithstanding the fact that tions and a shift toward the that in the southern and mid- 
returns for the 1926 crop have more profitable commercial va- Season states indications arc for 
been generally unsatisfactory it rieties. For these reasons an- aN acreage for harvest in 192%, 
is the belief of the marketing ual commercial production dur- 22 per cent greater than that of 
specialists of the U. S. Bureau jing the next 5 or 10 years may 1926 and 18 per cent greater 
of Agricultural Economics that show some further increases than the 1923-26 average. The 
the apple industry as a whole is over the average of recent earliest shipping states have an 
approaching a more stabilized years. indicated increase over 1926 of 
condition. However, a recent ee 15 per cent, while Arkansas, tht 
report of that Bureau warns Carolinas, Tennessee, and ViI- 

growers that commercial plant- STRAWBERRIES ginia show 26 per cent more 
ings would hardly be justified at The active strawberry season acreage than in 1926. The next 
present except under unusually usually begins in March with states to ship including lela
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ware. Maryland, Illinois, Ken- Sa a a rs; 
tucky and Missouri will prob- : ar 
ably harvest a 21 per cent . ‘eat 7 ade 

greater acreage than in the pre- By a 
yious year. Late states have : i ee a) 
also shown a tendency to in- hi ie ee de ke. 
crease plantings. The expan- E i So la RY 
sion over 1926 has been espe- a et. eee me VORA a al Pie 
cially marked in Arkansas and a cae ee ST Ae AY % eee SS ‘ 
Missouri. Increases have also oe ‘ oes Vy } ee . 
been large in Tennessee, Louis- vf oe se. ih eK bee 7 R 
iana, Illinois and Maryland. ae cl ts SE A ig er ba. ; 

WILLIAM KIRSCH. Speirs a aca epee i) aN bc WOR pecan 
a Ug Ott) SMR UP ie ce Bil hee ao ace 

(Continued from page 139) 4 @ i 4“ i ee Catan bean ie i ‘b, 

mission to the Decatur Air craft Pm cA @ eo A Be OS, Aare oe q 

Company, the Commission to ca oe glee veal | u aR: 

furnish (a) the dust, (b) assist- a Ae Mane ee NR resi 
ance in loading, (c) full instruc- RR ARE pete PR Ske en 
tions as to boundaries of the f 3 ns: | sami. a) Ga pre sce aete 
areas to be dusted (d) a landing Hy So a Oe eee 
field. Fortunately a rental ex- { Re ae RS Sey 
pense for the field was unneces- 

sary, as it was offered by the W. A. Sisson and W. A. Lawson of Sisson's Peonies, Rosendale, Wisconsin, looking onner for the purpose. over the products of their labor 

All areas dusted a second time not yet developed the interest in if the weather is very dry or the 
were paid for at the same rate. this flower that he has in the trip is a long one or all the soil 
The initial experimental flights peonies, yet he felt that they drops off the roots, the roots 
thus proved expensive. were to be the coming flower. As should be moistened at the first 
The commission informs the an example of this growing opportunity and wrapped in wet 

authors that including the pre- popularity we were told of a newspaper. 
liminary flights the total cost man with a world wide reputa- Kinds that you cannot collect 
was as follows: tion in flowers who had remark- yourself, and that you may wish 
Decatur Aircraft Co._-$3,860.00 ed that although his flower was to add to your garden aa be 

Corona Calsenate --.. 957.60 the peony and his firm gave it bought from firms who siecial 
Niagara Calcium arse- first attention, yet the Iris sales jze in growing and ¢ tee ing ate TAB JOS IZ ; g and collecting 
nate exceeded those of the peonies our native plants 
Freight and dray_-_-_ 112.90 last season. Mr. Sisson believes rollowing are a few of 
Labor (approximately) 30.00 the Gladiolus to be the most ri its lesiveble of 7 oe Ot the 

T oe narnn. popular flower in existance be- nd fone te Oe Wisconsin 
otal ___-___-__ $5,035.05 Cause of its long flowering sea- wild flowers that anyone may 

This shows an average ‘total <,, ‘Ke a easily grow. Anemone patens, son and easy culture and the - : $s : - cost of $7.04 per acre for labor fact that it has behind it one of Badger; Hepatica triloba, Liver- 

and material for the 715 differ- the most powerful and live so- leaf; Cypripedium pubescens, 
ent acres covered at full dosage. ieties we have, the American lady-slipper; Trillium, Wake- 
This amount is considered very Gladiolus Society “ robin; Polemonium reptans, Ja- 
moderate when compared either “Bor myself,” 1 Giles cob’s Ladder; Asclepias Tube- 
with th 1 f the trees or myself,” Mr. Sisson yosa, Butterfly weed; Viol t saved on ith th o st of aust, volunteered, “I prefer the peony yellow blue yd white on eis 
jie fe oes € cos ot ust- to all others. Its growth is slow tietys ‘Dodi . th e ue in 

& from land machines. — but sure. There is no other Shooting Stars Acuilégin oe 1; 

Recently we had the privilege ower that will make the show gensis "Golumbine; ‘Cammanuts 
of vis,ting “Sisson’s Peonies” as that a peony will. The season is }otundifolia, Harebell : a ni 
Mr. Sisson’s nursery is known Short. June about covers it. naria canadensis "“Blesdrs t: 
and “nterviewing Mr. Sisson. There is but one time to plant phiox divaricata, Wild Waste 
ae specialize in Peonies, Iris and that is in the Fall. Phlox; Gentiana Andrewsii, 

nd Gladiolus. Although only - ee ge Bottle Gentian; Liatris in vari- 
Teentiy taking up the growing (Continued from page 133) ety; Physostegia _ virginiana, 
of Iri', Mr. Sisson informed us in a box or basket. If a little False Dragon’s Head; Iris versi- 
that ‘hey were working with soil sticks to the roots they may color, Blue Flag; asters in great 
over three hundred different be wrapped without further variety and many other interest- 
Yarietes. He said that he had care for a single day’s trip, but ing and beautiful kinds.
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TTT Tha N09, Little Kitehen Barden, by Dorothy Ging 
c1926. 

Making a garden with hotbed an. cujq. 

frame, by C. H. Miller, 1912, LIBRARY PAGE Sinnaal of gardening @ weaction a 
to the making of home grounds : id th, 
growing of flowers, fruits, and veg. 

tables for home use, by L. H. tailey 
N and revised edition. 1925. BOOKS LOANED FREE VEGETABLE GARDENING ey igs a hook ere oer 

In the April issue of Wiscon- “God Almighty first planted a raised on reclaimed land, in some oe 
A s * ” ties known as black dirt or mick, ty sin Horticulture we introduced garden Babee : an . ; : A. 1. Wilkinson. 1916. 

this new service to our readers. —Bacon “Of Gardens.” New onion culture, by ‘T. Greiner, 1915 
Many are taking advantage of it Another hardy garden book, by Ho Ro NOW. fhubarb culture, by J. BL Mors : Another hardy garden book, LR , 
already and we believe that a yn ag5 ae Som 
great many more will avail them- around the year in the garden, by BoB, Vea and Pea eultures by Ge 6. Seve 
selves of this splendid oppor- Rockwell. New edition. c1926. Plant breeding, by LL. H. Bailey. Ney 
tunity to secure the best books Asparagus, by he My Tlexamer, | 215. edition revised by A. W. Gilbert. 191; 
on gardening and other related Roce culture Be Ge. Bovey er Plant breeding ; comments on the experi ‘ . by GC. s ye 918. e f SS and Surbank, by horticultural subjects when they pexinner’s garden book; a text book for ERIS Of Nilsson and Burbank, ty 
see our lists. Last month we the upper grammar grades, by Allen Cpney potato, by SArAGal HERVE, ATF 
published a list of books on French. 1917. tens we A. (THEY potato, by AL W. Gilbert, 1017, 
“Fruits and Fruit Growing” ne srong irom little gardens, by A. TB. Cphe) potato, by KE. H. Grubb and W. dq “C tive Marketing.” Ross. 1925. - Guilford, 1912. an ooperative Marketing.” rissie garden book, by Jacob tite, GUI AeNe 
Next month we will cover the 1919. CW Tike, ieee enh 
books dealing with “Landscape Rook of the home warden, by'E. Li Fuller’ peseeear gacaéning: WeEStabled and 
Gardening om Trees and_ For- Bude WOWAT ERAN WED ANYE DSA ~ fruits, helpful hints for the home su 

estry,”” and “Disease and Insect nett. €1920. on fommon ietakes ana a to 
Pests.” Get the reading habit canbaxes, cauinower and attied vege 880 Teme by Hugh Pindlay. | 11s 
and inform yourself on horticul- tables, by C. L. Allen, 1917. ‘ sa . are 
t 1 bi : b tudyi th Celery culture, by W. R. Beattie. 1907. G. 'W. Hood. 1918. | ural subjects by studying the (10). incon: an amricultural text, by Principles of vegetable gardening, by 1. 
works of specialists along the C. M. Weed and W. FE. Riley. c1914. eet Balley: 1921. . . 
line in which you are most in- culinary herbs, by M. G. Kains, 1912. roduetive “vegetable: growing; ‘by J. W 
terested. The Wisconsin Free Farm horticulture; by G. W. Hood, See. MHovd. | 1818. len by Ke 

: Sadtaws Joys 0nd _ edition thoroughly revised. c1921. School and home garden, by K. Cy Davis 
Fa eat oo wos bee Bee Garden and farm topies, by Peter Hens C1918. ; ae ne Pott 

J derson:. 1884, Suburban garden guide, by P. T. Barnes 

books available on all subjects Garden farming, by L. C. Corbett. 1913. 1913. - 
and is going to considerable ex-  Garden-making, by L. H. Bailey. 1899. Success in market gardening ; anew 

ense to secure them for your (arden. primer, by Grace ‘Tabor and vegetable grower's manual, by W. W. 
pens s you Gardiner Teall: 1910. Rawson. Revised and enlarged edition 
use. Take advantage of their Garden profits, by KB. Ie D. Seymour, 1910. 
offer today. 1912. Tomato culture, by W. W. ‘Tracy. 191! 

(Phe) gardenette, by TB. F. Albaugh, ‘Tomato production, by Paul Work a 
1917. Vegetable forcing, by R. 1. Watts. ct! 

TT Gardening for profit, by Peter Hender- Vegetable garden, by I. 1. Bennett. 1) 
son, 1911. Vegetable gardening, by S. B. Greet. 

“ Gardening with brains; fifty years’ ex- 1915. 
A selected reading list of periences of a horticultural epicure, by Vegetable gardening, by R. 1. Watts 

books available through He , Helniek: 1922: Hott . 
. . Growing vegetables, by R. TL. Watts. Vegetable growing, by J. G. Boyle. IMi 

The Traveling Library Depart- 1923. Vegetable growing foramatuers, by HH 
ment Wisconsin Free his Home garden, by EK. BK. Rexford. 1909. Thomas. n. d. 

. Home xerdening. by B. FP. Albaugh. 1917. Vegetable growing projects, by R. |. 

brary Commission Home vegetable gardening, by F. F. Rock- Watts. 1922. 
Madison, Wisconsin well. 1911. Yard and garden, by Tarkington Baker 

* Home vegetable garden, by Adolph 1908. 
Compiled by Jane Morgan Kruhm. 1917. 

Home vegetable garden; suggestions of 

real gardens for homemakers and FLOWER GARDENS 
ones veeeais aye v pigemans _ “Roses red and violets blew, 
MMe iit enon ae? Welt And all the sweetest flowers, that in t 

To borrow these books by mail, apply ets Goce Te Mee forrest grew.” 
to the Traveling Library Department, rances Duncan. 1918. — Speier 
Wisconsin Free Library Commission, ome vesetable gardening from A-Z, by 
Madison. The loan period is for three Adolph Kruhm. 1918. Amateur garden, by G. W. Cable. clit! 
wecks—with postage prepaid. Those who  [forticulture, by K. C. Davis. 1922. Amateur gardencraft; a book fr the 
live in cities maintaining public libraries How to grow vegetables, by Allen French, home-maker and garden lover, bE. F 
should apply to their local library ; 1911. Rexford. 1912. 
others should write direct to the Travel- | How to make home and city beautiful, by | Amateur’s book of the dahlia, by /irs: ! 
ing Library Department. H. D. Hemenway. M.S, Stout. 1922.
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(meri n flower garden, by Neltje Blan- Greenhouse management, by 1. R. Practieal book of outdoor rose-grow- 
chan c1909. Taft. 1902. ing, by Thomas. 1917. 

\mons school gardens, by M. 1. Greene. Greenhouses; their construction and — Practical floriculture, a guide to the 
1911 equipment, by W. J. Wright, 1921. successful cultivation of — florist’s 

\n out of doors, by M. G. Van Rensse-  Hand-book of tree-planting, by N. H. plants, for the amateur and profes- 
jaer. New and enlarged edition, 1924, Ingleston, 1903. sional florist, by Peter Henderson. 

peautifl gardens in America, by Louise Hardy bulbs for amateurs, by Joseph New and enlarged edition, 1919, 
shelton, Revised edition. 1924. Jacob. 1924. Practical flower garden, by Mrs. H. It. 

WA) book about roses, by S. RK. Hole. Hardy perennials, by A. J. Macselt. ly. 1911. 

‘Ref, date 1901). 1922. Practical flower gardening, by Kk. M.- 
Hook of annuals, by H. H. Saylor, 1913, Herbaceous borders for amateurs, by P. Cloud. cl924. 

hook of gardens and gardening, by R. ‘T. RLV. G. Wooley. c1926. Principles of floriculture, by EF. A. 
yownsend. 1924. House plants and how to grow them, White, 1915. 

kook of roses, by Louis Durand, 1911, by DP. T. Barnes. 1909. Rhododendrons for amateurs, by E. 1H 
hulb gardening, — by Mary Hampden. House plants, their care and culture, M. Cox. 1924 

1922. by Hugh Findlay. 1920. Rose in America, by J. H. MeFarland. 
bulb gardening, by A, J. Macself, ¢1925, How to grow roses, by Robert Pyle. C1923 
children’s gardens, for school and home, dition 16, revised, ned, Roses and how to grow them, Re- 

by L. KK. Miller, 1904. Ideal garden, by H. H. Thomas. 1910. vised by J. H. MeFarland, 1924. 
Chronicles of the garden, by Mrs, I. Y. Indoor gardening, by E. I. Rexford. Roses and rose growing, by Ro G. 

King. 1925. 1910. Kingsley. 
Chrysanthemums, and how to grow Indoor gardening, by H. H. Thomas. — Roses and their culture, by S.C. Hub- 

them, by LL. Powell, 1911, 1912. bard. c1926. 
color planning of the garden, by GF, An island garden, by Celia Thaxter. Roses for all American climates, by 
Tinley. 1924, cL8O4. C. G. Thomas, c1924. 

color schemes for the flower garden, Lets make a flower garden, by Hanna — Roses in the little garden, by G. A. 
by Gertrude Jekyll, 1914. Rion, 1912. Stevens, 1926. 

ome into the garden, by Grace Tabor, Little bouk of annuals, by A.C. Hottes. School and home gardens, by W. HL D. 
1921. 1922. Meier, 1913. 
commuters garden, by W. Bo Hay- Little book of climbing plants, includ- School garden book, by C. M. Weed 

ward. “1014 ing a discussion of climbing roses. and Philip Emerson. 1909. 
content. in a garden, by Mrs. CG. T. ground covers, trailers, arbors, and Season in a flower garden, by Louise 
Wheeler. 1904. trellises, by A. C. Hottes. 1924. Shelton, 1907. 

Continuous bloom) in America, by Little book of modern dahlia culture, Shakespeare garden, by Esther Single- 
Louise Shelton. 1916. by W. H. Waite. 1925. ton, 1922. 

Culture of perennials, by oD, M.-P. Little book of perennials, by A. C. Shrubs for amateurs, by W. J. Bean. 
Cloud. 1925. Hottes, 1923. 1924. 

Daffodils, by Joseph Jacob, n.d. (The) Little garden, by Mrs. L. Y. Sun dials and roses of yesterday, by 
esign in the little garden, by Fletch- King. cl921, Mrs. A. M. Farle. 1902 

er Steele. ¢1924. Little garden for little money, by K. L. Sweet peas, by C. W. J. Unwin. 1926. 
Everblooming roses, by G. 'T. Drennan. Brewster, 1924. Sweet peas and how to grow them, by 

1912. Little gardens, by C. M. Skinner, 1904. H. H. Thomas. 1909. 
Ferns und how to grow them, by G. A, Making a garden to bloom this year, ‘Taming the wildings, by Herbert 
Woolson. 1914. by Grace Tabor. 1912. Durand. 1923. 

Flower garden, by I. Iz Bennett. 1909. Making a rock garden, by H.S, Adams. ‘Town gardening, by Mary Hampden. 
Flower gardening, by H. S. Adams. 1912. 1922. 

1913. Making of a flower garden, by LD. Variety in the little garden, by Mrs. 
Flowering trees and shrubs, by A. J. Bennett, 1919. L. Y. King. 1923. 
Macself. 1925. Manual of floral designing, by W. C. Vines; how to grow them, by W. C. 

our seasons in the garden, by E. E. Harry. 1919. McCollom, 1911. 
Rexford. 1907. Milady’s house plants; the complete Water lilies and how to grow them, 

warden blue-book of annuals and bi- instructor and guide to success with by HL. S. Conard. 1907. 
emnials, by H. S$. Ortloft. 1924, flowers and plants in the home, in- — Well-considered garden, by Mrs. L. Y. 

Manan awKKIn by Elst Renin, cluding a remarkable chapter on the King. 1915. 
1926. ae sunparlor, by KF. 8. Palmer. what England can teach us about 

mittys: 1LA26 Phoebe Allen and Godfrey. 1902 infow gardening, by H. B.. Derter 
‘anlen month by month, by Mrs. M. CG. My growing garden, by J. H. MeFar- el08, 
Sedgwick. 1907. land. 1915. Woman's hardy garden, by Mrs. H.R. 

farden planning, by W. S. Rogers. Old-fashioned gardening, by Grace ly. 1903, 
1911 Tabor. 1913. 
jarden’ week by week, by W. P. on owe ve eae by Mrs. I. AL TS 
Wrigst, 9 veBlond. 1926. 

Kean * hens by CR Lomas, Ol time gardens, by A.M, Karle, We have some good news for 
983 seys, by C. BR. Lomas. 1902 the florists. A report just is- 

lita . 1001 garden questions answered, by A. sued from Washington shows 
fardenng indoors and under glass, by Go Hotless 1056. th ager 
FF. Rockwell. 1912. Ste at the sales of artificial flow- 

fanlensig under glass: a little book — Peomles in the little garden, py Airs. ers have declined, as well as the 
of he'pful hints written particularly“) Te Harding. elf number of firms engaged in 
ee fist who would extend their Cerise 1008 garden, by W. DP. theiy manufacture. The public 
card: aing joys around the twelve- . 8 : 
mont. by I 1. Toekwell. 1923. Plea for hardy plants, by J. W. wi. Knows a good thing when they 

fardon.. quiek yesults wi ee liott. 1902. see it and the novelty is wearing juick results with flowers : 
and \egetables, by Mrs. J. G. Cos- Practical book of outdoor flowers, by Off. No one ever tires of the 
grave. 1925. RL. Wright. 1924. real thing.
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FACTS FOR ORCHARDISTS AND berry has already been alluded to, bees. They were left in the o charg 
BEEKEEPERS while self-sterility is common among during the blooming period bu: wer 

red and black berries, currant and moved out just previous to th: petaj 
By V. G. MiLuM gooseberry. drop “calyx cup” spray. The result 

Beekeeping Dept., Univ. of Illinois Since these conditions exist among was that a crop ot 5% barrc's per 
a the principal commercial fruits, the tree was realized. In another . lot of 

The value of bees as an aid to fruit problem of cross-pollination becomes  Pippins the report was that th: trees 
growing is recently receiving more an important one tor the fruit grower. were loaded as never before. Other 
and more attention throughout the Wind and rain have been shown un- orchards in the near vicinity + \owed 
country, although the fact has long der most conditions to be of little no such corresponding increase. Need. 
been known that the value from the value in helping to complete the less to say this Illinois orchaiid has 
cross-pollination of the fruit-flowers, process of fertilization. As hand pol- now established a complete ‘piary 
probably is equal to or exceeds the iination is out of the question, the role with an experienced beekeeper jn 
value of the profits derived from the of insects in cross-pollination is an charge of the bees. 
sale of honey produced by the bees. important one. Many species of in- This practice is probably best for 
The role of the bees and other insects, sects besides the honeybee may be the largest orchard orchard | racts, 
since wind is of little value in cross- found in the orchards in the spring, yet in New Jersey in 1924, 309 
pollination, is that of carrying the among them being midges, ants, colonies were rented from the bee. 
pollen or male element of the flower aphids, bumble bees, Syrphidae, house keepers at $6.00 per colony. The bees 
from the anthers of the stamens _ flies, and various beetles, yet their were placed in the orchards during 
where it is produced to the stigma numbers are never abundant owing to the blooming period but were removed 
where the pollen tube then grows their habits of living a solitary exist- by the beekeepers just previous to the 
down through the stalk to the ovary ence during the winter and because of ‘‘calyx cup” or “petal drop” spray. 
where the embryo seed is to be found. the short period for reproduction dur- This practice is followed to prevent 
This act brings about the union of ing the spring preceding the fruit arsenical poisoning of the bees, since 
the female nucleus of the ovule and blooming period. Because the honey- it is customary to apply this late 
the male nucleus of the pollen, which bee lives in colonies of 15,000 to 30,- spray when seventy-five to ninety per- 
is known as the process of fertiliza- 000 individuals during the winter and cent of the petals have dropped. This 
tion, the first step in the development is under the control of man in that the together with the fact that different 
of the next plant generation, which number of individuals can be in- 
results in fruit being produced. creased to double or triple that “ = 

The flowers of the principal fruits amount at the proper time for best i ea 
have many variations. Some are self- results in pollinating the fruits, or- wom oP . a 
fertile, which means that they may be chardists are showing increased atten- a a —_ 
self-pollinated, that is they may be tion to the subject of beekeeping. SIs | we i 
fertilized by pollen from the same That these facts are fully appreci- |f@ a! Vi , pee 
flower, from another flower of that ated in some localities is shown by the | ES 
plant or by pollen from another plant inclusion of a course in beekeeping in te, Adon 
of the same variety. Other flowers the prescribed horticultural course of Bye =~ eg 
are self-sterile, meaning that pollen some universities and the establish- ‘ oa 
from another plant of another vari- ment of apiaries in conjunction with he 
ety is necessary to complete fertiliza~ many commercial orchards. The i .. fe. % 
tion. In the strawberry for example, value of the honeybees for pollinating oN 
many varieties have flowers which purposes when placed in the orchards : 4 * 
bear only pistils, which requires that with due care and attention and with § : 
the pollen come from other varieties, proper management has been shown : 8 
whose flowers have stamens. Some by many experiments and under many 
varieties of fruit are even inter-ster- practical conditions. In a_ certain eS y. - 4 

ile, that is, pollen from these varieties California orchard of 180 acres of ~— 
is not functional within the group of prunes with a production of 344 tons APPLE BLOSSOMS AFTER THE 
varieties but requires pollen from cer- of dried fruit in 1916, the placing of © VETALS HAVE DROPPED. Time f! 
tain other varieties only. Further- 115 colonies of bees in the orchard is fit eodling moth spray. The calyx cup 
more, it is a generally recognized fact credited with being responsible for an Beer The SOU rie oboe nce a 
that even among self-fertile flowers, increase to 432 tons in 1917. A seven young apple at this point. 
cross-pollination is very desirable as acre plot of cherries produced 17 tons 
it often increases the set and quality of fruit in 1918, while with 10 colonies . 
of the fruit produced. of bees added in 1920 there was a_ varieties have different blooming 

Many and varied experiments have crop of 52 tons of cherries in 1920 and dates and even parts of the same tree 
been performed to demonstrate that 49 tons in 1921. The results at Hill- bloom at different times make it in- 
cross-pollination is always desirable view, Green County, Illinois, during perative to remove the bees hefore 
and usually necessary for best set of the season of 1925, as reported by spraying after the petals drop. How- 

fruit. Prof. M. J. Dorsey and other Cale in the American Bee Journal, are ever, there are a few orchardist< that 
workers have shown by bagging ex-  just_as striking and convincing. In insist on spraying during full bloom 
periments that about two-thirds of the the McClay orchards, in one 40 acre with the resultant loss of _vaiuable 

varieties of apples are self-sterile. plot. of Ganos there had not been a_ colonies, not alone the less efficient 
Waite in 1895 showed that 22 of the paying crop since 1910, three barrels sults in controlling the fruit i! seets, 

36 principal varieties of pear are self- of apples per tree being considered as__ the injury to fruit and the loss of the 

sterile. The peach is generally con- a paying crop. This plot produced value of the honeybee in cross- ollin- 
sidered to be self-fertile, yet Hutson 2% barrels per tree in 1928, the best ation. However, such fruit gi )wels 
reports that in New Jersey the J. H. since 1910. Colonies of bees were are only few in number and v ually 

Hale is a notable exception. All vari- placed in this orchard before the fruit operating with a lack of information 
eties of sweet cherry are self-sterile bloom in the spring of 1925, one on the importance of the hon-ybee. 
while many are cross-sterile accord- colony being set at points every 12 There has been some attempt .t the 
ing to various workers. Dorsey re- trees in a row and in every sixth row, use of repellents applied wit! Me 
ports 37 of the 132 important com- alternating with colonies of adjacent spray but these have not been ev irely 
mercial varieties of grapes as being rows. Thus no tree was more than satisfactory in some cases. ( rsing 

self-sterile. The case of the straw- six trees distant from a colony of the colonies just previous t the
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“calyx cup” spray is sometimes prac- which attack and kill the young de- at the beginning of the last previous 
ticea, but occasionally this results in veloping bees which eventually means honey tow. furthermore, every 
loss of bees by smothering if the the extinction of the colony. These colony should be provided witn plenty 
weather is warm. For the smaller dead colonies then become a menace oi winter protection in order to re- 
fruit grower the best plan is to spray to all the other colonies in this neigh- duce tne consumption of stores and 
after the petals have dropped, while borhood and the purpose is defeated. consequent loss o1 vitality of the bees 
tor the larger tracts of orcnard trees If colonies are not properly cared for during the long cold winter period 
it is best to remove the bees at the their forces are divided by swarm-_ since a colony o1 bees passes the win- 
end of the blooming periods, since ing, with a consequent loss of bees and ter in a compact winter cluster in 
there is usually not sufficient honey the season’s honey crop which pays which heat is created by muscular 
plants of other kinds to sustain the the profits. Hence good beekeeping activity and metabolism, tne source of 
colonies of bees during the rest of the is essential to secure the best results. this energy being tne stores of honey 
year due to the large areas being de- For ordinary beekeeping conditions consumed. ‘The less the bees are re- 
voted to fruit trees with constant cul- the beekeeper strives to have his quired to work during the winter 
tivation during the summer months. colonies in the strongest possible con- period, the more are they able to car- 
If the bees are moved to other areas, dition by the time of the first big ry on their duties tne following 
the danger of spray poisoning is honey flow, which usually begins in spring. Good winter protection may 
eliminated and the colonies may se- early June in the clover areas. This be supplied by a good cellar or pack- 
cure a profitable surplus crop from is from forty-five to sixty days later ing trom one to tour colonies in 
other plants such as the clovers, than the period of blooming of the or- wooden cases which provide room for 
especially, alsike, white and sweet chard fruits. Therefore, the bees tour to six inches ot some insulating 
clover in the North Central States. must be in the strongest possible con- material as torest leaves or planer 
While bees fly distances of one and shavings. A tunnel is made from the 

one half to two miles under ordinary hive entrance through the packing 
conditions, this distance is much de- material to the outside by means ot 
creased during the unfavorable which the bees may reach the outside 
weather of the spring blooming period to take flight when the weather is fav- 
of fruits. The lowest temperature orable. or best results the colonies 
limit of fair flight is around 46° F. should be packed for winter at the 
but this is greatly influenced by at- points in the orchard where they are 
mospheric conditions of moisture, needed the following spring. 
sunlight and wind. Hutson, of New With strong colonies going into 
Jersey, in his recent bulletin, “The proper winter quarters with a good 
Relation of the Honeybee to Fruit supply of stores, strong colonies 
Pollination in New Jersey” points out should emerge in the spring, much 
the fact that “temperature and sun- more able to gather their early sup- 
light are usually satisfactory in the : a plies of pollen. nectar and water for 
blooming period but moisture and the production of young bees previous 
wind often reduce the flight appreci- to the fruit blooming period and the 
ably”. He found that when the wind main honey flow later in the season. 
was above 20 miles per hour there ; Since water is a very essential provi- 
was little flight. Under Illinois and —— sion during brood-rearing the bee- 
Wisconsin conditions, there is often keeper can aid the colonies by supply- 
such a combination of these in- | TIME FOR SECOND CODLING MOTH ing some sort of watering place close 
fluencing conditions that there is lit- CLS ic hare already eloned, “P'S: to the bees, thus eliminating long 
tle opportunity for flight during the . flights to the fields for water and the 
blooming period, and even when the consequent loss of many bees, during 
bees do not venture far from the dition at a much earlier date if their the cold and windy days of the early 
hives. Hutson, as a result of his ex- full value is to be realized for pollina- spring brood-rearing period. Placing 
tensive studies, confirms the often tion purposes. As space prevents a_ of a water supply in the orchard close 
recommended suggestion that there detailed discussion of the ways of se- to the bees would, no doubt, reduce 
should be one colony of bees to each curing the best results, the basic prin- the amount of spray material gath- 
acre of fruit, and points out that ciples of good beekeeping practices ered by the bees, especially following 
placing the hives 210 feet apart se- will only be outlined in this article. a cold period when bees often rush 
cures this result with the most eco- The first step in the production of out of the hives on the first warm day 
nomical utilization of any flight a strong colony of bees containing to gather water from leaves, blades of 
made, He also suggests the use of from seventy-five to one hundred grass and moist earth. During this 
“Pollunation bouquets” which should thousand bees for the following year, spring period the beekeeper should as- 
be placed about 15 feet from the hives. is the introduction of a young vigor- sure himself that every colony of bees 
“Pollination bouquets” are flowering ous Italian queen in each colony some _ has plenty of bees, abundant stores of 
brarches set in tubs. Branches are time previous to August 15th of the honey, and plenty of room for the ex- 
cut from some suitable variety of preceding year. Every colony should pansion of the brood nest on good 
fruit which thus serve as an aid in be supplied with at least 15 pounds of | worker combs. 
cros:-pollination, unless the varieties stores or else there should be a good With the suggestions here outlined, 
are mixed in planting the orchard, honey supply available from the nec- the colonies should be in the best of 
wher the bouquets would not be neces- tar of flowers in the field. With a condition at the time of the fruit 
sary. young queen and plenty of stores, the blooming period with a large force of 

Having decided to make the best colony will then produce before Octo- worker bees available for pollinatin 
use of honeybees for purposes of fruit ber 1st a large force of young vigor- purposes, which means a good set of 
Pollination, the orchardist or orchard- ous worker bees to pass through the fruit for the orchardist and perhaps 
ist-beekeeper must make a careful winter period. Since the bees have home surplus honey for the beekeeper 
study of the best beekeeping practices. now done their part, the beekeeper or at least sufficient stimulus for the 
There are certain underlying or basic should see that each colony is sup- production of a still stronger colony 
principles which must be considered plied with forty to fifty pounds of in preparation for the main honey 
and carefully applied. The bees can- good white honey for winter stores. flow. Then if due precaution is taken 
not be left to shift for themselves This can be best accomplished by sav- during the spraying season, the heavy 
since they are subject to diseases ing the first super of stores collected losses of bees can be avoided, with a
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mutual benefit of good feeling and 51. Eugene Oestreicher, Milwau- pioneer—the one that strugyled 
profit for both the orchardist and the kee, basket of spring plants. with the wilderness, the one 

beekeeper or the. orchardist beekeeper aes IARHE oF Dene: basket carna- that hewed the trail for you and 
tever ma e the condition. ; . . eee, 

us hone that. the value of the honey 53. Waukesha Floral Co., Wauke- I, and the Indian and his life be. 
bees in pollination purposes will never sha, Wis., vase callas; vase Laddies. fore him. Thus we are linked 
be forgotten or minimized. 54. Froemming Bros., Milwaukee, to the distant past, just like the 

—_—_—_ vase cailas, vase peas, vase forgetme- oq tree with its roots deep in 
nots. . * il link: t t 2 

i age 132 55. F. Gutermuth & Co., Milwau- native soil lin S us tO past ages 
(Continued from pag . ) kee, basket cut flowers; box begonias. —a lesson in history. for the 

24. C. C. Pollworth Co., Milwaukee, 56. Dettmann’s Flower Shop, Mil- jmaginative mind. Birds sin 
group rose and geranium; group waukee, large basket plants. d li th ig 
Genista and Axalea; 6 vases carna- 57. Kummer Floral Co.,  Milwau- to us and enliven e scenery 
tions; Ranunculus. .. kee, basket cut flowers. with their beautiful plumage, 

25. Forest Home Cemetery, Mil- 58. John Rosso, Milwaukee, 2 vases Deer and partridge are denizens 
wankee, 36 Amarylis; Son Mitwau. Violets. hn C. Rost, Milwaukee, Of the forest. Without them or 

in, MBCATICN .NUrgerY OO: e 59. John : os ilwaukee, df Tene 
kee, Grup nursery specimens; 3 orange trees, Phillodendron, Begonia. any ether wild er ea ee 

illows. . Fr , Milwaukee - . ‘ood- 

“S27. Herbert Johannes, Milwaukee, ket of cut flowers. dands, There is a lesson of free. 
3 pots Easter lilies. . 61. Lnor Floral Co. Milwaukee, dom and beauty in the act of the 

28. Frank Eberfeld & Sons, Mil- lonial b te i Z | 

waukee, 4 begonias; 2 primulas. “G2. ‘Estelle Gumz, Milwaukee, bou- deer Jumping across the trail 
29. Otto Eggebrecht, N. Milwau-  quet of mixed flowers. , that is not to be found in any 

kes, two boxes Darwins. SGiwankee os Foxis,, Lite Milwaukee, garden Hoological garden; Ww oe ie | 
a aetna , soon, effect table decoration. . caged and confined animals. De- 

Canes a ny and Justices; bans: Balfanz, Milwaukee, stroy the wilderness and its | 
31. S. ‘Milwaukee Rose Gardens, 65. ‘Mitchell “park Conservatory, Spirit and you destroy yourself. | 

vase Silver Columbia roses. il Milwaukee, entire rotunda display. Our country is swiftly filling up 

k 2 psoniae, 2 vases Se oes coe Boston Store, Milwaukee, ‘bas- with human habitation, and the 
ee, ” ’ et cu owers. j i 

smget BEE caiser Co, Milwaukee, yq0yyEdletsen Floral Co., Milwaukee, Thon “wvervwhere, The hun oe Gen = * ’ asket of plants. te 
= Paks, tulips, priihrode, 08, Mueller planer Shop, Milwau- machinery paces oyery ei 

« Jos. Bluemel, Wal 2 *: kee, basket spring flowers. ° is ear an e madness 
ene Re ay ER ERURIES TI i oo. Semler-Leidiger “Goi, Milweu- of modern life has a tendency to 

35. Chas. Menger, Inc, Milwaukee, ““To "Gregerson & Kellner Co., Mil crush the finer feeling within 
Kaiserkron tulips, 1 table decoration. waukee, basket of spring flowers. us. At such times there is a 

36. Fox Point Floral Co., Milwau- 71, Wm. A. Schmidt, Milwaukee, gtrong urge towards the primi- 
Keo, © vases. stocks; 2 anemones; 1 pots hyacinths; 5 pots coleus; 3 pots tive for balancing up. It is here 

ud a cinerarlas, . . 
37. Aug. Pagenkopf, Milwaukee, 2 72. Welke’s House of Roses, Mil- that the artist and the philoso- 

or tolips. ys Go... Milwaulee, 6 waukee, basket of Iris; vase flowering pher turn for new inspiration, 
. Gust. Ruse ‘0., Milwa s : or an 

Dorne "Coolid Brigreli, Roselandia, “3 Arthur J. Rhodee, Oconomowoc, strength of mind Ok NIE! 
ernet, Coolidge, Butterfly, Templar. is. s lendulas, O King, © 

39. Dreihuizen’ Bros. Lisse Holland, te gue ene’ Range ne I have been trying to reveal 
6 pots new Tune Milwaukee, 1 TA. August B Hellney-€0., Milwau- to you the out-of-doors as it has 

table decoration; floor vase Pernets. kee ‘Bunde & Upmeyer, table acces. Penetrated my soul and influ- 
41. H. Schwebke & Son, Milwaukee,  sories, jewelry, ete. : atten my 4a by a i inspiring 

3 vases callas. : : bere’s Florists, 183 11th Pictures, (just a few words, 
42. a8 Kowalsky filwaukee: 2 st connate Louquet: OFIstS, about which books might be 

eT easket tulips: uit 77, A. Currie Co., 130 B, Wiscon- written). It has taught me 
waukee, 2 vases carnationd? 3 vases ‘Sin Ave., centerpiece. spiritual values that man hie 
sweet peas. eS never been able to do. It has 

44, Otto Sylvester, Oconomowoc, . given me something to build my 
Wis., 2 vases carnations, 3 vases peas. (Continued from page 130) life’s work on—a message pure 

45. Fred Manke, N. Milwaukee, set or the poetic sunrise, the and unadulterated, a message of 
_ oS cara 908 ae es moonlit landscape and the beauty from the Master’s vn 

46. H. Locker ons, Wauwatosa, st h Thi ; It is for you to partake of for 
. ion; spring basket; Starry heavens. ese impres- » ‘ 

Baie table decoration; ‘spring bake sions are passed on to the sub- the enrichment of your own life 
47. North Side Floral Co., Milwau- conscious mind, later to be ex- and for the enrichment of oth- 

kee, 1 vase cut flowers. pressed by the creative mind in ers. It-speaks in many lan- 
48. Mary J. Skinner, Milwaukee, 2 many ways. The finest qualities guages. It is a book beyond 

baskets cut i a ee of man can only grow in free man’s conception. 
49. John Dobnick, Milwaukee, large ir. s he 

basket cut flowers. , alr, # ere : ag Watch the little Joss, ie f . In primitive America are still first expression of life on 50. Fisher Floral Co., Milwaukee, ee C ich 
1 table decoration. visible the foot prints of the new made dune, or the lichen
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climbing up the barren face of lap but they will hold up a much 
a towering cliff—the beginning better average size throughout A New Strawberry 
of things as it were. Only the the picking season.” 
truth is written here, and its The OSHKOSH 

ne ce of the ines ee DA “The berry without a fault”’ 
isten to the voices of it all. NDELIONS CANNED wes ig the biggest thing on the earth, LIKE OTHER GREENS Blue Gabiost strawberries in 

and the inspiration of every your ae or this spring and 
great artist. To say it has no Early patches of dandelions hana. e finest berries you 
cultural value is not to know it, will mark the opening of the hae fine a twin They 
or not to know what life means. canning season in many Wiscon- ear a fine crop during a long 

sin homes this spring. SEBSONs 
TTT Dandelions are canned like — 

gcher greens. They have proved Send for New Catalog of 
emma avorites with women because 

they may be secured easily and Fruit and Shade Trees, 
| do not require any time for Roses, Ornamental Shrubs 

planning or cultivation, accord- and Vi 
ing to Miss Wealthy Hale, home B ane 
management specialist at the erry Plants, etc. 
University of Wisconsin. =—- 

Dandelions are popular with # 
; the family, especially in winter Every plant we sell bears a 

when their pungent and slightly good crop of satisfaction.” 
bitter flavor adds variety to the 
menu. When they are served, a 9 

on aE small amount of bacon fat or RASMUSSEN’S FRUIT FARM 
: ea butter may be poured over them AND NURSERIES 

| juste when they are cooked Oshkosh, - - Wisconsin 
| resh. 
THE REYNOLDS SPECIAL Starting early in the spring 
The Reynolds Special isa new to can dandelions will help in- 

late ripening strawberry which sure plenty of green vegetables 
has been attracting considerable in he, winter diet, Miss Hale 
attention the past two or three Says. e recommends making I i 
years. It was developed by Mr. @ canning budget before plant- Did Fashioned Mant Beriane 
Wesley Reynolds of Tomah, ing the garden this spring in or- | ,,d10w, the mame brings to us 
Wis, from a chance seedling der to make certain that plenty dens, with visions of stately 
discovered in Green County, of green vegetables are included. Hollyhocks, fragrant Grass 

Wis. If all of the vegetables are Hinks and au fhe. ola favorites 
He says: “I first made some Used, about one-and-a-half times whieh supplied Grandmother's 

attempt iD introduce the berry as much spinach, Swiss chard and ‘Fragrance ‘rom’ Spulg 
‘in 1926 and sold about 100,000 @nd other greens as are usually Fall! 
‘plants, about 70,000 of which Planted for a summer’s supply An Old Fashioned Hardy Gar- 

were set in the Warrens district Will no doubt provide a liberal friends meapmnllieg winner se 
Which includes Tomah. a es ee to loving iat vreeurning full 

as . . measure for all it received. 
lane a nent fipeng sbout 12 other vegetables, either for can- ready to share with you the joy 
whieh is an advantage as we Ting or for storing, should also of ts Possession, 
‘need a late berry to aeoid ‘com. be Planted in the garden, includ- “Hardy” Plants Pat tga 
vetition with other states. It 17% beets, beans, carrots, par- Garden,” is waiting. A letter 

ts eee blessor and 3 Dipien SHiDe, 4nd SHpAPAEUS. Ghooas coun planes ae you AG 
L a block separate from your friends, one by one, and 

other varieties. It stands up The commercial apple crop in live in the cheer they bring 

Well in transit. A case will the United States during the through eee cece’ “through 
| Weigh two pounds more than a _ past season is reported to be the many years re hiave been build. 
| tase of Dunlap of the same aver- heaviest since 1920. In 1925 ing our Hardy Garden, and are 
| age Size, and a case properly the crop was estimated at 99,- W. A. TOOLE 
packed will not settle from hand- 132,000 bushels and the 1926 “Garry-nee-Dule” 

ing. The largest berries are crop at more than 118,000,000 BARABOO - WISCONSIN 
tot as large as the largest Dun- bushels.
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Largest Growers of of oS & alle mreiren mua. iant0oe 
3 i Bey aul 

Quality Nursery CY Desh oes Hae sue 
Stock in th Bohs ob WER Ves 

tock in the oe eee 
ghee een Car — 

Northwest | Cone | Fi0.1 fr0.2 Fic 3 

Berry Boxes 
Over 200 acres com- a N tr. anter a Crates, Bushel Boxes 
prise our nursery at § we aoa way WEE fl and Climax Baskets 
Waterloo, Wisconsin. 5 ery Stock you want a , 
We grow high class A the best. B As You Like Them 

: H NORTH STAR QUAL- i . trees and shrubs in i IT and SERVICE. as ! pave, Manufacture the Ewald 
large quantities. You H wells HARDY NORTH- H wood veneer that give satisfac. rF H on. Pry box , - 
can depend on McKay | ees SEOUN oroek H terial in the OD. in carlond tate 

: ep ays H H our alty. antly 
quality and reliability. H we pack. H earry'In stock 1g-quart erates a 

H . : H ade up rea ; 0} 

Batt wec ses «=A | Gmerioie oy biateatiee, a a q B de sma or too large for 

a much valuabl - us to handle. W. sh @ McKAY NURSERY | 2 wetecesse iene: 8 | ASS Se Sie 
Fl cessful growing of Nurs- A Seeantlal ie Hecaline Pees H F f alin. ha z : 

C 0 | P A | Y H ery Stock. Write to-day, H we aim to do oun bare weil, "A 
H t 2 H arge scoun 1 . 

First Central Building E it is free H A postal brings Sur ares tee 

H Nort i MADISON, WISCONSIN orth Star Nursery Co. Cumberland Fruit Package 

Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. H Pardeeville, Wisconsin H Company 
E H Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

SOI 0 oO om oo oo oO oe 2 $< — 

Buy Direct From Grower ‘ < ‘and Power RDENTRA CTOR Trustworthy )) A Practical Proven Power Cuy. 
je) 009 - v7 

and save 40% on your Avago Kisoaunon anita Truckee Fors Nur calor 
serymen,Frul' rowers,Coun-| ‘ree 

Nursery Stock . try Estates and Poultrymen. 4 
+ AME! 

Catalog just out Try the Forest Winter 1085-35rd Ave. SE MINNEAPOLIS: MINN. 
Apple, as good quality as _ 

Established 1854 Delicious. Tree hardy, pro- : 
Kelloge’s Nursery ductive and a good grower. Aa 

Has been grown locally in ge za eh 
Box 77 this section for twenty-five Sze GOA 

Janesville, Wisconsin years. We also have a good = et ae 

stock of the Windsor, some- aA Tapp eae gE 2 
__ _ times called “Wisconsin EZ@g i ZAZA 

- Baldwin.” Plant these two FEA AU eZ 
; varieties and have good - | |-Z2g 

Everything for the Garden winter apples of your own. SF 
Hardy Plants, finest varieties, 
$1.50 per doz. Bedding Annuals, oe for our catalog, BERRY BOXES AND CRATES 
including Red and Blue Sal- showing our complete line is : x 
Hass also Tomato Plants, 35c of Fruits and Ornamentals yom ae et Ber vas ES ae. merican Quart Berry Baskets, 
Fine Shrubs, Iris, Dahlias, adopted to your needs. Climax Grape and Peach Baskets, 

Glads, Cannas, etc. List mailed. Reliable agents wanted. Till or Repacking Baskets, Plant 
Stoneware Bird Baths, com- 120 Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. 

plete, with Pedestals, $6.50 to acres. Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Request 
nau The Coe, Converse E Write for special prices”on Car-load 

Pottery, Cemetery Vases, Etc. ? eas dwards Lots. Liberal Discounts 0» 

ANNE SPENCER KNIGHT . Bc sk Early Orders. 
Edgerton, Wis. Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY 

——— a, SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

DEMOCRAT PRinTiNa courant
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APPLE - THINNING ter than that on the unthinned it better to be content with 4 
a trees. Considering apple mar- single apple rather than vit 

By MouLTon B. Gorr ket conditions during the last two. It takes courage to the 
“Does apple thinning pay?” few years, it is not worth while enough. When you look jac 

If Wisconsin fruit growers had to raise any apples for market over the ground under the thin. 
positive convictions on this that will not pass muster in the ned trees you have a queer 
question the only thing that better grades, both as to size tightening on the chest similar 
would be necessary in an article and as to color. Even in years to heart failure at the thought 
like this would be a discussion of unfavorable growth condi- of what the slaughter is going 
of the methods of thinning. tions we have found that the to do to your profits. I cant 
Thinning in Wisconsin, how- thinned trees have given us good conceive of the man who has 
ever, has not reached the point size and greatly improved color. courage to thin as he should the 
where the ways and means are We are not exaggerating when first time he tries it. Further. 
the only things to talk about. we state that our returns per more, if his work has to be (lone 

We have thinned for the past tree from thinned orchards have with hired help I can’t imagine 
five years in the Goff Orchards been far greater than those ex- the type of labor which would 
and our opinions, based on our perienced by many apple grow- thin well the first time. Long 
own experiences, will not be &S of our acquaintance who after my own convictions were 
convincing to many, although have not thinned. at rest on this question I had to 

they are so settled in our own The next question on the part struggle with each new em. 
minds that we would as soon of the man who admits that ployee to get him over the idea 
omit spraying as to omit thin- thinning has some virtues, is as that picking off all of this fruit 
ning. The cost has averaged to the method to be employed. Was not a_ specially wasteful 
over a five year period approxi- Some growers argue that prun- brand of sinfulness. . 
mately 234¢ per bushel, based ing alone will accomplish the Thinning is to horticulturists 
on the final crop. Wealthys and necessary thinning. There isno what public opinion is to politi- 
McIntosh have received most of question about the value of Clans, a slowly gathering and 
our attention. The cost of thin. pruning which is done with the growing idea, all powerful when 

ning Wealthy is nearly twice thinning viewpoint in mind. it once gets under way. 
that of thinning McIntosh. Such pruning increases both The next question asked is— 
This is due to the habit of size and color. However, I am “Who do you get to thin?” We 
growth of the McIntosh which not convinced that such pruning have found mature women best. 
scatters the fruit pretty well is adequate for the reason that The ordinary school girl we 
along the main branches, and as a rule a number of branches have tried doesn’t take the job 
tends to thin out the crowded _ Still remain that are not proper- seriously enough, and it must be 
clusters. However, we have ly thinned, and as a result bear taken seriously, if it is to be 
found thinning to be very neces- small fruit. done at all. It is considerable of 
sary with the McIntosh for al- On a variety like Wealthy, 2” effort to train people to do 
though we do not have to go Wisconsin orchardists know on. this work, and on that account 
over some of the branches it ly too well that no cultural prac- @™Ployees should be selected 
seems necessary to check over tices which we have yet found, Who will presumably be avail 
the more crowded limbs in order other than thinning, will fil! the @ble for future years. 
to prevent small fruit. With bill on those branches which “What equipment is neces- 
the Wealthy no one will of crowd two or three apples ina sary?” Except ladders we use 
course deny that thinning the cluster. There is an old saying nothing. We do not use snip- 
clusters down to a single apple that it takes at least four years pers or shears. Various devices 
and scattering the apples from to teach a man to thin; in my Of this kind have been produced, 
six to eight inches apart on each _ own case I know that it has tak- but we have not found them 
branch will produce larger fruit. en longer than four years, for necessary. If the thinning 3s 
The whole question, I fancy, in we have still a lot to learn in our done at the correct time the ap- 
the minds of apple growers is orchard, but the biggest difficul- ples can be snapped or pushed 
whether in the production of ty has been overcome when we Off very readily with the fingers 
larger fruit the total yield have gained the necessary cour- and it can be done we think 
hasn’t been reduced. age to thin clusters down to a More rapidly than would be the 

Our own observations make — single fruit. We have many case if shears were used. , 
me think that we are getting times left two apples on a clus- “What time do you thin? 
just about as many bushels of ter thinking that certainly these The decision as to time is vely 
apples from the thinned trees as two should develop sufficiently important and yet hard to ad- 
from the unthinned, and cer- well to pay for leaving, but un- vise others about. We_ have 
tainly the size and quality of the less it be on terminal clusters on found early thinning to do the 
fruit we do get is decidedly bet- trees not heavily in fruit I think most good, for the quickened
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impulse to growth that thinning job, but some trees can be APPLE INDUSTRY 
gives is most profitably given thinned very readily due to the TO BE STUDIED 
early in the season. There isan ease of getting at the fruit. . 
old saying that it is better to Many trees in the orchards do At a recent meeting in the U. 
wait with the thinning until the not have heavy crops and those S. Bureau of Agricultural Eco- 
june drop, but this is not entire- can of course be gone over Momics, called by Lloyd S. Ten- 
ly true. It is of course unwise rapidly, so that we have found DY, chief of the bureau, ques- 
to thin before you can tell those year after year that the total tions that have arisen in con- 
apples which will probably drop, cost figures have worked out nection with an economic study 
put it ought to be done in any about the same, never less than of the apple industry of the 
event before the June drop is 134¢ per bushel and never more COUntry were discussed. The 
well under way. Certain ap- than 314¢. object of the study is to develop 
ples on each branch seem to take Coming back to the question ® basis upon which apple pro- 
the leadership in size and appar- asked in the beginning — “Does ucers may make plans for the 
ent vigor at this time, and you thinning pay?” We usually an- @dvancement of their business. 
tan forecast almost with a cer- swer this by taking it for grant- The market for apples will be 
tainty the fruit which is going ed that the final crop is about @malyzed. The demand and 
to drop. It is wrong to begin the same from the standpoint of Practices with respect to varie- 
thinning before this time and tonnage. If this is true as we ties will be investigated. Compe- 
useless to wait any longer. think, anything that does not tition between varieties and re- 
Then comes the hardest ques- St us more than 314¢ per sions, probable shifts in sources 

ion of all—“What do you take bushel does not need to produce Of supply for specific markets, 
ff?” Of course we try to elim- Very greatly improved results to and present status, recent 

inate those apples which show Pay. We have found that the srenicis, iano. prowall’st aM a 
scab or other blemishes, and if ‘ifference in quality in some velopments in each important 
ve do not take off all of the ap- Years has been so marked that commercial producing area, will 
les which will drop in the June it has in some instances made be studied. The bureau will co- 
lirop, we at least in going over the difference between fruit operate with the agricultural 
the limb consider these apples that was marketable or else colleges and experiment stations 

s gone. We then try to space Could only be best disposed of in the States involved. Several 
he remaining apples from six at the cider mill. Two years divisions of the bureau will be 

o eight inches apart on the #80 was exceedingly dry, yet in concerned. 
imb. Eight inches is usually that year our Wealthy apples rane 
etter than six. In thinning @Veraged 2%/, inches in size. We . 
lusters we pick off those apples Seriously considered making our There is nothing monotonous 
hich will be least exposed to ™inimum 254, rather than 21, about the apple crop. You can 

he sun. In thinning top ‘ince the extra amount of fruit get them in all sizes, flavors and 
branches and those parts of the to have been discarded would colors, hard and soft, red, green, 
ree most affected by the light, have been less than 10%. Many yellow and all other colors. And 
e are sometimes not quite so Of our Wealthys in that year ran then think of the various uses 

tareful as we are on the other Over 3% inches in size. to which the apple can be put. 
side of the tree, but it is very As stated in the beginning, You can bake it and boil it and 
ificult to get labor to use great thinning with us has become a Toast it and fry it and service 
iscretion and we have found it definite part of our program and _ it with meats or preserve it or 
uch better to train the women _ is a procedure which we certain- jam it or pickle it—there is no 

0 more or less of a definite ly feel we can not afford to end to the uses to which you can 
abit than to urge them to use neglect. put it. Who ever heard tell of 
heir own individual discretion a boiled orange? The apple is 
00 much. TT a versatile crop. It has many 

“How many women work on a The University of Wisconsin Sorts and many uses, and that 
ingle tree?” is sometimes leads all other institutions in iS what makes it so wonderful. 
sked. On trees varying from America in awarding advanced Not only is it good for food but 

welve to twenty years old we degrees in agriculture. also good for fun, for who will 
sually allow two women to forget the days when he peeled 

work together. Two women can — an apple and then swung the 
hin a tree with a twelve to fif- More than 5,000,000 acres of peeling around his head and 
een bushel crop in about a half the land which once produced threw it on the floor to see what 
our, If it took in this manner fine Wisconsin white pine is un- letter it. would make, as that 
ne hour to total labor per tree productive today—unsuited to would declare who his sweet- 

in the whole orchard, thinning farming, neglected for the pur- heart was. 
‘ould be a rather burdensome pose of growing trees. —Canadian Horticulturist
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OVERHEAD IRRIGATION Fe a aie aide rE 

“It looks just like a rain,” is ‘nibeiidmly i SSS bi 
the favorite comment of visitors 7 ERNE i 
when they first see the spray a : es : 
from a long line of overhead H 
sprinkling system. Then they Es 
want to know where all the wa- 
ter is coming from, and we show | ; 
them the 8,000 gallon cement | 
reservoir. This is deep enough ; 
in the ground for water to be ; 
kept in it all winter for fire pro- An Overhead Sprinkling System in Action 
tection, and yet ote top serves | 

as a broad cement platform im- the more valuable crops such as If evenin i is ; ‘ g watering is de. 
mediately back of our house. . berries or lined out nursery sired, we can wait until 4:30 

Our sprinkling system is stock, there is no question in my P. M. and then empty our reser. 
planned for five acres of crops mind but that it will, within a voir. We generally use a five 
without the use of city water, short period of years, repay the shovel cultivator between the 
Sg eae td iment vemiors total investment and labor. rows before watering nursery 
Be i : For a few years, we tried a stock or truck crops as. this 
of WISCONSIN HoRTICULTURE. simple eosane which cost less leaves high ridges which soon 

The main item, a reliable than 1/6 as much as our pres- dry and can be leveled down 
source of water in time of ent one. This consisted merely With a 12 tooth harrow. There 
drought, is furnished by a in using a gas engine, pump are no pools and dry spots as 
strong, deep well in a building jack, cushion tank (range with circular sprinklers, and no 
twenty feet to one side of the boiler), common pipe, sill cocks, tramping on wet ground is nec- 
reservoir. A two-horse electric garden hose and lawn sprink- essary as the lines are operated 
motor through a line shaft fur- lers. It is all right for anyone from a gravel driveway. 
nishes the power to pump the having little surface to cover There is no need to wait fora 
water into the reservoir, and and lots of time to spend. The rain before planting in the gar- 
runs for hours without atten- up-to-date system has shown den or strawberry bed. If small 
tion. When we wish to irrigate, many advantages. seeds were planted and_ the 
the same motor operates a pis- The water can be put on in ground has baked, a shower will 
ton suction pump which has a less than one-third the time, due give the tender shoots a chance 
capacity of 27 gallons per min- to the faster pressure pump. t© break through. You need 
ute at very high pressure. The Two years ago I visited a green- 0t fret when clouds pass over- 
pipe near the pump is 2 inches house where a pump costing head and the air becomes cool 
in diameter. Most of the supply $500.00, over five times the cost for a day, showing that someone 
line which runs along the ends of ours, was delivering water else got the rain. That is an 
of the rows is 114 inch pipe and from the bottom of the well to a ideal time to water as the mois- 
is 1 foot under ground. Our ir- 900 foot irrigating line. It was ture has time to soak in, and the 
rigating lines are each about pot delivering enough water to ground is not likely to bake. 
280 feet long and connections keep up pressure in the line. So Sometimes we get a light rain 
for attaching these are about 55 if you are getting water from a nd decide to finish the watering 
feet apart. These lines are of deep well, it may be cheaper and ourselves. 
1% inch to *4 inch pipe with give better pressure to handle it We have found that freshly 
nozzles 3 feet apart. The pump twice. transplanted or lined out nurs- 
supplies too much water for one The advantages of putting ¢°'Y stock makes almost as much 

line so we have to turn a little Water on in a hurry are very growth for us now in one year 
into a second one. evident. One can lessen damage 28 it did in three with the ain 

The initial cost of such a sys- from burning in the hot part of Cultivation and only ne 
tem is rather high but we expect the day by following the straw- T@infall. Of course, we can be 
it to pay for itself before many berry pickers with a cooling ™ore liberal in the use of fer 
years. The use of portable lines shower to refresh the bruised tilizers without fear of bon 
enabled us to keep down the cost plants. I have yet to do any the roots. We are digging mu 
at the start. We use the water damage by putting cool water Stock now, and the rank tops 
only on the higher priced crops. on plants in the middle of a hot @d root systems developed 
If it is intelligently applied asa day. Some say to be sure to put Ne year seem too good to be 
life saver to moderately priced on plenty so the plants will not lieve. 
product and more regularly to scald. (Continued on page 156)
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| sss be listed by contestants, the rules say. 
John M. Olin, nature lover and one 
of the founders of Madison’s Park 

BADGER NEWS and Pleasure drive association, who 
_ . formerly owned part of the tract of 

From Wisconsin Papers land which is now Shorewood, planted 
most of the trees there which are not 
native. 

LOWER-FRUIT GUILD SERVICE TO FARM FOLK % 
r TO OPEN HOME JUNE 1 PERPETUATED BY TREES RADIO A VALUABLE AID 

The Milwaukee Plant, Flower and Two young trees, one a white pine The radio is proving a valu- 
Fruit guild, organized to quisteibute and. ‘the other a jyhite elm, were this able educational aid to the corn- 

it and flowers to the indigent an week planted on the agricultural cam- . . ‘ ea 
i vill reopen seasonal headquarters pus of the University of Wisconsin to borer control campaign and 15 
at the Plankinton Arcade June 1. commemorate the distinguished serv- being used to advantage In each 
Mrs. J. V. Quarles has been re-elected ice of two Wisconsin men. Both have of the five states involved in the 

president. for years been prominent figures in work. In Michigan after each 
ee the development of the state’s and the of the large inter-county demon- 

v INE TREES ON nation’s agriculture. Sua ae 3 PLANT NS ‘BAU CLAIRE The men honored are E. H. Far- Strations a first-hand report of 
Ean Claire, Wis. — Several thou- rington and A. S. Alexander, both of the meeting is broadcast. In- 

sand three year ‘old pine seedlings whom are living and still active at quiries received show this radio 

have been received here from the the state college. . program has been the first h Farrington has been associated 
Trout Lake nursery and wy be plant: with the’ staté college for 32 years Means of reaching a good many 
ed on Farms ar Eau, Seve ke and is at the present time head of the farmers with information as to 

planted at the county asylum. dairy department. Alexander, a _ the clean-up and regulations 
A junior forester club, consisting member a the Jeverinary. science governing it. 

of five boys, at Augusta will receive he Lecause of his genial —American Nurseryman 
1,500 of the Norway and White pine of the panty, facil Se 0 gs 

700 : = ‘vid. personality an acile pen. — sens ee Plantae, Sore Two other trees stand on the eam- BEWARE THE TREELESS 
of the shipment will also be planted pus,in honor of leaders in agriculture, TOWN 
heey {Altoona seogrding: to; County dence of the splendid work of W. A. “You will notice that the sub- 

gent W. C. - Henry, first dean of the college of stantial, the thrifty, the worthy 
CUT ACREAGE FOR agriculture, and the obher isn Ronge and the likable classes of people 

PEAS IN WISCONSIN milk test which bears his name. plant trees, no matter whether 
Athens—The acreage which will be ee they are in a new and treeless 

devoted to peas in this part of the , country or in one already well 
state this year has been reduced from A TREE SURVEY CONTEST planted, and that the shiftlece 
800 to about 600, due to the overpro- Madison, Wis.—A contest to dis- one : 
duction of peas during the last few cover how many varieties of trees, the transient, the careless and 
seasons. Peas are being planted and shrubs and wild flowers grow in the selfish are as little likely to 
the work will be completed by the end Shorewood and College Hills is an- set out sheltering trees as they 
of May. nounced today by J. C. McKenna in’ are to he neat, thrifty or good 

—————— behalf of phorewoods ‘a: deine & neighbors 
a 1 LE EE This information, is desired for a ° 
LEGION COMP UETES Gate oeny various reasons, and it was decided . Show me a developed town 
Thursday evening the Hurley, Wis. *® let the school children of the with no trees and I will show 

Legion post completed the work of city who are interested in| potary you a town to avoid as a home 
setting out young trees along High- make’ ote the value of their aid, f0r your families. Go through 
way 51 from the court house to the The contest, beginning today, will districts where want and squal- 

wanes have oul nee young Jfo't close May 28. It is open to all school or and crime and filth are the 

side of this stretch of highway, which children in Medison irom the first rule and you will be lucky to find 
in a ‘ew years will be a tree-lined grade through high school. even a gaunt specimen of a tree 
driveway, i me ewion tempers de Cash Prizes Listed anywhere about. 
serve much praise for their interes Cash pri totali 80 will be “This is not b hance: th 

, on oh. Y prizes totaling $ wi Ss Is yc ce; e 
ae matter of beautifying the high given for the longest lists of trees planted and tended tree is as 

and shrubs, and for the longest lists sure a sign of civilization as a 
: of flowers, according to Mr. McKen- 3 s 

IAAN WALTONS AT na. All entrants in the contest will revered flag or a church spire or 
“ERRILL PLANT WILD be awarded small gifts in apprecia- a schoolhouse belfry, and the 

RICE AND CELERY tion of their work in the survey, and English, who have carried civili- 
ese bushels of wild rice all entrants ‘wll pesguge’e of ere. zation to every part of their 

ed alone the oer and Take chobea in which ‘will be announced later. dominions scattered far and 
this vicinity Tuesday by the Merrill Many of the trees in Shorewood wide about the earth, plant 
Chapter of the Izaak Walton league and College Hills are foreign to this shade trees almost before they 

QLan cferd, fo secure the Right of loeaty nd, many, are forsin sven finish their houses or start thelr uy ‘i er chap- ’ . ” 
ters alone the Wisconsin valley are ed especially for planting there, but towns”. (Luther Burbank from 
°0-operating. any tree now growing there may the Saturday Post).
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCON- Member of Group G. B. SUDWORTH 

SIN HERBARIUM At present the university her- George Bishop Sud worth 

By CARL CODDINGTON barium is a member of a group chief dendrologist of the Forest 
. . of herbariums which exchange Service, dean of the profes:.io 

Five thousand specimens of specimens with each other. of forestry in this count m 
fungi, flowering plants, lichens Among these are the Gray her- member of the Federal H a 
and mosses have been added to barium of Harvard university, cultural Board, and distin nish, 
the collection of the university the Montreal herbarium, the eq authority on the trees e ‘the 

herbarium during the last year. Portland Society of Natural United States died at his home 
These specimens, which were History and the New York jn Chevy Chase, D. C., on Taos 

collected from all parts of the Botanical gardens. da Mey 10. arkema ve brief 

world by exchange and pur- The first herbarium of the ‘Ines ob the age of 63 hy bie 
chase, have increased the total University of Wisconsin was ” ee — 

number of specimens at the her- housed in the old Science hall He was born in Wisconsin in 
barium to 120,000. and was entirely destroyed 1864. At the University of 

The herbarium, which is lo- when this building burned. A Michigan his natural bent came 
cated on the second floor of the private collection, owned by I. out in his omnivorous pursuit of 

Biology building, is taken care A. Lapham, was then given to the sciences, from physics and 
of by Dr. J. J. Davis of the uni- the university and this forms Psychology to ornithology and 

versity botanical department, the nucleus of the present her- dendrology, with an important 
and his assistant, Mrs. Eugenie barium. side excursion into medicine and 

Gerhauser. At present negotiations are Surgery. After a year of teach. 
Dr. Davis has been curator of under way for the purchase of ing he entered upon his lifelong 

the herbarium for 16 years and the herbarium at Naperville, Service in the United States De- 
it has grown rapidly under his  [I]., which contains 45,000 speci- Partment of Agriculture. 
pamagement. At pene ye mens. His contributions to system- 
erbarium compares favora : : 

with the best in the world, The Exchange Specimens epic dence logy aie Meise a 
| a e classification, naming, and 

assistant curator, Mrs. Eugenie Two thousand, five hundred morphology of trees and shrubs 

Gerhauser, has aided Dr. Davis specimens of fungi were recent- __haye been many and import- 

for seven years. 5 ae Tare ee ear = ant, none more important than : i : 
A State Authority equal number sent there. These eee ee a tune 

Dr, Davis has specialized in fungi are native to Europe. ed CE —— th a: NM een 1 
the study of parasitic fungi and The Rabenhorst Europae, a Rt aie t Sabli hed in 158 

at present is the recognized Collection of German fungi, is anges, Jirst pubusned.in 
authority in the state on fungi @nother recent acquisition. and reissued by the department 

native to the state. His records The present collection of mos- 1 completely revised and up- 
of parasitic fungi form the basis Ses was started by Prof. Charles to-date edition only a few weeks 
for all the records for this type Reid Barnes, who was a profes- before his death. 

of fungi in the state; besides, Sor in the botany department at He made contributions to oth- 
they have all been recorded in the university from 1887 to ¢- phases of forestry, such as 
the transactions and records of 1898. This collection contains nursery practice wood identifi- 

the National Academy of Sci- od from all over’ the cation, forest products, shade 

ene . c ied te re ; trees, and basket-willow culture. 
The general herbarium con- opied from Wisconsin State Journal t6 wWag much interested in Boy 

tains ae See he of vari- OT Scout work, and among his con- 
ous plants, whic ave been irds : ids ete ae ps 
gathered trom all parts of the ad are Ppa aids - tributions to that organization 

2 ag: ure, oruiculture, an is the well-known section on tree 
globe. There are also 20,000 forestry. They are active ; tania © not 
flowering plants which were col- everywhere. Flickers, black- identification in the Boy Scou 

lected in Wisconsin. birds, robins, and thrashers Mawel: Har 1p. years He 9e 
A South American collector, seek their insect prey on or near formed active service as a me 

Dr. Bryan, recently made large the ground; woodpeckers, nut- Pe” of the Federal Horticultural 
contributions of South Ameri- hatchers, titmice, and chicka- Board and participated in its 
can lichens. Dr. Bryan is now dees closely search the trunks important decisions regulating 

in West Africa for a botanical and limbs of trees; vireos and the importation and interstate 
survey. Several hundred flow- warblers scan the leaves and shipment of nursery stock for 
ering plants, of rare varieties, probe the flowers; and flycatch- the purpose of checking the 
have recently been imported ers and swallows sweep their spread of tree diseases and in 

from Uruguay. prey from the air. sect pests. .
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appes he onion leaf tissue and 
retarding the normal develop- 

THE UNIVERSITY PAGE ment of the plant. Riyentaaly 

Edited by the University Pathology Department. Fe us oe ae ee 

pustules so characteristic of the 
isease. 

| AN ONION DISEASE UNDER | "ae ] All of the original infection 
| SUCCESSFUL CONTROL ee i | takes place in the young onion 

By J. C. WALKER, Associate | eae seedlings, and when half grown 
Professor of Plant Pathology, | aos a diseased plants are found one 

University of Wisconsin. ee we may be certain that the fungus 
Wie ey has persisted in the plant since 

Some fifteen years ago the Pf the latter was very small. A 

onion industry of southeastern mee majority of the infected plants 
Wisconsin was threatened by a i F are killed while young and com- 
fangus/enemy denowen pe ne ES pecs avely few oe through to 
This diseas ad probably been id mid-season or to harvest. 

inode some years before ras The successful control of onion 
and ad gradually increased { smut is based on the knowledge 
without attracting attention Po of its life history We know the 
uit it fou sufficient pro- ' ey fungus persists in the soil and 

fit the ‘crop. yields. In. 1913 . of the plant, "We know that the iy 9 \ of the plant. 
several fields in the heart of the a oe oe oe ee cee 
old onion district were found to 2, & for only two to three weeks after 
be so badly infested that they oN the seed has germinated. It 
“ being abandoned for onion ae a thus became a question of pro- 

ae er diy . e + 4 tecting the base of the plant for 
ee fon 7 isease ‘ one . ee this short period. Several 

ica for over half a oentn me Fig. 1.—Onion smut A half-grown chemicals applied with the seed 
thnrabeiien 4b ‘EHS omiain ry. 4M jnant showing unbroken blisters on scales had been tried in other states 

s ; 2 alarm and leaves. ‘These later split open and but the one which gave most 
to Connecticut Valley onion ‘This "plant. was infected while. very Promise was formaldehyde solu- 

ei ana a" gradually young and. most (isensed “plants: die: be tion. This disinfectant must be 

rary novihenn oviou, settlon Be oon sail ihe seed, Sylar i 1 s . row wi e seed, where it 
a — Sa is more or the inner leaves. As the leaves moistens the soil immediately 
fee ected. e cause is a expand and grow they carry the around the latter. But more 

ngus which attacks only the fungus threads with them. The than that the formaldehyde 
Te aie Slowey se eee parasite is meanwhile feeding soon volatilizes sufficiently to 

the various grain smuts. othe 
black dusty material which ap- i 
pears in the swollen pustules on il i: G2 
diseased onion plants (fig. 1) A A J 
consists of myriads of spores or H ike fo re 
seeds of the fungus which are a i 
returned to the soil with the de- = Z¥ ) 
cayed leaves or scales. The — BZ gail Ci yr 
spores remain in the soil indef- SS 1 ll _ oy 
initely and some of them appear WB | || i 
to remain viable for as many as Tei 
a dozen years. In any case, Da if (/ > a 5 
if onions are sown on this soil r <] meCIee ,- 
again within this period the fy Qa ils pole through f 
Sermination spores near the Perse 3 Nex Cale Zs Bee a if 
young onion seedlings send fine, sco SAR rea ee WY? 
fungus threads into the first “— . 
leaf. Once within this leaf the Fig. 2.—Onion seeder with a formaldehyde drip attachment for disinfecting the soil 
fungus may continue to invade at the time of seeding, to control onion smut. “The cut-off valve is regulated from ‘the
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permeate the dry soil which has =| 95 per cent of the plants would 

been thrown into the furrow by oat! ordinarily be killed, the damage 

te a We Toma Sn fhe ne ae mee otebia aunts mesluced. 10:4 

above the seed is either killed or |) . «THE Kerew Ge SEmeRKS: SRD 

retarded so that infection is re- | (| rg me fetiaticide GHC Is a 0G soliton 
duced to a small percentage of Sc is ote] W — 

plants. Much experimental f v ) a a . 
work has been necessary to de- ] Fe een (Continued from page 152) 
termine the concentration and eer De. oh rorki . 
amount of formaldehyde solu- aos : + ica working ayer obi! straw: 

: ry beds in July, everyone 
tion adequate for the most effec- : knows that the main d back 

tive control. It is obvious that |f ‘ AS is ul wally Ta ‘ f Ty iGraw Ww 
the smaller the quantity of liquid regs : Sue ma hes the bed ani \ £ 
necessary the less cumbersome att = : souk. aa fou 4 he 4 end fhe. 
the task of application. On the jig. 4—six row horse drawn gang Pee ale ew ine a wen a SK 
other hand the concentration seeder equipped with formaldehyde ch plow, one section 0: harrow 

ee drip. attachment. This type is in With the teeth set back, and a 
oa Let i increased Pesoud common use inthe Raciie-Kenoshs  i¢t]e two-horse disc which has a 

e point where injury to the “"" two foot gap between the gar 
onion seedlings is likely to oc- = gap 16 Bangs, 

ours ment is quite simple and can be we vee eee oda nin 
The formula which has now readily made by any skillful verized finely together with acid 

been accepted for general use by tinner. The size of tank must phosphate, and the water is 
Wisconsin growers isas follows: be adapted to the type of seeder. turned on again to wash the fer- 

One quart of formaldehyde* to The outlet pipe should be so ad-  tilizer off the leaves and set it 
16 gallons of water applied at justed to the speed of the seeder to work immediately to cover 

the rate of one gallon to about and height of the tank to apply the bed with a fresh growth of 

370 feet of row. the desired amount. A shut-off foliage. The water settles the 
Attachments to onion seeders valve controlled easily by the soil in against the narrowed 

for the application of formalde- operator is essential and the rows so that the roots cannot 
hyde are listed by most manu- stream of disinfectant should be dry out. 

facturers. They are used on So directed as to enter the fur- We have had two experiences 

single row hand seeders (fig. 2), Tow just behind the seed with- in turning the spray onto a 
on Bolens three row seeders out splashing on any of the freshly picked strawberry bed 

(fig. 3), or on six-row gang Parts of the seeder. on Saturday in very hot 

seeders (fig. 4). The arrange- By this means on soil where weather to keep the berries firm 
and free from burning until the 
next week, and we are satisfied 
that it does the trick. Often in 

; hot weather, berries are burned 
ripe and softened a few days 

wt Vi % ; took lhe before they would have ripened 
“iy Sie a 5 br te ‘ se naturally. 

: ~ 2 Yes, it costs more than a 

. ie Ee ar sd rainy day and probably is not 

Sead : so effective, but does it always 
ae gar” rain when you need it? Also 

7 _t i Weare. remember that when it rains on 

ae F you, it rains on your competing 

eee neighbors. All have good yields 
aed . and local prices are low. Dodge 

} a few failures. Have good crops 
on dry years. They will then 
mean easy sales and big prefits. 

VIRGIL FIELDHOUS®. 

f Water cress is one of our 
pea most valuable greens; bein 

Fig. 3.—Formaldehyde drip attachment to Bolems three row seeder. Oe salts, it is a va
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=f fFfFFFh M$ — tical ways are showing their be- 
lief that older folks must show 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE the way, not merely talk about a 
general direction. 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG 

AN ACTIVE MEMBER 
GARDEN INTELLIGENCE how they planted muskmelon . 
Several I heard a Seed in a hole two feet deep. Highty years young—that 
vera Seer hene eee i It was a real tragedy then. seems the way to express it, for 

speaker dive d 18) 10 ne We go to experts for advice on Wwe usually say a person or art- 
of spen Thetinite 5 rae. f 1 legal and other subjects. We do_ icle is “old” when they are past 
‘Garden hie tellin ihe too not feel that we are ignorant. their usefulness or worn out. 
ishness, this 4 ing  Pesole We simply feel that they can But no one could apply the word 
things over and over. h cop’® help us because they have made “old” with that meaning, to 
are not so ignorant, they can special study of this subject. Mrs. Anna Letts of Outagamie 
read. Besides, how foolish to Why then should not the gar. County, as I saw her, in her 

act as though there was any one gener feel the same way? home and garden. Eighty years who did nt know enough to make young, she still keeps house 

a garden. et beautifully, takes care of a large 

People ag et be what is SUCCESS IS THE REWARD flow garden, Danis pictures 
man called ignorant, ye e 5 
may know nore vThatever Huron H. Smith, president of emergency, doesn’t hesitate to 

| about a garden or how things the Milwaukee County Horti- help her son do the milking. 
grow. I know a bright young Cultural Society, gives you Mrs. Letts has always been 
lawyer who picked the blossoms SPlendid reports of the growth interested in Horticulture, and 
off one tiny cucumber vine he and work of this society, of the was a leading member in the 
had managed to grow in his absorbing interest the members local Society that did many 

back yard, and wore them in have in the programs, forget- things to further the growing of 
his button hole or put them in a_ ting to go home until the janitor better fruits, flowers, and vege- 
tiny vase on his desk, confidently Warns by turning out the lights. tables. This society, whose 
expecting to “dig” up a “mess’ But he has not told of those ear- ranks have been sadly thinned by 
of nice cucumbers later on in ly meetings when there was no the grim reaper, usually had 
the fall. His amazement, on be- ne present but the President, four meetings a year. Then all 
ing told that no blossoms meant ‘Secretary, and two others, and the members and all others who 
no cucumbers, was real. “Why 4fter waiting vainly for others were interested in Horticulture 
I supposed they grew like pota- t© come the President took the came with well filled baskets to 
toes.” And his interest in that “entire meeting” in his car to the home of some member for an 
cucumber vine grew, and his de- View some of the beautiful all day and evening meeting. 
sire to know more about plants things Milwaukee florists were Papers were read and discussed 
grew also. Today he is quite a rowing, the while he urged us with emphasis on the word “dis- 
farmer. He was not ignorant to “stick”. “Just keep on com- cussed”, for this friendly dis- 
except on that subject. Yester- ing: We will get them after a cussion of the subjects they 
day a bond salesman called to While,” he said. And because were all so much interested in 
ask about some flowering plants, he Was sure that this work was was considered the best part of 
His neighbors and friends are Worth while, that it needed time the meeting. At the fall meet- 
Vieing with each other as to who 2d a bit of stick-to-it-ive-ness jing they had an exhibit of fruits 
will have the prettiest yard. He eee te ie ta the and flowers, especially of any 

) i i ‘ : varieties that had been trie 
qlee aid wae oeeenea oleae amateur gardener as well as to na The members of this so- 
that aspara us was a perennial those who have always known ciety took an active interest in 

plant ° H Bus ° a -aras and loved the great out doors. the County Fair, rightly believ- 

sown. Wi eens ing * Every meeting is helpful. We ing that much can be done here 
an, “Gee,” he re varied on go home with a feeling of glad- towards education along Horti- 

find perio ere *b hess that we belong among this cultural lines. Mrs. Letts was 
had eben o den bu mess, £t0Up of people whose interest for years superintendent of 
Theve'a cave ao it fan in, and work among trees, \ oman’s work and flowers. The 
thought.” plants and flowers, can not help members vied with each other in 

: but have an influence for beauty making the exhibits worth 
Two of my neighbors, enthui- that will make itself felt in any while, from the grains, fruits 

astic and quite successful gar- city. They are not forgetting : , s 
dencrs now, laugh as they tell the children, but in quiet prac- (Continued on page 168)
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Wisconsin Horticulture SPRAY CALENDARS curate information as to the 

Published Monthly by the we ae orn Hee hy ane ner ie oe “avis 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Sim lifted by Gi recommending them at what period the scab 

119 E, Washington Avenue. Pp. ye ecOr spores are being discharged jp. 
Official Organ of the Society dates for the application of the to the air from their dorin 

————_ various sprays instead of “con- stage, and consequently the 

ERNEST L. CHAMBERS, Editor fusing the fruit growers by sprays are applied when the Secretary Wee is Se complicated schedules based on are most effective and Whey 

Kirsch’ “Mrs G.'b, Strong, Huron i the appearance of the buds. they are needed for protection Smith. Such a calendar could be fur- against scab infection 
—— nished from year to year if the . . 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, composer did not have a number —————_——_. 
ceptance for mailing at special rateot Of factors to take into consider- ‘Dp ' : . 

PMOctober t, 1917, authorlzed July 1 Moy ee ene aa eg «CN THIS ISSUE 
piayertising rates made known on ap- weeks from year to year and the Apple Thinning 

area over which a Wisconsin Overhead Irrigation 
. . . . spray calendar must be adapted 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society has regions that vary from two ceo 5 
Annual membership fee, one dollar, 49 4p k EF inst: . » Herbarium 

which includes fifty cents, subscription to three weeks. For instance, G. W. Sudworth price, to Wisconsin Horticulture. Send this year instead of blooming on 2 Ws SEG WOE 
son, Wis. 06 OF Seer ey: See May 15th as expected, the Door An Onion Disease 
der A’ dollar bill may be sent saree ig County cherry orchards did not Spray Calendars 
Brapped or attached to a'card.” Fereonal: start blooming until about the Reforestation 

Postage stamps not accepted an aaa ld “wealhee von, Racine Co. Spray Rings 

Sons PP . Stands by Warfield 

OFFICERS On May 2nd the earlier vari- Raspberry Diseases 
J, B Leverich, President. ;.. Sparta eties of apples in Dane County Fruits and Vegetables 
Fe eters. erecta esi aneen Bay were well in the pink blossom Commercial Fertilizers 

stage when the writer left on a A Studio Garden 
—— trip through the northern part Library Page 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTER of the state. At Oshkosh these . 
Ex Officio earlier varieties of apples were Amateur Flower Garden 

President, Vice-President and Secretary Just barely showing the pink es 

y EbMES IME PST cahhuen Stage and at Green Bay the or- 
. W. Ulisperger.......-Sturgeon Bay ards were just in their prime 

ii. G. Christensen! ...1.....\Osnkosn for the pre-pink spray. ‘The fol- nit: 
Mm, Br Gt ending December, 1928, ;; lowing day at Sturgeon Bay, the The greatest flood of recent 
M.S. Kellogg; <0 --2...... Janesville orchardists were just applying years has brought home to us 
George M. Moseman........Menomonie the delayed dormant sprays and the importance of a good re- 
AL Ke Bassett nN December: jaboo Some of the earlier varieties forestation program. Coming 
W. B, Spreiter.....--.-..2.1La Crosse were just a day or two from be- as it did in the midst of Ameri- 

: * SERS EEE HERS “ing ready for the pre-pink can Forest Week, (April 24th to 
spray. The next day a survey 30th, as proclaimed by Presi- 

BOARD OF MANAGERS was made in Bayfield to de- dent Coolidge) this flood, caus- 
1B. Leverion  ambers eer termine the cause of some of ing several hundred million dol- 

% Te Chambers the growers’ troubles, in an at- lars damage, has been brought 
— = tempt to control oystershell squarely to the attention of the 

scale, and the buds there were entire country through the 
— still in the dormant state, only newspaper reports and appeals 

the earliest ones showing any of the Red Cross for funds to 
trace of green tips. relieve the suffering of the vic- 

COVER PAGE The University of Wisconsin, tims. It seems reasonable a 
“ ” through its branch station at a few million dollars might we 
AMONG THE IRIS Sturgeon Bay, is able to be of be spent on reforestation as 4 

at the Hood Studio in great service to the orchard step toward the cure of the trou 
Racine, Wisconsin. owners of that locality and Mr. ble at its source. . 
Photo by J. H. Hood. Wilson, who is in charge of that This appalling flood in the 

station, does furnish the apple Mississippi Valley is a part 0 
me Ssepgrrowers in that vicinity with ac- the tragic price that we must
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pay for our folly of forest dev- this spring or previously in the STANDS BY WARFIELD 

astation. We are witnessing, communities where a spray ring AND DUNLAP 
as years go by, an increasing has been organized. . 

danger from inadequate water Three of the rings are large- Recently Mr. H. H. Harris of 
supply on one hand, and an in- ly the outcome of evening Warrens, Wisconsin, called at 
creasing menace from floods on schools in horticulture conduct- the secretary’s office and, in dis- 
the other, in other periods of the ed by our school and the others fee of several of the new varie- 
year. We are just coming to may be attributed to a general ‘ies of strawberries now on the 
realize the large part played by awakening of interest in or- markel said that their associa- 
trees and other vegetation in charding due in no small meas- tion had been “exposed” to 
acting as a sort of reservoir to ure to orchard projects carried 80mMe of these and that a number 
hold the water back and let it on by the students here. of the eee eciaee 4 pichased 

ficiently. Many tracts of land might be stated that one of the ae : : 
which should never have been yj ie last spring planting, thus dis- whit A rings is the result of the reor- . 
drained have been ruined by ganization of ld ri hich placing that many of the War- 
large drainage projects. Valu- ganiz am OlG FING | WAC field and Dunlap which have 

g ge pro) failed because of inefficient man- been iso; reliable: there, He ex= 
able cranberry land has been agement. In the first place, the sed & Ws to ‘th 
made barren and useless by old ring bought a small sprayer PUCSS€C Some Concern as to the 
drainage in an attempt t ke Z . advisability of this, and said 
Saag De eae ee rigged up with an engine. Each that while he believed in testin 
it tillable for grain crops. With man tried to do his own spray- the new varieties when the des a net work of big ditches and ing. Some of them knew how to scription appealed to. hitn even 
with the land stripped of trees spray and some did not. Some then he ioutd mot sekiover BO OF 
and other vegetation, what can of them realized the care a 100 of any variety that had not 
be expected but overflowing riv- sprayer needs between spray- bean ie ee irmediate 
ers trying to carry off all the ings and others did not. The re- vicinity lone: enouch to. show 
rainfall as fast as it falls at the sult was that as a rule when one si oni rit e. the Kinds known 
expense of the crops, which may man was through spraying he to i relizble 
suffer from drought at a later wished any clean up job of the Mr. Harris stated that he had 
period when they should be still sprayer on to the next man who planted and tested 165 different 
enjoying the moisture slowly used it. The result was what varieties Some ton One year only 
released by the wooded hillsides might be expected—complete and others for several years 
and other reservoirs of water dissatisfaction, This spring the 344 while several varieties were 
supply. members realized the Bes good enough so that he did not 

— that had been made and a new * . 
RACINE COUNTY ring with a good machine and a Care {¢ discard them at present i yet if he were obliged to choose 

SPRAY RINGS good operator was organized. just two varieties for shipment 
We recently received a letter Plans are being made for a {o market he would stick to the 

from Mr. Hugo Klumb of the Spray ring exhibit at the Racine Warfield and Dunlap. 
Racine County Agriculture County Fair this fall. Each In a letter sent upon his re- 
School, Rochester, Wisconsin, member will be expected to ex- turn home he writes “Upon 
regarding the progress of local hibit two trays of apples. These studying my records I discover- 
spray rings, and a portion of it apples will be judged, and after eq that since 1895, when the 
follows: the ribbons have been awarded  yecords begin, that Warfield pre- 
“After a number of years of the name of the grower will be dominates on two rows of each 

educational work, enough in- put on each tray. This will be trial from that time to the pres- 
terest in orcharding was creat- done not only to show local ont. I think I got the first of 
ed in Racine County to organize people that good fruit can be the Warfields set in this locality 
five spray rings on a stable grown in Racine County, but jn 1891 from E. J. Schofield of 
basis. These rings have a mem- also where it can be purchased.” fyanover, Wisconsin. We used 

bership of from six to thirteen Burt, Splendid and Enhance as 
members each and are all equip- fertilizers about that time. The 
ped with power sprayers. A Parsley, both for garnishing first Senator Dunlaps grown 
total of about 2500 trees will re- and flavors, is indispensable. It here I got in 1900, starting with 
Ccelve attention. All the rings enters into all manner of dishes. 6 plants, and at the present time 
have engaged competent men to A small row of parsley, one of they are used almost exclusively 
operate the sprayers, under the the moss curled varieties, will to fertilize the Warfield.” 
direction of Mr. C. L. Kuehner give sufficient supply, and a —_ 
and the Racine County Agricul- plant or two potted up in the Sample copies of Wisconsin 
ture School. Pruning demon- fall may be made to yield in the Horticulture will be sent free up- 
Strations have been given either kitchen all winter. on request.
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a _ not advised in a planting over 2 
yep old where the propo tion 
of mosaic is over 5%. Hi vin HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES secured cartiied St00R a 

Edited by S. B. Fracker, State Entomologist planted it in a location “uff. | 

ciently removed from oui‘side 
. sources of infection, suc'i as | 

Raspberry Diseases only for the purpose of fruit wild raspberries and_ infected 
A general outline for the con- production, the distance need fields, the grower should haye 

trol of diseases of cane fruits not be so great. his plantings examined at least 
has recently been prepared by . . twice during the growing season 
B. O. Dodge and R. B. Wilcox Varietal Resistance by a reliable inspector and the 
and published as Farmers’ Bul- Reports as to the degree of Condemned plants marked. The 
letin 1488. Some of the recom- resistance to these virus dis- Jast inspection should be made 
mendations of interest to Wis- eases shown by different vari- S0me time in September, or at 
consin growers are the follow- eties of raspberries in various least after the passing of the 
ing: . __ parts of the country are so con- hot-weather period, as the 
Among the most serious dis-  tradictory that no general state- Symptoms of mosaic are ob- 

eases of raspberries are those ment can be made with regard Scured on growth made in hot 
belonging to the virus group. to the susceptibility of particu- Weather. Leaf curl and streak 
This includes mosaic and leaf Jar varieties. Perhaps the wis- ©@0 be detected equally well dur- 
curl, which were formerly con- est policy would be for each ing hot or cool weather. As soon 
fused under the term “yellows,” grower to select for planting 8 practicable after each inspec- 
and streak, which is confined to those varieties which have tion the diseased plants should 

black and purple raspberries. proved to be most resistant in be carefully dug and_ burned. 
These diseases have certain his locality. This will prevent any aphids 
characteristics in common. An moving from them to healthy 
infected bush never recovers. Insect Control plants. If young canes are 
If one part of a plant is at- . , merely broken over, the plants 
tacked, the whole bush—leaves, It might seem that the spread to be removed at leisure, aphids 
canes, and roots—will eventu- Of these diseases could be pre- feeding on these canes will pass 
ally suffer from the malady. All vented by controlling the aphid to other plants as soon as the 
stock propagated from such Carriers. Aphids may be largely leaves begin to wilt. It should 
plants, either by rooting of the controlled by nicotine in the be remembered also that where 
tips of canes or as suckers from form of either dust or spray the diseased plants on which the 
the roots, is likewise affected. (see Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1371, aphids are feeding are roughly 
The general effect of any one of entitled Diseases and Insects of handled in digging or assem- 

the diseases is a sharp reduction Garden Vegetables), and this bling for burning, some of the 
in the growth of the plants and treatment may be used where aphids will be knocked off on the 
in the yield of fruit. they are very abundant. Under ground or on other plants. 

Control poration of Ingtisstate aaa Thus, the disease may be corel 
: lon, however, it is not certain more rapidly in attempting to 

Secure Clean Nut sery Stock that treatment for the control control GE by eoerilae ened would 
It is most important that of aphids will result in any ma- have been the case if the affected 

plants be obtained from fields or terial slowing up of the spread plants had not been disturbed. 
localities free from mosaic, leaf of the disease, since not all of . . ved 
curl, and streak, or from dis- the aphids can be killed by any In taking out diseased a 
tricts where systematic efforts known method, and those re- raspberries, it is important to 

have been made to produce clean maining will still act as carriers. T@MOve all connecting Tools; 
nursery stock. It is, of course, otherwise new shoots from re 
useless to go to the trouble and 5 maining roots will spring up 
expense of getting healthy stock Roguing and, being diseased, will serve 
and then planting it near dis- If the planting has been set 8 a source of further infection. 
eased bushes. The farther from out with certified nursery stock, Remove all canes and ee 
diseased plants the clean nurs- the chief method of preventing Within 3 feet of an infrcte 
ery stock is set the better the the further spread of these Plant. The removal of one a 
chances for its remaining virus diseases recommended at parently healthy plant on cach 

healthy. Where healthy plants present is roguing, that is, in- Side of the affected plants may 
are to be grown for sale the spection of the plantings and not be necessary in the first 1- 
plantings should be at least 20 destruction of diseased plants. spection of a new planting from 
rods from outside sources of in- Roguing as a means of control certified stock. Effective rogt 
fection. Where the planting is of mosaic of red raspberries is ing of blackcaps is somewhat
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In the Next Issue 

: FOR THE ANNOUNCEMENT 

| Of Our | 

| To be Held At | 

| Kenosha, Wisconsin 
1 IN AUGUST 

| PLAN NOW TO ATTEND IT’S GOING TO BE WORTH WHILE | 

Ol — i 

easier than that of red varieties, should be used for new plant- fungous disease. However, ex- 
because no suckers spring from _ ings. periments carried on in Wiscon- 
the roots if plants are taken out sin would indicate that when the 
with reasonable care. Diseased Anthracnose sprays are applied not later than 
plants should never be cut off at Anthracnose has been found a week before the blossoms open, 
the surface of the ground but to be one of the most destructive the leaves are not noticeably in- 
should be dug up. Thorough fungous diseases of black rasp- jured. The leaves on the new 
and repeated inspection, fol- berries wherever grown. shoots especially show little, if 
lowed by prompt destruction of any, injury. In case the treat- 
diseased plants in such a way Symptoms on the Canes ment previously suggested has 
as to avoid scattering the The symptoms of the disease not proved sufficiently effective, 
aphids, has been found to be are manifested most strikingly the following spray schedule is 
fairly effective in controlling on the canes, which are fre- recommended: 
these diseases on varieties which quently found spotted with light (1) Lime-sulphur 1 to 10 or 
are not very susceptible and grayish areas an eighth of an Bordeaux ntixture 4-4-50 (with 
which show the symptoms of the inch or more in diameter. calcium caseinate 1 pound to 
disease clearly enough to enable New plantings should be set 100 gallons, or a gelatin 
one to detect its presence suffi- out with disease-free nursery sticker), applied as a delayed 
ciently early. stock. dormant spray or when the 

is hi : Sat § Thorough cultivation should leaves just begin to show green. 
H - highly important ie be given the crop, to insure that (2) In the most serious cases control of mosaic to detect the . d licati t B 

disease in its earliest stages if the rows are kept free from a second application of Bor- 
the results to be obtained from weeds and rubbish, which tend deaux mixture may be advis- 
roguin to be satisfact to maintain moisture among the able. The plants should then be 
Ther Bare Uo) be Satislactory: canes, sprayed not later than a week 

ere should also be community Raspberry leaves are very before the blossoms open. Only 
action and local cooperation. susceptible to injury by the or- the young canes should’ be 
The methods recommended to dinary fungicides. In certain sprayed, care being taken to 
the rower should be applied experiments conducted by the avoid spraying the foliage of old 
even more carefully by those department, when either lime- canes. Lime-sulphur solution 1 
Prop: gating plants for distribu- sulphur or Bordeaux mixture to 40 may be used instead of 
He sale. The practice of ob- was applied to the leaves, GEpe Bordeaux mixture. 
ainiig stock for new plantings cially after they had mature . foe 
from one’s neighbors simply be- and the plants were in vigorous ee Coeierol Measures for nine : ae ispberry Diseases ause they are handy and inex- growth, more damage was done ; 5 
pensive should be discouraged. by the fungicide, as shown by ,, Certain measures of sanita- 
Only certified stock or that the quantity of fruit harvested, tion are helpful in the control of 
which is known to be healthy than was being done by the (Continued on page 164) 

|
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FE | Melons — The water me lon 
eat is pao excessive than 
ast season and about like that 

THE MARKET PAGE of 1925. It is therefore expect. 

Edited by State Department of Markets ed that the market season will 

be less unfavorable than i! was 

: : last year. First sales of Florida 

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES and Missouri together expected melons in Northern markets 

StrawberriesTh ts of a crop about equal to that of last ranged $6.00 to $7.00 per 100 

the US rrves—The reports Of year, or 86,000,000 quarts. lbs. with full carlots above $1, 

e U.S. Bureau of Agricultur- These six states together ship- 000 at Chicago. 
al Economics indicate that dur- ped about 4,500 cars of berries 

ing the month of May about 34, in 1926, besides vast quantities _ Potatoes Potatoes, old and 
500,000 quarts have been de- hauled by truck or used locally. new, made further gains of 

ducted from the official forecast However, during the middle of about 50% 100 pounds the sec. 

of the strawberry crop in five May reports came of 35 to 50% ond week in May. Most North. 

second-early states. Freezing crop damage, chiefly by rain and ern shipping points quoted wel 

temperatures in some sections, frost in Arkansas, Missouri, P0ve $3.00 and Southern, pro 
dry weather elsewhere, and Texas and Kentucky. Some flood ducing sections around 34.00. 
floods and excessive rainfall damage occurred in Missouri. The rise followed a rapid dimi- 

combined to reduce the original This resulted in an upward nution of the supply from the 

estimate of 98,000,000 quarts to trend of prices in midwestern West and some shortage in 

about 64,000,000 which is still cities. Eastern shipping sec- corn shipments owing to 

He paagea quarts more than tions suffered much less injury TOUS t and rain injury. 

t ‘one states produced last year. and Eastern market prices held Conditions indicate a moder. 
z e Arkansas crop forecast has about the same, mainly 15 to 20 ate summer market supply. An 

een reduced by almost one half. cents, quart basis, while choice Output of about 3,500 cars is ex- 

pub 3,000,000 quarts were fruit brought as high as $4.00 to pected from South Carolina, 

Cs en off the North Carolina es- $6.00 per 24 quart crate in shipments continuing to about 

Wireitia whilé ie ee Western market centers. J bt wa eo Carolina ny 
about 8,- ments should reac e peak o} 

000,000 each. This leaves the Apples—Cold storage hold- 250 cars daily early in June. 

latest forecast in the respective ings of Eastern apples in bar- Texas shipping districts were 

aie about the same as the rels and baskets May 1, were expected to send out possibly 

reali cneep that North 179% above those of a year ago 1000 carloads. Oklahoma ship- 

a a ably cng eee and somewhat above the five- pe i Jone and later with 

000 sho jest cen with 11- year average but holdings of ® ould ver pads lo “On 

$ : rn boxed apples were 600,000 bush- ata s i a ae eit Cr 

These four important states els (21% less than last season cel Neate a ate Od 

each shipped about 1,300 cars of d ally from Maine, Minnesota, an 
berries last year ha up to May an via much above the aver- Wisconsin. Remaining stock of 

10 this year North Carolina has aE te tg out at Rrciin vans rset SSH HP 
already forwarded 1950 cars, yy pri tenigan. 

Tennessee more than 1,400 and steady prices. WILLIAM KIRSCH. 

Arkansas about 1,000. Large Cantaloupes—Cantalou as ae 2 Eh ‘ pes ap- 
ane oe re wot peared in a small way in North- Any one visiting at the Hol- 

and the season is opening in ern markets, the Mexican pro- ton and Hunkel nurseries at 

ne ee s opening in quct bringing $10.00 a crate at Brown Deer during the middle 
Virginia. The North Carolina 4p, f M ered shipoinerperiod 6 aporoeciaw “° start and first express ar- of May would have wondere 

an end. Shipments this seagon rivals of Southern California Why it was necessary to visit 

in leading states up to May 10 stock. selling at fancy. prices: in ng pei ee coer a 

have exceeded 7,700 cars, com- Chicago. Imperial Valley ship- as Me eeu a 
pared with 3,300 a year ago. Ap- Ments rule the market for the Us pe he could fei! ses 

proximately 10,000 cars were Present, becoming active in ear- eyes ae See Oey ere 

shipped after May 10, 1926, ly June. With large acreage Couig he fe ane 8 it 
when the season was later, and rather light yield expected, Son Seeing tone, whe has 

Heavy additional supplies were the Valley output may still ex- Sa eos ee hind 
M M charge of their growing, has 

expected from the intermediate ceed that of last season and pos- something to be proud of and 

states. Maryland, Delaware, sibly equal that of the heavy his efforts have been well re 

New Jersey, Illinois, Kentucky producing season in 1924. paid. | 

| 

|
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METHODS OF BREEDING COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS  eith i 

The methods followed at th ee ae on ieee telinee 
Experiment Station at Conaue rate is no place in agricul- when sold as a mixed fertilizer, 

N.Y, in the breeding of new ura igeayy prediction where the yay, be deteemined by using the 

varieties of fruit are briefly de- plays as ola 6 rs in a 

scribed in a recent publication wi Pace unit of plant food, which i 

sf the station available free of peeve ae This fact really the only part of 4 Terni: 

charge to anyone interested in year as mre, a ent every ¢F with which we should con- 

new fruits. The pamphlet is sary to alter thei nd it neces- cern ourselves, may be taken to 

well illustrated and the account maintaining s Be sero ot Teint ge of 1. ton, ex. 2000 

of the methods used at the sta- Manure, the aa ro ertility. |bs., which gives a unit as 20 Ibs 

tion has been prepared by Rich- gard Cae eee standby of the Hence, in 1 ton of 16% nitrate 

ard Wellington, associate horti- scarce and en as become both of soda we have 16 units of 

culturist, who has done much of used to be Modena to what it plant food or 16 x 20—320 lbs 

a ve ee in the sta- experimental eb Pee and md seo nitrate of soda 

en t ults have prov- Costs $65.00 per ton, theref 

The breeding of new fruits oo coastal hen fertility may unit would cost $4.69. Sulphate 

bt ane ee Ee important through the iadielous 1 oe able at $80.0 maent be procur- 

e Geneva station SUSE Oro con 00 per to inc 

for more than thirty years, it is Cnmerca a are crops and it contains 21% rieoken Hae 

sid and during that'time thou. possible, alao ms ileal . i is fore each unit would cost $3.81 

sands 0 i ' oo oe st as i ae 

nears bo er nee of apples, good crops of many of our ve as Nitrate of soda is somewhat 

ears, , plums, cherries, tables, through th vege- more readily availabl a 

grapes, and the various , through the use of limit- ph ailable than sul- 

fruits have b s small ed quantities of manure with phate of ammonia and for s 

een arenas Bes on ee the addition of a suitable appli- ance Ue fact would have fo be 

a few survive the rigid eee cation of commercial fertilizer. price ed but knowing the 

to which the new fruits are sub- Nitrogen fertilizers, especial- basis for price of each gives a 

jected. Several creations of the ly those in a readily available ee comparison. 

station fruit breeders have come form, such as nitrate of soda lets purchasing mixed Gr aoni- 

into general favor with the fruit and sulphate of ammonia are of : ‘a fertilizers the grower gen« 

industry and are gradually re- great value in giving early crops erally economizes by buying the 

placing or supplementing older a start and particularly are they one with the high analysis rath- 

sorts—American Nurseryman useful in helping along the 1] er than the low analysing mi 

piaiiihdimabaiinii * crops such g the leafy ture. Not only is this true of 
aeons: ue as lettuce, spinach price per nit va this true of 

THIRTY ORCHIDS DWELL age. resented, but oa send E- 

IN STATE SWAMPS. ore enorue beeen fertiliz- the material deed in apulise i 

: : s are found to be ture. fa ke easy e mix- 

fee Mian 4 native Profitable to apply ote may is were ot ee 

e showy lady’s slip- cally all of th “Ops. calculate: the 

the’ oe ay abcde native in The most See eae come aug Ot sie unanInEs ae 

state, of which are acid ph ini y ; 
awal phosphate cont i ‘ 

alfaver Se fs ee peal choenhiovic anid, Bae dingle donee ath whieh ie 

lke Bile eee ag TORS: ate assisted toward of soda op Guek, Bs: inate 
botantist at the fe ee Ans qyaaiey by the use of such fer- acid phdaphate anal af Bape 

seum during June in the densest MNBEIE: 
Potash may be purchased, oe 

portions of the swamp. _ Potash in moderate applica- rive at the value of a unit of 

ehmone the many other or- tions is valuable, especially plant food of each and then fig- 

is tha a ie bog, he said, there Where no manure or very little tur, out the value of your mix- 

oe that lives on in. is used. Muck soils requir ture as if these materials had 

a draft tet ghd aR a has_ fairly heavy applications Same ae Iota fen ee ee 

ora minute water special crops sate plete fertilizer, for in: 

ae the ram’s head and the need y BSE th Se soning 5% nitrogen Oe 

*Oie orchi general conditions . er 10% phosphoric acid or 10 

choi ur orchids and many of our ~ units, and 5% potash or 5 units 

ae plants will be extinct wa An allowance must be made in 

ithin a few years Determining Relative Va favor of the 

their haunts are i ing d troved me oe tof mist, hasnt 

i eing destroyed A si 
er cost of mixi i 

ia ye imple method xing, ba 

ei parts of the state,” he ing the actual on of the plant City but dius need not be very 

food contained in a fertilizer, - — Canadian Horticultur- 

|
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E , ? A STUDIO GARDEN 
, ote eel . @ Recently a the lnteees Ss of 

ee ’ ey rarden Club organization, ¢ 
ee e e a hd : writer had the privilege of an 

ie +> . A caer ee ing at the home of Mr. Johp 
i a NPs gam Hood of Racine, Wisconsi and 

a 3 A - fy ae inspecting his unique = s'‘udio 
. ‘ ‘ _ 4 garden. With a small rock pool 

= el in the center surrounded by pro. 
Neat fuse plantings of iris, peonies, 

; re ie : lillies, rose bushes and a great 
aa Pst a . ® variety of other perennials and 
ie a * rts iy Eo shrubs in an attractive informal 

ve giles yt i; manner, the garden, although 
PSs, eee et re % 4 covering only a couple of city 

ae bd i is lots, gave one the impression of 
Ua aaa) , : ot being isolated in a huge botani- 

ea : } a a cal garden. This garden is 
ta ci utilized by Mr. Hood as his out- 
ee J door studio during the summer. 
ed oe é The work of caring for and 

Pp a planting it is done almost en- 
Poe sin : tirely by him. He has a very 

; desirable location equipped with 
John Hood Among His Shrubs a fine studio well adapted for a 

meeting place for a local garden 

(Continued from page 161) FOR MORE TREES club, and we believe he will be 
able to attract a large member- 

the various diseases of raspber- Charles Lathrop Pack, as ship. 
ries. president of the American Tree ea as 

Rotate crops. After destroy- Association, has devoted most of « tee 
ing an old ie hears field, allow his life to the cause of forest . Tiyelle county Eee We 

at least three or four years to conservation. eae BF tie aunts a ts aie 
elapse before replanting it to This spring he has inaugu- the be their cauiiy eet B Sin 

berries. Grow corn or other cul- rated a new campaign—“Grow the beginning o : e ye 500 ia 
tivated crops, grass, and leg- trees for growing people.” He ‘creases range trom $21 sof 
umes. points out that our population is 3700 per year, or an average 0 

Practice clean cultivation so increasing at a rate of a million $300 per county for the group. 
as to insure a good circulation a year, and that this means an —— 

of air among the canes. A ever increasing drain on our The department of agricul- 
heavy growth of weeds pro-  ever-dwindling forests. ture has announced that a ma- 
motes a moist condition around He urges that our idle land— chine with a capacity of 350 to 
the canes, which is favorable to there is more than 81,000,000 500 bushels a day has been per- 
the production of fungous acres of it in America—be fected by experts for cleaning 
spores and the infection of planted with young trees. blueberries. Under the federal 

healthy plants. _It is a worth-while sugges- pure food act none but. clean. 
Remove old canes immedi- tion. Unless we take the sub- sound, berries may be canned 

ately after the close of the pick- Ject of forest conservation very and gold, and efforts to devise 
ing season, cutting them as close seriously, our grandchildren some method to separate decay- 
to the ground as possible. At Won't have any forests to con- ed and infected berries from the 
the same time dig out all dead or Serve. — Manitowoc Herald- good ones resulted in the inven- 

badly diseased plants. News. tion by the department experts. 
Remove prunings from the ee ee The invention has been patt nted 

field and burn them. and may be used by bluel erry 
Procure clean nursery stock. Spearmint is needed for mint growers without paying royal 

Set the plants while dormant, sauce to accompany the spring ties to the inventors. This ma- 
and with blackcap varieties re- lamb, to be used in making mint chine saved a large part o/ the 
move the attached stubs of old jelly and for flavoring various blueberry crop in Maine last 
canes. drinks and fruit juices. It is year. This should interes’ all 

Destroy wild brambles in the best to get plants of mint and berry men and canners in Wis 
vicinity of a plantation. sage for quick results. consin.
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Insects of economic importance, by G. 
cc W. Herrick. 1920. 

Manual of fruit diseases, by L. R. Hes- 
ler, 1917. 

LIBRAR Y PAGE Manual of fruit insects, by M. V. Sling- 
erland and ©. It. Crosby. 1914. 

Manual of tree and shrub insects, by 
E. P. Felt. 1924. 

Manual of vegetable-garden diseases, QUR FREE LIBRARY Landscape gardening, by FP. A. Waugh. by Charles Chupp. 1925. 
1919. Manual of weeds, by A. EH. Georgia. 

\ selected reading list of books avail- Landscape gardening book, by Grace 1914, 
able through The Traveling Library Tabor. 1911. Weeds of the farm and garden, by 
Department Wisconsin Free Library Landscape gardening; how to lay out Il. Pammel. 1912. 

Commission a garden, by Edward Kemp. 1911. 
Madison, Wisconsin Landscape gardening studies, by Sam- —_—_ 

Compiled by Jane Morgan uel Parsons. 1910. 
Lawns, by L. Barron. 1906 

| To borrow these books by mail, ap- Making a water garden, by William TREES AND FORESTRY 
ply to the Traveling Library Depart- Trieker, 1913. coe ; 
ment, Wisconsin Free Library Com- Making paths and driveways, by C. H. The groves were God's first temples.” 
mission, Madison, The loan period is Miller, 1912. —Bryant. 
for three weeks with postage pre- Our country home: how we trans- Book of forestry, by B. iF. Moon. 1916. 
paid. Those who live in cities main- formed a Wisconsin woodland, by F. grief history of forestry; in. Europe 
taining public libraries should apply K. Hutchinson, 1908. the United States ad thas’ Goune. to their local library: others should Outside the house beautiful, by H. C lies; by I is Pernow. rol 
write direct to the Traveling Library Peabody. c1923. Care of trees in lawn, street, and park Department, Parks, by George Burnap. 1916. with a list of trees and shrubs for Picturesque gardens and ornamental decorative wee, by 2 KE. Fernow. 

— gardening, by Charles Henderson 1910. 
1901. Constructive forestry for the private LANDSCAPE GARDENING Practical landscape gardening, by R. B. owner, by J. J. Crumley. ©1926. 
Cridland. Cultivated evergreens, by L. H. Bailey. 

“My garden is a lovesome thing - Rescue of an old place, by M. ©, Rob- 1925. 
God wot!” bins. 1900. Slements FOREE> LY Fo 8 

—Thomas Edward Brown. Royal palaces and gardens, by Mima micas cultion. "ase ne Moone American homes of today, by A, O, | Nixon. 1916. Farm woodlot; a handbook of forestry Patterson. 1924. (The) small place; its landscape ar- for tlie farmer and the stadent jn ae. : ss i rane he student in ag Art of landseape arehitecture, by chiteeture, by Hlsa Rehmann, riculture, by FE. G. Cheyney and J. P. 
Samuel Parsons. 1915, : Spiri€ cof ‘the gardens) by: Mrss My Bs Wentling. Second edition. 1926. Art oof  landseape gardening, — by Hutcheson, 1923. . Itaimphiey Repton. 1907: (The) water garden, by William Trick- Forest management, by A, B. Reckna- 

Complete garden, by A, Db. Taylor. er, 1897. Eel and John Bentley. 1918. ate Forest’ mensuration, by H. H. Chap- 
Design in landseape gardening, by 1% ——. npn Aoek: tone 

R. Root and C. BF. Kelley. 1919. Boresters manual, by hb. T Seton. 

Design of small properties, by M. BE. DISEASES AND PESTS AL Kottomley, 1926. Forestry almanac, by American Tree 
English flower garden and home “LT will go reot away Association. 1924. 
grounds, by William — Robinson. The noisome weeds which Ornamental trees for the amateur, by 
13th edition. 1921. without profit suck Wei Bean, 1828. * Gardens near the sea, by Alice Louns— op wee pagans Our vanishing forests, by A. N. Pack. 
betny. 1018 ns BS The soil's fertility from 1925. 

Home grounds, by A..F. Oakey. wholesome flowers.” Plant materials of decorative garden- 
18s -=ShakespenreRienarar rT, ing; the woody plants. Third edi- 

How to lay out suburban home tion, revised, 1926 
xrounds, by HL J. Kellaway. 1907. Book of garden pests, by I. IL Pear- Practical forestry, by J. C. Gifford. 

How to plan the home grounds, by son. 1908. 1907. 
Saniiel Parsons. 1907. Diseases of cultivated plants and trees, Practical tree repair, by Elbert Peets 

How lo plant the home grounds, by by George Massee. 1914. Revised edition, ©1925. 
JoU. MeParland, n.d. Diseases of economic plants, by F. L. Practice of silviculture, by R. C. Haw- 

Introdnetion to the study of land- Stevens and J. G. Hall. 1919. ley, 1921. 
Scape design, by Tl. V. Iubbard. Diseases of truck crops and their con- Primer of forestry, by Gifford Pinchot. 
clniy trol, by J. J. Taubenhause. 1918. 2v. 1900-1905. 

alia landseape in eighteenth cen- Farm friends and farm foes, by C. M. Principles of handling woodlands, by 
tury England, by BE. W. Manwaring. Weed. °1910 H. S. Graves. 1911. 
12 Injurious insects and useful birds, by | Shade-trees in’ towns and cities, by 

Malins villas and their gardens, by F. L. Washburn, 1914. William Solstaroff. 1911. 
Mrs. N. J. Wharton. 1920. Injurious insects; how to recognize Training of a forester, by Gifford Pin- 
lands ape beautiful, by FP. A. Waugh. and control them, by W. C. O'Kane. chot. 1914, 

191: 1915. Trees, shrubs, vines and herbaceous 
Lands-1pe gardening, by S. 'T. May- Insect pests of farm, garden and or- perennials, by John Kirkegaard. 

nar. 1903, chard, by FE. D. Sanderson, Second 1912. 
landsipe gardening, by Samuel Par- edition, revised and enlarged, by L. Use of the national forests, by Gifford 

sons 1900. M. Pairs. 1921. Pinchot. 1907. 
lands ape gardening, by O. C. Sim- Insects injurious to vegetables, by F. Tree planting on streets and highways, 
onds 1920, H. Chittenden. 1907. by W. F. Fox. 1903.
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eee “s Anything, except the time 
and interest of the people w 

THE FLORIST’S PAGE are willing to exhibit. One an 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany needs a sufficient number of wa. 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. eee wes fo start iz 
ibit, and perhaps t 

dT 7] © first objective of a local garces 
AMATEUR FLOWER SHOWS round-houses of one of the rail- club would be the raising of 

roads, and this was not in a_ sufficient funds to purchase suit. 
There is no good reason why Jarge’ city, either. Everybody able flower vases in which to ex. 

any town or city in Wisconsin joves flowers here just as much hibit their flowers. These need 
can not carry on an amateur 45 they do there, and frequent not be expensive vases, but a 
flower show during the summer fower shows will do more to- certain variety of different types 
months, at least insofar as the ward the encouragement of the of vases would be wanted { 
few outstanding plants are con- ye of them in any locality than future shows, and the owatershis 
cerned. There is scarcely a anything else. might be vested in the local gar. 
neighborhood without iris, pe- . den society. Since these would 
onies, roses, gladiolus or peren- More friends are made be wanted in. wholésal ms 
nial fans. One flower lover in through a common interest in ties, it is quite certain thetrn 
every community is enough to flowers than probably any other orthe naar bees Would be . en 
start a flower show. There will hobby that we know about, and get. wholesale quotations re to 
always be some person or busi- the interchange of ideas and thoi. needs Followin thie a 
ness within the city that is very “Swapping” of varieties and i" ocested that the ember 
glad to give you the chance to seed will certainly result in the tax themselves i small am a 

stage the show for the advertis- formation of a local garden so- por oe tat they meet. a 
ing value it has in bringing peo- ciety which will be sufficiently joo call TiOnitEe wie 
ple to their establishment. An Wide in its scope to interest all ee eee ee theln future 
ideal place to show flowers is in parties and should be termed a shows iy Milwaukee the Sieh 

a local museum or library. Fail- local horticultural society”. We Lor of the local Horticult tral 
ing this, the banks are always Would suggest that for the pres- qo accass themselves “10 
glad to get an opportunity to ent, at least, these societies be er Tietin Phis snakes it bos 
exhibit flowers, so that it is not limited entirely in their mem- 21.45 ive cash rizes of $3.00, 
a question of finding a show bership to amateurs. When 9599 anq $1.00, besides prizes place. such a local horticultural society of stock that have been eer 

A person who wants to start has been formed and has gained ual donated b cncen sie 

a flower show can issue an invi- @ sufficient number of members | this and other elatas mis con- 
tation in the local paper, and and local strength, it is a very cia i ood advertising prop. 
thus get acquainted with the good idea to affiliate with the aganda The innate Iecive fy 
other people who may have Wisconsin State Horticultural excel i Growing flowers Wolds 

stock to exhibit. ioelety, bes) ie HL ARAL anne! just as true as *t does in any 
The size of the town has very one can get their magazine and other endeavor of the human 

little to do with the flower show, the benefits of the larger asso- Tone and the pride at receiving 
it depends upon the inhabitants Ciation for only 50¢ a year. any prize, no matter how small, 
who are interested in the partic. Thus from a selfish point of {vet ig make a prize 
ular kind of flowers you want to View, there is a great advantage J) the best thing to do in 
exhibit at your flower show. i” joining the State society. It holding a flower show among 

Even in so small a town as Zeist, ™ay not be well known that the amateurs. There will be no 
Holland, with only three hun- State of Wisconsin furnishes 1 be about the number of vis 
dred inhabitants, the writer saw bout nine thousand dollars io to ‘come to the show, espe- 
a very good flower show two &ach year toward the expenses cially if it is a free show. ‘As we 
years ago. It was their Fifty- Of the state association, and by Cot ab orore everyone loves flow- 
sixth Annual Dahlia Show, and J0!nIng their society one gets ers even though they may be too 
the writer was given an en- the magazine free and all of the lazyto grow them theraselves: 
graved invitation to attend. benefits of their advice and as- 2 . a 
During the summer time in sistance. The choice of a right date wi 

England it is possible to spend Most people are particularly have a good deal to do with the 
every day at flower shows some- interested in finding out how to success of the flower shows dur- 
where in the limited confines of finance the flower show and ing the summer months, and 

that tight little island. One of how to get the sufficient inter- this can only be learned through 
the smallest groups that we saw est in the community to make experience in your own locality. 
in England was that of a group the show worth while. It is not In Milwaukee, for instance. we 
of employees in one of the necessary that a flower show have chosen May 15th for the
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date of our outdoor bulb show, others who may hesitate to start He 

such as tulips, hyacinths, squills a society, we might cite the best eo Hz 
and the like. We have chosen experience to follow. There are gp i OQ? genet “14 iL 

May 29th as the date of our iris always plenty of people ready to ‘Gaaap<-f A ol fe Su 
show. Our iris show last year join anything, in case they think Serer ese fees eg 
was quite the talk of the town, it is an established and a going “*“@2==GgAw" Meg aie Vv 
and this year it promises to be society, so we suggest that when age an az | 
much better and larger. At the you put your notices in the 4 Sey OR 

last meeting of the Milwaukee newspapers that you do not say 
County Horticultural Society, that you are getting people to- 5 Mr Planter Bo 
the topic discussed was Iris, and gether to form a local horticul- 2 . 8 
in the matter of purchasing iris, tural society, but that you give U pr you buy Nurs- Qi 
it developed that Mr. Louis R. out the information that the 6 ery Stock you want a 
Potter had given three years of first annual meeting of your lo- the oer 

: 5 select - oti ial Sci : NORTH STAR QUAL- his thought to the selection of cal horticultural society will be IT] and SERVICE. as 

well as HARDY NORTH- 
C oe a: a ERN GROWN STOCK, 

oS ~* vie. , ae goes into every order 
SR tx, SE 3: 2 Se Fe we pack. 
Reto ok Ss. cla. alr are 4 Our ‘PLANTER'S 

ey tk ee ON gh cei ee ei 5 MANUAL’ will give you 5 a Se Ay Pies ; ae ot id oe a much valuable tales a i D a om CaP rere, i Ss PSS Ser sg a tion on t Ee a 
Ree Op OF! pe Secctieg = RP Mme cessful growing of Nurs. 
a a oe Ke i ie ©, ke 2 a 5 = ee Ki ery Stock. Write to-day, 

z oN “ "i ; Sha Ans - Fr nat me “ee itis free. 

Ps Sen aS a’ JY cs North Star Nursery Co. 
7 ee ee, % bd . ad Py a Laat Ox 

; a ae Af) ni x Sd % bet a ee eee AE tia ry Ce ee Ree ie . 
dhe Ete” o ee ‘av me 

Ce a) vette, ec F-° Pie 2 CI oon om oo oo oom oO oN 
if, pee , i ae. Sane 
Nagar Nee faa) Nae) Ma ei 
A id er? 3 ca ee eee 

on oar ee eh A a SR, 
. ¢ C4 = ae Ss C4 ” Petal 5 ers a 

Pe ea THOM. Oo gg Bae ees tPlane ) 
or er ede is s Dae [rerah Aegon 

er Cn oe ea ee : eS Re TPP ES ae an eRe aE Tee re 7 é 

AOE ere Try the Forest Winter 
| “Snowball Time.” Photo by H. H. Smith, Milwaukee Public Museum Apple, as good quality as 
| Delicious. Tree hardy, pro- 
one hundred of the best iris held at a specified place on such ductive and a good grower. 
known, running in price from and such a date, on such and Has been grown locally in 
$2.00 a rhizome up to’$200.00 a such an hour, and if only you this section for twenty-five 
rhizome, which naturally were and one other show up for the years. We also have a good 
rather beyond the means of the meeting, go ahead and organize, stock of the Windsor, some- 
ordinary individual. However, let one of you be president and times called ‘Wisconsin 
all of them were grown by a_ the other secretary and_treas- Baldwin.” Plant these two 
friend of Mr. Potter’s at High- urer. The members will come varieties and have good 
a Park, Illinois, and we have fast enough after they know it winter apples of your own. 

Is promise to receive cut flow- is a growing society. atalo: 
ers of all of these hundred vari- There really ought to be more shocive for complete hee 
eties for our next iris show on than two thousand local horti- f Fruits and Ornamentals May 29th at th : , os of Fruits a 

ay at the Public Museum, cultural societies in the state of adapted to your needs 
Milwaukee. This will really be Wisconsin, and there will be, . . 
Worth journeying from distant too, if you take this message to Reliable agents wanted. 
Points to see. heart and start right in calling 120 
Unfortunately, some of the the first annual meeting of your acres, 

best flower lovers who will want local horticultural society. All The Coe, Converse & Edwards 
to start a local society, will be societies start in thought any- Company 
those who are the shyest in the how, and actions are but Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 
neighborhood, and for those and thoughts expressed, so we will . '
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close by wishing you success in —_— 
your new county or city horti- |, veo aveis.1909 

Largest Growers of | cultural society. By 
. HuRON H. SMITH. fi 

Quality Nursery By 

Stock in the =e 
Fio.1 f10.2 Fio3 

Northwest (Continued from page 157) B rr B 

and vegetables to the delicious e x oxes 
Over 200 acres com- “eats” and other products of the Crates, Bushel_ Boxes 

‘ artistic fingers of the ‘‘women and Climax Baskets 
Wak: fe, “Wines at folks”. The ladies were espe- . 

ALETIOO, VV ISCONSIN cially pleased when they suc- As You Like Them 
We grow high class ceeded in growing something We manufacture the Ewal 
trees and shrubs in unusually fine in house plants or Patent Folding Berry Boxes 
large quantities. You cut flowers. , Hon. Berry pox ala ‘crate: oe 
can depend on McKay One of the party who visited our specialty’ We “constant 

* : “7: a ay a rs. etts 0! carry in stock 16-quart crates ail 
quality and reliability. that ay + Pes home made up ready for use, elther for 

, ig? order too email or foo laree for 
j woman of your age do all this? us to handle. We can ship. the 

M KAY NU RSE RY I should think you would rather folding boxes and crates In K. D 
¢ live in the city and enjoy your- essential in handling. fruit. ant 

COMPANY meeting Me 
“Why I don’t believe I think A'postal brings our price list.” 

First Central Building about my age”, said our hostess Cumberland Fruit Package 

MADISON, WISCONSIN | S™llingly. “I'm too busy. I Compan . ’ love to work in my garden, to pany 
| Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. paint pictures of the flowers. Dept. D, Cumberland, Wls 

I’m just living and enjoying my- §£<——_—_________| 
Poo self in my home. I would not — Se 
—_——___________——— _ be contented in strange sur- 

roundings.” KINKADE GARDEN TRACTI 
. “But you will have to give UP A Practical Proven PowtCee ae a ~ 

Buy Direct From Grower sometime,” the visitor persist- _ tivator for Gardeners,Suburb- alte ff 
and save 40% ion. your ed. serymen,Fruit Growers,Coun- (AieE On 

“When the time comes there  '"¥ Estes andPoultrymen. WY & 

Nursery Stock will be time enough to think of  1095-5ra Ae Se TINA CHINE CO. 
such things. Why spoil life by ———__ __ J 

Cataley: Just out fretting and worrying about the 
Established 1854 bridge I may never need to A 

Kelloce’s N cross? It is much pleasanter to ——__ ee 
elloge’s Nursery enjoy life as it passes along, to Za a 

Box 77 plant new things and wonder ES _——< A, 
Janesville, Wisconsin what they will be like. There A ri ff Ee EEE 

is joy in anticipation, you Fi S&A Laon? y EA Ki | HZ , 
oe : E q\\ | P&L 

aa as I look back over her QA ell (IZ 
words it seems to me that here SF 

AN INVITATION is the secret of her eighty years BERRY BOXES AND CRATE 
Mrs. Toole and I cordially of youth—“There is joy in an- Eith : - 0, 

invite any reader of Wiscon- ticipation.” She has not come io er made up or in the Kk. D, 
sin Horticulture to call at to the end of the road. There is Climax Ct Sue Bary Le Garry - nee-Dule whenever beauty and joy still ahead. She Till on Grape and Peach Baskey 
convenient to you. There | has looked for it and found it in Jill or Repacking Baskets, Pla 
is usually something of in- a garden. Boxes and Veneer Tree Protector} 
terest from May 1 to Oc- Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Requt! 
tober 1 in the gardens. ~~ — balls for special prices on Car-loai 

os 3 ots. i Di ts on 
w. A. TOOEE he | It pays to advertise in Wiscon- Barly Orders. “° 

Te vie. sin Horticulture. SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPAN! 
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
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BETTER VARIETIES OF tions rather than by private in- used at once. For the gencval 
FRUITS dividuals. Furthermore, there plum orchard and for the com- 

- sci _ is little incentive in plant breed- mercial plum grower, the wri'er 
By E. A, PETRANEK ing work for: an individual to would recommend the folliw- 

The world moves fast these spend years of time and pa- ing: Underwood, Tonka, led 
days. If one wants to keep in tience in developing new plants, Wing, Monitor and Ellioit. 
step with the progress of the when there is very little hope of These are all large plums, rang- 
times, one must advance with it financial reward, should he suc- ing from one and_ one-half to 
or fall out of the race. One ceed. — . two inches in diameter and 
can’t stand still. Getting back to the subject of ripening from August 10th to 

You have only to notice the “Better Varieties of Fruits” September 10th, in the order 
alertness with which all corpor- worthy of consideration in Wis- named. . 
ations and manufacturers watch ¢Consin, consider the plums. The Red Wing and Tonka 
their competitors, each better- Professor Hanson of the _ seem to carry some character- 
ing his product and keeping South Dakota Experimental _ istics of the Burbank plum. 
ahead of his competitor. The Station at Brookings, South They are free-stone and very de- 
race of the “Survival of the Fit- Dakota, started his work on licious. The Underwood is a 
test” automatically weeds out plums about, 1895. However, it very thrifty growing tree and is 
the standpatter. was not until 1910 that he came the first of this group to ripen. 

Those of you who have had an out with the Waneta, which is The Monitor and Elliott are 
opportunit yo visit any of the still an outstanding production both late plums and take on a 

larger iadustries know that and worthy of consideration for large size. They are both con- 
thee all wiaintain thee GW Wisconsin plum growers. The sidered very good commercial 
laboratories < cir’ Own Waneta is a large, red plum, varieties. | 
aboratories and experimental HOWE 'E d half i If h teodble int Brow plants. Here, they employ the &!0Wing to one and one-half and you have trouble in grow- | 
highest paid specialists in the one and three-fourths inches in ing the regular sour cherries 
country and Saenish then with diameter. The flavor is deli- (Montmorency cherries) on | 
all the experimental equipment cious and the tree is hardy prac- your soil, or if you live in the 
necessary fo! CALty (or Their ex. tically all over the state. central or northern part of the 

ol work Y the fesulk ig Then came the Loring Prize state where the sour cherries (lo 

that such a fianufacturer ag al plum, originated by John Vikla not grow well, try a few trees | 
Waya a leap ahead’ of lis. com: in central Minnesota. While the of the Zumbra and_ Nicollet 

) titor 1 . . fruit is larger than the Waneta, cherry. These are both Minne- 
pe . . . the tree has the bad habit of sota productions and make fair- 

I rogress In the Horticultural skipping years of bearing. How- ly good cherry substitutes. The 
world, like in every other phase ever, when it bears, it bears Opata and Sapa cherry plum 
of life, depends on this evolu- heavy and certainly is a sight to hybrids can also be used in this 
tionary trend toward the better }ehold. manner. The trees are short | 

and more efficient method of The greatest strides in plum lived, but bear enormously and 
conducting our business. The advancement have probably _ have their place in certain sec- | 
various new fruits and new or- come from the Minnesota Fruit tions of the state. ‘ 
namentals that are originated Breeding Farm near Minne- You will no doubt notice that 
from time to time may be aids apolis, where they have develop- the writer has given consider- | 
that, if adopted, may sometimes ed a score or more of good able space to plums, which is on- | 
help us to make more profit and plums in the last ten years. This ly as it should be, because thise | 
get more enjoyment out of our farm was established by the newer varieties of plums repre- 

horticultural endeavors. . Minnesota legislature in 1907, sent such big improvements 

While most business firms and all who know the work it over the older varieties that we 
maintain their own experi- has done will admit that it has used to grow, that they should | 
mental laboratories, the horti- yeturned the investment back to displace them. The only exc:p- | 
culturist must depend on the un- the people of that state a hun- tion would be to a few [uke | 
tiring efforts of afew men ora _ dred fold. Michigan Shore regions, whvre | 
few institutions who devote Every home owner can well some of the European and 

_ their energies toward breeding, afford to grow one La Crescent Japanese plums do fairly wll. | 
testing and bringing out new plum tree. This is a yellow However, in most cases, thse | 
fruits and ornamental stocks. plum, ripening about August foreign plums are no _betier 
_ The problem of plant breed- 5th and is about an inch or an than some of the above and thus, 
ing is a complex one, requiring inch and a quarter in diameter. need not be taken seriously. 4 
years of labor and patience on To eat raw, it is as delicious as In the apple line, the Minne- 
the part of the experimentor. a genuine California Burbank sota Fruit Breeding Farm has 
For this reason, most of this plum. However, it will only again produced the Haralson § 
work is done by state institu- keep a few days and must be and Folwell apples. The Haral- |
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HORTICULTURE IN BAY- a high quality and much stress ally, we believe there is a fine | 
FIELD COUNTY is pein’ given to proper bracing future for cherry growing in 

and shipping. Many of the ber- our district if proper care is 
By V. E. BRUBAKER ries reach markets in Chicago, given and we hope to see more 

When thinking of fruit, the Milwaukee, Duluth, Superior, cherries planted in the future. 
word Bayfield is widely known Minneapolis, and parts of Dako- Many varieties of plums 
to consumers, jobbers, retailers, ta and Canada. The Senator thrive well here and should he 
and commission men. Some 20 Dunlap has been the leading planted more extensively than 

years ago, people in the Bayfield variety. _ they are at present. 
district strongly advertised Raspberries have also been 
lands for fruit growing, and extensively grown. Malborro, ee 

buyers from many parts of the King, Latham and Ontario are 
United States purchased land, being grown at present, the two LETTUCE IN HOT 
and planted apples, cherries, last varieties finding preference WEATHER 

plums, raspberries, and straw- among the growers, producing 
berries. From this start our large fine fruits and thrifty As the weather gets warmer 
Bayfield fruit has been shipped canes. Milwaukee and Chicago it will be found more difficult 

long distances to markets calling are the best raspberry markets to grow lettuce in hot, sunny 
for it. at this time. positions. Many amateurs are | 

William Knight, now 80 years finding it an excellent plan to 

of age, is one of the pioneer TREE FRUITS set out their lettuce plants or 
fruit growers. Roy a _W. ; ‘ to sow lettuce seed in the spaces 
sui fh, Hlokensen aT han Apple growing in Bayfield jetween the rows of ahh wees, 
Fieldmier Brothers, Jos. Drin- County is expanding slowly but Tn this way the little plants get 
ville, Peterson Brothers, E. C. steadily. Leading varieties are protection not only from the sun 

Carver, Elmer Beebe, Nels Hag. Wealthy, Duchess and North put also from the hot winds 
man, and John Hagberg are all Western Greening, which were Another good plan is to drop in 
pioneer fruit growers and still pies heavily ne ean: 480 an oceasional lettuce seed when 
ons ee oie apples, raspberries, ee eee aenually. Mele. planting bapnlfs, Ais the trip 
and strawberries. — Mie is ayes leaves give the lettuce plants the 

There are also many possi- bt gy ieee oe = protection they need. Lettuce | 
bilities for nurserymen in Bay- @%#omes are Seing quite exten- may also be grown to advantage 
field County. John Hauser, sively planted at present. In the in’ “hotbeds or coldframes, no 
owner of Superior View Farms, early history of apple planting glass being sell a 

has been a successful grower of in Bayfield, it was thought that : —_ 
Hardy Perennials for the past the latter mentioned varieties 

ten years. The writer, owner of pauls nat pastuté ao fo. OO 
: - “dens factorily, bu e cIntos 

large planting of Perennials that they should be the leading The Horticultural — Department 
and bulbs during the past five varieties here. has just mailed the 1927 seed potato 

years In many of our orchards, ul Stet aot Sha th 
ture and spray methods have Growers who have not received ap)li- 

STRAWBERRIES AND RASPBERRIES 0t been thoroughly carried on cations and who desire to apply. for 
and apples have not given the inspection are requested to notify J 

The Bayfield Peninsula, in- results they would have ‘f bet- G. Milward, U. of W. Horticultural 

cluding Port Wing, Herbster, ter care had been given. Bee Madison ond ie regular, ap 
Cornucopia, Washburn, Bay- Crab apples are grown to y The I sti Thural Denartnent Was 
field, Moquah and Brule Com- some extent but fire-blight at- veqansted erowere this Sear The tava 
munities, marketed over 75,000 tacks them badly some years possible, to return their applications 
cases of strawberries four years and discourages larger plant- immediately after the close of the 
ago. Since that date we have ings. Red Wing, Dudley, Oke- Potato planting season. in carly 1e 
had three years of exceedingly hena, and McMahon have also ine depareMent oe Setar “plans 
dry weather, especially in early been planted but not so exten- for the first inspection. The last date 
spring, cutting the yield and _ sively. for receipt of applications is July 
discouraging our growers to the Early Richmond and Mont- 18, Aeceieonae | 
extent of quite a decrease in morency cherries were planted timates an i Mueate’ oF cbout ob per 
acreage. This spring with very extensively twelve to fif- cent in the acreage to be inspected for 
plenty of moisture, we will have teen years ago, but they died out certification this year. About 1,500 
a heavy crop. very badly from lack of proper Pushels of Triumph seed stock, rep- 

Berries going on the market cultivation and control of Shot Tesenting an increase from the tule? 
Schast , was distributed from the 

from the Bayfield district are of Hole Fungus disease. Person- Spooner branch station.
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SS M0290 tS C@arring’ is scheduled to be held before 
commission representatives in Hud- 

BADGER NEWS son with the Kohler-Peet Co., Minne- 
apolis. 

From Wisconsin Papers While the cranberry farm project 
is the main purpose of the dam, pro- 

widing: irrigation for creating the 
——_ marshy land needed for the crop, 

ANNUAL FARMERS’ FIELD DAY ported by the Morton Arboretum  POWer will also be developed. Plans 
DRAWS 3,000 TO U. OF W. here, which lists 28 foreign countries submitted Be comummiation cal ter 

A crowd (gb 3,000 farmers zrom whieh ae stock the young Il- power with double turbines at the site 
southern isconsin attende e aye ok . . , and a raceway to Norway Point. The 
eighth annual Farmers’ Field day eg iere than 1009 Packages _from course of the river will. be changed 
held at the university agricultural a honee ae Tl were ea dae in the for about seven miles, 
experiment station and college of lest a ‘5 dis Hr Tens h Shots Gat The state of Wisconsin owns 600 
agriculture Monday. This was the of. the m nb cebur tated Native acres of the land which will be a part 
first of a series of six such days to A nevtice an Std flew, sand ahr ba ve of the area to be developed for cran- 
be held at the six experimental sta- notes ae ee Ge dete a i ethics berries. 
tions throughout the state. lands. . —Christian Sci mn M. itor. Edward L. Peet of the Kohler-Peet 

This system of field days was in- Siew SEEIEMEN PRlenee: PLOnISS Co., former Burnett county resident, 
augurated in Wisconsin in the sum- SSS is one of the promoters of the pro- 
mer of 1918, when 200 northern WISCONSIN VEGETABLES ject. The application for the dam 
Wisconsin farmers met at the Ash- SENT TO FLOOD DISTRICT follows a survey and study of many 
land experiment. station. Previous At least 3,000 cases, containing years. 

to this year, they were known as Sta- 9 999 cans of’ peas, ‘corn, beets, and Sg ee 
tion days. However, due to the in- other vegetables will be shipped by SEE BUMPER BLUEBERRY 

creasing diversity of the fields cover- Wisconsin canners to Memphis, CROP THROUGHOUT STATE 

ei, and te ie race that all members Tenn., to be used in flood relief work Birchwood, Wis. — Present pros- 
ot the farm family are now attracted “by the Red Cross, it was announced pects warrant the general belief in 
by the various features the name was today at the offices of the Wisconsin this part of the state that the crop 
changed. Canners association. of wild blueberries this year will be 

SHows STATIONS Work These canned goods already are exceptionally large. Wherever the 

The primary object of the Field juiPuis ‘and express ‘companies, to gous are now to! be. seen” indicating 
day is to acquaint the farmer with ‘havlos P_ : pres BETES: SOS RT. Leth Molde in tou “ Bs Charles P. Doe, supply officer for the one of the best yields in years. 
the work of the college of agricul- American’ Red Cross, at Mem N Sg : i : aoe a S, a - ot only does a bumper blueberry 
ure and the vere and development phis. . crop mean much revenue to people of 
sect e CE the state Buel a ae ps J. W. Richardson, assistant director this region but an army of outside 
BeeHOn: 0 e state, as well as to In- of yelief, wired the thanks of the Red pickers come to this county to gather 
form him ot new: developments along Cross to Win E. Nicholoy, secretary the fruit. Only a killing frost now 

Woe this purses, the departments of the canners’ association here. will injure the 1927 crop. 

of the college of agriculture have . . : 
prepared exhibits showing the type STATE’S CROP OF MAPLE _ Rhinelander, Wis—A log drive has 

of work covered in the lines of home SYRUP 154,000 GALLONS — just been completed on the Turtle 
economies, dairying, agronomy and Wisconsin farmers produced 154,- Tver at Lond Lake, near Mercer. 
general agricultural science. 000 gallons of maple syrup and 19,- The drive comprised over 10,000 Pine. 

The program, which called for 000 pounds of maple sugar during logs, which were sold to: C..C.. Collins 
events from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., in- the present season, according to sta- Lumber Co., which operates a large 
cluded demonstrations, educational tistics in the Wisconsin Crop and SW mill in this city. Log drives, 
and sight-seeing coach tours about Livestock Reporter, issued jointly by which were common in the early 
the university grounds, a lecture by the United States department of agri- lumber days of upper Wisconsin, are 

Prof. E. B. Hart on the subject “New culture and the state department of © "OW rare In this state. 
Ideas in the Nutrition of Hu- agriculture. ~ ae aa 
mans and Animals”, field exhibits by The number of trees tapped was Copies of “Our Native Landscape,” 
the Boys’ and Girls’ Rural clubs, a given as 570,000. The quality of @ new publication edited by officers 
program in the open air theater and this year’s sap was reported as be- of the Wisconsin chapter of the 
the graduation of the class of 1927 at ing good, though somewhat darker Eriends of Our Native: Landscape, 
amp Randall. than a year ago. were distributed for the first time to 

The entertainment in the open air Markets are reported as being good members attending a joint conference 
theater was furnished by Farmers’ in most parts of the state. The price of the Wisconsin and Illinois chapters 
community organizations and in- per gallon of syrup to farmers is Saturday and Sunday on the banks of 
cluded a program by the Windsor $2.50, and the price per pound of the Rock river, near Rockford, 
orchestra, a group of dances by the maple maple sugar is 38 cents, The publication is designed to 
i iladore folk dancers and the pre- parva asa medium of pupression for 
sntation of the prize winning Dane > he various chapters in their con- 
County home talent play, “Just PLANNING UGE FAR tinued efforts at preservation and re- 
Like a Woman,” by the Hillcrest 2 te M storation of the native landscape, 
Players, i. IN UPPER STATE Another feature provided by Wis- 

Permission from the Wisconsin consin’s delegation was native Indian 
TS railroad commission to construct a music by Chief Oliver La Mere and 

GARDENS OF 28 dam across the Clam river in Bur- J»dian war dances by his small son. 
NATIONS SEND SEEDS nett county will be followed by the Prof. John S. Donald, president of 

| ae development of one of the largest the Wisconsin chapter, and Prof. 
Exchange of seed with 212 botani- cranberry farms in America, with 2,- Franz A. Aust, its secretary, were 

cal gardens of Europe and Asia is re- 500 acres planted to this crop. A among the speakers. ,
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TWO NEW ELMS onan ana 

Although the elm has for a hens ae ag a 
long time been considered one of ae MaRS sie 
our best trees for street plant- est ee | 
ing, it has not been planted as ae oe BE 
extensively as it should be due ee ; Bee cs a | 
to the fact that it is naturally a er - See ee 
slow grower. The public de- a S Be aed hE. we * | 
mands a shade tree that will Kor ey... 
grow quickly. To get this they Ciao cet ey, 
have accepted short lived trees i a Baa 1 
having brittle wood and those : fe vi it 
with a tendency to heave up the 2 | 
side walks, just because they 5 ag : 
wanted quick shade of some <a ‘\ 3 
kind. They got the shade quick- SCG pee x Ree 
ly but they never were satisfied Re ~ Le ed Te 
with it. ee ae etn: saat peat 

The nurserymen, realizing the ae ies 2 ees ee | 
wishes of their trade, set about | A fo einai ee a 
to discover a more satisfactory i fe RTE OME oor | 
tree with a long life and yet one L_ 3 Ss 
that developed quickly. This VASE BLM 
they have accomplished by bud- 

ding and grafting desirable MOoLINE ELM its young growth the bark is 
types of elms upon the well . : smooth and greenish-gray in 
known American white elm The outstanding characteris- color. The principle factor of 

seedlings. These new types are tic of the moline elm is its coni- «ty . we al. a 7 this type is that it is an unusual 
known as the Moline and Vase _ cal shape and pyramidal growth. - : K : fi i ly fast grower. The moline elm, 
elms, respectively, and with this Its habit of growth is narrow being an upright growing tree 
method the usual wide variation and upright, as seen in the ac- can be planted on narrow streets 
in types of trees resulting from companying cut. It develops or where spire-like specimen 
seedlings in a nursery can be very heavy and strong branches. trees are desired on the lawn 
avoided. This insures, there- The leaves are dark green, deep- This new elm was first noticed 
fore, uniform growth and devel- ly veined, and nearly twice the by Mr. George Klehm, and he | 
opment in a planting. size of the ordinary elm leaf. In yamed it the Moline elm. The 

parent tree was planted twenty 
a ae ‘| years ago and is said now to be 

2 AE os | about two and a half feet in 
ag he diameter of trunk, and about 

> aoe Dia | seventy feet tall. It is growing 
Ae" i in northern Illinois. It seems to 

] a oe ees | bear no seeds. An important 
aan > ae = feature about this type of elm is 
ty meee een eee | that it has no crotch to split. 

oe Bi Pe. eee ee ee This is a very serious fault of 
es... oP the excellent American white 

fan So --———— mca elm. 
eg 4 a 2 sl | VASE ELM 

i Me ahh : 4d The other type of elm is the 
i a Fen) Py ee { Vase shaped one also shown in 
ian “ = —: | a cut on this page. The type re- 

if y =e ose ceived its name from its ct 
Sti a Fo ad acteristic open top or vase shape 

Serre : er i of branching. The growth is 
Eee ll ee | si spreading, but still upright, 
eae Se, Sie with its top much broader than 
eee ae . the center. The young trees 
———— RMR | carry smooth bark which be- 

MOLINE ELM comes more rugged as the trees
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get older. They come out with THE STORY OF THE RASP- severe Winters and dry Sum- 
foliage a a oe aad BERRY mers. Now the species has al- 
hold a good dark color until late . . . _ most disappeared from Ameri- 
in the fall. The Vase Elm is tile Fe he Be eee ‘sy can gardens, replaced by the 
adapted for use in wide streets Professor Ralph A. Van Meter of the more sturdy native Raspberries 
where a broad growing tree is Massachustetts Agricultural College and by hybrids. On the Pacific 

desired. A street planted with «! Amherst, Massachusetts appears coast, however, several Euro- 
these trees and properly pruned {ing Eve of “The Flower Grower". pean varieties are still to be 
and cared for will prove to be a Believing that our readers would en- found. 
sight to behold for generations joy reading it too, we quote it. 
to come. a FIRST AMERICAN VARIETIES 

The practice of budding and After twenty centuries of re- The first appearance of native 
grafting these types of elms on ¢orded contact with civilization, blood in a prominent variety 
our native white elm seedlings the Raspberry is still in the came in colonial days in a popu- 
has, besides guaranteeing uni- early stages of its cultural de- lar variety called English Red. 
formity in the row, made it pos-  yelopment. It is a matter of rec- It was believed at first ts be an 
sible to avoid the ravages of the ord that wild Red Raspberries importation from England. Lat- 
most serious disease of this tree, grew abundantly over great er, when the nature of the plant 
known as elm canker. This dis- areas in Europe nearly 2000 made it apparent that it was 
ease has resulted in heavy losses years ago, but the development not identical with the Old World 
to nurserymen of our state since 6f the Raspberry as we know it Raspberry, the name was 
their native elms have frequent- has just begun. As a cultivat- changed to Common Red. Still 
ly had to be condemned in large oq fruit it is one of the new- later, when the tendency of Red 
numbers by the nursery inspect- comers, and Black Raspberries to hy- 
fall Many promising trees have The European Red Raspberry bridize freely was understood 
ach vo _to wee _malady, (now Rubus idaeus) was men- better, the Common Red was 

ne th tos s ia e viet bag tioned by Pliny in the first cen- recognized as a hybrid, or Pur- 
fi ati ie a the death; A the tury, but it took fifteen hundred ple Cane. When and where this 
oe a te "selecting strains ¢ years longer to make a place for Raspberry originated is not re- 
thee Yd ahi hohe 1 Of itself in the gardens of the Old corded, but it was known before 
to be eee rent ; thie trouble World. Even then the “Rasp- the Revolutionary War and for 
the.nurservinai ae baer abl ‘ berry” enjoyed no great popu- a hundred years it was an out- 
furnish SOE only a disease ve larity as a table fruit. Its juice standing variety. 
sistant tree hat & tee havin ~ was used alone or with that of Some Wild Raspberries found 
the desirable sha e and viele other fruits as a beverage and their way into colonial gardens, 
growth Lares P ambere of to some extent in medicine. but the first attempt to intro- 

these trees are bein ropagated The early settlers in America duce a native variety to the 
annually few be Whermnsin found a native Red Raspberry trade, also said to be the first 

nurserymen One of our larg- (now Rubus idaeus strigosus), attempt to so disseminate any 
est nurseries makes it a wractes and the common Black-cap (now _ hative species, came with the in- 
to sell only these two types and Rubus occidentalis), growing troduction of the Ohio Ever- 

because of their ‘ood ualities freely along the northern At- bearing, by Nicholas Longworth 
ic able & a ~ antic coast. These wild fruits of Cincinnati. This Black-cap is able to sell them at a premi- z : found i 
um. They are worth it. crept into the clearings and was found in 1832 and trans- 

forced themselves upon the at- planted to the Longworth gar- 
— tention of the colonists, but seem den, where many other varieties 

_If you run across a pest or to have suggested few possibili- of small fruits were being test- 
disease that is new to you don’t ties as cultivated fruits. They ed. The chief merit of the Ohio 
fail to take advantage of the gave rise to the high hope, how- Everbearing seems to have been 
Service your State Entomologist ever, that where Raspberries its curious habit of producing 
and Experiment Station ento- grew so abundantly the Red a second crop late in the season 
mologists and pathologists offer Raspberries from English and on the tips of the new canes, a 
you. They will tell you what it French gardens might thrive. characteristic later found to be 
's and how to control it. So the meager list of varieties fairly common among _ native 

then grown in Europe was Raspberries. After the Civil 
Are you keeping a record of transplanted to America, where War, when the culture of the 

your garden, planning changes? they held the center of the stage Raspberry began to attract more 
Tf you jot it down now, it will be until after the Civil War. attention, better varieties soon 
easier to get it just right later The culture of the European appeared. By 1875, when Rasp- 
on when the plants are out of Raspberry was attended by se- berry growing had reached the 
bloom. rious difficulties in this land of status of a commercial industry,
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Ohio Everbearing had departed and improvement are corres- FRACKER RESIGNS 
forever from the list of pre- pondingly good, and an excellent AS ENTOMOLOGIST 
ferred varieties. field is offered to the plant breed- . Positi 

At first new varieties ap- er. He can encourage varia- State oe aipikee peution 
peared slowly. As cities grew tions and pursue his program of Wit Donert av ure 

and the market demand in- selection with the assurance epartmen 

creased, more people became in- that results will come more S. B. Fracker today an- 
terested in better varieties and quickly than with fruits having pounced his resignation as state 
the pace was accelerated. Cuth- fixed or less variable characters. entomologist of Wisconsin io 
bert was disseminated about At present the Purple Canes accept a position carrying a 
1880. This cosmopolitan Red promise more than either Red greater salary and increased re- 
Raspberry was soon found to or Black Raspberries, and it is sponsibility in the plant quar- 

be adapted to a wide range of quite possible that the Rasp-  antine work in the United States 
soil and climatic conditions. Its berry industry of the future will Department of Agriculture. 
dessert and shipping qualities be built around hybrid varieties Dr. Fracker has had charge 

made possible the rapid expan- more productive and satisfac- oF the division of insect and 
sion of the growing of Red Rasp- tory in every way than any va- plant disease control in the state 

berries and Cuthbert became  rieties known today. department of agriculture since 
the cornerstone of that indus- In 1919, when the last census 1918 He came to Madison from 
try. Fora half a century it has was taken, 54,256 acres of Rasp- the University of Illinois and 
been the standard by which new berries and Loganberries were oecupied the positions of in- 
varieties have been measured reported. Loganberries and _ structor in economic entomology 
and only now is its leadership some Raspberries are grown in at the university, and assistant 
among Red Raspberries being the Pacific Northwest, but the state entomologist, before being 
challenged successfully. greatest acreage in Raspberries appointed to his present posi- 

The culture of Black Rasp- lies north of the latitude of the tion. His best known activities 
berries developed even more Ohio River and east of the Mis- jn the state consist of work in 
slowly. The market demand for _ sissippi. bee disease control, establish- 
fresh Raspberries has always The commercial Raspberry in- ment of the cranberry, insect 
been, as it is today, for red vari- dustry is now marking time and plant disease control sery- 
eties. The first black variety to once more. It is not waiting ice, organization of the volun- 
be widely grown was the Doo- for better varieties this time, teer pest reporting service in 
little, which was admitted to the nor for more extensive markets, the various counties and control 
lists of the American Pomologi- nor for the solution of cultural of the hemlock spanworm in 
cal Society in 1860 and was problems, but for better ways Peninsula Park by means of air- 
grown until the early years of of combatting diseases of the plane dusting. 
this century. Gregg appeared mosaic type. These troubles are He is a member of the Lions 
about 1880; and Plum Farmer, so widespread and destructive club, the Nakoma Country club 
Cumberland, and Kansas, were that they have made the growing and the Masonic lodge of this 
introduced in the nineties. These of Raspberries on a large scale city and of several Wisconsin 
are standard sorts at the pre- too difficult and uncertain to be agricultural and_ horticultural 
sent time. profitable in a great many plac- associations. 

While Purple Canes were es. There is no reason, how- Dr. Fracker expects to leave 
grown in colonial days, they did ever, why the gardener should ahoyt the middle of the month 
not achieve any great promi- not continue to supply his family for Washington, D. C. — Wis- 
nence until about 1900. Now with this delectable fruit. consin State Journal—June 6. 

the hybrids are receiving more ———ee Dr. Fracker asks us to pass on 
attention from plant breeders to his friends of the Horticul- 
than either of the parent species. Remember arsenical sprays : wa te and os 7 ed z . : tural Society his “goodbye” an 
There is a wide variation in such as Paris Green, Calcium to assure you of his continued 
canes. Some have bright-red Arsenate, and Arsenate of Lead jnterest and good wishes. Ile 
fruit, others bear fruit almost are not soluble in water. They . sa eitation ty al] hi : ; FE extends an invitation to all his 
as dark as the Blackcaps. The merely go into suspension like Wisconsin associates to look him 
plants also vary widely in other sand in muddy water, and for up when they are in Washing- 
important characteristics. The good results the spray must be ton : 
best Purple Canes are more pro- kept well agitated. . 
ductive than any red or black SSS 
variety, and are also more re- TT 

sistant to diseases. Legume crops return two Thorough cultivation is an 
Where extreme variations are dividends—a crop and soil en- important factor in controlling | 

common, the chance for selection richment. weeds. |
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—————————————————— FAME 
’ We are all naturally proud of WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE “Lindy” and his flight across 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG the ocean. His fame will go 
down the years to come and the 
small boys are all dreaming of 

SOME GARDENS neighbors had seen and other ehe Hitne when Shey ‘can. follow 
- - steep banks were being planted. in his foot-steps, and be famous 

bree PO ioe One owner, who was evidently a and feted. Yet, a grey haired 
they just naturally are looking %08@ lover, had pegged down man said the other day. “I 

for beautiful and unusual gar. bardy climbing roses. I can wouldn’t change places even 
dens . imagine how lovely it will be with ‘Lindy’ ”. A little girl said 

~ a _, later on for, on a sandy bank to her mother. “I think Mr. 
In one very shady side yard along a road in Michigan grow C—— is the nicest man. T’ll 

where the grass grows thinly, trailing juniper and Dorothy remember him when I’m an old, 
hundreds of wild blue violet perkins roses—once seen, never old lady. He always talks to me 
plants, have been set until it is to be forgotten. and is so nice and funny. I feel 

a veritable blue carpet. The all nice and happy inside when 
owner is now adding other a he goes by.” There were tears 
shade loving wildlings and the in the grey haired man’s eyes 
ae . a enum af pleasure A HOUSE OR A HOME when the mother told what her 

o 108 mistress and Of great in- i; - wiser little daughter had said. “If I a : : Along with many other wiser 1! Lug! s 
hereto my ie children; in, the people, I have always contended have given one child such a 

LEO. . that you needed to plant a gar- memory to take with her 
I believe such gardens are of Gon, ‘trees, flowers and shrubs through life, T feel T have not) 

real benefit in teaching children  pordre you could really call a_ lived in vain.” 
not to pick all the wild flowers. place “Home” 

Ali ir a iri , 
at it pee Lionel cen A man whom we knew as a If you like to see the birds in 

a he t “Ts th ila shrewd business man laughed at your garden, don’t forget to 
under the trees. ‘Is they wi such nonsense. He had _ built ‘ . or is they planted?” she asked have plenty of Centaurea, Bach 

te as : ye * several houses, had put down  ¢jor Buttons, going to seed. One 
Both,” I said, smiling at the neat walks, and hada lawn. In corner of my garden is gay with 

question. » , . each case he sold at a good yellow birds, the wild canaries I know” she said, nodding profit. “One place is as good as Wy sing sweetly as they feast. 
her head, ‘You don’t want them another. I will sell any time I . . 

picked. My daddy has one patch get my price”, he had remarked. TT 
in the woods at home. He says Then he bought a lot in a neigh- Dead plants in the garden 

they are his. He put a sign up porhood where there were a harbor disease. Keep the home 
Don’t pick’ and that patch is number of nice gardens. Be- garden clean. 
getting bigger and bigger.” cause his neighbors planted 
- yee Tost a sot let trees, shrubs, and a flower bor- oo 

wi e steep terraced sides der, he did the same. “Increases s he papers are 

that are so hard to mow. You the value to some folks,” he ex- serene renuerta for “ad in 
see hundreds of them as you plained in the beginning, but getting rid of ants on the lawn. 
drive about the city. But, when after a bit he seemed reluctant Jygt persuade a family of Flick- 
we came in sight of this lot ev- about setting a price, and now ers or Yellow Hammers to take 
cry one in the car said, “Oh!” he flatly refuses good offers for up their abode near you. They 
The driver stopped the car that his very beautiful home. “Sell will work from daylight until 
we might admire, for the owner my home? Well I should say dark tearing up the hill, greed- 
had planted a flower garden in- not. T’ve got the prettiest yard ily devouring both ants and 
stead of grass, and hundreds of jin the neighborhood. You eggs 
Me bien bade you linger should see my ‘Peonies’!” ” 
and admire. Stones had been , 
used to prevent the dirt from mane Baers: & ete rae A feeding tray with crumbs 
Washing too easily, and here and jecome rooted in the deep fra- 0d meat scraps near a bird 
there shrubs and rose bushes grance of a garden bath is a wonderful help in 
had been cleverly planted to . . coaxing the birds to remain in 
give a natural appearance to the ———— your vicinity. They like hospi- 
bank. This also gave a bit of tality as well as folks. (We like 
privacy to the strip of lawn en- Flowers should be cut during to be invited out to dine. It 
Circling the house. Some of the the cool hours of the day. rests us and makes us happier.)
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Wisconsin Horticulture FOREST OF FAME The Forest of Fame at Mount 

Siikllshed! Morthiy Gp th During the past decade there Nees Ree  eibiiaia 
ubiisned’ Montny by te has been developing within three same direction al distai a8 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society quarters of an hour’s ride from ‘ 1 \ g ice 
119 E. Washington Avenue. Madi A k planti from the capitol of this state as OMciai Organ of the Society adison a unique park planting ig Mount Vernon, Virginia 

~~ which will beyond doubt  be- from the National’ Capitol at rf : : i ERNEST L. CHAMBERS, Editor come one of our most interesting Washington. It is in a beauti. 
Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. spots to lovers of nature in this s . s 
A late Editors—S. B. Fracker, Wm. . - Kirsch, Mrs. C. B. Strong, Huron’ H. Section of the country. Fron ————————————————_. 
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—_— a ful, picturesque valley flanked 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ' with hills and rocks. 

Ex Officio Ten years ago, after two at- 
President, Vice-President and Secretary Pia r tempts to grow here black wal- 
y By brabaker.e..n0- a. -Washburn nuts, brought from the home of | 

. W._Ullsperger........St B ie as ‘ J.P, Swartz. os sseevees ss eeenosha pes George Washington on the Po 
H. G. Christensen. ...........Oshkosh | M Red tomac, had been made and had 

M. Begotten cree Sain Teeesig ee (oe failed, a half dozen small elms 
[8] Kellogg. 22222022120... Sanesvill ee 5 | James Livingstone’... Milwaukee Ree-saees| 2nd maples were secured from 

George M. Moseman. .... . . ‘Menomonie ies Fi este) this historic place and were set 

A Ke" Wassettssseve ears “Baraboo i beeeeeeees| out on the public square of 
. E. Spreiter..............La Crosse , “i GO , 7 j > 

Wm. ‘Longland....1/2! Lake Geneva fo ; eee) Mount Vernon, Wisconsin. The 
_ We 3 eeaesresme.| schools of the township and a 

. Se it esr; number of people from. sur- 
eH mcd OF MANAGERS oR Te 5p wteg ht cs ne ‘| rounding towns and Madison 
ee eee i: @haniiers eo F = = ieee) took part in the ceremony of the 

1. Thin &, Danae lent of the W planting. These trees thrived 
EEE S. Donald, president of » Wis- : sa 4 +e e 

consin Chapter of the Friends of our and this was the beginning of 
Native Landscape, and originator of | the movement to obtain other 

—_- the “Forest of Fame” project. 
trees from the homes of great 

the desire of a man to bring men. 
= back to his native Mount Ver- Since then trees have been COVER PAGE ‘ ? ; H ah 

non, Wisconsin, some of the obtained, set out and are grov 
a ” beauty of Mount Vernon on the ing in this park from the homes 
The Yucca Potomac, grew this unusual or birthplaces of Presidents 

park plan. With this as a be- Lincoln, Grant, Hayes and Me- 
Photo by the J. Horace Mc- ginning the originator, John 8. Kinley, also from the homes of 

Farland Co. Donald, is adding to it as rapid- Governors Rusk, Fairchild and 
ly as possible with the hope of Hoard. On May 14 of this year 
developing eventually a forest an elm tree from the home of 

a - . of historic interest. Governor Farwell, a maple from
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the home of Governor Taylor | 
at Cottage Grove, Wisconsin, } 
and an elm from Governor — | 
Washburn’s home at Madison, 
were planted. At this time also 
was set out a memorial elm 
from the LaFollette farm, and . — eis Bee ar ee a oes 
dogwoods from the Roosevelt ‘ * ec 
estate at Sagamore Hill, Long . : aed Pa Fee : 
Island, New York. aie ees Ay ad rn eri 

In addition to these trees from Pee na, sat We ce a ate 
the homes of famous Americans Ris ; - , 

there is a spruce tree from the ; 
American Expeditionary Force : 
Headquarters of General Persh- hr io” NO ae - ee? 
ing at Chaumont, France, and bez dee oa age 2) eye ; 
a laurel willow from the birth- Pai : 

| place of AES Of Ale Denes 8. The picturesque valley at Mount Vernon, Wisconsin, where the “Forest of Fame” 

from Sherwood Forest, England, 

have been grown from acorns USING ALOES TO KILL hole then sealed with paraffin 
secured from those historic BIRCH BORERS to prevent evaporation or the 
trees. There are also the . . entrance of fungi. 
Babylonian, Norway, and Welch _ The article recently published It would be my suggestion 
willows growing in the park. in Horticulture about the experi- that you put the aloes solution 

Trees from the homes of a ments being made by H. B. Peir- in the trees right away. Of 

number of presidents, governors Son, forest’ entomologist, in course limbs already dead will 
and other distinguished persons Maine, to determine the possibil- not come back to life, but the 

have been promised for planting ity of saving White Birches proof of the success will lie in 
in the near future. The “Pub- from the borers by using a pre- the fact that no more limbs die. 
lic Square” has now been con- paration of aloes, has evidently Dead limbs and branches should 
verted into a public park and in- aroused much interest because be carefully pruned off and the 
corporated, in order that the of the fact that White Birches cut surfaces treated with a 
trees may have proper control all over the country are being heavy lead paint. I would also 
and care. Each tree will be killed by these pests. In a per- advise fertilizing the trees rath- 
charted and _ permanently sonal letter to an inquirer Pro- or heavily with a mixture of 

marked, and with other interest- fessor Pierson says :— . possibly bone meal and wood 
ing additions from time to time, __The work which we are doing ashes, which should be placed in 
this park should ere long become With aloes is still purely in the holes’ punched in the ground 
a real “Forest of Fame.” experimental stage, so that at shout two feet apart in a circle 

present no _ recommendations ayound the trees just underneath 
—_______ are being made. Once, however, the outer part of the crown of 

a White Birch is attacked by the trees 
re _______ the bronze Birch borer, that tree . 

is doomed, so that in case you 

wish to experiment with the We are glad to welcome to our 
aloes you cannot make matters state society the Milwaukee 
any the worse. County Horticultural Society. 

ie mia . A solution of one-half ounce They are nearly a _ hundred 
g i) of aloes to eight ounces of water strong now and still growing. 
ry 4 is used. The holes bored into 

ih the trees should be about three- 
bia un eighths of an inch in diameter The common barberry spreads 

cy and one and one-half inches black stem rust in small grains 
Fi p deep. They should be placed during the spring and summer. 
ee / about four inches apart around It should be destroyed. The 
ei the trunk at breast height and Japanese barberry is harmless 
nd must be on a slight downward and should be encouraged. A 

(eae slant, so as to hold the solution new purple barberry is now on 
a ¢ ~ of aloes. This can be put in the market which will not ere Om inte Peanee darters: with a medicine dropper and the spread the stem rust.
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PT He the next season’s brood on 
urdock and ragweed as well as 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES on a variety of other plants. 

Edited by S. B. Fracker, State Entomologist There 1s no effective way of 

poisoning this caterpillar, as it 
tS _ is an internal feeder. The best 

INSECT ENEMIES OF THE ulation as will assist them to Temedy is clean cultivation and 
FLOWER GARDEN maintain a vigorous and healthy the burning of all stems, rovis, 

; growth. and plant remains which are 
A recent Farmers’ Bulletin likely to harbor overwintering 

(No. 1495) with the above title INSECTS THAT EAT PLANT eggs. The growth of large 
contains a great deal of valuable TISSUE weeds eepesially the giant rag- 
information for the gardener. sanitic - weed, shou e prevented or 
Some suggestions of general in- catine thou chek to po they should be cut, raked to- 
terest are the following: lars and other wormlike forms gether, and burned before the 

The enemies of plants are of joctles and grasshoppers foad caterpillars contained within 
many kinds and demand meth- by biting or tearing chewing them can escape and migrate to 
ods of control that vary some- gnq swallowing portions of the garden plants near by. Remov- 
what according to the insect to foliage ‘and flowers of the plant ing the borers by slitting the 
be combated and the nature of and are responsible for the most. Stems lengthwise at the point of 
the plant to be treated. It is obvious and frequently noted attack may be successfully em- 
therefore necessary that the type of insect injury thet is, dé- ployed. Cutting and crushing 
grower recognize the manner in ¢4jiation. Such injury although or burning the wilted tips is ef- 

which the insects feed and the frequently not a menace to the fective. 
kind of insecticide that is ap- Jife of the plant, detracts from BLISTER BEE 
plicable to each. its beauty and vigor. The in- STER BEETLES 

In some instances, particular- sects treated in the following Many garden flowering 
ly when flower-infesting insects section are the most common Plants, particularly aster, phlox, 
are in question, it is extremely and the most generally encoun- 24 gladiolus, are attacked by 
difficult to control the insect and tered representatives of the spe- blister beetles, especially the 
at the same time to preserve the cies which devour plant tissue. lack blister beetle. — These 
beauty of the flower. Insecti- Control such by spraying or beetles frequently occur in enor- 

cides, especially when improper- dusting with arsenate of lead. mous numbers and ruin the 
ly prepared, are sometimes too STaLK, STEM, AND Root Borers Plants infested. They usual- 
strong for tender foliage and Several species of caterpillars /y appear after about the middle 
delicate flowers and injury may have the insidious habit of bor- Of June and their injury is ac- 
follow their use. Promiscuous jing and tunneling through the C¢omplished in the adult stage. 
spraying is, therefore, not ad- stalks and stems of fleshy and Thorough spraying or dusting 
vised. Insecticides are seldom  thick-stemmed plants such as Of the infested plants with an 
if ever beneficial to the plant it- dahlia, aster, zinnia, lily, holly- @"senical as soon as the beetles 
self, and are good and useful on- hock, peony, goldenglow, phlox, @Pppear is recommended, al- 
ly in so far as they remove dan- and delphinium. though bagging or protecting 
gerous or destructive pests with with cheesecloth or mosquito 
a minimum of damage to the THE STALK BORER bar may be resorted to for 
plant. Do not spray unless some The stalk borer is the chief Choice plants. According to H. 
insect appears as a potential offender in the flower garden. F. Dietz, spraying the plants 
enemy of the plant or is found Before it is discovered its work With nicotine oleate, a contact 
actually injuring it. Where on- usually progresses to the point insecticide, 1 fluid ounce to 1 
ly a few plants are concerned it where wilting and breaking gallon of water, has proved suc- 
may be sufficient to pick off the over of the plant occur. A close cessful in Indiana. 
infested leaves or to remove and examination of plants so affect- 

kill the insects. ed will disclose a small round MEALYBUGS 
Certain preventative meas- hole in the stem, which is the en- Somewhat closely related to 

ures are synonymous with good trance to its burrow. Splitting the armored scale insects ce- 
gardening, such as clean culture the stalk lengthwise, one may scribed above is a group of so(t- 
and proper fertilization. All find the culprit, a slender bodied sucking insects called 
flower gardens should be well striped caterpillar which when mealybugs, which includes the 
cared for and kept free of full-grown is an inch long. The short-tailed mealybug and the 
weeds, and the plants should be parent moths occur in late sum- derive their name from the 
furnished with the necessities mer and leave a pupal case in long-tailed mealybug. These 
for development and such stim- the burrows. They deposit eggs fact that instead of a scale |
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they are protected by a white, senic or Paris green, should be under no condition can any sol- 
waxy, or mealy secretion that distributed in this area. vent be used until an adequate 
coats their bodies. This secre- In case of slugs collect the storage test has demonstrated 
tion is peculiarly protective masses of translucent, yellowish that no injury to the fruit re- 
against spray materials. eggs found in dark and damp lo- sults from its use. 

In combating mealybugs with cations and destroy them. Of the many compounds 
sprays it is essential that the on ue pa Seely to Lig 
spray be applied forcibly. ? r_ to hydrochloric acid. 
Sprays such. as nicotine suf. SPRAY RESIDUES . This acid was found to be effec- 
phate, soap, and water, or fre- In Oregon they have been in- tive in removing not only arsen- 
quent and forcible syringing or Vestigating the removal of spray icals, but also such forms of 
spraying with plain water, will residues from fruit and seem to residue as lead, copper and lime. 
usually be found effective. As Prefer acids to mechanical Hydrochloric acid has proved 
in the case of scale insects, dead, ™ethods. to be practically non-injurious 
dying, and heavily infested or In bulletin 226 just issued by to the fruit when properly used. 
less valuable plants that can be that station, Professors Robin- Other acids such as_ nitric, 
spared should be removed and 800.and Hartman reach the fol- acetic, and sulfuric, while prom- 
destroyed by burning. On lowing conclusions: ising in some respects, have gen- 
hardier plants either a 5% solu- The removal of spray residue erally proved to be inferior to 
tion of kerosene emulsion. or the by Wiping and brushing has not hydrochloric acid. 
nicotine-fish oil soap solution been entirely satisfactory. No Although bases in general 
which is recommended for the form of mechanical cleansing tend to remove spray residue, 
oyster-shell scale is a satis. thus far tested out has proved sodium hydroxide is the only 
factory remedy to apply effective under all conditions. basic compound discovered that 

‘ . “ Mechanical cleansing has re- successfully removed arsenate 
SLuGs A sulted in more or less injury to of lead under all conditions. 

‘ S ANP SNAILS the fruit. While this compound offers 
_ Garden slugs and snails are Mechanical cleaning devices, some possibility, it has proved 
sometimes injurious to flower jn some cases, may also aid in to be generally less desirable 
gardens and are usually unwel- the spread of decay organisms. than hydrochloric acid. When 
come guests. Experiments with solvents used at ordinary temperatures 

All decayed boards, debris, have shown that certain acids and at the same concentrations, 
bricks, and old flowerpots which and bases will remove spray sodium hydroxide has been no 
Serve as hiding places should be residue in varying degrees of more efficient than hydrochloric 
removed and airslaked lime effectiveness. acid in the removal of arsenate 
dusted liberally throughout the It is apparent, however, that of lead and has been ineffective 
infested area. Moreover, a only a comparatively few com- in the removal of copper and 
Poisoned bait, such as boiled po- pounds offer possibility from a lime. 
tato sprinkled with white ar- practical standpoint, and that (Continued on page 183)
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New York City, the largest 
apple market, received apples by 

THE MARKET PAGE rail from 23 different states, 
‘ aie 4 Of the total receipts in that city, 

Edited by William Kirsch, State Department of Markets. 48 per cent originated in New 

York state, over 25 per cent in 
. . Washington, and about 8 per 

TREND OF THE MARKET to believe that the price will cent in Virginia. Chicago, the 
Wat 1 Gq t continue to be satisfactory to second largest apple market, re- 
GLermeons th the water the grower. The largest straw- ceived apples by rail from 25 

reports indicate that the water- berry producing section of Wis- different states, 35 per cent of 
melon crop will be considerably ¢onsin ig at Warrens, with its unloads coming from Wash- 
lighter this year in the middle Sparta second, Sturgeon Bay ington, about 22 per cent from 
tier of states from Virginia up third, and a number of other Michigan, 15 per cent from Illi- 

to New Jersey and across the smaller associations in other nois, and 13 per cent from New 
country to California. Growers parts of the state. York State 
report total intended plantings Raspberries—The outlook for The Apple Crop—The U. §. 

of 34,000 acres compared with the red raspberry crop in the Bureau of Agricultural Eco- 
50,000 in 1926 and 30,000 to Bayfield (Wisconsin) section is nomics reports that all indica- 
42,000 in other recent seasons. very promising. A good crop is _ tions point to one of the lightest 
The biggest decreases are in  ajso reported in the Onekama apple crops in years. Generally 
southeastern Missouri and cen- istrict just across the lake in the condition reported is lower 
tral California. Missouri may jichigan. Indications are that than any June report in seven- 
have but 10,500 acres or forty the crop will begin to move teen years, except in 1921. The 
per cent less than last year. about July 15th to 20th. Both uniformly heavy crop of last 
_ Cantaloupes—Very encourag- associations have perfected season resulted in a light bloom 
ing prospects are reported by their sales organizations and on some varieties which tend to 
the Department of Agriculture have distributors who will han- bear in alternate years and, in 
for the Imperial Valley canta- dle the fruit direct from the many states, the crop was fur- 
loupe. Cool nights have retard- grower. ther reduced by late frosts. In 
ed the crop and the shipments Marketing of apples — Read- Virginia, West Virginia and the 
but the melons are developing ers of “Wisconsin Horticulture” South Atlantic States generally, 
excellent flavor and good size. A will be interested in the follow- only about one-third of last 
preliminary estimate in 19 in- jing information recently pub- year’s apple crop is now ex- 
termediate cantaloupe states ished by the Bureau of Railway pected. In Arkansas and the 
shows 43,110 acres, very little Economics, Washington, D. C., other South Central states pros- 
more than last year. Increased yegarding the production and _ pects are equally unpromising. 
plantings in Arizona and Mary- marketing of apples in the Unit- The Western States report pros- 
land are nearly offset by de- ed States. pects for less than three-fourths | 
creases in Arkansas and other According to the report of of last season’s apple crop. In 

sections. this bureau the production and the North Atlantic and North 
Strawberries—The total indi- distribution of apples is wide- Central States prospects are 

cated crop this season in com- spread throughout the United still uncertain, but only about 
mercial areas is about 330 mil- States. Practically every state 60% of the 1926 production 
lion quarts, or 55 million more raises apples. The large centers seems probable. 
than last year. Of this total, of apple production are in the The 1926 crop has cleaned up 
early states had 48 million; the northeastern and northwestern better than expected. June 1 
second-early group 92 million; parts of the country. New York, cold storage holdings amounted 
the intermediate states 106 mil- the largest apple raising state to only 227,000 barrels, 724,000 
lion, and ten late states may in the United States, produces boxes, and 200,000 bushel bas- 
have 83 million quarts. The approximately 19 per cent of the kets. Holdings in barrels were 
central states harvested many total crop, while Washington, only slightly above those of a 
more berries than were original- the largest apple raising statein year ago and but little above 
ly expected after the April the west and the second largest average. Cold storage stocks in 
freeze. With favorable weather producing state in the country, boxes were about one-third less 
conditions Wisconsin should hit produced 17 per cent. These than last season and slightly be- 
the peak of marketing about two states together originated low the five-year average for 
June 30. The outlook in Wis- over 50 per cent of the total rail this month. Baskets still were 
consin is for one of the largest shipments in 1925, and fur- 60% more plentiful than in 
crops harvested in the state in nished nearly 54 per cent of the 1926. 
recent years. Quality will be number of cars unloaded in the Peaches—It is reported by 
good and there is every reason 36 large markets. the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural
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Economics that the total pro- (Continued from page 181) been confined to laboratory tests 
duction of peaches may be about r h id alone, but has been duplicated 
one-third lighter than last h The use of sodium oe © by practical experience on a 
year’s heavy crop and 16% less 288 resulted in more or lity me fairly large scale. Indications 
than the five-year average com- Jury to the storage quality of are that this acid will prove even 
pared with a normal crop, the the pa . f£ solvents is More efficient when adequate 
combined condition of peaches eu ic Poe tf et ven hief washing devices are perfected. 
throughout the United States amone which eve Be “) the Removal of lead. From a lim- 
was estimated at 52% while the len tt of the treatment, (2) the ited number of analyses, it ap- 
ten-year average for June 1 has convintration of the ‘solution, Pears that hydrochloric acid re- 
been 65%. Production is now (3) the temperature of the solu. ™0Ves not only the arsenic from 
forecast at slightly over 45,000,- jr (4) the maturity of the the fruit, but is also effective in 
000 bushels, or 23,000,000 less (5) the amount ve agita. the removal of the lead, even 
than last year. Of this total, joo’ ich and (6) the SerAy when a considerable amount of 
about 20,000,000 bushels, or ro on that has been followed lead was present before treat- 
nearly half, are estimated for Pp The use of oil sprays along ment, the amount remaining af- 
California, where a large part with the arsenate of lead appar- ter treatment was so small that 
of the crop is canned or dried. ently retards the action of the it could not be accurately 
Georgia may have 5,655,000 solvents but does not make weighed. The only instance 
bushels, compared with 9,400,- cleaning by this iethod impos- where the lead content was 

| 000 in 1926, and a five-year av- sible provided a sufficient fairly high after treatment was 
erage of 7,000,000. The crop amount of time elapses between in the case of Delicious apples 
forecast is much below last sea- the date of application of the which had received excessive 
son’s production in all the im- oil and the date of treatment amounts of spray and which had 
portant states, and very light The use of “spreaders” or developed a large amount of 
production is indicated for the “deflocculants””’ a arently does Wax before treatment, the wax 
Virginia, West Virginia, Mary- fot interfere areal with undoubtedly retarding the ac- 
land belt. North Carolina may the action of the:solvents tion of the acid. Even in this 
have only one-half of the crop It appears that any hand of case, however, approximately 71 
of 1926, or about a million bush- arsenate of lead used as a spray percent of the lead was removed 
els. New Jersey expects fairly ati be effectively vemoved by by the treatment. 

heavy production of 2,500,000 the hydrochloric acid treatment. From these tests it appears 
bushels while Pennsylvania, The possibility of using a dis. that hydrochloric acid removes 
New York, Ohio, Illinois, and jnfectant along with the solvents arsenic and lead in about equal 
Arkansas anticipate 1,000,000 js being investigated by the Ore- Proportion. In other words, 
or 1,500,000 bushels each. The gon Experiment Station. when 95 percent of the arsenic 
condition of the peach crop was Fruit packed at various stages iS removed by hydrochloric acid, 
especially low in Michigan, In- of wetness following the wash- it can be assumed for practical 
diana, and Missouri and from ing treatment has given varying Purposes that 95 percent of the 
South Carolina westward to results. A small amount of lead is also removed. 

Oklahoma and Texas,. though moisture appeared to do no _ Removal of copper and lime. 
Oklahoma may have more than harm in cases where the fruit to Experiments with hydrochloric 
last year. Colorado and Utah begin with was comparatively acid have shown that this com- 
expect crops of average size, but free from contamination and pound is very efficient in remov- 
Washington may have only one- decay. ing copper and lime such as may 
eighth of the peaches harvested remain on the fruit from appli- 
there in 1926. HYDROCHLORIC ACID cations of bordeaux during the 

During the middle of June, Of the many compounds test- season. The data show that this 
Georgia’s movement was slowly ed, none has proved to be supe- acid removed all traces of cop- 

increasing, as early varieties rior to hydrochloric acid for the per and lime, even when these 
were nearly cleaned up. Ac- removal of arsenic. When used materials were on the fruit in 
cording to latest reports it be- at concentrations varying be- fairly large amounts. 
gins to look as though the total tween one-fourth and two per- Effects of hydrochloric acid 
outvut this season of Georgia’s cent (actual acid), this com- on the fruit. Aside from the 
Peaches may not reach the orig- pound has been found to be very matter of efficiency in the re- 
Ina! estimate of 15,000 cars. effective in the removal of ar- moval of spray residue, hydro- 
Dry weather resulted in much senical residue from both apples chloric acid has proved to be 
small sized fruit among the and pears. From 89 to 99 per- practically non-injurious to the 
earlier varieties. Recent rains, cent of the arsenic was removed fruit when properly used. In all 
however, will tend to improve by the hydrochloric acid treat- cases the treated fruit presented 
the later pickings. ment. This experience has not a clean, attractive appearance.
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It must be borne in mind, The commercial hydrochloric PROTECTING HOLLYHOCKS 
however, that any solvent of acid available for the treatment FROM RUST 
sufficient strength to dissolve of fruit may be obtained from : 
spray residue is apt to cause in- any wholesale dealer in heavy It is not too late to set out 
jury to the fruit if used at ex- chemicals. The commercial pro- Hollyhock plants, and good re. 
cessive concentrations, at too duct is usually called Muriatic sults are obtained if young 
high temperatures, or for too acid and is shipped in standard- plants are used. The new Alle- 
long a time. In the case of hy- sized 12 gallon carboys. These gheny Hollyhocks are particu- 
drochloric acid, however, the should be labeled or marked 20° larly satisfactory, having very 
margin of safety is sufficient to Baume, indicating about 32 per large flowers with loosely ar. 
insure good results when the cent actual acid. To make a one- Tanged and fringed petals. Hol- 
necessary precautions are taken. percent solution, therefore, it is lyhocks should always be given 
If the recommendations given in necessary to use approximately @ Sunny situation and reason- 
Table XV, regarding the 3 gallons of the commercial pro- ably rich soil which is not very 
amounts of acid to use, are ad- duct to 100 gallons of water. heavy. The main difficulty in 
hered to, no injury should result Table XV. shows the gallons of growing Hollyhocks in recent 
from the hydrochloric acid commercial acid that may be Years has been found in the 
treatment. used per 100 gallons of water, presence of rust, which often 

No neutralizing bath is neces- depending upon the time and spreads over entire plants, 
sary unless efficient rinsing can- temperature factors. Commer- quickly killing them. Frequent 
not be done following the use of ial hydrochloric acid is usually applications of bordeaux mix- 
the acid. Where plenty of water brownish in color and contains ture will be helpful, but cannot 
is available, the neutralizing Certain impurities among which be depended upon for complete 
bath should not be necessary. iS a trace of arsenic acid. This immunity. It is very important 

Aside from those already ‘Cone is so small, however, that it need to examine the plants often 
sidered, hydrochloric acid has not be considered. The high when they are young, and to im- 
other desirable characteristics grade hydrochloric acid general- mediately remove any foliage on 
that should be mentioned, First ly referred to as “C, P.” or which the rust-pustules appear. 
it is a comparatively. cheap chemically pure contains about It is necessary to look on the 
éhemical and can be obtained di 37 percent actual acid. This is under side of the leaves, where 
large quantities. Second, it is also available in 12-gallon car- the first evidence will be found. 

effective at low temperatures, a P0YS but is much higher in price. Not only the leaf itself but_ the 
factor of no mean importance in It is not necessary to use this leaf stem too should be carefully 
deciduous fruit regions. Third grade of acid. removed and burned. The plants 

it is a non-oxidizing compound, , Since only a very small may look ragged as a result of 
and therefore is not apt to cause #™ount of the acid actually re- this treatment, but in no other 
discoloration, especially to in- &@¢ts with the residue, the hydro- way can the trouble be kept 
jured tissue in stem punctures chloric acid bath loses but little from spreading. After the 
or like abraisions. Fourth, it is of its efficiency with repeated season becomes well advanced, 

a volatile substance and disap- “St. . there will be but little trouble. 
pears of its own accord in cases Tests over a 16 hour period, provided that early precautions 
where rinsing has not been where about 1000 boxes of ap- have been taken. 
thoroughly done. This being ples were put through the same 

true, there is practically no >ath, showed practically no de- — 
chance that in case of improper ¢Pease 1n the concentration of 
washing the acid would reach the acid when the above addi- To control maggots on. rat- 
the consumer. Fifth, it is read- “ons were made as required. ishes, cabbage, and cauliflower 
ily removed from the fruit fol- use corrosive sublimate in the 

lowing treatment. Sixth, it is proportion of one part in 1000 
not a disagreeable material with Keep the garden cultivated Parts of water or an ounce in 
which to work. throughout the summer. eight gallons. Apply it about 

the ae of the plants with 4 
- . sprinkling can which has _ /ia¢ 

TABLE XV. AMOUNTS OF HYDROCHLORIC SID THAT MAY BE 
USED WITH SAFETY AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES AND For the rose removed. 
VARIOUS PERIODS OF TIME. 

Gallons of com- TO 
Acid concentration mercial hydrochlo- . 

Length of immer- Temperature of so- (approximate per- ric acid per 100 For best results use an inch 
sion (minutes) lution (F.) centage). gallons of water cube of ivory soap with each 

2 a o at gallon of nicotine spray for 
1 50 23 71 aphids on rose bushes, cabbage 
ly 50 2.7 8.1 plants, ete.
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——-  — —~—_ eo e_e__e—-ve— ewe eee LREE FAMILY GROWING: 
FIND 573 NEW ONES 

It’s a surprising number even to 
those who know that America has 10 
or 15 times as many different kinds 
of trees as Europe. 

ee Well, here's the answer, There are 
> ENT son of cranberry disease conditions on 1,177 kinds of trees in the forests of 
GOVERNM PUBLICATIONS _ the Pacific coast and other cranberry- the United States. This amazing 

* growing regions, the bulletin is of es- number of species is contained in the 

DISEASES AND PESTS OF FRUITS AND pecial importance to students of cran- check list of forest trees just issued 
VEGETABLES. berry problems and those interested by the United States forest service. 

Pp. 150, il. (Yearbook Separate No. in the distribution of plant diseases. Upholding the reputation of the 
p29). Price 25 cents. The material is handled in semitech- country for constantly creating new 
The illustrated text of the 1925 Ag- nical manner. The bulletin is of in- things, our forests in the last 30 years 

rieulture Yearbook on the subject of terest to cranberry growers in all have on the face of the returns, pro- 
the diseases and pests of fruits and parts of the country, although its duced 573 new kinds of trees, the 
vegetables has been reprinted as a practical use is limited to the Pacific total given in the forest service check 

separate, with the thought that this coast, list of 1898 being only 604 tree 

information should have a wider dis- —— forms. 

tribution than could be given by the pig Or, AN EFFICIENT ADHESIVE IN Five hundred and seventy-three 
distribution of the entire Yearbook. ARSENATE OF LEAD SPRAYS. By new varieties of trees have been 
This separate constitutes a textbook Clifford E. Hood, assistant entom- ®4ded to the record of our forests, 
and handbook on the diseases and the ologist, gipsy qoth and brown tall but one has been lost. That is the 

latest. methods devised for the con- moth. investigations Bureau of En- Franklinia, beautiful flowering tree 
trol of them. The subject matter is tonmélogy. Pp 22. ties 16 ‘Novem named for Benjamin Franklin. For- 
considered under several headings: ber, Tne (De 1 ee Bait esters scouring the country for new 

ee ae : rs , 1926, partment Bulletin Mn HiRMIBEBE be apap : 
(1) Fruit diseases and their relation 1439D.) tree varieties have failed to find 

to the fruit industry, (2) fruit insects wae : . . . any trace of the famous “lost tree.” 
and their economic importance, (3) This bulletin, semitechnical, gives The Franklinia, discovered in Geor- 
liseases of vegetable crops, (4) the the results of a series of experiments gia in 1765 and not seen there since 
insect enemies of vegetables, (5) the conducted with various substances, to 1790, seems to have completely disap- 

relation’ of nematodes to the fruit find one which would prove to be an peared and today exists only in a few 
and vegetable industries, (6) tho efficient adhesive for arsenate of lead places under domestication. Many of 
birds, mammals, and other animals in SPTays. Fish oil was found to be the — the original trees were dug up by 
relation to fruit and vegetable pro- best, considering its efficiency and nurserymen and it is now generally 
duction. The control of diseases as  COSt, of any of the substances tried. believed that the tree disappeared 
now practiced involves many different It should be added as an adhesive to from the wild forests through trans- 
methods. Some diseases are con- arsenate of lead sprays for the con- plantation. 

trolled by a single method, but usually T0l_ of leaf-feeding insects on wood- Among the 573 additional tree 
a combination of two or more methods #4, shade or other trees. varieties discovered in the last 30 
is required for best results. The sep- SSS years, on the other hond. ore a num- 

arate discusses spraying or dusting SEASES OF C .B ELATE! per of newcomers whic ave gone 
with fungicides, disinfection with tere DISEASES" “ Bea AND RELATED wild. They are foreign trees which 
micides and fungicides, eradication, ologist, “office of “yeretable and for. htve escaped from cultivation and 
quarantine, breeding and selecting a me diseases Bureau ‘ot. Plant I established themselves without the 
resistant or immune varieties, and eee Pp.’ 30, fi Se 14. ru ey aid of man. A number of them are 
cultural handling and storage. | (The $927 x (Rak Rit BI Leth ee 90F aggressive and persistent growers. 
edition for free distribution 1s limited; Ri Bee hee Particularly so are the paper mul- 
free copies may be obtairéd as long This bulletin, nontechnical, discusses berry, pear, apple, peach, cherry and 
as the supply lasts, by request to the the diseases of cabbage. It was writ- European white poplar. Many of 
Department of Agriculture Washing: ten primarily for the use of growers, the alien trees have found suitable 
ton. When the free supply is gone canners, county agents, and teachers. soil and climatic conditions within 
copies can be obtained onl by pur: Reference is made to cases where our borders. and are becoming very 
chase.) . y specific diseases also occur on other much Americanized, 

. plants closely related to cabbage. The multiplicity of names of trees 
OO Hach disease is treated separately a8 is doubtless due to their intimate as- 

CRANBERRY SEASE ESTIGATIONS o symptoms, cause, and control. sociation with our daily _ lives 
ON EY pe ede By ten There is a general discussion of how through their products. There are 
\. Bain, assistant pathologist, of- the diseases are disseminated, and almost as many specific uses of wood 
Nee of fruit diseases, Bureau. of recommendations are made for modi- as there are tree names and 

Mant Industry. Pp. 29. November, f¥in& of farm practice to reduce losses more are being discovered almost 
1126, (Department Bulletin 1434D.) from disease. LA descriptive list of daily. 

Keports the first extended studies the yellows-resisten varieties of ca Ten years ago the Forest Service dE the: dikeises “GE Geanberties in bage in commercial ise 1s Included. found that food was used for ae 

Orccon and Washington. Includes a OO purposes. A survey recently made 
detailed summary of field and storage Seeds and Plants Imported by the by the National Lumber Manufactur- 
ae timents made from 1922 to 1925. Office of Foreign Plant Introduc- oe oon Showy hae inday flere are 

nh’ various diseases of era pries tion, Bureau of Plant In ry, y oes . ae . 
found on Taane Coast ee "de. During the Period trom oes 
Seribed and their relative importance to December 31, 1924. (S. P. I. SSS 
notel, Control measures are given Nos. 61738 to 62230.) Pp. 30 . 
Wher: known. Since it furnishes ma- April, 1927. (Inventory 81.) Flowers improve the appear- 
terial for the first careful compari- Price 5 cents. ance of the farmstead.
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: —_ 15th to oie According to the 
’ rules of exhibition, no prize js 

THE FLORIST S PAGE awarded unless there are six cn- 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany tries in a class. Although it 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. was a good sized show, Mr. Bur- 
Pt omeister was the only prize win- 

. ner, with his early tulips. Prizes 
MILWAUKEE IRIS SHOW reek plants, columbines galore, in competition are $3.00, $2.00, 

‘ ‘ ; ianthus, forget-me-nots, py- 00 for 1st, 2nd and 3r 
It was with considerable pride yethrums, Lotus  corniculatus, io ae awards are aa 

that the Milwaukee County Hor-  siperian wallflower, Iceland meritorius exhibits not in the 
ticultural Society was able to poppies, quantities of sweet prize money, these prizes «re 

announce their Second Annual  yocket or Dame’s Violet, bridal orders for stock from two $25.00 
Iris and Spring Flower Show wreath, weigelas, verbascum or donations by W. A. Toole, of 
in the Museum Annex Sunday  mullein, garden valerian, Shasta Baraboo, and N. A. Rasmussen, 
to Tuesday, June feu. 1 ae daisies, Linaria, Lemon lilies, of Oshkosh. Some such winners 
Some kinds of iris parade uncer lupines, bleeding heart, sapo- were awarded prizes during the 
the name “Flags”, and June naria, Hansa rose, Centaurea jris show. 
14th was our national Flag Day. montana, annual _ centaureas, A pilgrimage to the Cooper 
With the increasing member- puyttercups, other lilies, blue Peony farms near Kenosha. is 
ship, there were more exhibitors salvia, ribbon grass, candytuft, scheduled for Sunday afternoon, 
than at the first show. Then, 2nd Cerastium tomentosum. June 19th. June 26th, a peony 
there were six and this time Several mixed bouquets and tiny show will be held, as many 
twenty-five, as will be seen in corsages were shown. JameS members report that this date 
the appended list of exhibitors. MacGregor, of Forest Home will suit them. The purchasing 

Tris was easily the main at- Cemetery, sent in the most per- committee has been quite busy 
traction of the show, but some fect Gloxinia plant we have ever uying pooled orders for stock 
early peonies found their way seen, with nearly three dozen for the members. This consists 
to the show, and there were suf- gorgeous blooms. of L. R. Potter, F. Giloth, and 
ficient entries of oriental pop- The reaction of the public was Mrs. C. E. Strong. The treasur- 
pies to merit the awarding of quite as marked at this show as er reported an accumulation of 
stock prizes in those two groups. at last year’s. All the extra over $68.00 above expenses at 
Some 6000 people viewed the scratch paper left down there the last meeting, most of which 
show Sunday afternoon, but no was used and the botanical staff will be used for prize money 
record was kept of the visitors was kept busy interpreting the during the coming shows. The 

Monday and Tuesday. At the numbers of the exhibitors cards, June meeting is scheduled for 4 
close of the show, the exhibits to anxious fanciers who wanted P, M. June the 26th, during the 
were turned over to the Milwau- to get a start of some variety peony show, and E. L. Cham- 
kee plant, flower and fruit guild, that took their eye. Of course, hers, Secretary of the Wisconsin 
who opened their year in the jt attracted several new mem- State Horticultural Society will 
Plankington Arcade Wednes- bers to the society, which now speak on diseases of garien 
day. Their function is to make crowd the hundred mark. flowers. 

up bouquets for the shut-ins, At the last meeting on May 7 
hospitals and poor people of the 25th, the society voted to in- EXHIBITORS AT IRIS & SPRING 

city and distribute them, so our crease the annual dues to a dol- FLOWER SHOW, 6-12'27 
show did double service. lar a year, fifty cents to be spent — 1. Apknow, Irises, 2 varieties, 

Prize winners were: Mrs. C. in a club membership in the lenval Poppies. . 6 
Pohlmann, 4810 Wells St.; E. J. Wisconsin State Horticultural as Jonn. Cargill ss Milwaukee; 
Schulte, West Allis; Miss Mar- Society. The subject of the 3. I. J. Schulte, West Allis, 3 
tha Krienitz, West Allis; and an meeting was peonies. Five varieties iria, 7 Onental poppy. 
unknown exhibitor. In addi- members were on the program. nemone’ ca) ae Hox: 
tion Mr. Burmeister is making Miss Celia Dix gave the nature “* zoe Home Cemetery, Glos 
a special medal award for the poem; Frank Giloth gave the 5. Mabel Thoms, Lillies of the val- 
best exhibit of iris in variety, history of the peony; Louis R. __ ley and pansies. a) 
which will be the first medal Potter discussed the varieties of 6 A. S. Hill, Wauwatosa, Mise! 
of the society and it was won by peonies; Louis A. Burmeister, Rock. plante, Gdlunibine. 
Miss Martha Krienitz, our cap- Jr., gave the culture of the 7, Mrs. Pauline Meyer, 1130 /Ith 
able secretary. Besides the reg- peony; and Huron H. Smith St., Dianthus and forgets. & 

ular exhibits, there were quite a substituted for Mrs. M. Kranz. 8 Dr. H- Nolte, | 167 ee and 
number of other spring flowers chak upon the diseases of cohunbine pples, Pp ’ 

shown, lilies of the valley, pan- peonies. A bulb show was held 9. Miss Celia Dix, 215 Graham St. 

sies, coral bells, collections of by the society on Sunday, May German iris.
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10. Mrs. E. Paak, 1174-28th St., Py- 25. Miss D. Rostad, 902 Superior \ Wb 
rethrum and Lotus corniculatus. St., Siberian iris, iris, mixed a. Ul 

11. Mrs, Arthur Jaeger, 1240 26th bouquet, mixed rock garden gu Ga 72 ant { 
St., Caprice iris, wallflower and plants, Oriental poppy. BOG io onl CO? « es SL 
columbine. aI a op a 

12. Wm. H. Timm, 898 15th St., a ee weed cas fe eer: 
Vase imixed is, i z “ag eae wale me G 

13. Mrs. John Arend, R. 4, Box 573, Spit, , > aie itt, a) 
West Allis, Iris, Iceland poppy, THINNING PLUMS Bes 2M Sic 
pyrethrum, columbine, pansies Thinning plums is a practice iy ORS yO 
and bridal wreath. : m aee 2 s 

14, Mrs. C. Pholmann, 4810 Wells comparatively new, according to 8 M Pl i 2 
St. Iris, Verbascum, Columbine, Prof. W. T. Macoun in Canadian 5 T. dan Cr a 

ilies. ie Bul- 
15. Wm. Arend, 615 Woodlawn Ave., Department of a griculione Bul fi ll HEN you buy Nurs- U 

Guyect Rockets, white and pur- ‘hard hav er 3 i um oh, 5 ery Stock you want 8 
ple. ; chards have increased so much, the best. 

16. Mrs. Wm. Weck, 8005 National however, in size and number NORTH STAR QUAL- 
Ave., Shastas, Columbine, Valer- that the competition has been ITU and SERVICE, as 
ian, Rockets, Linaria, pyrethrum, | anid ices 1 di well as HARDY NORTH- 
forgets, cornflowers, _ pansies, keener and prices lower, and In ERN GROWN STOCK, 0) j : : G . 
iris, and Oriental poppies. consequence the most advanced goes into every order 

we pack. 

Our ‘PLANTER'S 
2 MANUAL! will give you 5 
a much valuable informa~ 8 
8 tion on planting and suc- 8 

cessful qrowing of Nurs- 
3B r ery aes Write to-day, 

it is free. ee aaee r ba a at North Star Nursery Co. 
" Pal ‘C 4 Box A245 
Ki Se ; , \ i % Pardeeville, Wisconsin 
ae Ph rf a fi 

t NW, \ > CT 1 om oo oo oo oo 

1 ee iy rar ¥ 4 

al y Y A Fa 
cy - i, i stworthy 

+ [ et Aiea 

sia Try the Forest Winter 

1, Some Prize Winning Tris at the Milwaukee Show. Bpp, as aoa sauality as 
7. z . * i e11c10us. ree nar ro- 
Li. Mrs, R. Malisch, Hales Corners, growers are now thinning their ductive and a good aver. 

SON tl eh eines forgets, fruit, and find it profitable to do Has been grown locally in 
18. Mrs. J. H. Paul, Hales Corners, 59, Since the prices obtained for this section for twenty-five 
rm Iris, Oriental poppies. ; the larger fruit more than com- years. We also have a good 

‘. E. J. Schulte, R. 4, West Allis, pensate for the labor required stock of the Windsor, some- 
Fansles) Oriental poppies, Py- jn thinning. Furthermore, if times called “Wisconsin 

Bi rums. e. . . . 
20. Miss Martha Krienitz, West Al. part of the fruit is picked when Baldwin.” Plant these two 
5, _ lis, 87 varieties of iris. green, it does not have to be varieties and have good 

21 W. EB Aebuckle, 1377 Prospect picked when ripe, so there is winter apples of your own. 
Rockets cee eee peony, little extra handling. Send for our catalog 

29 De eeipon eae. se ig _ . a 08, 
“ tenor ih a Sey Some varieties of Plum trees showing our complete line 
23. Mrs. C. EL Strong, West Allis, bear very heavily, and this is of Fruits and Ornamentals 

Vase iris, Centaurea montana, particularly true of the Ameri- adapted to your needs. 
annual Centaurea, Siberian eqnqa varieties. In consequence, ; 
pie ipwrer, Rocke plants putter: the fruit when thinned is much Reliable agents wanted. cup, lily, Salvia, Shastas, For- : 5 
gets, Coral Bells, rockets, Rib- Smaller than it would be if there 120 acres. 
bon Grass, columbines, candy- were less of it, and the drain 

2. Mire OTE Wheeler 714 Stowe Upon the vitality of the tree The Coe, ee leaiiaiad » Mrs. C. EL eler, 714 § _ 5 : lompan 
Ave., Mixed iris, Cerastium and from the production of 59 much . P y 2 
Columbine. seed shows itself before long, Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
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and it frequently happens, es- | 2) 
pecially in poorly-tilled and |) ics avaw.s907 

Largest Growers of poorly-fertilized orchards, that -_ 
. trees literally bear themselves 

Quality Nursery to death. y 4 
: The time to thin is after the 

Stock in the fruit is well set = when it is Fi0.7 Fro.2 Fio3 
fairly certain what the crop is 

Northwest going to be. There is always a B e rry Bo xes 
dropping of Plums during the 

Over 200 acres com- month of June, caused princi- Crates, Bushel Boxes 
prise our nursery at pally by improper pollination, and Climax Baskets 
Waterloo, Wisconsin. natural thinning, and = injury . 
We grow high class from curculio; and as soon as As You Like Them 
tee d shrubs in possible after these have thin- pavcy Manufacture ihe Ewald 
recs ane ned the crop, hand thinning wood veneer that give satisfac: 
lntgeduankties You should be done. The Americana | (oh iR°Hy BOS 4m cutte, ma: 
can depend on McKay Plums fruit so heavily, that, in our ‘specialty. — We constantly 
quality and reliability. an experiment conducted at the made up. rondy torwee: Gliher bee 

Wisconsin Experiment Station, | suawterries ov biveberries. No 
it was found that nearly four- ua to handle; We can shy. the 

McKAY NU RSE RY fifths of the crop should be re- trom Milwaukee. Promptnesa is 
moved in order to get really sat- sosorlel in, emailing fruit. and 

C 0 M P A nN Y isfactory results. When Ameri- large discount for early orders : cana Plums were thinned as A postal brings our price list. 

First Central Building heavily as this, the fruit was | Cumberland Fruit Package 
MADISON, WISCONSIN left about two inches apart, Company | 

Nursery at Waterloo, Wis. Me mire found a wood ale Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. | 
ance in the experiment, but a 

greater distance was suggested. ~~~ SOSCS«;7;7;7;7;7;7«7;<“; 
__ _ Experiments in thinning Amer- KIN ee 

icana Plums at the Central Ex- KAD 
perimental Farm resulted in the and JE GARDEN TRACTOR 

Buy Direct From Grower thinned fruit when ripe being A Ereutieal Proven Power Cup. ‘ 
considerably larger than that  anites,Truckers,Florists, Nur- Catalog 

Bitid SRver40% son Zour unthinned. trymatnien and Boulton rae 
Nursery Stock Some varieties of European AMERICAN FARM MACHINE CO. 

and Japanese Plums are left ag — 1085-33rd Ave. S. E. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

much as six inches apart by =£—— WW 
Established 1854 fruit growers, and at this dis- 

Kellog’s Nursery | fangs prottale cope ve, a gas LZ LS 
Boxsat best quality. From one-fourth Gag A 

Janesville, Wisconsin to one-half the crop should be re- PA os) ee — 
moved in thinning. The most A if fl E EE 
profitable distance apart to BA i il (LZ 7 
leave the Plums will be largely £A£# Mss AA 
governed by the variety. Some # SS EF 

AN INVITATION varieties will not need thinning , ; 

Mrs. Toole and I cordially at all, and even where trees are BERRY BOXES AND CRATES 
invite any reader of Wiscon- bearing heavily, the scarcity and Rither made up or in the K. D., 

sin Horticulture to call at | Cost of labor may prevent the American Quart Berry Baskets, 
Garry -nee- Dule whenever profitable thinning of the fruit. Climax Grape and Peach Baskets, 
convenient to you. There —The Flower Grower. Till or Repacking Baskets, Plant 
is usually something of in- Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. 
bn Piet May s to Oc- Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Request 
tober 1 in the gardens. Choose vegetable varieties Write for special prices on Car-load 

w. hy JOOLE that will give fresh food over as Lots. he Ooeene _ 
Baraboo, Wis. great a part of the growing sea- SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY 

son as possible. SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
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DUNN COUNTY COOPERA- shipped to Duluth or some other The greatest need of the or. 

TIVE FRUIT GROWERS’ city. ganization is a larger acreaye, 
ASSOCIATION One hundred and fifty acres At present there are about thir- 

of the Milwaukee Market Musk ty acres of bearing berries. The 
By D. P. HUGHES Melons were planted in Dunn members are increasing the size 

The Dunn County Cooperative County in 1926. Before plant- of their plots and it is hoped 
Fruit Growers’ association was ing the melons, many of the that there will be more than fifty 
organized in 1926 and secured growers applied a 3-8-6 fertil- acres grown within the next 
its Articles of Incorporation in izer. The melons were almost a_ three years. 
April of that year. Prior to the total failure due to the weather 

forming of the present associa- conditions as the wet, cold fall __ 
tion, there was a small number prevented ripening. On many 
of growers in Menomonie who fields there was a good stand of F . ‘ 
had a local shipping association melons, but they did not mature. _ From far away Australia come 
for selling the surplus strawber- Many of the melon seeds failed adver interesting sidelights on 
ries. Mrs. Tarance Fuller was to germinate because of the Ne ne with reference to 
secretary of this association. heavy rains and cool weather {ne ee ene ere: ant 

The purpose of the Dunn en pia ae The cut veo article from “The Fruit World ol 
County Cooperative Fruit Grow- id consi erable damage also. Australasia.” 
ers Association is to aid its ., The members of the Dunn a 
members in marketing fruit and County Cooperative Fruit Grow- WHAT ADVERTISING HAS DONE 
in buying the supplies used in ¢TS Association were well FOR THE FRUIT TRADE 
marketing. pleased with the marketing of - * 

‘The organization is made ‘up the strawberry crop. Prices at An advertising outlay of £40,000 re 
a ‘ 'P Menomonie were from fifty sulted in an increased expenditure of 

of local groups. One of these is cents to one dollar a crate higher two million pounds on fruit last year 

at Colfax, one at Downing and dente & according to official figures supplied 
tha other at M ic. Each ‘han in adjoining towns. AS a by the Board of Trade to the Fruit 
Gouna ate nhas tare “acl result, several of the outside Trades’ Federation. 

local association has two repre- growers came to Menomonie to During the year the public spent 
sentatives on the executive Cel) berries. The retail stores, £4-789,219 on’ fresh fruits—almost 

hoard with few. exceptions, however, $t4ety 000.006 more than in th 
In 1926 there were seventy-  yemained loyal to the association 1924. The heaviest increase, both in 

four members in the association. and bought but little from out- consumption and expenditure, was in 
These were mainly interested in side growers. Apples, the import value of this fruit 
strawberries and cantaloupe. During the 1927 season, the being 49,561,921 in 1926 and £7,541,- 

Most of the members had less  g in 1892p. “Thus: the increase: 10 1 strawberry crop was larger than expenditure for the year was £2,019, 
than an acre of strawberries; jn 1926, and as a consequence, 60. The increase in consumption 

but a few had from two to four the marketing problem was was 2,204,830 wt There was a 

acres. more difficult. The local market {#/lng off in the popularity of Nuts, 
During the strawberry season was flooded with outside berries og Strawberries and other small 

and the melon marketing period, of inferior quality. These were According to the Federation the 
a manager was hired to handle sold to the retail stores at a average consumption of the various 
all sales of the association as much lower price than the price "its was as follows:— 
well as to purchase supplies. set by the association. As a re- 1926 1925 1924 

In 1926, at Menomonie, the sult, the Dunn County Coopera- Apples ____.____ 93 84 85 
local organization cooperated tive Fruit Growers Association Oranges ~....-.. 67 66 58 
with the retail stores and sold had to ship nearly all of the ber- pananas a------- 52 450 
all berries directly to the retail- ries. These sold at an average ]emoms == 18 Mt @ 
ers. The surplus was shipped price of $1.94 per crate. The “I do not think the commercial 
to northern Minnesota each day. volume of business was larger in world can show any finer example of 

During this first year there were 1927. In 1926 the association the enormous power of advertising 
1000 crates sold at an average handled 1000 crates and in 1927 whan te; 1 said. Mes Chere Soae 
price of $2.60. A fee of ten there were 3000 crates sold. eration, en iiteryiew eyone sires 
cents per crate was deducted for Strawberries would have sold representative. “It cost the Fed«ra- 
operating expenses. Allthe ber- at prices ranging from one dol- fon £40,000 to say “Eat mone fruit 

E S » bu ms s tha 
ries were sold by the manager lar to fifty cents per crate less 44 eapandituve eee justified a. hun 
at the office. Any merchant if there had been no cooperative dredfold. The industrial condition of 
wishing berries would call the shipping association. Supplies the country during the past three 
office and get his required were purchased in carload lots, Yeats, would have been calamitous 0 
amount for the day. If there thus saving the members some ‘he fruit trade without, steady ue . : 3 consistent advertising. In a wets 
were any left over, they were money in that direction. advertising has saved the day.”
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THE HIGH-BUSH CRAN- have long been in use as a sub- large sterile ones that are ex- 
BERRY stitute for the Swamp Cran- actly like a saonpell Flowom. 

‘i berry (Vaccinium macrocarpon) The center blossoms are muc 
By HANNE M. HEATH teoueh the latter is a dwarf lit- like the Cornus or Dogwood blos- 

At last this good shrub iscom- tle plant growing only a few  soms, only the Cornus have four 
ing into its own, and the mys- inches high. The fruit is su- points and the Cranberry five to 
tery that has surrounded it has perior in every way to that of each tiny flower. The berries 
been cleared away. The puz- the High-Bush Cranberry for are rather pretty in all stages of 
zling question of why some some do not like the flavor or development as they turn from 
High-Bush Cranberries were odor of the latter. Ihavefound a rather light green to many 
very good for the making of that by using the fruit before it shades of yellow and_ scarlet; 
jams and jellies and others were starts to get soft that it will jell and lastly a rich, glowing ruby- 

not, was found to be owing to much more quickly; make more red. 
whether we had the American and better jelly; and be com- If allowed to do so, the berries 
or the European variety. Just paratively free from the strong will remain on the bushes 
why these shrubs which are Viburnum odor that some object throughout most of the winter 
identical in every other respect — to. thus adding a very pleasing 
should be, oh! so bitter on the The berries may be used at touch of color to the winter 
European side of the Atlantic, varying stages of ripeness and landscape. Ours are never per- 
and only slightly soon the Amer- each stage will give its own par- mitted to do this for they are 
ican side is a puzzle that I am _ ticular shade and flavor of jelly. either made into jelly or eaten 
going to leave for the scientists Or the juice may be used incom- by the birds before winter ar- 
to solve. But to prove the cer- bination with other fruit juices rives. 
tainty or accuracy of this asser- and give excellent results. When They will grow in most any 
tion one has only to taste the two used half and half with Rhubarb reasonable soil or location, but 
fruits to be instantly convinced. juice (which will not jell alone) to do their best should have an 
Since earliest childhood I have a clear firm jelly of delicious abundance of water especially in 
known the American variety of flavor will be the result. the early part of summer; and 
this fruit and my parents and The berries are about the size are ideal for planting in that 
their parents before them made of red currants and run from low, wet corner that has been 

delicious jams and jellies from five (5) to sixty (60) in a clus- such an irritation. I would ad- 
them, and for years we have ter. vise all to plant our own Vibur- 
been raising and selling the ber- If one wishes the bushes for num americanum for they are 
ries here in our local market, so ornamental purposes only, then in every way the equal of the 
it was very hard for me to be- it is immaterial which variety European variety, besides hav- 
lieve that they were unfit for one gets for both are exactly ing the added value of the edi- 
use. alike in appearance and it is im- ble fruit; and even though one 

To Dr. George Darrow, of possible to tell one from the does not care personally for the 
Washington, D. C., I believe be- other except by the taste of the berries for culinary purposes, 
longs the credit of discovering fruit. the very fact that they may be 
the exact cause. Another sur- If I could have but one shrub used, adds greatly to the value 
prising fact is that most of these I would choose the American of any planting. Our own little 
bushes that have been sent out High-Bush Cranberry as it pos- patch of one-thirteenth of an 
by our American nurserymen  sesses more points of merit than acre, yields us an average of 
were the European variety and any other shrub with which I about twenty-five dollars clear 
this they have been scattered to am acquainted. In congenial profit yearly from the sale of 
all parts of our country where quarters it will grow into im- the berries alone. This would 
nursery stock is grown, and even mense clumps eight or ten feet mean an average of three hun- 
though one may have dug their high and as many across; or it dred and twenty-five dollars per 
plants from the wild, they may may be kept pruned into a regu- acre. 
still have the European variety lar little tree or low shrub as it Our patch receives almost no 
for birds carry the seeds a con- seems not to mind pruning in attention other than the picking 
siderable distance and wild the least. Its light gray bark of the berries, as the ground is 
bushes spring up and flourish makes it a clean, neat-looking so shaded by the bushes that 
and produce their kind. shrub in winter. It is very very few weeds can grow be- 

‘Yet the American is native to handsome in late May or early neath them. The bushes are 
a large part of our country and June when robed in its mantle much improved by having the 
is found wild in most of the of snowy whiteness. Each lit- old bushes cut out occasionally. 
states along our northern bor- tle twig is tipped with a flat Where this is done, new, vigor- 
der from the Rocky Mountains cyme or cluster of tiny white ous, bushes very quickly take 
to the Atlantic; and its fruits blossoms edged with a row of (Continued on page 207)
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DAHLIAS = 

There is located in Rock 
County, a well known grower of 
dahlias, J. T. Fitchett, Janes- - 
ville, who has gained state-wide 
prominence by his ability to 5 , 
grow quality dahlia stock. A a nee 
printer by trade, and a man very Pf y 
interested in civic affairs, dahlia ; ( ~~ 

growing has been a_ side-line ; 
with him, but a side-line carried | , 
on actively for twenty-seven mh \ oS 4 anes : . Be \ ay 
years is quite apt to develop %\ Sy, 

into a rather flourishing busi- WOM 
ness, and the Fitchett Dahlia d 7 
Gardens in ‘“blossom-time” are Hy S 
worth going miles to see. 

Perhaps there is no other 
flower with the gorgeous and re- EOE TUES DRIETA 
markable variations in shape 
and size and shade and color 
that the dahlia has. The Dahlia mos, daisy, poinsettia, clematis, ties on the market, many of 

is a native of Mexico and South zinnia, aster, cactus, peony and them so similar that it is diffi- 

America, and in its wild state several others. The outstanding cult even for the expert to dif- 
is a single flower of red, yellow types perhaps are the peony, ferentiate between them. 
or purple, small but brilliant. cactus, and show type, illustra- During a recent visit at the 
From this little daisylike flower, tions of which are shown on this nursery in Janesville the writer 
cultivation of which was first page. was shown a full row of choice 
started in the 17th century, a Mr. Fitchett has tried out be- plants in bloom, exhibiting a 
magnificent group of flowers, tween 75 and 100 new regis- wide variation in color and 
including about 6000 named va- tered varieties annually and de- shade, all grown from the seed 
rieties, has been produced. The veloped many seedlings, but he of the same blossom. 
dahlia varies in size from an has never attempted to intro- The writer also saw, in the 
inch to a foot in diameter and duce a new variety of his own course of a visit last November, 
takes on more forms than any production since he feels that growing in flats in the green- 
other flower, resembling the cos- there are already enough varie- house, some 2500 cuttings which 

A ‘ea Ww Ms ee hee es 
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were secured after the frost in J ; r ios 
early October, shoots that > ha . i 
sprouted following a severe frost a gee E : ths ; Win | 
earlier in the fall. On this last nee ral F nl ae NS 
visit of a few days ago I was we a aia eee 
shown some enormous, stocky | ay : on baa a 
plants, fine specimen plants in | ¥7 ; o "fh 
the height of their bloom, grown | : : c] 
from these same cuttings seen Reet 4 °F 
last fall. Upon inquiry, I was 2 (Gs : : 
informed that Mr. Fitchett’s | 4% i 
method of procedure consisted | . a or 
in forcing these cuttings with os Me 
bottom heat until about the mid- "i " H . 
dle of January, then allowing ee oe WA lad By as 5 sf 
them to dry off and storing them oe: Pe ace: || i a 
in a frost-proof cellar until eee G i BS t 3 e yy ast 
planting time this spring. , a ba — i 3A rape 

Propagating dahlias from cut- rey Ls ‘ S53 Pa re a 
tings has many advantages, ui me 3 i ne 1 Y 
chief among which are probably gis Bi ee em Ne eG ae fa fei 

that offspring can be developed cyorep . 
that are identical with the par- GROUP OF DATILIAS 
ent and a process of multiplica- 
tion of a new variety from afew side of the foliage. This treat- NO MORE PYROTOL AFTER 
tubers can be enormously speed- ment serves as a repellant rather THIS YEAR 
ed up. Other advantages not to than as a contact spray. _ a) , . 
be overlooked are that the grow- The Bureau of I ublic Roads 

er can utilize these cuttings for OS me See ceedet bg tpi 

ie ona pieniingy ae sou his “SMALL CHERRY” TROUBLE jn the distribution of war-sur- 
tubers. predies Genaa, Where MAY BE DUE TO SPRAY plus explosives to farmers for 

dahlias are troubled with such The condition commonly agrieul tural oak, oe ipa 
root troubles as the nemetode called ‘small cherry” by grow- 2” 0,0 0 pe. h th SY 28> 
this trouble can be entirely ers, in which the fruit is been dink ih het, wait ‘, val eel. 
avoided by the use of cuttings in dwarfed and may shrivel up and nae a bi ciate ture oo 
sterile sand planted on new soil drop from the tree, is not due to Hons aTState all i are i fer tins 
the following spring. disease but is the result of too fiscal x 1998 hi ye heen Oe ae 
Many people find dahlia grow- heavy application of acid lead it is planned to close out the re. 

ing difficult, and even an expe- arsenate in the regular Spray maining agricultural pyrotol by 
rienced grower has his troubles mixtures; according to the opin- April 1 of text wear. Persons 
sometimes. One of Mr. Fitch- ion of W. O. Gloyer, plant dis- interestéd in ‘taking ‘advantage 
ett’s chief ‘‘pest”’ trouble is with ease specialist at the New York of this last opportunity ‘to Ob. 

| the common stalk borer, which Experimental Station, at Ge- fain a supply of good stumping 
enters and kills out the leader if neva, N. Y. Mr. Gloyer has ex slosive should communicate 
not found in time. He handles made a special study of this wich thelr SOGHEy a seieultural 
this situation where his choice trouble in English Morello cher- ot Gs with the Y dension sor. 
plants are affected by watching ries, which seem especially sus- oe of the agricultural college of 
for the characteristic borings ceptible to this form of injury their Ste tare “ Be Ot 
arciind the plant, running a fine anda report of his experiments, mo bene: 
pieve of piano wire down the telling how “small cherry” may —_ 

stalk, and pulling out the borer be avoided, may be had free of Absolutely inert sand, requir- 
Without injury to the plant. charge upon request to the sta- ing from eight to ten years to be 

Another pest he has to con- tion. modified to a point where even 
ten with is the potato leaf hop- TT grass will grow, covers several 
ber which causes the well known Bird baths serve a dual pur- miles of the finest and best de- 
hopperburn on dahlias. This he pose, they are ornamental and veloped farming land of the Mis- 
has been able to control with attract the birds, always wel- sissippi delta, and is one of the 
bordeaux mixture (4-4-50) ap- come ina flower garden for their tragic results of the devastating 
plied thoroughly on the under aid in keeping down insect pests. Mississippi valley flood.
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SSOSOSCSCSCSC“(NSNNNNNNN. J-—s Grane children playing on th 
’ lawns of their estate of 87 acres. 

THE FLORIST’S PAGE On the Crane estate, he has fou: 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany large greenhouses with an are: 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. of 16,000 feet of glass. Th 

Bo three divisions of ine graper) 
house shelter besides the grapes 

AXEL JOHNSON, LAKE Upper Tottenham, and Beck- hoe eet peaches i tabs, 
GENEVA path & sam Lower SO figs, and melons. The division: 

sai “O}G ondon. e came to America, of the grapery house are early aotmeuon, sai et, “SHI to anding: March is “W881 and Sanuary 15th, medium, “Fe 
tainly Axel Johnson, of Lake ial ey to b ta ch naana, yruary 15th and late, and the 
Geneva, Wisconsin is a good ex- ° ae ere ae eke on time varieties grown are: Black 
ample of that axiom. Mr. John- Wis eae to nth cnploy Hamburg, Muscat of Alexan 
son is noted for his Geneva Pink ¢ Richard Tr foe # Chien oy dria, and Gros Coleman. In the 
Snapdragon, and before he is 9. hi ard 1. sae ee other houses cukes, melons, to- 
through as a plant breeder, the on ‘ nore Ge ‘ . e€ Ger ie matoes, and flowers are grown. 

florist’s world is going to know ioe thi Ors. © ‘ld © oi the He has many experiments upon 
a lot more of his products. He eke & he ve ™ "After ww the varieties of begonias, Ach y- 
is herewith shown with one of aiken Lhoserday ss er Work menes, and other rare flowers in 
his hybrid begonias, a cross be- 4 varieties. He will always be 
tween a tuberous rooted begonia “ ; with Crane’s, and is much 
and a weeping type. The name ; 3 Ning sought as a judge at State 
Dolorosa cardinalis (red weep- y gy Ww IA Flower Shows. But his sons 
er) was suggested for it, but it my ah and daughter are another mat- 

has not been named and is not my) ays ter. . . 
ready for dissemination as yet. / “Wg eS When Frank, the younger son, 
The Geneva Pink Snapdragon is m~, ah 3 ‘ie was still in High School in 1923, 
the largest and finest colored (& 7 he started the Lakeview Gar- 

that the market affords. Fight dens on the marsh at the end of 
years ago he produced the hy- Williams Bay, growing vegeta- 

brid and six years ago put it on bles for the summer and winter 
the market. The flowering stalks residents. It got too much for 
can be cut seven feet long, but _,A8¢! Johnson, Lake Geneva, and one him and dad came to his rescue 

five feet is the average size, and ETN NURI BSE OBIS financially and his brother Os- 
under that condition it will have. car, an experienced nurseryman, 
an eighteen to twenty inch flow- ing two anda half years for Mr. also came to help. The business 
ering spike. It is most valuable Crane, he quit and rented a is known as” Axel. Johnson & 
as a winter flowering snapdrag- place of his own in 1893, when Sons, and besides disseminating 
on, although it can be grown he married a farmer girl by the the Geneva Pink Snapdragon, 
outdoors too. It isaclean grow- Same name as his own at Wil- the sons have begun to work on 
er, without suckers, and the side liams Bay, Lake Geneva. In the other novelties produced by 
growth on the stem is very 1895 he went back to manage their father, and on their twen- 
short. The stem is solid, stiff, the gardening of the Crane ty-two acres, have brought eight 
wiry, not overly thick, and not estate, and has been there ever under cultivation with a fine 
sappy. For winter use, he sows ‘ince, thirty-two years. He has perennial | garden. They have 

seed not later than June 15th, See” three generations of the (Continued on page 203) 

and it is planted into the benches 
the first week in August. The 
first cutting will then be October 
first and they will be shipped for 
two months. oe ~ | et, 

Axel Johnson was born Feb- ae ‘ 
ruary 6, 1867, in Skane, South sR ae een i 5 
Sweden, and learned horticul- Thal: pe ee eee -S : 
ture at the Alnarp Horticultural "rare cae eae ee : 
School near there, graduating in paion 
1889. The school is near Mal- ball 
mo, Sweden. From there he 
went to London, England, and 
spent a year with Thomas Ware, LAKEVIEW GARDENS, WILLIAMS BAY, WISCONSIN.
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until well into the winter. The 
fruits are eaten by birds and 

THE UNIVERSITY PAGE carried from place to place in 
this manner, which explains the 

pt prevailence of the plant along 

> . . . fences, the edges of groves and 
POISON IVY, WHAT IT IS in reducing the swelling and re- ~~ cat : a 
AND HOW TO DESTROY IT lieving the pain. _ aeogd SoMa an eae 

A. L. STONE Description—For all practical spreads by root stocks as well as 
purposes the poison ivy and the by.seed 

Range—The Poison Ivy _ poison oak are identical. While ys . “toe tly in its 

(Rhus radicans) is found on the the poison oak does not have the The plant “Sometimes take = 
North American continent from trailing or climbing characteris- eppearance. some ee ‘i fr es 
Novia Scotia to British Colum- tics and is usually more hairy, the form of an a OE fect 

a and Utah in the a vine-like appearance trailing 

. — ye over the ground or other shrub- 

The Poison Oak (Rhus Taxi- \| V bery. Again, it may climb to 
codenron) has a more southern \ Vp the tops of tall trees by means 

range extending from New Jer- ww of small aerial rootlets by which 
sey in the east to Texas in the [ it attaches itself to the tree’s 
west. In so far as the poison ay ) branches 
effects are concerned the two are K\ ‘ In private grounds, parks and 

synonymous and interchange- A \4 cemeteries it almost always 

able. . Ad 7 /, \. takes one of the first two forms 
Habital— These poisonous (fff Lé& which makes it feasible to get at 

plants seldom cause any trouble Y ff fo I it in order to destroy it. 
in cultivated fields but are com- 2. __ XM Per Methods of E -adication 
mon in groves, along roadsides \ 77 7/7" ¥ vo thee ae be adapted to the 
and in parks and cemeteries. In A; ~ circumstances depending on the 
the latter two locations they are size of the area infested, its re- 

qolinces, OF powers aoa nally to lation to other vegetation which 
e people annually. UD might also be destroyed, and 

Character of poison, and — XS other similar factors: to eradi- 
remedies—Both plants are very Wea, cate this plant requires not only 
poisonous to many people. The 7B the destruction of the green por- 
toxic element is contained in all \ oe tions above the ground but the 
parts of the plant but is most a: > running underground parts by 
abundant in the leaves. It con- a0} which it spreads and propa- 

sists of a nonvolatile oil on , gates. The work of destruction 
which water has no effect. E can be done safely only by a per- 

The oil can be removed from son who is immune to poisoning 
the skin by the use of alcohol The leaves of both are three by the plant. 
and if this is done soon it will parted, those of the poison ivy Small patches may be killed 
prevent the spreading which is heing less cut or indented on the by cutting the ivy close to the 
almost sure to take place if the edges. Many people are need- ground with a hoe or scythe and 
oil is not removed. lessly poisoned by it because covering the infested area with 
Where it is impossible to ap- they confuse it with the harm- heavy tar paper. The strips of 

ply the alcohol in time, a quan- less Virginia Creeper. There is paper must lap at least six 
tity of sugar of lead may be dis- no need for this confusion be- inches and extend for three feet 
solved in alcohol and the cream- cause the Virginia Creeper leaf beyond the edges of the patch. 
like paste applied to the affected is five instead of three parted Place two by fours, planks, fence 
part. This will prevent further and the fruits blue instead of posts or other similar weights 
spreading and relieve the irrita- white. The flowers of the plant on the paper to keep it from 
tion. If remedies are not read- are green and inconspicuous, blowing up and to hold the pa- 
ily available the poison pene- borne near the tops of the stems per close to the ground so no 
trates the skin and causes great in the angles between the leaves light can get to the ivy. Where 
swelling and extreme pain. The andthe stem. Later small whit- the ivy is growing along fences 
application of powdered aristol ish colored fruits about one- or among shrubbery this meth- 
freely to the affected parts has fourth inch in diameter appear od can not be used. 
been found extremely effective which often remain on the stems A second method is to dig up
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the plants being careful to get THE APPLE INDUSTRY Similar physical and chemic:l 
all the underground parts. Keep Observation and Experiments __ tests were made at the end of 20 
close watch of the patch and dig An interesting bulletin is at weeks cool storage. 

Pe any mew Diants which start hand from the State College of THE BEST PERIOD r : : 

lot in the soll. This method ts WaRhington Aaricultural x. | These tables show that thew 
practicable only with small the experiments by SR Niller amount of Shaeets in the D lic. 
areas but can often be used and F. L. Overley, which aimed ious, and of acid in the Jona. 
where smothering with paper is a4 fxing standards which would than, while both varieties 
impossible or impracticable. help to decide when apples showed a steady increase in 

A third method consists in should be harvested in order to su ar content, in size colt, 
spraying the plants with chemi- have the best market quality ate hardness u to the ‘dat : 
cal solutions or with oil. Ef- after a period of cool storage of the harvestin P which turned fective chemical solutions are 59 weeks . uk the: Best Panis WHS £6 ea 
arsenate of soda, one pound to * to be a fortnight later th une 
five gallons of water; sulphate NO SIMPLE TEST OF MATURITY {pq eu 1 rato oP than ‘the 
of iron, two pounds to one gal- has yet been formulated. The rowers. custom amonguae 
lon of water; sulphuric acid, one color of the apple, the color 6 The, best color avd favor 
pound to five quarts of water of the seed, the fragrance, the wy e nd to ner a vith the 
and a solution made of one hardness are not — sufficient. lowest ata h e scat | th De 
pound of white arsenic and two ome of the changes are so |\cious. y at th. ores 5 con, 
pounds of sal soda in five gallons slow that the orchardist cannot tent iz “th “i athan hile in 
of water. Sulphuric acid is very detect them. Some growers, by both ta © thes ves ‘ i: this 
corrosive and will injure cloth- jong experience become skilled tape vy vcogched. that many 
: I d c stage approached their maxi- 
ing or flesh so must be handled jn selecting the time of average hardness 
with great care. Iron sulphate maturity, but they are unable to No th dete ination of acid 
will discolor clothing, fence express their ideas in words for, dat h ee ne . os 
posts, cement or stone walks and the guidance of others. We all on rt ak their usa in 
drives. know that there is a stage of field ‘vests, pad Were uiay here 

Kerosene or gasoline sprayed maturity that enables the apple he a method of determining ma- 
over the vines are also very ef- to pass safely through a long  turity with fair accurac . 
fective killing agents and though period of cool storage, but it is It was notable that a Us ripe 
more costly are more con- difficult to decide it ‘with cer- ened in cool storage as they did 
veniently obtained and more tainty. on the trees, and the final chem- 
safely handled than some of the These experiments are a gen- jea] constituents of the im- 
chemical solutions. They should uine attempt to solve the prob- mature apple approximated to 
be applied at the rate of one gal- lem or at least to gain further that of the riper ones—but of 
lon to the square rod where the knowledge of what constitutes course there was no inerease in 
ivy is thick. If the plants are maturity—or rather that stage color OF Size and thera was 4 
scattered each plant should be of maturity which is the best definite loss Of fra rance an 
well covered with the solution or for marketing purposes. . . 
oil as the case may be. LOSSES FROM WINDFALLS 

Three or more applications of THE TESTS Another matter studied was 

any of the sprays will be needed =‘ The apples were obtained from _ the loss from winefalls. In the 
during the season in order to a commercial orchard. They case of Delicious the increased 
completely destroy the ivy. were harvested from three to value of the fruit left on the 

four weeks before and after the trees for another fortnight was 

a date on which the growers har- offset by the losses due to drop- 
vested the bulk of their crops. ping but eet ne Jonathan 

. amt - Enough trees were reserved so is was not so. ere there 
An orchid farm in Panama, that each of the weekly harvest- was a profit by delay. Growers, 

confining iii tothe Misen re- ings was from trees that had however, have to risk losses 
cen y presen ed to the Missouri 1o¢ peen previously harvested. from storms, or almost total loss 

Botanical Garden. Delicious and Jonathan apples from hail, and climatic condi- 
were used. One hundred apples tions have to be taken into con- 

TTS were tagged and measured each sideration. It was thought that 
week to find the increase in size. a study of the causes of the fall 

Another use has been found for Immediately after picking they of apples might effect a reduc- 
the aeroplane. In Hawaii it is were tested for hardness, and tion of this loss, and we await 
being used for sowing seeds on chemical tests were carried out further information under this 
forest reserve lands which have to determine the sugar, starch, heading with interest. N. 7. 
been devastated by fire. and acid contents of the apples. Fruit Grower. 

|
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7 Tall plus anid Wile Delphini- 
ums with the old fashioned scar- 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE i Lychan: It is usually in 
bloom July 4th, so that part of 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG the garden “Says it with flow- 
ers.” 

THE HAPPINESS FLOWER a generous planting of Regal _ 

Did you ever find the Happiness Lilies, gypsophila, and Hen- GARDEN MEMORIES 
Flower? chera or Coral Bells. 

It isn't so hard to find; A little old lady stood with A group of women were visit- 
It epens wide! at the morning. hoi 4, Clasped hands before this latter ing a garden and, as one after 

n the meadows of eneerus mine group. After a long silence she another spoke of some childhood 
But it sometimes grows in the sandy said ina slow voice. “I just feel favorite, one of the women ex- 

dust as though I ought to say a_ claimed, “I feel as though I had 
ind Thal Als the eset Ot FOR eae prayer.” been cheated. I never had a gar- 

; trust : “Truly, we are nearer God’s den to play in nor any chance 
You can always find it there. heart in a garden, than any- to become friends with flowers. 

, . where else on earth.” Apartments may be very nice 
It's sweet as honey, the Happiness Spirea, “Bridal Wreath”, Iris and convenient for grown ups, 

Winter and’ summer the same— Gertrude, a beautiful blue varie- but they are prisons for chil- 
On the difficult hills by troublous ty, interspersed with a clear yel- dren.” 

tower, low columbine, and _ bordered Nearly every women smiled 
It shines like a rosy flame. with the early daisies. at the Mallows. ‘What wonder- 

If ever you find the Happiness Flow. _ Regal Lilies springing up ful ‘dolls’ parasols’ they made.” 
er, from a mass of the low growing They plucked a daisy and 

And it isn’t so hard to find Chinese Delphinium. solemnly chanted, “He loves me, 
By the Tainbow end in an April Regal Lilies planted in front he loves me not.” They tried 

Where the tears and smiles are Of a mass of pink Valerian. | their almost forgotten skill of 
twined. I am glad to see the Regal lily blowing up balloons with “T.ive 

. . oe growing in so many gardens. It forever” leaves. They bowed 
May "it oti fair in your garden is a yeally satisfactory garden low before a bush of “Old Man” 

Aglisten with Joy’s bright dew; _ lily, hardy and sure to bloom. six times while they made a fer- 
May the sunshine of love the whole A mass of the light colored vent wish. Fairies always hid 

_ year round Sweet Rocket as a background there you know and sometimes, 
Lie orm on your flower and foy the old fashioned “Bleeding your wishes were granted. 

yous Author Unknown. Heart”, and Mertensia virgini- 
ca. The garden was gorgeous 

oS Double blue Centaurea, Bach- es Sestiae ee ea am his 
elor’s Buttons, with the peren- wife walked through admiring 

PLANT COMBINATIONS nial Coreopsis used as a eae and intensely interested in the 
TAKEN FROM MY when the Iris are through newer varieties. Suddenly the 

GARDEN BOOK blooming. (Continued on page 203) 

Some of these suggestions 2 
have been tried out in my own ey” 
garden. Others have been jotted Be 
down after “garden visits”. i 

Double pink and white Tulips, ‘ cad , , 
double white Narcissus, ie et Se a? oll 
Cheiranthus allioni, Siberian Se oh ime. as : 7. E 
Wallflower against a back- l ot H rma hat. ee: } 
ae of Tony oe p RE tie ne: 

mass o riental Poppies PD ES OE ae NO eo) Sb 
between two large bushes of a 7a* ue * f pray ate te 
Ilarrison’s yellow roses. “Oh! er 2Y BES. aes Bag + SE 
how gorgeous.” As an early ay Cian. Ee ee pei a cd ; 
spring combination it surely is. my Lea ®t ON 

Clematis Recta, Lemon lilies, d . 7 ie 
and a large flowered, tall grow- . ee an yt 
ing, deep blue Columbine. - aden Ps a 

A background of Dorothy RE ee Wok Se ee | 
Perkins and Excelsa Roses, then A SIGHT THAT MAKES YOU WANT TO GROW MORE LILIES.
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Wisconsin Horticulture OUR SUMMER MEETING It was recently brought to 
Baked + . our attention that a_ so-called 

Published Monthly by the wen Pi ar ea tree surgeon was condemning 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society sha C 8 ore ‘Association will Yellow Transparent Apple Trees, 

119 E. Washington Avenue. aeaiat the lee | horticultural § which on account of their sus- 
OMicial Organ of the Soclety ani Ad aca or ic an 80- ceptibility to fireblight were 

ciety 0. at city in en er aining badly affected by this disease, 
ERNEST L. CHAMBERS, Editor ee neetici baba FOU tat " on the grounds that they were 

Secretary WS Ht. Madhon, Wis their summer convention to be responsible for the death or ser. CO Strong, Huron He Smiths eM 90 enosha, on Augus ious injury to elm trees which 
—_. - 4 fon ths were being attacked by the well 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, ,. -¢@qual ter th or the conven- known elm canker. This is an- 
Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Ac: tion will be at the Hotel Dayton other point in favor of a state 

01 8} © xj aq aca] x 6 soe . . 

postage provided for in Section 1103, act. @"d the business sessions and Jaw requiring the licensing of 
of October 3, 1917, authorized July “15, program will be held at the Ken- tree surgeons in Wisconsin. 

‘Advertising rates made known on ap- OSha County courthouse on the 
pientien: 7 19th. The business session will ——————— 

~ start at 10 A. M. and the pro- 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society gram at 1:30 in the afternoon. 

Annual membership fee, dollar, ! © Fox bure . 7 
which includes fifty cents, subscription Another feature of the con IN THIS ISSUE 
price to Wisconsin Horticulture. Send vention and congruent with it - one dollar to Office of Secretary, Mati; Will be a huge local flower show Dunn County Fruit Growers. 

Remit by Postal E: M Or- I she rjate’ * 4 . oy 
der, A dollar Bill tay be sent safely if Which the Kenosha Florists’ and High Bush Cranberry 
wrapped or attached to a card. Personal Nurserymens’ Association is Dahilias 
chec i aye sponsoring for the amateur anas 

ostage stamps: not: accepted flower growers. A Lake Geneva Florist 
aaRIGERS h Eee inveresting broprer Poison Ivy 
Se as been arranged, a_ detailec 

J. E. Leverich, President........Sparte . , The stry 
C, J. Telfer, Vice-President. Green Bay copy of which appears on anoth- he Apple Indu ig 
Kk. LL. Chambers, Secretary-Treasurer, er page of this issue. Garden Memories 

—__ . Plan to be with us and bene- The Summer Meeting 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE fit thereby by taking advantage Florists’ Meetin 

Ex Ofiicio of this opportunity to find a OrISts s 
President, Vice-President and Secretary solution for some of the prob- The Corn Borer 

For term ending December, 1929 . . 
V. E. Brubaker..............Washburn lems which have been puzzling Kenosha Program 

Bea Swarts ee enoany You. We have ten live speak- . 
H. G. Christensen. ..........Oshkosh ers on our program who are go- The Markets 

For term ending December, 1928... ; i : w Bb 
M. B. Gof eevee e+++-Sturgeon Bay ing to discuss briefly and inter- Books of Interest 

. . Kello sete eee e reer ee edd st] i ] 1 7 7 
James Livingstone ........1Milwaukee e@Stingly ten live subjects in fif- Badger News 
George M. Moseman. .... - .;Menomonte teen minute talks and five or “ . or_term ending December, : : 
A. Bassett ns ves. esss +s -Baraboo ten minutes will be devoted to _ 

. * SOE cecces eae eokat OI is 4OT, 0 —_—_CCC Seo: Win. Longland..1112/2lJiake Geneva discussion after each talk. All 
speakers will appear at the Fri- ee 

HOARD, OF STANKGHRE day P. M. session. The follow- oo . 
1. EB. Leverich c. yell ing day will be devoted entirely In apple pollination tests in 

eee eee ta Chambers to a tour of points of horticul- Sonoma county, add, California, 
tural interest in Racine and Ke- a Gravenstein and a Delicious 

oo nosha counties. There will be tree enclosed under a tent with 
—eeeeooo—————= some interesting entertainment a hive of bees produced 1237 

Friday evening, two picnics with apples. A Delicious enclosed 
lots of lemonade and everything alone with bees set 31. 

COVER PAGE that goes to make a good time. 

Come, bring your family and . . 
“The Seven Pines” enjoy a treat of your life time; Some garden makers in this 

good speakers, good eats, good country are adopting the plan, 
“ ¥ “ ‘ ‘ " 7 i arpet- 

Virgin white pine near Lewis, "2848, good people, a good pro- common in England, of carpet 
gram, in a good section of our ing their rose beds, bulb beds, 

Wisconsin. state, and a good recreation for iris and peony beds, with low- 
the whole family. Make your growing plants such as_ the 
reservations now and plan to be pansy, viola, and creeping blue 

ee with us on August 19 and 20. _ phlox.
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FLORISTS’ SUMMER The convention adjourned at “HORT” STUDENTS TRAVEL 

MEETING Oey taller edb the mtectinn One of the most unusual un- 

_ Ideal weather and the delight- of the two Wisconsin F. T. D. dertakings ever reported by an 
ful scenic resources of Wiscon- districts, called to order by ¢ducational institution is a hor- 
sin were incentives in attracting Richard’ Haentze, chairman of ticultural course on wheels 
ihe florists of neighboring states district two. A banquet at the Planned by Professor F. G. 
to the Tenth Annual Summer Fiks club Tuesday evening com- Charles of the horticultural de- 
Convention of the Wisconsin and pleted the program for the first Partment of Ohio State univer- 
Upper Michigan Florists’ Asso- day, sity and reported to us by W. 
ciation, held at Eau Claire, on Wednesday morning demon- Paddock of the same depart- 
July 19 and 20. Particularly  strations were held in the con- Ment. On June 14 a party of 16 
prominent was the large group yention room of the Eau Claire Students and one instructor set 
of florists from Minnesota, hotel. Miss Edna Tomberg, of forth in five automobiles on a 
which descended upon the town Miss Beth’s Flower Shop, Min- tour which will take them a ma- 
in a bus load of 29 and in a neapolis; “Jimmy” Dale, Jr., Jority of the states west of Mis- 
squadron of automobiles. James H. Dale, Hancock, Michi- souri, which was to be visited 

President “Ed” Matthewson gan; and J. E. Stapleton, Staple- first. . 
expressed pleasure at the re- ton the Florist, Duluth, Minn.; Traveling through Texas, New 
sponse attending florists were were on the program to demon- Mexico and Arizona, the stu- 
giving the splendidly arranged strate baskets, bouquets, bridal dents on this tour will visit Cali- 
program when he called the first bouquets and designs and fornia and the major fruit sec- 
session to order at 2:15 P. M., sprays. The florists lunched in tions of Oregon, Washington 
July 19, after a morning spent various groups at noon, and im- and Idaho. They will visit the 
receiving and registering guests mediately afterwards they start- agricultural colleges in the va- 
and visiting greenhouses. ed to leave for home, some re- rious states and inspect  or- 

Anton F. T. Lauritzen, a well maining in town the larger part chards, packing plants, canner- 
known Eau Claire florist, was of the day. ies and places of horticultural 
then requested to call the names Officers of the Wisconsin and interest. The tour will cover 
of local florists as a means of Upper Michigan Florists’ Asso- about 19,000 miles and will last 
introducing them to the conven- ciation in effect from November, fully three months. 

tion, and he called on the follow- 1926 to November, 1927, are as 
ing, making a few remarks follows: “Ed” Matthewson, She- TT 
about each of them: “Jim” boygan, president; Anton F. T. ve te . Wie 
Rooney, Chippewa Falls; “Jake” Lauritzen, Eau Claire, vice presi- E oe g exhibit i te oe 
Christensen, Chippewa Falls; dent; Alfred Locker, Wauwa- kee. Writ vo the Fai Sere 
John Maves, Eau Claire; Ernest tosa, secretary; Eugene Oes- (0 que 28 UY ti Se 
Bluedorn, Eau Claire; Walter H. treicher, Milwaukee, treasurer, Agee ‘ture. fox . epar ane Net 
Demmler, Eau Claire. Mayor with the following as directors: SriculLure, LOF a. PreMsUM. 1I18t. 
Barren of Eau Claire, was then Henry Benz, Racine, J. H. Dale, 
called upon and he extended the Hancock; R. E. Miller, Racine. 

welcome of the city to the visit- The roots of the common bar- 
ing florists. : re berry, now known as a spreader 

After a short business meet- of black stem rust to grain fields, 
ing Prof. H. B. Dorner, Univer- A grower should know which were once valued because of 
sity of Illinois, addressed the trees are really paying, and their medicinal uses. 
convention on the subject of Which trees are merely profitless 
“Improved Growing Methods.” cumberers of the soil. The av- SS 
S. D. Dysinger, a member of the erage fruitgrower is accustomed “3 “5 P a as oe 
firm of Holm & Olson, Inc., to thinking of profits and of CO Mey aoe eee 
ilorists, St. Paul, followed him losses in terms of acres, regardl- . . on 
with “The Salesman” as his sub- less of the fact that, while the (Chicago Tribune—July 26) 
ject. He prefaced his discussion acre may return a profit, indi- The city council yesterday passed 
with the remark that it was vidual trees may represent a an ordinance providing for a $100 a 
essential to know how to sell loss, and that the return from ear license fee from retail florists. 
yoods as well as how to grow the acre could be increased if  fgwer concerns of the city who do not 
them. Mr. M. Kelly, advertising such trees were replaced. A deny that it was aimed at the vendors 
manager of the Eau Claire Press change from the acre-unit as of blossoms on street corners and at 
Co., was next introduced and the basis of profit and loss cal- slevated sptatone. Only, cne yore “ 
‘poke on ‘Florists’ Advertising culations is both desirable and Milis (37th) who said it would exeate 
Problems.” necessary. a monopoly.
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oT areas, in 1926 reduced their 
corn acreage to 10 per cent of 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES the normal acreage and the corn- 

Edited by the State Entomologist ae fhe a f the 

Pt corn, about 8,000 acres out of 

THE EUROPEAN CORN broom corn came over was a pe- aa eri aed 
BORER IN THE UNITED riod when we had a very short total] loss in 1926. Large fields 

STATES crop in this country and there which produced 50 to 100 bush. 

Hardly a day goes by that we Was an unusually large importa- ¢]s of corn per acre in 1925 ani 
do not read something about the ion during that time, about which were just outside of the 
European Corn Borer when we 10,000 tons of broom corn being heavily infested region, were to- 
pick up the newspaper. The av- brought in from abroad. tal losses in 1926. 
erage reader naturally wonders _,The broom corn was distrib- ‘The corn belt farmers anil 
what it is all about. He con- Uted at many different points in Jeaders in agriculture are great- 
cludes that either this borer has the United States and Canada. Jy alarmed about the things the 
a mighty efficient publicity An infestation of the borer 0c- corn borer is doing to the corn 

agent or else, that those familiar ¢Urred at Boston where it was fields of southern Ontario and 
with it must fully realize that it first recognized in 1916. The which it seems to be starting to 
is as described, the “Greatest Corn borers which are now caus- qo jn Ohio and Michigan. Be- 

Menace to American agricul- _ ing a native of Ohio and return- 
ture.” Never in the history of hy alt ie ing each fall to spend my vaca- 

our country has any pest en- * a! Y tion, I have been following the 

joyed the publicity that this one « , “a ~ “ag corn borer situation there very 

has and there is plenty of rea- r Pas closely. Until the last year or 
son for it. ff eee 1, w\ two there was not sufficient dam- 

The European Corn Borer is 5 / age in Ohio to have any effect 
an insect that derives its name ? ¥ on the total crop production of 
from the larval or worm stage a ‘ the state but during the past 
which bores into the stalks of te 4 e . season fields went down in Lucas 

corn and thick stemmed weeds. |, ~ i oe @ | and Ottawa counties just as 
Like many other insects the corn | “» a Py badly as some of the worst Ca- 
borer passes through four dis- | ‘ a ae | ot adian fields. 
tinct stages—namely, the egg, ‘ r bm i The borer’s injury to the corn 
the larva, the pupa and the s\ *) 7 ra results from the burrowing of 
adult stage. The adult is a a the larva in some part of the 
moth which emerges during the a \ 4 ~ plant above ground, any part of 
latter part of June and the most , ye which may be attacked. The 
of July and lays hundreds of & 1g ee . very young larva may feed on 
eggs. These hatch into larvae a F ne the surface of the leaf for a 
which tunnel the stalks and . while and then it may infest the 
spend the winter as full grown “'#!K Showing entrance holes of the midrib, The corn stalk, cob, or 
larvae in the stubble. ear shank or even the develop- 

This pest came into this coun- ing the most serious trouble ing kernels may be infested at 
try about 17 years ago in a however are believed to have any stage in the growth of the 
shipment of broom corn from come across Lake Erie and Lake _ larva. 
southern Europe, Italy and Hun- St. Clair from Canada where One of the earliest indications 
gary, some of which landed near they are thought to have become of the presence of the borer ix 

Boston. It was introduced be- established in 1910. the breaking over of the tassels 
fore any law on the subject or Those who have visited the caused by the tunneling out of 
any power to guard against badly infested counties of On- the tassel stalk. As the borers 
such a pest had been provided. tario, Canada, are convinced of become moderately abundant th» 
As a matter of fact very little the seriousness of the insect as it weakening of the stalk and in- 
was known in this country about occurs there. In 1925 practi- jury to developing grains be- 
the corn borer in Europe since cally all of the corn in Kent and come more pronounced. Prob- 
it had been only a minor pest Essex counties in Ontario ably the greatest commercial 
there, kept in control by its para- showed a commercial loss of 50 damage is to the ear shank 
sites, and little mention of it was to 100 per cent. As a result which is weakened even if onl) 
made in European literature. these counties, which were not- slightly infested. This causes 
This period, 1909-10, when the ably corn and hog farming the ear to drop over prematurely
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| | PROGRAM | 
{ on | 
j ‘ | 

F riday, August 19 | 
| i 

10:00 A. M. Business Session 4 
f | 

| 1:30 P.M. Program | 
i a 

| Address of Welcome- - - Kenosha City Manager | 

ik Diseases of Ornamental Plants’ R. E. Vaughn | 

| Beautifying Home Grounds - City Forester, Kenosha 1 
i Spray Rings - - - - - C. E. Kuehner | 
| Dahlias - - - - - - - J. T. Fitchett 1 

! That Apple Drop - - - R. H. Roberts 1 

i Cabbage Diseases - - - - J. C. Walker 
+ European Corn Borer - - John S. Bordner | 

Apples for Health - - - Paul Stark i 

Cabbage and Onion Facts - County Agent, Kenosha County : 

| Saturday, August 20 | 
| Tour of points of horticultural interest in Kenosha and Racine | 

| Counties. i 

and fail to completely fill out that the adult moth of this borer ity of such moths to fly. It is 
and it often rots. As the borers has will continue to invade and known that larvae in corn stalks 
increase in numbers; as in the establish itself deeper into the may survive submergence in 
heavily infested area of Canada corn belt if not completely water for a period of 40 days 
and some sections of Ohio, they checked in its present habitation and this would enable the bor- 
so completely riddle the stalks as long as the invaded territory ers to spread great distances 
that there is scarcely anything affords suitable environment for into the southern portion of the 
left except the shell and that reproduction and increase. It corn belt down the Ohio and 
naturally breaks over with the has been observed that the moth Wabash Rivers. It is therefore 
first storm, giving the appear- is able to fly distances of twenty evident that the more completely 
ance of a field tramped down by _ to forty miles with the wind and __ the pest is controlled in the pres- 
cattle. The greatest commer- that it can fly down even on a_ ent infested region the less like- 
cial injury to show upon a heav-. body of water and rest awhile lihood there is of spread into 
ily infested area is to sweet corn and then continue its flight. Ev- new territory. 
which is more susceptible to the ery fall we find large numbers Feeling that there was at least 
borer’s attack and where even a of a certain cotton moth a good possibility of delaying 
single larva in the ear makes it throughout Wisconsin, much the the further spread of the corn 
unsalable. same size as the moth of the borer and that each year of de- 

We are often asked if the corn corn borer, that have flown from lay meant a saving of hundreds 
borer will reach the corn belt. the cotton fields of the south. of thousands, if not millions of 
Any insect with the ability to fly This gives some idea of the abil- dollars, Congress decided to
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spend ten million dollars as an stubbles where the stubs were burner proper consists of a 
experiment to see what could be not over 16 inches long, and header pipe back of a heavy 
accomplished toward saving our work most efficiently with stubs sheet steel shield to protect the 
corn crop, valued at two billions. not over 6 or 8 inches. men who are drawing the ma- 
The campaign of the Federal The burning machines con- chine. In this header pipe are 
Government and the States of sist of a large truck, on which inserted several nozzles froin 
Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, is mounted a 2 cylinder pump di- 15-18 inches apart through 
Michigan and Indiana to stem rectly back of the cab, with a which the oil is sprayed down 
the tide was a battle of the first large fuel tank back of the onto the ground. The tempera- 
order. All of the resources of 
the entire department were util- _ 
ized in this fight and corn-borer ' 
business was given the right of 
way over everything else; since 
the federal appropriation had ; 
not been passed until late in the 4 i 
winter and its application di i 
hinged upon certain regulatory ‘ i; a i 
legislation by the various states Hi ae | 
affected, and the clean up work eh gry 
to be efficient had to be all com- i i ip / 
pleted before June 1. ) iY i . 

The general plan of procedure > FA 4 sa 
in this campaign of eradication he Ul yf) oe 
consisted of a clean up by the AN a; a | 
farmers to be followed by fed- a Pa i Y fe. 
eral clean up where the farmers’ 9 z Be Wn dae 
work either was not done at all your pe i 
or not properly done. j aes 

Considerable educational work t St 
had been going on all winter aa Ms. 
prior to the enforced clean up. Ha? Ber | 
Demonstrations were held when- el + A | 
ever the weather permitted fi fy | 
where the proper adjustments A yy, / 
of plows were shown to enable feAN ‘ 
the farmers to get the most out ay 2 : 
of their own equipment. hy Dior gi 

A few of the larger items used Ew 
by the government in the work y? 
are listed below: Ss 

440 John Deere 15-27 tractors. an 
440 International Harvestor Co. 15- Ak ! 

30 tractors. Bite 
360 Fordson Tractors. Cys | 
800 International Harvestor Co. stub- 

ble beaters. 
324 3-16” bottom gang plows from 

the Vulcan Plow Co. CROSS SECTION OF AN INFESTED EAR 
450 18” single bottom tractor plows 

from the Oliver Chilled Plow 

_, Works. . pump. The burning unit itself ture is reported to be around 
68 Burning Machines. is a light pipe frame carriage 1400 degrees and some excess oil 
The stubble beaters used in mounted on two high wheels, is sprayed out so that the burn- 

the clean up work consist of an about 15 feet long and 10 to 12 ing continues for a considerable 
unhoused high speed rotor sim- feet wide at the rear. The distance back of the burner 
ilar to a hammer mill, with two burning unit is drawn over the proper. 
sections about two feet wide field by 2 men, and is connected The cost of operation, together 
spaced so as to cover two corn. to the truck, which is left sta- with the initial cost of $9000 for 
rows; driven by a power take- tionary, by 1000 feet or more of each machine, is the serious dis- 
off from a tractor. They are hose. Four or five men are re- advantage of the burner, al- 
recommended for use on corn quired to handle the hose. The though it is reported to be 90-
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94 100% effective in destroying ing” them. Several state fair (Continued from page 197) 
the corn borers. exnibits recently have featured jan stopped before a scented 

The present legislature a the corn borer. A survey was Jeayed plant called ‘Sweet Mary’ 
short time ago appropriated made four years ago, in connec- “Why, | haven’t seen any ‘Boy’s 
$15,000 to be available for im- tion with the crop statistics di- [Love in years.” With a very 
mediate use by the State Depart- vision of the department, to find poyish grin he plucked a leaf 
ment of Agriculture in scouting out what the treatment of corn and partially concealing it in his 
and determining whether the stubble was in Wisconsin, how hand held out his hand to his 
corn borer is present in Wiscon- many fields had standing corn, wife. Their glance of affection 
sin and taking the necessary how much was put into the silo, ag her hand clasped his, showed 
steps to stamp it out should it be etc. The Wisconsin Department neither had forgotten the bash- 
found in limited numbers. A_ of Agriculture also has put into fy] boy’s way of ascertaining 
further appropriation of $100,- effect several quarantines to pro- whether his sweetheart loved 
000 was also made for the De- tect the state from the introduc- him, even though he was hope- 
partment’s use in case the corn tion of any possible infestation Jessly tongue tied in her pres- 
borer makes its appearance in on broom corn and similar prod- ence. With a laugh and a be- 
Wisconsin, to be available in ucts. The shipment of ear corn, coming blush, the woman com- 
paying the farmers for their ex- uninspected shelled corn, broom pleted the rite by slipping the 
tra labor and in carrying out corn, sorghums, or sudan grass leaf next her heart saying, 
the necessary control measures. which has been grown or stored “Aren’t we foolish?” Well may- 

The University of Wisconsin in the infested corn borer areas be they were, but they looked 
has also secured an appropria- is prohibited under penalty. very happy. 

tion of $5000 to make a study of Any products or material im- 
parasites of the native borers ported into the state in violation One of my neighbors has a 

and what experimental work can of these regulations is subject ‘Sentimental Garden”. ‘Every 
be done before the corn borer to destruction or return to the plant in it is a favorite with 
arrives. No active experiment- point of origin at the discretion someone that he knows and 
al work can be done until the of the State Department ot likes. Many were given to him. 
borer arrives because there are Agriculture. “T don’t see just the flowers 
no European corn borers in the a when I walk or work in my gar- 
state to work on. den. I see my friends. I think 

The Wisconsin Department of (Continued from page 194) of them. I am happier because 

Ag riointie HR i pil 410 varieties of perennials: mak: of both friends and flowers.” 

action by iid ‘een aa tof ing a specialty of phlox and a 

suuts im the southern part of dotphiniums, ‘They have tht) 
ores : yaar eight varieties o ox and nine HOUSK PLANTS IN SUMMER 
vey with the purpose of deter- Varieties of delphiniums, includ- au = 
mining the presence or absence jing the famous Wrexham strain. Many house plants are bene- 
of the corn borer. Eight Uni- They have only 1800 of the fited by being placed out of doors 
versity of Wisconsin students Wrexham strain as their sales at this season. They may be 
were selected for this work and jaye been heavy on this. When set under trees and left until cool 

sent to Ohio for a few days of we visited their houses, they had Weather comes in the Fall. It 
intensive training prior to be- cyt delphiniums, Campanulas, is better, however, to plunge 
ing assigned to territory. The Achillea Perry’s White, and them to the rim of the pot in 

other eight men are experienced Oenotheras for shipment to the earth, for when this is done, the 
scouts furnished by the Federal Chicago Cut Flower Growers soil dries out less rapidly and 
Government, who also provide Association. The local demand less artificial watering is re- 
transportation facilities for all js large, but their shipping busi- quired. 

the men. ness is larger. They ship to 
European ee Reng onl Ohio, New York, Illinois, Michi- OT 

wever, is not new in Wiscon- gan, and Minnesota. They are , , arden will 
sin, as the State Department of enilaning their place this sum- hoe Well Biot eat "will 
Agriculture has been working mer by building thirty foot ad- early spring until freezing 
1 the problem since 1919, at ditions on the ends of their pres- weather. ‘ 
Which time a survey of all broom — ent houses, thus giving them the . . 
corn factories and corn canner- equivalent of an extra house. ee 
icy in the state was made. Since 
then through fair exhibits and The leaves on a Delicious ap- 
publicity the Department has Perennials are the framework ple tree are smaller than the 
becn doing all it could to edu- on which to build a flower gar- leaves of most of the other vari- 
cate the public without “scar- den. eties.
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total of 15,500, or 4,000 cars 
. more than in 1926. Among the 

THE MARKET PAGE late states Colorado has 14,309 

Edited by William Kirsch, State Department of Markets. with dies lal tone compared 

1 pd Markets were in firm position 
, } 

POTATOES reached piehest oe ge iue sea- vane prought up ee iol, 
son, with more than 6, cars: : 50 4, 

‘The expected gap between moving during the week of July LO bee wo a vangeic! 92504 
mid-summer potatoes and first 25. About 3,400 of these came melons New York reported 

shipments from the Northern from Georgia, 1,200 from South heavy arrivals of 720 cars, and 
tier of states may not material- Cayolina and’ 600 from Texas. sales there were mostly at $2.50 
ize, after all. With exceptional: An average of 1,000 cars of {5 $3 00 for California stock and 
ly heavy yields on the Eastern melons each week-day means 50¢ more on Arizonas. Stand. 
Shore and good crops promised ne car every minute and a half, d crates of Honey Dews ruled 
for New Jersey, Long Island ; ‘ae wenn clo Crates Of Boney Vews Tule : contione, ay and night. Supplies were ¢1.90 to $1.50 in New York 
and other mid-season sections, heavy in most markets, with Honey Balls melons brine. 
it now looks as if the flow of po- Tom Watsons, weighing 24 to ing $2.00 to $3 00 North Caro- 
tatoes to market will keep up at 39 pounds, were selling F. O. B. lina Green Meats cantaloupes 
a steady pace until digging of cash track at Central Georgia sold at $1.25 to $1.50. The cash 
the main crop begins, and then, points around $75.00 to $175.00 track market in Arizona cloced 

of course, shipments are at their per carload. There was a wide higher at $1.35 to “St 50 ocr 

height. The New Jersey crop range in quality and condition. standard crate of Salmon Tints 
suffered somewhat from unfav-  glightly larger sizes ruled 65¢ to The cantaloupe situation is just 
orable weather conditions but 90¢ per 100 pounds in Texas the eovaiee fae ito as ae 
there probably are plenty of producing sections. These ent shipments ae oF one 

good potatoes left. First car- ranges were about one-fourth third heavier and prices are bet- 
load shipments have already jowey than the preceding week. ter : 
been reported from Long Island fstimated watermelon plantings : | 

aa MT Soe point toa iM 18 late states total 31,700 ——___— 
resent 1 7 acres, which is 10,000 to 18,000 

heavy crop throughout the Jess than in any of the last three PEACHES 
North, from Maine across to years. Missouri growers have With Georgia peaches done, 
Washington. The 19 surplus jess than half of last season’s North Carolina was meeting lit: 
producing states expect at least acreage. When the heavy mid- tle competition in the East ex- 
278,000,000 bushels, which geason crop is out of the way, cept from South Carolina. 
would be just about average for markets may strengthen. Arkansas and Tennessee were 
this crop, but 26,000,000 more largely supplying Mid-Western 

em lash year The 16 = Ss cities. Arkansas’ output drop- 
ate-potato states may produce a 
83,000,000 bushels. This would CANTALOUPES ing week's movement, ead te 
be an increase of 8,500,000 over Production of intermediate taled only 500 cars. North 
1926. but still 3,500,000 below cantaloupes in 10 states is Carolina increased rapidly to 
the five-year average. There figured at 6,080,000 crates, a net 800 cars, while South Carolina 
probably will be an active move- ingrease of 8% over last year. forwarded 275 and Tennessce 
ment of potatoes to those SeC- Most of the gain is in Arizona, 175. Maryland, Delaware and 
tions which do not produce Tydiana, the Carolinas and Dela. New Jersey began during the 
enough for local needs. Plant- ware Inthisintermediate week. Because of the early clos- 
ings in Canada have been in-  gyoup, Arizona leads, with near- ing of Georgia’s season and the 
creased 3% over last year to a jy 9 million crates. Shipments greatly delayed movement of 
total of 560,000 acres, but that fiom that state show a propor- California and Texas peaches. 
is only 16% of the potato acre- tionate increase, totaling 4,200 combined shipments from. all 
age in the United States. cars to date, and with the daily sections were only one-third 

— movement last week still averag- those of a year ages This ac- 
5 ing 125. Arkansas’ output for counts chiefly for jobbing price 

WATERMELONS the seven-day period increased ranges 50% higher than last 
Carlots of watermelons can to 300 cars, North Carolina to July. Southeastern Elbertas 

be had in the principal cities at 275 and Central California to were bringing $2.50 to $3.50 per 
a rate of 30¢ or 40¢ per melon, 225 cars, while Imperial Valley crate or bushel basket, while 
which means a relatively moder- dropped to 150. The Valley North Carolina Belles ranged 
ate retail price. Shipments probably will reach a season (Continued on page 207)
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BOOKS THAT WILL INTER- The gant People, by, Hans Heinz Fio.1 F102 Fio 3 
T HORTICULTURAL Swers, a translation from_ the 

ES READERS German (Dodd, Mead & Co). Berry Boxes 
A readable book, telling a com- 

The Magic of Herbs, by Mrs. CG. F. plete story of the pont People,” and Crates, Bushel Boxes 
Leyel, (Harcourt, Brace & Co.) ides oe ab many or Cur preconceived and Climax Baskets 

a enteth entry Sook. ot HGS lout ant, The author is 
Suerets | ne whieh ae author traces formation about ants as he is said As You Like Them 
the use of herbs in medicine and to: have ~ ' 
magie from legendary to modern ™ Dave ought the Fire Ants of We manufacture the Ewald 
times; and deals comprehensively Texas, studied the common — Red Patent Folding Berry Boxes. of 
with poisons, perfumes, cosmetics, Ants of Georgia, faced the Wander- wgod Veneer that sive, satistac- 
ete. A partial list of the 400 herbs ing Ants in Mexico, and been bit- terial In the Kk. D. in carload lots 
or simples used by Hippocrates in ten by, the Bull Dog Ants of Aus- our specialty. We constantly 

the bth century B. C.—half of whieh "lia sen eae nae aan are still in use today—in the prac- Plant Lore, Legends and Lyrics, by strawberries or blueberries. No 
tice of medicine among the ancient ‘ Buehiarg Folkard. order too smutll or too large for 

Greeks, is one of the many  inter- comprehensive treatment of the Fold RE DOMen aid Orn tes Tt ee Dy 
estings features found between its  by-ways of plant folk lore, with a from Ati waukee. Sromitnens is 
covers. list of six hundred plants and_ the essential in handling fruit, and 
7 . . superstitions attached to them. Be ee et be pant wells £ 
Tree Ancestors: BY Edward Vv ibur American Gardens, by Guy Lowell. A postal brings our price list. | 
ay (Williams ¢ ‘i i ins) t Photographic glimpses of beauti- Cumberland Fruit P: 

ti a sory SA the 3 ee Sen ah ee ful gardens in eastern United States. MEDeraN ruit Package 

planation of how they” came! to be 4 Treatise on Viticulture, by I. A. Company 
scattered around the world. 4 nore (McMillan Co.). Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis 
. . A rather technical but very compre- 
The Beginner's Garden, by Mrs. hensive book, written more particular-__§_£——————_______ 

F MANES ae (Charles Serib- ly for Californian, Australian and = — oe 
ner jon). South African conditions, but of value 

A discussion of the small house also to all who are interested in the KADEG NTRACTOR 
and garden, with new and practical general subject, since it contains KIN ARDE = 
plans for placing the garden in ve- many practical remarks on propaga- A Bee and Power Lawnmower So intionship tothe house and garage. lon, manuring and proning. Aenea re ae 7 
The Principles of Flower Arrange- Plant Hunting, by Ernest H. Wilson — anites,TruckertPlorists; Nur: (SPREE ouice 

eed, by Ed. White (A. TDs (Stratford Co). a . try Watates and Poultrymens Ne PIF. 
ua Mare Co.). complete and authoritative work . 

A book discussing the most import- on the origin of ornamental plants 1085-S9nd AVE, Se En MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. 
ant elements of flower designing, brought from other lands, 
prepared for the use of both Srene The Bank of Bulbs, by F. F. Rockwell ~— = OO 
ower growers and experience acMillan Co.). 

workers. An especially interesting A helpful book for the ama f Awq 
chapter treats cn Tapariese Flower — grower. mm vow ie: AMaBLeN AEE Ss 
Arrangement and its Relation to Formal Design in Landscape Archi En Aion FI ” Art” i tells of ormal Design in Landscape Archi- iad <a} - 
. can Flower Art,’ and tells 0: tecture, by Prof. F. A. Waugh Na ae. ZZ B 
the centuries of study which the 0 ra Judd Publishi Aaa N=): ZLZLZzZZ eS 
Japanese have given to the perfec- Of acer gudd Publishing (Co). AB A , SH ED 
tion of their arrangement of flowers, ping gz der s “yather ¢ - eon A, Hf } BF 
where line distribution is the basis Leni tf Tener extensive CZ W222" Gas 3 e basis scale. BAZ" "lh Uh AKAZAA 
o! composition. = Se A 
OW Fashioned Gardening, by Grace | Za 

abor (Robert McBride & Co.). 0 3} . 
Interesting reading for those in- aMERIOAN BULBS UNDER BERRY BOXES AND CRATES 

i rested in gardens made in the old aes Either made up or in the K. D 
fashioned manner and containing A United States Department A So un Berry I k - 

vers of the earlier period. of Agriculture bulletin under merican Quar erry Baskets, 
Furmers of Forty Centuries, by F. th ; Climax Grape and Peach Baskets, 

yi 8, DY! ots e above title, dated December Jy] Ri * H. King (Harcourt). 1926. is to hand, 22 Sand ill or Repacking Baskets, Plant 
\ reprint of a work first private- 2 land, pages an Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. 

ly printed b: 1 i cover, well illustrated. Copies ¢. en a 1 p y_ the author, then a . : p Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Request pr essor in the University of Wis- of this bulletin may be had by Vit ; i rane Ye ane 
consin, It offers a good exposition gendin 5 i if rite for special prices on Car-loa 
of the methods by which the Chinese € g 15c to the Superintend Lots. Liberal Discounts on vy c and Japanese have been able to ent of Documents, Government Early Orders. 
ma'ntain a high soil fertility over a Frinking Office, Washington, D. SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY 

ns period of time. . SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
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Dr PEA CANNING TO SHOW RE. 
DUCTION 

BADGER NEWS Madison—(AP)—Although weat )- 
. . er conditions of spring have been (i... 

From Wisconsin Papers cidedly unfavorable to the pea indu:- 

try, 124 canning companies in Wi-- 
bo _______* —consin are packing the 1927 crop. 

Sweet varieties are being cann( 
GOVERNOR SIGNS BILL FOR MADISON MAN COLLECTS _ now in the lakeshore, central ani 

LOW FOREST TAX RARE CACTUS SPECI- western sections while the northern 
MENS FROM RATTLE- genneries are now busy with the early 

5 : restati is pack. 
Promotion of reforestation is SNAKE RETREAT Last year 9,287,000 cases of peas 

expected through a bill provid- . are canned in. Wi : a 
: : 3 . sted from the Were, canned in Wisconsin, approxi- 
ing for a severance tax on forest His legs protec mately half the nation’s total. More 
crop lands signed today by Gov. fangs of rattlesnakes, Hallet than °222,000,000 cans in ail were 
Fred R. Zimmerman. Germond, 2103 Monroe street, packed in this state. _ 

Under provisions of this bill, an instructor at the university, | Throughout the United States, av. 
i . ‘ ne . i scaled Rattlesnake bluff, near cording to W. E. Nicholoy of the Wis- 
land approved as forest crop : DO consin Canners’ Association, the acre- 
land by the conservation com- state trunk highway 113, just age in peas has been reduced 28 pcr 
mission is taxed at the rate of across the Wisconsin river from cent and in Wisconsin 33 per cent. 

only 10 cents per acre until the Prairie du Sac, to obtain speci- If the crop is not harvested in time ‘» 
timber crop 1S harvested. mens of cactus which have Will be anither. year of voversprodue: 

grown there, unharmed by Wis- tion of the worst type—poor quality 
TT consin winters, for at least a peas. —_ 

5 x . Despite the andicaps of — the 
Planting 20,000 young pines neg t f th lants weather, he said, Wisconsin canners 

on the McCormick estate on oday, ten of the plantS—un- are making an effort to keep a good 
Island Lake, is the most exten- common In the north—are grow- quality pea going into the cans. 
sive reforesting project in Bay. 19g in the garden of the Ger- There can be no estimate as to the 
SIV oresting projec ay: mond home. The plants blos- ®mount of the Wisconsin pack until 
field County, Wisconsin, at the en Rp cian all crops are harvested. : Soin + som early in the morning—just 2 present time. Virgin timber on "OCS | : . ~~ Present indications in the corn can- 
this estate is also being guarded as soon as the sun can reach ning industry, Mr. Nicholoy said, in- 

. 5 ante them—and close at the first sign dicated there will be very little, if 
carefully. There are few tracts : Cas 7 : oot S , ; of darkness. any, canning unless the frost holds off 
of this area in the state. Wawa 3 ance, the blogs. until at least Oct. 1. The pack is 

axy In appearance, the DIOS” bound to be less than half of last 
sees tiara eas soms are of a delicate yellow and year’s total, he said. 

resemble roses which have been 
DEVISE PROCESS TO CULL preserved by a paraffine process. ee “ DEBRIS OF BLUEBERRIES — When open, they are three or MOSINEE, FIRM IS IN WHOLE 
An aid in the marketing of Wis- four inches in diameter and have Unusual Industry Located in Neigh 

consin blueberries is promised in a four or five rows of petals. an meustry ocaled in Neg 
Sea . : fe oring Community; Sells Many 

process for removing maggots, debris The plants have nettles such EF 
and unfit berries developed by two me ie 2 ee erns 
chemists of the United States depart- as have the cacti of Mexico and An unusual industry located at 
ment of agriculture. The patent has resemble them in every particu- Mosinee is that of the Badger Whole- 
been dedicated to the people of the lar. sale Fern company. This company 
United States and may be used with- How did the plants come to has hundreds of people picking ferns 
out payments of royalties. Wisconsin? That’s : eter for them. The ferns are sorted in 

Only clean, sound berries free from isconsin : ats a mystery. the warehouse and sold to florists in 
maggots may be canned and sold with- They have grown on Rattle- the larger cities. Lund and Philipps 
in the jurisdiction of the federal food snake bluff for years. A woman of Wausau both buy ferns from this 
and drugs act. The blueberry maggot of 65 who has lived at Prairie concern. 
develops from the egg of a dark fly, »all h “lif ld Mr _ The supply of ferns is largely from 
somewhat smaller than the house fly. du Sac all her life to r. Ger- the northern half of the state and 

When it was learned that a portion mond the cactus and the rattlers from Michigan, but there are some 
of the crop of blueberries was in- have been on the hill ever since gathered around here in the spring of 
fested with maggots it seemed that a her childhood and she knew they the year before they mature. Pe- 
large part of the crop would be a loss, . S ne h ane tween thirty-five and forty millions 
since there had been no_ practical had been there longer than any- were stored last year. They are tivd 
method available for separating the one then living could recall. in bunches of twenty-five and put in 
unfit berries. B. J. Howard and C. H. The growth of the plants has the warehouse. The storing starts in 
Stephenson, who had been detailed to been called remarkable by bot- August and five or six trucks are kept 
study the problem, developed the ef- <j °° 3 ic . busy all the time bringing the ferns 
fective process which has been pat- anists. They withstand the rig- to the plant. 
ented. This process was used with orous Wisconsin winters, and The building at Mosinee was put up 
great success during the last canning flower every year, oblivious to only a year ago. There is a brar ch 
season. By separating out the mag- the snow and ice which cover ffice at Lily, which is more in the 
goty and otherwise unfit berries the h aia . . WwW center of the area from which ‘he 
bulk of the blueberry crop which was them in winter. — WISCONSIN ferns are picked, and the summer T° 
sound was saved. STATE JOURNAL. ders are filled from there.
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ROADSIDE STANDS OFFER (Continued from page 204) f] L 

GOOD OUTLET $2.75 to $3.25 in terminal mar- Ww AO ie aa tc 
antages of asi ._ kets. Similar prices prevailed  Qipm@ipls... ge Mall 

Moe perushatiy. pa the on Arkansas Elbertas. Shipping iieeae eget? 
ah pat j point quotations in the Sand Hill gf mre cea net point of view of the fruit grow- Secti f North Caroli te diet etre WS 

er, formed the subject of a re- EO¢ 15 44 00 i h at 82. 20 to aie cer oan) Car ) 
cent statement by Dr. U. P. ae aU IME han 2 $2. 1 0 LoS De OO 
Hedrick, horticulturist at the 53-00, fp more than twice last 
New York Experiment Station Years "gure. a Mr Planter 8 
at Geneva. “The chief advan- TTT 2 . 8 

tages of roadside stands to the ONIONS i pr you buy Nurs- U 
fruit prone ae that he ee With early onions moving & hs oo Stock you want a 
inate the middleman and that a ; e best. q 

eunsaetions are for cash,” says. 170% Massachusetts, Ohio, and NORTH STAR QUAL- H 
Dr. Hedrick. “The roadside diana, Fealera vill the n be vy THAR OCU j 

. . = wellas - H] 

fang sles ores an Sapentant ty Grob. Heavier aliments from ERN GRODN STOCK, ! 

or the sale of a tar greater Washington and Iowa accounted demuce ORR RE | 
variety of products than would  jargely for the sharp increase to “Ge, PLAN ‘ 
otherwise be possible, such as 509 cars for a week. Japanese MANUAL’ vill avons u 
fruit by-products and perishable sets, from the Connecticut Val- 4 much valuable informa- 7 

(distant market Sat mae yg seunaseacee ie ff sergeaunacltes . 5 tock. Write to-da 
“Success with these stands de- Boston, but later declined to a itis free, mie tercay. 

pends largely upon the attention range of $2.75 to $3.00. The 
given to details which make the New York market was strong on North Star Nursery Co. 
stand see to the passerby New Jersey Yellows at $1.75 to Pard eo i 
and upon the courtesy and en- $2.00 per bushel hampers, but se OES 
ergy of the owner. Special con- most sales of Eastern onions sammmmomamoocm moog 
tainers adapted to the commodi-_ ruled $1.00 to $1.75. Egyptian 
ties and quantities sold at the stock brought about 8¢ per —————— —— 
roadside should be provided and pound compared with imported 
should be made as attractive as Spanish Valencias at 5¢ a pound. 
possible. Of course they need About 60 carloads arrived from Trustworthy 
not be as strong as containers Spain. oe } 
wees oe shipping products to é cael gow eee reise 
qaistant markets. ontinue rom page 

“If he is to develop the possi- their place. These will give ‘ ‘ 
bilities of roadside marketing to much larger fruit clusters, and kee the Forest Winter 
the fullest extent, the fruit yj i pple, as good quality as , will be very much less tedious to Delicious. Tree h rr . . me . . i e hardy, pro- et must en to ae a pick. The berries are also larger ductive and a good grower 
iuch larger number of varieties and better. r 

than would be the case if he The foliage colors beautifully ne bem ee locally in 
were marketing in commercial j; ie i 4s is section for twenty-five lot Th g in « Hould in the fall, thus making it an all years. We also have a good 

O85 ese varieties should year, desirable shrub. stock of the Windsor, some- provide a succession of the dif- —From the Flower Grower. times called “Wisconsin 

ferent fruits ripening over, the © __"__ Balin Blan these tre 
quality and attractiveness in Fireblight in New Zealand is varieties and have good 
sorts suitable for eating out of dreaded as much as the Euro- winter apples of your own. 

hand and for culinary purposes. pean Corn Bare’ 18 In meta Send for our catalog, 

“A wellconducted roadside of spreading this disease trom — Sf°Pyutt, wa ‘onetentata 
stand should be a source of a one section to another a quaran- adapted to your mecds, are 
steady income to the fruit grow- tine was recently established in . . ev with a mini f overhead . 4 Reliabl "wi a minimum of overhea an infected area in a large to- eliable agents wanted. 

expense and Pi oe os mato growing section prohibit- 120 seve 
yenlence and disappointments jing the movement of tomatoes a 

ce = dealing with a com-  foy fear there might be some in- The Coe, tla & Edwards 
a ouse. sects on them that would carry ompany 

—From BETTER FRUIT. the disease. Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
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To calculate and keep a record —> { 
AN INVITATION of the exact number of fruit or ri 

in S the exact weight of fruit Buy Direct From Grower 
: a Toole ae Pete from each tree would be im- Ae BRee ZO GH Four 
un ey "Tha a Ml at practicable. To the average 
Ga orucu Dal ° her at orchardist an estimate of the Nursery Stock 

airy Dee- Lule Wwoenever crop of each tree would be 
convenient to you. There sufficient, as after a little z ‘3 
is usually something of in- practice growers would goon be Sataptionen Net terest from May 1 to Oc- an sr intawqinion uswetentoat ~ Kelloge’s Nurser 
tober 1 in the gardens. come proficient in estimating to es y 

a nicety the crop of any given Box 77 
W. A, TOOLE tree. The work can be done ex- , 

Garry-nee-Dule alae Janesville, Wisconsin 

Baraboo, Wis. peditiously and accurately 
enough for all practical purpos- 

- ee _ es. The six great factors which] —§__-—-————_——_ | 
determine production are, inher- Delphinium (larkspur) and 

Of the thirty-five known spe- ent quality of tree, cultural op- madonna lilies is a combination 
cies of hydrangea twenty came erations, location, sanitation and worthy of a place in everyone's 
from China and Japan. manuring, and pruning. garden. 

| 50,000 GRAFTED ELMS 
| Growing in our Nurseries at Waterloo, Wisconsin | / mmour 
BR reach Bgl a o 7 | - VER 
1 te RR, gE We are | 4.3 DZ # | 
Hatta ARs sata oo h | | RAR? o£ 

iencian one ; firm in the a3 Caries, 

ae . ee Northwest ae . 25g ae | 
im . ae NE ge ; : an i if * sae Be | ie Bee Naat ee growing RE it... eS SC 
om oS. ie, any I 3 ‘ Beas va £ 

ia See Ba = quantity (a a ar 
; : Bi of ae Be 3 “a 

f ‘ : ‘ Ga A 
«= oe 3 Grafted le: etre: fee ne | 

oa ; : Elms eS e —— 
Bia pear een ‘the ite ‘. | , PS sts 6 

pe a ae eer — : ha Sic) 
ma eS. eed Baa ae er Fe 54 

ae get nae ele we pe | 4 fds ieee adi ; 

4k eae eceraeeme ea ie a 

\ Vase Elm Moline Elm | 

| O overcome the extreme variations in the develop- Vase Elm—The Vase Elm was named after its f 
| ment of American Elms grown from seedlings two characteristic open top or vase shape of branching. It | 

| select types, the Vase and Moline Elms, have been _ is an excellent tree for street planting. j 
'| developed. These types are propagated by grafting Moline Elm—Its outstanding characteristic is its } 

from the parent tree on to selected stocks. This insures conical shape and pyramidal growth. It is an unusu- i 
their growing into trees that will be absolutely uniform ally fast grower and should be planted on narrow streets_ |, 

| in shape and size. or where spire-like specimens are desired on the lawn. |! 

MCKAY NURSERY COMPANY | 
Nurseries: WATERLOO, WIS. - - Offices: First Central Building, MADISON, WISCONSIN } 

} —— a a eT
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